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(C) CUBAN INTELLIGENCE ACTIVITIES IN THE UNITED STATES - EFFORTS 
TO RECRUIT CUDAN REFUGEES TO GATHER INTELLIGENCE INFORMA
TION -- During recent months, a number of Cuban refugees residing in the 
United States have receiyed unsolicited mimeographed letters which requested 
the addressee to cooperate with the Cuban Government by gathering information 
of an intelligence nature which the addressee was requested to furnish to the 
Cubans by means of secret-writing letter. All of the letters received by the 
refugees to date have been postmarked at New York City and the sender has 
utilized fictitious names although a number of the return addresses utilized 
actually exist. 

The above mineographed letter sets forth an accommodation 
address in Cuba to be utilized by the addressee as well as detailed information 
concerning the preparation and mailing of secret-writing letters to the 
accommodation address. 

In most cases, the recipients of these letters have recently been 
in contact with Cuban authorities regarding permission to visit Cuba or other 
matters requiring action by a Cuban Government agency . The FBI Laboratory 
has determined that all mimeographed letters received to date were prepared 
on the same mimeograph machine and investigation is being conducted in an 
effort to identify the person or persons responsible for this activity. 

. Since it appears that efforts to recruit Cuban refugees for the 
purpose of gathering intelligence information on behalf of the Cuban Governme~t 
may become widespread, the code name "CUBREC" has been assigned and 
communications regarding investigation of the above-described activity should 
be so captioned. Bureau file in this matter is 65-69402. Offices receiving 
information concerning the above-described activity should promptly bring 
this information to the attention of the Bureau and any pertinent material 
obtained should be forwarded to the FBI Laboratory for appropriate examination. 

6-29-65 
SAC LETTER NO. 65-36 

(D) . SUBVERSIVE ORGANIZATION CHARACTERIZATION - PROGRESSIVE 
LABOR PARTY - PROGRESSIVE LABOR MOVEMENT -- SAC Letter 64-39 
dated July 30, 1964: furnished the field with a characterization of the 
Progressive Labor Movement. At its recent first national convention this 
organization changed its name to the Progressive Labor Party. 

6-29-65 
SAC LETTER NO. 65-36 - 2-
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* * * * * 

The source is NY 4661-S who has furnished reliable information 
in the past. After careful consideration it was deemed necessary to conceal 
the source. 

Very truly yours, 

John Edgar Hoover 

Director 
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In Reply. Please Refer to 

FileNo. 

PERSONAL ATTENTION 
SAC LETTER NO. 64~39 

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

RE: 

-

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

.July 30, 1964 

GQNFiDENTfAL "---·---··-·-·-' ... - _-.~ 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20535 

J-,1.7''1? 
Cia•sified by l5/f/111rcl_q,. 
Declas$ify •: - {i,c~ 

.! ~~~~ 
SUBVERSIVE ORGANIZATION CHARACTERIZATIONS 
INTERNAL SECURITY - C 

___..:..--,-- . 

·. f Set forth below are up-to-date thumbnail sketches 
of organizations and publications, each of which is of use 
to various field offices. No attempt is made to include all 
sketches which have been furnished to the Bureau for approval; 
only those sketches which are believed to have field-wide 
application are set forth. 

In the event an office needs to characterize an 
organization not mentioned in this letter, listed in the . 
various issues of the "Guide to Subversive Organizations ·and 
Publications" published by the .House Committee on Un-American 

~Activities, or designated by the Attorney Gener~l pursuant to 
---.~~ecutive order 10450, a request should be made of the office 
Qf ·origin to furnish the required characterization. In 
describing a local affiliate of a national organization, in 
addition to characterizing the local affiliate, it will be 
necessary to set forth separately the characterization of 
the parent organization • 

. 
The evaluation and identities of the sources should 

be handled in accordance with instructions set forth in Part I, 
Section 49B 2m (!)(d), page 65, of the FBI Handbook. 

For the purpose of evaluation all sources utilized 
in the preparation of the sketches listed below should be 
described as having furnished reliable information in the 
past. In each sketch utilized below, the field office sub
mitting the sketch has advised that careful consideration 
was given to each source concealed. 
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CONFIDENTtAt 

AMERICAN COMMUNICATIONS ASSOCIATION 

The April, 1964, issue of the "ACA News," 
official publication of the American Communications 
Association (ACA), shows that the ACA is located at Is· 
John Street, New York, New York. 

The "Report of the International Executive Board 
ACA, CIO" at the 5th National Convention, Chicago, Illinois, 
April 8_through 13, 1940, discloses that the ACA had its 
origin at-the 3rd National Convention of the American Radio 
Telegraphists Association (ARTA) held in New York City, in 
August, 1937. At this convention, it was agreed to change 
the name of the union from ARTA to ACA. This change was 
ratified by the union members on March 10, 1938. 

The '~irectory of National and International Labor 
Unions in the United States, 195~" published by the United 
States Department of Labor, lists on page 4,unions expelled 
from the Congress of Industrial organizations (CIO) on charges 
of communist domination. ACA was listed ·as having been · 
expelled on June 15, 1950. 

'" ''(\'AMERICAN INSTITUTE FOR MARXIST STUDIES 
.: 
I' 
' A source advised on April 9, 1963, that on April 7, 

1963, at a meeting of the District Committee of the Communist 
Party, United States of America (CP, USA),of New England, held 
in Boston, Massachusetts, Herbert Aptheker stated he was 
developing an organization called American Institute for 
Marxist Studies (AIMS), which would eventually legalize the 
CP. He stated AIMS would publish literature on history, 
science, physics, archeology and other subjects which would 
be put out quarterly with various supplements. 

A second source advised in December, 1959, that 
Herbert Aptheker was elected to the National Committee, CP, 
USA, at the 17th National Convention of the CP, USA, held in 
December, 1959. 

A third source advised on June 7, 1963, that on 
June 3, 1963, Herbert Aptheker spoke at the CP, USA, 
New York District Board meeting concerning AIMS. Aptheker 

7/30/64 
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CONFIDENTtAl 
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eoN.FtO~Ml.tAt 
stated that AIMS would unite and strengthen the CP although 
the CP would not be connected with it. He stated AIMS was 
being formed to operate within the scope of the McCarran 
and Smith Acts and would legally bring Marxist material 
and opinions to the attention of American scholars and the 
general public. · 

A fourth source advised on May 15, 1964, that as 
of that date AIMS was located on the-fifth floor west at 
20 East ~Qth Street, New York, New York. 

Sources: BS 665-S 
NY 2760-S* 
NY 1587-S 
NY 2750-S 

7>/; 
, (~MMI'r.l'EE TO SECURE JUSTICE FOR MORTON SOBELL 

" . 
"Following the execution of atomic spies Ethel and 

Julius Rosenberg in June, 1953, the 'Communist campaign 
assumed a different emphasis. Its major effort centered 
upon Morton Sobell,' the Rosenbergs' codefendant. The 
National Committee to Secure Justice in the Rosenberg Case -
a communist front which had been conducting the campaign in 
the United States - was reconstituted as the National Rosenberg
Sobell Committee at a conference in Chicago in October, 1953, · 
and 'then as the National Committee to Secure Justice for 
Morton So bell in the Rosenberg Case'· ••• " 

(nGuide to Subversive Organizations and Publications" 
dated December 1, 1961, issued by the House Committee on 
Un-American Activities, page 116.) 

In Septemper, 1954, the name "National Committee 
to Secure Justice for Morton Sobell" appeared on literature 
issued by the Committee. In March, 1955, the current name, 
"Committee to Secure Justice for Morton Sobell," first 
appeared on literature issued by the Committee. 

The Address Telephone Directory for the Borough 
of Manhattan, New York City, as published by the New York 
Telephone Gompany on April 20, 1964, lists the "Committee 
to Secu~e Justice for Morton Sobell" (CSJMS) as being located 
at 940 Broadway, New York, New York. 

7/30/64 
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CONFIOENTIAt 
CROSS WORLD BOOKS AND PERIODICALS, INCORPORATED, 
also known as hlidwest Book House, Jidwest Book 
Store \· !i 

Records of the Foreign Agents Registration Section 
(FARS), JUstice Department, Washington, D. c., disclose state
ments were filed by Rose Rose for the Cross World Books and 
Periodicals (CWBP) as agent for Mezhdunarodnaja Kniga (MK) 
(International Book), Moscow, USSR, ·from Ma.y, 1959, until 
she sold -~he business in October, 1960. The address of the 
CWB~ was given as 333 South Wacker Drive, Chicago, and the 
purpose of the business was given as importing Russian books 
and periodicals for profit. 

In January, 1961, a source advised the CWBP would 
be the propaganda center Rose was unable to establish and 
would become a reality through new owners. 

A second source in May, 1944, advised t~a-t Rose 
was then a member of the Rogers Park Pl'ofessional Branch, 
Communist Party (CP), Chicago. 

The new CWBP groups, with Alexander Svenchansky, 
President; Gregory Lotsman, c~nP Manager; and others, filed 
registration statement number 1457 on June 19, 1961, with the 
FARS ·as agent for foreign principal MK to distr.ibute aJ;ld sell 

· - "Russian language books, recordings, periodicals, film strip, 
and visual aid ••• " and act as subscription agents for Soviet 
periodicals and newspapers. The CWBP was incorporated in 
Illinois on January 3, 1961. 

On September 3, 1963, the CWBP filed a supplemental 
registration for the_ six-month period ending June 19, 1963, 
indicating no chan~e in its status. 

Svenchansky was linked with a Soviet espionage ring 
in test;i.mony before the Senate Internal Security Subcommit'tee 
on ~ovember 2, 1953, by Harry Gold, confessed atomic spy. 

7/30/64 
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CONFf-OENfiAt 

On December 21, 1953, a third source said Lotsman 
was in the CP for a short period in the mid-1940's and was 
suspected by the CP as being disloyal as of December 21, 1953. 
Source knew nothing else concerning him or his ~ecent activities. 

Sources: r;;~ 6731-iJ~) 
'iii-onymous source 
CG 5824-S* 

~·FAIR PLAY FOR CUBA COMMITTEE 

_ The Apr\1 6, 1960, edition of "The New York Times" 
newspaper contained a full-page advertisement captioned 
"What Is Really Happening In Cuba," placed by the Fair Play 
for Cuba Committee (FPCC). This advertisement announced 
the format~on of the FPCC in New York City and declared the 
FPCC intended to promulgate "the truth ·about revolutionary 
Cuba" to neutralize the distorted American.press. 

"The New York Times" edition of January }.1, 1961, 
reported that .at a hearing conducted bef·ore the United States 
Senate Internal Security Subcommittee on January 10, 1961, 
Dr. Charles A. Santos-Buch identified himself and Robert 
Taber as organizers of the FPCC. He also ·testified he and 
Taber obtained funds from the Cuban Government which were 
applied toward the cost of the aforementioned &dvertisement. 

On May 16, 1963, a source advised that during the 
first two years of the FPCC's existence there was a struggle 
between Communist Party (CP) and Socialist workers Party (S1~) 
elements to exert their power within the FPCC and thereby 
influence FPCC policy. This source added that during the 
past year there had been a successful effort by FPCC leadership 
to minimize the role of these and other organizations in the 
FPCC so that their influence as·of May, 1963, was negligible • . 

The S'~- has been designated pursuant to Executive 
Order 10450. 

On May 20, 1963, a second source advised that 
Vincent "Ted" Lee, FPCC National Office Director, was then 
formulating FPCC policy and had indicated that he had no 

7/30/64 
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-cONFIDENTIAl-

intention of permitting FPCC policy to be determined by any 
other organization. This source stated that Lee Believed 
that the FPCC should advocate resumption of diplomatic 
relations between CUba and the United States and should 
support the right of Cubans to manage their revolution 
without interference from other nations. tee did not 
advocate supporting the Cuban revolution per se. 

The November 23, 1963, edition of "The New York 
Times" reported that Senator Thomas J. Dodd of Connecticut 
had called FPCC "the chief public relations instrument of 
the Castro network in the United States." It is to be ·noted
that Senator Dodd was a member. of the Senate Internal 
Security Subcommittee which twice conducted hearings on 
the FPCC. 

The December 27, 1963, edition of "The New York 
World Telegram and Sun" newspaper stated that the pro-Castro 
FPCC was seeking to go out of business and that its prime 
activity during its lifetime had been sponsorship_of pro
Castro street rallies and mass picket lines, and the . 
direction of an active propaganda mill highlighting illegal 
travel-to-Cuba campaigns. Its comparatively brief span of 
life was attributed to mounting anti-Castro American public 
opinion, the 1962 Congressional hearings which disclosed 
FPCC financing by Castro's United Nations Delegation, and 
ultimately, the bad publicity which the FPCC received from 
disclosure of activities on its behalf by suspected 
presidential assassin Lee H. Oswald. 

On February 6, 1964, the previously mentioned 
second source advised that v. T. Lee had recently remarked 
that the FPCC was dead and that there were no plans to 
organize another similar organization. 

On April 13, 1964, a third source advised that 
there had not been any FPCC activity in many months an4 
that the FPCC had been dissolved. 

Sources: (W 3164~) 
NY 3467-~_, 

I]! 3367-~~ 
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.CONFIDENTb\l 

FOUR CONTINENT BOOK CORPORATION 

According to the records of the Foreign Agents 
Registration SeGtion, United States Department of Justice, 
Washington, D. c., the Four Continent Book Corporation, 
156 5th Avenue, New York City, is registered under the 
provisions of the Foreign Agents Registration Act of 1938 
as amended. One of the foreig-n principals listed in this 
registration is the Mezhdunarodnaja Kniga (International 
Book), Moscow, Union of the Soviet Socialist Republics • 

..... .. . 
:..· FOURTH INTERNATIONAL 

In the November 4, 1963, issue of "The Militant," 
a weekly newspaper of the Socialist Workers Party (SWP), the 
Fourth International (FI) was described as the world organi
zation of revolutionary socialists founded by Leon Trotsky. 
It was set forth that the major sectors of . the FI were 
reunited in the Summer of 1963 after a long split and are 
represented by the United Secretariat of the FI. 

The SWP has been designated pur.suant to Executive 
order 10450. 

'~ 
--~:FREEDOMWAYS ASSOCIATES, INCORPORATED 

\ 
The records of the New York Secreta~y of State, 

Albany, New York, show that the certificate of incorporation 
of Freedomways Associates, Incorporated, was filed on March 2, 
1961. 

The Spring, 1964, issue of "Freedomways" is self
described as "A Quarterly Review of the Ne_gro Freedom Movement" 
published by Freedomways Associates, Incorporated, 799 
Broadway, New York City. 

On May 24, 1961, a source advised that a report was 
given on ''Freedomways" at a meeting of the National Board, 
Communist Party, USA (CPUSA), held on May 24, 1961. It was 
stated that the original plan called for the publication to 
be openly Marxist, but that it was later decided it would not 
be avowedly a Marxist publication. Editorials are in the 

7/30/64 
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-£0NFIDfNTIAL 

bands of a mixed group of Marxists and non-Marxists. It 
was stated that the central purpose of "Freedomways" is to 
develop a theory and positive criticism of currents in the 
Negro movement, as well as to raise the level of understanding 
and discussion taking place in Negro life today and to project 
·a socialist and pro-Soviet orientation. 

On May 25, 1961, another source advised that 
"Freedomways" was set up for the CPUSA by James Jackson, a 
member of the National Committee of-the CPUSA. 

Sources·: ·- NY 2359-S* 
NY 694-S* 

FRUIT OF ISLAM 

On May 8, 1964, a source advised that the Fruit 
of Islam (FOI) is a group within the Nation of Islam (NO!) 
composed of male members of the NOI. The purpose of the FOI 
is to protect officials and property of the NOI, assure 
compliance of members with NO! te~chings and to prepare 
for the "War of Armageddon." Members of the FOI are requ-ired 
to participate in military drill and are afforded the opportunity 
to engage in judo training. The FOI is governed by a military 
system wherein the members are controlled by general orders 
similar to those issued by regular military organizations. 

Source: CG 6021-S 

(The thumb~ail sketch of the NO! must be 
utilized when using the above sketch.) 
.. , 

< 

·"INTERNATIONAL SOCIALIST REVIEW" 

The November 27, 1961, issue of "The Militant," 
a weekly newspaper of the Socialist Workers Party (SWP), 
described the "International Socialist Review" as "a 
magazine reflecting the viewpoint of the SWP ... 

The Spring, 1964, issue of "International Socialist 
Review" described the magazine as a quarterly publication 
located at 116 University Place, New York Cityo 

The SWP has been designated pursuant to Executive 
Order 10450. 

7/30/64 
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_iJONFIDENTIAf_ 
. ..,_ / 
I(,· -' 
LABOR TODAY 

In January, 1962, a source advised that on 
January 13, · 1962, Gus Hall, whom the source described as 
General Secretary of the Communist Party, USA; remarked 
that the Party-supported trade-union publication would 
be issued in the near future and would appear under the 
name "Labor Today." 

- --On Janua1·y 5, 1962, records in the Assumed Name 
Section of the County Clerk's Office, Wayne County, Detroit-, 
Michigan, indicated that Certificate Number 145344, issued 
for conducting business under an assumed name, was issued 
to "Labor Today" (a bimonthly publication) having a business 
address at 12065 Wyoming, Detroit 4, Michigan. A certificate 
was filed January 2, 1962, and the names of the persons listed 
as owning, conducting and transacting the business were: 

Charles H. Walters 
9309 Memorial 
Detroit, Michigan 

Eve Neidelman 
1997 2 Mar lowe 
Detroit, Michigan 

A second source advised on D~cember 15, 1961, that 
Charles Walters was then a member of the Michigan District 
Communist Party (MDCP) State Committee. This source advised on 
September 18~ 1959, that Eve Neidelman was then a member of 
the MDCP State Committee. 

A third source advised on September 21, 1961, that 
as of September 17, 1961, Eve Neidelman was a member of the 
North-West Section Club of the MDCP. 

The Founding Statement contained in the first issue 
of "Labor Today" (Spring, 1962) indicated that two additional 
issues would be forthcoming in 1962 and beginning in 1963, 
"Labor Today" would appear regularly as a ''bi-monthly journal." 

7/30/64 
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The masthead of bimonthly ''Labor Today 1 " Volume 3, 
No. 1, February - March, 1964, issue, describes the publication 
as "An Independent Journal of ·Discussion." Its managing 
editor is Charles H. Walters and business and editorial 
offices are located at 12065 Wyoming, Suite 5, Detroit 4, 
Michigan. 

Sources: CG 5824-S* 
DE 251-S 
DE 550-S 

·MONROE DEFENSE COMMITTEE 

A source advised on February 16, 1962, that 
Gerald Quinn, a member of the workers world Party (WWP) 
from New York,was sent to Cleveland, Ohio, in October, 1961, 
by the Monroe Defense Committee (MDC) of New York to organize 
an MDC in Cleveland, and that Quinn, with the aid of Ted 
and Fra.nces Dostal, members of WWP, and W-illie Mae Mallory, 
organized an MDC in Cleveland with headquarters at 1289 
East ll5th Street. 

On March 3, 1964, this source related that the 
purpose of the MDC in Cleveland was to aid in the support of 
Willie Mae Mallory in her fight against extradition to 
Monroe, North Carolina. Following her extradition in 
January, 1964, headquarters of MDC was moved from Cleveland 
to Monroe, North Carolina. 

A second source advised March 12, 1964, that the 
purpose of MDC is to obtain support and funds to aid in the 
continued defense of Willie Mae Mallory, Richard Crowder and 
Harold Reape who were convicted in Superior Court, Monroe, 
North Carolina, February 27, 1964, on charges of kidnaping 
Mr. and Mrs. G. Bruce Stegall in Mo~oe on August 27, 1961, 
following a race riot in that city. 

This source stated on May 21, 1964, that head
quarters of MDC is located at 605 Brown Street, Monroe, 
North Carolina, with Clarence Seniors as chairman. 

A third source in September, 1963, identified 
Clarence Seniors as a member of WWP. 

Sources: CV 489-S 
CE 1931-PSI 
LA 4107-S 

(The thumbnail sketch of the WWP must be 
utilized when using the above sketch.) 
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CO.N.f.l DEN.TlAL 

MUSLIM GIRLS TRAINING 

On May 19, 1960, a source advised that the Muslim 
Girls Traini-ng (MGT) is a group within the Nation of Islam 
(NOI) and is composed of all female members of the NOI. 
The MGT is s~ilar in structure to the Fruit of Islam (FOI), 
which is composed of male members of the NOI, in that the 
MGT has officers similar to military .organizations to whom 
other female members are accountable. MGT members receive 
instructi6ns in homemaking, hygiene, calisthenics and other 
subjects such as Muslim history and the English language. 
There also exists a Junior MGT which is composed of female 
members of the NOI who are between the ages of 15 and 19 and 
who are afforded military-type drill. 

Since 1957 various officers and "sisters" of the 
MGT have at meetings of the MGT used the term MGT so that 
it also means General Civilization Class. General 
Civilization Class refers to classes conducted within the 
MGT. 

The above refers to activities of the MGT at 
Muhammad's Temple of Islam No. 2, 5335 South Greenwood, 
Chicago, Il~inois. 

On May 7, 1964, another source advised that the 
MGT is a group within the NOI which is -composed of all 
female members of the NOI. The MGT is similar in structure 
to the FOI which is composed of male members of the NOI. 
In theory, the MGT exists in all Temples of the NOI and is 
patterned after the MGT at Muhammad's Temple of Islam No. 2, 
Chicago. General Civilization Class refers to the collective 
group of classes held within the MGT. 

Sources: Former CG 6176-S 
CG 6205-S 

(The thumbnail sketches of the NOI and FOI must 
·be utilized when using the above sketch.) 

COPJF\DENT\At 
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NATION OF ISLAM, formerly 
referred to as the Muslim 
Cult of Islam, also k.nown as 
Muhammad's Temples of Islam 

In January, 1957, a source advised.~lijah Muhammad 
has described his organization on a nationwide basis as the 
"Nation of Is·lam, ;, (NOI) and ''Muhammad's Temples of Islam~-11 

. . 

... On .May 8, 1964, a second source advised Elijah 
.Muhammad is the national leader of the NOI; Muhammad's Temple 
of Islam No. 2, 5335 South Greenwood Avenue, Chicago, Illinois, 
is the nation·al headquarters of the NOI;_ and in mid-1960, 
Muhammad and other NOI officials, when referring to Muhammad!s 
organization on a nationwide basis, commenced using either 
''Mosque" or ·"Temple" when mentioning one of 11Muhammad 1 s Temples 
of Islam." · · · 

The NOI is an all-Negro organization which was 
originally organized in 1930 in Detroit, Michigan: Muhammad 
clai~s to have been selected by Allah, the Supreme Being~ · . 
to lead the.so-called Negro race out of slavery in the wilderness 
of North America by establishing an independent black nation in· 
the United States. Members following Muhammad's teachings and 
·his interpretation of the "Koran" believe there is no such thing 
as a Negro; that the so-called Negroes are slaves of the white 
race, referred to as "white devils," in the United States; and 
that the white race, because of its exploitation of the·so-called 
Negroes, must and will be destroyed in the approaching "War of 
Armageddon." 

In the past, officials and members of the NOI, 
including Muhammad, have refused to register under the provisions 
of the Selective Service Acts a~d have declared that members 
owe no allegiance to the· United States. 

On May 5, 1958, the first source advised Muhammad· 
had, upon advice of legal counsel, tempered his personal 
statements and instructions to his ministers concerning the 
principles of his organization in order to avoid possible 
prosecution by the United States Government; however, he did 
not indicate any fundamental changes in the teachings of his 
organization. 

7/30/64 
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CON FID.ENTIAl .. _":::-.;:._~-··· 

On May 7, 1964, a third source advised Muhammad 
had, early in July, 1958, decided to de-emphasize the religious 
aspects of the teachings of Islam and to stress the economic 
benefits to be derived by those Negroes who joined the NOI. 
This policy change, according to Muhammad, would help him 
acquire additional followers and create .more interest in his 
programs. 

Sources: CS PG 147-S 
CG 6021-S 
-cG 6205-S 

NEWS AND LETTERS COMMITTEES 

A source on August 1, 1958, stated that as a 
result of the split in the Johnson-Forest Group (JFG) which 
occurred in 1955, two factions emerged, the Johnson Faction 
and the Forest Faction. According to the source, the Johnson 
Faction was composed of the followers of C.L.R. James, also 
known as James Johnson, and the Forest Faction was· composed 
of the followers of Rae Dwyer, also known as Freddie Fores~. 
The cofounders of the JFG were c.L.R. James, known as Johnson, 
who was deported from the United States as an undesirable alien 
in 1953, and Rae Dwyer known as Forest. 

The JFG has been designated by the Attorney General 
of the United States pursuant to Executive Qrder 10450. 

On March 3, 1964, another source advised that the 
Forest Faction of the JFG is publicly known as the News and 
Letters Committees (NLC). The national headquarters of the 
NLC is located at 8751 Grand River, Detroit, Michigan. 

According to the second source and a third source, 
the Detroit Local of the NLC c·arries out the instructions 
and policies issued by the National Headquarters of the NLC. 

Sources: DE 487-S 
PG 139-S 
PG 140-S 
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CON Fl DE.NTil\t 

PROGRESSIVE LABOR MOVEMENT, also 
known as Progressive Labor Party 
"PROORESSIVE LABOR" 

· A source advised on July 2, 1962, that Progressive 
Labor groups held a conference in New York City on July 1, 
1962, where Milton Rosen acted as chairman. He read a 
statement at this conference setting forth their intention 
to form a new Marxist-Leninist party· in the United States. 
Rosen stated that a more formal organization was necessary, 
one which·- would provide a framework for all who wanted to 
join-in a united effort to build an American vanguard. The 
forces of this new organization are to consolidate all 
existing forces around Progressive Labor and organize 
additional forces, expand and improve political activities, 
win additional forces to an outlook of Marxism-Leninism and 
increase the open advocacy of socialism, develop a significant 
Marxist-Leninist program for the new party, and organize a 
collective organization of leaders and members. 

"The. Worker," an east coast communist newspaper·, 
issue of January 7, 1962, page ten, column three, reported 
the expulsion of Milton Rosen, former Labor Secretary of the 
New York State Communist Party, United States of America. 

A becond and third source advised in February, 
1963, that this new Marxist-Leninist party had not yet been 
organized on a formal basis, but that Progressive Labor groups 
had been formed in several localities in line with the proposals 
of Milton Rosen., The sources advised as of February, 1963, 
that the leaders of this group were referring to it as the 
Progressive Labor Movement. 

A fourth source advised on March 15, 1964, that 
the Progressive Labor M.ovement follows, supports and 
is politically orientated toward the Communist Party line 
of Red China rather than that of the Soviet Union. 

A fifth source advised on March 28, 1964, that 
at a Progressive Labor Movement meeting held in New York 
City on that date, it was announced that the Progressive 
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Labor Movement would try to hold a national convention in 
New York City in September, 1964, to organize the Progressive 
Labor Movement on a more formal basis into a Progressive 
Labor Party. 

The fifth source also advised that the Progressive 
Labor Movement publishes a monthly magazine called 
"Progressive Labor" and also a quarterly theoretical publi
cation called the "Marxist-Leninist Quarterly." The source 
also ··advised that starting June 1, 1964, the Progress-ive 
Labor Movement would start publishing a weekly newspaper in.· 
New York City. 

The March, 1964, issue of "Progressive Labor" sets 
forth that it is published monthly by the Progressive Labor 
Company, General Post Office Box SOS, · Brooklyn 1, Ne~ York. 

s·ources: PH 214-S* 
BU 241-S* 
BU 210-S* 
NY 4399-S* 
NY 4407-S* 

f ·-' . 
RUSSIAN-AMERICAN CULTURAL 
EDUCATIONAL COMMITTEE 

A source advised on July 11, 1961, that from its 
inception in June, 1955, until May, 1960, the Russian
American Cultural Educational ·committee (RACEC) operated as 
a fund raising organization of the Russian Club of the 
Communist Party (CP) of Illinois. In May, 1960, the Russian 
Club, CP of Illinois, was enlarged to include Ukrainians and 
Poles and this united club became a unit of the Nationalities 
Section, CP of Illinois. During that period the RACEC served 
as a fund raising organization for the Russian element of the 
Polish-Ukrainian-Russian Club of the Nationalities Sect-ion, 
CP of Illinois. 

In December, 1961, it was decided that the Russians, 
Ukrainians and Poles would again be separated into individual 
club~ within the Nationalities Section, CP of Illinois. 
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As of May. 12, 1964, the source advised that the 
RACEC was composed of m~mbers of the Russian Club, CP of 
Illinois, and functioning as a fund raising organization for 
that club. 

Meetings of the RACEC are helq irregularly, as the 
occasion demands, and are held at the residences of its 
various members. In the event of a fund raising affair open 
to the public, arrangements are made for a haLl in which to 
hold the affair. 

Source: CG 5851-S 
. i 

·t \ 
SOVFOTO 

According to the records of the Foreign Agents 
Registration Section, United States Department of Justice, 
Washington, D. C., the Sovfoto Agency, 24 West 45th Street, 
New York, New York, is registered with the Department of 
Justice .as agent for Mezhdunarodnaj a Kniga (International 
Book), USSR, for the sale of Sovie~ books, articles, stories 
and plays for publication in the United States and Canada. 
Sovfoto is also registered agent for Tass (the telegraphic 
agency of the USSR) for the sale of Soviet newspapers and 
photographs and for fourteen other foreign principals. 
Other names also used by Sovfoto a~e Eastfoto Agency, East 
Music Agency and AM-RUS Literary and Music Ag.ency. 

TASS NEWS AGENCY 

The Tass News Agency is the official Soviet 
Government·news-gathering organization with headquarters 
in Moscow, USSR, and branches throughout the world. 

"THE MILITANT" 
',. 

"The Militant" is a Yieekly newspaper of the 
Socialist workers Party (SWP). 

The Sl~ has been designated pursuant to Executive 
Order 10450. 
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. ./ . 
UNITED ELECTRICAL, RADIO AND MACHINE WORKERS OF AMERICA .. 

'' 
The "UE Shop Steward Guid~," United Electrical, 

Radio and Machine Workers of America (UE) Publication Number 
212, Sixth Edition, 1952, discloses on pages 32-34, "UE - the 
United Electrical, Radio and Machine Workers of America" was 
established in 1936 at a convention in Buffalo, New York. At 
that time the organization was called the United Electrical and 
Radio Workers of America. Shortly thereafter a large group of 
American.~ederation of Labor machinists' locals joined the 
UE and the full name became the United Electrical, Radio and 
Machine Workers of America (UE). · 

"The UE is known as an 'International Union' because 
companies of both the United States and Canada are under contract." 

"100 Things You Should Know About Communism and 
Labor," prepared and released by the Committee on Un-American 
Activities, Uni.ted States House of Representatives, Washington, 
D. c., 1951, relates the following information. In 1944, the 
Committee on Un-American Activities found the "United Electrical, 
Radio and Machine Workers of America (CIO)" to be one of the 
unions which was described as having "Communist leadership ••• 
strongly entrenched." The "United Electrical, Radio and Machine 
Wo.rkers of America" was listed as one of the unions which was 
expelled from the Congress of Industrial Organizations in 1950 
because of its communist domination. 

The "Internal Security Annual Report for 1957, 
Report of the Subcommittee to Investigate the Administration 
of the Internal Security Act and other Internal Security Laws, 
of the Committee on the Judiciary, United States Senate,·" on 
page 61 refers to UE as "one of the strongest Communist 
controlled unions in America." 

The International Headquarters of UE is located . 
at 11 East 51st Street, New York, New York, according to 
the April 20, 1964, edition of "UE News," official organ 
of UE. 
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W.E.B. DU BOIS CLUBS OF AMERICA 

A source has advised that on October 26-27, 1963, 
a conference of members of the Communist Party (CP), including 
national functionaries, met in Chicago, Illinois, for the 
purpose of setting in motion forces for the establishment of . 
a new national Marxist-oriented youth organization which would 
hunt for the most peaceful transition to socialism. The 
delegates t~ this meeting were cautioned against the germ 
of anti-~q_viet and anti-CP ideologies. These delegates were 
also ~old that it would be reasonable to assume that the 
young socialists attracted into this new organization would 
eventually pass into the CP itself. 

A second conference of over 20 persons met in 
Chicago on December 28-29, 1963, for the pu~pose of initiating 
a·"call" to the new youth organization and planning for a 
founding convention to be held in June, 1964. 

A. second source has advised that the founding 
convention for the new youth organization was held from 
June 19-21, 1964, at 150 Golden Gate Avenue, San Francisco, 
California, at which time the name w.E.B. DuBois Clubs of 
America was adopted. Approximately 500 delegates from 
throughout the United States attended this convention. The 
aims of this organization, as set forth in the preamble to the 
constitution, ares''It is our belief that this nation can best 
solve its problems in an atmosphere of peaceful coexistence, 
complete disarmament and true freedom for all peoples of the 
world, and that these solutions will be reached mainly through 
the united efforts of all democratic elements in our country, 
composed essentially of the working people allied in the unity . 
of Negroes and other minorities with whites. we further fully 
recognize that the greatest threat to American democracy comes 
from the racist and right wing forces in coalition with the most 
reactionary sections of the economic power structure, using 
the tool of anti-communism to divide and destroy the unified 
struggle of the working people. As young people in the forces 
struggling for democracy, we shall actively strive to defeat 
these reactionary and neo-f~scist elements and to achieve 
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GONf\OENTlAL 
complete freedom and democracy fqr all Americans, thus 
enabling each individual to freely choose and build the society 
he would wish to live in. Through these struggles we feel 
the American people will realize the viability of the 
socialist alternatives." 

The constitution further states that this new 
organization shall be a membership organization open to 
individuals,or if five or more people so desire a chapter 
can be fo~med which shall in turn be guided by the policies 
and principles of the parent organization. 

The second source has also advised that at the 
founding convention. it was voted that the organization should 
be temporarily headquartered in San Francisco, California, 
although no specific physical location was decide4 upon. 
This same source advised on June 29, 1964, that the temporary 
heaqquarters of this organization is 1007 McAllister Street, 
San Francisco, which is the headquarters of the W.E.B. DuBois 
Club of San Francisco. · 

Both sources have advised that at the founding 
convention two officers were elected: 

Philip Chapin Davis - President 
Carl Ellenger Bloice - Publications Chairman 

A third source has advised that on October 26, 
1962, Philip Davis attended a CP recruiting class held a.t 1579 
Scenic Avenue, Berkeley, California. 

A fourth source has advised that Carl Bloice, reporter 
for the "People's World" newspaper, was, on April 3, 1964, 
elected to the newly orgsnized San Francisco County Committee 
of the CP. 

The "People·' s World" is a west coast communist 
newspaper published weekly in San Francisco, California •. 

Sources: CG 6474-S 
SF 2686-S 
SF 2502-S 
SF 2466-S 
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CO Nfil DENTIAl 
"WORKERS WORLD" 

On May 13, 1964, a source advised that the 
"Workers World" is the official newspaper of the Workers 
World Party_, published twice monthly, with eqj, tor~al 
offices located at 46 West 21st Street, New York, New York. 

Sou.rce: NY 3527 -S 

(The thumbnail sketch of the Workers World Party 
must be utilized when using the above sketch.) 

WORKERS WQRLD PARTY · 

On April 17, 1959, a source advised that on 
February 12, 1959, a Socialist Workers Party (SWP) minority 
group, ·under the leadership of National · Committee member 
Sam Ballan, split from the SWP. 

The source stated that this minority group, 
referred to as the Marcyites, after many years of program 
and policy differences on varied issues concerning tactics. 
and .interpretation of pol~tical even~s, split from the SWP 
on the grounds that the Party was liquidating itself by 
departing from the Marxist precepts of Leon Trotsky and 
retreating from the fight for the world socialist revolution. 
The final issue which ultimately forced the snlit was the 
minority's opposition to the SWP regroupment policy which 
involved cooperation with the Communist· Party (CP). periphery
individuals characterized by the minority as petty-bourgeois. 

The minority program, according to the source, 
advocated unconditional defense of the Soviet Union and has 
as its goal the building of a revolutionary party with a complete 
proletarian orientation fer the purpose of overthrowing 
capitalism in the United States and throughout the world. 

On May 12, 1960, the source advised that this 
minority group had chosen the name Workers World ~rty. 
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On April 27, 1964, a second source advised that 
the Workers world Party, which maintains headquarters at 
46 West 21st ,Street, New York, New York, supports the Peoplets 
Republic of China in its ideological dispute with the Soviet 
Union. 

The SWP and the CP have been de·signated pursuant 
to Executive Order 10450. 

Sources: NY 711-S 
NY 3527-S t\1 

~.:\ 
"YOUNG SOCIALIST" 

The "Young Socialist" (YS) is a monthly publication 
self-described in the April-May, 1964, issue of this newspaper 
as the official organ of the Young Socialist Alliance. 

The YS maintains the mailing address of Post Office 
Box 471, Cooper Station, New York, New York, 10003. 

(The thumbnail sketch of the Young Socialist 
Alliance must be utilized when using the 
above sketch.) 

\{ ' 
YOUNG SOCIALIST ALLIANCE 

The May, 1960, issue of the "Young Socialist" 
· .. · ..... 

(YS), page 1, column 3, disclosed that during April 15-17, 
1960, a national organization entitled "The Young Socialist 
Alliance" (YSA) was established at Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. 
Thi~ issue stated that this organization was formed by the 
nationwide supporter clubs of the publication YS. 

The above issue, page 6, set forth the Founding 
Declaration of YSA. This declaration stated that the YSA 
recognizes the Socialist workers Party {SWP) as the only .. 
existing political leadership on class struggle principles, 
and that the supporters of the YS have come into basic political 
solidarity with the SWP on the principles of revolutionary 
socialism. · 

A source advised on May 6, 1964, that the original 
· YSA ·.vas an organization formed during October, 1957, in New York 
City by youth of various left socialist tendencies, particularly 
members and followers of the SWP. The leaders of this group 
were the guiding forces in the establishment of the national 
organization. 
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~ The source further advised on May 6, 1964, that 
the YBA is dominated and controlled on a national basis by 
the SWP through having Si~ members comprise exclusively the 
National Executive Committee (NEC) and through an off.icial SWP 
representative at all YSA ~C meetings. The lSA, in reality, 
is the youth and training section of the SlVP and the main source 
of new- SWP members. 

The headquarters of the YSA · are located in Room 631, 
41 Union Square West, New York City • 

. _The SWP has been designated pursuant to Executive 
Ordel:' 10450. 

Source: NY 711-S 
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ln Reply. Please Refer to 
File No, 

[ 

I 
PERSONAL 
NO NUMBER SAC LETTER 64- B 

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

April 1, 1964 wAsHINGToN, n.c. 20535 

RE: DANIEL LIEBER QUEEN 
. 
( 

Daniel Lieber Queen is a member of the Communist 
Party in Chicago, Illinois. He has been trained in and .is currently 
engaged in the electronics field in the Chicago area. 

Gus Hall, General Secretary, Communist Party, USA, 
has instructed Queen to perfect an instrument which would locate 
listening devices and which can be used for the purpose of checking 
Party offices and residences of various Party leaders. Queen is 
working on such an instrument and has stated that at this stage his 
instrument probably will not locate listening devices unless the FBI 
has insecurely installed such devices. Queen is continuing to perfect 
his instrument and feels he is capable of developing an instrument 
which will be able to make a thorough security check of the various 
Party offices, meeting places and residences of Party leaders. 

The Chicago Office should al-~rt the Bureau and any 
interested offices when it is known that Queen will be traveling to 
another territory. This matter should be brought to the attention 
e~ppropriate investigative personnel and each office must be 
cm1stantly alert for Queen 1s activities in its area and take necessary 
st~ps to neutralize his effectiVeness and prot~ct our sensitive sources 
at all times. 

Very truly yours, 

John Edgar Hoover 

Director 
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PERSONAL ATTENTION 
SAC LETTER NO. 65-47 

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

In Reply, Please !}.efer to. 

FihNo. 

August 25J 1965 WASHINGTON, D.C. 20535 

(A)~ SUBVERSIVE ORGANIZATION CllARACTERIZATION8 - INTERNAL 
SECURITY- C -- Set forth below.are up-to-date thumbnail 
sketches of organizations and publicationsJ each of which 
is of use to various field offices. No attemnt is made to 
include all sketches v;hich have been furnished to the Bureau 
for approval; only those sketches which are believed to have 
field-wide application are set forth. 

In the event an office needs to characterize an 
urganizatio~ not ae~tioncd in this letter, listed in the 
various issues of the "Guide to Subversive Organizations and 
Publications'i l)Ublished by the House COl;"lmittee on Un-American 
Activities, or designated by the ~~ttorney Genei1~1 pursuant to 
Executive Order 10~50, a request should be made of the office 
of origin to furnish the required characterization. In 
describing a local affiliate of a national organization, in 
addition to ch~rncterizing the local affiliate, it will be 
necessary to set forth separately the charact~rization of 
the parent organization. 

The evaluation and identities of the sources should 
be handled in accordance with instructions set forth in Part I, 
?ection 49B 2m (1) (d), page 65, of thG FBI Handbook. 

For the pm.1 pose of evaluation, all sources utilized 
in the pre9~rntion of the sketches listed below should be 
described as having furnished reliable information in the past. 
In each sl~ctch utilized below, the field offic~ submitting the 
sketch hns advised that careful consideration wns given to each 
source concealed. 

I '.(\f 
AMERICAN COMl\IUNICATIONS ASSOCI.t"\TION 

\_: 

The April, 1965, issue of the "ACA News," 
official publication of the American Communications 
Association (ACA), shows that the ACA is located at 
18 John Street, New York, New York. 

NW 55069 Docld:32989528 Page 28 
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The "Report of the International Executive 
Board, ACA, CIO" at the 5th National Convention, 
Chicago, Illinois, April 8 through 13, 1940~ discloses 
the ACA had its origin at the 3rd National Convention 
of the American Radio Telegraphists Association (ARTA) 
held in New York City in August, 1937. At this convention, 
it was agreed to change the name of the union from ARTA to 
ACA. This change was ratified by the union members on 
March 10, 1938. 

The "Directory of National and International 
Labor Unions in the United Stat"es, 1955," published by 
the United States Department of Labor, lists on page 4 
unions expelled from the Congress of Industrial 
Organizations (CIO) on charges of communist domination. 
ACA was listed as having been expelled on June 15, 1950. 

"A~~iltiCAN DIALOG" / 

A source stated during June, 1964, Joseph Felshin 
advised former subscribers to the magazine "Mainstream" that 
"Mainstream" had ceased publication with its August, 1963, 
issue and had been replaced by a new bimonthly publication 
entitled "American Dialog" with Joseph North as editoro 

It is to be noted that. the July-August, 1964, 
issue of "American Dialog," Volume I, Number I, contains 
the statement in its masthead, "American Dialog is published 
bimonthly by Dialogue Publications, 853 Broadway, New York ••• 
Copyright 1964, by Dialogue Publications, Incoo••" 

A second source advised ~uring December, 1959, 
that on December 13, 1959, Joseph Felshin attended the 17th 
National Convention of the Communist Party, USA (CP,USA), 
held from December 10, 1959, through December 13 7 1959, in 
New York City. 

This second source advised on May 27, 1963, that 
Joseph North was present at an enlarged meeting of the 
National Executive Committee of the CP, USA, held in 
New York City on May 23 7 1963. 
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The Address Telephone Directory for the Borough 
of Manhattan, New York City, as published by the New York 
Telephone Company on April 6, 1965, lists Dialogue Publications, 
Inc., as being located at 853 Broadway, New York, New Yorko 

(Tile characterization of "Mainstream" contained 
in the "Guide to Subversive Organizations and Publications" 
issued by the House Committee on Un-American Activities. 
dated December 1, 1961, must be used whenever the above 
thumbnail sketch is utilized.) 

Sources: CSSF 2670-S* 
CG 5824-S* 

! 
QY 

AMERI9AN INSTITUTE FOR MARXIST STUDIES 

A source advised on April 9, 1963, that on 
April 7, 1963, at a meeting of the New England District 
Committee, Communist Party, United States of America (CP, USA), 
held in Boston, MRssachusetts, Herbert Aptheker stated he was 
developing an organization called American Institute for 
Marxist Studies (AIMS), which would eventually legalize the 
CP. He stated AIMS would publish literature on history, 
science, physics, archeology, and other subjects which 
would be put out quarterly with various supplements. 

A second source advised in December, 1959, that 
Herbert Aptheker was elected to the National Committee, 
CP, USA, at the 17th National Convention of the CP, USA, 
held in December, 1959. 

A third source advised on June 7, 1963, that on 
June 3, 1963, Herbert Aptheker spoke at the C.P, USA, New York 
District Board meeting concerning AIMS. Aptheker stated that 
AIMS would unite and strengthen i:b.e CP although the CP would 
not be connected with it. He stated AIMS was being formed 
to operate within the scope of the McCarran and Smith Acts 
and would legally bring Marxist material and opinions to 
the attention of America.n scholars and the general public. 

A fourth sou~de advised that as of May 7, 1965, 
AIMS was located at 20 East 30th Street, New York City. 
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Sources: BS 665-S 
NY 2760-S* 
NY 1587-S 
NY CS ~tanlcy Kalfus 

AlVlTORG TRADING COHPORATION 

Amtorg Trading Corporation (ATC) 1 according to 
records of the Hew York County Clerk, is a New York corporation 
formed in 1924. It has acted since then as a buying and 
selling agency in the United States for the Soviet Government. 
Since 1949, it has been registered with the United States 
Department of Justice under the provisions of the Foreign 
Agents Registration Act of 1938, as amended. 

1'-f 
COMMITTEE TO SECURE JUSTICE FOR MOHTON SOBELL 

"Following the execution of atomic spies Ethel and 
Julius Ro.senberg, in June, 1953, the 'Communist campaign 
assumed a different emphasiso Its major effort centered 
upon Morton Sobell, the Rosenbergs' codefendant. The 
National Committee to Secure Justice in the Rosenberg Case -
n Communist front which had been conducting the campaign in 
the United States - was reconstituted as the National 
Rosenberg - Sobell Committee at a conference in Chicago in 
October, 1953, and then the National Comn1ittee to Secure 
Justice for I\Iorton Sobell in the Rosenberg Case' ••• " 

("Guide to Subversive Control Organizations and 
Publications, 11 dated December 1, 1961, issued by the House 
Committee on Un-American Activities, page 116.) 

In September, 1954, tile name "National Committee 
to Secure Justice for Morton Sobell" appeared on literature 
issued by the Committee. In March, 1955, the current name, 
"Committee to Secure Justice for !\'lorton Sobell" first 
appeared on literature issued by the Committee. 

. The Address Telephone Directory for the Borough 
of Manhattan, New York City, as published by the New York 
Telephone Company on April 6, 1965, lists the Committee to 
Secure Justice for Morton Sobell as being located at 
150 Fifth Avenue, New York, New York. 
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FOUR CONTINENT BOOK CORPORATION 

According to the records of the Foreign Agents 
Registration Section, United States Department of Justice, 
i'/asllington, D. C., the Four Continent Bool-~ Corporation, 
156 5th Avenue, New York City, is registered under the 
provisions of the Foreign Agents Registration Act of 1938, 
as amended. One of the foreign principals listed in this 
registration is the Mezhdunarodnaja Kniga (International 
Book), Moscow, USSR. 

FREEDOI\IWAYS ASSOCIA'rES, INCORPORATED 

The records of the New York Secretary of State, 
Albany, New York, show the certificate of incorporation of 
Freedomways Associates, Inc., was filed on March 2, 1961. 

· The Winter, 1965, issue of "Freedomways" is 
self-described r.s 11 A Quarterly H.eview of the Negro Freedom 
1iovement, 11 published by Freedomways .Associates, Inc., 
799 Broadway, New York City. This issue lists John Hcnrik 
Clarke as Associate Editor, Esther Jackson as Managing 
Editor and John L. Devine as Art Editor of the publication. 

A source made available information on July 1, 1964, 
disclosing- that John Henril;: Clarke attended the first and 
founding meeting of the American Institute for Marxist Studies 
(AIMS) which was held on December 19, 1963, and continued on 
January 10, 1964. 

This source also made available information on 
1\ugust 14, 1964, disclosing Clarke is an 11associa te" of AIMS. 

The Winter, 1963, iss_ue of "Freedomways," page 44. 
states that Esther Jackson became one of the leaders of the 
Southern Negro Youth Congress (SNYC), which existed from 
1937. to 1949. The SNYC has been designated nursuant to 
Executive Order 10450. 

According to a second source, Esther Jackson is 
the W1Ie of James Jackson, whom the source identified on 
October 14, 19GL1, as being a member of the Nntional Committee 
of the Communist Party, USA (CP, USA). 
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On January 30, 1961, Sylvia 1\I. Brenner Devine, 
415 South 50th Street, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, advised 
that her former husband, Jack Devine, mentioned on 
December 17, 1960, he was still in tho CP and the CP is 
his whole li:Ee. 

On July 24, 1963, a third source described 
John Devine as a CP member. 

On l'I'Iay 24, 1961, a fourth source advised that 
a report was given on "Freedomways" at a meeting of the 
National Board, CP, USJ1, held on that date. It was stated 
that the original plan called for the ~ublication to be 
o~enly Marxist, but that it was later decided it would not 
be avowedly a Marxist publication. Editorials are in the 
hands .of a mixed group of Marxists and non-Marxists. It 
was stated that the central purpose of "Freedomways" is to 
develop a theory and positive criticism of currents in the 
Negro movement, as well as to raise the level of understanding 
and discussion taking place in Negro life today and to project 
a sociali?t and pro-Soviet orientation. 

On May 25, 1961, the fourth source advised that 
"Freedomways 11 w~s set up for the CP,USA;by James Jackson. 

Sources: NY 4535-S* 
NY 694-S* 
NY 1587-S* 
NY 2359-S* 

"--i 
FRUIT OF ISL1-1M 

\ 

On May 7, 1965, a source advised the Fruit of Islam 
(FOI) is a group within the Nation of Islam (NO!) composed of 
male members of the NOI. The purpose of the FOI is to protect 
officials and property of the NOI, assure compli~u1ce of members 
with NOI teachings, and to prepare for the "War of Armageddon." 
Members of the FOI are required to participate in milita!'y 
drill and afforded the opportunity to engage in judo training. 
The FOI is governed by a military system wherein the members 
are controlled by general orders similar to those issued by 
regular military organizations. 

Source: CG 6021-S 
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. : 

"INTERNATIONAL SOCIALIST REVIEW" 

The November 27, 1961, issue of "The Militant," 
a weekly newspaper of the Socialist Workers Party (SWP), 
described the "International Socialist Review" as"a. magazine 
reflecting the viewpoint of the SVfP." 

The Spring, 1965, issue of "International Socialist 
Review" described the magazine as a quarterly publication 
located at 116 University Place, New York City. 

The SWP has 
Order 10450. 

bee~ designa7ted p tsuant 

\ 
\:}, 

INTOURIST 

to Executive 

Intourist, 355 Lexington Avenue, New York City, 
on June 23, 1959, in registering with the United States 
Department of Justice under the Foreign Agents Registration 
Act of 1938, as amended, listed its business as "travel" and 
its principal as "V. A. 0. Intourist, .Moscow, USSR." 

"~~bR TODAY" / 

In January, 1962, a source advised that on 
January J.3, 1962, Gus Hall, General Secretary of the 
Communist Party, USA, remarked that a Party-supported 
trade-union publication would be issued in the near future 
and would al)pear under the name "Labor Today." 

On January 5, 1962, records in the Assumed Name 
Section of the County Clerk's Office, Wayne County, 
Detroit, :Michigan, indicated Certificate Number l.IJ,5344, 
issued for conducting business under an assumed name, was 
issued to "Labor Today" (a bimonthly publication) having 
a business address at 12065 Wyoming, Detroit 4, Michigan. 
A certificate was filed on January 2, 1962, and the names 
of the persons listed as owning, conducting and transacting 
the business were: Charles H. Walters, 9309 Memorial, 
Detroit, Michigan> and Eve Neidelma;.1, 19972 Marlowe, 
Detroit, Michigan. 
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A second source advised on December 15, 1961, 
that Charles Walters was then a member of the Michigan 
District Communist Party (MDCP) State Committee. This 
source advised on September 18, 1959, that Eve Neidelman 
was then a member of the MDCP State Committee. 

A third source advised on September 21, 1961, 
that as of September 17, 1961, Eve Neidelma.n was a member 
of the North-West Section Club of the 1\IDCP. 

The Founding Statement contained in the first issue 
of "Labor Today" (Spring, 1962), indicated two additional 
issues would be forthcoming in 1962 and beginning in 1963 
"Labor Today" would.appear regularly as a 11bi-monthly journal." 

The masthead of "Labor Today," Volume 4, Number 2 7 
April-May, 1965, issue describes the publication as "An 
Independent Journal of Discussion." Its managing editor is 
Charles H. Walters and business and editorial offices are 
located at 12065 Wyoming, Suite 5, Detroit, Michigan. 

Sources: CG 5824-S* 
DE 251-S 
DE 550-S 

-·· ~ ./ .... . ·t 
MARXIST YOUTH PUBLICATION~,ASSOCIATES 

The masthead of "Communist Viewpoint" discloses 
it is published by Marxist Youth Publications, Associates, 
23 West 26th Street, New York, New York. It is self-described 
as a publication of the Youth Division, Communist Party, 
United States of America. 

:MAY 2 MOVEI,IENT 

A. source advised on March 3, 1965, as follows: 

The May 2 Movement (M2M) is the name used by the 
May 2 Conun~ttee which was organized on I.Iarch 14, 1964, at 
New Haven, Connecticut, by a group of ycung people participating 
in a symposium, "Socialism in America," being held at Yale 
University. The original aim of the 1\121\'I was to plan and 
execute a demonstration in New York City on May 2, 10G4, 
demanding withdrawal of United States troops from Vietnamo 
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The M2U 5.s dominated and controlled by the 
Progressive Labor Party (PIJ?) and has as its aims and purpose 
the embarrassment of the United States Government by meetings, 
rallies, picl~eting demonstrntions and formation of university
level clubs at which 2 11'Iarxist-Leninist oriented approach and 
analysis are taken of United States domestic and foreign policies. 

This source advised on :May 19, 1965, tha.t the 
current headquarters of the M2M is 640 Broadway, New York City, 
Room 307. 

Source: NY 4661-S 

·. 
MUSLIM GIRLS TRAINING 

On Hay 19, 1960, a source advised the Muslim Girls 
Training (MGT) is a group ·within the Nation of Islam (NOI) and 
is composed of all female members of the NOlo The MGT is 
similar in structure to the Fruit of Islam (FOI), which is 
composed of male members of the NOI, in that the MGT has 
officers similar to military organizations to whom other 
female members are accountable. MGT members receive 
instructions in homemaking, hygiene, calisthenics and 
other subjects, such as Muslim history and the E_nglish 
language. There also exists a Junior MGT which is 
composed of female members of the NOI who are between 
the ages of 15 and 19 who are afforded JUilitary-type drill. 

Since 1957, various officers and "sisters" of the 
MGT have, at meetings of the MGT, used the term MGT so that 
it also means General Civilization Class. General Civilization 
Class refers to classes conducted within the MGT. 

The above refers to activities of the :MGT at 
Muhammad's Temple of Islam, Number 2, 5335 South Greenwood, 
Chicago, Illinois. 

On May 3, 1965, another source advised that, in 
theory, the :MGT e~rists in all temples of the NOI and is 
patterned after the MGT at Muhammad's Temple of Islam, 
Number 2, Chicago. 

Sources: Former CG 6176-S 
CG 6205-S 
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N~I\TION OF ISLAM 

In January, 1957~ a source advised Elijah Muhammad 
has described his organization on a nationwide basis ~s the 
"Nation of Islam" and ":Muhammad's Temples of Islam." 

On May 7, 1965, a second source advised 
Elijah 1\'luhammad is the national leader of the Nation of 
Islam (NO:O; Muhammad's Temple' of Islam Number 2, 
5335 South Greenwood Avenue, Chicago, Illinois, is the 
national headquarters of the NOI; and in mid-1960 1\'Iuhammad 
and other NOI officials, when referring to Muhammad's 
organization on a nationwide basis, commenced using either 
"Mosque" or· "Temple" when mention'ing one of "Muhammad's 
Temples of Islam." 

The NOI is an all-Negro organiza~1on which was 
originally organized in 1930 in Detroit, Michigan. Muhammad 
claims to have been selected by Allah, the Supreme Being, to 
lead the ?O-callcd Negro race out of slavery in the wilderness 
of North America by establishing an independent black nation 
in the United States. Members following Muhammad's teachings 
and his interpretation of the "Koran" believe there is no such 
thing as ~ Negro; the so-called Negroes are slaves of the 
white race, referred to as "white devils," in the United States; 
and the white race, because of its exploitation of the so-called 
Negroes, must and will be destroyed in the approaching "War of 
Armageddon." 

In the past, officials and members of the NOI, 
including Muhammad, have refused to register under the provisions 
of the Selective Service Acts and have declared that members 
owe no allegiance to the United States. 

On May 5, 1958, the first source advised Muhammad 
had, upon advice of legal counsel, tempered his personal 
statements and instructions to his ministers concerning the 
principles of his organization in order to avoid possible 
prosecution by the United States Government; however, he did 
not indicate any fundamental changes in the teachings of his 
organization. 

On 1\'Iay 3, 1965, a third source advised Muhammad 
had, early in July, 1958, decided to de-emphasize the religious 
aspects of the teachings of Islam and to stress the economic 
benefits to be derived by those Negroes who joined the NOI. 
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This policy change, according to Muhammad, would help him 
acquire additional followers and create more interest in 
his programs. 

Sources: Former CS PG 147-S 
CG 6021-S 
CG 6205-S 

J 
~ . . "' 

NATIONAL COMMITTEE TO ABOLISH THE HOUSE 
UN-AMERICAN ACTIVITIES COMMITTEE 

The"Guide to Subversive Organizations and Publications" 
issued December 1, 1961, by the House Committee on Un-.American 
Activities, page 115,contains the following citation regarding 
the National Committee to Abolish the Un-American Activities 
Committee (NCAUAC). 

"Cited as a 'new organization' set up in the Summer 
of 1960 to lead and direct the Communist Party's 'Operation 
Abolition' campaign. Seven of the national leaders of this 
group have been identified as Communists." 

A source has advised that the NCAUAC changed its 
name on March 3, 1962, to include the word 11House" in its 
name, thereby becoming known as the National Committee to 
Abolish the House Un-American Activities Committee (NCAHUAC). 

A second source advised on June 28, 1965, that as 
of that date the NCAHUAC continued to function with headquarters 
at 555 North Western Avenue, Los Angeles, California. 

Sources: CG 6474-S 
LA 3512w·S 

' 
"POLITICAL AFFAIRS" 

"Political Affairs" is self-described as the 
theoretical journal of the Communist Party, United States 
of America. 
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PROGRESSIVE LABOR PARTY 
\ 

(Utilize the current approved thumbnail sketch set 
forth in SAC Letter 65-36 (D), dated June 29 1 1965.) 

: / 
~~ / 

REVOL~i~NARY ACTION MOVEMENT ./ 

On November 3, 1964, a source made available a 
document entitled "The Revolutionary Action Movement Manifesto," 
the document having been obtained by the source from an 
individual known to be a member of the Revolutionary Action 
Movement (RAM) • 

This document stated, in part, that RAM was officially 
organized in the Winter of 1963 by Afro-Americans who support 
the revolutionary objectives of Robert F. Williams, now 
residing in Cuba, and his concept of organized violence to 
achieve the liberation of the Afro-American people in the 
United Stat~s. This Manifesto disclosed that R..i.\M had oriented 
its program to one of education and political revolution and 
the organization of a 11black" political party with revolutionary 
objectives, having recognized the need for a "black revolution" 
that could and would seize power. RAM philosophy is desc1·ibE.d 
in this document as one of revolutionary nationalism, that is, 
one involving the struggles of the nonwhite races of the world 
against exploitation and enslavement by the white capitalist 
and imperialist nationso 

Regarding Williams, it should be noted that on 
August 28, 1961, a Federal warrant was issued at Charlotte, 
North Carolina, charging him with Unlawful Flight to Avoid 
Prosecution for the crime of kidnapping. Subsequent to the 
issuance of this warrant, Williams fled the United States to 
Cuba, where he now publishes a monthly newsletter entitled 
"The Crusader" from Havana. 

This source in September, 1964, advised RAM is 
dedicated to the overthrow of the capitalist system in the 
United States, by violence if necessary, and to its replacement 
by a socialistic system oriented toward the Chinese communist 
interpretation of Marxism-Leninism. RAM is entirely nonwhite 
in me~bership, clandestine in nature, and owes i.ts primary 
a~leg1.ance to the 11Bandung World," that is, the nonwhito races 
ox the world rather than to any national entity, as such. 
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On November 16, 1964, a second source advised he 
learned recently from an RAM member that the organization 
began in Detroit, Michigan, largely under the impetus of 
Don Freeman, described as the "Fathern of RAM and referred to 
as RAM's "Black Stalin." Freeman served as RAM Chairman, with 
Maxwell Stanford, now of New York City, formerly of Philadelphia, 
Pennsylvania, serving as RAM Field Chairman. 

This source stated in May, 1965, there has been no 
formal headquarters, as such, for RAM but that headquarters 
have been with Freeman since he has played such a dominant role 
in the leadership of and has directed the policies and activities 
of the organization. 

Within recent months, according to the second source, 
dissension within P.Al\1 has become evident and some dissatisfaction 
with Freeman's leadership has arisen. So far as is known, how
ever, he remains the titular leader of RAMo 

To date, according to the second source in May, 1965, 
RAM has organized units and membership in several of the larger 
cities in the United States east of the Mississippi River and 
the organization is currently active in attempting to recruit 
new members and expand its sphere of influence. 

Sources: CG 6796-S 
CG 6797-S 

SOVFOTO AGENCY 

According to the records of the Foreign Agents 
Registration Section, United States Department of Justice, 
Washington, D. c., the Sovfoto- Agency, Room 1008, 
25 West 43rd Street, New York, New York, is registered with 
the Department of Justice as agent for Mezhdunarodnnja Kniga 
(International Book), Union of Soviet Socialist Republics 
(USSR), for the sale of Soviet books, articles, stori·es, and 
plays for publication in the United States and Canada. 
Sovfoto is also registered a.s an agent for Fotokllronika Tass 
(the telegraphic agency of the Union of Soviet Socialist 
Republics) for the sale of Soviet newspa:!_Jers and photographs 
and for eleven other foreign principals, including China 
Photo Service, Peking, China. Oth~r names also used by 
Sovfoto are Eastfoto Agency and Am-Rus Literary and Music 
Ag·ency. 
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STUDEUT COMMITTEE FOR TRAVEL TO CUBA 

"The Columbia Owl," weekly student newspaper of 
Columbia University, New York City, December 12, 19G2, issue, 
page one, contained an article entitled "Students to Visit 
Cuba During Holidays." This article stated in part that 
the Ad Hoc Student Committee for Trnvel to Cuba was formed 
October 14, 1962, by a group 0f students from New Yorl::. City 
universities, the University of 1Viscousin, Oberlin College, 
and the University of North Carolina, who stated that as 
students they would like a chanceto see and evaluate the 
situation in Cuba for themselves and had received an offer 
of transportation and two weeks' stay in Cuba from the 
Federation of University Students in Havana, as guests of 
the Federation. The Committee accepted the offer and applied 
to the State Department of the United States for passport 
validation which was refused; however, over fifty students 
planned to defy the State Department ban and go to Cuba. 

A source advised on December 6, 1962, it was 
learned the Ad Hoc Student Conuni ttee for Travel to Cuba had 
recently been formed by the Progressive Labor Group. 

A second source advised on September 13, 1963, that 
during the Summer of 1963, fifty-nino individuals traveled to 
Cuba; the leaders of the group were members of the Progressive 
Labor Movement; and the trip was planned and organized by 
Progressive Labor :Movement members. 

A third source advised on October 9, 1963, the 
Student Committee for Travel to Cuba was utilizing Post Office 
Bo~ 2178, New York, New York, as its mailing address. 

On March 12, 1965, Philip l'lbbott Luce, 
504 West 55th Street, New York, New York, a self-admitted 
member of the Student Committee for Travel to Cuba Executive 
Committee and the Progressive Labor Movement National 
Coordinating Committee, advised as follows: 

The Student Committee for Travel to Qlba (SCTC) 
was formerly known as the Ad Hoc Student Committee for Travel 
to Cuba and. the Permanent Student Conunittee for Travel to Cuba. 

Luce was a leader and participant of the 1963 trip 
to Cuba and an organizer of the 1964 trip to Cuba and both 
trips were sponsored by the SCTC. 
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By the Spring of 1964, the Executive Committee of 
the SCTC was considered to be members of the Progressive 
Labor .Movemento 

No trip to Cuba or China was being planned by the 
SCTC for 1965o 

Sources: NY 711-S 
SF 2540-S 
Nicholas Nucito, Postal Inspector's 

Office, New York City (Concealed on his 
request) 

. ' 

TASS NEWS AGENCY 

The Tass News Agency is the official Soviet 
Government news-gathering organization with headquarters in 
Moscow, USSR, and branches throughout the world. 

1...\ 
trTHE MILITANT" 

"The Militant" is a weekly newspaper of the 
Socialist Workers Party $WP), which has been designated 
pursuant to Executive Order 10450. 

tl 
UNITED ELECTRICAL, RADIO AND MACHINE WORKERS OF AMERICA 

The "UE Shop Steward Guide, 11 United Electrical, 
Radio and Machine Workers of America (UE) Publication 
Number 212, Sixth Edition., 1952, discloses on pages 32-34, 
"UE - the United Electrical, Radio and Machine Workers of 
America" was established in 1936 at a convention in 
Buffalo, New York. At that time the organization was 
called the United Electrical and Radio Workers of America. 
Shortly thereafter, a large group of American Federation of 
Labor machinists' locals joined the UE and the full name 
became the United Electrical, Radio and Machine Worlli:ers of 
America (DE). 

The UE is known as an "International Union" because 
companies of both the United States and Canada are under 
contract. 
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"100 Things You Should Know About Conununism and 
Labor," prepared and released by the Conunittee on Un-American 
Activities, United St2.tes House of Representatives, 
Washington, D. c., 1951, discloses the following information: 
In 1944, the Conunittee on Un-American Activities found the 
"United Electrical, R.::'1dio and Machine Workers of America (CIO)" 
to be one of the unions which was described as having 
"Conununist leadership ••• strongly entrenched." The "United 
Electrical, Radio and Machine.Workers of America" was listed 
as one of the unions which was expelled from the Congress of 
Industrial Organizations in 1950 because of its communist 
domination a 

The "Internal Security Annual Rcpor"f" for 1957, 
Report of the Subconunittee to Investigate the Administration 
of the Internal Security Act and other · Internal Security 
Laws of the Conunittee on the Judiciary, United States 
Senate," on page Gl, refers to UE as "one of the strongest 
Communist controlled unions in America." 

T'ne international headquarters of UE is located 
at 11 East 51st Street, New York, New York, according to the 
April 19, 1965, edition of "UE News," official organ of DE. 

·. 
"YOUNG SOCIALIST" 

The "Young Socialist" is a r.lagazip.e published five 
tir.lcs a year by the Young Socialist Alliance. The October, 1964, 
edition, the initial edition utilizing the magazine format, 
indicates that this magazine succeeded the 11 Youl1g Socialist 11 

newspaper in an e:Efort to provide "more facts on more general 
issues than a small newspaper can." 

The nevtspaper "Young Socialist" has been described 
as the official organ of the Young Socialist Alliance. 

The "Young Socialist" maintains headquarters at 
Room 631, 41 Union Square West, New York City, and the mailing 
address is P. o. Box 471, Cooper Station, New York, New York, 
10003. 
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~ 

G.\ 
YOUNG SOCIALIST ALLIANCE 

The May, 1960, issue of the "Youn~ Socialist" ("YS"), 
page 1, column 3, disclosed that durinr:; .April 15-17, 1960, a 
national organization entitled "Young Socin.li:::t .:-'Uliance" (YSA) 
was established at Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. This issue 
stated this or~anization was formed by the nationwide supporter 
clubs of the publication "YS." 

The above issue, page 6, set forth the Founding 
Declnration of YSA. This declaration stated YSA recognizes 
the· Socialist Workers Party (SWP) as the only existing political 
leadership on class struggle pr:i.nciples, and that the supporters 
of the "YS" have come into basic political solidarity with the 
SW!? on the principles of revolutionary socialism. 

A source advised on May 7, 1965, that the original 
YSA was an organj_zation formed during October, 1957, in 
New York City, by youth of various left-socialist tendencies, 
particularly members and followers of the SWP. The leaders 
of this group ·were the guiding forces :i-n the establishment of 
the national organization. 

The source further advised on May 7, 1965, YSA is 
dominated and controlled on a national basis by the SWP through 
having SWP members comprise exclusively the Nntj_onal Executive 
Conunittec (NEC) and through an official SWP representative at 
?-11 YS.A NEC meeting:::. The YSA, in reality, is the youth and 
training section of the SWP and the ma.in source of new SWP 
members. 

The headquarters of the YSA is located in Room 631, 
41 Union Square West, New Yorl-;: City. 

The SWP has been designated pursuant to E;;:ecutive 
Order 10450. 

Source: NY 711-S , 
f ,..., ? 

'\..!s 
!\ 

W .E.B\.: DU BOIS CLUBS OF f1MERICA 

A source a.dvised on October 26-27, 1963, a conference 
of members of the Communist Party, USA (CP, US.i\), including 
national functionaries, met in Chicago, Illinois, for the 
purpose of setting in motion forces for the establishment of 
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a now national 1;Iarxist-oriented youth organization which would 
hunt for the most peaceful transition to socialism. The 
delegates to this meeting were cautioned against the germ of 
anti-Soviet and anti-CP ideologies. These delegates were also 
told that it would be reasonable to assume that the young 
socialists attracted into this new organization would eventually 
pass into the CP itself. 

A second conference of over 20 persons met in Chicago 
on December 28-29, 1963, for 1:he purpose of initiatine a 11 call11 

to the new youth organization and planning for a founding 
convention to be held i~ June,l964. 

A second source has advised that the FoundiDg 
Convention for the new youth organization was held during 
the period of June 19-21, 186~, rr"i: 150 Golden Gate .Avenue, 
San Francisco, California, at which time t.i1e natae W .E .B. 
DuBois Clubs of America was ndo~)ted. Appro;:imately 500 
delegates from throuc;hout the United Stutes atte.nded this 
convention. 'E1e ai1:1s of this organization, as set forth in 
the preamble to the constitution) arc: "It is our belief that 
this nation can best solve its problems in an atmos:~here o:Z 
peaccftll cc;-~;dstenco, complete disarmament and true freecloi.~l 
for all 900~les of the world, and that these solutions will 
be reachec1 mainly tiu~ough the united efforts of all democratic 
elements in our country, composed essentially of the workin[1" 
people allied in the unity of Negroes and other minorities 
i•tith whites. We further fully recognize that the e-reatest 
threat to American democracy comes from the racist and right 
wing forces ~n coalition with the most reactionary sections 
of the economic po~er structure, usina the tool of anti
comr.mnism to divide and destroy the unified struggle of the 
worl;:ing people. 1\s young l)eople in the forces stl~uggling 
for democracy, we shnll actively strive to defeat these 
reactionary and nco-fascist elements and to achieve com~lete 
freedom and democracy for all Americans, thus enabling each 
individual to freely choose and build the society he would 
wish to live in. Through these struggles we feel the I\r.1erican 
people will realize the viability of the socialist alternatives." 

TI1e constitution further states this new organization 
shall be a membership organization open to individuals or, if 
five or more people so dcstre, a. chapter can be formed which 
shnll in turn be guided by the policies and principles of the 
parent organi~ation. 
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Tl1e second source advised in April, 1965, the 
headq~arters of the organization continues.to be located at 
1953 ;.;.· ldciUlister Street, San Francisco, California. 

Both sources have advised that nt the Founding 
Convention two of:Zicers were elected: Philip Chapin Davis -
I>l~esident; Carl Ellengcr Bloice - Publications Chairman. 

~ third source advised on October 26, 1962, 
Philip Davis attended a CP recruiting class held at 
1579 Scenic 11venuc, Berl;:eley, California. 

A :Zourth source advised that Carl Bloice, reporter 
for the "People's World," was, on April 3, 1964, elected to 
the newly organi~ed S!:!n ::!'rancj_sco County Committee of the CP. 

The 'People's World" is a west coast cor.ununist 
newspaper published v;eekly in San Francisco, California. 

Sources: CG 647~-3 
Sli' 
31? 

268G-8 
2502-8 
2~66-S 

~ / 
"WORicERS 

On Uay 3, 1965, a sotirce advised the "Workers World," 
published twice monthly, is the official newsnaner of the 
Worl;::ers World Party, with editorial offices located at 
46 West 21st Street, New Yorl;::, New York. 

:~· i / Source: NY 3527-S 

WORIGRS WORLD Pi\RTY 
·,. 

On April 17, 1959, a source advised that on 
February 12, 1959, a Socialist Workers Pa.rty (SWP) minority 
group, under the leadership of National Committee member, 
Sam Ballan, split from the SWP. 

The source stated this minority group, referred to 
as the Narcyites, after many years-of progran and policy 
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differences on varied issues concerning tactics and interpretat~n 
of political events split from the SWP on the grounds tllnt the 
Party was liquidating itself by clepc::rting from the Marxist 
precepts of Leon Trotsl;:y and retreating from the fight for the 
world socialist revolutionA The final issue which ultimately 
forced the split was the minority's o::~position to the SWP 
regroupment policy which involved cooperation with the 
Communist :!?arty (CP) periphery - individuals characterized 
by the minority as petty-bourgeois. 

The minority program, according to the source, 
advocates unconditional defense of the Soviet Union and has 
as its goal the building of a revolutionary party with a 
complete proletarian orientation for the purl)OSe of over
·chrowing capitalism in the United States and throughout the 
world. 

On Hay 12, 1960, ti1e source :;:dvised this minority 
group had chosen the name Workers World Party. 

On May 3, 1965, a second source advised the 
Workers World Party, wi.lich maintains headquarter::; n t 
46 West 21st Street, New York, New Yorl~, supports the 
People's Republic of Chinn in its ideological dispute 
with the Soviet Uniono 

The SWP and the CP have been de:::;j_gnatcd !_JUrsuant 
to Executive Order 10450. 

Sources: NY 711-S 
NY 3527-S 
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John Edgar Hoover 

Director 
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PERSONAL ATTENTION 
SAC LETTER 67-38 

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT O.F JUSTICE 

1-' E D F. R A L 8 U R E AU 0 F I N V EST I G AT I 0 N 

In Reply, Plccue Refer to 

File No. 

WASH.NGTON, D.C. 20535 

June 27, 1967 
.. 
(A) .IDENTIFICATION MATTERS- CHANGE OF PROCEDURE 
INVOLVING FBI NUMBERS AND ELIMINATION OF FORM 1-1-
(RECORD OF ADDITIONAL ARREST)- FBI FOR .. \1 BOOK -- To 
stimulate greater partic!pa~ion among fingerprint contributors 
in placing the FBI number on fingerprint cards the requirement 
to submit a full set of fingerprints, 10 rolled impressions plus 
plain impressions of the thumbs and 4 fingers of each hand, is 
being rescinded in those instances where the FBI number is placed 
·on the submitted fingerprint card. Instead of a full set of finger
prints, only the plain impressions of the 4 fingers of the right hand 
need be placed in the proper block on the fingerprint card for 
purpose of making a positive identification. The standard arrest 
fingerprint card~ form FD- 249, should continue to be used. If 
copy of record is NOT desired, check block on fingerprint card 
provided for this purpose. If copy of record IS desired place such 
notation under this block. Form FD-249 hasbeen revised to 
include blocks for both such notations; however, available sto.c.ks 
of present form will be used until exhausted. 

Since this procedure will eliminate the time-consuming 
process of taking a full set of fingerprints and provide choice as to 
requesting copy of the record when reporting an additional arrest 
with FBI number, form 1-1 (Record of Additional Arrest) is being 
eliminated. Remove sample 1-1 from FBI form book and any 
unused copies should be destroyed. This procedure is being 
placed in effect immediately and manual changes will be forth
coming. 
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, ' 
(B) COUNTERFEIT MOTOR VEHICLE TITLES- INTERSTATE 
TRANSPORTATION OF STOLEN MOTOR VEHICLE- INTERSTATE 
TRANSPORTATION OF STOLEN PROPERTY -- A recent 1 

Interstate Transportation of. Stolen Motor Vehicle - Ring casef' 
which was sucGessfully investigated, involved a number of stolen 
vehicles to which vehicle identification number plates stolen from 
similar vehicles were affixed. The public identification numbers 
were then altered to coincide with the stolen plates. 

The vehicles were sold and retitled by using counterfeit 
motor vehicle titles from another state. 

The indictment in which the subjects were charged and 
later convicted contained one count charging conspiracy in 
knowingly transporting counterfeit securities in interstate 
commerce in violation of the Interstate Transportation of Stolen 
Property Statute, Title 18, U. S. Code, Section 2314. The 
securities transported were tl}e counterfeit stolen motor vehicle 
titles. It should be noted that the definitions portion of the Statute, 
Title 18, U. S. Code, Section 2311, in defining securities does 
not specify motor vehicle titles but does include "instrument or 
document or writing evidencing ownership of goods, wares, and 

'·merchandise." 

This should be brought to the attention of all investi
gative personnel who are to be alert to the existence of similar 
violations during the investigation of Interstate Transportation 
of Stolen Motor Vehicle cases. Insure each situation indicating 
a violation of this type is brought to the attention of the United 
States Attorney for prosecutive consideration. 

6-27-67 
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(C) DESTRUCTION OF AIRCRAFT OR MOTOR VEHICLES - FALSE 
~EPORT (DAMV - FR) - BOMBING MATTERS - THREATS - . 
FEDERAL TRAIN WRECK STATUTE - CRIME ON THE HIGH 
SEAS: -- Recently a number of cases have been reported to the 
Bureau under the Bombing Matters - Threats classification that 
should have been handled in accordance with existing instructions 
covering the DAMV- FR Statute. 

· You are reminded that the DAMV - FR Statute (18 USC 
35) covers not only aircraft. motor vehicles, and their facilities 
as mentioned in Chapter 2 of Title 18, but it also covers false 
reports relating to violations mentioned in Chapters 97 and 111 
of Title 18. Chapter 97 prohibits certain acts in connection 
with railroads (Federal Train Wreck Statute). Chapter 111 
contains numerous criminal provisions pertaining to shipping 
(Crime on the High Seas). The False Report Section of the 
DAMV Statute therefore includes all the various transportation 
facilities mentioned in Chapters 2, 97, and 111 of Title 18. · . 
You should note, for example, that placing a bomb or explosive 
on any vessel of the United States, including ships of the U. S. 
Navy and Coast Guard~ is a violation as set forth in Chapter 111 
(18 USC 2275). and a false report to bomb such ships would 
therefore be a violation of the DAMV - False Report Statute. 

Bring this to the attention of all investigative 
personnel. 

• 
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(D) DESERTER MATTERS- INTERVIEWS AND CONFESSIONS 
Recent decisions of the U. S. Court of Military Appeals hold .that 
the Miranda decision applies to questioning for evidence of guilt 
in military cases. If a deserter suspect or subject is subjected to 
custodial interrogation for any statement which might be used 
against him on a charge of desertion or other military offense, 
he must first be given the full Miranda warning. If he does not 
then give an affirmative and voluntary waiver of the rights 
specified in that warning, no interrogation _shall be conducted. 

('{ 
The rule stated in U. S. vs. Holder, explained in 

SAC Letter 59-38, remains unchanged. No warning of rights is 
necessary so long as the interrogation of the deserter suspect 
or subject is confined to identification only. 

j 

.· 

(Security Letters on attached pages) 
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(F) LATIN AMERICAN SOLIDARITY ORGANIZATION (LASO) 
CONFERENCE- HAVANA, CUBA, 7/28/67- 8/5/67 -- LASO 
was founded January 16, 1966, at conclusion of First Tri- ( 
Continental Conference held in Havana; Cuba, and represents 
communist revoh.itionary and terrorist .groups from 27 Latin
American countries. Its avowed purpose is to plan ways and 
means to overthrow United States "imperialism" in Latin 
America by revolutionary violence. Credentials of groups 
dedicated to this purpose will be accepted at captioned 
conference which has been called by LASO's Organizing 
Comm.Htee, headed by Haydee Santamaria, long-time Cuban 
communist who serves as permanent Secretary General. . 

Approximately 197 opposition groups in Latin
American countries were circularized concerning agenda and 
objectives of conference and over 700 Cubans reportedly have 
been analyzing results so final proposals for overthrow of 
imperialism in Western Hemisphere can be presented. Possible 
impact of massive, vitriolic action as result of conference 
dictates that we seize every logical opportunity to develop 
data as to identities of those attending and intelligence information 
concerning methods projected by conference to accomplish its 
sinister purposes. 

~!. Report all pertinent data under above caption. Character 
is IS.- CU- Latin America, Bufile 105-149973. Recipients with 
sources having logical opportunity to visit Cuba in connection with 
LASO Conference, July 26th Movement Celebration, or otherwise, 
submit recommendations promptly and outline security factors 
involved. Consider all logical possibilities as to source coverage 
and coverage through other means, such as interviews of arriving 
refugees and returning visitors, as well as monitoring of public 
Cuban radio and television transmissions covering conference. 

Submit all significant information developed by 
expeditious means, utilizing teletype dissemination procedures 
where warranted. If teletype is not deemed justified, forward 
to the Bureau by airtelletterhead memorandum suitable for, 
dissemin_ation. ; i ' · 
6-27-671) \} 
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. . . 
(F) SOVIET NONOFFICIAL VISITORS WHO COME lliDIVIDUALL Y 
TO THE UNITED STATES -- There has been an ever-increasing 
number of Soviet citizens who are traveling to the United States to 
visit relatives or friends. These individuals are granted B-2 visas. 
In almost all cases they apply for these visas through the American 
Embassy in Moscow. Occasionally they have applied at the American 
Embassy in Canada and in ·the future it will be possible for them to 
apply for a visa at the P.merican Embassy in Mexico or the American 
Embassies in Europe as well. 

Most Soviet nationals coming to the United States are 
subject to a system of travel restrictions which requires ·them to 
notify the Department of State of intended travel plans 48 hours in 
advance and which closes about 25 per cent of the country to them. 
In 1962, individual Soviet tourists and exchange visitors were 
exempted from these regulations, but the Department of State 
retained a degree of control over their travel. Individual tourists 
were required to notify the Department of State of their travel plans 
outside the area specified in their visa. 

~'·I 

The Department of State has advised that a new reporting 
system has been developed. Henceforth, Embassies issuing visas to 
private Soviet visitors coming to the United States to visit relatives 
and friends will mark the visa of these visitors "Valid for travel to 
(first destination in U. S.) and within a 25 mile radius thereof. 

·Inform the local office United States Immigration and Naturalization 
Service of travel plans outside the area." Holders of such visas 
will be informed that there is no restriction on their travel in the 
United States but that they are required to keep the Immigration 
and Naturalization Service District Office nearest them· informed 
in advance of intended travel more than 25 miles from their first 
destination. 

These new travel regulations apply only to Soviet citizens 
coming to the United States. for the purpose of visiting friends or 
relatives. 

Immigration and Naturalization Headquarters is pr~sently 
formulating plans as to how this new procedure will be implemented 

6-27-67 
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and what records will be maintained. When these plans are 
finalized you will be furnished complete details. In the meantime, 
Immigration and Naturalization Service District Offices will advise 
the Bureau field offices when information is obtained concerning 
travel of these Soviet visitors. Instructions in Section 105E, 
Manual of Instructions, pertain to the investigative coverage to 
be given to these individuals. It will not be necessary to advise the 
Bureau on an individual basis when information of such travel is 
furnished your office by the Immigration and Naturalization Service. 

6-27-67 
SAC LETTER 67-38 

(G) STUDENTS-FOR A DEMOCRATIC SOCIETY -- The Chicago 
Police Department recently advised the Chicago Office that 
information was received by that department indicating that 
Jobs· or Income Now, the community action group of the Students 
for a Democratic Society, has now purchased two used panel 
trucks which are to be utilized for discreet photographic assign
ments. 

It is possible that these panel trucks could be made 
available to the Students for a Democratic Society in order that 
they might make use of them to compromise or embarrass 
Special Agents. You should alert all Special Agent personnel 
to this potential source of harassment and to take the necessary 
precautions and be most circumspect when conducting investigations 
of the Students for a Democratic Society and its members. Advi~e 
the Bureau promptly of any information coming to your attention 
regarding this rna tter. 
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(H), SOVIET-BLOC ATTEMPTS TO OBTAlli U. S. MAPS-- The 
Soviet- Bloc Intelligence Services have placed considerable 
emphasis upon the procurement of U. S. maps. Soviet-bloc 
agents have used both open and covert activity to obtain such 
data, and their efforts in. this regard are constantly increasing. 

Recently, a U. · S. Department of State official advised 
that the Hungarian Government is directing letters to major cities 
throughout the U. S. and is requesting appropriate civic officials 
of such cities to for\vard to Hungary detailed maps of the cities 
contacted. Such maps, according to the Hungarian Government, 
will be part of an International Exhibition to be held in Budapest, 
Hungary, in November, 1967. 

According to the State Department official, the State 
Department is very much concerned over this activity by the 
Hungarian Government and has \vritten letters to 20 major cities 
in the U. S. suggesting that these municipal governments refrain 
from providing maps to the Hungarian Government. The State 
Department is keenly interested in receiving any information 
disclosing Soviet-bloc efforts to obtain U. S. maps and has 
requested that any information received by the Federal Bureau of 
Investigation in this connection be brought to the State Department's 
attention. 

This matter should be brought to the attention of all 
personnel in each office who handle Soviet-bloc matters. Any 
information received disclosing Soviet- bloc efforts to obtain 
U. S. maps should be promptly furnished to the Bureau in a 
letterhead memorandum suitable for dissemination. The 
letterhead memorandum should be captioned "Soviet-Bloc 
Attempts to Obtain U. S. Maps.'' 

6-27-67 
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(I) PLANT INFORMANT PROGRAM - KEY FACILITIES 
LIST -- The Department of Defense has issued a revised Key 
Facilities List referred to as KFL (Q) dated April 1, 1967. 
Appropriate state sections of this list, which replaces KFL 
(P), have been forwarded to the field for . use in connection with 
the Plant Informant Program. 

It will be noted that the new list does not contain a 
listing of the agency havir.g security responsibility for each key 
facility as did previous Key Facilities Lists. The Department 
of Defense has advised this deletion was made due to the fact 
that the Army has now been designated the agency having· security 
responsibility for all key facilities , and it is, therefore, not 
necessary to identify the responsible agency for each individual 
key facility on the Key Facilities List. 

Very truly yo~rs, 

John Edgar Hoover 

Director 

6-27-67 
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I~ PERSONAL ATTENTION 
\.C LETT ER-6'7"=:_5_0 ___ _ 

UNI'TED STATES DEPAHTl\IENT OF JUSTICE 

FEDEHAL BUHEAU OF li'\VESTI.GATIOi'\ 

In Reply, Please Refer to 

File No. 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20535 

August 21, 1967 

RE: SUBVERSIVE ORGANIZATION CHARACTERIZATIONS 
INTERNAL SECURITY- C 

Set forth below are up-to-date thumbnail sketches 
of organizations and publications, each of which· is of use 
to various field offices. No attempt is made to include all 
sketches which have been furnished to the Bureau for approval; 
only those sketches which are believed to have field-wide 
application are set forth. 

In the event an office needs to characterize an 
organization not mentioned in this letter, listed in the 
various issues of the '~uide to Subversive Organizations and 
Publications" published by the House Cornmittce on Un-American 
Activities, or designated by the Attorney General pursuant to 
Executive Order 10450, a request should be made of the oifice 
of origin to furnish the required characterization. In de
scribing a local affiliate of a national organization, in 
addition to characterizing the local affiliate, it will be 
necessary to set forth separately the characterization of the 
parent organization. 

The evaluation and identities of the sources should 
be handled in accordance with instructions set forth in Part I, 
Section 498 2m (1), page 65, of the FBI Handbook. 

For the purpose of evaluation, all sources utilized 
in the preparation of the sketches listed below should be de
scribed as having furnished reliable information in the past. 
In each sketch utilized below, the field office submitting the 
sketch has advised that careful consideration was given to each 
source concealed. 
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AFRO-AMERICANS AGAINST THE..; 

WAR IN VIETNAM 

" On May 17, 1967, a source advised as follows: 

Afro-Americans Against the War in Vietnam (AAAWV) 
was formed as an "Anti-War" Committee in January, 1966, at 
the initiative and under the control of the Socialist Workers 
Party (SWP). 

AAAWV is comprised of the "Negro fraction" of the 
SWP and, in addition to provioing this fraction with an 
activity, it gives the SWP an opportunity to link its "Negro 
struggle" with its protests against United States policy 
abroad. 

. AAAWV attempts to discourage Negro support for the 
Vietnam war effort. 

AAAWV Chairman is Paul Boutelle, an SWP member in 
New York City. The AAAWV mailing address is P. o. Box 384, 
Cathedral Station, New York, New York. 

AAAWV has sponsored and supported a number of protest 
demonstrations against United States policy in Vietnam. 

The SWP has been designated pursuant to Executive 
Order 10450. 

Source: NY 4253-S 

(~ . 
AFTON TOURS, INCORPO~AIED 

Records of the Foreign Agents Registration Section 
(FARS), Department of Justice, Washington, D. c., disclose that 
Alexander Svenchansky registered Package Express and Travel 
Agency, Incorporated, Brooklyn, New York, on February 24, 1958, 
as an agent of Intourist Limited, Moscow, USSR. The purpose of 
the business was given as transmitting parcels to citizens of 
the USSR. Svenchansky named Afton Tours, Incorporated, 
1776 Broadway, New York City, as a branch of Package Express 
and Travel Agency. 

8/21/67 
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FARS records further disclose that Afton Tours was 
registered individually as an Intourist agent from May 1, 1959, 
to December 24, 1960, when the registration was terminated by 
action of the FARS. Package Express and Travel Agency, as of 
February 24, 1967, continued to be registered with the FARS. 

A source advised during April, 1967, that Afton Tours, 
Incorporated, continues to operate from 1776 Broadway, 
New York City. The source stated that the majority of the tours 
arranged by the firm are for individuals or groups traveling to 
the Soviet Union and other East European countries. According 
to the source, some of the individuals who have used Afton Tours 
are publicly known as Communist Party members. The source added 
that ·many of the group tours handled by Afton Tour$ have been 
organized by groups recognized as communist front organizations. 

Alexander Svenchansky was linked with a Soviet 
espionage ring in testimony before the Senate Internal Security 
Subcommittee ;on November 2, 1953, by Harry Gold, confessed 
atomic spy. 

The 1966-1967 New York Telephone Directory lists Afton 
Tours at 1776 Broadway, New York City. 

Source: NY 5282-S 

(The characterization of Intourist should be 
used in conjunction with the characterization 
of Afton Tours. ) 

; 
I 

C'f\ 
AMERICAN COMMUNICATIONS ASSOCIATION 

THE'COMMUNICATIONS DIVISION OF THE 
INTERNATIONAL BROTHERHOOD OF 

TEAMSTERS, CHAUFFEURS, WAREHOUSEMEN 
AND HELPERS OF AMERICA 

The "Report of the International Executive Board 
ACA,CIO" at the Fifth National Convention, Chicago, Illinois, 
April -8 through 13, 1940, disclosed that the American 
Communications Association (ACA) had its origin at the Third 
National Convention of the American Radio Telegraphists 
Association (ARTA) held in New York. City (NYC), in August, 1937. 
At this convention it was agreed to change the name of the 
union from ARTA to ACA. This change was ratified by the union 
members on March 10, 1938. 

The "Directory of National and International Labor 
Unions in the United States, 1955," published by the 
United States Department of Labor, lists on page four, unions 
8/21/67 
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.. 
expelled from the Congress of Industrial Organizations (CIO) 
on charges of communist domination. ACA was listed as having 
been expelled on June 15, 1950. 

The November, 1966, issue of the "ACA News," official 
publication of the ACA, the Communications Division of the 
International Brotherhood of Teamsters, Chauffeurs, Warehouse
men and Helpers of America (IBT), reported that the affiliation 
of the ACA with the IBT was unanimously approved by the General 
Executive Board of the IBT, which met in Hollywood, Florida, 
the week of October 17, 1966.· The ACA was designated as the 
Communications Division of the IBT. 

The March, 1967, issue of the "ACA News" shows that 
the ACA, the Communications Division of the IBT, is located at 
18 John Street, New York City. 

{ 
• '1~ 

"AMERICAN D_IALOG," ALSO KNOWN AS 
I 

"AMERICAN DIALOGUE," "DIALOGUE" 

A confidential source reported during June, 1964, 
that Joseph Felshin advised former subscribers to the magazine, 
"Mainstream," that "Mainstream" had ceased publication with its 
August, -1963, issue and had been replaced by a new bimonthly 
publication entitled, "American Dialogue," with Joseph North as 
editor. 

The November-December, 1966, issue of "American Dialog," 
Volume 3, Number 3, contains the statement in its masthead that 
"American Dialog" is published bimonthly by Dialog Publications, 
32 Union Square, Room 804, New York City. 

On July 2, 1966, a second source advised that Joseph 
Felshin attended the 18th National Convention of the Communist 
Party, USA (CPUSA), held in.New York City from June 22 through 
June 26, 1966, as a delegate. 

A third source advised on July 27, 1966, that Joseph 
North, a delegate to the 18th National Convention of the CPUSA, 
held in New York City from June 22 through June 26, 1966, was 
elected to the National Committee of the CPUSA on June 26, 1966. 

The Address Telephone Directory for the Borough of 
Manhattan, New York City, as published by the New York Telephone 
Company, on March 20, 1967, lists "Dialogue Publications, Inc." 
as being located at 32 Union Square, New York, New York. 

Sources:· CSSF 2670-S* 
MM 1070-S* 
NH 320-S 
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(The characterization of "Mainstream" contained 
in the '~uide to Subversive Organizations and 
Publications" should be used in conjunction with 
the characterization of "American Dialog.") 

t 
f . 1 

AMERICAN INSTITUTE FOR MARXIST STUDIES 
~ 
' 

A source advised on April 9, 1963, that on 
April 7, 1963, at a meeting of the District Committee of the 
Communist Party (CP) of New England, held in Boston, 
Massachusetts, Herbert Aptheker stated he was developing an 
organization called American· Institute for Marxist Studies 
(AIMS) which would eventually legalize the CP. He stated AIMS 
would publish literature on History, Science, Physics, Archeology, 
and other subjects which would be put out quarterly with various 
supplements. 

A second source advised on June 30, 1966, that Herbert 
Aptheker was elected to the National Committee, CPUSA, at the 
18th National Convention of the CPUSA held June 22-26, 1966, in 
New York City. 

A third source advised on June 7, 1963, that on 
June 3, 1963, Herbert Aptheker spoke at the CP of New York 
District Board meeting concerning AIMS. Aptheker stated AIMS 
would unite and strengthen the CP although the CP would not be 
connected with it. He stated AIMS was being formed within the 
scope of the McCarran and Smith .Acts and would legally bring 
Marxist material and opinions to the attention of American 
scholars and the general public. 

A fourth source reported on August 29, ·1966, that AIMS 
issues a "Newsletter" every other month. This source also made 
available the information that AIMS issues publications and holds 
symposiums concerning Marxism. 

A fifth source advised on May 9, 1967, that as of that 
date, AIMS was located at 20 East 30th Street, New York City. 

Sources: BS 665-S 
CG 5890-S 
NY 1587-S 
CSNY 1057-S 
NY 5617-S 
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AMTORG TRADING CORPORATION 
- \; 

Amtorg Trading Corporation, according to records of 
the New York County Clerk, is a New York corporation formed 
in 1924. It has acted since then as a buying and selling agency 
in the United States for most of the foreign trade organizations 
of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics. Since 1949, it has 
been registered with the United States Departme~t of Justice 
pursuant to the provisions of the Foreign Agents Registration 
Act of 1938, as amended/ 

~ 
CASA DE LAS A~ERICAS 
~ 

On May 1, 1967 ,. a source advised that the Casa de las 
Americas, an organization composed of pro-Fidel Castro and pro
communist individuals ~ formed in April, 1964, has move'd its 
headquarters to the fourth floor, 876 Broadway, New York City, 
effective April 30, 1967. Source described this organization 
as a successor to the old Casa Cuba Club (CCC) with a changed 
name to avoid overt affiliation with Cuba. The CCC has been 
composed of persons belonging to the now defunct 26th of July 
Movement, a revolutionary organization founded and led by 
Fidel Castro, Prime Minister of Cuba, until its dissolution in 
1962. 

A second source advised that the CCC, originally 
founded as a social club by New York area residents of Cuban 
extraction, was sympathetic to C.astro during his struggle for 
power. Subsequent to January 1, 1959, as it became apparent 
that communism was the form of government in Cuba, the leaders 
of the 26th of July Movement assumed control of CCC and its 
membership declined. 

The first source above advised that Casa de las 
Americas is also ostensibly formed as a social club, but in 
effect it acts as a focal point for revolutionary peoples 
sympathetic to the Cuban government. Although it is not directly 
controlled by the Cuban Mission to the United Nations (CMUN), 
many Cuban personnel attend its functions and at least an indirect 
link with CMUN is .present. Casa de las Americas has fund-raising . 
affairs and contributes money to the ~MUN. Casa de las Americas 
also gives financial support to other revolutionary groups repre
senting countries other than Cuba. Through CMUN, various 
propaganda materials of a communist nature are found at Casa de 
las Americas. This same source also stated that some executive 
committee members, as well as general members of Casa de las 
Americas, are members of the Spanish Section of the Communist 
Party, USA. Source feels that although there is no direct link 
8/21/67 
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between Casa de las Americas and the Communist Party, USA 
(CPUSA), an indirect link does occur at Casa de las Americas 
in that it is used as a staging ground prior to entry into 
CPUSA. Further, source indicates that membership in Casa de 
las Americas prepares an excellent background for persons 
desiring to return to Cuba. 

This same source stated that although there exists 
~n Cuba a social club called Casa de las Americas supported 
by the Cuban government, there appears to be no connection 
between the two and no reason to believe that the Casa de las 
Americas in New York was named after the one in Cuba. 

Sources: NY 3367-S 
NY 3042-S (Former) 

I 
N 

COMMITTEE TO FREE MORTON SOBELL 
\j 

"Following the execution of atomic spies Ethel and 
Julius Rosenberg in June, 1953, the 'Communist campaign assumed 
a different emphasis. Its major effort centered upon Morton 
Sobell,' the Rosenbergs• co-defendant. The National Committee 
to Secure-Justice in the Rosenberg Case - a communist front 
which had been conducting the campaign in the United States -
was reconstituted as the National Rosenberg - Sobell Committee 
at a conference in Chicago in October, 1953, and 9 then the 
National Committee to Secure Justice for Morton Sobell in the 
Rosenberg Case' •• ~" 

("Guide to Subversive Organizations and Publications;" 
dated December 1, 1961, issued by the House Committee on 
Un-American Activities, page 116.) 

In September, 1954, the name "National Committee to 
Secure Justice for Morton Sobell" appeared on literature issued 
by the Committee. In March, 1955, the name "Committee to Secure 
Justice for Morton Sobell" first appeared on literature issued 
by the Committee. In August, 1966, the name "Committee to Free 
Morton Sobell" first appeared on literature issued by the 
Committee. 

The Address Telephone Directory for the Borough of 
Manhattan, New York City, published by the New York Telephone 
Company on March 20, 1967, lists the above Committee's address 
as 150 Fifth Avenue, New York City. 
8/21/67 
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COMMUNIST PARTY, USA 

MARXIST-LENINIST, (CPUSA, M-L) 

On August 24, 1965, a source advised that the West 
Coast Provisional Organizing Committee for a Marxist-Leninist 
Communist Party (WCPOC) was formed in Los Angeles, California, 
on August 23, 1965, under the leadership of Mike Lasky. 
Although similar in name, the newly organized WCPOC had no 
connection whatsoever with the Provisional Organizing Committee 
for a Marxist-Leninist Communist Party (POC) or the latter's 
West Coast POC. 

On September 7, 1965, the above source advised that a 
National Conference of the newly formed WCPOC was held over the 
September 4-5, 1965,weekend in Los Angeles. At that meeting 
the name WCPOC was dropped and the CPUSA, M-L, was formed under 
Lasky's leadership. The CPUSA, M-L, has the following aims and 
purposes: 

1. To conduct guerrilla warfare training, 
including the use of firearms; · 

2. To organize CPUSA, M-L, cells in the 
South, to exploit all "racial situations" 
that might arise there, to agitate the 
population, and create situations which 
would require the use of Federal troops 
so that Americans would be fighting 
Americans; 

3. To establish and maintain an accelerated 
recruiting program to include acceptance 
of anyone who is an anti-imperialist. 

On May 5, 1967, the above source advised that the 
CPUSA, M-L, continued to exist. 

Source: LA 4107-S' 
I 

1-{ 
i\ 

COMPASS PUBLICATIONS, INCORPORATED 

\} . 
Compass Publications, Incorporated, was registered 

with the New York County Clerk's Office on August 27, 1965, and 
was issued incorporation number 9830-65. At the time of incor
poration, the avowed purposes of this organization were listed 
as follows: 

·''To edit and publish periodicals and pamphlets and 
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other printed material in the English language and in foreign 
languages. 

'~o prepare and edit materials for publications and 
publishers, educational institutions, or private individuals." 

. •. 

On April 7, 1966, a source advised that Compass 
Publications, Incorporated, is located at 221 East 17th Street, 
New York City, and that Jean Karsavina is listed as president. 

On August 2, 1966, and January 4, 1967, a seconq 
source advised that checks drawn on the account of "Soviet Life" . 
at the Riggs National Bank, Washington, D. Co, have been deposited 
to the account of Compass Publications, Incorporated, Chase 
Manhattan Bank, New York City. The total amount of these checks 
was $20,000.00. 

On October 21, 1965, a source advised that since 
assuming her new duties as president of the above-captioned 
organization, Jean Karsavina has ceased her close association 
with the New York District Communist Party, USA (CPUSA), 
organization and has attempted to give the impression that she 

· is no longer officially connected with the CP. 

On June 8, 1966, Compass Publications, Incorporated, 
filed a registration statement under the Foreign Agents 
Registration Act and on the same date Jean Lamprecht Karsavina 
filed a short form registration statement in support of the 
registration statement of Compass Publications, Incorporated. 
This registration statement disclosed that the Novosti Press 
Agency, 2 Pushkin Square, Moscow, Union of Soviet Socialist 
Republics (USSR), was the "foreign principal" involved in this 
registration. 

At the present time, the above-captioned organization 
is publishing a biweekly booklet entitled "Reprints from the 
Soviet Press," which bears the following inscription ins;i.de the 
front cover: 

"Reprints from the Soviet Press is a biweekly infor
mation service published by Compass Publications, Incorporated, 
Box 47, Old Chelsea Station, New York, New York. All views 
expressed are those of the authors or original publications. 
Subscriptions: $15.00 per year; single copies, $.60. By air
mail (United States, Canada, and Mexico) $30.00." 

Sources: Charles Clines, Chase Manhattan Bank, New York City. 
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r:-l 
~dNTACT MAILING SERVICE, Formerly 
Knpwn as BRADFORD BINGHAM MAILING 

SERVICE 

A source advised th~t Gus Hall, General Secretary of 
the Communist Party, USA (CPUSA), in March, 1962, stated he 
wanted to set up an office in New· York for the centralization 
of "our mailing lists" so that mailing lists could be furnished 
to CP groups or CP front groups which need them. The CP would 
invest money in this business and Bradford Bingham would operate 
it ostensibly as a private enterprise • 

. The source advised in January, 1964, that Bradford 
Bingham is a chauffeur and general handyman for Gus Hall and 
that Bingham, because of his position, has attended important 
meetings wherein CP na~ional and state leaders have been present. 

On May 12, 1964, a second source furnished information 
reflecting that the Bradford Bingham Mailing Service conducts a 
mailing service business in Room 636 at 799 Broadway, New York, 

·New York. 

In March, 1966, the first source advised that Stephen 
Perlmutter had replaced Bradford Bingham as Gus Hall's chauffeur. 
This source advised that Gus Hall had stated that the CP had 
succeeded the Bradford Bingham Mailing Service with the Contact 
Mailing Service and that Stephen Perlmutter would operate the 
Contact Mailing Service ostensibly as a private enterprise. This 
source advised that Gus Hall had stated that the Contact Mailing 
Service would serve the same purpose and function in the same 
manner as the Bradford Bingham Mailing Service. 

On April 3, 1967, a second source advised that the 
Contact Mailing Service was presently operating in Room 636 at 
799 Broadway, New York, New York, where the Bradford Bingham 
Mailing Service has previously been doing business. 

Sources: 694-S* 
CSNY 4000-S 

INDEPENDENCIA 
of Universit Students for Inde endence) 

(FUPI) -
The FUPI was organized in October, 1956, at the 

University of Puerto Rico (UPR), Rio Piedras, Puerto Rico, as 
a student organization working to obtain independence for 
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Puerto Rico. A source advised on May 28, 1962, FUPI was 
elected an integral member of the International Union of 
Students (IUS), Prague, Czechoslovakia, in October, 1960. 

On August 25, 1966, Alberto Perez Perez was inter
viewed by public news media and he stated he was President of 
FUPI; had just returned from travel to Moscow, USSR, on an 
official FUPI trip, and subsequent co~ferences of the IUS in 
Bulgaria; Cairo, Egypt; and Havana, Cuba; FUPI continues to be 
affiliated with the IUS; and he and FUPI advocate independence 
for Puerto Rico, preferably without violence, but would resort 
to violence to obtain independence if it appeared other methods 
would fail. 

When interviewed on April 8, 1966, Jose Rafael Varona 
Berrios stated he was the Secretary of International Affairs of 
FUPI; FUPI is affiliated wdth the·IUS; and he believed in vio
lence as a method of obtaining independence for Puerto R~co if 
conditions indicated violence might succeed, or aid, in 
obtaining Puerto Rican independence. Varona reportedly was in
jured during a bombing raid by u. s. planes while he was visiting 

· North Vietnam in April, 1967. 

·The IUS has been cited by the Internal Security Sub
committee of the Senate Judiciary Committee in 1956 as being 
among "international communist fronts functioning at the present 
time," and by the Committee on Un-American. Activities, House of 
Representatives, in 1951, as one of the "long established Soviet
controlled international organizations.u 

Source: SJ 452-S 
~r-J 

~ I 

FOURTH INTERNATIONAL 
\; 

The April 19, 1965, edition of ''The Militant," a 
weekly newspaper of the Socialist Workers Party (SWP), set forth 
the following: 

'Tounded under the leadership of Leon Trotsky in 1938, 
the Fourth International is an organization embracing revo
lutionary socialist parties and groups throughout the world. In 
the United States, the SWP stands in political solidarity with 
the Fourth International ••• " 

The SWP has been designated pursuant to. Executive 
Order 10450 .• 
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"' ,, 
FREEDO~&AYS ASSOCIATES, INC, 

\1 
The records of the New York State Secretary of State, 

Albany, New York, show that the Certificate of Incorporation of 
Freedomways Associates, Inc., was filed on March 2, 1961. 

On May 24, 1961, a source advised that a report was 
given on "Freedomways" at a meeting of the National Board, 
Communist Party, USA (CPUSA), held on May 24, 1961. It was 
stated that the central purpose of "Freedomways" is to develop 
a theory and positive criticism of currents in the Negro Move
ment, as well as to raise the level of understanding and discussion 
taking place in Negro life today and to project a socialist and 
pro-Soviet orientation. 

. On May 25, 196'!, a second source advised that 
''Freedomways" was set up for the CPUSA by James J·ackson. 

The First Quarter, 1967, issue of ·"Freedomways," self
described as "A Quarterly Review of the Negro Freedom Movement" 

·published by .F'reedomways Associates, Incorporated, 799 Broadway, 
New York City, lists the following as its editorial staff: 

John Henrik Clarke, Associate Editor 
Esther Jackson, Managing Editor 
J. H. O'Dell, Associate Managing Editor 
John L. Devine, Art Editor· 

A third source made available information on July 1, 1964, 
indicating that John Henrik Clarke attended the first and founding 
meeting of the American Institute for Marxist Studies (AIMS) which 
was held on December 19, 1963, and continued on January 10, 1964. 
This source a~so made available information on August 14, 1964, 
indicating that Clarke is an "Associate" of AIMS. 

On March 16, 1966, the second source advised that James 
Jackson, accompanied by his wife, Esther Jackson, was scheduled 
to depart on March 25, 1966, from the United States en route to 
Moscow to attend the 23rd Congress of the CP of the Soviet Union. 
This source described James Jackson as a member of the National 
Committee, CPUSA. 

On July 26, 1966, a fourth source identified J. H. O'Dell 
as a member of the CP. 

On January 30, 1961, Sylvia M. Brenner Devine, 
415 South 50th Street, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, advised that 
her former husband, Jack Devine, mentioned on December 17, 1960, 
that he was stillin the CP and that the CP is his whole life. 
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On July 24, 1963, a fifth source described John 
Devine as a CP member. 

Sources: NY 2359-S* 
NY 694-S* 
NY 4535-S* 
BA 975-S 
NY 1587-S 

(A characterization of AIMS should be utilized 
with the above .characterization.) 

('{ 
FRUlT OF ISLAM 

l \ 
\ t ......._; 

On May 5, 1967, a source advised that the Fruit of 
Islam (FOI) is a group within the Nation of Islam (NOI) com
posed of male members of the NOI. The purpose of the FOI is 
to protect officials and property of the NOI, assure compliance 
of members with NOI teachings, and to-prepare for the '~ar of 
Armageddon." Members of the FOI are required to participate in 
military drill and are afforded the opportunity to engage in 
judo training. The FOI is governed by a military system wherein 
the membe~s are controlled by general orders similar to those 
issued by regular military organizations. 

Source: CG 6021-S 

·--1 ,. 
"INTERNATIONAL SOCIALIST REVIEW" 

~ 

The November 27, 1961, issue of ''The Militant," a 
weekly .newspaper of the Socialist Workers Party -(SWP), de
scribed the "International Socialist Review" as "a magazine 
reflecting the viewpoint of the SWP." 

The March-April, 1967, issue of the "International 
Socialist Review" identified this magazine as a bimonthly publ.i
cation located at 873 Broadway, New York, New York. 

The SWP has been designated pursuant to Executive 
Order 10450. D,l 

~1. 

INTOURIST 
u 

Intourist, 355 Lexington Avenue, New York City, in 
registering with the United States Department of Justice pursuant 
to the Foreign Agents Registration Act of 1938, as amended, listed. 
its purpose as: "Promoting tourism between the USSR and the USA. 
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Maintaining contacts with travel companies which have agree
ments with Intourist. Publishing information on tourism in 
the USSR for individuals, companies, and organizations." 
The foreign principal was listed as '~AO Intourist, 16 Marx 
Avenue, Moscow, USSR." 

rt-1 
"JEWISH CURRENTS,". Formerly 

Known as "JEWISH LIFE" · 

"Jewish Life" for October, 1957·, announced that after 
the October issue, and with the next issue to be published in 
January, 1958, the magazine was·changing its name to "Jewish 
Currents" because of the claim to the name "Jewish Life" by the 
magazine "Orthodox Jewish Life." 

The May, 1967, issue reported that "J·ewish Currents" 
is published by Jewish Currents, Incorporated, Room 601, 
22 East 17th Street, New York City. 

Concerning "Jewish Life," the "Guide to Subversive 
Organizations and Publications," dated December 1, 1961, and 
prepared by the Committee on Un-American Activities, United States 
House of Representatives, stated: 

"1. Cited as a Communist-front which 'first 
appeared in November, 1946, as a monthly 
published by the Morning Freiheit 

8/21/67 . 

Association, publishers of the Yiddish 
Communist daily ••• Morning Freiheit. ·The 
first issue contained this announcement 
of policy: Jewish Life dedicates itself 
to strengthening the friendship of the 
Jewish people with the Soviet Union ••• ' 
Its Editor, Louis Harap, has been 
identified as a Communist in sworn testi
mony. (Committee on Un-American Activities,_ 
Report, Trial by Treason: The National 
Committee to Secure Justice for the 
Rosenbergs and Morton Sobell, August 25, 1956, 
page 93.)" 
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J 
"LABOR TODAY" 

; I 

\ ; 

In January, 1962, ~ source advised that on 
January 13, 1962, Gus Hall, General Secretary of the Communist 
Party, USA, remarked that a Party-supported trade-union publi
cation would be issued in the near future and would appear under 
the name "Labor Today." 

On January 5, 1962, records in the Assumed Name 
Section of the County Clerk's Office, Wayne County, Detroit, 
Michigan, indicated Certificate Number 145344, issued for con
ducting business under an asstpned name, was issued to "Labor 
Today" (a bimonthly publication) having a business address at 
12065 Wyoming, Detroit 4, Michigan. A certificate was filed on 
January 2, 1962, and the names of the persons listed as owning, 
conducting, and transacting the business were Charles H. Walters, 
9309 Memorial, Detroit, Michigan, and Eve Neiaelman, 19972 Marlowe, 
Detroit, Michigan. 

A second source advised on December 15, 1961, that 
Charles Walters was then a member of the Michigan District 
Communist Party (MDCP) State Committee. This source advised on 
September 18, 1959, that Eve Neidelman was then a member of the 
MDCP State Committee. 

A third source advised on September 21, 1961, that as 
of September 17, 1961, Eve Neidelman was a member of the North
West Section Club of the MDCP. 

The Founding Statement contained in the first issue of 
"Labor Today" (Spring, 1962), indicated two additional issues 
would be forthcoming in 1962, and beginning in 1963, "Labor •roday" 
wo~ld appear regularly as a "bimonthly journal." 

The masthead of "Labor Today," Volume 6, Number 2, 
April-May, 1967, issue describes the publication as "An 
Independent Journal of Discussion." Its managing editor is 
Charles H. Walters and business and editorial offices are located 
at 12065 Wyoming, Suite 5, Detroit, Michigan. 

Sources: CG 5824-S* 
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..... . . . : 
LAWYERS COMMITTEE ON AMERICAN 

POLICY TOWARDS VIETNAM 

The "Congressional Record" of September 23, 1965, 
contains a memorandum on the international law aspects of the 
Vietnam War. This memorandum criticizes, from a legal viewpoint, 
the United.States intervention in Vietnam. This memorandum 
was prepared by the Lawyers Committee on American Policy 
Towards Vietnam (LCAPTV). 

The "Congressional Record" sets forth the address of 
the LCAPTV as 38 Park Row, New York, New York, and lists as 
officers: 

William Standard 
Carey McWilliams 
Joseph H. Crown 

Chairman 
Vice-Chairman 
Secretary 

During 1953, Maurice Malkin, a~ admitted 
former member of the Communist Party (CP) 
from 1919 to 1936, advised that during 
the 1930's, William Louis Standard was a 
member of the CP. 

Louis Budenz, former Managing Editor of 
"The Daily Worker," an east coast communist 
newspaper, which suspended publication on 
January 13, 1958, advised in 1950, that 
Carey McWilliams was under CP discipline 
from 1939 through 1945. 

The February, 1965, issue of "Rights," a 
publication of the Emergency Civil Libert~es 
Committee (ECLC), lists Joseph H. Crown as a 
member of the National Council of the ECLC. 

On November 3, 1965, a Special Agent of ·the Federal 
Bureau of Investigation ascertained from Joseph H. Crown, 
250 Park Avenue, New York City, by means of a suitable pretext, 
that the LCAPTV is a group of lawyers, who got together in the 
Summer of 1965 to prepare a legal brief and to put this brief 
in the "Congressional Record." This brief is, according to 
Crown, on the national law and constitutional law aspects of 
American "intervention" in Vietnam, and deals with the illegality 
of this intervention. Crown stated that this is an ad hoc-type 
committee, one of the purposes of which is to get an ad placed 
in the ''New York Times" on the Vietnam issue. 

A source advised on April 13, 1967, that the LCAPTV is 
located in Room 606, 38 Park Row, New York, New York. 
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Source: Bernard Curtis 

(A characterization of "Rights" an·d the ECLC 
should be used in connection with the above 
characterization.) 

, ..... " 
"\. 
'.' 

"LRAPER" 
\ ... 

"Lraper" (The Armenian Herald) is a four-page news
paper published twice a week. Three pages are composed of 
articles, many of which originated in periodicals in Soviet 
Armenia, printed in the Armenian Language. The fourth page 
bears the title "The Armenian Herald" and contains material 
printed in English. 

The October 1, 1966, issue of ''Lraper" stated that 
it is owned by the Armenian Progressive League of America (APLA). 

The APLA has been designated pursuant to Executive 
Order 10450. 

On May 18, 1967, a source advised that "Lraper" is 
located on the 5th floor, 42 East 12th Street, New York, New York. 

Source: NY 4477-R 
0,\ 

l I 

"LUDOVE NOVINY" 

"Ludove Noviny" (Peoples News) is a Slovak-language 
newspaper published weekly since 1951 at 1510 West 18th Street, 
Chicago, Illinois. 

A source advised on May 15, 1967, that since its 
inception to the present time, this newspaper has been communist 
dominated, has followed the Communist Party line, and has given 
publicity and support to Soviet Russia and its satellite 
Czechoslovakia. It also has given publicity and support to 
various communist front organizations. This newspaper was al$0 
the official organ of the Slovak Workers Society (Slovak Section 
of the International Workers Order (IWO)). 

The IWO has been designated pursuant to Executive 
Order 10450. 

Source: CG 5961-S 
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I .,r 
,\ 

"L'UNITA" 
\ · 

A source on May 19, 1958, advised that "L'Unita" is 
the successor to the Italian language newspaper "L 9Unita del 
Popolo." It is a procommunist Italian-American progressive 
monthly, published by a group of Italian-American communists. 
The administrative committee of "L'Unita," in March, 1958, 
approved a resolution and submitted it to the National 
Committee of the Communist Party approving the policies of 
that Committee. 

The source advised on May 15, 1967, that Post Office 
Box 45, Cooper Station, New York, New York 10003, is the mailing 
address of "L'Unita." The source said "L'Unita" uses office 
space on the second floor of 130 East 16th Street, New York City 1 

for their monthly meetings and certain other occasions. 

Source: NY 2124-S 
l 

.... <. J .. 
MARXIST YOUTH PUBLICATIONS, ASSOCIATES 

(PUBLISHERS OF "COMM:tf.NIST VIEWPOINT") . 
iJ 

The masthead of the "Communist Viewpoint" discloses 
it·is published by Marxist Youth Publications, Associates, 
23 West 26th Street, New York, New York. It is self-described 
as a publication of the Youth Division, Communist Party,USA. 
. . . ,f . '[ 

MERIT PUBLISHERS, Formerly 
PIONEER PUBLISHERS 

A source advised on May 24, 1967, that Merit Publishers, 
formerly Pioneer Publishers, is operated and controlled by the 
Socialist Workers Party (SWP). It publishes material by SWP mem
bers and distributes literature sympathetic to the Marxist-Leninist 
viewpoint. 

Merit Publishers is located at 5 East 3rd Street, 
New York, New York. 

The SWP has been designated pursuant to Executive 
Order 10450. 

Source: NY 4253-S 
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MOVIMIENTO PRO-INDEPENDENCIA DE PUERTO RICO 
(PUERTO RICAN INDEPENDENCE MOVEMENT)(MPIPR) 

\ .. 
The MPIPR was organized in November, 1959, at Ponce, 

Puerto Rico, to work for the independence of Puerto Rico. It 
has an estimated membership of between 1,000 and 1,300 people 
with missions throughout the island of Puerto Rico, and in 
New York, New York; Chicago, Illinois; and Buffalo, New York. 

At the time the MPIPR was organized it was indicated 
that it did not advocate violence but would accept members who 
did. Juan Mari Bras, the founder and dominant leader of this 
organization, in a speech during March, 1964, threatened violence 
comparable to that in Algeria if Puerto·Rico became a state within 
the United States. A source reported in 1966 that a leader of 
the .MPIPR indicated that "the Revolution would soon begin" and 
another source advised that ano~her official of this organization 
had attempted to obtain a number of automatic pistols. 

Articles praising Fidel Castro and the Cuban Government 
regularly appear in MPIPR publications. In 1961, the ~WIPR 
adopted a resolution expressing 100 per cent approval of and 
solidarity with the Cuban revolution. It sent a delegation to 
the Tri-Continental Conference of African, Asian, and Latin 
American People, held in Havana, Cuba, during January, 1966, and 
it maintains a permanent delegate to the Secretariat located in 
Havana. 

The press of Puerto Rico has reported that the MPIPR 
has held numerous demonstrations protesting compulsory military 
service for Puerto Ricans and United States policy in Vietnam 
and the Dominican Republic. 

In December, 1966, the Governor of Puerto Rico signed 
into law a bill calling for a plebiscite on July 23, 1967, to 
determine the future political status of Puerto Rico. The press 
reported that this plebiscite has been denounced vociferously by 
the MPIPR as "an act of Yankee imperialism to maintain the 
colonial status of Puerto Rico." Juan Mari Bras stated that the 
MPIPR had asked the Cuban Government for "militant solidarity 
with our struggle, in all international forums to which Red Cuba 
has access." 

Sources: NY 4325-S* 
NY 5565-S* 
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~ 
MUSLIM GIRLS TRAINING 

\. 
On May 19, 1960, a source advised the Muslim Girls 

Training (MGT) is a group within the Nation Of Islam (NOI) 
and is composed of all female members of the NOI. The MGT is 
similar in structure to the Fruit of Islam (FOI), which is 
composed of male members of the NO!, in that the MGT has 
officers similar to military organizations to whom other fe
male members are accountable. MGT members receive instructions 
in homemaking, hygiene, calisthenics, and other subjects such 
as Muslim history, and the English language. There also exists 
a Junior MGT, w~ich is composed of female members of the NOI 
who are between the ages of 15 and 19 and who are afforded 
military-type drill. 

Since 1957, v.arious officers and "sisters" of the MGT 
have, at meetings of the MGT, used the term MGT so that it also 
means General Civilization Class. General Civilization Class 
refers to classes conducted within the MGT. 

The above refers to. activities of the MGT at 
Muhammad's Temple of Islam No. 2, 5335 South Greenwood, Chicago, 
Illinois. 

On May 4, 1967, another source advised t·h·at, in theory, 
the MGT exists in all Temples of the NO! and is patterned after 
the MGT at Muhammad's Temple of Islam No. 2, Chicago. 

Sources: CG 6176-S (Former) 
CG 6229-S 

'•( 

NATION OF ISLAM, Formerly Referred to as 
THE MUSLIM CULT OF ISLAM, also known 

as MUHAMMAD'S TEMPLES OF ISLAM 

In January, 1957, a source advised Elijah Muhammad has 
described his organization on a nationwide basis as the '~ation 
of Islam" and "Muhammad's Temples of Islam." 

On May 5, 1967, a second source advised Elijah Muhammad 
is the national leader of the Nation of Islam (NOI); Muhammad's 
Temple of Islam No. 2, 5335 South Greenwood Avenue, Chicago, 
Illinois, is the national headquarters of the NOI; and in mid-1960 
Muhammad and other NO! officials, when referring to Muhammadts 
organization on a nationwide basis, commenced using either '~osque" 
or "Temple" when mentioning one of "Muhammad's Temples of Islam." 
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The NOI is an all-Negro organization which was 
originally organized in 1930 in Detroit, Michigan •. Muhammad 
claims to have been selected by Allah, the Supreme Being, to 
lead the so-called Negro race out of slavery in the wilderness 
of North America by establishing an independent black nation in 
the United States. Members following Muhammad's teachings and 
his interpretation of the "Koran" believe there is no such thing 
as a Negro; the so-called Negroes are slaves of the white race, 
referred to as "white devils," in the United States; and the 
white race, because of its exploitation of the so-called Negroes, 
must and will be destroyed in the approaching "War of Armageddon." 

In the past, officials and members of the NOI, including 
Muhammad, have refused to register under the provisions of the 
Selective Service·Acts and have declared that members owe no 
allegiance to the United States. 

On May 5, 1958, the first source advised Muhammad had, 
upon advice of legal counsel, tempered his personal statements 
and instructions to his ministers concerning the principles of 
his organization in order to avoid possible prosecution by the 
United States Government; however, he did not indicate any 
fundamental changes in the teachings of his organization. 

·on May 2, 1966, a third source advised Muhammad had, 
in early July, 1958, decided to de-emphasize the religious as
pects of the teachings of Islam and to stress the economic 
benefits to be derived by those Negroes who joined the NOI. 
This policy change, according to Muhammad, would help him acquire 
additional followers and create more interest in his programs. 

Sources: PG 147-S {Former) 
CG 6021-S 
CG 6205-S (Former) 

; ..... ~ 

·T'~ 
NATIONAL COMMITTEE FOR REPEAL OF THE MC CARRAN ACT, 

Formerly'Known as National Committee to Repeal 
The McCarran Act (1963) 

A source advised o~ April 18, 1967, that the National 
Committee for Repeal of the McCarran Act (NCRMA) maintains a 
mailing address of Room 318, 431 South Dearborn Street, Chicago, 
Illinois. 

A second source advised on July 18, 1966, that the 
NCRMA was the outgrowth of an Ad Hoc Committee of Initiators, 
headed by Professor Clyde Miller of New York, who solicited 
signatures to a petition to the President of the United States 
in 1962 which called for the repeal of the McCarran Act. The 
NCRMA held its formation meeting at Chicago on May 18, 1963; the 
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stated purpose of the committee is to seek repeal of the Internal 
Security Act of 1950, as amended. 

A third source advised on May 15, 1967, that the 
Communist Party (CP) interest in NCRMA had been to give it full 
support and approval and the CP took the position that the 
committee's composition must be extremely broad.and the~Party's 
direct influepce must be kept to a minimum. The CP believed the 
new committee would serve its purpose in fighting the McCarran 
Act alone and the CP had everything to gain by taking this 
position. Lillian Berman, NCRMA Executive Secretary, is not a 
CP member but knowingly accepts support and advice from the CP 
leadership on behalf of this committee. Berman moved from Chicago 
to New Yor~ ·New York, in 1965, and continues to operat~ the 
committee from that city. 

Clyde Miller, according to the "Daily Worker" issue of 
March 5, 1941, was a signer of a statement to the President 
defending the CP. 

The "Daily Worker" was an east coast communist daily 
newspaper which ceased publication January 13, 1958. 

Sources: CS CG 5806-S 
CG 6674-S (Former) 
CG 5824-S* 

(·~I 
NATIONAL COMMITTEE TO ABOLISH 

THE HOUSE UN-AMERICAN ACTIVITIES CO~JMITTEE 

The "Guide to Subversive Organizations and Publications," 
issued December 1, 1961, by the Committee on Un-Aroerican 
Activities, United States House of Representatives, Page 115, CQn
tains the following citation regarding the National Committee to 
Abolish the Un-American Activities Committee (NCAUAC): 

"Cited 'as a 'new organization' set up in the Summer of 
1960 to lead and direct the Communist Party's toperation Abolition' 
campaign. Seven of the national leaders of this group have been 
identified as communists. 

"(Committee on Un-American Activities, House 
Report 1278 on the Truth About the Film 
'Operation Abolition,' Part 1, October 3, 1961, 
page 5)" 

A source has advised that the NCAUAC changed its name 
on March 3, 1962, to include the word "House" in its name, 
thereby becoming known as the National Committee to Abolish the 
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House Un-American Activities Committee .(NCAHUAC). A national 
meeting of this organization was held in Chicago, Illinois, on 
April 27 and 28, 1963. 

A sec:ond source advised on May 11, 1967, that as of 
that date the NCAHUAC continued to function with headquarters 
at 555 North Western Avenue, Los ~ngeles, California. 

Sources: CG 6474-S 
LA 3512-S 

.~I 
u~ 

''NOVA DOBA" 
~; 

A source advised on May 15, 1967, that ''Nova Doha" 
was founded about 1934 in New York City· and at that time was 
called "Obranan (Worker). He advised the paper later moved to 
Chicago and sometime between 1936 and 1940 changed its name to 
"Nova Doba." 

The source stated that "Nova Doba" is a Czech-language 
weekly newspaper published at 1510 West 18th Street, Chicago, 
Illinois, and is communist dominated and follows the Communist 
Party line. ''Nova Doba" frequently prints articles which give 
publicity and support to Czechoslovakia, Soviet Russia, and 
other satellite countries. 

Source: CG 5971-S 

r-/ • 
ORGANIZATION OF AFRO-AMERICAN 

UNITY, INCORPORATED (OAAU) 

On June 28, 1964, Malcolm X Little, founder and leader 
of the Muslim Mosque, Incorporated (MMI), publicly announced the 
formation of a new, all-Negro, militant civil rights action group 
to be known as the Organization of Afro-American Unity (OAAU), 
with himself as Chairman. This announcement was made at a public 
rally held by the MMI in the Audubon Ballroom, Broadway and 
166th Street, New York City. 

A printed and published statement of basic OAAU aims 
read by Malcolm X at this meeting indicates that it shall include 
"all" people of African descent in the Western Hemisphere, as 
well as "our" brothers and sisters on the African continent. It 
is patterned after the "letter and spirit" of the Organization of 
African Unity established {by African Heads of States) at 
Addis Ababa, Ethiopia, in May, 196~. 
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A recording of the remarks of Malcolm X at this 
meeting indicates that the aim of the OAAU is to eliminate 
differences between ~egroes so they can work together for "human 
rights," while the initial objective is to "internationalize" the 
American civil rights movement by taking·it to the United Nations. 
Little condemned the nonviolent civil rights movement and claims 
that Negroes should be taught to protect themselves, when and if 
necessary. The OAAU will sponsor a program for Negroes in 
education, politics, culture, economics, and social reform. 

Malcolm X was assassinated on February 21, 1965, while 
addressing an OAAU rally at the Audubon Ballroom, New York City. 

On April 13, 1965, a source advised that 
on March 26, 1965, the OAAU filed a Certificate of Incorporation 
with the Department of State, State of New York, Albany, New York, 
and henceforth the organization's true name ~ld be Organization 
of Afro-American Unity, Incorporated. 

On February 28, 1966, a second source 
advised that the president and head of the OAAU is Ella Collins, 
a half-sister of the late Malcolm X, who resides in the Harlem 
Section of New York City. 

On May 8, 1967, the first source advised 
that the headquarters of the OAAU is located at 224 West 139th 
Street, New York, New York, which is the residence of Ella 
Collins. 

Sources: NY 4605-S 
Former NY 2846-S 

·{./ ... 
POLITICAL AFFAIRS 

\j 
"Political Affairs" is self-described 

journal of the Communist Party, USA. 

\fl 
PRAGA PRESS 

u 

as the theoretical 

A source advised on May 15, 1967, that Praga Press, 
Incorporated, 1510 West 18th Street, Chicago, Illinois, was 
organized as a printing company in January, 1943. At that time, 
the company regularly printed "Nova Doba," a Czech-language 
publication, and about 31 other publications which were, for the 
most part, union shop newspapers for labor unions. 
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A second source advised on May 15, 1967, that this 
organization at the present time primarily concerns itself with 
the printing of "Nova Doba," "Ludove Noviny," and "Narodni 
Glasnik," Czech-, Slovak-, and Croatian-language weekly newspapers, 
respectively, which are communist dominated and follow the 
Communist Party (CP) line. In addition, Praga Press has in the 
past printed the "Party Forum," which was the official monthly 
organ of the CP, Illinois District. 

Sources: CG 5971-S 
Fabian Janecek, Source of Information· 

~ 
PRENSA LATINA 

Prensa Latina (PL) is a Cuban news agency organized 
June 16, 1959, with headquarters in Havana, Cuba, and branches 
throughout the world. Its New York office is located in 
Room 367, United Nations Secretariat Building, New York City. 
It follows an editorial policy which is anti-United States and 
pro-Soviet Union. 

On April 16, 1962, PL filed a statement with the 
United States Department of Justice conceding that the agency 
receives the sum of $125,000 (Cuban) monthly from Radio Difusora 
Nacional, an agency of or under the supervision of a ministry of 
the Government of the Republic of Cuba. 

On April 18, 1962, PL entered a plea of nolo contendere 
in Federal District Court, Washington, D. c., to a charge of 
failure to comply with the provisions of the Foreign Agents 
Registration Act of 1938, as amended, and was fined $2,000.00. 

'[\ 
PROGRESSIVE LABOR PARTY 

\ \ 
\.) 

A source ·advised on April 20, 1965, that the 
Progressive Labor Party· (PLP) , formerly known as the Progressive 
Labor Movement (PLM), held its first natio~al convention 
April 15-18, 1965, at New York City, to organize the PLM into a 
PLP. The PLP would have as its ultimate objective the establish
ment of a militant working class movement based on Marxism-Leninism. 

''The New York Times," City Edition, Tuesday, April 20, 1965, 
page 27, reported that a new party of "revolutionary Socialism" was 
formally founded on April 18, 1965, under the name of the PLP. 
The PLP was described as an outgrowth of the PLM. Its officers 
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were identified as Mil ton Rosen, New York, Preside,:1t, ·and 
William Epton of New York and Mort Scheer of San Francisco, 
Vice Presidents. A 20-member National Committee was elected 
to direct the Party until the next. convention. 

Accordi'ng to the article, ''The Progressive Labor 
Movement was founded in 1962 by Mr. Rosen and Mr. Scheer after 
they were expelled from the Communist Party, USA, for assertedly 
following the Chinese Communist· line." 

The PLP publishes "Progressive Labor," a bimonthly 
~agazine; "Challenge," a monthly New York City newspaper; and 
"Spark," a west coast newspaper. 

The April, 1967, issue of "Challenge," page 14, states 
that "This paper is dedicated to fight for a new way of life
where the working men and women own and control their homes, 
factories, the police, courts, and the entir~ government of every 
level." 

A second source advised on September 26, 1966, that 
the PLP utilizes the address of General Post Office Box 808~ 
Brooklyn, New York, but also utilizes an office in Room 617, 
1 Union Square West, New York City, where PLP publications are 
prepared. 

Sources: NY 4661-S (Former) 
NY 5535-S 

-~. 
~. 

REVOLUTIONARY ACTION MOVEMENT 

On November 3, 1964, a source made available a docu
ment entitled "The Revolutionary Action Movement Manifesto:" the 
document having been obtained by .the source from an individual 
known to be a member of the Revolutionary Action Movement (RAM). 

This document stated, in part, that RAM was officially 
organized in the Winter of 1963 by Afro-Americans who support the 
revolutionary objectives of Robert F. Williams, then residing in 
Cuba, and his concept of organized violence to achieve the . 
liberation of the Afro-American people in the United States. This 
Manifesto disclosed that RAM had oriented its program to one o~ 
education and political revolution and the organization·of a 
"black" political party with revolutionary objectives; : having . . ·;: · ·, :: 
recognized the need for a "black revolution" that ·could and vlo'lild . · · 
seize ·power. RAM philosophy is described in this document as one 
of revolutionary nationalism; that is, one involving the struggles 
of the nonwhite races of the world against exploitation and 
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enslavement by the white capitalist and imperialist nations. 

Regarding Williams, it should be noted that on 
August 28, 1961, a Federal warrant was issued at Charlotte, 
North Carolina, charging him with Unlawful Flight to Avoid 
Prosecution for the crime of kidnapping. Subsequent to the 
issuance of this warrant, Williams fled the United States to 
Cuba, where he published a monthly newsletter entitled "The 
Crusader" from Havana. As of December, 1966, Williams was 
residing in Peking, China. 

This source, in September, 1964, advised RAM is 
dedicated to the overthrow of the capitalist system in the 
United States by violence, if necessary, and to its replacement 
by a socialistic system oriented toward the Chinese Communist 
interpretation of Marxism-Leninism. RAM is entirely nonwhite 
in membership, clandestine in nature, and owes its primary 
allegiance to.the ''Bandung World"; that is, the nonwhite races 
of the world rather than to any national entity, as such. 

On November 16, 1964, a second source advised he 
learned recent·lY from a RAM member that the organization began 
in Detroit, Michigan, largely under the impetus of Don Freeman, 
described as the ''Father" of RAM and referred to as RAM's 
''Black Stalin." Freeman served as RAM Chairman, with Maxwell 
Stanford (now of Philadelphia, Pennsylvania) serving as RAM 
Field Chairman. 

On May 12, 1967, a third source advised that the RAM 
still remains active; however, there is no formal headquarters, 
as such, for the RAM. The source advised that Maxwell Stanford 
of Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, is considered the ieader of RAM 
and if anRAM headquarters ever existed, it would most likely be 
where Stanford resides. 

Sources: CG 6796-S (Former) 
CG 6797-S (Former) 
NY 5011-S ?Y . ., 

RUSSIAN-AMERICAN CULTURAL 
EDUCATIONAL COMMITTEE 

A source advised on July 11, 1961, that from its 
inception in June, 1955, until May, 1960, the Russian-American 
Cultural Educational Committee (RACEC) operated as a fund
raising organization of the Russian Club of the Communist Party 
(CP) of Illinois. In May, 1960, the Russian Club, CP of 
Illinois, was enlarged to include ~Krainians and Poles and this 
united club became a unit of the Nationalities Section,CP of 
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Illinois. During that period the RACEC served as a fund-raising 
organization for the Russian element of the Polish-Ukrainian
Russian Club of the Nationalities Section, CP of Illinois. 

In December, 1961, it was decided that the Russians, 
Ukrainians, and Poles would again be separated into individual 
clubs within the Nationalities Seqtion, CP of Illinois. 

In March, 1966, it was decided that the Russians and 
Ukrainians would again be in a joint club. 

As of May 8, 1967, the source advised·that the RACEC 
was composed of members of the Russian element of the Russian
Ukrainian Club, CP of Illinois, and was functioning as a fund
raising organization for that club. 

Meetings of the RACEC are held irregularly, as the 
occasion demands, and are held at the residences of ·its various 
members. In the event of a fund-raising affair, open to the 
public, arrangements are made for a hall in which to hold the 
affair. 

Source: CG 5851-S 
l 

\. i i\ ~ 

SOCIETY FOR RELATIONS WITH POLAND 

(TOWARzySTWO LACZNOSCI Z POLSKA) 

""":'1 

A source advised on June 17, 1957, that the Society 
for Relations with Poland,under the sponsorship of the "Glos 
Ludowy," was organized on June 7, 195.7, for the purpose of 
starting an organization which would render aid to Poland; main
tain contact with the Government and Polish officials in Warsaw; 
represent the Polonia (Polish community) before the Polish 
authorities; and receive guests in the United States from Poland. 

The "Guide to Subversive Organizations and Publications," 
revised and published December 1, 1961, prepared and released by 
the Committee on Un-American Activities, United States House of 
Representatives, Washington, D. c., on page 189, cites "Glos 
Ludowy," (People's Voice, Polish), as a publication published in 
Detroit, Michigan,- which "has never faltered in this program of 
active cooperation with the Soviet regime. ***Two men who have 
been responsible for directing the policy of 'Glos Ludowy' are 

·avowed members of the Communist Party, USA. ***'Glos Ludowy' 
stops at nothing in its frantic efforts to glorify the 
Soviet Union.*** 
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"(Committee on Un-American Activities, 
House Report, 1951, on the American Slav 
Congress, April 26, 1950, originally 
released June 26, 1949, pp. 68, 70, and 
71. )" 

Above source on April 13, 1967, advised that the 
Society for Relations with Poland is currently active and its 
current officers are strong CP sympathizers. 

Source: 
I 

DE 265-S : 
~-

STUDENTS FOR A DEMOCRATIC SOCIETY 
\_, 

The Students for a Democratic Society (SDS), as it is 
known today, came into being at a founding convention held at 
Port Huron, Michigan, in June, 1962. The SDS is an association 
of young people on the left and has a current program of pro
testing the draft, promoting a campaign for youth to develop a 
conscientious objector status, denouncing United States inter
vention in the war in Vietnam and to "radically transform" the 
university community, and provide for its complete control by 
students. Gus Hall, General Secretary, Communist Party, USA, 
when interviewed by a representative of United Press International 
in San Francisco, California, on May 14, 1965, described the SDS 
as a part of the "responsible left" which the Party has ugoing 
for us." At the June, 1965, SDS National Convention, an anti
communist proviso was removed from the SDS constitution. In the 
October 7, 1966, issue of 'tNew Left Notes, 9

' the official publi
cation of SDS, an SDS spokesman stated that there are some 
communists in SDS and they are welcome. The national headquarters 
of this organization as of April 18, 1967, was located in 
Room 206, 1608 West Madison Street, Chicago, Illinois • 

....._, 

SPARTACIST LEAGUE (SL) Formerly 
Known as the REVOLUTIONARY 

COMMITTEE OF THE FOURTH INTERNATIONAL 

A source advised on September 9, 1964, the Revolutionary 
Committee of the Fourth International (RCFI) was also known·as 
the Spartacist Committee and the Spartacist Group. The ~ource 
described the RCFI as being composed of former members of ·the 
Socialist Workers Party (SWP) who were led by James Robertson. 

A second source advised on March 4, 1964, that Farrell 
Dobbs, National Secretary of the SWP, sent a letter to all SWP 
branches .in February, 1964, in which he advised that James 
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Robertson announced on February 10, 1964, that his faction would 
publicly criticize the SWP and had followed this with a public 
organ called "Spartacist" in which they attacked the SWP. 

A third source advised on September 7, 1966, that the 
RCFI held a Founders' Conference of the Spartacist League (SL) at 
Chicago, Illinois, from September 3-5, 1966. On September 4, 1966, 
it was stated that the objective of the SL was to destroy the 
capitalist system and the capitalist society and create a workers' 
class system and a workers' class society. 

The May-June, 1967, issue of "Spartacist" discloses it 
is published by the Central Committee of the Spartacist League. 

The SWP has been designated pursuant to Executive 
Order 10450. 

Sources: NY 711-S 
LA 4000-S 
NO 1392-S 

"I '"·\ 
TASS NEWS AGENCY 

The Tass News Agency is the official Soviet Government 
news-gathering organization with headquarters ~n Moscow, Union of 
Soviet Socialist Republics (USSR), and branches throughout the 
world. i 

,.J 
\~-\ 

"THE MILITANT" 

"The Militant" is a weekly newspaper of the Socialist 
Workers Party (SWP). 

The SWP has been designated pursuant to Executive 
Order 10450. 

~~ 
~ ~:;. 

TRI-CONTINENTAL INFOR1~TION CENTER 

A source advised on February 18, 1967, that on that 
date, during an Executive Board meeting of the Communist Party 
(CP), Minneapolis, Minnesota, it was annou~ced that Mike Myerson 
was forming an anti-imperialist center (Tri-Continental Infor
mation Center). 
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A second source advised on June 30, 1966, that Mike 
Myerson attended the 18th National Convention of the Communist 
Party, USA (CPUSA), held in New York City (NYC) from 
June 22, 1966, to June 26, 1966, as a non-Party visitor from 
Brooklyn, New York. 

A copy of Volume I, Number I, May, 1967, issue of the 
"Tri-Continental Information Center Bulletin" (TCICB), published 
by the Tri-Continental Information Center (TCIC), listed Mike 
Myerson and Joan Levenson as Editors. 

A third source advised on March 6, 1967, that Joan 
Levenson attended a New York County CP "Peace Caucus," held on 
March 3, 1967, in Academy Hall; 853 Broadway, NYC. 

The above-mentioned issue of the TCICB contained an 
article entitled "Tri-Continental Information Center Founded" 
which stated in part as follows: 

"The Tri-Continental Information Center has been 
established to raise;· through education and information, an anti
imperialist consciousness in the United States--particularly 
wfthin the growing movements for peace, human rights and democracy. 

"The Center has built up contacts and exchange of 
publications with anti-imperialist organizations and movements 
throughout the world, and will publish a monthly bulletin on 
international developments. It will collect and disseminate 
historical and current data on areas suffering from u. S. 
eolonialism and neo-colonialism. It will publish pamphlets, 
and in some cases books. 

"It will send fact-finding missions to such areas as 
Indonesia, Puerto Rico, and Thailand and will arrange U. s. tours 
for speakers from liberation movements around the world. It will 
also plan conferences to discuss these questions among mass 
audiences. And it will aid publicity for various international 
initiatives--conferences, boycotts, petition campaigns or fund 
drives--to combat and debilitate u.. S. foreign .policy." 

A fourth source advised on May 11, 1967, that the 
TCIC, which is iocated in Room 640, 1133 Broadway, NY~was formed 
by Mike Myerson and is a CP front organization supported by CP 
funds. 

Sources: MP 2249-S 
NY 2017-S* 
NY 2705-S 
CG 5824-S* 
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"UKRAINIAN-AMERICAN" 

A source advised on July 27, 1965, that a new news
paper entitled "Ukrainian-American" (UA) was being printed at 
the Chene Printing Company,5856 Chene Street, Detroit, Michigan. 
According to this source, the·newspaper appeared to follow the 
Communist Party (CP) line. 

Articles of Incorporation Number 120712, when reviewed 
at the Wayne County Clerk's Office, City County Building, 
Detroit, Michigan, revealed that the UA Publishing Company, 
5221 Oakman Blvd., Dearborn, Mi~higan, filed on April 23, 1965, 
an Application for Incorporation. The stated purpose of the 
corporation is: 

'~o publish, print, distribute, and circulate 
weekly or monthly a newspaper in the English 
language in the City of Detroit." · 

Volume 1, Number 1, of UA, dated April 1, 1965, states 
in the masthead that the publication was published monthly by the 
UA Publishing Company, 5221 Oakman Boulevard, Dearborn, Michigan. 

A second source advised during May, 1965, that a "new 
communist line" publication called UA was being published in 
Dearborn, Michigan. 

A third source advised on March 10, 1966, that the new 
English language zy~rainian Progressive newspaper, UA, would be 
moved to New York City. 

A fourth source advised on October 12, 1966, that the 
UA initially started publication in Detroit, Michigan, sometime 
about the Summer of 1965. It is presently being published monthly 
by the Slavic-American Publishing Corporation, Post Office Box 706, 
Times Square Station, New York, New York. The source sta~ed that 
thiS newspaper is definitely and without a doubt controlled and 
dominated by individuals who, from their writings published in 
this newspaper, are extreme.ly procommunist and pro-Soviet. 

The masthead of the April 1, 1967, issue of the UA dis
closes that it is published monthly by the Slavic-American · 
Publishing Corporation, Post Office Box 706, Times Square Station, 
New York, New York, 10036. 

Sources: CSDE 794-S 
PH 210-S 
DE 265-S 
NY 3391-S 
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UKRAINIAN-AMERICAN LEAGUE, INCORPORATED 

A source provided information on July 21, 1955, 
which discloses that as of December 29, 1947, the Ukrainian
American League, Incorporated, 85 East Fourth Street, New York, 
~ew York, was a corporation chartered under New York laws in 

~~ .1949. The function of this firm was to publish the '~rainian 
Daily News," now known as "The Ukrainian News." 

Another source advised on March 20, 1951, that the 
activities of the Ukrainian-American communists occur within 
the general orbit of the Communist Party, USA (CPUSA), of which 
Ukrainian communist organizations are a part. One of these 
organizations, according to the source, is the Ukrainian-American 
League, Incorporated, 85 East Fourth Street, New York, New York. 
The source advised that this League loosely united various 
communist camps, singing societies, political and social centers, 
and operates as the official publisher of "The Ukrainian News." 

The "Guide to Subversive Organizations and Publications," 
revised and published December 1, 1961, prepared and released by 
the Committee on Un-American Activities, United States House of 
Representatives, Washington, D. C., contains the following con
cerning the "Ukrainian Daily News:" 

"1. Cited as Communist. 
(Committee on Un-American Activities 
House Report 1951 on the American Slav 
Congress, April 26, 1950, originally 
released June 26, 1949, p. 15)." 

The 1966-1967 Manhattan Telephone Directory discloses 
a listing for the Ukrainian-American League, Incorporated, at 
85 East Fourth Street, New York City. 

Sources: CSNY - 1 

.. ,. I 
l 'I . - y 

Former CSNY 353-S (Deceased) 

UNITED ELECTRICAL, RADIO AND MACHINE WORKERS OF AMERICA 

t The ''UE Shop Steward Guide," United Electrical, Radio 
and Machine Workers of America (UE) Publication #212, 6th Edition, 
1952, discloses on pages 32-34, '~E-the United Electric~!, Radio, 
and Machine Workers of America" was established in 1936 at a 
convention in Buffalo, New York. At that time, the organization 
was called the United Electrical and Radio Workers of America. 
Shortly thereafter, a large group of American Federation of Labor 
machinists' locals joined the UE and the full name became the 
United Electrical, Radio and Machine Workers of America (UE). 
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'~he UE is known as an 'International Union' because 
companies of both the United States and Canada are under con
tract." 

"100 Things You Should Know About Communism and 
Labor," prepared and released by the Committee on Un-American 
Activities, United States House of Representatives, 
Washington, D. c., 1951, relates the following information: In 
1944, the Committee on Un-American Activities found the '~nited 
Electrical, Radio and Machine Workers of America (C!O)" to be 
one of the unions which was described as having "Communist leader
ship •••• strongly entrenched." The "United Electrical, Radio and 
Machine Workers of America" was listed as one of the Unions which 
was expelled from the Congress .of Industrial Organizations in 
1950 because of its communist domination. 

The "Internal Security Annual Report for 1957, Report 
of the Subcommittee to Investigate the Admin.istration of the 
Internal Security Act and other Internal Security Laws, of the 
Comll).i ttee on the Judiciary, Uni.ted States Senate," on page 61, 
refers to UE as "one of the strongest Communist-controlled unions 
in America." 

The International Headquarters of UE is located at 
11 East 51st Street, New York, New York, according to the 
April 17, 1967, edition of '~E News," official organ of UE. 

. , 
' /i 

W, E. B. DU BOIS CLUBS OF AMERICA (DCA) 
( 

A source advised that on October 26-27, 1963, a con
ference of members of the Communist Party, USA (CPUSA), including 
national functionaries, met in Chicago, Illinois, for the purpose 
of setting in motion forces for the establishment of a new 
national Marxist-oriented youth organization which would hunt 
for the most peaceful transition to socialism. The delegates 
were told that it would be reasonable to assume that the young 
socialists attracted into this new organization would eventually 
pass into the CP itself. 

A second source has advised that the founding con
vention for the new youth organization was held from 
June 19-21, 1964, at 150 Golden Gate Avenue, San Francisco, 
California, at which time the name W. E. B. DuBois Clubs of 
America (DCA) was adopted. Approximately 500 delegates from 
throughout the United States attended this·convention. 
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The second source advised on May 1, 1967, that the 
current officers of the DCA, as well as all members of the DCA 
National Executive Committee, ar~ members of the CP and that 
the CPUSA furnishes the major financial support for the DCA 
national office. 

The second source advised that in September, 1966, 
Franklin Alexander, DCA National Chairman, stated that the DCA 
is now in fact a functioning young communist league. Also, in 
September, 1966, Mike Zagarell, CPUSA Youth Director, stated 
that in Negro communities the ·Party still supported the plan-to 
build "left" socialist centers and to solidify the Party base 
through the DCA. 

The second source advised that in September, 1966, 
Daniel Rubin, CPUSA National Organizational Secretary, stated 
the Party believes the DCA should have·a working .class outlook 
and be a mass organization favorable to socialism, socialist 
countries, and Marxism, and in April, 1967, Gus Hall, CPUSA 
General. Secretary, indicated that the DCA primary emphasi~ 
should be on developing mass resistance to the draft. 

As of May, 1967, the headquarters of the DCA was 
located at·l80 North Wacker Drive, Chicago, Illinois. 

Sources: CG 6474-S 
CG 7019-S 

WORKERS LEAGUE, Formerly Known as AMERICAN 

COMMITTEE FOR THE FOURTH INTERNATIONAL 

On April 17, 1967, a source advised as follows: 

Tim Wohlforth, when a member of the Socialist Workers 
Party (SWP) National Committee, led a minority group of ten 
accusing the majority of losing revolutionary perspective. The 
Wohlforth group adhered to the views of British Trotskyists, 
with whom it secretly consorted, and with certain co-thinkers 
in the International Committee of the Fourth International (FI), 
a world Trotskyist organization. It accused the leadership of 
adopting views of these within the FI who favored "bureaucratic" 
revolution over the genuine ttrevolutionary working-class outlook" 
of Leon Trotsky. Domestically, the Wohlforth faction opposed 
SWP orientation toward student activity, feeling the Party should 
place major emphasis on trade unions and participation in the 
civil rights struggle. 
8/21/67 
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Although tolerated for some time, the Wohlforth 
group was expelled from the SWP in July, 1964. 

Following expulsion, the Wohlforth group formed the 
American Committee for the Fourth International and planned to 
work with other radical and militant organizations, concentrating 
on the civil rights movement, which to them is a basic "class" 
str·uggle. It plans to build a political party around a publi
cation and classes of instr~ction in Marxism. 

During November, 1966, the organization's name was 
changed to Workers League. Headquarters is 243 East lOth Street, 
New York, New York. Its publication is the '~ulletin of 
International Socialism." 

The SWP has been designated pursuant to Executive 
Order 10450. 

Source: NY 711-S 
j 

/'III 
~ !--:. 

"WORKERS WORLD" 
"·' 

On May 1, 1967, a source advised that the 
"Workers World" is the official newspaper of the Workers World 
Party, published twice monthly, with editorial offices located at 
46 West 21st Street, New York, New York. · 

Source: NY 3527-S 

11"'\,. / 
4 f\" 

WORKERS WORLD PARTY 

On April 17, 1959, a source advised th~t 
on February 12, 1959, a Socialist Workers Party ~SWP) minority 
group under the leadership of National Committee member Sam Ballan 
split from the SWP. · 

The source stated that this minority group, referred 
to as the Marcyites, after many years of program and policy 
differences on varied issues concerning tactics and interpretation 
of political events, split from the SWP on the grounds that the 
Party was liquidating itself by departing from the Marxist pre
cepts of Leon Trotsky and retreating from the fight for the world 
socialist revolution. The final issue which ultimately forced the 
split was the minority's opposition to the SWP regrouprnent policy 
which involved cooperation with the Communist Party (CP) periphery
individuals characterized by the minority as petty-bourgeois. 
8/21/67 
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The minority program, according to source, advocated 
unconditional defense of the Soviet Union and has as its goal 
the building of a revolutionary party with a complete proletarian 
orientation for the purpose of overthrowing capitalism in the 
United States and throughout the world. 

On May 12, 1960, the source advised that this minority 
group had chosen the name Workers World Party. 

On May 1, 1967, a second source advised 
that the Workers World Party, which maintains headquarters at 
46 West 21st Street, New YorkCity, supports the People's Republic 
of China in its ideological dispute with the Soviet Union. 

The SWP and the CP have been designated pursuant to 
Executive Order 10450. 

Sources: NY 711-S 
NY 3527-S 

/ 

-~~ 
''YOUNG SOCIALIST" 

J 
The ''Young Socialist" is a magazine published five 

times a year by the Young Socialist Alliance. The October, 1964, 
edition, the initial editio~ utilizing the magazine format, 
relates that this magazine succeeds the ''Young Socialist" news
paper in an effort to provide '~ore facts on more general issues 
than a small newspaper can." 

The ''Young Socialist" newspaper was formerly described 
as the official organ of the Young Socialist Alliance (YSA). 

The ''Young Socialist" maintains office space at the 
headquarters of the YSA, Rooms 532-536, 41 Union Square West, 
New York City, and has a mailing address of Post Office Box 471, 
Cooper Station, New York, New York 10003. 

0.( 
YOUNG SOCIALIST ALLIANCE 

~ 
The May, 1960, issue of the "Young Socialist" (YS), 

page 1, column 3, disclosed that during April 15-17, 1960, a 
national organization entitled uThe Young Socialist Alliance" 
(YSA) was established at Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. This issue 
stated that this organization was formed by the nationwide 
supporter clubs of the publication YS. 
8/21/67 . 
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The above issue, page 6, set forth the Founding 
Declaration of the YSA. This declaration stated that the YSA 
recognizes the Socialist Workers Party (SVW) as the only existing 
political leadership on class struggle principles, and that the 
supporters of the YS have come into basic political solidarity 
with the SWP on the principles of revolutionary socialism. 

On March 10, 1967, a source advised that the YSA was 
formed during 1957, by youth of various left socialist tendencies, 
particularly members and followers of the SWP. The source further 
advised that the YSA has recently become more open about 
admitting that it is the youth group of the SWP and that an SWP 
representative has publicly stated that the YSA is the SWP's 
youth group. 

The headquarters of the YSA are located in Rooms 532-536, 
41 Union Square West, New York City. 

The SWP has been designated pursuant to Executive 
Order 10450. 

Source: NY 4253-S 

:·/ 
YOUTH AGAINST WAR AND FASCISM 

u 
A source advised on March 29, 1965, that the Youth 

Against War and Fascism (YAWF), formerly known as the Anti-Fascist 
Youth Committee, was established by the Workers World Party (WWP) 
in the Summer of 1962 to bring college and high school youth into 
the periphery of WWP activities and thereby gain recruits for the 
organization. 

A second source.advised on Octobe~ 23, 1964, that a 
flyer distributed by the YAWF described that organization as a 
militant organization of young workers and worker-students for 
combating war and fascism. 

The first source advised on May 1, 1967, that the YAWF 
maintains its headquarters at 58 West 25th Street, New York City, 
and publishes a magazine called "The Partisan." 

Sources: NY 3527-S 
NY 4444-S (Former) 

Very truly yours, 

8/21/67 
John Edgar Hoover 

SAC LETTER 67-50 Director 
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In Reply, Plerue Refer to 

· File No. 

UNITED STATES 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20535 

October 24, 1967 

(A)J ARREST AND ARRA.IGNMENT -- The Department of Justice long 
has held and expressed the view that the showing of probable cause 
necessary at a preliminary hearing can be made by hearsay evidence. 
This means that if .an Agent arrests the subject in one place and the 
subject is then taken to a different place for a preliminary hearing, it 
is not necessary for the arresting Agent to travel to the place of 
hearing to give direct testimony on the facts of probable cause. His 
testimony can be given, instead, by an Agent assigned to the city in 
which the hearing is held. The latter Agent simply takes the official 
reports submitted by the arresting Agent in the form of reports, teletypes, 
airtels, etcetera, and testifies to the facts of probable cause shown in 
those communications .. 

Despite the position taken by the Department of Justice, we 
continue to encounter cases in which the United States Commissioner 
refuses to accept hearsay evidence at the preliminary hearing and insists 
upon the direct testimony of the Agent, however distant, who learned the 
facts of probable cause from his own investigation. The result is that the 
latter Agent must be transported from his city of assignment to the city 
of preliminary hearing at whatever cost is required in time and money. 

On September 29, 1967, the Department sent a form 
memorandum to all United States Attorneys concerning the problem 
discussed above. The Department asks for answers to specific questions, 
and obviously is interested in the extent to which Commissioners permit 
hearsay evidence to be used in establishing probable cause. 

Should you have any recent cases in which a Commissioner 
within your territory has insisted upon an Agent being brought in from 
another city to s!1.0w probable cause at a preliminary hearing, rather than 
a~.low probable cause to be shown by the hearsay testimony of an Agent 
assigned locally, you should promptly advise the United States Attorney so 
that he may call these cases to the attention of the Department. 

Also bring these same cases to the attention of the Bureau and 
advise on a continuing basis of future cases in which the Commissioner 
r~fuses to accept hearsay testimony of an Agent assigned locally. 

Advise all investigative personnel. 
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· ~fj) UNIFORM CRIME REPORTS -- In their concerni over the crime 
\"problem·and the administration of criminal justice, many states ar~ now 

recognizing the need to establish centralized state systems of criminal 
statistics. The pending Federal crime legislation calls for the establish
ment of planning units at state level to implement the provisions of the 
crime legislation, particularly financial assistance. Without a collection 
of statistical i·nformation--police, courts and corrections--states are in 
no position to plan nor to make intelligent decisions affecting the criminal 
justice system. 

The FBI has administered the Uniform Crime-Reporting 
Program since 1930. It is the only nationwide collection of crime data. 
There are no national court statistics or complete correctional· statistics 
on a national basis. Recomm~ndations have been made, particularly by 
the President's Commission on Law Enforcement and Administration of 
Justice, to implement a national collection from the courts and corrections. 
The FBI's experience of operating a national program of data collection is, 
therefore, unique. 

In my Preface to Uniform Crime Reports - 1966, I pointed 
out very clearly the need for the states to develop central reporting 
systems. The FBI stands ready to assist state agencies in setting up 
procedures, methods and policies in connection With crime reporting 
programs. This training and the sharing of knowledge, which the FBI 
has gained from experience, have been afforded to state agency 
representatives both here at the Seat of Government, as well as in the 
field. 

You will be kept informed as to the progress of the pending 
legislation in this area, which will accelerate the growth of state 
systems. Contacts are to be established and maintained at the state 
level so that appropriate state authorities are fully aware o~ the FBI's 
desire to render assistance. 

In your contacts with local police agencies, you should 
stress the necessity of maintaining records for administrative and 

10-24-67 
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investigative use. You should encourage all police agencies which are 
not doing so to submit crime reports to the FBI's Uniform Crime 
Reporting Program. Lists identifying agencies not reporting to the 
Uniform Crime Reporting Program have been forwarded to the 
appropriate Special Agent in Charge. In your next contacts with 
the heads of these agencies they should be urged to contribute crime 
reports to the FBI's Uniform Crime Reporting Program. 

(Security Letters on attached pages) 
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C} SUBVERSIVE ORGANIZATION CHARACTERIZATION- CONTACT 
MAILlliG SERVICE -- SAC Letter 67-50, dated August 21, 1967, 
provided a subversive organization characterization for the Contact 
Mailing Service. This characterization is being amended to show 
that it is currently being operated by Stanley Goodman. Set forth 
below is an up-to-date characterization of the Contact Mailing Service 
which replaces the one in SAC Letter 67-50. 

A source advised that Gus Hall, General Secretary of the 
Communist Party, USA~ in March, 1962, stated he wanted to set up 
an office in New York for the centralization of "our mailing lists, " 
so that mailing lists could be furnishe.d to Communist Party groups 
or Communist Party front groups which needed them. The 
Communist Party woulq invest money in this business and Bradford 
Bingham, a general handyman for Gus Hall, would operate it 
ostensibly as a private enterprise. 

On May 12, 1964, a sec~:md source furnished information 
indicating that the Bradford Bingham Mailing Service conducts a 
mailing service business in Room 636 at 799 Broadway, New York, 
New York. 

In March, 1966, the first source advised that Gus Hall 
had stated that the Communist Party had replaced the Bradford 
Bingham Mailing Service with the Contact Mailing Service which 
would serve the same purpose and function in the same manner as the 
Bradford Bingham Mailing Se:r:vice. 

On September 20, 1967, the second source advised that 
the Contact Mailing Service was presently being operated by Stanley 
Goodman in Room 636 at 799 Broadway, New York, New Yorl~. 

On November' 23, 1963, Special Agents of the Federal 
Bureau of Investigation observed Stanley Goodman enter a meeting 
hall at 61 Rivington Street, New York, New York; where, according 
to a third source, a meeting limited to Communist Party members 
was being held. - · 

Sources: ~ 694-S* 

10-24-67 
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t) SUBVERSIVE ORGANIZATION CHARACTERIZATION - CONTACT 
MAILlliG SERVICE -- SAC Letter 67-50, dated August 21, 1967, 
provided a subversive organization characterization for the Contact 
Mailing Service. This characterization is being amended to show 
that it is currently being operated by Stanley Goodman. Set forth 
below is an up-to-date characterization of the Contact Mailing Service 
which replaces the one in SAC Letter 67-50. 

A source advised that Gus Hall, General Secretary of the 
Communist Party, USA~ in March, 1962, stated he wanted to set up 
an office in New York for the centralization of "our mailing lists, " 
so that mailing lists could be furnished to Communist Party groups 
or Communist Party front groups which needed them. The 

.. Communist Party would invest money in this business and Bradford 
Bingham, a general handyman for Gus Hall, would operate it 
ostensibly as a private enterprise. 

On 1v1ay 12, 1964, a second source furnished information 
indicating that the Bradfuru Biugham ~~Ia.iling SG:::-vicc ccnducts 2. 

mailing service business in Room 636 at 799 Broadway, New York, 
New York. 

In March, 1966, the first source advised that Gus Hall 
had stated that the Communist Party had replaced the Bradford 
Bingham Mailing Service with the Contact Iviailing Service which 
would serve the same purpose and function in the same manner as the 
Bradford Bingham Mailing Service. 

~ . 

On September 20, 1967, the second source advised that 
the Contact Mailing Service was presently being operated by Stanley 
Goodman in Room 636 at 799 Broadway, New York, New York. 

On November· 23, 1963, Special Agents of the Federal 
Bureau of Investigation observed Stanley Goodman enter a meeting 
hall at 61 Rivington Street, New York, New York; where, according 
to a third source, a meeting limited to Communist Party members 
was being held. - · 

Sources: NY 694-S* 
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(l)) ~.fOTS AND DISTURBANCE$ -- Although the season for violent \ 
racial turmoil, which appears to have become a summer phenomenon, 
may be over there is no guarantee that serious outbreaks of r~cial 
violence will not occur in the fall and winter months ... _,This is particularly 
true when militant Negro agitators of the H. Rap Brown variety continue 
to go about the country fanning the fires of racial discord and animosity. 
It is essential, therefore, that there be no -slackening in our coverage 
of the racial situation through racial, criminal, and secu-rity informants, 
sources, and in-depth liaison with law enforcement officials so that we 
will be completely knowledgeable of trouble spots and any indications of 
outbreaks of violence. 

For your information, the Department of Justice by 
communication dated October 3, 1967, advised all United States 
Attorneys that the Department will retain the Communications Center 
established by it at the beginning of the summer to receive current 
reports of civil disturbances and disorders from all areas on a 24-
hour basis. The Department requested the United States Attorneys to 
continue repo_rting to the Communications Center all relevant information 
relating to possible civil disturbances in their communities. 

You should make certain that your coverage of possible 
civil disturbance situations continues to be such that the Bureau will be 
kept fully advised of all pertinent developments by the most expeditious 
means warranted. This is absolutely essential in order that the Bureau 
may ·answer:any inquiries received and carry out its rac ial intelligence 
dissemination responsibilities to the Department and other interested 
Government agencies on a timely basis. You should, of course, also 
make appropriate local dissemination in accordanee with existing Bureau 
instructions. 

Very truly yours, 

John Edgar Hoover 

Director 
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During your investigative coverage of all militant black 
nationalists, be most alert to any foreign travel. Advise the Bureau 
promptly of such in order that appropriate overseas investigations 
may be conducted to establish activities and contacts abroad. 

In addition, each office should submit a letterhead 
memorandum with the above caption within 30 days setting forth all 
information contained therein having a bearing upon this matter. The 
information is to include indications of foreign support, direction, 
guidance or influence, as well as a listing of individual black 
nationalists residing in the territory covered by your office who have 
traveled to communist countries within the past two years. Each 
office should open a control file captioned as above to which should.be 
directed copies of all information developed along these lines. 

A control file has been established at the Bureau with the 
above caption. Bureau file 157-8141. 

The semimonthly memorandum entitled "Possible Racial 
Violence, Major Urban Areas" submitted for the purpose of keeping 
the Bureau and interested agencies apprised of the potential for 
violence in the United Sta,.tes should set forth any pertinent data 
developed on a current basis concerning foreign influence in these 
matters. When you have information to be reported in this regard 
it should be set forth under the caption of this SAC Letter. 

This matter should receive your close, personal attention 
on a continuing basis. 

Very truly yours, 

John Edgar Hoover 

Director 

11-7-67 
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A fourth source advised during August, 1967, that Jarvis 
Tyner is a member o.f the National Committee of"the CPUSA. 

A fifth source advised on September 21, 1967, that the 
headquarters of the OCA is located at 34 West 17th Street, New York, 
New York. 

Sources: 

10/17/67• 

1st - CG 647 4-S 
2nd - CG 7019-S 
3rd- CG 7015-S 
4th - PH 61-S 
5th- NY 2010-S* 

SAC LETTER 67-62 

(F) TRAVEL MATTERS- CUBA-- Recently a Cuban alien who had 
entered the United States as the holder of a visitor's visa volunteered 
to us information concerning his recruitment in Cuba for an intelligence 
mission in the United States. A visitor 1s visa had been issued to him 
and his mother in a Caribbean country. They had been permitted to 
leave Cuba to seek medical assistance for the mother . 

. , . Our procedures to detect intelligence agents among Cuban 
refugees who enter this country under provisions of the United States 
Government's Cuban Refugee Program (CRP) (SAC Letters 67-8 (F) 
and 67- 52 (I) are not applicable to Cuban aliens with visitors' visas as 
they do not come within the purview of CRP. 

To assure prompt notification to us of such Cuban aliens, 
Immigration and Naturalization Service (INS) is instructing its offices 
to notify the nearest FBI Office on a daily basis as to the admittance 
(and departure when known) of all nonimmigrant Cuban nationals except 
crewmen. In order to neutralize the possible intelligence assignment 
in the United States of such Cuban aliens, investigation of them is to be 
conducted in accordance with provisions of Section 105E3b {4), Manual 
of Instructions, relating to nonofficial visitors from the USSR. Manual 
change~ are being prepared. 

10/17/67: 
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SAC ;,18r.}:ORANDUH # 1-75 (66-04-iu!Jt) 1/7/75 

(A) F~ft.I.L.E.B. (JHC) 
,·. };'6lice Departments, General 

-~I 

94-3-1 
66-6353 

~ 

.~.:..;;.,~ ........... -··~ ~- ··-~···--··<' ..... ----···:··-::.:.:.._:·-··- .. - ·.·-·_-,;.::_.:..:-:.:.:~:~ ... - _-..: ,._-.:_:.- -·-. 

SAC HEt-·:ORANDUlv! # 3-75 (66-04-Lj-u::J:JJ 1/21/75 

Young American Medal for Service (~~) 
94-44139 

~[I'J.~ 

-·=~~::1::.:~:::~::~::~=~:::::::-:::::::::::=~=:=~~~--x;r,~-"W"~~~I!RI'!l'l'l\ll'i!tll?lt'l'!fl~~~~!"''l."'l'll!!lllllll<!\llllllill!mf"~~~!l!l!fl!'mllmil'~~~~!lll!llli-
SAC H£H0RA'JDU!-1 # 2-75 (66-04- 'JV3/) 1/14/75 ,; } ux»·•'·'•t;d;,a'"";,_,,,,ik,-,. •. ,.,,.,,,,,.,..,.~,·i·rlv'l!i'i;)•;./p~fC>:r">t•''s'"'AA;;.;~t<f~Jj;;;,u'h•""VMX'<>·t>\1 ,:,..J;;i,,. 

A. Retirement (RJS) 
Leave 

·B. F.B.I.N.A. Associates Sectional 
Retraining (JVC) 

c. Police Traininp-General (JTS) 
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66-2523 
66-2087 

94-59765 

1-1152 

SAC MEMORANDUM ff 4-75 (66-04-/jt).J/) 1/23/75 

(A) Special Agent and Clerical Recruitment 
Programs (CKA) Personnel 

l ! . 
. 
. ' . 



SAC ME:VIORANDUM # S-7 5 (66-0L~-f£l33) 1/28/'l 5 

A. Spe~ial Agent Recruitment Program (LGn) 
··· Personnel 

B. Transfers of Agents (RHC) 

c. Speaking Engagements-General 

0. Suoervis ion-Uank Fraud and 
· Embezzlement (JJO) 

E. Supervision-Theft of Government 
Property (HHA) 

General Services Administration 

F. In-Service School (MAM) 

. G .. F.B.I.R.Ao (BEP~E~C) 
Recreational Act~v~ty Program 
in Field Division 

Possible Club 
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66-2344 
~ 

94-1 

29-00 

52-00 
62-95461 

l-l9 

62-26176 

66-15459 
66-15180 

- - · x:s•rel6l':lll'l!K'n"" • -:.·;:;.::.;..,·...._-._-:.:..·--· ·· ---~ • . ,, . .... . . ~,. .• . ., ...... .... ... --. -

SAC NE"f0RANDuM # 6-75 (66-04- ·fOJj) 2)4)15 
- -~. :, ,. 

. r-~A 

.. -f ,, 

.. __ ;1: 
~. . f~ 

.~ .. 

(A) '.fuite Collar Crimes Matters(JJO) 62-116146 
Ac·counting-General 66-6300 

Retirement (RJS) 
Personnel 

(66-04-fo3f) 

Applicant Type Investigations 
(JDD) 

·Dndeveloped Leads 
House Committee on Internal 

Security 

c. Supervision-Security Informants 
(ALL) 

2/11/75 

66-2523 

66-18938 
66-2277 

61-7582 

134-00 
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SAC HEMORANDUM # 9-75 (66-04-4037) 2/25/75 

A. Aute~-Fie1d Division (RLP) 66-1980-7 

B. Supervision-Atomic Energy Commission 
(REC) 116-00 

Energy Research and Development 
Administration-E.R.D.A. 62-116434 

Nuclear Regulatory Commission-
N .R.C. 62-116433 

SAC NEHORANDUH # 10-75 (66-04-4036) 2/27/75 

A. Investigative Jurisdiction (JAM) 66-3012 

N\•1 5506:9 Docid.: 3.29895.28 Page 1.06 
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SAC MEMORANDUM # 11-75 (66-04-Ljt3~J) 3/4/7 5 

A. Recreational Activity Program in 
Field Divisions (RWH) 

F.B.I.R.A. 
Possible Club 

66-15459 
62-26176 
66-15180 

SAC MEHOR.At-..l!)U!-1 # 12-75 (66-04- ·<ji / . ) 3/18/75 

A. Freedom of Information Act (JRD) 
62-81830 

B. Red Cross Month 62-29804 

c. Supervision, Immigration and Naturalization 
Service 39-00 

Nonofficial Soviet Visitors to U.S. 
105-159727 

.. .. ': .. it . ·-

" 
'(. 

,I 
t~· 

·I 
·• 
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SAC MENORANDUM # 13-75 (66-04-~!.0f-D) 3/25/75 

A. Car~er Development Program - Supervisory 
and Executive Personnel - Resident Agents 
~ (RWC) Personnel 

B. Crime Statistics - General (JAC) 33-1 

SAC :t--fE'MORANDUM # 15-75 (66-04-4{., 'fJ) 4/8/75 

A. Household g·oods of employees (JDC) 
66-2621' 

Transportation 66-2000 

.. 
; 
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SAC MD!ORANDUM # 14-75 (66-04- '-j<.it/3) 3/27/75 

A. Special Agent Applicants-Bureau Clerical 
Employees (SRB) Personnel 
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SAC MEMO~~D~l # 16-75 (66-04-f&fy) 4/9/75 

A. Opening of Cases (HNB) Personnel 
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SAC HS"'10RANDUH # 18-75 (66-04-'f/J 'f!>)_ 4/22/75 • 

A. Equ&l Employment Opportunity 

B. ~onds (GWG) 

c. Federal Employees' Group Life 
Insurance (WJD) 

D. Assignment Cards-FBI Form Book 
(JER) 

E. Supervision-Laboratory Matters 
(JC) 

SAC ME~ORANDUM # 18-75 

F. FBINA 

Personnel . 
66-14185 

63-1270 

66-2285 

95~oo 

Page 2 

1-4 

G. Position Classification Matters -
Master Description for Accounting 
Technician GS-5 (CKA) Personnel 

H. Security Investigations-Gen. 
(TJM) 

Supervision Extremist 

NW 550 69 Doci~ : 32989528 Page 1 0 8 

100-358086 
157-00 

SAC MEMORANDUM# 19-75 (66-04-1~~6) 4/29/75 

A. Equal Employment Opportunity-
Plan of Action for 1975 (WGD) Personnel 

B. Firearms Training-Genl. (GEI) 

c. Vouchers (JHS) 

D. Forms (JER) 

SAC MEMORANDUM #20-75 

A. Tear Gas (WEA) 

(66-04-

1-29 

66-2690 

66-3482 

5/6/75 

62-22694 

B. Autos - Field Divisions (JSL) 66-1980-7 

·:·.J'" w - --~' - ._ ..... - ... •_...,,,,. _1 - ". :., 

~-I' "" 
~.:. 

,· 
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SAC MEMORANDUM # 21-75 (66-04 ... L)!J.Jd) 5/13/75 

' A. Household ~oods of Employees (RFD) 
Transportation 

66-2621 
66-2000 

. . 
J . ' 

. J 

I 

B. Characterizations of Subversive
Racial, Klan, Wnite Hate & 
Militant Black Org~nizations (LJB) 100-7254 

Characterizations of Subversive 
Organizations 100-482840 

.. 
; ..... ·-
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SAC HENORAI'lDUM # 22-75 (66-04-

A. ~rrests & Arraignments (TJB) 
.state Police- General 

• ,, Police Department - General 

- ) - ·5;2 o 11.) ~ ---, ·-

62-73212 
62-2407(4-
66-6353 

1 . 
ttt."!t_(~Mt_~~i'ft!"~Mtff.£?~M)J!ft.J. :li&i'f*i'f.3''$?1#.f-f'-*'·~~- .: ; .. .. . 

- - ,~ 'J-
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SAO, ~; loP.ANoUH # 1-7 4 ( 6 6-04..35'~t) l/8/7 4 . . r SAC MEMO RAND: ~. ~ -7 4 ( 6·6·~~:~;~ 7)- :;:~;~~.. . ... 

A: BPsition Classification Matters(N~T) 
Personnel 
9L~-8-3 
62-122 
66-1855-L 

B~ Press Releases 
Fugitives 
Division Eight 

(GWG) 

C. Reports (FBG) 
Safeguarding Official Records 
Testimony 

66-2435 
66-7225 
62-51542 

SAC MEMORANDUM # 2-74 (66-04-39~7) 1/15/74 

A. Qualifications - Computer Programmer and 
Computer Systems Analyst (JTH) Personnel 

B. F •. B. I. N~ A. - Associates -General (JVC) 
94-1-666· 

F. B. I. N:...A. Associates Sectional Re-
training Sessions 94-59765 

C. Monthly administrative Report(JJD) 66-2119 
FORMS 66-3482 
Accounting - General 66-6300 

. NW 550 69 Docld : 32989528 Page 111 

A. Supervision- Bank Fraud and Embezzlement(OLD) 
'29-00 
66-2362 Statistics - General 

A. Special Agent Recruitment Program (SRB) 
Personnel 

B. Teletypes (AGE) 62-14749 

~-· 



. 
SAC,HE'MORANDUM # 5-74 (66-04-3971) 1/29/74 

A. Hr.).usehold Goods (JDC) 
Transportation 
Per Diem 

B. T~chnical Training (TJB) 
Personnel 

C. Safeguarding Official Records(DNL) 
Leaks of Classified Infiormation 
through newspapers 

66-2621 
66-2000 
66-2009 

1-30 

66-7225 

62-98194 

D .. Sa~~y:uarding Official Records (RDC) 66-7225 
Supervision - PFO 185-00 -

E. Safeguarding Official Records(R.DC) 
Badges ·· 
Personnel 

66-7225 
62-12846 

SAC MEMORANDUM # 6-74- (66-04-- ~ . 1 ·) 2/5/74 

A. Clerical Recruitment Program(SRB)Personnel 

B. Central Research Matters (MAL) 100-352546 
Destruction of Bureau Property-
General · 66-3286 

C. F.B.I. Law Enforcement Bulletin 
(CPM) 4 9 -3-1 

SAC :MEMORANDUM # 7-7lt (66-04--39~) 

A. Retirement (DWB) 

B. Supervision-Geberal (RSY) 

2_,12-74-

66-2523 

66-6200 

.................... ------------~-----
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SAC NE.~iORANDUM # 8-74 (66-04-377'7) 2/19/74 

A.. 'Hq_usehold Goods of Employees(JDC) 66-2621 
B • F.B.I. R .A. (RHH) 

Recreational Activity 
62-26176 

Program in Field Div. 

·c. Mailing List (JRT) 
F.B.I.N.A. Newsletter 

66-15459 
62-21531 

on F.B.I.N.A. 
Graduates 

F.B.I.N.A.Directory of Graduates 
F.B.I.L.E.B. 

1-.3437 
1-35 
94-3-1 

D. House Committee on Internal Security ( Jl-1S) 

Rehabilitation of Prisoners 
Probation - General 
Police Training - General 

' . "' " j:;;, t . 

SAC MEl--fORANDUM # 8-7 4 

Sect D continued ) 

61-7582 
62-50518 
94-7 
1-1152 

issemination of Information - Bureau Policy 

Supervision - Extremifit Matters 
evolutionary Activities - General 

~tin•/ 55069 Docld: 329895.28 P.age 1.13 

66-19110 
157-00 
100-446997 

~-

SAC MEMORANDUM #9-74 (66-04-3 '1 ZS) 2/2'J,./74 

A. Transfer of Agents (RHC) 
Persqnnel 

66-2344 

SAC MEMORANDUM # 10-74 (66-04-397f) 2/26/74 

A. Vouchers (DEC) 
Transportation 

66-2690 
66-2000 

W
~· . . 

' 
~·. 
~). -

c 
~ .... 

~~~~~~~~~~~ 
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~AC:.~ORANDUM #11-74 (66-Q4..!Y7G) 2127; 74 ) t·J SAC NEMORANDTJN # 13-74 (66-04..3779) 

~ 

A. Federal Employ.ees Health Benefits Program 
(GMM) 63-3824 

SAL'1BA 94-3951;3 

SAC MEMORANDUM # 12-74 (66-04-397,&>) 3/5/74 

A. Automobiles (RBM) 66-1980-7 

N\•1 55069 Docld: 3.29895.28 P.age 114 

@·' ·;.1 
r\ . ~: 
;~ \:., 
~; : ~.:;· 
'ft: ~· 4~ 

~~} 
f -.... ~. 

~f· .: .. ~: 
"'-\' 

3/12/74 

A. Surn..rnary Analysis of 
Symposiums (GNC) 
Police Foundation 
Office of Planning 

Executive Management 
qq.-b~$7 Persenne::. 

94-65525 
66-19144 & Evaluation 

B. Top Echelon Criminal Informants 
(RTB) 

Top Hoodlum Coverage - General 
Dissemination of Information -
Matter 

C. Investigative Reports(WHF) 
Copies of Reports 

- General 
66-2542-11 

62-9 
Narcotics 

66-11495~ 

66-2435 
66-5439 

SAC ME:HORANDUM # 14-74 ( 66-04-31$c) ) 3/19/74 
'I 

Ao Safeguarding Official Records(RDC) 66-7225 
Handling of Mail in Field Division 66-16263 



SAC,MEMOPANDUM # 15-74 (66-04-39~1) 3/26/74 

Retirement (DHB) 66-2
523 Senate Post Office and Civil Service 

Committee 62-8352 8 

• Law Enforcement Assist~nce Administration(BOK . 
62-110834 

Personnel 

• Security Investigations of Individuals~GEN. 
(RDC) 100-358086 

Report Writing 66-2Li35 

SAC M81-fOJ<ANDUM. #17-74 

A.Public .Law 93-181 (RJS) 
Leave 
E.etirement 
Payroll 
Civil· Service Commission 

66-19150 
66-2087 
66-2523 
66-2167 
62-17890 

' . 
·u ~.c~ .!rttuh' 14pak1 q·r· ·~ o,l')u t2•· q' .. t {t 1"'J&iyiwal! •·r>t;,_HffjWJP (" ";,.,,·,:kt ,.-• r 'Lr-0),.wrz1 ~ #if" 'la· ··»si :i:h, 'gj,ff,, itaa',d'fWt+l¥te:··> 9' 

~: 
J,- · 

3AC MEM0PANDUM # 18-74 c 66-04-:?~-.~.n 4/9/7!~ 
Household Goods of Employees(JDC) 
Transportation 
Legal Instruction - General (JH) 
Arrests and Arraignments 
Confessions 
Supervision Criminal Infts.(GML) 
Supervision - Security Infts. 
Supervision - Extremist Infts. 

66-2621 
66-2000 
66-19123 
62-73212 
66-4809 
137-00 
134-00 
170-00 

rt" . . 
\..) 

·:; 
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SAC. HEHORANDUH #19-74 (66-04-31&<;-) 4/16/74 

A. Employee!s Compensation Act(GWG) 
Physical Fitness Program 

B. Criteria for Agents Utilized on 
Special Assignment (RHC) 

C. Savings Bonds (GWG) 
D. Buenos Aires (RAB) 

· S.I.S. io Administrative 

(A) F .B. I .N:.,A. (TJB) 

~13) Retiz:-ement (RJS) 
Income Tax 
Personnel 

62-32384 
66-4982 

Personnel ~~~ 
66-14185 
64-4466 
64-4104 

,. 

1-4 

66-2523 
\66-9681 

SAC MEMORANDUM # 21-74 (66-04-=3936 ) 4/25/?L~ 

A. Classification of National Security 
Information (RDC) 62-116065 
Safeguarding Official Records 66-7225 
Dissemination of Information - Bureau Policy 

66-19110 
Mail 66-3665 

A. In Service School (CAN) 1-19 
B. Assignment of Clerk-Steno~raphers 

+ Resident Agencies (SRB) 
0 to 

Personnel 
62-122 
62-110866 
66-2523 

C. Fugitives (TCK) 
NCIC 

D .Retirement(D\\113) 
Senate Committee on Post Office 
Civil Service 
Personnel 

and 
62-83528 

E. International Association of Bomb 
Technicians and Investigators(GM) 62-116063 
Police Training-General 1-1152 

·. F. Supervision-Security Informants(EPG) 134-08 
_~nperv1s1on - ~xtrem1st ntor~ants 170- 0 

r~--~~~:--~~~-~--~-~~-~~-~-~,~-~~-~ .. ~--~-.h~~-~--~'-~~~-.~.-'-c"~'~'~·~~~~~~~~~n~,;~~~: .. B~,~~--~~~-~~-s~-~~d~~~--~A~~-~~~~~-=~~~~~~~~~.'~~-~I~~~s~-~-~~~~I!IIR{,.,"(·-~·~J~;~·'~~'~ 
~ . •" , .'_:. ~:-~ ~v •, -.·---
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Accl..dent and Travel Insurance (GM}1) •.. Special 62-104459 
A. Accounting - General(JJO) 

Personnel 66-6300 

~ B. 

Administrative Reports - General 66-2119 

Supervision - Narcotics Act(JEK) 12-00 '1 
' l Dmssemination of Information 62-114958 

Destruction of Bureau Records 66-3286 

, . 

~---- ·. 
:·~": 

t~· ~ 
f.f~ i.··· ~ ~.. .:~· -"' 

~ j-~ ~. 
·! 71-t' 

1.. ... ~ 
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.:::. J\_ J 1' IJ I f' 2 7 1': 0 fi 
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SAC 1'-.1EHOR1\NDUH #24-74 (66-04- 39?0)5/7 /74 

A. Official Calling Cards (ML) 
Personnel 

66-3778 

Classification of National Security 
Infcrmation(RDC) 62-116065 
Handling of Mail in the Field Divisions 

. B • 

: 66--16263 ~ 
Dissemination of Information - Bureau Folic· ·:; 

66-19110 ·. ' 

)W 5506:9· Docid: 32989528 P.age 117 

6u- :>., ~ 
Daily Register( r;o:() ) 66-2277 

A. . · Leads(JER 66 1934 B. Undevelopea d Regulations -
Manual of Rules an ity Plan of 
Equal Employment .-~pportun Personnel :e 

c. Action for l974P(tJ~~~ional 1?olicy(LLD) l '~; .. 
Sp-ecial Agent . ro Personne :L 

D. l Tort Claims Act(FGD) ~~-~~ .. ~ . 
E. Supe.rvis ion-Fed.era , 120-00 ~.'fr"~··_._· 

(JnB) 62-0721~· ~· · 
Act of 1950 r· 66-2523 ':'f·' F. Federal Records 

ketireroent(F.JS) G. 5.' 
,i-; 



S •\C ~::r:MOP-ANDUM # 2 7 -7 L~ (6~-04-4004) 5/28/74 

t;... · Aqcounting 
Personnel 

~ .· 

General (TI~A) 

SAC 1--~EHORANOUM #28-74(66-04-

A. Retirement (RJS) 

N'l-1 5506:9 Docld: 32989528 Page 118 

66-6300 

) 5/30/74 

66-2523 

. : · SAC NEMORANDUM #29-74 (66-0l+-397o1) 6/4/74 

A. Firearms Training-General(TJB) 
Firearms-General 

B. F.B.I.R.A.(BEP) 

C • F • B • I • N • A • ( JVC) 

A. Firearms Training - Gemeral(TLl:<.) 

B. Personally Owned Automolile(DEC) 
Travel Cost 

.. 

1:~29 

66-3760 

62-26176 

1-4 

1-29 

66-2616 
62-2000 

•,., 

i .1 



- - - :..._~ +·-- - - .. _,. .... -~ ......... ~ ~~.-. · ·-~=· . ~ ·---· ··-·-: ~ .. ·~·:.. ....... ~..:. ... ::.:.:.: .... --.... -· ....... ~~ ... 
..:>.\.C : .r;. 01~·\.,J.l:J:.J #31-7 4 ( 66-04-37~-) 6/H~/74 ·· 

A. Young American Hedals Awards(THC) 
94-4l~l39 ,•. 

B. .] • Edgar Hoover FBI Build ing(REH) 
66-11201 

Identification Division 66-1~31 
C. Classification of Natio~al Security 

Information(RDC) 62-116065 
Dissemination of Information-Bureau Policy 

66-19110 
, •State Department 62-~9749 

oon•u,__ • ., • .,, • •-•••••• • • • ~-·•• • ~· . , •• C 

SAC 1,zr.rORANDUi-1 tl 33-74 (66-04-7k<:-.Cl) 7/2/74 

A. Supervision *- Gemeral(RSG) f;f-d~~gA 3 

(Re: Relationship of Field to Headquarters 
Investigative Supervision) 

Personnel 

B. Mailing List (JBT) 62-215.'31 

i~ -.. 

' 

( 
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.:;_.;..:; !·:E.'-fOP.\NJlT}1 :t 32-74 (66-04-3997) 6/25/74 

A. Vouchers (JDC) 
Travel Expenses 

66-2690 
66-2000 

t3. Supervision ·k .Security Informants (DRN) 
134-00 

Supervision - Extremist Infonnants 170-00 

;n-

~tin>/ 5506.9 Docld: 329895.28 Page 1.19 

SAC HEHORANDUM # 34-74 (66-0!.~o-37.1'3' ) 7/9/74 

A. Payroll (RJS) 
Personnel 

B. F •. B.I.N.A. (GWS) 

66-2167 

·' ,r,;:n 

~~ 

~ 
: 

~; 

~ 
~: '; .. 

·' 

' 
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SAC M010RANDUM # 35-74 (66-0L~--fo!O) 7/16/74 SAC MENORANDUM 4fo37-74 (66-04-fo"t.) 7/30/74 :-

(A) Hours of Duty (LLD) 
(B) F.M. Radio S~ation - GenEral 

Autos- Field Division 

66-7864 
(BPH) 80-648 

66-1980-7 
1-1152 

100-00 
(C) Police Training-General(LJB) 

Supervision-Subversive Matters 
Revolutionary· Activities-General 

100-446997 
Dissemination of Information-Bureau Policy 

66-19110 

(A) B.B.I. Suggestion Program - Fiscal Year 
1974 (JER) 66-2765· 
(B) Special Agent Recruitment Program 
(JPS) Personnel 
(C) Currency List FD-339- Supply-On Hand 
(MHE) 7-00 

9 .... oo 
7-1330 

(D) Quality 'H'ithin-Grade Increases - Fiscal 
Year 1974 (JAB) Personnel 

66-2167 

SAC !·;EJ.'l0.RJ..NDill1 {J 36-74 (66-04-3Yy7'{) .7/23/74 SAC v::::")r/~'\:Jl >l tl 38-74 (66-04- +c'c.-f) n/6/]4 

A. Retirement (RJS) 66-2523 

.B. Posi~i?n C~assification Matters - Employee 
Cert~f~catwon o£: Revie'to;r of Position 
Description (RGH) Personnel 

NW 550 69 Docld : 32989528 Pag~ 120 

A. Personnel Matters-Personal Demeanor and Dres. 
CJH) Personnel ~-

"' 
B. F.B.I.N.A. (JVC) 1-4 

,,- , 
·'· 



SAC MEHORANDUM #39-74 (66-04-4002) 8/13/74 

(A) Federal Tort Claims Act, Public 120-00 
Law 93-253 Supervision (OTB) 

(B) Clerical Recruitment Program(SRB) Personel 
(C) Firearms-General (GEI) . 66-3760 
(D) Assignment of symbol Number.s to 134-00 

Security Informants (KAM) 

SI.C 1-!EHCR/,.NDUN 1140-74 (66-04-4005) 8/14/74 

(A) SPECIAL AGENT RECRUITNENT PROGRAM 
(SRB) Personnel 

NW 5506.9· Docid.: 329895.28 P.age 121 

.. : ~ 

li'. ' 
i ·~ . , 
(i, . ~· 

.,. 
- ~~~ 

~ .... 

•. 

SAC MENORANDUM #41-74 (66-04-1~c-t' f) 8/20/74 

A. Physical 'Fitness Program (WCL) 66-4982 
Personnel · 

B. Age Discrimination in Employment(JPS) 
Personnel 

SAC 1'1El'10RANDUM #42-74 (66-04-t./-og) 8/27/74 

' (A) Household Goods - Commutation of expenses 
for Transportation of Household Goods an 
Personal effects (JDC) 66-2521 

62-95461 

f_ 

j 



S:".C J :r:·;· :OR\NPU~·1 # 43-74 (G6-0I.~-Lfoc'7) 0/3/7Lt· 

A. v:rhite. Collar ct~imes Seminars for Assistant 
U. S. Attorneys (HAF) 62-ll61L~6 

SAC HEHORANDUH # 44-74 (66-04-4008) 9/10/74 

A. Plea Bargaining (JH) 
Copies placed in : 

No main file 

Arrests.and arraignments 62~73212 
United States Attorneys -General 62-53438 

N\!'1 5 5 06:9 Doci.d. : 32 9 895.28 P-age 1 .22 

;; t ~'j{J;.'t-';a::.-;:: •• ~~ ... .. ~ · . 'i' -~ ----· · - ~· ~-:-=- --·:..-:;..:..·"' .•. ·· - : -- -_ ... _:- .. , _ •• •. - • - . • 

SAC HEMORANDUM # 45-14 (66-04- /jolj) 9/17/74 

·j. 
! 

A. Retirement (RJS) 

B. Asiatic Flu (VBS) 

SAC MEMORANDUM # 46-74 

66-2523 

63-4069 

(66-04-4016) 9/24/74 

A. SUBMISSION OF ADMINISTRATIVE REPORT AND 
FD-302'S CONCERNING SHOOTINGS AND OTHER 
INCIDENTS: WHERE LA\-lSUI'l'S COULD RESULT (FW) 

66-19157 

.. 
,-

,. 



sAp M:et-10RANDUM tt 47-74 (66-04-tf-o;.;).) lO/l/74 

A. Office of Preference Listings(RHC) Personnel 

B. Reference C~llection of Firearms (EEH) 
80-743 

• 

• -••- ••• -~--··~ ~•-•••- u•·--• ~ •••--• • .,. •• • 

-------·· '!~ 

SAC HS~lORANDUM # 49-74 (66-04- J../.0 17) 10/15/74. 

A. F.B.I.N.A. (CSS) 
Dissemination of Criminal 
Information to Local Agencies 
Quantico, Virginia 

1-4 

66-6353 
66-65 ·. 

B. Household Goods of Employees(RFD) 66-2621 
Transportaion 66-2000 

C. Position Classification Matters
Standardized Write-ups for GS 3 & 
GS 4 Indices Searching Operations-in 
Field Chief Clerk's Offices (VTW) -

Personnel 

., ' ,. 

~~-:~~:t:z:::z:r:~~h=--:s:=st:t:~J!'!::::::::::::::J~·~t!tmffl'Jtl!t:Jiii\'.~t~:;J!@ifmtt~tmtf&*¥***W*#NPM4iMW!AMA1Qb1Bt'. 

SAC MEHORANDUM #48-74 (66-04- Ll/) Jf> 10/8/74 SAC MEMOPANDUM # 49-74 . & 
A. Crime Statistics - General ~JAC) 33-1 D~ Security Investigations of Individuals- f, 

Statistics - General 66-2362 General (TJH) 100-358086 < 
Supervision-Subversive Matters 100-00 ·· 

B. Public Law 93-181 (RJS) 66-19150 Supervision-Extremist Matters 157-00 ~ 
' 

C. Payroll (DEC) 
Treasury Department 
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66-2167 
62-10033 

.,--,. 



·~~:.• ~ _ ,...· • ·~ ~· · • •·•· - t=• ' 'x="tlrlX ::::::··-.; 

SAC ME~ORANDUM #50-74 (66-04- if!J ;j ) 10/17/74 

A. SA'i'I (GMM) 62-104459 

pAC H£1-'0P.ANDUM # 51-74 (66-04- ) 10/22/74 

1.. F.B.I.N.A. (GWS) .. 1-4 
Law Enforcement Assistance Administration 

62·110834 

;l·l 
h :1, 

't ~ 
[· 

·.~ 

·r 
f v 
t:~ 

A. Destruction 
(JER) 
Handling of 

(66-04-4021) 11/5/74 . 

of Bureau Records-General 
66-3286 . 

Mail in Fieid Divisions 
66-16263 

Proposed Experiment to Streamline 
Handling of Paperwork in Field Offices 

66-19159· 
B. Legal Instruction-General (JJB) 66-19123 

c. Possible Club (BEP) 66-15180 

D. Bureau Wide Information Program (DGF) 
62-115768 

SAC HEHORANDUM #52-74 

E. Trans?ortation (DEC) 66-2000 ' 

F. Supervision-Security Informants (JFM) 
134-00 

DESECO 105-71688 

G. Characterizations of Subversive 
Organizations and Publications (LJB) 

100-7254 

•. 

,. 
• :-~ 

-lj 
t, ~ r ~~ 
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A·. ~nnual Leave (RJS) 66-2087 

B. Federal Employees Healtn Benefits 
Program (MBW) 63-3824 

SAMBA 94-39518 

SAC HEHORANDUM # 54-74 (66-04- 4025) 11/18/74 

A. Retirement (RJS) 66-2523 

NW 55069 Docld: 3 .2989528 P.age 1.25 

A. Legal Attaches-Program for Selection, 
Qualifications, Training, Tenure and 
Career Development CRAB) PersonneL 

B. Tires (JPF) 
Autos-Field Divisions 

66-19092 
66-1980-7 

c. Special Weapons and Tactics Team 
Training (CPM) 1-16612 

D. Equal Employment Opportunity-Designation 
of Additional EEO Counselors (WGD) Personnel 

SAC MEMORANDUM # 55·14 

E. Manuals (GLB) 66-18942 

F. Classification and Declassification of 
National Security Information 

(RDC) 62-116065 

.i 

. r 

-. '... 

, -

1:'· 

•' 



SAC •}.V!EHORANDUM # 56-74 (66-04402.2 ) 11/26/71·~ 
SAC MEMORANDUM# 58-74 (66-04-4023 ) 12/5/74 

' . 
A •• ·cooperation of Government Agencies with 

F.B.I. (TJB) 62-83275 

A. Retirement (RJS) 66-2523 

~ .... 
,'( .,. 

SAC HDiORANDUM #57-74 S~C HEMORANDUM # 59-74 (66-04-4027) 12/10/74 

A. U.S. ATTORNEY'S (WAF) 62-53438-
Investigative Jurisdiction 66-3012-
Supervision-Misc. Non Subv. 63-00-
Cooperation With Local Authorities '66-63!>3· 

A. Supervision - Security Informants (EPG) 

Supervision Criminal 
134-00 .. 

Informants 137-00 ~ 
Supervision Extremist Informants 170-00 

'• 

~,~· 

B.) Personnel (JVC) B. International Association of Auto ·' 

Theft Investigators (Fw) 62-98431 
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SAC ArJl~ORANDUM # 60-74 (66-04- f#J.b) 12/17/74 

{A),. r.~~nual of Rules and Regulations (ML} 
66-1934 

Statistics General 66-2362 

; .· 

. ' '" ,.,, * .. .,_ ... .. , .· ..... ~·-, .... 'Ytl'i"t?di lr'' ... 'Hb ±&'"4 I /Hfp- , · t yt"$'· 'ii' ... ,.n•;«ntt>?t · =iZ ·N JWa"i E W , ,. _, <t x ·· c>e•tt'•e%··1't ·t·, "'"-

sAc HEHORANDtTM # 61 ... 14 (66-04-1f;!{i) 1'2/24/14 

(A) In-Service School (MAM) 1-19 

.(B) Firearms Tr~ining-General (WEA) 1-29 

(C) Resident Agencies (CKA) 66-2190 

~:t~§l!#i'flh#'f;!!.£!Hfi¥Vl.€$li~~W~#¥!?itee!i\?.~¥WJ>f.'£'£'%MI2MMi!\t~ ~,.. ,:: 
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~ 
SA.8 _ M3HORANDUH #1-73 (66-04-.69o~) ,, 

;; .. • 
A-Promotion and Hir1ng Freeze (TJF) 

A. Leg~l.Instructicn (DJD) 
B. Tra~n~ng of N~w Agents 

Physical Examinations (JHG) 
~ersonnel . ) (TJF) 

D. ~ BINA-Assoc .I~etraining Sessions 
FBINA-Assiciates (JVC) 

1/2/73 

Personnel 

66-19123-
1-1-

66-5/.~03-

94-59765-
94-1-66-

~ -----~Mt~; :0\\ U~l1;-~" :-3~73(66:(;!;~ _5'l;,f)"J: ~i ;-; ~-7 3-· 
!I A. Supervision- Dept. Applicants 77 -CO

Applicant Type Investigations 66-18938-
Supervision-AEA-Apo1icant 116-00-
Supervision-S.G.E. 140-00-
Supervision-Loyalty of Employees of the 
U.N. and Other Public Int.Org. 138-00-
Supervision-Special InquiFies 161-00-
Supervis:i.on-Applicants-Referr.al 

Cases (ENB) 151-00-
B. Personnel Files (HNB) 

A. Legal Instruction 66-19123-
Telephcn~ Directories (ML) 62-2~443-

B. Dissemination of Criminal Infornation 
to Federal Agencies 62-83275-

Air Force 62-85557-
RSports (DTP) 66-2435-

C. F.E.I.I .. E.B. (JHC) gL~-3-1-
D. Personnel 

Errors-Gen. 
E. Safeguarding 

(KLB) 66-2406-
0fficial Kecords 66-7225-

(DHY) 

... 
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. 
A. Director 

.. '"Press Releases 
B. Supervision- C.A.A. 

66-1855-A 
( JH) 94-8-3-

(CBjr) 164-00-

' 

D~_re ctor (D'VlB) 66-l855-A 
BLllboard Publishing Co. 94-3-4-655-
Und~v~~oped Leads 66-2277-
Fug J.tLves (TBC) 64-122-
Gen~ral Services Admin. 62-95461-
Spac~ (DMG) 66-2927-

D. Possible Clmb 66-l51RO-
FBIRA ~ (RLH) 62-26176-

...;,:~·-·- .... -~ ~- . ..... . · .. -

Nl-1 55069· Docid: 32989528 Page 1.29 
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,, 

( 

S\C ~·:~l·:On.ANDU.t-1 # 7-73 (66-04- ~91.]) 2-13-73 

A. Personnel (TEA) 
B o Search vlarrants 62-23833-

62-73212-
66-162113-
66-2319-
94-1-
66-2362-
66-7864-

Criminal Procedures (JAM) 
Handling of Mail in Field Div. 
Files (TA"K) 

r" 
'-'• 

Speaking Engagements-Gen. 
Statistics-Gen. (LJH) 

D. 

Hours of Duty (RHC) 
Personnel (FW) 

E. 
F. 

A. Supervision-Civil Rights 44-0-
Investigative Techniques (JGK) 66-16339-

B. Single Fingerprint File 62-93017-
Sunervision-TFIS (FML) 15-00-

c. S~fe~uarding Official Records 66-7225-
US Attorney-Gen. 62-53438-
US Courts 62-56933-
S~bpoenas (JA~l) 62-2389-

·, 

" 
~) 

:~~·r· 
.: ~ 

.. 
t;: - "}' 
'' ~ 



A. ¥~rearms Training-Gen. 
FB INA (Iv!vV) 

B. S.'\F8GTJARDING OFFICIAL RECORDS 
US Attorney-Gen. 
Legal Counsel 
US Courts 
Subpoenas (JAH) 

1-29-
1-4-

66-7225-
62-53438-

66-19136-
62-56933-
62-2389-

c.~- ,•a:!l 
.· Compensation Act-Federal Employees 62-32384-

Federal Safety Council (BWR) 94-36855-

SAC 1<Er!0R.\~DUN ff 10-7 3 ( 66-04- 3 '/17 ) 3-6-7 3 

A. Sunerv~s~cn-Se~urity Infts. 
Superv:s:on-CrLninal Infts. 
SupervlsLon-Extremist Infts 

B. Transportation • 
Vouchers (DEC) 

C. F.B~I.N.A. (JVC) 
D. Personnel (SRB) 

134-00-
137-00-

(JJO) 170-00-
66-2000-
66-2690-
1-4-

E. Supervisi?n-Copyright Matter (JCK) 28-00-
F. SafeguardLng Official Records 66-7225-

Surplus Property (TJD) 66-3189-
G. ReDorts-Mail 66-2435-

(RHH) 66-3665-

SAC NEMORANDUM 4J: 11-73 (66-04-3918X ) 3/7/73 

A. Clerical Recruitment - FBI Headquarters 
Personnel 

66-7225-A. Safegu~rding Official Records 
62-53438-

66-32RR-
62-2389-
66•2087-

U.S. Attorney-Gen. 
Testimony of Agents 
Subpoenas ( J At•1) 

B. Leave (RJS) 
Personnel 

C.Supervision-Anti-Racketeering 92-00-
. (JRA) 

D. Mail (EN~) 66-3665-
E. Safeguardine Officilil P.ecord.s 66-7225-

Supervision-Extremist Infts. 170-00-
Supervision-Security Infts.(EPG) 134-00-

~NW~···.~· ~s~so=' 6~·9L· _D~o~c~I~d~:~32~9~8~9~52~8~~P~ag~e~1~3~0------------------~------------------



A ... Retirement 66-2523-
. .. ' Income Tax (CKA) 66-9681-

B. Federal Criminiill Investig~t.ors 
Association (FW) gl~-6L~403-

c. Daily Registers 66-2759-
Le.ave (CKA) 66-2087-

D. Safeguarding Official Records 66-7225-
Press Keleases (LJH) 94-8-3-

SAC 1:S?·!0P .. M::JUM # 14-7 3 ( 6~~04~ ,. ;· r:/i). 4·-3·.:.;;·<· 
A. Personnel (SRB) 
B. Personnel (GWG) 

Federal Employees CQmpensation Act 

CG Veterans of t.he(GAWbG) h . 62-32384-. ra am LLncoln Brigade 
(LJB) 100-7060-
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A. Supervision-Civil Rights (EJM) 44-00-
157-00-

B. Supervision-Civil Unrest 
Supervision-Antiroit 

c. Safeguarding Official 
Report Writing 
Mail 

SAC 1·»IORANDUM tl 16-73 

A. Household Goods 
B. F.B.I.N.A. 
C. Retirement 
D • Intervie.v.YS 

Laws (JCT) 
Records 

(RDC') 

( 66-04-39~,2..) 

(:roc) 
(P.\.-JC) 
(RJS) 
(.JP~) 

176-00-
66-7225-
66-2435-
p6-3665-

4-17-73 

66-2621-

Supervision-Civil Rights 

1-4-
66-2523-
66-2120-44-00-



(Y.JGD) ~. P,ersonnel 
L•- Pc.rsonp.el 

Arab Terrorist Activiti~s 
Al Fatah 

• Portabl~ F.M. R~dios 
.Rc:lids 
Arrests . (ELC) 

• Pergonnel 
Vouchers 

Transfers (DEC) 
• Vouchers . 
Tr~nsfers (DEC) 

• Jurisdictional Dispute with 
Treasury D~pt. 

Supervision-P.F.O. 
Secret Service (JRW) 

NW 55069 Docld: 3 .2989528 - P.age 13.2 

105-186336-
105-183400-

80-755-
66-4151-
62-73212-

66-2690-
66-2344-
66-2690-
66-2344-

66-18932-
185-00-
62-27799-

. ' 

A. Supervision-D~serters (Rc/Jl3E) 
Su~ervision-Ident Matters 

'B. Sunervision-Crime Aboard 
Aircr~ft (RFB) 

PERSONNELL 
C. Supervision-ITSP 
D. NCIC 

T~J!.etypes 

(GJF) 
(~1FR) 

E. Lr!ave 
SANBA 

( RV.'R) 

Personnel 
F. SATPIA (~lRS) 

SafeGuBrdin~ Official Records 
Security Juri!'i '1 ic linn 

A. General S~rvices Admin. 
Household Goods of Employees 
Tr~vel Cost (JDC) 

B. Personnel 

62-95461-
66-2621-
62-2000-

Equal Employment Opportunity (\ .. JGD) 
62-110953-

---- ---- - --- ---------- -- --· -



A. Supervision-Killing of Federal 
Officers 89-00-

:33-1-Crime Statistics-Gen. (JAC) 
B. Jurisdiction~l Conflict with 

Treasury Dept. 
Supervision-P.F.O. 
Secret Service 
Brezhvis (AFH) 

66-18932-
185-00-
62-27799-
105-86659-

A. SAC CONTACT-General (RBD) 94-1-179-
B. Federal Records Act of 1950. 62-97214-

(LWB) 

~ 
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~ SAC HEHORANDL'N # 23-73 (66-04- .:5 <f3/) 5-23-73 SAC MEMDRANDUN II 25-73 (66-04-3932) 6/S/7 3 ; 

~ A Retirement · (RJS) 66-2523- A. Undeveloped Leads (CWH) 66-2277 
~ • B. Safeguarding Official Records (RDC) 
J 66-7225 
. C. Cabbage (HJM) 105-144424 

Manual of Rules and Regulations 66-1934 

Nl!/ 5506:9· Docid: 3.2'989528 Page 133 
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.. ---·------ . . 
(66-04-3 93g) 6/12/73 

A. FSIRA (JAC) 62-26176 
·:Recrc<:ltionnl activity Program in l7 ield 
Divisions 66-15lL59 

B. Top Thief Program-General (JY)87-12304 
Sucervision-ITSP · 87-00 
Supervision-TFIS 15-00 

# 27-73 (66-04-393~) 6/26/73 

A. Space (JPF) 66-2927 
General Services Administr~tion 62-95461 

B. Household Goods of Employees (JDC) 66-2621 
C. N. C. I. C •. (MDS) 62-110866 

Supervision - · SSA 25-00 

Nlrl 5506.9· Docid: 32989528 Page 134 

SAC NEMOfV\NOU!Vt #28-73 (66-04-390'1) 7-10-73 

A. Supervision TFIS (RCB) -15-00 
Interstate Commerce Commission 62-49599 

B. Drug Enforcement Administration(JEK)62-11565f 
C. Supervi.sion - Extremist Infcrmants(RFO) :L · --

170-00 

SAC HS1!0RANDUM # 29-73 (66-04-313~) 7-17-73 

A. Political Activity - (FW) 
Personnel Records 

·-

62-27387 



SAC H2HORANDUM # 30-73 (66-04-3939 ) 7/24/73 

66-2765 A.: ·sug::;t.":.stions ( JER) 
Records(PGD) 66-7225 

62-73212. 
B. Saf~guarding Official 

Criminal Procedure 
Ad~inistrative Procedure Act 

C. Retirement (D~ffi) · 
Personnel 

62-81830 
66-2523 

D. Accounting Course (RPK) 66-3304 
E. Supervision-Internal Security (ELM) 105-00 

Chin~~e Aliens Entering the United States 
lOS.-135923 

SAC H:::XORANDUM # 31-73 (66-04-3937) 7/31/73 

A. Supervision - Extremist Informants (RFO) 
170-00 

NW 5506.9 Docld.: 3.29895.28 P.age 13·5 

SAC HE:MORANDUN # 32-73 (66-04- 3.940 ) 8/7/73 

A. Quality With-in Grade Increases (JAB) 
Personnel 

B. Congressional Oversight of FBI (D\.JB) 

Senate Judiciary Committee 
C. Testimony of Agents (RLS) 

62-115695 
62-99828 
66-3288 

SAC l'l010RANDlJM f! 33-73 (66-04- 3941 ) 8/14/73 

A. 
B. 

Petirement (DHB) 

Supervision Narcotics J-·~atters 
( . .TEK) 

Dissemination ()f Information
Narcotics Matters 

66-2523 

12-00 

62-114958 

C. La~v Enforcement Assistance Admin. 
(RJS) 62-110834 

Police Trainins - General 1-1152 



r 

------------
SAn ~l1riRANDUM # 34-73 (66-04- 3942 ) 8/21/73 

A. Supervision-Copyri~ht Matter 
(JCK) 

B. Physical Examinations (BWR) 

28-00 

66-5403 

SAC MEMORANDUM #35-73 

E. Sup~rvision-BFB 29-00 

F. Safeguarding Official Records(RDC) 66-7225 

SAC ~1::.::-:0RANDUM tl 35-73 (66-04-3944) 8/28/73 SAC MEMORANDUM II 36-73 (66-04-39.t,U) 9/4/73 

A. Supervision-Deserters(CEG) 4
3

2
2

-0
0

0
0 Supervision-Identification Matters -

.•. 

-~ B. Department .of Justice(JAM) 
Safeguarding of Official Records 
Departmental Order 

62-550L!7 
66-722:. 
66-1902.2 

~1. 
c. Supervision-TFIS(GITF) 

Manual of Instructions 
15-00 
66-193L; 

D. Su~ervision-AFO (JAC) 89-00 
Cr~me Statistics-General 33-1 
Security of Spec~al Agent Personnell00-47 :3555 
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A. Safeguarding Official Records (JAM) 
66-7225 

Personnel 

B. Household Goods of Employees (JDC) 
66-2621 

Transportation 66-2000 

c. Flu Inoculation (VBS) 63-4069 

D. Supervision - Departmental Applicants (JEG) 
77-00 



SAC MEMORANDUM # 37-73 (66-04-314?>) 10/11/7.3 . SAC MEMORANDUM II 40-73 (66-04-374-Cj) 9/25/73 

~. Technical Equipment (JPW) 66-4140 

Unauthorized Use of Bureau's Name 43-13592 

SAC MEMORANDUM #39-73 (66-04-.:; 91.5> 9-18-73 

A. Computerized Telephone Number File 162-3491-· 
Data Processing Section (MDS) 66-1855-EYB 

B. Personnel 
Leave 
Retirement (RJS) 

N\!l 5506 9 Docid : 32989528 P.ag@ 1 .:3? _ 

66-2087-
66-2523-

A. Retirement (DWB )- 66-2523 

SAC MEMORANDUM # 41-73 (66-04- ) 10i2/73 

A. Special Accident and Travel Insurance (GMM) 
62-104459 

.. 



SAC ~~£110RANDUM # 42-73 (66-04-3950) 10/3/73 SAC MENORANDUM 1144-13 ~66-04-3 9.?7 ) 10/16/7~ 

A. Regional Executive Management Symposiums(JCC) 
Personnel (see 67 728651 A 

9"1-6~357 • 
Regional SAC Conference 
Police Foundation 

Bo Special Agent Position(SRB) 
Minimum Height Requirement 

66-10585 
94-65525 

Personnel 

Motion Pictures (for training)(EDS) 
Training New Agents 
In-Service School 
FBINA 

1-18-1 
1~1 

1-19 
1-4 

~--·· ' 1-: . .-<J 
' .. 

' · 

i'4P..o;<..ttW:~}!&.-Zi'#fW.~S~%7J.Jli~*?.+Jf.t .~t¥P$!¥'~~*S.t<M"1i!ttjiSt~#%r._~f~JA+!Jh~J':~~~·b11;r--------------------------.. ~ 
SAC HEMORANDUM #45-73 (66-04-3 YS~) 10/23/73 ~, 

SAC MEMORANDUM# 43-73 (66-04-39-9'7) 10/4/73 

A. Special Agent Recruitment Program (RGH:SRB) 
Personnel 

~tin>/ 5506.9 Docld: 329895.28 Page 13-8 

A. Savings Bonds(DEC) 
Payro·11 

66-14185 
66-2167 

., 
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;F
~-

. 
SAC · HE!MORAl\TDUM # 46-73 (66-04-31-.5:3) 10/30/73 

A. : Territory (RAB) 
· Copenhagen, Denmark 

London, England 
Personnel 

' •ss a •• * .,.,.,, ' 
·- SAC MEMOHANDUM #4-7-73 ( 66-04--3 7S.s) 

66-2351 
66-1913~~ 
64-4727 

11-6-73 

' · A. Personnel (CMK) (Dress Standards) 
) B. Personnel (~~) (Disciplinary Matt~rs) 
J C. · General Accounting Office 62-56866 
['. Autos-Field. Divisions (TAH) 66-1980-7 
~-
,_ ·. 

·-t. 
:: r 

~tin•/ 55069 Docld: 329895.28 P.age 1.39 

SAC MEVORANDliN #48-73 (66-0l~- 3954 ) 11-13-73 

A. Holidays 
Leave (RJS) 

B. R.E.A. Express 
Bills of Ladins (RBM) 

62-22536 
66-2087 

62-55838 
66-5147 

c. Federal Employees Health 
Act 

Benefits 

S .A oM. B.A. (MBW) -
D. Supervision-Extremist Matters 

Teletypes 
Dissemination of Information-
Bvreau Policv . 
D1.sseminat1.on of informat1.on 
to Federal Agencies (SEP) 

63-3824 
94--39518 

157-00 
62-14749 

66-19110 

62-83275 

SAC MEMOHANDUM #49-73 (66-o4-3~S~) 11/20/73 

A. Police-Training-General 
Motion Pictures (EDS) 

B. Police Training-General (EDS) 
c. Police Training-General 

Motion Pictures 
Police Instructors' Bulletin (JMK) 

D. C.W.Network-General (REM) 
E. Household goods of Emp~oyees 

Transportation (JDC) 
F. Computerized Telephone Number 

File (MDS) 

1-1152 
1 -18-1 
1-1152 
1 -11 52 
1-18-1 
1-12663 
80-646 
66-2621 
66-2000 

162-3491 

~?~ 

.... ... -· -· -- - .· ·-:: - -:~ -- - - ---·.;-·;., ·'-~t:::· ·~·~:~~:,_ .. ~/ .... ., "'"~ -- j:~r,_-.. 
· .4<; 

J t ' y , 



. 
A. _Retirement (RJS) ( 
,·. .Civil Service Corru:nission 

Personnel Records 

66-2523 
62-17890 

:sxmwmDW~i'lit~~ztt:titt'2t:::::_,{:la.~· 

SAC MEMORANDUM 51 -73 ( 66-04- 3q57) 

A. Leave (RJS) 

_ NW 5506;9 Docid: 32989528 Page 140 

11/26/73 

66-2087 
~t -/9/So 

SAC MEMORANDUM # 52-73 (66-04-3963) 11/27/73 

(~.)Bureau Wide Information Program(GWG) 

(B) Firearms Training-General (ELC) 6i=~~5768 
(C) La Paz, Bolivia(RAB) 64-4500 

Personnel 
(D) SPIA (WRS) 

SAT PIA 
Manual of Rules and Regulations 
Safeguarding Official Records 

100-354839 
65-63483 
66~1934 
66-7225 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

A. Specialized Sdientific Aid and Training 
for Police Laboratory Development (RJB) 

80-844 
Division Seven 80=11 
Crime Laboratory-General 80=606 
Law Enforcemnet Assistance Administration 

62-110834 
Executives Conference 66-2554 

... 
J 

' ) 



SAe NEMORANDUM # 54-73 (66-04-3 9 .. 3-y) 11/29/73 

A. Retirement (RJS). 66-2523 
Personnel Records. 

~>t#fl]))ji'!·ti'f""'$Ao+.rl'fEJ#Rt·4d"5f.Bfiht!.$.'~,j¥J"qtjt!!t')! .. !}A;J,:tf6M,~-~~(!1AW~;_t'tffiri1##'1'r~lm¢ .. !'i~-~ 
.;. ~.-s,.•ne--,pu .,.• i -~!i"+'\ i' *' ,,iy\';~~~~"fi~. ·,.,•s/a;;w~ .;'*_.,,j;,-,. ;, ·~b~atD ~:..:}~: :"{b ·;.o·,jcyf".,''iP6;~: .. ;- $~ ,'it.-~:,·JH~;tt:,1·~ •. ; -p't:tl"af.:.J."'-.. 

SAC t1SMORANDUM II 55-73 (66-04..37~~ 12/4/73 

A. Justice Department (JH) 62-55047 
Subpoenas 66-2389 
Interviews 66-2120 

I. Arr~sts and Arraignments 62-73212 
u. s. Attorneys 62-53438 
Departmental Orders 66-19022 

B. Records Management Program(JPB) 66-18966 
Destruction of Property-General 66-3286 

l 
C. Safeguarding Official Records(RCB) 66-7225 

Justice Department 62-55047 
Departmental Orders 66-19022 

1
,.· D. Fugitives(JJH) 62;122 
. Ten Most Wanted Fugitives Program-63-6490 

External Affairs Division 66-1855-L 
ij . 

E. Automatic Data Processing-Fingerprints (DLD) 
66-1907.5 

Motion Pictures 1-18-1 

F. Supervision - Assaulting or Killing a 
Federal Officer 89-0.0 

(JAC) 
Crime Statistics - General 33-1 

SAC MEHORANDUH 1/: 56-73 (66-04-31~1) 12/5/7 3 '· 

A. Conduct and Activiities of Employees(TJS) 
Personnel 
Supervision-Civil Rights 44-00 

NW 55069 Docld : 3.29.8 95.28 Page 14.1 ______________________________________________ _,__ _ __j 
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SAt MEMORANDUM# 57-73 (66-04-.)<;1(,1') 12/11/73 .. ~ 

·!I 

• i 

A: National Bomb Data Center (GM) 62-115153 

B. Firearms Training - General(GLM) 1-29 
Personnel 

SAC MEMORANDUM # 59-73 (66-04- 39t.;;_) 12/18/73 

A. Retirement (RJS) 
Income Tax 

66-2523 
66-9681 

-:· 

SAC MEMORANDUM# 60-73 (66-04-3/~) 12/27/73 

A. Criminal Records (FBS) 66-3761 
Supervision - Identification Matters 32-00 
Freedom of Information Act 62-115530 

~ r:. 
' ,.1!; 

'•"'• 
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~~' #' • 

'4. ·-\ . n # 72 ( 66-0h- :<o.:-11
) 1 /''+ /72 ) PSAC"LETTEl\ -1 ~ ~o~v 

1
• • (CBF) 94-3-1 

· .~: .:~-F.B.I. LavJ' Enforcement Bulletin 

L B-Supervision-Criminal Informants 
r• (ABF) 
~·.j C-F.B.I.R.A. ,,(\LCS) 
~ Recreational Activity Program 

11· in Field 
~ D-Supervision-Crime Ab0ard 
> Aircraft (DFB) 

E-Press Releases (TBC) 
·~ F-Ransom Money (vJMR) 

137-00 
62-26176 

66-15459 

164-00 
94-8-3 
7-1330 

- ~ G-Young \tJorkers Liberation 
'\ Leo.gue (PCX) 100-455711 

t .. ::::::'!~~~ 
-~ :~:n::::E:a: 72~:R~66-0~- 3C~b ) 66~~~~:2 
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·: ~--·:;· :·.:..·:-.;·.:;···:..;;·- ~ - -- ;: - ~~-:.:.:; :.~ ~~ .. . . ....... .. . " __ ,..,.. _, .. . ---
. SAC tETTER # 72-3 (66-04- 3!!-f~ ) 1-11-72 

. A~~-F".B.I.N.A. (JVC) 1-4 
1-29 ' Firearms Training -General 

Sectional Re·training Session-
F.B.I.N.A. 94-59765 

B-Firearms Training-General(RDC) 1-29 
Defensive Tactics 1-3395 · 

C-Subversive Organizations(RLP) 100-7254 
Supervision-Extrenist Informants 170-00 
Supervision-Security Informants 134-00 
Mail 66-3665 

D-Supervis ion--Security Informants 
Supervision-Extremis tCift~torman ~s'34-Pfb-oo 

E-State Department (GAD) 62-39749 
Supervision-Passport and 
Visa Matters 40-00 
Supervision-Internal Security 105-00 

. ... . .. . -- . · ~ .. - ·······--···-... , .. ._ ·-· -- .. -·· -- ·--·· .. . . .. ~ • ,.-.._w -·----- __ , _,_- "' 

SAC LETTER # 72-4 

A-Income Tax (MFR) 
Payroll 

B-Legal Instruction-General 
(DJD) 

Police Training -General 
G-Manila, Philippines (GAD) 

Personnel 

SAC LETTER# 72-5 (66-04-3~~1) 

A-Identification Matters Bank 
Employees (FBS) 

·Applicant Fingerprints 
Identification Division 

1/18/72 

66-9681 
66-2167 

66-19123 
1 -11 52 
66-42 

1/20/72 

Cooperation With Local Authorities 
Cooperation With Government Agencies 

32-17776 
32-00 
66-1631 
66-6353 
62-83275 



(66-04-3852) . SAC· LETTER # 72-6 .. 
·~. Safeguarding Official Records 
•• (JJO) 

Interviews 
Complaint Desk 
Telephone Calls 
Personnell Records 

B. Supervision-Sec~ity Informants 
(EPG) 

Security Informants-Gen'l 
New Left Movement- General 

C. Stop Notices (LFS) 

1/25/72 

66-7225-
66-2120-
66-16353-
66-3182-

Supervision-Immigration and 
Natur·tl iza tion 39-00-

1··~ 
I ,..... ...... t,.r· ' 1 ··r• ··•'l "~•'"!''1.li··.-,+·ion ~:1 y...... r ... 1 • •• 4 .- .. · •' "" 4. .. 4' , 1. - • • ~ \: 

SAC LE118R 72-8 (66-04- 3?.S~ 2/8/72 

Ae Sup,~rvis0n- Interstate Transportation 87 -~1. -

Of Jtolen Prope.rty (t\IFB) ' 
·{ 

N.C.I.C. 

B. Supervision-Crime Aboard Aircraft 
Matters (JFH) 

62-11.086<1- ' 

;, ., ~ 

, - " - ~ ·~' 

.:::t'$df?fft4:!$ftt7!tt.t~$ftit:t5!\!0:Z:i!·:;;::::z3t!11?~:::i~·::;;!!l ~;~ i.;:~:: :~· 1 • 2~~ f..-.a:~~~~a~III1Emaam-llllllmiiDIIIIZIIIili!ll!l!!li2!1!1Biifllliiiii!!IIIII11B1iiiii:!IZ!2iiEili!!II!Bi"!l:;_rj··l'f '"' 

SAC LETTER # 72-7 ( 66-0l~- ) 2/1/72 ' SAC LETTER # 72-9 ( 66-04-~ 5" s) ~/15/72 ~ 
A. Stenographic Tests and Typing 

Tests (MBW) 66-2369-
B. Speaking Engagements-Gen'l 

(JRH<); 
C. N.C.I.C. (WFB) 

Supervision-Interstate Trans
Portation of Stolen Property 

NW 550 69 Doc ld : 3 2 989528 Page 145 

94-1-
62-110866-

87-00 

A. Per Diem (DEC) 
Transportation 
Air Transportation 
Personally Owned Automobiles 

66-2009-
66-2000-
66-3918-
66-2616-

B. Supervision- Interstate Transportation 
of Stolen Motor Vehicle 26-00-
N.C.I.C. 62-110866-

" -. ·~· '. ··'. ~'ff:\.:~··- .'_'<''' 
~· 

I. 



--- --·-- ... __ ,. ________ _..;;;...;........;·-·~- .... . , ., .. 

SA~'LETTER # 72-10 ( 66-04 .. 3! !>1.) 

.A.MOTION PICTURES-TRAINING 
POLI~E TRAINING -GEN'1 

B.TESTIMONY (JPW) 
TECHNICAL SURVEILLANCE 
MICROPHONE SURVEILLANCE 

C. LEGAL INSTRUCTIONS~GEN'L 

B. Firearms Training Gen'1 
(MAM) 

(GTO) 

C. Speaking Engagements Gen'1 
' (JRH) 

~tin•/ 55069 Docld: 329895.28 P.age 1.46 

2/22/72 

1-.,.l8-1 
1-1152 

62-51542-
66-8160-
66-5815-

66-19123-

1-29-

94-1-

,.., 
\'."' 
,. 

-~~· 

~ 

:'; 
,; 

., 
' ', 
:~j 

; 

~ 

" ,. 
~ 

. ;..,..;,;~;a...:::..:... - .-.- - ~-- --·-- ... . 

(A) 
(B) 

(C) 
(D) 

Police Training General 
Supervision FHA Matters 
Supervision Bribery 
Supervision FAG 

~unervision Election Laws 
e.Y.5"AY1.e.t 
rasu.J.a, Brazil 

· . . 
SAC LSTTI!:R # 72-13 (66-04- 3YS'/) 

( JA!vl) A. A1:-rest and Arraignment 
Search \-Jarrants 
Suoervision-Illegal Gamblin~ 
'Business 

3-7-72 

1-1152-
147-00 

58-00 
46-00 
56-00 
64-4480 

3/14/72 

62-73212- . 
62-23833- I. 

182-00-
Criminal lntellige11ce Program 
Criminal Records 

, 
Genl.62-9-

66-3761-

62-33413- ~ .; 
42-00-

B. Nayy Department . .(WJG) 
Supervision-Deserters 

C. Protection Of The President 62-109276- ,. 
·-, . 

·' 

--------------------------'------------------- -·-- . 



3/14/72 
;.c.··----------- · .... 

---· - - - - - ' _.::..---~- -~__;;.;;;.---;;:;.,· ;;,;.;---..;..· =--· -'-"-___ ......_ ..... ---..------ ......._.,........ __ ,..._, .. . -. · · ~ --- .• -

SAC L~~TER # 72-14 

A.· OVERTIME 
... ~ ·. .. . 

(66-04-

(JPM) 

) 

SAC LETTER# 72-15 (66-0lt- 3ft:/.. ) 

A-Quantico (JVC) 
New Spec·ial Agents School 
FBINA 
In-Service School 

IDol 5 5 069· Docid: 3.2989528 Page 1 47 

66-1976-

3/16/72 

66-65 
1-1 
-1-4 
1-19 

SAC LETTER # 72-16 ( 66-04- ::;ft/. I ) 3/17/72 

I A-Federal Employees Health Insurance 
I Plan (MBW) 63-3824 
l SAMBA 94-39518 
! Payroll 66-2167 

> . 
i • 

SAC L£TTER # 72-17 (66-04- 3&",3) 

A. Supervision-Selective Service 
(RJS) 

Pf.RSONNEL 
n. Motion Pictures (EDS) 

Bank Robbery Prevention 
C. Bar Association-District 

Of Columbia (JAM) 
D. REGISTEPED Jv'.tP .. Il, ( PFO) 
E. Security Jurisdiction (RLP) 

Dissemination Of Information -
Bureau Policy 

F. Security Index-Gen' 1 ( Jf.·IS) 

3/21/72 

25-00-

1-lB-1-
91-01-

94..'.1-1654-
66-14184-
66-66727-

66-19110-
100-358086-

~~ -·.~ 
-~~ ~. 
~~-

~~~;~ ' . 
~ ~ ..... 

\ - .. 



·. SAc'-'LETTER # 72-18 (66-04- 3S't¥-· ) 3/28/72 
.A. Supervision-Crime Aboard Aircraft 

Carrying Weapons Aboard Aircraft 
(JFH) 164-00-

B. Personnel (RGH) 
C. Supervision-Destruction of Aircraft 

ar Motop Vehicles-False Reports 
. :(JFH) 149-00-

D.Training-Legal Instruction-Gen'l 
(DJD) 

Police Training School-Gen'1 
66-1912~)-
1-1152-

SAC LETTER #72-20 (66-04-3'~'7) 4-11-72 

A. Supervision-Copyright Law (DJD) 
B. Physical Fitness for Law 

Enforcement Officers (JHG) 
C. Defectors-General (JAM) 

28-00 
94-3-6-13 

100-357681 

\,""':;;':I!"TT<~~t:o:': L't'"t\".;C:!"tf::::::'.::"':":";::::; ;.::::~:"~':'!"' ~a~~~!B~ ... ;·! 
s;...; LEl~'.EH if (2-19- (66-04--...:r:rt...!>) 4-/4-/'/2 

A. Supervision-Crime Aboard Aircraft-
Matters (JFG) 164-00-

B.Federal Employees Compensation 
Act (JGC) 62 32384 
Personnel - -

C.National Crime Information Center r:.:2-
(JMB) 62-110866-· 

Voucher Stati·stical Section 66-1855-Eye 
D. SINGAPORE, REPUBLIC OF SINGAPORE 

(GAD) 66-19141-

NW 550 69 Docld : 32989528 Page 148 

SAC LETTER #72-21 (66-04-3866) 4/18/72 

A. F.B.I.N.A. (R~.JC) 
B. Legal Instructions-Gen'l (DJD) 

Confessions 
Search Harrants 
Wiretapping 
Arrest and Arraignments··,, 

1-4 
66-19123~ 
66-4809 
62-23833 
62-12114 
62-73212 

.. 



. -
Sk9 LE:J'.'rER #72-22 ( 66-04- 3f/., 1 ) 

A-F.B.I.N.A. (JJC) 
F1rearms Training - General 

B-Supervision-Copyright Matters 
(CAN) 

C-Juvenile DelinquencY. ... G,eJt.(DTP) 
D-Physical Examinations (GWG) 

Personnel Records 
E-National Archives and Records 

Service (PFO) 
General Services Administration 
Safeguarding Official Records 

-Autos-Field Divisions (DRA) 
Mobile Radio Equipment 
New Agents Training Program (JJC) 
Personnel Records 
·supervision-Security Matters(RJS) 
Division Five 

NW 550 69 Docld : 32989528 Page 149 

4/25/72 

1-4 
1-29 

28-00 
62-26225) 
66-5403 

62-37683 
62-95461 
66-7225 

66-1980-7 
80-750 
1-1 

100-00 
66-1855-S 

SAC LETTER # 72-23 ( 66-04- 3/J.t,K) 4/27/72 

66-14185 A-War Bonds (GWG) 

SAC LETTER #72-24 (66-04-3S7~) 

A-F.B.I.N.A. -Gen'l (JVC) 
F.B.I.N.A. Foreign Officers 

Participants 
B-United States Attorneys (JAM) 

Search Warrants 
Arrests 

C-Forms ( SRM) 
F.B.I.N.A. - Gen'l 

D-Evidence (RJR) 
U.S. Marshal - Gen'l 
Search Warrants 
Bulky Exhibits 
Inventory 

5/9/72 

1-4 

1-10159 
62-53438 
62-23833 
62-73212 
66-3482 

tl~~8i~· 
62-53439 
62-23833 
62-83357 
66-3209 
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( 66-04-- ~C11 ) 5/11/72 1 SAC LETTER 72-25 
~ A~' Appropriations 19'7-3 ( LC~ 66-19117-

House Committee On Appropriations 62-4-0772-· 

I - -<-o •m'. • . '"'"'' ·- ·"W"'''" n>«• 4 Ou• ' ' ' ; ; b .. ., N• , ... .,-,,~, . ·"'wOo•h ...,_ 

I 

,>-
7.) 

~~~: 

'~;;~~ 

~ -,:·: 

:l:i&l 55069· Docid : 3 .2989528 Page 1:JU 

( 66-04- 387G ) 

A. Supervision-F.A.G. (WAF) 
Supe.rvision-F.H.A. 
Supe.rvision-VAM 
Statistics-Gen. 

B. Videm-Gen. (RJS) 
Stag.-Gen. 

C. Security Informants and Sources 
Confidential Fund 
Supervision-Security Informants 

(RFD) 

5-23-72 

46-00-
147-00-
17-00-
66-2362-
105-138315-
62-112228-
134-11871-
66-2102-
134-00-

A-Le6al Instruction-Gen. (DJD) 
Searchca end Seizures 

B-Rctirement (WEC) 

66-19123 
62-23833 
66-2523 

Personnel Records 
C-Ade~-Gen. (JMS) 

Supervision-Sec.Hatter 

100-358086 
100-00-

f 
~-

t: 1 

• 
~·' j)!" 
i • I 

~-

--~ .. 
.-] . ' ·,: 

~ ; 



. . ... -- . . . . ;____,;:.:-.: -;.~-.. ~ .. 
3-72 (66-04-3874 ) 6-6-72 

A. Supervision- Gen. (JJO) 66-6200-
.. Manuals and Working Guides 66-189b,2-

B. Personally ~vned Automobile 
(MFR) 6&-2616- · 

-72 (66-04-3933) 6-7-72 
A. TTeight B E standards· (RGH) 

• _qual Employment o 67-80008 12 o . c. Grooming «nd P pportunity(RGH)67 78- lJ 
erson•l Ap - -1674 

c8oKfance Standards 
67-80008-l217X 

IDol '5.506::9 Docid: 3298:9528 P .age 151 

- ·---
G-13 ... 7~ 

::c t". :t• iiJ£0\N\JUM 5-72 

A. Supervision-Alien PropertY. Custodian 
Matter (FLC) 114-00-

2.Supervision-Hisce11aneous-Subv. 
(FLC) 63-00-

BUousehold Goods (JDC) 66-2621-
C.Speaking Engagements~Gen.(JRH) 94-1-

Technical Surveillance 66-8160-
o. Leads (JAM) 66-2277-
E. State Dept. (JFH) 62-39749-
F. N.C.I.C. (TJF) 62-110866-

Supervision-Se1ective Service 25-00-
Supervision-Internal Security .105-00-
Superv~s~on-Extremist Matters 157-00-

F. Supervision-Criminal Informants 
Supervision-I.T.S.P • 
Supervision~Bank Robbery 

137-00-
87-00-
91-00-

. ' ... 
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SAC LETTER # 72-6 
(66-04-3852) 

Jl.,· Safeguarding Official Records. (JJO) 

Interviews _ 

,. 
66-7225- ; \ ;,. ..... _· ·. 
66-2120-
66-16353-
66-3182- I .. 

Complaint Desk 
Telephone Calls 
Personnell Records 

B. Supervision-Sec~itY 
Informants 

. (EPG) 
. \ 

134--00- \ 
66-2542-3- \ 
l00-446997- ~ 

c. 
62-24151- \· 

Super'ITision-Irnmigra tion and \. · 
Naturalization 39-00- '-
Immigration and Naturalization \· Service ____ -._:=..61.-, 3 47 81 ... :: .. -' 

SecuritY Informants-Gen'l 
New Left Movement- General 
Stop No~ices (LFS) 

·~ 

L-·-

---· :-·, · -~:·· :"--:'· . · . 
.; . ... ' . /. .. .. . 

'· • 
' . . 

" ... 
•' 

• 1.· .; 

.· 
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' . 
SAC HEMORANDUM # 7-72 (66-04-3879) 6/20/72 

A~Awards to Bureau Employees (LDH) 
B~Time Spent in Office by Agents 

(LLD) 
C-Participation in Non-FBI 

Organizational Activity (FW) 
D-Police Training Schools-General 

(EDS) 
F.B.I.N.A. 

66-16262 

Personnel 

Personnel 

1-1152 
1-4 

SAC NEHORANDUM #8-72 ( 66-04-3.?Jt)6/27 /72 

A-Legal Instructions-General(DJD) 66-19123 
B-Nation's Business (EWW) 94-3-4-303~ 

F.B.I.R.A. 62-26176 
C-Supervision-Crime Aboard 

Aircraft (DFB) 164-oo 
Air Transport Association 94-1-21047 
American Airlines 62-65281 
E~stern Airlines 62-50889 
Pan American Airways 62-59085 
Trans World Airlines 62-64322 
United Airlines 62-76184 

D-Interviews (WHA) 66-2120 l Supervision7Extremist Matters 157-00 

~:~;·.,·~~.,:-su .......... ___ __ ···--·I·---- ·~:- ·-· --· · ·: -·.: -- ! _ ---~-·-· - ~- ---.- ... ~ --- -

SAC ~rE'l'viORANDU1'1 

A. PERSONNEL 

#9-72 C.6t?_-04- 3iVC) 6/28/72 

(LI"D) 

SAC l>!Etv'ORANDUM 10-72 (66-04-3f15') 7/5/72 ~ .. : 

A. PRESS RELEASES (GTQ) 
B. PERSONNEL (RJR) 
C. SECURITY INVESTIGATIONS OF 

INDIVIDUALS-Gen '1 (I-HID) 
RCMP 

94.:.8-3-

100-3580B6-
62-35717- ·' ,. 

{-

' . ·. 
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• 
SAC I''E'·Km4NDUH #11-72 

A.S·IS ADNINIS'rRATIVE 
PERSONNEL 

(66-04-!>Kf/) 

(WHF) 

7/ll/72 

64-4104-

tj. RADIO TRUCKS (Ml<"'R) 
SURVSILLAC1CES 
Nobile Radio Equipment 
Criminal Intelligenc~ Program-Gen'l 

66-1980-1/ 
66-4151-
80-750-
62-9-,... 

v. 

SE611RITY HWESTIGA.TIONS OF 
INDIVIDUALS;;. Gen' 1 (PEN) 100-3580B( 

66-2120-
157-00-

I~HER'JIS'.-lS 
s1 T ::R\'IS1 ·'1"l-s.x rPs~ns r "i\ r rr-:1-· s 

A. Vouchers 
Per Diem 
Transfer of Agents 
Transnortation (DEC) 

6. Automobiles-Field (RJR) 
c. Rest Periods 

. Personnel 
D.Personnel 

(RJR) 
(FJI) 

66-2690-
66-2009-
66-2344-
66-2000-
66-1980-7-
66-5629-

- ' ~-~~~:~ -- - - ~- ~ . ~ - - - .... ~ .- ·--. - --- - ~ · ~· -·-- ..... . ·- ···• ¥- ... -- - . . - -· -~ ··•;• _ . . ~ . .... -- --.. --= . -- -

&\C MEHOi~\1mUH # 13-72 (66-04- 3g§'3 ) 7-25-72 

A. Safeguarding Of Official Records 
, Personnel FH 

B~ Monthly Administrative Report 
Personnel RPK 

c. Supervision-Assaulting or Killing 
a Federal Officers DFB 

D. Manual of Rules and Regulations 
Safeguarding Of Official Records 
Resident Agencies ML 

66-7225- · 

66-2119- . 

89-00-
66-1934-
66-7225-
66-2190-

E. Immigrants and Repatriated U.S. Citizens 
From U.S.S.R. And Satellite 

Countries 105-78187-
Chinese Aliens Entering U.S. 105-135923-
Chinese Aliens Entering U.S. Claiming 

U.S. Citzenship JDJ 105-12752-
F. Confidential Informant and Similar 

Types of Coverage-Gen. 134-11550-
Supervision-Security Informants 

EPG 134-00-

. 

,. 

.. _ , .. 
> 
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AG MEl>iORANDUM #14-72 (66-04-3884) 

~-L~w Enforcement Assistance 
Administration (RJS) 
Personnel 

-Conference on Interstate Trans
ortation of Stolen Property (AFN) 
Undercover Agents 
Supervision- Theft of Government 
Property 
Supervision-Interstate Trans
portation of Stolen Property 
Su~ervision-Theft from Inters~ate 
Sh:t.pment 
Criminal Intelligence Program

G,.r.i; r·11 

., - .... 
8/1,L72 

62-110834-

87-20773 
66-2121 

52-00 

87-00 

15-00 

6?.-9 

\ . .k;.l.~~\;..,;.~,;.;~· -------
SAC l-iK · iOtL\l~DUI•i lS~72 --... (66-o4:·j·;.~t·J··· g_:8~7:2 .. .... -· 

A. Suggestions (JER) 
B. Technical Surveillance 

Supervision-Kidnapping 
Supervision-Extortion 
Supervision-ITSP 
Supervision-tFIS 
Supervision-LMRA(IM) 
Supervision-Bribery 
Supervision-ECT (AFN) 

C. Legal Instruction-Gen. (DJD) 

66-2765-
66-8160-
7-00-
9-00-
87-00-
15-00-
159-00-
58-00-
179-00-
66-19123-

dM\LWJ4Mf~fP?W?I!ff}!}Zm:tJ~~=t=::::::;:::: ·. 
(66-04-3886) 8/15/72 

r._PTrans.fer o.f Agents (HNB) 
ersonnel 

-Supervision-C · · Matters r1.me Aboard Aircraft 

, -~f~h~!ri~t~~~~mG~ubb~~~Fl 
-Leads (JFB) een 
Supervision-Sec •t Supervision-Cri~~l r Informants 
Supervision-Extr~~~stinifformants n ormants 

-;-. ~· ..: \ - ~ ··-

66-2344 

164--oo 
105-193620 
164-2597 
66-2277 
134-oo 
137-00 

170-00 

SAC MEMORANDUM #16-72 

A-Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms 
(JTS) 

B-Outside Employment (CKA) 

62-4-2615 
Personnel 



, -------~~~~~~~~~~~~~.,......,._... S.\.C ~f£.~;ORMIDUM if 17-7 2 ( 66-04- ~-a-:.2z-72 : .. :..:.:...~ .. - - >!iolOr-•~:&:....-~IL ~ -;· ;..:.:: .. :: · « ... ,. ... - .. - . ··-.. ---~·-·--···=-:e··-· · ·-- ·-----=...-.7-:" ' · 
•• -::Jt¥7 SA.C N£HORANDtJlv1 #19-72 (66-04-Ji£'9) 8-31-72 

A. ·George Adam Bronson (EDS) 62-11L~957-B. ·Flu Inoculation (GAN) 63-'>069- A. Safeguarding Official Records(RDC) 66-7225-

c. Safeguarding Official Records 66-7225-
Resident Agencies (DTS) 66-2190-

D. Personnel 
Political Activity (FW) 62-27387-

:;nc 1-fEHORt\NDIJM II 18 _72 ( 66 --04 --3~/R) 8-29-72 

A: ~afeg~arding Official Records D~ssem~nation of Information- 66-7225-

SAC HZ'l<C·RANDCH # 20-72 (66-04-33?/ ) 9-5-72 

A. Supervision-Extremist Matters (FAT) 157-00-

T Bu:eau Policy (JER) 66-19110-
B. Notor~~u~ Criminals (RJG) 62-29 
c. Superv~s~on-Sec.Infts 134 950-

Su · · • -oo-
perv~s~on-Extremist Inft.(EPG)l70-00-



A. Speaking Enga~ements-Gen. 
B.Vbice Identification (RHN) 
c. Registered Mail (PFO) 

c.nuo 94-9-
80-774-
66-:t-4184-

D. Security Investigations of 
Individuals-Gen. 

Investigative Reports (HAN) 
E. Security Index-Gen. (TJS) 

100-358086-
66-2435-
100-358086-

w nts r ae: r ntrt r nntt· 'WX' <r <tt? n ¥1?tt'SlP'tC·rt• t S"'i'Wwtr"Wt'tk;W¥1 ... Ct=MM 

c 6 n -o L~- 3 S? ~ :b ) 9 -19 -7 2 

A. Legal Instruction-Gen. (DJD) 66-19123 
44-00 B. Supervision-Civil Eights (EJN) 

C. Law Enforcement & Criminal Justice 
Assistance ltct of 1967 (CKA) 62-111801 
Personnel 

D. Safeguarding Official Records (M.L) 66-7225 
E. Administrative Index-Gen. (TF) 100-358086 

Interviev7S 66-2120 
F. Supervision~Extremist Matters (FAT) 157-00 

Dissemination of Information-
Bureau Policy 66-19110 

: A. Criminal Procedure 62-73212-
Scarch Harrants (CAD) 62-23833-

B. Supervision- TGP 52-CO-
Investigative Jurisdiction (HWA) 66-3012-

c. Revolutionary Act. Gen. lOO-l~oL~6997-
Crininal Intelligence Program-Gen. 62-9-
Supervision-Narcotics Act (RLS) 12-00-

SAC l'iEt-'lORANDUl'-'1 41=25-72 
./ 

(66 -04- 3~1.s. ) 10-10-72 

A. Personnel (SRB) 
B. Supervision-Security Infts. 134-00-

Supervision-Criminal Infts. 137-00-
Supervision-Extremist Infts.(EPG) 170-00-

c. Security Investigations of 
Individuals-Gen. (JMS) 100-358086-

Supervision-Securityiirl~ts. 134-00-

N\•1 5506/9· Docid: 3.2989528 Page 157 
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• •r ~~ ~] ..J IJ , 1 -1-7 :L F r 

'PoLice Training-Gen. (KGL) L-LL52- ' ~ A. ·Personne1 ~ 
B. Computerized TeLephone Number(PWL)/62-349L- A. Crime Research Div. (LSL) 
c. LegaL Instructions-Gen. 66-L9123- B. Payroll (DEC) 

Search Warrants 62-23833-
Arrests & Arraignments (DJD) 62-73212-· 

D. Bern,Switz. 66-19091-
Bonn, Germany 66-18973-
Leads (HCF) 66-2277-

E. Dissemination of Info.-Bur~au Policy 66-19110• 
Leads (RJS) 66-2277-

A. Leave (RJS) 66-2087-

66-1855-L-
66-2167-

·-rx:;;' ,,,. 

B. Voucher-Stat.Sect. 66-1855-SYE 
Div. Twelve (MFR) 66-19140-

.c. Supervision-Assaulting Federal 
A. Leave (RJS) 66-2087-

Officer (CBjr) 89-00-
D. Personnel (SRB) 
E; Anniversarien of Bureau 

Employ~es (FW) 66-16262-

~ 

~,O!Jijil#Oo;:e;oa;tt;Oll~""""'~~"", 

D. Police Training-Gen~ (EDS) ~~1152-

NW 5506.9· Docld : 32'9'8'9'52S-Page.--:1:§5tsc---------~-------------------
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SAC l·. ;:!:i' i()L~i\NDtlH# 32-7 2 - (66-0L}-.; ~;; )'"If-28--72-·--·- -· ~ 

' 
SAy MEMORANDUM 30-72 ( 66-04- 3 f(}O ) 11/8/72 

94-39518 
66-25'23 

.. 
A-S~A (MBW) 

Retirement 
Federal Employees Health 

Insurance Plan 63-3824 

, ~ , U<k ettli'' h•·)NII'+-' t 1i).!l1 Z> .Lc >~lOI: ~~-r~~ ·· ·; 1 ;»"" ·c' wk~''b ... 't!+'l' ''& £4!l,1•ih• V 1 ~• s~··g""z.t s · xn•~k'l'' ' 1 'H ' ·a A> ·n · '' ' "? T ·tf- ·s ~ 

I SAC HENURANDU.N II 31=72 (66-04- 3901) il-21-72 
! 

A: S.A.T.I. (GMM) 62-104459-
B. Legal Instruction (DJD) 66-19123-
c. Teletypes (RKB) 62-14749-
D. Personnel 

Transfers (JTH) 66-2344-
E. Police TrainingtGen. 1-1152-

Motion Pictures (EDS) 1-18-1-
F. Firearms (EDS) 66-3760-
G. Personnel 

Testimony of Agents (AFN) 66-3288-

A. Compensatory Leave 
Hours 0f Duty 
Salaries 

66-2087-
66-7864-
66-2167-

Personnel (CKA) 
B. Personnel (FJI) 
C. Safeguarding Bureau Mail(RDC) 66-7225-
D. Defense Investigative Service 

(LFS) 62-115016-

A. 
Q 
u. 

c. 

Supervision-ITSHV . (HWA) tt":7~g0 _ 
Supervision-FHAl-1 . . . (T1r\F) 66-3012-
Invest~gat~ve J~r~s~~c~~~~a~Pobicy 66-19110-
DissemLnatLon ° . ~ o.~ecords 66-7225-
SafeJuarding Off~cLal (JM'O 66-2277-
Leads 
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SAC l'l2;.1•iORANDUH # 31+-7 2 ( 66~04-~~o ;·s·i2.=i2-: 12 · --~-- -_, ~, c -: : :~l!Tii~! !~.t\..J'~P.'J:"'Jf; fTFif~! ;irtt~3T16-;:-070::21l('1(~, h~-11Q1ILt.-:: .. :-.3-;;7E'/o.-.:.s~).--l'2rr_-:-_TTz-.-::u--'/.-.l..------:'l!':-,., __ 
o,:; 

A." ,Sl.;p~rvision-Extortion 9-00-
~;::upefvision-Hobbs Act (JRP.) 92-00-

B. Teletypes (ACF) 62-14749-
C. Federe:1 I'elecot:nmunications System 62-109308-

Gener~l Services Admin. (BPF) 62-95461-
1P· Supervision-Application 'For Pardon 73-00-
D. Criminal Records (JDD) 66-3761-
E. Daily .Reports (Fv1) 66-27 59-
F. Dissemination of Info. 66-19110-

··· .Mail 66-3665-
Forms (RDC) 66-3482-

r 
s ... ~c 

A. I 
B. 

c. 

D. 
E. 
F. 

Nl-1 5 5 069· Docid: 32989528 P age 1.60 

. A. Vouchers 66-2690-

~-

Imprest Fund 66-18943-
Tr:;~nsfer (MFR) 66-234L~-

B. Househ'?l~ Goods o'f Emp1oyees(JDC) 66-2621-
c. Superv~s~on-Bank Fraud and 

Embezzlement (OLD) 29-00-
D. Safeguarding Official Records 62-7225-

Congress (LSH) 62-105228-

. ~· 

... 
. .. 
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1/6/70 t1 SAC LETTER 4/:70-3 (66-04- 3'//.? ) 1/20/70 t._.,.... Sl,C l..~1-TER {f 70-1 (66-04 3712) 

A-~'BI Lm·;r Enforcement Bulletip(CBF) 
B-Supervision- Deserters(\UG) 
C-Appeals Taken in ~ureau Cases 

(FJB) 

94-3·1-
42-00-

66-19076-

SAC LI::'l''I!!.R r1 70-2 (66-04-3113) 1/13/70 

A- FtilNA General (JVC) 94-l-666 
Fnn:·A Associates (JVU) 94-35328 

B- Fugitives (CEG) 62-122 
Supervision - Deserters 42-00 
Sunerwision - Selecti~ Ser. 25-00 
Criminal Records 66-3761 
Wanted Flyers 66-2271 
Undeveloped Leads 66-2277 

C- Department of Agriculture(AFN)62-25783 
Supervision - ITSP 87-00 

... 

A-Equal Employment Opportunity Plan Of 
Action-(RGH) Personnel 

'· 
~-

J 
• 'i~:." : . ,., .. ~ ~·\·::'·' SAC LETTER {j: 70-4 (66-04-37/b) 

A-Minutemen - Genera~ (HER) 
Supervision - Racial Informants 
Supervision - Racial Hatters 
Supervision - Security Informants 

1/27/70 

62-107261 '( 

170-00 l~
0

._·. 157-00 . 
134-00 

_ . ..,. 
., 



. . . - - . - -· . ·-- · -- .. - -· . 

SAC I .. ~·rTER 4ft 70-5- ( 66-04-._=f 717 ) 1/30/70 
. 

A-Press Releases (TEB) 94-8-3-

A SAC LETTER iffo 70-6- (66-04- ) 2/3/70 

;] A- Speaking .c.ngagements (J:RH) · 94-1-
g B-Arrests and Arraignments (DJD) 62-73212-
~l C-Accidents-Gen. (LDH) 66-2058-
:i D-Queen Elizabeth II (GAD) 62-51199-

~ 
E-Black Panther Party-Gen. (PEN) 105-165706·· 
F-Nation of Islam-Gen(ERS) 25-330971·· 

. Subversive Organizations 100-7254-
, 
~ 
~ . 

SAC LETTER 1J: 70-7 (66-0L~-,311~ ) 2/4/70 

A-Ne~T Special Agents School (TJF) 
cc to Bersonnel ~ecords 

SAC LETTER If: 70-8 (66-04-.:3 7d-o ) 

A-Supervision-F.T.C.A. (DJD) 
B-Household Goods of ErnployGes 

(DEC) 
C-Speaking Engagements-Gen.(FCS) 

Nei·7 Left -Gen 
D-Supervi~imn-TFIS (DTP) 
E-Supervision-AFO(JFH) 

·. 

·-

1-1-

2/10/70 

120-00-

66-2621-
94-1-

100-4.46997-
15-00-
89-00-

. . ' 

.. -•"' . , 

. . 

'"' 

·:.· 



SAC LB7'TER :/fo 70-9 (66-04- .... :s 72- I ) 2/17/70 

A-Arrests and .n.rraignments(Jl3E:HRH) 62-73212-
B-S.tudents for Democratic Society-

Gen. (HNP) 100-439048-

SAC LETTE;:{ 1ft 70-10 (66-04-3 7)-}-) 

A-Press Releases (LSL) 
B-Vouchers (DEC) 

Per Diem 
Travel Expens.es 

C-Arrests and Arraignments (DJD) 
u.s. Harshals 

D-Census Bureau (W.t\F) 
Supervision- Niscellaneaous 
Hisconduct olfi part of Bov't Emp. 
E-Romanian Diplomatic Act. in US 

(PFS) 

NW 5506.9· Doci d .: 329895 .28 P.age 16.3 

2/24/70 

94-8-3-
66-2690-
66-2009-
66-2000 
62-73212-
62-53L~39-

62-34402-
63-00-
62-89225-

105-25263-

---.·~~~ . ' -
· SAC LETTER# 70-11(66-04- ) 3/3/70 

A-Sa'ti ( GMM) 62-104-4-59-
B-F.B.I.N.A.(JVC) 1-4--
C-C.B.Colby (BMS) 94--
D-Supervision-Civil Rights(EJM) 4-4--00-
E-New Left ~ovement(RLS) . 100-4-4-6997 

Investigation of Student Groups 
on College ·campuses 100-4-4-3853 

SAC LETTER ifi 70-12 (66-04-37;L,f) 3/10/70 

A- Supervision-Fed. Tort Clains Act 
(DJD) 120 .-GO-

SuperVision- Sec .Inf. 134-00-
Supervision- Criminal Inft. 137-00-
Supervision-Racial Informant 170-00-
Witnesses 66-18969-

B-Teleypes (HST) 62-14749-
C· Performance Ratings (LDH) Personnel 

.. . 

7' l " 

'!\ 
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sAc LFti·rr:rr u 70-13 · (66:04-.J,\~~- -)-3/17;70 --- · -::~·;;TER u ;o'-~s <6:~~~~1;g( · 3124170 
A-Posi'tion Class. -Stan. Type 

~~ 
~~ .'. 

." Descrip.- GS 3 (MBdel) 
B -Supervision-Bond Default (ABE) 
C-Technical Matters (WES) 
D-Supervision-Selective ~ervice 

- (RFH) . 
Antidraft Activities 
Videm 

A-F.B.I.N.A. (JVC) 
B -Interviews (JBA) 

NW' 55069 Docld: .32989.5:28 P.age 1 6 4 

Personnel 
115-00-

66-4140-

25-00-
25-520132-

105-138~1.~-

1-'+-
66-2120-

A-Availability of Agents (JJO) 
B-Testimony of Agents (DTP) 

Subpoenas 
Transportation 

C-Evidence (WFB) 
D-Supervision-Racial Matters (ERS) 

Nation of Islam-general 
E-Supervision-Deserters (DAB) 
F-Supervision-UFAP (CWH) 

Personnel 
66-3288 
66-2389 
66-2000 
66-6034 
157-00 

25-330971 
42-00 
88-00 

A-Bureau of Census (JJO) ·62-34402-

, ... . ,;;;· 
·~ 



(A) 
(B): 
(C) 

(D) 

(E.) 

Int~resting Case Memoranda (MM) 
Newspaper Clippings (CJH) 
Voucher Matter (MFR) 
Income Tax 
Vouchers 
Bousehold Goods of Employees 
Transportation 
Per Diem 
Ghetto Informants (RLR) 

Supervision-Racial Informants 
Facial Informants (RLR) 

Supervision Racial Informants 

3/31/70 

62-23346 
66-1897 

66-9681 
66-2690 
66-2621 
66-2000 
66-2009 

170-00 

170-00 

· SAC LETTER# 70-17 CON'T. 

• (F) Sabotage (GH.H) 
Supervision - Sabotage 
Ne~.;r Left ~Jfovement -
· Violence 
Videm - General 
Students for a Demo
cratic Soc'·iety - General 

98-00 

100-446997-73 
105-138315 

100-439048 

~-~-..."fl. • ..,....~~ · • .~ ~ . .. .,,_,. _._. .. - ..... __ ...., ..... . :::a .--m . ....,_,........,..,....,.,;:;.....,.au ,. 

SAC LE'rTER # 70-18 (66-04-3 Jj;L_) 4/7/70 

A-Retirement (WEC) 
Income Tax 

B-u.s. Attorneys (JN1) 
C-New Left "Movement-Violenl:{e(RLS) 

Black Nationalist Movement-Gen. 
Supervision-Bombing Matters 

66-2523-
66-9681-

62-53438-
100-446997-73-

105-8415-
174-00-

SAC LETTER # 70- 19 (66-04- 3730 ) 4/10/70 

A-Special Accident and Travel Insurance 
(GMM) 62-104459- .. 

, . . 
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SAC L)i:TTER # 70-20 ( 66-04-373 I) 
. 

(A) Administrative Reports (DJG) 
••

00 (B'0 Savings Bonds (WBH) 
(C) F.B.I. National Academy (JVC) 

~ .. 

4/14/70 

66-2119 
66-14185 
1-4 

SAC LETTER # 70-21 C 66-o4..J133 ) 4/21/70 

A-Police Training (JHG) 
Defensive Tactics 

B-Young Workers Liberation 
League (RS) 

W.E.B. DuBois Clubs of America 
C-Thumbnail Sketches of Subver

sive Organizations 

1-11 52-
1-3395-

100-455711-
100-441164-

100-7254-

A~SC LETTER # 70-22 (66-04-3734) 4/27/70 

Applicant Fingerprints-Gen (BEP) 32-00-
Identification Matters *Bank Employees 

32-17776-

,.., •• et• · > em u~.CIWIU"C'l'»O . t ?%' ¥? » & ...,_.,.. _______ ~ o 

SAC LETTER # 70-23 ( 66-04-313)) 4/28/70 

A-Pos.Class.Teletypewriter 
Operating GS-4 (AMT) 

B-Household Goods (JDC) 
C-F.B.I~R.A. (JAS) 

Recreational "Activity Program 
_in Field. 

D-Apprehension Orders (JBE) 

Personnel 
66-2621-
611-26176-

66-15459-
66-2271-

:~ ~o,,_,_..,..~,;;-"'~!"4"'"iii<i'' 1 ':-; : .>; _,.,_ < .~ -·--'7-'-"; •. ::~, ' ;_! . -""-·'!J;•_ ,..~ . ~Y'- '· -: •o ;;''D'!!'~:. :~, :~ ·..;- ·.<if , _,,:'!<.~~,.,( JL-: -x- o ~!! ... _ - ·-· :
0 · -~ · .<:'?..~~lf"' ._.,.,.. _.~,('.r - ! .. - ·: -·--:-;-, . ::7:.--· : -~ ·· ~-~,!~--~ ;· -~~- .: }~\~:;.:.:··: ;~~ ;::~ -'\>fJ._f. 
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5/1/70 

[\.-Clerical Applicant Recruitment-
.·· SOG (JBA) Personnel 

~ -. 

SAC LETTER # 70-25 (66-04-:313fo) 5/5/70 

-Photographic Equipment (DMG) 66-6116-' 
-Supervision- Int. Sec.(EWL) 105-00-
Visitors to Iron Curtain Countries 100-351585-

Nonofficial Soviet Visitors to US 105-159727-
. East"~;vest Exchange Program 105-42300-
Manual ·of Instructions 66-1934-

~-Visas- Cuba (JTK) 
Cuban Refugee Matters 

105-7-210· .. 
105-16312:3' 

A-Appropriations 197l(DJG) 
B-Legal Instruction-Gen.(DJD) 
C-Police Training-Gen.(TJB) 
D-Household Goods (JDC) 
E-Bur.App.-Contacts w.Lth Colleges 

66-19115-
66-19123-
1-1152-

66-2621-

Personnel 

Personnel 
42-00-
26-00-

and Uni~ersites(GLM) 
F-Bur.App.-Draft Deferment Changes 

(WEC) 
G-Supervision-Deserters(ABE) 

;&H-Supervision-/ITSMN(JDH) 
!-Abraham Lincoln Brigade (RS) 
J:I\:Cabbage (JDM) 

/'H -7a 60 
105-144424-

Unauthorized Travel to Communist 
China 

{/',.t.u_..i_,-vd· e:./1. -:rlsM v- !L.:it~ 
SAC LETTER# 70-26 ( 

Continued 

105-156647-

J-U.S. Citizens INCommunist China 
( 100-362994-

· ' , .. 

. ;' 
• . • .. f' 
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. . ' . ---------·---------" ·-· ._. ·---~;;:.:.... 

SA<? LEl1TER # 70-27 (66-04-3/3() 

A-~ederal Records Act sf 1950(PFO) 
B-Legal Instruction-Gen.(JAM) 

Search \-larrants · 
C-Autos-Field Div.(ML) 
D-Supervision-Deserter(\\TJG:ABE) 

Supervision-Selective Service 
RCMP 

E-Supervision-beserter(JBE) 
Records Hanagement 

5/19/70 

62-97214-
66-19123-
62-23833-
66-1980-7-
42-00-
25-00-
62-35717-
42-00-
66-18966-
66-16263-Handling of Mail in Field Div. 

F-Cha:acterizatio~ of Subvers~ve, 
Racl.al ,Klan, W1ute Hate and 1-filitant 

Black Organizations (RS) 100-7254-

SAC LETTER II 70-27 
Continued 
F- w. E.B. DuBois Clubs of America 100-441164-

Young vlorkers Liberation League-
General 100-455711-

............... , ... ,., 
SAC LET'rER # 70-28 (66-04-3/t.Jt>) 5/21/70 

A-Applicant Fingerprints*Gen.(LMH) 32-00-

SAC LE'f'fER # 70-29 (66-04-3 7 if/) 
0 rtunity Plan oi3 . 

A-Equal ~mpl~y~ent. PP~n Rousing(RGH) 
Action-DJ.scrJ.mJ.natl.on l. Personnel 

(CJD) 25-00-
B-Supervision-Se1.(Se~)• 66-2058-
c-~ccidents -Gen. LD~ ) 1-1152• 
o:Police Training-Gen.(EDS 66-1372-
E-"JUNE" (MJR) 

N!Vl 5 5 069 Do c id:32989528 P.ag __ e _· _16_8 ______ ...:__ _______ _ 
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-SAC L~TTER # 70-30 (66-04-07/f'2...-) 6/2/70 SAC LETTER #70-33 (66-04-37¥'i)6/16/70 

A-~t\utomobiles- Field (DJv!G) 66-1980-7-
B-Household Goods of Employees(JDC) 66-2621-

. e-Special Clerk Program (TJF) Personnel 
D-Security Investigations of 

Individuals (~{F) 
Supervision-Security Matt·er 
E-Sec~rity Investigations of 

Individuals (WI-IF) 
F-Black Nationalist Movement 

in US (RLR) 

100-358086-
100-00-

100-358086-

157-8415-

SAC LETTEJ7 # 70-31 (66-04-.5'7B) 6/9/70 

A-Charge-out Slips• n\TMF) 
B-Political Activity(JJO) 
C-Chinese Aliens Entering the 

U.s. (LLA) 
Chinese Entering the US 

Claiming US Citizenship 

66-7294-
62-27387-

105-135 923-

105-12752 

A-Supervision-IT~N(ESM) 
NCIC 

B-Legal Instructions-(DJD) 
C-Supervision-Crime Aboard Air

Craft . (WLC) 
D-Communist Party,USA-Gen(RCP) 
E-B1ack Nationalist Movement 

(ABF) 

26-00-
62-110866-
66-19123-

164-00-
100-3-

157-8415-

SAC LETTeR # 70-34 (66-04-371S) 6/30/70 

A-Young ~erican Medals For Bravery 
and Service (JWO'B) 94-44139-

,t -, 

~-

-~. 
'~" 

:" 
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SAC IsETI'ER # 70-35 (66-04-..J? tt(:. ) 7/7/7G 

--·- · -·----------· 

A-~etirement (WEC) 66-2523-
B-~upervision-FAG (LEW) 46-00-

~~--------~--------------~-------~ SAC LETTER # 70-36 (66-04- 3747) 

A-Police Training (TJB) 
B-Nail (PFO) 
C-Supervision-Deserters (WJG) 

NCIC 
D-Black Nationa~ist Movement (WHA) 

Racial: Matters . 

7/14/70 

1-1152-
66-3665-
42-00-

62-110866 
157-8415-
157-6-

SAC LETTER # 70-37 ( 66-04--374!) 7/21/70 

A Payroll (MFR) * 
B - Legal Instructors - General 

(DJD) 
C Arrests and Arraignments (DJD) 
D American Federation of Police 

North Miami, Florida (TJB) ' 
E National Firearms Act 

Supervision (AFN) 

* 
Leads 

(A- cc sent to Personnel) 
also 

66-2167 

66-19123 
62-73212 

94--4-64-97 

4-00 
66-2277 

--~~ ..... - .· ·.!._, _ .. _ -..: ... --

SAC LETTER # 70-38 

A-Retirement (RK\:J) 
B-'VJith- In Grade Increases (LDH) 
C-Ultra-Violet Matter (WGS) 
D-Mail (HRH) 
E-Supervision-Espionage(RDC) 

Supervision-rut. Sec 
F-Supervision- Criminal Informant 

(A13F) 

66-2523-
Personnel 

80-631 
66-3665-
65-00-

105-00-

137-00-
65-63478-G-INPRO (ECP) 

Contacts of Soviet, Satell~te or 
Yugoslav Officials or Establ~shments 

by Americans Whllet!Abroad 105-81776-

: . 
. ~ .. 

N\'1 5506'9· Docid: 3298'9528 Page 170 
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SAC LE1'TER· # 70-39 (66-04- 3 'l !:>-/ ) 7/31/70 

A-Retirement (JBA) 66-2523-
Copy to Personnel Records 

~ .. 

-The Investigator" (MH) 
-uupervision-Racial Informants 

94-3-2-

(JDD) 170-00-
Supervision-Security Informants 134-00-

N'Vl 5506:9· Docid.: 32989528 Page 171 

·-~t:~·~ ... ~~~iel$f·U ... • •·- -~ · • ·- . . • • .. . , 

r .... SAC LETTER /1 70-LH \.ou-v-.---.-' 

. . Pres. Richard H. Nixo~s-
A-V~s~t 0~ 8/20-21/70 ~VHN) 1 62-86607-

to Me~7co f the Pres~dent 
Prote~t~onh.o between Mexico and62 75748-
Re1at~ons ~p -
the United States 

A-su~gestions (JER) 
B-~~omplishments -Gen. (JFH) 

66-2765-
66-2362-

?~ 
·.·- r ..,. 
,.J ~ 

:;, . , . 



A-Legal Instruction(DJD) 
. .. B.-Federal Employees Compensation 

(WBH) 
C-Security Investigations of 

Individuals (WHF) 
Young "t-Torkers Liberation 

League 

66-19123-

62-32384-

100-358086-

100-455711-

SAC LETTER #70-45 ( 66-04- 3_7 55 ) 8/25/70 
A -
B -
c -

66-2621-
66-8160-

i 
House~old Goods (JDC) 
Techn~cal Surveillance (DJD) 
Securlty Investigations of 

Individuals (WRF) 100_ 
Ph9tographs_ of Security Subjects. 358086-

66-4926 

Nll'l 5506.9· Docid: 32989528 P.age 172 
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A - Don Whitehead (RWM) 
B - Asiatic Flu (WBH) 
C - Automatic Data Processing (JTH) 

Supervision-General 
D - Mail (LEW) 
E - Holidays (WEC) 
F - New Left Movement- Violence 

Students For A Democratic 
Society (RS) 

9/1/70 

94-64866 ~.· .. 
63-4069 ~ 
66-19095 ~ ~-
66-6200 ; ~ 
66-3665 ~ . . 
62=22536 ~': -

100-446997-74 ~" 
, ... "'-u• o • 

100-439048 . ·-. ~-. ~',:-
<:.1:!. ;.!; 
J~ · ' 
·:·";!; - . 

~~' _:. : 
,.;.· · . . 
it ' . . 
~ - . 
~~ 

~~ 
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SAC LET1'ER .# 70-47 --(66=-o-4-____......,-·..;...-_ '""""·· -·::;..:,·-~""""'-· .,__g)B/70 

-'Arre-sts and Arraignments(DJD) 
-Safeguarding Official Records 
Supervision- Applicants (TJF) 
Space 

C-FBINA -(JVC) 
D-Press Releases (CJH) 
E-Newspaper Clippings (TBC) 
F-Safeguarding Official Records 

Telephone Calls (\\ST) 
G-Supervision-ITSMV (~SM) 

Nat. Crime Info. Center 
R-Supervision-Dest. of Aircraft 

and Motor Vehicles (AFN) 
Sup~vision- Extortion 

SAC LETTER # 70-47 (66-04-

Continues 
!-Teletypes (ABK) 

~tin•/ 55069 Docld: 329895.28 P.age 1.73 

62-73212-
66-7225-
77-00-
66-2927-
1-4-

94-8-3-
66-1897-
66-7225-
66-3093-
26-00-
62-119866-

149-00-: 
9-00 

9/8/70. 

62-14749-

' • 

SAC LE'T'rER # 70-L~8 (66-04-3760 ) 

A-Legal Instructi.on-Gen.(DJD) 
B-New Left Hovement-Violence(RS) 

Black Nationalist Movement-Gen 
Supervision-wecurity Informants 
Supervision- Racial Informants 

9/15/70 

66-19123-
100.:.449997-73-

157-8415~ 
134-00- . 
170-00-

C-Supervision- Security Informants 
. (EPG) 

Supervision- Racial Informants 
134-00-
170-00-

SAC LETTER #70-49 (66-04- 3].5-;J) 9/16/70 

A - Reserve Officers Training Corps 
(WLC) 

62-112946 

' • 

..... ;.f.:., 

i· :~-
....... . · ~ . .. 

. . 
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SAC LEtTER '# 70-50 (66-04- 3763 ) 9/22/70 

IA-Ev:idence (DJD) 

~-Racial Matters-Gene ral(TJD) 
C-Black Nationalist Movement in 

U.S. (JGD) . 

66-6034-

157-6-

157-8415-

~~------------~~--~~--~---; AC LETTER # 70-51 (66-04-3JG ( ) 9/22/70 

- Supervision-Crimes Aboard Aircraft 
(WMF) 164-00-

N'l-1 5 5 06.9· Docid: 3 29895 28 Page 1 74 

SAC LETTER # 70-52 (66-04-~/&11 9/24/70 

A-Appropriations {971 (TJF) 
cc to Personnel Records 

66-19115-

SAC LETTER "#""'7o:~·_.C66.~04- 3J ~-r . ) 9/25/7 _, 

A- Supervision- Crime Aboard Aircraft 
(HAS) 164 -00-

' Y, 

r . . . ' 
; 

.... 
~· . 



SAC LGTTER # 70-54 (66-04-6/ &.S-) 9/29/70 
. 

A~FBI.Law Enforcement Bulletin 
(EWW) 

B-B.eports (DTP) 
C-William A. Millen (BMS) 

94-3-1-
66-2435-

94-65059-

SAC LETTER #70-55 (66-04-31[. t ) 10/2/70 

A - Tear Gas (TJJ) 62-22694 

SAC LETTER # 70-56 (66-04-3/ 10/6/70 

A-Accidents-Gen.(LDH) 66-2058-
B-U .. S~ COMMISSION ON CIVIL RIGHTS 

SURVEY (TJB) 62-105210-
Police Training-Gen. 1-1152-
F.B.I.N.A.-Gen. 1-4-

C-Supervision- Crime Aboard Aircraft 
(JRH) 164-00-

Hijacking of OVerseas Flights 64-49283-

SAC LETTER# 70-57 (66-04-37CJ)l0/13/70 

A-Household Goods of Employees 
(JDC) 

B-Supervision- Fed. Reserve Act 
(NKN) 

Reports 
C-New·Left Movement*Gen~(RJS) 

66-2621-

29-0o-· 
66-2435-

100-446997-

•· .... 

' :, :¢ 
·" 

f ·,· 

·~~ -
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SAC LEl1'TER #70-58 (66-04-..JT~t ) 

(A) Evidence (ML) 
(B):Personnel Records (JJO)-Pend. 
(C) Deferment of Prosecution-

10/20/70 

66-6'034 
Admin. Matters 

General (DTP) 66-19112 
Statistics - General 66-2362 
Attorneys - United States 62-53438 

(D) I.T.S.M.V. ~ Supervision(LEW)26-00 
Teletypes · . 62-14749 
Bureau Codes : - General 66-629 

: :1~T!M'. /21/7 0 (66 -04....:3'7&1) 10 SAC LETTER # 70-59 

A-Applicant Fingerpringts-Gen. 
(BEP) 32-00-

SAC LETTER #· 70-60 (66-04-f5 710) llf>/27 /70 

A-"The FBI'•-(Documentary (GTQ) 94-58726-



' .. . . .. . . . - -
~ ... . -··- -~ .... -- -- ...... ···- --- ..... :;:.:,-~ · . .: . ~ 

SAC ~.LETTER #70-61 (66-04-:3112.) 

A - Leave (WEC) 
B - Motion Pictures for 

Training (GTQ) 
Police Training - General 

C - Supervision - Bank 
Robbery (GTQ) 

Motion Pictures for 
Training 

D Arrests (DJD) 
Photographs 

E Legal Instruction (DJD) 
F Supervision - Security 

Informants(VHN) 

SAC LETTER #70-61 

F (continued) 
Supervision - Criminal 

Informants 
Supervision ~acial 

Informants 

XIDB§~ii~ · 
G - Black Nationalist Move

ment - Canada (ERS) 

Nl\!1 55(l 6 9· Doc ld : 32989528 177 

11/3/70 

66-2087 

1-18-1 
1 -11 52 

91-00 

1-18-1 
92-73212 
66-4926 
66-19123 

134-00 

Page 2 

137-00 

170-00 

~ 

157-8415-243 

SAC LETTER #70-62 (66-04- 371;) ) 11/3/70 

RE: Characterization of Subversive 
R~c~al, Klan, White ~ate, and 
Mllltant Black Organlzations 100-7254 
(Copies placed in individual 
case files) (RS) 

SAC LETTER # 70-63 (66-04-371()11/5/70 

A-Federal Employees Health Benefits 
Program (MBW) 63-3824-

3. 
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Sf:C t;~T'l'ER if 7Q-64 ( 66-04-37 7 i) 
A:Gen~ral_ Services Admin.(FDH) 
B-Firearms (HLS) 
C-Supervision~ Mail Frauds(RKB) 

Supervision- ITSP 
D-Agitator Index(WHA) 

Security Inde~ 

11/10/70 

62-95461-
66-3760-
36-00-
87-00-

157-7782-
100-358086-

lt~.:i!.t<t.L.lUl"~ ~-" -~·-..... ::_:.. ... ________ :_·;_~: . - . - - -· "- • - -- ---~ - ·- ···-· .. _ .. -··-------, ......... 1 

SAC LETTSR # 70-66 (66-04..:?77cr) 11/24/70 .. 

A-Technical Sureillances(JAM) 66-8160-
0mnibus Crime Control and ~afe 
Streets Act 62-111801-

B -Automobiles-Field (RGH) 66-1980-7-
Physica1 Examinations 66-5403-

C-Legal Instructions-Gen.(DJD) 66-19123-
D-Administrative Reports-Gen.(DJG) 66-2119-

Supervision-Crim. Informant 137-00-
Supervision-Sec. Inft. 134-00-
Supervision-Racia1 Inft. 170-00-

E-Supervision-General (HAS) 66-6200-
US Attorneys-Gen. 62-53438-

' ,I . 

-~.:"'i:'t''!"'~ .. ,t;:;:~;,:::":" ::::··;;:.:::~:-:::::.:';::.:; .:~~=: ' """ "'"-- ·'"'""""""""""'"""•""'' "" .,.,.,,;;:;;:;;.;'if# .;;, ' 1"""'!'~~-··}' 
~~ SAC LETTER #70-65 (66-04-37 7~~ 11/17/70 .,.,. ,_;~~ -~~;~~; "ia·~·6't"'(66'~'o4·~·~"JCJ z·)·"i2/i/.7ow.:· _;; -re.·* 

I· 
;. 

'· 

A - Society of Former Special Agents 
of the FBI - Contacts With the 
Bureau (JRH) 

B - Supervision - Theft from Inter
state Shipment (DTP) 

C - Communications Cost (LEW) 
Teletypes _ 

D - Black Natfonalist Movement -
General (ERS) 

"- '"(._, .. '><;' ""-''.f..., ,, . •-> -·< · '-'l-·' ~·_.~ ·_- :t .':}:•-~·- "> '-o .-, ,.·.:.'.:- -· ,.,· -.-.... _- -·<- .-' -·· ,-•• ~· -'> ... •- • · "-·· 
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Pers. RE-JC. 

15-00 
66-186L9 
62-1lt-7L~9 

157-8415 

; . 
" " · ·,~ t - • ,y,., - · ... 

A-Undeveloped Leads(JAH) 
B-Househo1d Goods of Emp.(JDC) 

b 3 - I St: 9C: -
66-2277-
66-2621-

Corp. (WAF) o 62-03 9/ D 
lack Exremist Bur eau Fugitives (;?

Federal Home Loan Morta~e 

(RLR) 157-
\( cc in ·36-00 56-00 

-!!' 29-00 58-00 ·, , 
43-00 72-00 
46-00-- 86-00 
52-00 91-00 
55-00 
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A-Na·tional Crime Information Center ~ 

( E\.-f.-1) 62-110866-
'Identification Division 66-1631-
Hanted Notices 62-24151-

B -Office Attire -Females(JJO) 
C-Recreational Act. Prog. in 
C- Field Divisions(HKL) 
D-Teletypes (GO\.J) 

;. A-Appropriations 1971 (JH) 

N'l'l 5 5 069· Docid: 3.29895 .28 Page 179 

PersonnelRec •. 
;( 

6 6 -15l.!-.f{9-
62-14749-

66-19115-

8AC LETTER I! 70-70 (66-04-.::: '/'l~) l-2/15/70 

A-Supervision-Assaulting Federal 
Officer (DJD) 

Arrests and Arraignments 
B-Superv~sion-ITSMV (JDH) 

Accomplishments 
C-Defectdrs-Gen.(DJD) 

•\- Legal Instruction-Gen. (DJD; 
B-Supervision- Mail Fraud(GJF) 

Supervision-IT SF 

89-00-
62-73212-
26-00-
66-2362-

100-357681-

66-19123-
36-00-
87-00-



~· ,~AC LETTER ft:/0-72 

- -.--·~ .... _----:----.·- ... --:-~;-t--- &;--;r..,;~ii-iiW·""'~""',...,; •• ~--T, ~-~---~---~-~--~-~--~-------------. 
~,~.,.:---~~~~~~~~~-Pr'j~:C:~"'t'\,1 .t >#_.,..., 

. "' 

f A -

.(66-04-3783) 

Beirut, .LeQanon (GAD) 
Caracas, Venezuela 
Copenhagen, Denmark 
La Paz, Bolivia . 
Managu~, Nicaragua 
Tel Aviv, Israel 
Buenos Aires, Argentina 
Bonn, Germany 
Rome, Italy 
Contacts in Foreign Coun

tries 

NW 55069 Docld : 32989528 Page 180 

12/;i9/70 

66-19'131-·. 
6lt-4464 
66-19132-· 
64-4500 
64-4-514 
66-1 91 33- ·1 
64-4466 
66-18973 
66-16294 

64-4102 

.. . .,., 
l 

/:<. -
·" 

.~ 
: . ; 
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~j Si.C LET'1ER ;'f 69-2 (66-04- :3~ "17) 1/7/69 

- • ><'-' . , ,, , , , • • __ c' -~:'"'·. -; ..... .._ .. >',\!'"·:-..;-::-. ·• ·-; -:;·::,~.'~·--7 -- '·_ ; - ~~ 
, 

. ) A-Complaint Desk (DGS) 66-16353 
'·,·. Telep~one Calls 66-3182-, 

Intervie1-1s 66-2120 
~-

Nlo,l 55069 Docid: 32989528 Page 181 
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S/~C LETTEH ift 69-4 i£6-04- .:l {, :JJ7) . ·-. ·-
-: A-IDentification Division(CEG) 
, Latent Fingerprints 
·,- B-Bur. App. -Clerical Hecruitm~nt ( 

1/:·.4/69 

66··1631-
80-·12-
Pe.rsonnel 
Records 

66-2362-
94-1-666 

· C-Accomplishments-Gen. (RJG) 
D-FBINA Associates-Gen (JVC) 

FBINA Assocaites-Sectional 
ing 

_·. £-Supervision- ITSHV{RIS) 
U.S. Attorneys 

Retrain-
94-.59765 
26-00-

?-Firearms Training -Gen. (I-na~) 62-~)3438 
1-29-

.~ t (,j'~ , •• - .. 

_A SLC LETTER # 69-4 ( continued 

I G-Supervision-Deserters (HJG) 
H-National Guard O·:B) 

1/14/69 

4-2-00-
62 ... 3601~ 

_:. I-Instructions for the Preparation of 
.:j.: Explosive and Incendiary Devices by 
· (JEG) 105-188195 ; Terrorists-Sabotage 
~ 98-00-:J Supervi \'ion-Sabotage 

~ 

j 
L~,·l'·~··""*~'*"""""''"'"" """ -., . __ .. . . . 

Nl!/ 55069 Docid: 32989528 Page 18.2 

··. 



SAC.. LETT~~ 1ft 69-5 (66-04-?G 3 r ) 
A-Boy Scouts of America (JHC) 
:B-l~ev7 Left Hovement-Gen. (HNP) . . ,.... 

Police Training-Gen. 

--
1/21/69 

94-1-ZOG-
100-446997-

1-1152-
... ,. 
'· 

SAC LETTER 1ft 69-7 (66-04- 5blf-/ ) 

A-Ne1v Special Agents School (SRB) 
cc to Personnel Records 

B-Supervision- ITS11V (QTJ) 
Reports 
Deferment of Prosecution 

C-Supervision-Racial Informants 
(JGD) 

Blank Panther Party 
D-Ne"tv Left Hovement-Gen. (BAH) 

Dissemination of Information 
Teletypes 
Supervision-Racial Matters 

1/23/69 

1-1-

26-00-
66-2.!!-35-
66-19112-

170-00 
105-165706 
1 :;0-4Lr6997 
66-19110-
62-14749-

157-00-

1/29/69 

A-B~nk Protection Act of 1968 (FDT) 91-19841- I 
B-Bur:APP.~Special Agents (JVC) i~~~onnel 

F.B.I.N.A. 

.f.< . ... · 

5506;9. Docid: 329895.28~p~, a~·. ~et__· .!ll!;83L __________________________________ ~-'----'---' 



SAG' LETTER 11 69-9 (66-04·3blf3 ) .. 
A-Leave (HNB) 
·. F.B.I.R.A. 

A-Retirement (l;iFR) 
B-u.s. Conunissioners (JU·l) 
C-Payroll (NFR) 

NW 5506 9 Docld : 3 .2 9 895 2 8 F.age 1 84 

2/3/69 

66-2087-
62-26176-

66-2523-
62-67715- . 
66-2167-

SAC LETTE1~ 4ft 6~-11. (66-04-JC'fSJ 2/11/69 

A-John Huminik, Jr. ECP) 134-11640-
B-Student Agitation (BAH) 62-112228-

Heal th, Education and Welfare c, cr '-/(/ l--
Dept. · 62-964&-2--

C-Political Matters-Cuba (Rlill) 109-12-210-
Supervision-Crime Aboard Airceaft 164-00-

A- Reports (JER) 
Supervision- UFAP 
Supervision-Probation Violator 

·Supervision- Deserters 
Supervision- Ascertaining 
Financial Ability 

.-· 

2/17/69 

66-2435-
88-00-
76-00-
42-00 

93-00 

., 
' --..., 

~:- . 

-
' · 
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2/18/69 SAC LETTER 1! 69-lS- (66-04-3ts...)--) 3

6

/

6

4-/

2

6

9

9

8

- , ,_:· __ ·, S.t'.C .. LETTER {f 69-13 (66-'04-3' 'fJ 
A:Air.orce (LFS) 62-85557- A-Alexandria (CQS) 

94-1- cc to Personnel B:speaking ~ngagements-Gen.(JRtl) 
CQAutomobiles-Field (LDH) 
D-Peformance ~atings(LDH). 
E-Security Investigationsof 

66-1980-7- B-Safe Deposit Boxes(JIC) 62-75478-
Personnel Evidence 66-6034-

Individuals-Gen. 0-7I-IF) 100-358086-

A-Harry Overstreet (JVA) 100-11Li575-
B-Top Echelon Criminal Informants- r 

, Gen (~EK). . 66-2542-11-
C-lTelv Left hovement -Gen. (RJS) 100-446997-

Student Agitatton-Gen. 62•112228-

' !· 

NW 55069 Docid:32989528 Page 185 

C-Undeveloped Leads (JAA) 66-2277-
D-Federal Criminal Investigators 

Association(JHC) 
E-Student Agitiation (BAW) 

New Left Movement ( 

94-64403-
62-112228-

100-446997-

~ -.. 

"' ' 

,.-

-._ 

,;. • 
I 
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1 -S./~C LETTER 7~: 69-16 (66-04-3~0()) 3/11/69 
::2 

.! 

A-F.B.I.N.A. (JVC) 
B-Leave (HEC) 
C-Associated Credit Bureaus, 

Leads 
D-Handcuffs (H.i\H) 
E-Surveillances (HGS) 

(TJF) 

S~~&;, !7Jl+_lia§~~rs 
F-Superv~sion-TFil(Rrs) 

Supervision-TGP 
Supervision-CGR 
Supervision- BR 

S~C LETTE~ # 69-16 (66-04-
Continued 

Inc 

- .:• 

) 

1-4 
66-2087-
{:.3- /.tJCJ$16 
94.-1-15848-
66-2277-
62-31994-
66-4151-
~~.:-¥?4: 1s-oo-r 
52-00 
70-00 
91-00-

3/11/69 

G-Supervision- Selective Service Act 
)CJD) 

H-Student Agitation (BAW) 

I~Co~tnis~ Party ' USA ·Gen (RCP) 
J -Rad~o Hosco"t-T (JFH) 

. N\'1 5506:9· Dooid: 32989528 Page 186 

25-00 
62-11;2228 

100-3-
105-21381 ·,. 
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1-..C LI::):'TER if 69-17 (66-04- j'b '-/r ) 3/12/69 

.. A:·Yisi tors to Communist-Bloc Countries 
(FAT) 100-351585-

SAC L.LTP'P\ 1.r· 69-18 Li. (66-04-3 foY/) 3/13/69 

A- Investigative Clerks (TJF( P 
'D-C b"" ersonnel 
u u c:.n Refugee,.Matters-Investi"ation t 

Detect Intelligence Agents Arne o R f ( . eng 
e ugees WiN) 105-163123-

Nl-1 55069· Docid: 32989528 Page 1.87 

SAC LETTER # 69-19 (66-04-~&5~) 3/18/69 

A-Advanced Agent Training for 
Surveillance Photography(FEH) 

B-Santo Domingo (HCF) · 
ce San Juari 
C-Supervision- ITS}W (AFN) 

Deferment of Prosecution-Gen 
I e 

,. 

JL 69•20 (66-04-jf{.;S3) 
SAC lETTER ;r 

A-Raids (HL) 
Supplies ) 

1-10138-
64-4503-
66-53-
26-00-
66-19112-

3/25/69 

66-4151-
66-2394-

66-19123-
66-6034-

Evidence (JAt1) 94-1-10873- · 
~c-Conference of US Attorn(~;G) 66-6300-

B-Legal Instruction-Gen.(DJD 

D-Accounting Hatters-§enCJD) 25-00-
E-Supervision-SEL.Ser.f( ts(fUR) 135·00-
F-Supervision-Plant In orman 

>J>~'. ,_ . ~-;.....:;.- v./J-1?-- r ~ 
:r;r-~- (/ 

"'. 

·. 



[ __ _ ~ -- ~ ... ' .. -- . ··-· ... .:..~·-- .. -- -- - ~- ..... --- .. ....,~.;. -

· SI~C ~ETTER # 69-21 (66-04-3654) L~/1/ 69 

A-Investigator (CBF) 94-3-2-
. B-Supervision-Criminal Informru1ts 

(Ul-1) 137-00-
C-Supervision-Crime Aboard Atrcraft 

(PAC) . 164-00-
D-Supervision-Interception of 

Communications(DJD) 
... Wiretapping 

139-00-
62-12114-

S~\C LETTLTI {;· 69-23 (66-0L~-3[,S7 ) 4/15/69 

A-Automobiles -Field Div.(CQS) 
B-Federal Hagistrate~~JD) 

(US Commissioners)}{)r--r~) 
C-Social Security Adrnin.(JER) 
D-In-Service School (TJJ) 
E .. Criminal Intelligence Prog.(JGL) 
F-Neiv Special Agents School (TJF) 

cc to Personnel 

66-1980-7-
62-67715-

62-40260-
1-19-

62-9-
1-1-

G-Leads (REP) 66-2277-
NI~ 5 65-5081-

H-Supervision- Blant Informants (1-lL) 135-00-
I -:Sl.J.nJJl.ision- Internal Security (U1) 105-00-
~~"t:' Control of Soviet Officir!ls 65-619!~0 

,· ::~~enr.e:tetrz:re~.:~:?2:!:;r:::t:rr:t~t:::!::::::::::,~·~, ~~~~~~~:S~B!!mm~tmmttB:mm~!mD~m~~ 
J S.hC LETTEJ."< ift 69- 22 ( 66 _04dtSt) 418169 SAC LETTER 69-24 (66-04-3b~-g) 4/13/69 

1
1 
A-~ol~ecti~ns and Contributions(JBA) 66- 18043 
B-hot1on P1ctures (GTQ) 1 I Laboratory -18-1-
C-F.n.~.N.l\. (JVC) 8~-11-
D-Sur:reillances· (TMJ) 66:i~51 _ 

RadJ.o Trucks 1 

k' su - · · · . 66-1980-12-
"""-In~erv~sJ.on- Desert~~-s .. -~J~H> 42 .. 00~l-Lerv1ews · · - · · 

Confessions 
F-Supervision-DesertersWJG) 
G-Crimdel (JED) 
H-Nat. Group Coverage-Lat.Arnm.(JEG) 

66-2121-
66-4809-
42-00-
63-4296 

100-97459-30 

A- Bur. App-Clerical Recruitment 
(TJF) 

B-Sayings Bonds (WBH) 
Personnel Rec. 

. 66-14185-

,.,. 
'·· v::· ~-: 
. \.·~ ' r.;..._; 

NW 5 5 06,9 Do cid.: 3.29895 28 P~ge 188 
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":JAG L:ETTER 11 .. 692~66-04 ... . -)t,?i ) 4/22/69 

A~·F.B.I.R.A. (CSV) 62-26176-
B-'Conferences of U.S. Attorneys 

(JAH) 94-1-10873-
C-Young American Hedals for Service 

. (JWO'B) 94-44139-

D-~~(::J,;R) l.fo-~"l-·¥~--

E-TECIP-Gen. (JEK) 
F-Panel Source Program(l1JR) 

New Left Movement 

66-2542-11-
134~1//.5-
100-446997-

'' ~~~~~~~.:-.......... ' ·.- » ~ .... ----. -------

', SAC LETTER iff: 69-27 (66-04-3/of.,j) 5/6/69 -- S""" 
··~< 

A-Payroll (MFR) 66-2167- ~'· 
·· B-Household Goods (JDC) 66-2621-
~l C-Federal Hecords Act of 1950(0TB) 62-97214-
~· D·Supervision-Bank Robbery(JHT) 91-00-

E-Supervision-Bank Robbery(MP.&1) 91-00-
1·1 F-"LABOR TODAY 11

• (Hi:,G) 100-437063-
r Subversive Organizations 100-7254-
~~ G-Supervision-Racial Informants(JGD) 170-00-

Supervision-Sec. Inft. 134-00-

' 
.wet?i!i\i#WNi&WJWW£!9.S!t$$t$}h¢iffi1t!~t:"Sll'tUU:!!t:t&!ttm:t¢4:1Zf~frt§:t"{'!fijZ:::~E._ "),.:?m~~:m~~:Bl!£l'!I!:Zll!miei~~=:m!l:Dl!!l!B!liliill'll-1211 ____ mllla1iBI~·. ~ . . 

SAC LETTER if} 69-26 (66-04- 3~G.o ) 4/29/69 SAC LETTER 4/: 69.-28 (66-04-3£,. ~ v) 5/13/69 ~- \; 
~ p 

J<J ~. 
A-Bank Protection Act of 1968 (JI-lT) 91-29841- A-National Bank Robbery Album(JHT) 91-182- ,:. 

FBI Law Enforcement Bulletin 94-3-1- Supervision- Bank Robbery 91-00 ~,; 
B -Supervision- Security Informants B-Supervision- Security Informants ~ -

(EPG) 134-00- (MJR) 134-00- ~:, . 
New Left Movement 

NW 550 69 Doc ld : 3 2 989528 Page 189 

100-446997- ~ 
;; 

c, 

~( 
{) 
r}t: . 

'· 
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SAC LETTER # 69-29 (66-04-3663) 

A-Tours 
Firearms 

(JHO'B) 

5/20/69 

94-2-
66-3760-

B-Supervision-Crime Aboard Aircraft 
(RKB) 164-00-

C-Supervisiona Deserter (CAH) 42~oo~ , 
!criminal' Records 66-3761 

·· :::.~:~-~:t:1~~;:!tT.~~~:t'tt:t::rt:~;:~rr~Ntn'!F$'-1~·p:xtmtt~~~. r 1{;~~;;r~;:;t;:~·rr. I SAC LETTER if 69-30 (66-04-JG (; t) 5/27 I 69 t~ 

A-Telephones (LEW) 62-27353- ~ 
Teletypes 62-14749-
Telephone Calls 66-3093-

B-U .. S. Attorneys*Gen. (JAJ.vl) 62-53438-
US Attorne~s ·-conference 94-1-10873·· 

C-Students For a Democratic 
Society -Gen(VNP) 

D-Supervision-Racial Inf.(JCM) 
Racial Matters 

NW 55069 Docld : 32989528 Page 190 

100-L~39048-
170-00-
157-6-

' .. 

~..,;;:~~a... •... ,::...:._·-.·-··_--_ .. _ ... _.·-·--·-·-···--··...,.·._ .. _ ... _.----··--·-···-·---·-·-·------~-~ 

Sl~C LETTER if 69-31 (66-04-3b (,.!J') 6/3/69 .<.· 

A-FN Radio Station-Gen.(EJL) 
B-Bookmaking and Crooked Gambling 

Devices-Gen. (TC\1) 
Crim. IntelJ.. Program-Gen. 
Supe~vision-ECT 

Supervision-Tnt. Gam. Act. 

~: 

80-648- ~; 
' 

80-634- ~ 
62-9- !!:" 

179-00- ~~ 
162-00- l< 

C-Supervision-Sabotage(Gffi1) 
New Left -Violence 
Videm 

98-00- ~ 
100 ... L}46997-73- ~ 
105-138315- ~ 

Anti-Draft Activities 

SAC LETTER 4fo 69-31(66-0L~- ) 

D-Technical Surveillances (l1JR) 
Microphone Surveillances 
'Hiretapping 
Dissemination of Information 
Safeguarding Official Records 

25-520132- ~ 
~-

r.: 
• 3~ _: 

6/3/69 

66-8160-
66-5815-
62-12114-
66-19110-
66-7225-

.. 

< 

·• 
r:_' 
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SAC "LbTTER :/fo 69-32 (66-04-3666) 6/10/69 

A:..Leads (PAM) 
· ··Billboard Publishing Co 

Fugitives 
B.-Supervision-Bank Robbery(JHT) 

Evidence · 

66-2277-
94-3-4-655-
62-122-
91-00- ~ .. _:_ 
66-3034-

• • .,., ~ .- ·t G ... -....,h ,·art , ,. r' " 1'>'" u · C¥" ' n,. n 'tl!; .· .. « "'a noi't l' il.!W ':T"'d4:''1' itf ... rwu .. Zz "···c ·'£n't tt 4•> ~>t• tW tt."!l , .,6 •• > I ,4"'llfir\.:, ~ 

SJ.C LETTER ift 69-33 (66-04-.,3i..L7) 6/17/69 

A-Leads (REP) 66-2277-
B-TelephonesDirectories (1~) 62-25443-
C-Joint University Library(CJH) 62-112900-

_ y _ __ :..;_~ .. 

SAC LETTER # 69-34 (66-04-3668) 

A-Identification Matters-Ne'\·T York 
(HEC) 

B-Police Training-Gen.(WEC) 
La·w Enforcement and Criminal 

Justice Assistance Act of '67 
cc to Personnel ~cords 

C-Arab Activitiessin U.S.(BPM) 

A-Arrests and Arraignments(DJD) 
Search Warrants 

B-Testimony of agents (DJD) 

6/24/69 

32-2380-
1-1152-

62-111801 

105-19428 

62-73212-
62-23833-
66-3288-

" . •' 
,-'! 

,,... ~ 
~: 

·-~ 

N'l'l 5506.9· Docid: 3 .2989528 Page 19·1 
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SAC ~ETTER 1fo 69-36 (66-04-,}bJo ) 7/1/69 ,, 

A~Household Goods (JDC) 
B~Social Security Records (CWH) 
C-Army(PDP) 

Air Force 
l1arine Corp~ 
Navy 

D-Deseco (HDC) 
E-Technical ~urveillances (ABE) 

Elsur 

NW 55069 Docld : 32989528 Page 192 

66-2621-
25-139470-
62-19253-
62-85557-
62-38651-
62-33413-

105-71688-
66-8160-
62-318-

~ __ , · ·-·· - ----··-· -- ~--- ····------------------------- --.--- .. 
~,_,_""':tl''~" 1 1 1 §( ___ ;:;: «:' s;•tr• 4 """'!S:?\'f' !!I'.:P ·"':"'~ ~_w;w;; P"- .I;;~ •e "·u;; ".f K' ilf"!!:":Q:'<'"' 
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SAC~: LETTER 4ft 69-37 (66-04-._:.'hJ/ 

A-Indexing(GEB) 
" Electronic Surveillances 
B-Appropriations 1970(DJG) 
C-Bank Protectioh Act of 1968(JHT) 

SAC LETTER 1f 69-38 (66-04-3b7L) 

A-Firearms (HKL) 
B- Telephones (LEW) 
C-Police Training C'h"WI) 

Motion Pictures 
D-Supervision~Racial Matters(RAB) 

NW 55069 Docld : 32989528 Page 193 

)7/8/69 

66-5084-
66-8160-
66-19114-
91-29841-

7/15/69 

66-3760-
62-27353-

. 1-1152-
1-18-1-

157-00-

SAC LETTER# 69-39 (66-04-B,73) 7/22/69 

A-Transfers (~WR) 
Vouchers 

B-l'iadrd!d (HCF) 
Paris 

C-Supervision-Consumer Credit 

66-2344-
66-2690-
66-16299-
66-16300-

181-00-Protection Act (ffl<N) 
D-Sutervision- Ascertaining 

~~~~~ncial Ability(OLD) 93-00-
,~ .~?-<J,..;.__ q3.-cJ,..v_V;v~~ 

c.c.;,......, ~ frJu i~ ,.cv'~ / ~ 

SAC LETTER 1ft 69-L~O (66-04-3b7SJ 

A-Suggestions (JER) 
B-Manila (HCF) 
C-Reports (LHW) 

Supervision-UFAP 
Supervision-PV 
Supervision-Deserters 
Supervision-AFA · ) 

D-Army (HJG) ' 
Air Force 
Supervision- Deserters 

7/29/69 

66-2765-
66-42-
66-2435-
88-00-
76-00-
42-00-
9~-00- . 
62-19253-
62-85557-
42-00-



r .:.· __ -- ·- · - - -·-· ···-..:-- r• •• ••r-c p -·r;;;;~..,._~ ... · · -- -- - ' 

o:>< SAC-:LETTER 1} 69-41 (66-04-3fo7j) 8/5/69 
' 

: A-Flu Inoculation (WBH) 
' B~ Leads (PDP) 

Army 
j\ e-Quality ~lith-In-Grade Increases 

(JAB( 

,, 
:J 

63-L~069-

66-2277-
62-19253-

Personnel 

SAC LETTER if 69-42 (66-04-3~ 77) 8/12/69 

SAC L~TTER # 69-43 (66-04-3676) 

A-Technical Surveillances(~UR) 
Microphone Surveillances 
Safeguard~ng Official Records 

Evidence· 

.. 
A-Federal Magistrates Act(DJD) 62-113029- A-Accomplishments*Gen.(RIS) 

.. .- Search Harrants 62-23833- U.s. Attorneys-General 
' I B-Equal Employment Opportunity B-Supervision- Racial Matters(JCT) 

8/13/69 

66-8160-
66-5815-
66-7225-
66-6034-

66-2362-
62-53438-
157-00-

;~

1
~ (RGH) Personnel Records D~partmental Civil, Disorder Task 

" C-Supervision- ·Deserters O·lJG Forces 62-112826-
:; JBE) 42-00- C-Infiltration of Law· Enforcenent 

;. Extremist Groups(CAF) 62-113059-

1
·.· ·· and Intelligence Agencies by Black 

~ CIA 62-80750-

t*\!l"i!l!"iji!iii'¥¥:~~~,.,., ,. . ... 
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SAC J..:ETTER :ffo 69-45 

A-Transfers (DEC) 
Vouchers 
Transportation 
Per Diem 

B-Supervision-i\.FA(CTG) 
C-Internal Revenue Service(PDP) 

Nevr Left Movement 
Black Panther Party-Gen. 

A-SupervisionQCriminal Informant 
(JEK) 

Supervision-Racial Informant 
Supervision-Security Informants 

NW 55069 Docld : 32989528 Page 195 

66-2344-
66-2690-
66-2000-
66 ... 2009-
93-00-
62-17909-

100-446997-
105-165706-

9/5/69 

137-00-
170-00-
'!34-00-

SAC LETTER# 69-47 (66-04-3~g3) 9/9/69 

A-FBINA (JVC) 1-4-
B-Federal Employees Compensation Act 

(LLC) 62a32384-
C-Ne'tv Special Agents School(TJF) 1-1-

cc Personnel Records 
D-National Crime InforTik~tion Center 

(JMC) 62-110866 
E~ Leads (P.AH) 

Supervision-ITSMV 
Fugitivies 

SAC LETTER # 69-48 (66-04-

A-Press Releases (LJH) 
Speaking Engagements-Ben. 

66-2277-
26-00-
62-122-

) 9/10/69 

94-8-3-
94-1-

.. . 



.. . .. ~ - - ~ ............... . ... , .... ~- -~---·--· .. ~ ..... ··;- .. ~- .. 

SAC LETT&~· # 69-49 (66-04- ) 

A-juvenile Delinquency-Gen(CJH) 
B-New Rules of Criminal Procedure 

(JAH) 
C-Firearrns (HLS) 

9/16/69 

62-26225-

62-73212-
66-3760-

SAC LETTE~ :/,~ 69-50 (66-04-3 l..?f') 9/19/69 

Copy filed in 
CHARA.CTERIZATION OF SUBVERSIVE, RACIAL 

KlAN, HHITE HATE, AND HILITANT BU:~.CK 

ORGANIZATIONS. (RS) 100-7254-
excerpts file in 

maln files on organizations 

I NY/ 55069 

SAC LETTER {fr 69-51 (66-04-::?L i7) 9/17/69 

A-SupervisionO Criminal Informants 
(SBD) 

Supervision-Racial Informants 
Supervision-Security Informants 

137-00-
170-00-
134-00-

SAC LETTER # 69-52 (66-04-o'f~) 9/18/69 

A-BureauApp-Entrance Grade Fingerprint 
Clerks and Promotion Policy 

(RGH) Personnel 

;o<i .. 

' 
~ -

~- (;~- ' . 

t'_:~ 
~· ·~ 

-.t.·. 
1: . 

" 
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SAC LETTER·1J: 69-53 (66-04-3"~~ ) 9/18/69 ·SAC LETTER {fo 69-55 . (66-04-.Efo/o ) 9/26/69 

A- ·supervision~ Asaaulting a 
.... ·· 'Federal Ogf icer (JHG) 89-00-

SAC LETTER 69-54 (66-04-3689) 
A- Legal Hatters General 

Search t,.Tarrants 
New· Rules of Criminal Procedure 

- Personnel 
Fugit~ves 

Supervision Deserters 
Supervision Sel. Ser. Act 

II 5 5 069· Docid.: 329895 .28 Page 197 

9-23-69 
66-19123 
62-23833 
62-73212 

62-122 
42-00 
25-00 

A- Intervie\vs (vTLl1) 
B-Supervision-~ecurity Informants 

(EPG) 
Supervision-Racial Informants 

SAC l.ETTER 69-56 (66-04-3691) 

A - Leave 
B Supervision ITSt-iV 
C - Supervision TFIS 
D Soviet Intelligence Services 

Sodac - Washington, D. C. 
Polish Intelligence Services 
Polish Intelligence Activities 
in the United States 

Sodac - Poland 

··-

66-2120 -

134-00-
170-00-

9-30-69 

66-2087 
26-00 
15-00 
61-3499 
65-30092 
65-58135 

100-350264 
64-211-250 

.. . 

.. 

.. ' 

I' ~·· 
F 

.~ 
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.(A}· .ti:vidence 66-3034 
52-00 
62-95461 
80-12 

. 

~ - '. 

Supervision Dest. Govt. Prop. 
General Services Admin. 
Latent Fingerprints 

SAC LETTR~ # 69-58 (66-04-3693) 

A-Firearms (HLS) 
B-Arnerican Servicement!::. s Union (RS) 

~-lorkers Horld Party 
The Bond 
Andrew Dean s·~app 
Subversive Organizations 

10/7/69 

66-3760-
100-452079-
100-430172-
lL~-2966-

100-4-47382-· 
100-7254-

A-Cooperation of Governement 
Ag~ncies v7ith the FBI (RIS) 62-83275-

·;J. 

' < 
:'( --~· . 

~ :~ · -

.... \~<~;~j .. 

~ -i . "l . 
~- " .· 
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-~ 
-SA_C_L-ET_T_ER-.. -1.-~ -6-9 --6-0-( 6-6---04_-.J._b_f_t_) _1_0_/ 1-4-/ ...... 69 _ _,~1,. 

A-Household Goods of Employees 
(JDC) 

B-Statistics-Gen.(DTP) 
Sup~rvision-ITSMV 

U.S. Attoimeys 
C•Indexing (DGL) 

National Crime Information Center 

66-2621-
66-2362-
26-00-
62-53438-
66-5084-
62-110866 .. 

t I 

~~. 
~-- ..... 
... :· 
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66-2523- . '-

SAC LETTER # 69-61 

A-Retirement (HEC) .. 

'-·. 

A-Accidents (LDH). 
B-Supervision-NationalBan~uptcy 

Act. (CAN) 

66-2058-

49-00-

A-Supervision-Security Informants 
(TJS) 

Supervision-Racial Info~ts 
134-00-
170-00-

A-Investigative Reports (JER) 
Leads 

B-Criminal Records (E~M) 

10/28/69 

66-2435-
66-2277-
66-3761-

C-Equal Employment Opportunity
Minority Group Statistics System 

(RGH) Personnel 
D-Federal Employees Health·Benefits 

Program (MBW) 
Samba 

E-Smab (GAD) 

63-3824-
94-39518-

117-268-

.... . 

. -

' '. 

~-- . t:·· . _' 

$;" 

·~ .• ', 

~:;,k 
~ 
~:; > 

r~· · · 
" ~-- ~: 
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SAC LETTER If 69-65 (66-04-3/cPo ) 10/30/69 

A- ~Leave (PSD) 66-2087-
B-Bur.App.·Recruitment of Finger-

print Clerks (BEP) Personnel 

SAC LETTER # 69-66 
I;: 
~ A-Applicant Fingerprints-Gen(LMH) 
t,· • 
i-' Identification Divis1.on 

~~- B -Bureau App.-Clerical App. 
:: Recrui tmet:lt (JBA) 

mv 5506;9 Docid: 3.2989528 Page 200 

32-00-
66-1631-

Personnel 

- -

!(. .. 
; :: t 

·;c~ 
' ~ 

' ~~ ., 

f ~ 

~; ... ~ 
I 

¥' ~ 
e'"4-; 
::'"-'..i 

' 
.; 

' 

SAC LETTER # 69-67 (66-04-jTo3) 

A-Bur. App. Clerical Recruitment 
S.O.G. (TJF) 

B- Supervision- F .A. G. (HP..F) 
C-Supervision-Racial Matters(JVH) 

Hate and Klan Organizations-Gen 

11/10/69 

Personnel 
46-00-
157-00-
157-5-

A~Dissemination of Information 
(1·1MF) 66-19110-

'•t' ~ 

~ ... , . ... . 
_ .. 

-1 

-'•,. 



~~~C LI::;rTER. 11 69-G9 (66~0·~·:-j·:;·;··"-:;···;-·,-···::;;_~·-;l~/GR>;· :t~ -S~~C LETTER ifi 69-~~ k ·C~~~04:37P (,_)_1_2~~·~/69 __ _ 

A.- National Crir:e Information Center A- Mail (JER) 66-3665 .. 
.. (JHC) 62-110866-

B-Imprest Funds (l,TCJ) 66-18943-
~-Police Training-Gen.(TJB) 1-1152-
D-Subversive Organizations(RS) 100-7254-

Tri-Continental Information Center 
100-447368-

~:. -· .... . 
::,.· 

t . ; 
~ 

I •'.~· 

~~~~~~~Em~~~~~~~~~~~~~ I ,.... ' . . II ... , "':..' . ~"t,, -

SAC LETTER 4ft 69-70 (66-04.31o~) ll/25169 SAC LETTER 4J: 69-72 (66-04-370J ) 12/2/69 
: 

A-F. B. I.R.A. (ESM) A- Per Diem (\·JCJ) 62-26176-
B-Supervision-Deserters (DJD) 42•00 _ B- Police Training -Gen.(EDS) 

I m~r 55069 Docld: 3.29895.28 P.age .201 

66-2009-
1-1152-

' :·-

(:;. 

~ 

;~' 

------ -- ------=------------------'--------------'-" 

' 



A-FBIR!l. (RLl'1) 
B-Per Diem(DEC) 
C-FBINA (JVC) 
D-Omnibus Crime Control and Safe 

62-26176-
66-2009-

1-4-

Streets Act (JEK) 62-111801 
E-Subversive Organizations(GTT) 100-7254-

Republic of Nevl Africa 157-9079 
, Revolutionary Action Hovement 100-442684-
: Student Nat. Coordinating Comm. 100-439190-

I
F-Students for a D~11 Society(HNP) 100-439048-

Subversive Organizations 100-7254-
Progressive Labor Party 100-437041-

A- US Marshals *Gen.(I1AS) 
Supervision-Crime Aboard 
Aircraft 

12/17 /69' 

62-53439-

164-00-

-~··-· ·~~---... ~~~-:;-::-~~~(~?~~~~~~ 
SAC LETTER if 69-74 (66-04-o 7 () f ) 12116169 · .. -~;~~ ~~;T~~· if; ~g~; 6 ' ·<·~ 6 ~~:-~s; 1 ~; · ; . :'. ·-~~~;~:;~;':·>~~-

A-Position Classification (GEH) Personnel 
National Crime Infi .• Center A-Firearms Training (HKL)' _ 62-110866- D f B-National Crime Information e ensive Tactics 
Center (JI·1C) B-'Har Bonds (NFR) 

C 62-110866- c s -Police Training -Gen.(JJC) 1_
1152

_ - upervision-Bribery(WAF) 
D-Supervision-Deserters(WJG) 42_00 _ Supervision-Veterans Admin. 

m~ 5506-9 Docid : 3.2 9 895.2 8 Page 2 0 .2 

Supervision-FAG 
Supervision-F'HAN \, 

E-FBI Diaster Squad (BEP) 
F-Wiretapping (DJD) 
G-Detcom-Gen. ( TPR) 

Security Index-Gen. 

1-29-
1-3395-

66-14185-
58-00-
17-00-
46-:00-

147-00-
94-55704-
62-12114-

100-356062-
100-358086-

,. 

' 

·' · 
·' 
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June 11, 1975 

The SAC Letters and Memoranda cited below were not 
included in the indices previously made available to you and 
are being set forth to complete such indices. 

SAC Letter #61-46 August. 30 1 1961 
(A) Bureau Applicants - Special Agent 

SAC Letter #61-52 September 20 1 1961 
(A) Bureau Applicants - Special Agent 

ocTOEG'R 
SAC Letter #61-59 ~r 18 1 1961 

(A) President's Committee on Equal Employment Opportunity 

SAC Le-tter #6 2-3 7 July 10 1 19 6 2 
(A) Leave - Sick Leave Controls 

SAC Letter #62-52 September 26, 1962 
(A) Personal Conduct of Employees 

SAC Letter #63-31 June 26 1 1963 
(A) Bureau Mail - "ZIP (Zone Improvement Plan)" - Mail 

Distribution Plan 

SAC Letter #70-32 0une 11 1 1970 
(A) Assistant to the Director - Investigative 

SAC Letter #70-43 August 17 1 1·970 
(A) Investigation of Extremist Organizations 

SAC Letter #71-26 June 16 1 1971 
(A) Personal Appearance - Buxeau Male Employees and 

Applicants 

SAC Letter #71-27 June 17 1 1971 
(A) Security of Bureau Information 

SAC Memorandum #17-73 April 19, 1973 
(A) U. S. Savings Bond Campaign - 1973 

~ 55069 Docid : 32989528 Page 2 0 3 
/ 



.;..{ 
.>' •• • ..... 

SAC Memorandum #38-73 September 13, 1973 
Re: Clyde A. Tolson 

Former Associate Director 
Illness 

SAC Memorandum #58-73 December 12, 1973 
(A) Closing of Legat, Man~gua 

SAC Memorandum #17-75 April 15, 1975 
Memorandum to All Special Agents in Charge 
(A) Absence for Maternity Reasons 
(B) Firearms - Canon - Glaser Safety Slug - Marketed by 

Deadeye Associates - Opelousas, Louisana 
(C) Review of Granq Jury Testimony and/or Material 
(D) Work-Related Injuries (Field) - Calendar Year 1974 

- 2 -

Docid : 32989528 Page 2 0 4 



5-87 (Rev. 

J '~ 
11-6-74)~ ~~ 
INTELLIGENCE DIVISION 

IS-3 SECTION t /t I 
' 1974 

Mr. W. R. Wannall 
-Mr. T. W. Leavitt 
-Mr. P. L. Mack 
-Mr. Boynton 
-Mr. Branigan 
-Mr. Cregar 
-Mr. Deegan 
-Mr. Fulton 
-Mr. Putman 
-Mr. Shackelford 

_s;FP 
Room. ___ _ 

SUPERVISORS 
Mr. Cassidy 

Mrs. Liskey 
-Miss Tweedon 
-Miss Me Farland 
-Mrs. French 

Miss Strachan 
-Miss O'Neil 

Mrs. Clark, 4027 JEH 
Miss Winslow, 4027 JEH 

Miss Borowick 
-Miss Chamberlain 
-Miss Dunaway 
-Miss Lucey 
=Miss Murney 

Correct 
-Please Call Me 

Mr. Horner -Please See Me 
-Mr. Larson 
-Mr. Ryan, 4426 JEH 
-Mr. Sizoo 

Mr. Blake RECORDS SECTION 
-Mr. Burns -Consolidation Unit, 7235 
-Mr. Dalseg -Special Mail Room, 3219 ID 
-Mr. Deakin -Send file 
-Mr. Finzel -Place on Record & Return 
-Mr. Leffler -. Publications Files 
-Mr. McCaffrey -~-MAIL ROOM, 5531 
-Mr. McWilliams =-ForeignfLiaison Unit \ 
-Mr. Mallet - \)~ ~""\) 1.1'\ 
-Mr. Maurice pll" .J •1.vt-
-M J. Miller .J"' (}"" 1"' ~ -£ ~0:~·, oi1 '\""(~ ~~· 
-Mr. Ross ~ 0 
-Mr Tullai =\!> 
-M,: Wa;,; s- s= .c- _/ 

- ~ ~--

~~· 

COJ/FBI 
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................... 

June· 11, 1975 

The SAC Letters and Memoranda ·cited below were not 
included in the indices previously made available to you and 
are being set forth to complete such indices. 

SAC Letter #61-46 Augus.t 30, 1961 
(A) Bureau Applicants - Special Agent 

SAC Letter #61-52 September 20, 1961 
(A) Bureau Applicants - Special Agent 

O<.TC8t" r( . 
SAC Letter #61-59 t~mber 18, 1961 

(A) President's Committee on Equal Employment Opportunity 

SAC' Letter #62-37. July 10, 1962 
(AJ Leave - Sick Leave Controls 

SAC Letter #62-52 September 26, 1962 
(A) Personal Conduct of Employees 

SAC Letter #63-31 June 26, 1963 
(A) Bureau Mail- "ZIP (Zone Improvement Pian)rt- Mail 

Distribution Plan 

SAC Letter #70-32 June 11, 1970 
(A) Assistant to the Director - Investigative 

SAC Letter #70-43 August 17, 1970 
(A) Investigation of Extremist Organizations 

SAC Lett~r #71-26 June 1·6, ~971 
· {A) Personal Appearance - Bureau Male Employees and 

Applicants 

SAC Letter *71-27 June 17, 1971 
(A) Security of Bureau Information 

SAC Memorandum i17-73 April 19, 1973 
(A) u. s. Savings Bo~d Campaign - 1973 

. 55069 Docld : 32989528 Page 2 0 6 
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lfiiiC ...... · -

SAC Memorandum *38-73 September 13, 1973 
Re : Clyde A. Tolson 

Former A.ssociate Director 
Illness 

SAC Memorandum #58-73 December 12, 1973 

SAC 

(A) Closing of Legat, Managua 

Memorandum #17-75 April 15, 1975 
Memorandum to All Special Agents ~n Charge 
(A) Absence for Maternity Reasons 
(B) Firearms - Canon - Glaser Safety Slug - Marketed by 

Deadeye Associates - Opelousas, Lo.uisana 
(C) Review of Grand Jury Testimony and/or Material 
(D) Work-Related Injuries (Field) - Calendar Year 1974 

- 2 -
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. __ . . . ~ .-~ _ _;{:_ ~ · _ ____ ...:...,_. __ ?~~ SAC _LETT~R If= ~3-2 (66-04-3159) 1-15-63 
r SA a. tniE!l- II 63.'!";4 . ( 6$.'!10d4-.SM1). 1-23-63 . . Co p-z, es .r~ 1 ed ~n: 
' A-Firearms Train i·ng-Gen. (HKL) 1-29-

Copies filed tn: 
A- Thumbna 'LI ·Sketc-hes of Klan 

Type Organ. (FHF) 
Copies in each organt2ation 1s 

157-7-
file 

• •• · - - · , . -.-~ - -T •---,-..,.,.--~,--.--,_.-

Copies filed: · 
A-Police Training-Gen. (EDS) 
B-Transportation in Foreign) 

Countries (JPD 
C-Romulo Betancourt (TYIL)). 
n-u.s. Attorneys (DJD 

. (JER) 
. -Reports 
E-Suggesttons 
F-Safeguardtng Official Records 

(DJD) 
G-Superviston-Ban~ Robbery (MEL) . 
Ban~ Robbery Conferences 

l-1152-

64-4631-
64-20517-
62-53438-
66-2435-
66-2765-

66-'?225'!'*· 
9J.-00-
9l-7953-

B-F.B.I. Law Enforcement Conf. (rws) 62-108182-
C-FBIJ!.TA.Associates~Gen. (JVC) 94-1-666-
D-Typewriters ( JER) 66-3679-
E- Trd in ing Documents ( CJ!') 1-14-
f-~ervision- Selective Ser.ACT(RHA) 25-00-

~--------· - -· ___ .. . _ . 

!~-------~··---~~-------------~ 
SAC LETTER l/= 63-1 (oS-04-3158) 1/8/63 
Copies .filed ini 

A- Tecfm ica1 Training (ST) 1-30-
B- F.B.I.R.A. (JIC) 62-26176-
C-Per.formance Ratings-Inv. Personnel 

(LRH) Personnel 
D- Probation 'Flashes (CAH) 62-24151-

E-Bank Robbery Note File (JLB) 80-813-
F-Bureau Applicants-Clerks 

\I · (Summer employment (TJF) 
.. 

Personnel. 

... ~ 



\ 

.-· ·t . '" ~ 

l
:sA.d.·_-xu!ln-.1!= -63.~7( ·sd~;,4~a18s)-·- • ·-; ~slss____ -~~e;~ .. ur.~1 63~~-~ - (M-o4~s!S4J:·_--. i)i~/ss--

copies J:tl'ed in: . rroptes ftled· ·tn: · 
.A-Spealnng Engagements-Gen. (JRH) 94·1- ·" ,.i-F'£rearms T'ra'in'£ng-G'eno {_HL'S) 1.-29- · 

: B-Contracts (CLR) 66-3941- ;·9-Te1ep'hones (PIS''l!) 62-27353-
1 a-Security Investigations (BGLP) 100-358086- j Teletypes 62-14749-

Supervtsion- Security Matters 1gs-oo- f ~~~nera1 Serv~ces A~mtn.~ 62~95461-
... j .-']-Supervision-Bank Robbery (RLR) !}1~09· 

aomm. on Long Range Planning to 
~ Keep FBI before Public 62-105374-

.D-Supervision-C'rtminal Informant$ · 
ABF) 137-..00-

: ~ 'K-Ban.k Rob,bery Co.nf~rencea (TJB! 91-~953'?" 

'(;~er.J- {?~~"-~~ ·.(A-J. ~~ /dte-,__,~~~~M-/•134 
--~ ... - . 

....---SA..-f1-._.u;-r1!-n_I/:-~ .. 6S--• .L-(-. d-$J...-.a·4-.-3-'-18-..1Js~.) --:.:--_ -1-/3-o--:-)6---;a---"") SAa· .. zE!f!fEJL!/: . s.a-.s _. (e.s~o4 ... si$a-) - 1/24/63 

Copy filed in: 
Bureau Codes (HS) 66-629-

. ' 

Coptea ftled in: 
Jt-Supervt-sion -IT.A'R· :'{A'EH) 

Superv t·s t'on-ITP!P · 

Supervision-ITWI 

Interstate Gambling Act.-Gen. 

166:..oo-.. 

168-00-

l65ea00-

162-1-

(Eepltes should go in 162-1- wtth sub for the 
fie).d .. ) 

··--·--

. l 
. j 

1' . ~- • 

' 



I • 
! 

,. ... .. ... - ,._ 

. · J~ - "'~ · 
j,. ... "" 

- ·~--: ............... t.;;tii....W~ 

•e6gz~s-oor ossr Jo ~ov fl~~4noas rvu4a~ur 
-9808f:S-oor (2/a.L) srvnp1l11-PU'J. I' 

jo 8UOf.4-V5J~SrU1Uf. flq.. J.41l.oas·•.!l lr 

rauuos~ac[· (BDU) fl;~un~4oddo~uamflordW3 rvnbg-g · 
· · -00-88 (HAW) clVJlJl•V.O'J.S'J.l14adng-([ 

-vZ8S-S9 6S6T jo ~ov 
I:!J-1-Jauag 'll~-rfJaH saafl.ord'Ul:JI rv4apaJI 

-eTS6S-~6 (NDa) YflNVS-D 
-ssypor~zg (nfln) I~vs-fl 
-rrveor·zg 

(.JW.V) f)O?-& uq..so{J o~ d'J..lJ, sq.uap'J.OtJ.L.ci-V 
zu~ par~/ sa1-dotJ 

S9/UT/? . · . (9ir·q•yQ•"'99)--e~ ·.1- 8.3JIIZfi-·tn'"S. 
----. ---- ----~ ··--- ~ 

SAG LET'l'ER #63-9 (66-04-3167) 2/19/63 

Copies filed in: 
A-Transportation (DEC) 

Airplane Tr.ansportation 
Vouchers 

B-Bar Association-National (JRF) 
c~copies of Correspondence 

IUHMSW 
Rev. Edward H. Coleman 
Personnel 

D-Position Classification (RGH) 
E-Communications Cost (AGF) 

66-2000·· 
66-3918- (' 
66-2690--
94-1-369-
66-5439--

100-108199-
100-390593-

Personnel 
66-18649-
66-3093-Telephone Galls 

F-F.B.I.R.A. (WST) 62-261'/6-

SAG LETTER # 63-9 2/19/$3 

Copies filed in: {continued) 
G-Gommittee for the Investigation of 

the Department of State-(RWG) 100-439510-
Post Office Box 710-Midland, Tex. 

H-Supervision- F.A.G. (WJH) 46-00-
I-Supervision- G.G.R. (HAS) 70-00-

Supe rvision -Ban~ Robbery 91-00-

----~:~- F":. .. 

SAC LETTER # 63-B (66-04-3169) 2/27/63 

Copy filed in: 

Bureau Codes (HS) 66-629-

-~ _ ... - .. --· . --· - ..ilf,"" - . - ~ -- ... ---- --~-- - - -----·-

\ 
-ID-1-550.6&.__~~32989528 Page 211 

··- . '· 
. : 



~------·-·· .. ···· . . ...... .. 

\ 

,- · ... _ --- ... ... ____ ..,_"" __ ___ .....__ ....... _______ :., - ~ - _-.-.:.1._:~ __ ~- ... __ ,. --~~"\ ~---------..__---,~---""' ----
SAC LETTER # $3-C f$$-04-3170) 3 }6 16S I SAC LETTER # 63-11 5 ..---... 

l' Jl f1 .Harch ' 1963 66-04-31 
Copy ftled in: !· I Copies f'i1ed in: 

Bureau Codes (HS) 66-629- t,.. 
, i A • Franked Enve 1oJ?es (JOG) 

I 

A-Bureau Clerical Applicants- ) 
Interviews (TJF Personnel 

. / B. Paris ·(Gi\D) 
r c. SU')er i . 
; . D ,t v:-s7on- TFIS (CBF) 

62-22605 
66-16300 

, . ! • SupervJ.s~on, FAG (WJH) 15-oo 
46-oo I i 

' I 

I 

I 
i 

•• 

r ~.:. ' 
·: 'j 

. ·I 
- ·-.. -~ ~ ... - ---~ . ... . __ _ . . -· - ... .• ·--- ·-

··-
SAC LETTER # 63-10 (66-04-3168) 2/26/63 

.. 

,. 

~ 

Copies filed in: 
A-Post Office Department (WCJ( 62-20602-
B-Safeguarding Official ~ecords 

(JER) 66-7225-
C-Investigative Jurisdiction (RLK)66-3Gl2-

I 

,_.:.,._ ....... , .. _ .. w..: •• _._,...~-~-·--··· '" ·=·=--··""'":"] . . r' 
m~ .55 0,69 Docid.:~.~~~~~~~l:-2:-:~-~. :. ::.:: .. . :~.-:,-::·: -~- . ~--•. ...... .. · _ .... . - ,;.i.'··· .• \ .... !. 

IEJ,- 1 .. .... - •• - ..... ,OOS&__,J: .;...:. .. .;:-;;;-::: :,.;. .... =. ... .,... __ .. _.:..:...~""; .... ~ ... ~~~~- --.~~- -



: . 
,-- .. -

_,. . - .. _ .._ ·--

SAO LETTER 1/:63-D 66_ 04_~~~~-"""'"· ~>25/;~--
dopy filed in: 

Telephones (CK_C) 62-27353-

. ' ~ . . 

SAC LETTER# 63-14 (66-04-3174) 3/19/63 

Copies filed in: 
A- FBINA (JVC) 1-4-

73-00-
66-3761-

B- Supervision-APACS (CPH) 
Identification recorqs 

C-Military Service Record Checks 
(WEC) Personnel 

D-Investigative jurisdiction(HAS) 66-3012-
Cooperation with Looal Authorities 66-6353-

E- Supervision- Security Informants 
( SFP) 134-00-

. . ·. - . 

Security Investigations 100-358086-

i 
I. 

\ 

,-~ ~ ·-
~1 SAO ~~;!fEE-# ·$3-:_13. --·-· -- ..... - .- .... - -<:- -~--

If-Supervision-
Sabotage (RDS} 

3/12/63 

98-00-

--- ... .__ 

------------~--~~--------~--=--~~~· -~~ 

SAC LETTER # 63-13 (66-04-3173) ?/12/63 

Copies filed in: 
J~ -F.B.I.N.A-Gen. (JVC) 1-4-
B-Luc il1e Crockett ( JWOB). 62-106928-
C-Dai1y Reports (HHA) 66-2759-

F.M. Radio Stations -Gen. 80-648-
;'J-Photographic Equipment (JER) 66-6116-
3-Supervision- Se1. Service(RHA) 25-00-

Se1.Service Regtstration Outside 
the U.S. 25-64-

Jf'-Supervision- Security Informants 
( JBR) 134-00-

Supervision- Internal Security 100-00-
1-Labor Today (RDS) 100-437063-

Eubversive Groups 100-7254-
. ., 

.·. 



\ 

---~/2/8;- --1- -~r 
Copies filed in: _ 
A-Law Eforcement Intelligence Unit 

(JVC) 62-103117- ' 

( .. :; . 

: SAc LETTEE # 63-17 (66-04-3179) 

' . 
/-JAC LETTER # 63-E (66-04-3178) 

Qopies filed in: 
Security informants 

Income Taxes 
and Sources-

(llFR) 

3/27/63 

134-11871-
66-2102-

134-00-B-Speaking Engagements -Gen. { JRH) 94-1-
C-Overtime and Time in Office {FDH) Personnel 

cc Confidential Fund 
Supervision- Sec. Inf. 

21 ,.{t.___ r ::_.· . ·; ----:·- --- . - . - -·. ·- --· . . .. .. 
-,. J,.,.• -.. =· ........ 

-------· --- - ·. • 

SAC tETTElt# 63-16 (66-04-3.1.77) 3/~8/63 

Copy filed in~ 

A--Payroll (R:RBJ 66-2167-

I • 

fflSJP.ti .. , !IA :zg \fW.(b & )~#&T4JVM J SOJ .!JL 1 4 .... ; it.O::S::i% CD ..... 

~~"------'---_:_ ________ ... ______ ~~ ~ · ~·~- --~- .... ---., 

SAC LETTEE # 63-15 (66-04-3176) 3/26/63 

COpies filed in: 
A-Leave (RWE) 66-2087-

Personnel 
~:ransfer of Agents 66-2344-

B-Undeveloped Leads (Fi!!B) 66-2277-
Airforce 62-85557-

0-New Agents Class-B~~. Ayp.{ESM) Personnel 
D-Investigative Reports (JBE) 66-2435-

J~gitives 62-122-

-~-...,....;.~=···~-...-:--H~-:::;,; - - · .;: ,.• ~.,.; • ,;~: · ... -- .... - ~·- \0 ' 0' 

. --~~····~·r·· " 

... 

..... : 

==-·-. -----·~- -·-·-~-- ·"'"""'.· ] .,.. 
Id "89528 n 214 ~- .. illi-,: .... . !, "' --·· ~5500 Doc ~~--~~- ~ ~--~~---···· --·- -·~=·~·~~~~~~~-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ... --···-----···-· .. ····· -- ....... =.:.-:.! .. -"--" -· ~ .. : .... __ ,__ _____ ~·- . -~~~ .. .. . . . .. . .. . - . . =-·· -'- ' .. 



.A-War Bonds 
B-Romatt 

in: 

(WBH) 
(JRH) 

/ 

., ,..., , . ·r - ~~ . , . 

66-14185-
91-14172-

I 

\ 

- --------, ,. .... r •-•4·•· ·-~•• - - · - - ,. ·-- -- ·- ....._ - - -··- - -- · --- ~ -- -

SAO LETTER # 63-19 (66-04-3181) 4-9-63 

Copies filed i·n 
(A) .r.eave (WCJ) 

ln Service School 
Special ·Agents in Charge 
A.ppro pria ti ons-1963 
.rmprest Funds 

66-2087 
1-19 

,_)uppl ies 
•
0 ersonnel Files 

School 1-2 
66-19084 
66-18943 
66-2394 

----...... 

-. - • -- -- -- .. ---· --...:..:.:~£ ::::.::....- .::.:- .=:==-=-.:·=.:,-·., :..:;· :====::=z~~=---; ,....---
SAC LE/iiER...;_# 63~20 (66-04-3182) 4/16/68 SAC LETTER # 63-18 ( 66-04-3180) 4/9/63 

---·-----~ 
__., _____ -----

Copies filed in: (MGW) 91-00-
A-Supervision- Bank Robbery 66-4809-

. signed Statements 

Copies filed in: 
A-R2yroll ((FdH) 

cc to Personnel 
B-A~tomobiles-Field (WFD) 

66-2167-

66-1980-7-

.. 
:'". ..... ,..>! .. : •• -:-

,.. 

.. 
1',•. 

-.~ -' ·· 



·-. -.. 
-, 

_,.. .. .._.., 

~;~,. :~~ 

·- ... ·~ -- .. .. ---~ ---- . , : 

SAC LETTER #63-23 66-04-3187 5/7/63 

Copies filed in: 

A. Daily Reports (RJR) 66-2759 
B .(Attorneys' Asso.c. -Nat' 1 (HLE) . _(}2-89475 .·., 

Nat'l Assoc. of State Atts. Gen'l) 
Attorneys' Assoc.-Nat'l · · 94-43857 

(!vat'l Dist. Atts. Assoc.) · 
Police Training-Gen 1 1 

c. Supervision-Selective Service(RHA) 
D. Report Writing (SFP) 

Supervision-Internal Security 

,-----·--·-----· 

SAC LETTER #63-G 66-04-3186 5/3/63 

Copy Filed In: 

Bureau Codes Gen'l (JSL) 66-629-

I 
' • I 
I 

\ 

. ~ ~ -·--· . - ·- ·- ·-- -· ·- - --~ 

SAC LETTER #63-F 66-64-3184 4/29/63 

Copy ftled in: 

Bureau Codes-Gen 11 (HS) 66-629-

··-
SAC LETTER #63-22. 66-04-3185 

Copies filed in: 

A~ Suggestions (JER) 
B ,, ·Federal Employees Health 

Benefits Program (GMM) 
c. Automobiles-Field Divisions (HLE) 
D .. Supervision-Anti-Trust (DGL) 

4/10/63 

66-2765 

63-3824 
66-1980-7 
60-00 

.... ~ · · 



. .. 
.· 

SAC LETTER # 63-27 (66~04~-3183) .e)J."l/6~3--:--··~ 
I 

dopies filed in: 
A-Pres. John F. Kennedy's Trip 

Germany, and Ireland {LFS) 
B- Interviews (JER) . 
C-Leave (WEC) 

Transfers 
D-Supervision- Crime Aboard 

aircraft {RLK) 
E-A rrests and arraignments ( RLK) 
F- Anti- Communist Party Act. 

' {JHK) 

to Italy, 
62-108641-
66-2120-
66-2087-
6"6-2344-

164-00-
62-73212-

62-106364-

l 
j( 

' 
--~- . ~ .. ·· ··-- --------· .. - ~ ----.., 

SAO 'GETTER# 63-25 ( $6-04-3190) 5/21/63 

Copies filed In: 
A-Teletypes (LEW) 
B- Young Amercian Medal Nwards 

{JMR) 
C-F • .B.I.R.A. 
JJ- F.B.I.R.A., 

(HKL) 
(YYVC) 

62-14749-

94-44139-
62-26176-
62-26176-

)0, "'·''" "" -~·---- ·--· · · · --- -- •• • • - . 'I"::=· ::::-::::::::::=====;; ,.....:.-.....---~---------------:::.. ... ----- . _ . - -~ -~ 

SAO LETTER# 63-24 (66-04-3189) 5/14/63 ~---------

SAC LETTER # 63-26 

A-Telephones .. 
Communications Cost 

·B-Criminal Informants 

(66~04-3192) 5-28-63 

62-27353-
66-18649 
66-2542-1 

,_ .::o;..~'·~~ •:::W:M,->:sP.t:, 

.. w. '" o;; no; o. ___ n....; .... Td.:.329.6.9·!f28- ... PaGe.::Jtl.:Z::-... :::-_ .... .... : ..... : ,, · : .. -- ·- --· -··~- , ..... ~ .. . 

Copy filed in_: 

A- space (cQS) 66-2927-
B-Banlr: Robbery Note File (STH) 80-813-

A- {c:c in GSA ) 62-95461-

.. 
'<~ • - ... - ... - - _-.......... , - . - ... ·-_-:: --l-

~
~ .. ~J')i . <",....,.;...,..,, _ _ ,. • • .;;:;:::;::.--: •• ·-;.; .. -_.: -..:... .. -.,.: •• 

'~~;.,.! • 

~,, - . ..- ... -~-

- ••. ~dr - ~ - si.... _._ . .. . - •. .. . . • . . . . . ' . 

.· ~ 



: .. . 

. .. 
., 

SAD LETTER I 63-32 (66-04-3198) 

. Do pies filed in: 
:A-Household Goods of EmpJ.oy_ees 

7/2/63 
-----1 

" ; 
.p 

I 

\ 

-
r ---- - - --- - . - ~ -

SAC LETTER # 63-29 (66-04-3195) 

Copies filed in: 
A-Counterfeiting (ELC) 
B-Supervision- ITSP {EZG) . (MFR) 66-2621-

E~ Samba · (DDM) 94-39518-

I 
~1 
I r 
I Federal Employees Health Benefits 

Act 63-3824-

6/18/63 

55-0·.·-
87-00 

I I 

t{ 
..---===...:._~==:::;___----=--...:..· __;_· _:..=.· ::.:.·---===s--:::::::· -=· ====·..,.:=·:::-"::E· "~' :::::-";:;::::. :::z;'' . l" • - ~--

1 r-S-~--O-L_E_T,__T_EE_#_6_3 __ -~-8_-( 66 -04-:3-194J ---; ~~~ f63 : SAO LET'l'E.R # 63-30 (66-043197) 6/25/63 

Copies filed in: 
' A-Performance Ratings (RRB) 
. B-Space (CQS) 

Personnel 
66-2927 

100-418797-
63-8532 
63-8500-

Inj'o rman ts 

· c-Ford Foundation (DWB) 
James Pope 

Henry Messick 
D-8uperviston- Criminal 

(JER) 137-00-
Supervision- Seo. Inf. 134-00-

E-Supervision- Nat. Bankruptcy Act 
. (CB) 49-00 
F- Supervision- ITGD (JAC) 143-00-

' I i 
I 

Copy .filed in: 

A- Special Agents- Transfers 
(LLD) Personnel 

1
"""\i:~""""'·"""u.+..,.. <_,.:..'...,..:.....· :::;;·- ·=· .. ... ·::;;;.-:-:t· . ••. ,, · ;.;'"~· - - -~-- - - ··- --- - -- ·--_ _,_ 
~. - · 1 
.~ 

~ .... ... - _.... .. ~ . - .. - ·· - -
~"-~. t - ....... __ .. ... • . ....... •. .. .. .. ........ -· .. 

.-.-: 



\ 

--~C ~ETTE~ ~ 63-~~ (~;-~~-3;o;) - -----; /~9 /63--l, ~tC. LETTER # 63:;;;--·· . -· - ·-·· ---. - . . .. · 
· Copies f~led 1n: ~>ptes placed in: 

A-Daily Reports (JER) 66.:.2759- I E-·Ohinese who have Formerly Resided in 
Leave 66-2087- Communist China Entering US on Student 
Ori m inal Informants 66-2542-1- Visas 105-86568-
Security Informants 66-2542-3- Intelligence Coverage of Diplomatic 

Copies .. f.iled in: 
A-Errors (SFP) 

Reports 
B- Fugitives (ABE) 

'{'' 

Sunervision-UFAP 
C-Sun~rvision- Civil Rights (GWG) 

Committee to Keep the FBI Before 
the Public 

D-Interviews (WVC) 
Supervision- SGE 

Applicant Type Investigations 

66-2406-
66-2435-
62-122-
813-oo-
4L~-oo-

62-l05374-
66-2120-

140-00-
66-18938-

Representatives of Friendly Foreign 
Nations 65-63113-

--~----------------~----~-----~ 
SAO LETTER# 63-33 (66-04-3200) 7/9/63 ,, ... -- . ... 

Copies filed in: 
A- Mail (ML) 66-3665-

Files , 66-2319-
B-Appropriations -1963 . (c&R) 66-19084-
a- FBIRA ( JWOB J a c;,_.. 1'/_._...--J 62-26176-

New York l'for.1d 1 s Fair 94-53057-
lJ- Safeguarding Bureau's Matl (TWC)66-7225-

Supervision-ITSP 87-00-
E-Ohinese(}ommunist Act. (ACM) 100-40-

Chinese Aliens Entering the US 
for Permanent Resident 105-76690-

Chinese Entering US Claiming 
US Citizenship 105-l2q$2-

(continued) 

' • ~ . 



\ 

•' 

. _1':_ . ::.~-· . ' . . -~ . . 
s ;e I 63 . l· . - . ~ SAC LETTER $3-38 ($$-04-3207) 

Copies filed in: 
A'-Polygraph (BPH) 
B-A ir Travel (MFR) · 
c- CQnduct and Act. of Employees 

(JIC) 
D- Conduct and Act. of Emoloyees

Financial Interests ~TIC) 
E-Flu Inoculations (WBH) 

80-5-
66-3918-

. I SAo -LETTER-r63-38 ( 88-04-3203)-- 7/23 /63 __ , 

1 Copt es filed i·n: 
I A- Buggestivns (JER) 66-2765-
1 B- With-in Grade increases (LRH) Personnel 

Personnel I c- Security Investiqations of 
1 ~:nd i v iduals ( TDR) 100-358086-

Personnel · I 
j 

63-4069-

l 

·' ··~ 

_:_· ~-:::..::::::::;;:=.n:::=::::::=====::::! 
1,_ 

SAC LETTEJ 3 63-37 (66-04-3205) 
Copies filed in: 

7/30/q3 

A-Speaking Engagements-Gen.(JRH) 
B-Physical Training (HAM) · 
a-Supervision-Civil Rights (CJH) 

FBI Before 
Racial Matters-Gen. 
Committee to Keep the 

the Public 
D-Report Writing (JLS) 

Undeveloped Leads 
E-Supervision- Sel. Serv. (RHA) 

Registration of U.S Citizens 
Outside the US 

94-1-
66-49132-
44.:.oo-

157-6-

62-105374-
66-2435-
66-2277- . 
25-00-

25-64-

,-..-~ --. ··- --- ~ - . .... ..__ - ,• .. 

SAC LETTER # 63-R' ( 66-04-3204) 7/26/63 

Copy filed in: 
Bureau Codes-Gen. (HS) 66-629-

• I 

·. 
··. -~ 



', 

. ---: . ., ' ·-~ ~ 

,. s~c-· tiTTER #- 63-42 - (66~04-3210 T-;::27:;;;·---"! -r 
Copies filed in: 
A Efficiency ratings (LRH) 66-3739 
B Reports --(FMB) 66-2435 
C Supervision-Bank Robbery (FDT) 91-00 

copies filed in: ( ) 
Aw Bar Association- New York( JI)C 
B- Pol ice Traintng-Gen. W:MF 

Misconduct of FBI Anent~ 
c- Child Molester ((CBF)) 
D- Checks FMD 

Supervision- ITSP 

8/20/63 

94-1-2500-
1-1152-

62-16356-
66-19002-
80-600-
87-00-

.. 

I 

"l 
. -I 

~ . 
' 

.~ 
·--~~ I 

I ; 

\ 

,':JAC LETTER# 63-40 (66-04-3208) 

Copies filed in: 
A-Federal Employees Compensation 

. SJlRU) 
B- Police Training (EDS 
C-Po1 ice Training (EDS) 
D- Equal Employment ppportunity 

in Recruitment (WEL) 

----- --- ·----·· .. - . . 

SAC LETTER# 63-39 (66-04-3206) 

COPIES FILED IN: 
Subversive organtz~tio~s (WL~) 
~C's in each organ1zat1ons j1le 

8/13/63 

62-32384-
1-1152-
1-1152-

Personn~1 

8/6/63 

100-7254-

• .. - .. .. --....... . - - ...- · ··*'·· - · · . .... 

AdMU.O '" O.>O>¥"· <"·M.M < *·""'"--·-· ·~ ·.$X. ·•· ' ·"· ••• @@•·'} . 
· NW·· -. . , ·. , · :-: "' . '9 '9' zs- l!'.a; .e- :2 .:2-1 · -· · • ... • • •·· .. -5506.9 .. . Do.ci.m~.'J2_.JL., .... .. .. .... JJ. ___ ... ....... ... ... ___ ___ .. , .. . .. .... -·-· t. -- - · . ~ 

~.i):Q \63 . ~ .. . .. ::;:;::-•• ::: : ~:. ;·.,;.;«· -· · • . ..:... - . .::--~ -- -· : -·--: · .... 
;!t-It' 

. ~.ii.'-· ·- . .. -~ • . . ... ··••· . ... . . . .. . 



- ·- : ·-- ------ --·-·---------------

\ .... 
' · . . . 

-
__ J.._;_' _·.::.:..-·"= -~---... 

,.------- -- - . . - · -·- - - . -· --- · 
SAC LETTER # 63-4_6 (66-04-3214) 9/l0/63 ·'- SAt~ LETTER # 63-44 (66-04-3213) 9/4/63 

Copies filed in: 
A-F.B.I.N.A.- (JVC) 
B-F.B.I.N.A. Directory 

1-4-
of Grad~~tes l-35-

(JVC) 
a-Equal Emploument Opportunity in 

Recruiting and Training (RGH) Personnel 
D-Soviet Personnel Intelligence Act;. 

(ETT) ~00-354839-
Supervision-Espionag~ 65-00-

.. 
I 

'.! 

J 
m 

--~~~ L~;~;=~...:o-=--¥-6-'-". ~"---~~-5=--=(=6=--~--0-4---3 2_1_1_)-,-.,.9-./-5-/6_3 ___ ,. 

~ 
~~ 

Copies filed in: 
A-New Special Agents School (TJF) 

cc- Personnel Records 

1-l-

CO/>ies filed in: 

A-.,'i're edom ·Now Party 
.fill iam Worthy 
Racial Matters 
~on rad J. Lynn 

-(MAJ) 105-123706-
105-20110-
157-6-

62-95798-

SAC LETTEB # 63-43 (66-04-3212) 9/3/63 

Copies filed in: 

A-Cooperation Wtith Local Authorities 
. (JEM) 66-6353-

Cooperation of Government Agencies 
with FBI 62-8 3275-

. · - . .. ... r 
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SAC tETT~ 63-50 (66-04-3218) 10/1/63 
Cop:l.es f'iled in: 
A-"Accident Facts" -(CED) 94-3-4-546-
B-MATNAP (JHG) 7-1820-

BREKID 7-576-
Destruction of Bureau Property 66-3286-

C-"F .B. I. P,OCUMENTARY 11 {ECK) 94-58726-· 
D- Police ~raining-Gen. {EDS) 1-1152-
E-C.P.-Negro Question•Com. Influence 

in Racial Matters (SFP) 100-3-116-
C.P.- Negro 100-3-75-

F-Subversive Organizations {BDA} 100-7254-
Progress i ve Labor 100-437041-

~·Ac LETTER 1/6 3-48 . { 66-04-3216) 

Copies filed in: 
A-Investigative Techniques {JER} 

Carbon Paper 
E,-President Tito (JPT) 

II C-Search t.Jarrants (DJD) 

1

·1, Arrests and arraignments 
D-Supervision-Se1ective Service 

1i (RHA) 
l 

'" •-~••'O;~a-• •·-·--··-----· --- ~· __ .,. _ _ _ • 

9/24/63 

66-16339-
66-3944-
62-75363-
62-23833-
62-73212-

25-00-

---------~ ·-------,-------~- - - -"'\ 

Copies filed in: 
A-Salaries {MFR) 

Forms 
Income Tax 

66-2167-
66-3482-
66-9681-

I I 

Copies filed in: 
A-17videnoe (JEW) 

l1ullry Enclosures 
B-Police Training-.Gen. (TJB) 
0-l'ederal Employees Health Benefits 

Program (MBM) 
8amba 

D-Commun ist Party- Membership (ROD) 

9/17/63 

66-6034-
62-83357-

1-1152-

63-3824-
94-39518-

100.-3-68-
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:SAC LETrEn # 63-I (66-04-3221) 

1 Copy filed in: 

Bureau Codes·- 'Gen. (Hs) 

! 

\ 

lO /;~~;; -- -.l ' -"'. S.\C LETTER 6 3-5~ ( 66-04-3220) 

66-629- I . 
j 
l ' ·-. 

.. . 
I . 

I 
I , 
' , t . ' 

Copies f'iled in: 
A··Availabili ty of' Agents (LLD) 
B··Bureau of' Customs (BAW) 
C··Conduct- Consumption of' 

Alcoholic Beverages at 
Social Functions (JHG) 

- -- ' . . - - ~ - -~~--_,.-....-- . -t---_ - . ~- • . - - ·

-----
SAC LET.TF.R # 63-53 

Copies filed in: 
A--Household Goods 
B-F.B.I.N.A. 

(66-04-3222) 

(JDC) 
(Jvb} 

10/22/63 

66-2621-
1-4-

SAC LETTER # 63-51 { 66-04-3219) 

Copies filed in: 
A-P:ress Releases (TFM} 
B-~1I Story -Report to 

C-ffi1ngarian Diplomatic 
In ULS. 

the People 
(BMS) 

Activities 
(DFXC) 

10/15/63 

Personnel 
62-22592-

Personnel 

10/8/63 

94-8-3-

62-102693-

10.5-23044-

. . 
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··-l:;;~;---. ~ -~-~ SAC LETTER# 63-55 (66-04-3224) 
... 

.:-. ,., .. '~·- . -------.. -- --
. . SAC LETTEJ? '# 63-5"1 ( 66-04-322"1) 

Copies filed in: 
A-Complaint Desk (JIC) . ) 66-16353-
B-Supervision- TFIS (GEE 15-00-
C-Bureau Applicant Matters- . 

(Payment of travel and Transportat~on) 
(RGH) Personnel 

c,pies filed in: 
l A".-Acc idents-Gen. (RRB) 

I j 
Forms . 

B-Leave (WEC) 
\ C-Imprest Funds (WCJ) , 
'' ·· IJ-Supervi s ion- Selective 0 ervice 
I l (RHA) 
I i 
I ·I 
I 
', . 

JJ/-Supevv is ion- FAG 

'. 
·------~-

• 

11/19/63 

66-2058-
66-3482-
66-2087- . 
66-18943-

25-00-
46-00-

. ·-·. ~ ~·--~ . ~-·.::_¥ _ _::__..: ____________ ~'---~--:-----~ 

SAC LETTER # 63-5$ (S6-04-3226) 11/26/63 ---- ---- ·· ~------- -----·· 
SAC LETTER # 63-54 (66-04-3223) 11/12/63 

Copies filed in: 
A-Accomplishments-Gen. (JPJM) 
B-Samba ( DCM) 

i a-Supervision- FHAM (ACL) 

66-2362 
. 94-39518 
14Z-oo-

Copies filed in: 
A-Investigative Reports {CAD) 

Safeguarding Official Records 
11-Payroll (WCJ) 

Bonds 

66-2435-
66-7225-
66-2167-
66-14185-
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·~ : ' Copies filed in ... 

I A- American Medical Association (JER)94-l-231 I B-Police Training-Gen. (TJB) 1-1152-

{ 
c- Supervi_sion-Bcnlr Robbery (JER) 91-00-

1 ]).. ot:1=-;p~ ~- 62-9-29-

Copies filed in : 
A• l!'.E.I.R.A. 62-26176 (HL.S) 
B. Reports - 66-2435 (JER) 
C. E.f.fi c enc 11 Ratings 66-.3739 (L RH) ,!"' 
D Pho~or:raphs 66-4926 { JEN} t,..:J. _/67/3o_ j 
.E. Pol ~ t- 'b-{3(J; 1 ae,.:t;.:~;e r.s -fl. e rm(;f; 1. y 1 '09-18 D-:J-2 ( L.fs) : 
F. Secu ri t71 index-pen. 100-358086) ( J'IJR) · j 
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j • I 
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Copies filed in: · f iled in Appropriations-1965 . A-Leave (CTP) 
Copies 66-19088 (WCJ) jje- Pers onne1 

B-Ho1idays (HNB) 
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~AC letter .~63-62 

'opies filed in 

: .. ·. • .!..... _. 

12-18-63 
(66-04-3233) 

Paris~ France (TWK) 66-16300 
Madrid, Spain 66-16299 

! 
I 

I 
I ,. 

I 
I 
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SAC LE~Th~ # 6J-64 {66-04-3235) 

Copies filed in: 
A-Gas Masks (HLB J 
B-FBI Law Enfovc&ment Bulletin 

(DRM) · 

12/31/63 

62-79431-

94-3-1-

I ~ .. 
... ~ .. ·-------·-· --~ .. -~--- , . ... 

<-,-..,--....,..- ------· • - --- --- ------ • ' .. - -- · . . • - . . 

SAC LE'I''T'ER JL 63 63 ;- . . -... - -- .. 
.. it' - • l 66-04-3:134) 

Cop i e s ./ i 1 e d in • , 
A-U~developed 1~ads (JER) 
B-B~lls of lading (CQS) 

co to Personnel 

.: · 
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SAG LETTgR -#61-1 1/3/t>l ~: SAC LET:J'ER /}61-3 66-04-2})93 1/17/61 
F.~ . 

cs._p.i ei filed in: 

A. B.ids (C. L.'li.) 
B. personnel (B.L.B.) 
c. p~rsonnel (H.N.B.) 

66-3941 

' ., 

Copies filed in: 

A. Personnel (W.E.G.) 
B. Appeals Taken in Bureau Cases (c.A.H.) 

66..:.19076 
G. Billboard Magaaine {J.B.E.) 94-3-4-855 

., 

.. 

.-. 

~ : 
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SAC LETTE:R #61-2 66-04-29!i0 1/10)61 SAC LETTER #61:-.A" 66-04-2991 1/23/61 \ 

Copies filed in: 

A. Technical Training-General (J.E.R.) 
cc Forms 

B. Firearms Training-General (H,L,S.) 
cc Defensive Tactics 

c. Forms (R.G.H.) 
cc Personnel : 

D. Name Checks (N •. F.s.) 
E. Supervision-Bank Robbery (J.E.R.) 

~~--~506.9· Docid : 3.2989528 Page 2.29 

1-30 
66-348.'~ 
1-29 
1-3395 

66-3482 

62-5 
91-00 

Copy filed in: 

Bureau Codes-General (S.P.J.) 66-629 

•, 

~- -
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1 SAC Li~'T.'rF:R //61-4 66-04-29~~ 1/24/61 

·:: .. cop i'es filed in: 
,: • J 

A. Tours · (E.C.K.) 
B. Defense Plans-Communications 

cc C.W.Network 

copies filed in: 

~ 1. Envelopes (L.E.W.) 
cc Mail 

,. B • Ma i 1 in g L i s t ( J. C. F. • M • ) l 
• c. F.B.I.N.A. Associates-Genera 

D. F.B.I. Annual Report (a.w.G.) 

·,• 

94-2 
(L.E.Pf.) 
66-17385 
80-646 

66-3265 
66-3665 
62-21531 
(J.S.R.) 
94-1-666 
66-18958 

SAC LF:TTER #61-6 66-04-299b 

copies filed in: 

A. Form~ (J. v.c.) 66-3482 
cc Handling of Mail in the Field 66-16263 

B. iSpeo.king Engagements-.Gen_l. (J.R.H.) 94-1 
c. S.A.T.I. {C.Q.S.) 62-104459 
D. Attorneys (D.J.D.) . 62-53438 
E. Personnel (J.P.D.) 
F. Supervision-ITSP (T.W.C.) 87-00 
G. Fugitives 63-6490 

cc This Week 94-51601 

H. Supervision-General {A.B.E.) 
cc Arrests and Arraignments 

Interviews 
supervision-Sabotage 

1 . 
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:J SA~ .Letter #-61-7 
1 

2/.24/61 

.l, ;Copies filed in: 

,. 

A. Television (JCFM) 
B. Don't Take Candy From a 

Stranger · ( JMR) 
c. Supe ru is ton - Special Inq,u i ries 

li'or Y!hi te House (AR) 
D. One Nat·ion 1 s ReBJ:onse'To 

communism (DWB) 

SAC LETTER #61-·8 66-u4-2999 

copies filed in: 

62-26832 

62-106570 

161-00 

100-432806 

2/21/5'}. 

A. Co llec ti ons and C ont ribu t ions (c. R.A.) 
66-16043 

cc personnel 
B. What You Can Do To FightrCrime (c.E.l.f.) 

' 94-54781 
c. Vouchers (D.E.c.) 66-2690 

cc Forms 66-3482 
D. Supervision-Special Inquiries for White 

House, Congressional Committees and other 
Governmental Agencies (C.H.S.) 161-00 

E. Destruction of Bureau Records-Gen1. (~QD.R) 
66-3286 . 

• ·- • • • • • • '" • •- ..- r~lt •· -·~'"'' •• ~·-• •• w,_. - ~ 

.. -.--.. '" ,., *'"' 
S4C LETTER #61-8 

E. con 1t. 
cc Investigative Reports 

Security Informants-General 
~~~~·d 1 :1'-'~:t ~.v .!;f4_f 

SAC LETTEE #61-9 66-04-3000 

Copies filed in: 

A. Fugitives (J.B.E.) 
B. Federal Employees' Compensation 

E. Inventory (L.L.D.) 
D. Radio Scripts {J.M.R.) 
E. Reports (J.E.R.) 
F. Supervision - Special Inquiries 

House, Congressional Committees 
Governmental Agencies {J.F.C.) 

. 66-2435 
66-2542-3 
Ct.G w• t (pJ.. b 3 

2/28/?1 ~ 

62-122 
Act (W.B.H.) 
62-32384 
66-3209 
94-45884 
66-2435 
for White 
and other 
161-00 

'-

... -. 
·-I 
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1 SAC .LETTER f/:61-10 66-04-3001 3/1/61 

~ ·,C.o pi.J~filed in: 
!,~ 
i 

;: (]ri minal In tell igenoe Program-General ( J. G.L.) 
62-9 ,. ,. 

) 

copies filed in: 

A. personnel (.(L.L.D.)) 

·B. ~;~~~~~~~En;;~~~~nts-General (J.R.H.) 94-~ 
~: Arrests and Arraignmhents l(AA.Bt.Eho.)r~t~!~732l 

00 cooperation wit Loca u v 3 ' 66-635 
Arrests and Arraignments (D.J.D.) 62-73212 

. E. 

-~1 55069· Doold · 3298:9528 Page 232 

SAC IE TTER #61-12 e6-o4-soos 3/1/$1 

copies filed in: 

A~ Evidence (F.E.w.). 66-6034 
B. Fugitives (T.F.M.) 62-122 

oo American Weekly 94-3-4-421 
c. Anti-Trujillo Activities in the United 

States (RC.F.) 100-237194 
D. Superplsion-Internal Security (J.J.M.) 

' 100-00 
oo Supervision-Security Matters 105-00 

Investigative Reports 66-2435 

·'~ SAC LETTE:R #61-13 3/14/61 
\ ' 

copies filed in: 

A. Accidents-General (N.E.M.) 66-2058 
co Autos-Field Divi~ions 66-1980-7 

B. Speaking Engagements-General (J.R.H.) 94-1 
c. Foreign language School-General (C.F.D.) 

66-18979 
D. Federal Employees Health Benefit Act of 1955 

. (C.R.A.) 63-3824 
oo S.A.M. B.A. . 94-39518 

E. Supervision-Anti-Trust (F.J.B.) 60-00 
F. Supervision-Criminal Informants (H1E.T.) 

co Top Hoodlum Program-General ~1:B~ 



., .• ,J 
I 

.. J 
• I 

i ' . . SAC ttTT£R #61-13 . . . 
a: Superuis ion-Extortion (o. Pl. H.) 9-00 

. ~ H. Peace Corps {F.F.F.) 62-1061'140 
I. African Activities in the United States 

(E.H.M.) 105-87984 
J. Cuban Refugee Probil.em in the United States 

V.H.N.) 105-93183 

.. 

SAC LETTER #61-15 66-04-3006 

1Copies filed in: 

lA. National Crime Commission (E.L.C.) 
B. Speech Matters-General (J.R.H.) 

3/24/61 

62-105993 
94-9 

1'-------.::-- - ·-- - - ~·------·- .. - --.··. - -~- - . 
. -. -·-·-.. ---.· ~-~-=~~~o4:~d:0~-=-----==;::::::;==~=1=/6=.1==~~--S_A_C--L-E-TT--E-•'R-~-J6~~;6 ·--6-6--0-4=3-0~~ 

\sAc LETTtE #61-14 3/28/61 

l copies filed in: 

) 1 4 . 
A. FBI-NA General (J.S.R. CT F x.) 95-0C 
B. Superuis~on-~abor!atHoryd~~~~~~g· ·e;ams. in Lab. l 

co Exam~nat~on ° an · 80-15 

0 personnel (w.E~L.) ) 
• John Birch Soo~ety (B.S. D. 

62-104401 

~ .. 

\ 

Copies filed in: 

A Pers. Matters · (W.E.C.) B: Cooperation-The Backbone of Effective Law 
Enforcement (D.W.B.) 94-41211 

C.fbank Robbery Conferences (T.D.W.) 91-7953 
D.)F.f3~~· 19-w Ep,.£:o,rce!Jlemr, Cof?!erences ('r.D. 1

/;'.) 

. :-:.•:-!:;,_,•.,.,_ t•,;,,.f...· :/..:H<.•'-'1 C.,ti· (11'f~d 66-.9340 
D. Division One (~.C.A.) 66~1631 
E. Supervision-Ascertainin~ Financial 

Ability Matters (A.J.N.J 93~00 
F. Supervision-Federal Firearms Act 

( E • H. S. ) 4-00 
G. Ten Ivlost Wanted F'~1t~~~jt~1 Program 

63
_
6490 

- ~ ._..,. ~ . ·~~- -:-A ·~ -
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_j SAC ):,~T'l' :R 1/61-17 66-04-3007 3; 3o/61 SAC LETTER #61-19 66-04-3009 4/5/61 r 
!copy'filed in: Oopy filed in Personnel (R.G.H.) . . 
' 

1A· Supervision-interstate Gabmling Activities 
: (A.A. S. ) 162-00 
; C ~ ~ l..z-~.!...t: ~_,_.~~-c o._._:t~~-()/~ Jo~u 

<1' J 0:;. - 1 (t')v stu.._JZ...t..'f>J} 

--------- ---------::------....,.,----~ ~ ·· · - ---
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SAC L.:..::TTII:H 1~ bl-lB ( 66 . 4. - ··.. .. · ____ .. _· . __ ,_J S.AO LETTER #61-20 
-o -3010) ~-4-61 1 

$$-04-:3021 4/11/$1 

Copic::~ filed in: ' Copies filed in: 
A- Suggestions (JER) 66 j 
B- .F'=B.I.N.A. (JSR) -2765- _A. 
C- Vhtne::nn:s (JHG) l-L~~ 'B. 
D- Law ~nforcement Int 11" 66-18969-

Un~ t (TRD) e ~e;ence 0 • 

E- ~~~~~~~g To1egpaphic Code (llF~}-ig~=~K933_ 
F- Nationality G , 66-5084- D. roup Coverage-Cuba E 

Immigration ( SBD) 105-97459-210 • 
and Naturalization f: F. 

Service 62-34781- ~ 

Richard B. Ogilvie (R.L.R.) 77-62855 
Subversive Organizations (J.R.H.) 100-7254 

cc Safeguarding Officials Records 66-7225 
Jencks Decision (D.J.D.) 62-104029 

cc Signed Statements 66-4809 
Interutews 66-2120 

Bids (c.L.R.) 66-:5941 
National Council of Churches of Christ (B.S.) 

100-50869 
New Special Agents School (H.N.B.) l-1 

I' ·tl ~· - -...-
"· .... 

{f-' 
I 

. ,. 

. . 

-~ 
,.. ..... "'/, , ,. 

... 
--
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S:ic;. L~'f'I'1m I/; 61-21 ( 66-0L~-3013) L~-17 -61 

: Copien filed in:· 
A- Supervision-SPecial Inquirieo for the 

"Nhi te house (WI•1T1) 161-00-

- - I . _ _ __ i ··-

6$-04-3012 
_ ...... ___ ~ ··- -~---- -

4/19/61 
Copies filed in: 

A. 
. B. 

Personnel Files (E B ) s •t •• 
eour~ ~ .Investigations-General (T.D.R.) 
co ilup · · · 100-358086 

erv~s~on-Seourtty Matters 105-00 

··.· . 
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f. 
I 

4/25/61 
. - ~~- .. . •t....:.z:.·.:;..;;..,.J-~ .. o.; •• w.;... ... ~ .t..;s& •• ~~a.a~ .... ~ .... -· ... ...--.••• ~ . ~ -

r·SAC' L./i:T2'A71 /161.-23 66-04-3016 

f Copies filed in: 

I A. Forms (F.D.H.) 66-3482 
B. Accomplishments-General (R.J.G.) 66-2362 

co Attorneys 62-53438 
c. Speaking Engagements-General (J.RoH.) 94-l 
D. Telephones (L.E.W.) 62-27353 
E .• Supervision-Special Inqutry (A.J.S.) 161-00 

SAC LETTER #61-24 $$-04-3015 4/27/61 

Copi;es filed in: 

A. Nationality Group Coverage-General (s.B.D.) 
105-97459 

co· aommun ist Party-Me:cioo 64-200-221 
Fair Play For Cuba Committee 97-4196 

u - ·--·--:. ' . t.. ... . 

_ _.-



.. ~·-S_A_C_._L_E_T_T-ER_6_l_.w-·JJ----66---0-4 .... _-.'3 ..... 0..;;.l...._~.:.o. .. .,..--:.;,;-·,..;o-··-.··..:.;· ...... -...... -~4 !2776f··; ~~ C LETJ.'E'R /J61-26 

'1.' :CoP~ ftled in: Copies filed in: 

66-04-3019 5/9/61 .. . 

; Bureau Codes-General (IJ. C .s .) 66-629 Ao Kidnap School (F .JJ.B .) 1-34 
cc Civil Rights and Civil Liberties School 

1-4870 
Police Instructor's School 1-39 
Destruction of Bureau Property-General 

66-3286 
B. Coro Foundation {R.L.R.) 62-106923 

cc Ford Foundation 100-418797 
C. Law Enforcement Conferences-Generru (J.V.C.) 

·66-9340 
cc Bank Robbery CohJerences 91-7953 

--..... _ - - - ------------------...,..-.P~=- - .. -.----:----::-::::::.; :l; ___ -:-: - -
o o O • - - - -· T- ~--:-- ---- - -·--- - ----·- . .. . .. 

SAC LETTER #61-25 

- __ ,. • ~ ••.A:.· ·-··--- ·~-- '"•r----

66-04-3018 5/2/61 ------~--·· 

Copies filed in: 

( ) 66-14185 
A. Savings Bonds W.B.H. 32-57 
B. Unknown J)ead (B.E.P.) 66-3482 

cc Forms ( L M ) 
C · '1 R"ghts Matters C. • • c. Supervision- ~v~ v 44_00 

. . -: FAG (K J! H ) -46-00 n. Superv"I-SL-On • '• • . A t 63-1524 
cc Unemployment Compensat"l-on .c. 

E. security Investigations of In~~~:~~~~~6 
General (z.n.R.) ( ) 9r., oo 

F. Supervision-Registration Act S.B.IJ. ,_ 

SAC LETTER #61-26 -2-

D. Envelopes (J.E.R.) 66-3265 
E. Household Goods of Employees (J.S.J.) 

66-2621 
F. Supervision Labor Management and Reporting 

1 Act of 1959 (S.M.) (w.c.J.) 158-00 
\ cc ~upervision Labor-Management and Report-
' . "1-ng Act oj 1959 {Ill.) ( 159-00 
ll G. cr.,mdel-General (J.E.M.) 63-4296 

H. S~pervision-Interstate Transportation oj 
F"l-rewor~s (a.w.H.) 148-00 

I 
I 

I 
I 

· .:~··-: - -~-- .-:--· ----· . 
t. ·. .. • ' 

-<, 

·'· ·. 

' .~ . . . \ 
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SAC LETTER //:61-27 66-04-3020 5/16/6.1 .. SAC LETTE'R }/:61-28 $6-04-3021'-· · ~-· '5/23/6.i 

Copies in: 
A• ·Police Training (Gen). (TDY!) 
B. Police Association-National Police 

Officers Assoc. of America {RLR) 
C. Jencks Decision (DJD) , 

Interviews 
Signed Statements 
Reports 

D. National Association of United 
States Commissioners (BS) 

E. National Geographic Magazine (CEM) 
F. Police Training (Gen). (TDW) 

Training Manuscripts 

1-115.'~ 

94-46497 
62-104029 
66-2120 
66-4809 
66-2435 

94-53104: 
94-3-4-94: 

1-1152 
1-14 

Copies filed in: 

A • . pow Service Stations can Help Law Enforcement 
(A.F.H.) 94-54001 

B. Personnel (N.E.M.) 
c. u.s. Marshals (c.A.H.) 62-53439 
D. F.B.I.R.A. (H.L.S.) . 62-26176 
E. Nationality ~roup Coverage- Cuba (S.B.D.) 

. 105-97459-210 
F. Inpro (E.T.T.) 65-63478 
G. Security Indez-General(T.D.R.) 100-358086 

r---------...--- --- - ·-------------

r-- - · . -· - -- . . - . ----- - ·--- -- -

Page 2 SAC Letter #61-27 $6-04-30'20" · 5/1~)/8l, 

G. Peacemakers - Selective Service Act 
of 1948 {JJM) 

. i 

--- "'"------ ~ .. 

SAC LETTER #61-29 66-04-3022 , ___ 5/29/61 

Copies filed in: 

A. Appropriations-1962 (c.L.R.) 66-19080 
B. U.~.Pub1ic Health Service (W.B.H.) 62-42484 
C. Ra~ds (H.L.E.) 66-4151 
D. Motion Pictures {T.D.W.) 1-18-1 
E. Aliens Crossing Canadian and Mezioan Borders 

(J.B.E.) 62-60366 
co Booov-General · 100-356015 

1 F. Cuban Intelligence Activities tn the u.s. 
(J.J.D.) 105-80787 

~tin•/ 55069 Docld: 329895.28 
\ 
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"-I 
.-4 . SAC. fE'l'TER #61-30 

~ ~ 

66-04-3023 

Copies Filed in: 
A. Racial Matters - Gen. (JeT) 

Segregation - Gen. 
Citizens Councils - Gen. 

............. ,~ .. ~~ 

6/2/61 I 

157-1 
157-6 

105-34237 

I 
Page 2 
SAC Let. 61-31 

G. Committee for Nonviolent Action 
(JJM) 100-426761 

Supervision-Selective Service 25-00 . 
H. Criminal Intelligence,Prqgram (CAE) 62-9 

Cooperation with Local Authorities 66-6353 
Contacts with Govt.Officials 

& Employees · 66-3190 
I. Criminal Intelligence Program (TJE) 62-9 

Special Agents Training Conference ! 

Criminal Intelligence Ma-tters ·62-106773i 
Proposed Legislation to Prohibit ! 

Interstate Crime 63-4664 

-- ··----. "·· "- - ---- - o--- ----~~--.-~__,-~---,.: ..,~-r--_J 
·- ----· - -- __ _..__,_ . · · ~ ------

66-o4-3-o24 ___ b/6/61 .._ ___ ~ 

1~:1~:2. I' Copies filed in: 
A. Police Training-Gen. (EDS) 

Motion Pictures 
B. International Services of Informa

tion Foundation, Inc. (DWB) 
Ulius Louis Amoss 

c. Automobiles:- Field (CLS) 
D. Police Administration Schools (TDW) 

Police Training-Gen. 
E. Interviews (JIC) 
F. Interviews · (PDP) 

Internal Revenue Service 
Supervision - Income Tax 

_. 

.... • 
' 

mv 5506;9 Docid: 32989528 
\ 
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• j· 
1-18·-1 

64-32616 
65-58025 
66-19130-T 

1-47 
1-1152 

66-2120 
66-2120 
62-17909 I 
5-oo : 

! 

. ' 

Page7 3---- · -- -----
SAC Letter 61~3i' 

(I cont'd) 

Supervision-Obstruction of Justice 
Supervision - I.G.A. 

72-00 
162-00 
143-00 
62-51542 
76-oo 

122-00 

Supervision - r.T.G.D. 
Testimony 
Supervision-Fugitive Felon Act 
Supervision-L.M.R.A. 
Criminal Infts. Gen. 

;r. Reports (TDR) 
Security Investigations 

'"": ' ' ·----

4 .,.,.: .. " I . ,. _,. ·· .. 

/ 
-- ' 

66-2542-1 
66-2435 

100-358086 



-~ ~~sA'c LE'T1'E1i- lf61-c-· -···· ·-·· · ·---.. 6/19/61··- ~- ....... ~~~o:r.:-~;;~tY~sAc ·LETTER 1161~33 · · -- -- --· .. -··· ·66·--o4;.3o27 ___ .. __ -e-2o-6l 

"l· .co;.{; filed in: Copies filed in: 
I 

Subversive Activities Cont~o1 Bon~d (E B R ) I \N I 0 o o 

100-372598 
A. Police Training-Gen. (E.D.S.) 

co Motion Pictures 
B. Supplies (J.E.R.) 
c. Teletypes (T.L.G.) 

co Bureau Codes-Genl. 
Safeguarding Official Records 

D. Vouchers (J.S.Jo) 
co Security Infts., Genl. 

Criminal Infts., Gen 1. 

I Confidential Funds 
E. Personnel (N.P~C.) 

J'--F_._K_i d_n_a_p-..S,....o_h_o o ls ( T. D. W.) co Training JJooumen ts 
' - ·-· ~ - ·-- ~ -·-~ -!..--·---

- - -- -~-- · ----------~---

1-1152 
1-18-1 

66-2394 
62-14749 
66-629 
66-7225 
66-2690 

86-2542-3 
66-2542-1 
66-2102 

1-34 
1-14 

r - SAc LETT~ll #6~-32 66~~4~302~ ---;;-~;~e;l· SAC LE~TEll #6~=3i--66-04-_3~i8 --e/-2i/61 

Copies ftled tn: Copy !~led in: 
A. Photographic Equipment (RCR) 66-6116 ·. · 
B. Television Scripts (JRH) 94-45883 ~:· A. Supervision-Criminal Informants (J.E.K.) 

Tours 94-2 i,~ 137-00 
c. Keys (DJB) 66-19006 > co Criminal Intelligence llatte.rs 62-9 
D. Photographic Equipment (JLS) 66-61J:6_ ~:-:. 
E. Autos - Field (WCJ) 66-1980-7 !. ' 
F. Supervisio-d-Gen.(TWC:JBS) 66-6200 
G. Unemployment Compensation Act 

of 1961 (WJH) 
Supervision - FAG 
Supervision-Embe22lement Gov.Prop. 

H. Supervision - Bank Robbery (JWB) 

• 

, ; ,. 

\ 
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63-15:.14 
46-00 
52-00 
91-00 

· - ·-"'"- - · i" .. .. -· 
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. SAG _LET~'ER #61-35 66-04-3029 6/27/61 . SAC LJJ,':t':J.'E'R /)61-37 66-04-3032 7 (~1/61 
_j G .· · · · opies filed in: 

· A. Junveile D?linquency General (R .1;1.K)62-2622.5 
B. Stenograph~c Test and Typing Test 66-2369 

- CC Stenographers (C.J.M.} 66-3025 
C .. Badges (L.J.G) 62-12846 
D. Investigative Reports {R.E.L.) 66-2435 

cc Supervision Int. Seco 100-00 
cc Supervision Sec. Matters 105-00 

Copies filed in: 

A. Award to Bureau Employees (N .E.M.) 66-16262 
cc Forms 66-3482 

B. Automobiles {c.Q.s.) 66-1980-7 
C. Interviews (D.J.D.) 66-2120 

cc· Signed Statements 66-4809 
d. f.B.I. National Academy (J.S.R.) 1-4 
E. Subversive Organizations (E.J.R.) 100-7254 

cc Fact 100-366906 
Committee to Secure Justice for 
Morton Sobell 100-387835 
Four Continent Book Corporation 65-1674 

..... . -- ---:-:: :-.. ~-- -=~=====· .. ===~-~ - ··- - -- - -·- -·-·-----
SAC LETTER :#61-36 66-04-3031 

Copies filed in: 

A. Inventory (L.W.L.) 
B. Motion Pictures (E.n.s.) 
c. Hurst B. Amyx (J.c.F.M.) 

\ 

7/3/61 

66-3209 
1-18-1 
94-53964 

I 

I 

r 

if-" ., 

----- ... -··--'------- .. - . . ---· . ·- ------
SAC LETTER #61-87 ::::2-

E. (Con 't) 
cc July 26th Movement of New York 

National of Islam 
National Committee to Abolish 
the Un-Amer .ican Activities 
Committee 

97-3243 
25-330971 

100-433447 
Political AfJairs 
Progressive Youth Organi2ing 

100-55685 
Committee 

100-434236 
Corporation Russky Golos Publishing 

Tass News Agency 

"'· ...... · 

·. 

100-39588 
100-183386 
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JAC J,.~TTER #61-38 66-01,-3033 7/18/6.1 '; ,:,,;u Lb'2'2'b'R ;)61~16~-=aa::·a4·~-3'Q36:::.:: . ..:~-= 7j!J!JjDl 
~~pies filed in: Copies filed in: 

A. Motion Pictures (E.D.S.) 
I B. Federal Employees Health 

l Benefits Program (C.R 9 A ) 
. C. Security of Telephones(F:H.F.) 

· cc Telephones 

l-18-l 

63-3821,~. 
62-97308 
62-27353 

1:. s · (T.D.,d.) 91-7953 l
~~~ ~·. Conferences on Bank Robbery 

. ov~et:-Bloc .l::.ospoinage & Counter '> -. 
~ ~nte;:~:-c:e~c: : .. :ntters (D.~.I.C.) 65-63478Jr/r) 

Handling of Mail in the Field (L ) 
Post Of.'.f;ce Depa~t e t .E.W. " • m n 

(Replies to go in Handling of Mail 
in the Field). 

66-16263 
62-20602 

f-~i,:·. cc _;. .. .r -~!;r~t~(on and N;:~turalization ;l ..;erv1ce D.F.X.C.) 62_34781 
.. . 

·.~.~=~·=~~=~:: ·:::~:~:==:~ ' .. ··~,~": '::'":~:·:~~;:::::~t:.:;~;:cmr~t'.W~rtmw '· 
SAC LE'TT~'R {;61-39 66-04-3035 7/25/61 . SAC Letter ik61-D 66-04-3034 7-24-61 

Copies filed in: 

A. Teletypes (L.E.W.) 62-14749 
cc Bur3au Codes-General 66~29 

B. Visual Presentations(l.J.G.) 94-54764 
cc Special & Unusual Investigative 

Techniques 66-16339 
Division III 66-1855-E 

c. Statistics-General (J.B.E.). 66-2362 
D. Security Investigations (T.D.R.}l00-358086 

cc Reports 66-2435 
E. East German Intelligence (B.L.H.) 65-61827 

cc Visitors to Iron Curtain Countries 
100-351585 
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Copy filed in: 
.. 

Bureau Codes-General (n.c.s.) 66-629 



.. 
' 66-04-3037 

SAG' LETTER 61-42 8/8/61 66-04-3038 
·Copies Placed In: 

~- -

Copies Placed in: ' 

'· 
A. · Suggestion Program (JER) 66-2765 

Bo Manila_, Philippines (TJB) 66-42 J-. 

c. Visa Applicants-cuba.'' (RAM) 105-7-210 

. ~. Supervision_,General (DJB) 66-6200 
: Handling of ~:ail in Field Divs. 66-162d3 
i-~ Eo Hotion Pictures_, Training (EDS) 1-18-1 
1 G. Speech L!atters_, Gen. (JMR) 94-1 
: D. BIDS ( CLR) 66-394:[ 
:] ·Personnel 
'1 E. Child J.[olester Poster (AFH) 66-19002 
:.~l F. Reports (JER) 66-2435 
,~ Supervision - Espionage 65-00 
'1 Supervision - Securitu }.{atters 105-00 
] ~· Bank R~b~ery - General (GEl.') 91-0 

_ .t. c j; i v i t i. e s (J F !! l .; 16 2-o o 
,,_ . ... ',,'.,.t,;~..,r,.:... _ .. .{,.L- -< l,.."'-._,~.,_· \.•;<• / 1~:.1.-1 L

r1• Supervlslon-Interstate Gambling 

'"" • ' · '-' • ... .. .., .. 4 /r .. ,, ,.; ,. ... : .> •,) 1...,,1_ 

· .-~~if:+! , Vf~\f*r~_W,*!'!§~JA>'.S§t.F!fb(! ,\!f{~.!"<'l!,.~, ~~J!fi?'Ji'(lft.ljJ'f.;,i(k\!V!<t'{l<:!1f!'_1,-,W.S!'ft~·fiJ!"f',~~~~~l!"''l'l~~~~i"!""!!~~~·!"ltm'~~~~~l"(''!!!ll,.mftlh")~~~! f• 
~~· . :; . :.- .: .·. ~ .. '"-:·. · .. '. """~~:~ ........ : .• ::"' ~;;;,;:;;.&;::,; _,,>.~ .J:•wd·~-; : ·:, .. ;;.\_ .. ~· . .,,..!·:, .. ;,,~ e ~<.- · .;- • :~ ~ ,. 

i 
:j 

.. . ., ... , '+r ,cAnt ;.· ·~~dt· v ,,4~f·g~~h~ 0 ~ b'i''"'c!' ' '• .b , ·>· -, .• 4 , >.;; .... a ... :st•;- .. r;, .•. 0 ., •.. , . , . , .... ,. , , ., · far ~~-~~ 

. .• Tar;e 2 
SAC Letter 61-~.11 
66-04-3037 

;~ ·(continued) i1. (H) 
Supervision - Interstate Transportation 
Lottery Tickets 144-00 
Criminal Intelligence Program-Gen. 62-9 

Nl!/ 55 0 6:9· Docid: 3.2'98 952 8 Page 242 

SAG LE:TI'E"R //-Gl-43 8-15-61 GG-CM:-3039 

Copies filed in: 

A. Division One ( CAH) 
B. Space (CQS) 
C. Evidence (FMJJ) 

Handling of lfuil in Field Divs. 
D. Federal Employees Compensation 

Act (WBH) . 
Federal Interdepartmental Safety 

Council 
E. Supervision - Kidnaping {TDW) 

66-1631 
66-2927 
66-6034 
66-16263 

62-32384 

94-36855 
7-00 

'-

~~~~~~~~~~~~~mm~~mm~~· · 
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' 

. ----·-----------· _;_ ·_ :. ·. · : ' ' 

SAC LETTER #61-44 
,. 

Co p'i es Filed in: 

A. Pers. Files 

B. Supervision General 

c. Cold Vaccine 

D. Supervision ITSP 

66-04-3040 8-22-61 

(WWB) 

(WBH) 

(TY!C) 

66-6200 

t./J9i).' 63-4-,J!; . 

87-00 

-· ·-- . 'XJ"t-~- .. ' 

-- ~ 

8Jl.C LT!:TTr.;R jj-61-47 66-04-3042 9/5/61 

~ Copies filed in: 
!?', .• : 
-~ - ~ 

-~ A. FBI-il.A (T.F.U.) 
fi· Autos-Field Division (c.a.s.) 
C. FBI-N.A (J.S.R.) 

1-4 
66-1980-7 
1-4 

·· D. Personnel 
- ~ .---. E. Gener.al Services Administration {W.E.C.) 

62-95461 

., . 
Leave (I.S.)(M.F.R.) 66-2087 
Citizens Committee For Constitutional 
Liberties (J.H.K.) 100-434917 
Chinese Communist Activities-General (v.E.R.) 

100-40 
cc Chinese Jho Have ForT:!erly .::eside,i in 

C 0 '"': •· 11.'1 i ,n '!; C (d rw Er: t C r i ·; ;: ::. S. 0 '1 { 0 V C r) 

! 

'\ , .,...,T"l((!!,.,~'l'OI~"''f,.,;'~"""'~"""'~:5+!n'. ,. ........ oa""'~""'(~..,., wlll!l! .. :#"""l, .i!"Jf*!• .. ""':.'!f'•, '""~~· ""'?',.,_,·.7*-)f#""'{;t1>ltf!_~-~'t\~~ifJ" .. 7L: ·~\~~~~&fW.~ ~;~;;;;:V: ,;JA9!~f't4f ~ 
~ • .. , · cCt ·t..·e'· *'''''1 " .... . -~ )f"··> ~' ' d·4 ~ l'll·i''oc ·e · i·a&:J,tiir J.~~. - .. ~ .. . ; - 'i ~ "'"l""myir· .... ~ "ht.d ' , , :.- .. , ,. ;;, .. ; . • t:t,J;_ ... 

I !:-AC LETTER ll~l-45 8-29-61 66-04-3041 
~ 

Copies filed in: 

A. Supervis~on - Impersonation (JRF) 

c~ Supervision Illegal Wearing of 
the Uniform (JRF) 

47-00 

43-00 

SAC LET2'ER .1/61-47 -2-

Student Visas . 105-86568 
cc Chinese Communist Intell~gence 

Operations in U. S. 65-53286 .-
~ - " ; 

:. ~ 

'' . .. · . ' ' 

-JtilW---'5586-9-Dee±d-8~89!;2-S---l!age-">"'-'' Aih1"~"----------------------------------------~ 
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--1 SAC LET'l'li'R //61-48 9/12/61 66-04-3p.J..L .: . SAC LET'l'E'R ;P,:6l-49 66-04-304b 

~ Copi~s filed in: Copy filed in: 

A. Police Training School-General (c.E.D.)l-1i52 A. Asian Flu (W.B.H.) 
cc Ace iden t Facts 94-3-4-546 

B. Arrests & Arraignments (J.B.E.) 62-73212 
cc Interviews 66-2120 

C,. Contact Program-General .(T.F.M.) 94-1-179 
cc Committee to Keep the FBI before 

the Public 62-105374 
D. Contact Program-General (T.F.M.) 94-1-179 

cc Committee to Keep the FBI Before 
the Public 62-1053~1 
General Matters & Newspaper Clippings 

80-1 

--~-~-.1------~- .. 
·. 

. .i - . ' · . - - · . ..:'....-- ···--· • '<·• ,----.,..------- --·-- ----·. _ ... -·- - .. 

9/15/ol r 
I . .. 

63-4069 

I SAC LETTER //61-48 9/12/61 ----· -- ~· · ·---....... 

E. Physical Examinations (s .B ._H.) 
F. Academy of Achievement-Monteryy, 

(G.G.L.n 

66-5403 
Calif. 

94-.54976 

~ . .. .---- ---- --- -- -. " 

\ 
N'l'l 55069 Doc ld : 329895 2 8 Page 244 

SAC LETTER #61-50 66-04-3044 9/15/61 

Copies filed i~: 

, . A. Criminal Intelligence Program-General (v.F.L.) 
~ 62-9 

cc Proposed Legislation to Prohibit 
Interstate Crime 63-4664 

... 

';~ . 

.. 
,,. ' . ,f. 

·. 



._ •• ~Jal 

SAC J.E'J:TER #61-51 9/19/61 66-04-3046 

Copies fil~d in: 

A. Personnel Files 

B. Contact Program (J.C.F.M.) 94-1-179 
cc Spealcing Engagemen ts-Gen '1 94-1 
cc Committee on Long Range 

Planning To Keep The F.B.I. 
Bejo1·e th~ Pub1 ic 62-105374 

({ ~ld~ .G ~ .l---' (0 ;.!- t() s-3 7 f. 
Supervision - Sec1ective Service 
/.ct, l0.C:.8 (J.J • .'.'.) 25-00 

Nl!/ 55 0 6:9· Docid: 3.2'989528 Page 245 

- "o ,.. -~ • - - · . . .. .-•• ~ .... .. .... •~u ••· •• ·--• • -. - -- - • • ·- - · •· • · • • • • • • -·------- - _.,. ___ , ___ . , __ _ 
SAC LETTER if6l-54 66-04-3048 

Copies filed in: 

A. Per Diem (N.P.c.) 
cc Travel Expense 

Appropriations - 1963 

9/25/61 

66-2009 
66-94.08 OJ..uc·-
66-19084 

" 

'· :: 

,, 

.. 



--- --·--~- "·-. :--·- ·.-
-2- . . 

D,~partment of the Army {B.A. W .) 62-19253 
·· . ccProvost Marshal General, 6~-66461 
. . .., 
. .t.!· 

'(. Cooperation of Government Agenc1.-es 
, with F.B.I. . 62-83275 
:: G. Security Index - General (J.E.R.)-100-· 358086 

., 

•• 

.. 
' 

E.hC LF:T'l.'ER f/:61-56 66-04-3050 

Copies Filed in: 

A. Federal Employees Compens~tion 
Act {WBH) 

B. Boy Scouts of America (DWB) 
C. Criminal In.formants, Gen. {ABF) 
D. Worker (SFP) 

•, 

62-32364 
94-1-2GB 

66-2542-1 
97-401 

;· 

' 

< SAC r, E:r'I'ER. /f61-57 10-10-61 66-04-3001 
,.· 
~- - Copies filed in: 
" 

A. Bern, Switzerland (TJ$) 
B.Central Research Matters SCBP) 

t c. Police Training_,Gen. (TDW 
{. D. Mail (LEW) 
;~ · 1Jepartment of Defense 

E. Supervision-Espionage {LW) 
F. Supervision-Registration Act (RDC) 

10/17 /el 
Copies filed in: 

A. Unemployment Compensation For 
Federal Employees (WBH) 

B. Personnel Files 
c. Pro~ressive Youth Organizing Com-

m7tttee (TPR} · 

66-19091 
100-352546 

1-1152 
66-3665 
62-87819 
65-00 
97-00 

•• I 

100-43423( >I 

NW__;lj.5 IH5,9-· Doc.Id.:-3.2.98.9528 J?age---"-'liW:l---------------------------'--------------~ 



-__________ ...;;...._;_...:.....; __ .:_· .:..· ....:....:..--~ 

{;./lC LETJ'ER ;'61-60 66-04-3053 10/18/61 

1 'cp j!il ed in 
!' 

Leave (R.K. W.) 66-2087 

SAC LETTER #61-61 66-04-3054 10/?4/61 •. 
... 

Copies filed in: 

..A· _General Service¥ Adm_inist;ration (w.s.T.) 
~~~ f'li.Ptc-n~~~ -4-p.fi:r-:--../ 62-95461 

co Telephones (r,.J.. -lo'l fJlCJ 11) 62-27353 
Teletypes . 62-14749 

B. Handling of Mail in Field Division (J.E.R.) 
66-16263 

co Forms 66-3482 
c. Police Training-General (J.J.D.) l-1152 

co Crime Statistics-General 33-l 
D~Polioe Training-General (H.L.E.) 1-1152 

co F.B.I. NA Genl. l-4 

NW 550 69 Doc ld : 3 2 989528 Page 247 

0 ~ --- _,, ....... • ' " ... · ·-· ~-- L 

SAC LET'l'ER //61-61 -2- .. 
E. Committee to Keep the F.B.I. Before the 

PUblic (J.R.H.) . 62-105374 
F. Press Releases (c.E.M.) 94-8-3 

co Committee to Keep the F.B.I. 
Before the Publ io 62-105374 
Contact Program-General 94-1-179 

G. Personnel 
H. Supervision-Registration Act (R.D.C.) 97-00 
I. Internal Security Act of 1950 (E.B.R.) 

100-372598 
co Supervision-Passports & Visas 40-00 

C:. P. -U.S .A. General 100-3 

q- .. , •.. \ "'"'1'6' .. <tO. • •• 'J •' •l '115"•' -...0'\t ·t ~ •. 

66-04-3055 10/24/Cl SAC LETTER #61-62 

Copy filed in Personnel (CT) 



.ir·-z i:ni'i:: ... ._ 

1 ~ SAC LETTER #61-E 66-04-3056 l0/26/61. 

,, 

.. 
· qopy filed in: . . 
Buregu Codes (J.W.N.) 66-04-3056 

I . . . . .. ,. ;;,;,~)1 1 1' C'l '" Ol'+ ., • t , ts•,lr l . ,, •r · J) ~ ' ! ' >E •'·'y·· <•cl '£ _ , ..... , ., . ~ • ., . ... ., d , u --- ..... ·· ·} 'd " .,. ,, ,, - u. ii '~ 

~ SAC LETTER #61-63 l0/31/61 66-04-3057 

Copies filed in: 

A. personnel fil~s {JIC) 
B. Bu~eau Prope~fYAuto~obiles {WCJ) 
c. Ma~ntena~ce . F'eld Divisions 

Automob~les ·- ~ ( H) 
D. Polygraph Research, Gen. BP 

. _ .. . - -~'" '. 

66-2184 
66-1980-.LO 
66-19$0-7. 
80-5 

.. - ' _,· 
- _ _. __ _ 

SAC tETTER #61-64 66-04-3061 11-7-1961 

Copies filed in: 

A. Police Training 
Notion Pictures 

(E.D.S.) 1-1152 
(E.D.S.) 1-18-1 

B. 

c. 

D. 

E. 

Committee to Ke.ep FBI .Before 
the Public (A.F.H.) 
General Matters 6::. Newspaper 
Clippings (A.F.H.) 

Sugp·estir'ns (J .E.R.) 

Income Tax (:rl.F.R.) 
Civil Service Comm. (M.F.R.) 
Social Security Act (M.F.R.) 
Internal Revenue Ser,M.F.R.) 
Bureau Applicants (J.vl.F.R.) 

Supervision- F.A.G. (W.J.H.) 

62-105374 

80-1 

66-2765 

66-9681 
62-17890 
62-40264 
62-17909 
66-2160 

46-00 

NW 5506.9· Docid : 32989528 Page 24~8:__ _________ ......._ _______ _ 

.. 
r 

,· 

_; 

;: .. 



~------- -- -------- ----. -. .,. 

J SilO LETTER //61-F 

~ . 'c_op"i;s ftled in: 

66-04-3058 11/7/61 

k Radio Frequency Microphone 

r 

.. 
!' A 

B 

Personnel 
cc-Forms (TJF) 

Supervision ; FAG 

NW 55069 Docld : 32989528 Page 249 

(c.K. c.) 80-760 

66-3482 
46-00 

,~W/"~rl\,aQ. -"'· --·-· .. -~~~...:.:;.....:..·..:.:..:......-"~:.::..·~..:·~ ~:.--··-·~~. 

·:~ .SAIZ lli,"'J.'1'ER ;/:Gl-66 11/21/61 $6-04-3064 

~ Copies filed in: 

,.. 

·'· Ao New Special Agents School (JER) 
B,. Repo1·ts (JER) 
c. Income Ta::c (IS) 
D. Supervision-Fugitive Felon Act (TFM) 

cc-Radio Scripts 
E. Imprest Funds (WCJ) 
F. Leave (MCF) 

cc-Hol idays 
G. Teletypes (LEW) 

cc-Telephones · 
H. Complaint Desks (WEL) 

(con't) 

l-l 
66-2435 

"· 66-9681 '!~ 
88-00 J: 
94·-45884 :, 
66-18 943 .:. 
66-2087 ; 
62-22536 > 

62-14749 ' .. 
62-27353 '< 
66-16353 .. 



..----- -------- --- ---- -
·--------·.a---.-~~ti~·~:~~lii.~Ml - - -__ _ ·-- -·-;_ _____ , ___ _ 

~ 

:~ SAC LETT2'R f/61-67 66-04-3063 11/22/61 SAC LE'J."l'ER f/:61-G 66-04-3065 11/29/ol 
. 

'qopy filed in: 

~eave (w. E. c.) 
\ 

66-2087 

Copies filed in: 

Technical Surveillances (J.D.D.) 
co in Microphone Surveillances 

June 

66-8160 
66-5815 
66-1372 

I
' ' . 
, I 

' I 

.':,'f •:n ; ; H:V , s:~;J• r:~t:~~z.t'' ~]!!t~:~:~~!-'"z:\!':::z~:,::a.·r:w.~.<·!:lA1i:f) · ="<t'q'l')!'l.\!'1~1'*1' ·\'6f lf"!\ff, ·i'i"Jl,t·'!!l.fi!il!_!l!! ,i>*\'f,:.·'\"lfl'i\IJPjll ll""+f'~,'I!Wfi'!ll!!l!i;J!/?f-*@f'}Af'(fl!'~PI!fM*CJ!if,J:..,...,»'" :;::~0'.:~~§,:?~~:'\·:,:~.;;.;r,:;~,~k,}J;;Jll$')ij:-{;':f;'c' ~~j.:i\>'; .. ~;v;;y 'd>:>J.d·[ ~V:" i>l.. , • '•'•·•'n·u »'e: •• '"' ,\u ·,., ,. -,. ,,; ., ~, ' w 1 •i·l.'-"><ori.•·ix• ' ·• ';'.airll · r .m•i .. rU2g~.·.:.;.f-:~ ;,;·.,· ~ ... ....,. . . ,., .. ,,,.*" 

S .. ~C LETTER //61-68 11/28/61 66-04-3066 . SAC LET'l'ER {;61-69 66-04-3067 12/5/61 t 
Copies filed in: Copies filed in: 

A. Household Goods of Employees (D. E. C.) 66-26;?_1 
Bo Police Training-General (E.D.S.) 1-1152 c. Southern Association of Intelligence Agents 

(R.K.M.) 62-107464 

Nl'l 55 0 69 Dc;>cid.: 3.2989528 Page 250 

A. Social Security Records (J.E.R.) 25-139470 
co-Leads 66-2277 

B. Supervision-Gen. (R.J.G.) 66-6200 
co-Leads 66-2277 

C. Supervision-Gen. (H.L.E.) 66-6200 1. 

co-Southern Assoc.of Intel.Agents 62-107464 ~--
co-Cooperation with Loc~l Auths. 66-6353 

D. New Special Agents School ST.D.W.) 1-1 
E. Supervision-F.H.A. ·(w.J.H. 147-00 
F. Supervision-T.G.P. (H.A.s.) 52-00 

cc-Supervision-C.G.R. 70-00 



,- --

SAC LET1'ER !/-61-72 12/26/41 66-04-307i1 
s 

.; 

eooids filed in: 
.. 4. ' • 

A: Fred Otash (J.M.R.) 13.7-5624 
$. Police Training-General (T.D.W.) 1-1152 

co ffo/P/Jr1fr/pflbiP/f-ffl/Af!i!=/fl!tlt#£/Nb:'Af1#lN/ft.s/f/fW..PiP/Hf?.,fJJffP.fPIJ: 
Specialized Instructors School on 

Aearches and Seizures 1-9775-

SAC LE'T1'E'R /}61-70 12/12/61 66-04-3068' · ... f~ 
Copies filed in: 
A. Investigative and Unusual 

(J.E.R.) 
co-Automobiles-Field 

Techniques 

B. Accidents (N.E.M.) 
C. Pol ice Assoc (IA OF AUX PDL. 

Venice~ Fla.) (J. v.c.) 
co-National Police Hall of Fame 

and lJuseum~ Port Charlotte~Fla 
cc-Pol. Assoc. Nat. Pol.Off.Assoc 

of America 
D. Physical Examinations {W.B.H.) 

cc-Personn el 

66-16339 
66-1980-7 ,: 
66-2058 

94-~2 
.Lfb Lt/7 

62-106265 

94-46497 
66-5403 

:="~:~~mz,=s~~=~~~=m•saM®smAssanemmt~WN~~=~n~smw~~m~~~~~~~~re~.~m-e~~WWMMB~~~!~~~~~{*!:!!~-~~;.~*~MM!- l41ID~·.:~:·~'··~-·~·~--~ .. m.~.- ~~DEDBmBBDEm~~~.-amMB~a..-maamUE~· f 
SAC LETTER #61-73 12/27/61 66-04-3070 SAC LE'l'TER .f/61-70 12/12/61 Pg.2. 

Unrecorded copy filed in Personnel Files. 
{Outside Part-Time Employment} 

N\!f 5506:9 Docid : 32989528 Page 251 

(cont'd) 
E. Top Hoodlum~ Gen. (T.L.G.) 
F. Firearms Training-Gen. (c.R.D.) 

cc-Personn el 
G. Arrests (M. Co D.) 
H. President's Trip to Puerto Rico~ 

Venezuela~ Colombia and Bermuda 
I. Personnel 

62-9 
1-29 

62-73212 

62-107481 

' ·, 

•l 

~ 

~; 

' .. ,, 
•. 
; 

-· 

I 



- -~ .-. . __ _ _ .. _,__-.. _----·~·~.; .. • . . ..nw~~ O'V'~;;;,;:~---------·- ~ -- - . ... ... ... ----- . - ·-

._..., /.)AC LET'l'ER ://61-71 66-04-3069 12/19/61 -·.----............. ~·· --- -~,._,...........,.,.....,__,.....~:....:..:.... .. _ _ ,.;...._..__._,...._. __ ~:_.1 
j~ .... . - 1: i 

- ~ 

~ ,~Copies filed in: ;i 
1. ?~ A. National Council of Juvenile 

~ Court Judges {DWB) 
B.General Services Admin. {WST) 

,, 

cc-Te.Iephones 
o f~~t.-{_,,_t_, ~~M.ees ... ~~A~:.V, 

C. superv is~ on.- ffr i me Ao oa r(Jf'-
Aircraft (LLD) 

D.Southern Association of 
Investigative Agents (JVC) 

E.Federal Executives, Board 
of (RG.r!) 
co-Civil Service Comm. 

94-354J7 
62-954()1 
62-27353 

t,'l 62-.14749 
....._ -fc'l:;o?f 

164-00 

62-107·1:64 

62-107535 
62-178':)0 

, . ' s·, . . ' ·n··•"'""" • .,..fi..t ' i= •'l.'*' ' ! ,. ; ,r '':f ., , .,, ~ .. c; b ;>'; 'k¥' 't f >c·· ' .. , .... , -. · w·~"" :. 1' ,. ¥' ,. •,;au• .. s-- .,, •. -~~ 

SAC Letter //:61-71 Pg. 2 66-04-3069 12 /,_l!} jet 

F. Criminal Intelligence Program
General ( AEH) 
co-Copies of Reports to U.S.A's 

Supv. I'l.'V.'I 
Supv. ITWP 

62-9 
66-544a 

165-00 
168-00 

Supv. Interstate Trans. in 
Aid of: Racketeering 166-00 

Supv. Interstate Gambling Act. 1'62-Q,J 

. 
J 

G. Supervision-Crime Aboard Air-
.}] craft (HAS) 
~ co-Federal Aviation Agency 

164-00 . 
62-104<337' 

145-00 l H .. Supervision-ITO}! (JAG) 
] I. Cuban A~tters-Counterintelli-

L
" gence Proqram (RDC) . 105-99988 
, cc-Fa i r Play .for Cuba Comm. -Gen. 97-41£6 

. , .. -~~-W~ffl1W\~!~~'t->lll4~1f:st;f1!'9!-.~~M¥::;.\~~80i!!!!fJ»i'!}~~!jt'!!J'='!~;JiA{:0f!'~.i\t:C%}HNf ___ ~--·~ 
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1r 
·' 

. t 

To: 

SELECT COMMITTEE TO 
STUDY GOVERNMENTAL OPERATIONS WITH 

RESPECT TO INTELLIGENCE ACTIVITIES 

(PORSUAI<lT TO S. RES. 21, UTH CONGRESS) 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20510 

Bill Cregar 

From: Mark Gitenstein 

Bill, attached you will find 
the list of SAC memos and 
letters which we have selected 
for review at FBI headquarters. 

t~ ,. 
'· 

~ .... 

~ .. 
i• •• 
f', -

'r.t 
·.1:·:.. 

·'I ·. 
: ... .. . ,. 

r: ;., . . .. 
'· h·. 

---:-r--:-· ~" ~ .. :.:.··'". _..._..-,.-~ -~-..-.. -·-··· .. , """""' t ... . . . . .. -, .. -:-rr~~; -< . 

. ' .•.. ··•· ... 
...... ·· .. 

r . 
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.. 
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... • . .) 
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. · ... ,. . 
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-.. i' 
.. '\ . ·,,·) 

" •' Si\C l'il~ - :GS {~ I.E'lTERS 
.. 

1960 - ---

.60-A 1/15 60-30 6/21 60-41 8/23 

60-B 1/22 60-G 7/1 60-44 9/29 

60-C J/25 60-32 6/23 (J0-45 0/27 

60/9 2/9 . 60-33 7/S 60-J 10/20 

60-10 ~/16 60-34 1/12 60--51 11/1 

. 60'-D 2/29 60-H 8/1 60-54 11/22 

60-11. 2/FJ. 60-36 7/19 60-k 1/13 

60-12 2/23 60..;38 8/2 60-56 - 12/6 

60-14 3/8 60-I 8/17 60-59 12/20 

60-16 3/22 60-43 9/13 

60-E 4/'1.1 

60-F 5/10 

• 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------
1961 

61-:A 1/23 61-28 ·s/23 61-D 7/24 
lD \ • L\)- :d <? 

61-5 1/24 61/29 S/29 61-tn 9/5 .. 

61-8 2/21 61-31 6/6 . 61-55 9/26 

61-10 . :S/1 61-C 6/19 61-56 nut tbt~d 
. . 

61-12 3/7 . G1-33 6/20 61-62 }0/24 

61-13 3/14 61-31 6/21 61-E. '10/26 

/* 61-18 4/4 61-37 ?/11 6i-F 11/7 

61-19 4/5 61-38 7/18 61-G 11/29 

61-24 4/27 61/39 7/25 61-71 12/19 



> r : 

:, ~ 

SAC i·.!t4 'iOS (\ Letter . _ ,/ . 
·~'~l~C 2 I i 

I 

1962 

6Zt47 
62-A 1/8 62-22 4/17 9/7 

62-12 2/14 62-E 4/26 62~55' 10/3 

62-11 2/13 62-27 5/8 62-58 10/16 

62-B 62-F 5/9 62-B-J- I-K 

62-C 2/19 62-32 6/5 62-61 

• 
62-16 3/8. 62-G 7/27 62-66 10/26 

62-20 4/3 62-33 6/12 62-70 12/11 

62-21 4/10 . 62-34 6/19 62-72 12/26 

·----------------------------------------------------------------------------
-:: ·_: 1963 

f\'\-4 1/23 63-14 3/19 63-39 8/6 

63-A 1/30 63-E 3/27 6;3-44 '9/4 

63-6 1/29 63-F & G 63-47 9/19 

63-B 2/27 63-27 6711 63-50 10/1 
·. 

63-C. 3/6 63-26 5/28 63-I 10/23 

63-30 6/25 63-59 12/10 

63-D 3/25 63-35 7/19 63-61 

63-13 3/12 63-H 7/27 

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

1 
1964 

64-4 & 5 64-B 4/1 64-39 7/3 

64-3 1/14 . 64-23 4/28 64-43 3/25 
/" 

64-A 1/24 64-24 5/5 64-48 9/29 

. 
64-13 Z/27 64-C 5/20 64-F 19/26 

64-20 4/7 64-D 6/22 64-52 10/27 

64-21 4/14. 64-E 7/6 64-G 11/25 

~-5"51J'6'~Dcmra·:"32-9&952-8--Pa<J~!i 



.--~----~~~~~-~·- ··~-.~· - ·-~--·~····=·---~ .. -~--- ------~r--------------.. c{ 
. . 
' \ , ' ·· . ~~ I 'tJ· , ~1 L. ,·:~mos q .l- Lcr 
Page 3 

65-8 

65-10 

5/4 65-A 

5/11 6S-B 

65-31 

65-36 . 

65-37 

1965 

65-41 

65-40 

65-D 

65-C 

65-44 

65-E 

65-47 

l 

\ I 
I I 

65-50 

65-54 

65-53 

65-58 

65-68 

65-6:3 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------. .., 

1966 

66-4 1/13 66-41 7LS 66-68 11/1 .. 

66-8 2/1 66-A 7/22 66-72 11/15 

66i-10 2/15 66-44 7/18 66-73 11/22 

66-19 3/29 66-45 7/19 66-77 12/13 

66-27 5/3 66-50 8/9 66-76 12/7 

66-34 6/7 66-56 9/9 66-78 

66-35 6/14 66-61 10/4 66-79 12/15 

66-33 
J 

6/31 66-63 10/11 66-80 12/20 

66-30 6/21 

,... 

N'W 5506.9· Docid : 3.2989528 :P.age .::l:::ro 



-..-.-.---- .... . ~ .. . . ~--- ·---· .. 'l :~:.\C: ;.r, ~ : ;'>s '~ Lct..ter 

•' • ' a . ~ 

l':;ge • 4 
~ 

0 (]) .\ .. I' 
\ 

1967 
; 

i II 
I ' 

67-3 1/10 67-23 L}/25 67(51 
8/21 

1/19 67-24 5/2 8/29 
67-5 

67~52 
I 

67-6 1/24 67-25 5/9 67-56 . 9/12 

67-3 1/31 67"-27 67;62 10/17 

67-10 2/1 . 67-29 5/24 67-63 10/24 

67-11 t/7 67-38 6/27 67-65 10/31 

67-12 2/14 67-40 7/11 67 -66' 11/7 

67-13 2/21 67-42 7/25 67-70 11/28 

67-14 2/28 67-43 8/1 67-71 12/5 

67-17 3/21 67-A 8/8 67-74 12/19 

67-20 4/7 67-47 8/4 

-------------------------------------------------------~----
~ .. -- .... . --------

1968 

68-4 1/9 68-25 4j30 . 68-40 7/16 

68-5 1/16 6~-2q 5/1 €?8-41 7/23 

68-9 1/31 68-30 5/21 68-51 9/3 

68-14 2/20 68-32 6/4 68-52 9/10 

68-16 3/12 68-34 6/11 68-54 9/20 . 

68 -18 3/19 63-36 6/21 68-55 9/20 . 

68-20 3/26 6~-38 7/2 68-63 11/5 

1 . 
68 -21 4/2 68-39 7/9 68-63 11/26 

68-22 4/9 

/' 

i . 
LN'I!r:_'55~Docld: 32989528 Page 257 



- ~ ...... .....__..,__...... . . -
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I 

1969 

69-4 1/14 . 69-30 5/27 69-51 9/15 

69-5 1/21 69-31 6/3 69-55 9/26 

69-7 1/28 69-34 6/24 69-58 10/7 

69-14 2/25 69-36 7/1 69-63 10/22 

69-15 3/4 69-37 7/3 69-67 11/10 

69-16 3/11 69-43 8/13 69-69 11/18 

69~22 . l~Jo 69-44 8/19 69-73 12/9 

69-21 5/'6. 69-45 8/26 69-76 12/23 

69-28 5/13 69-46.: 9/5 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------
~ 

1970 

70-4 1/27 70-21 4/2 i0-43 8/17 

70-6 2/3 70-26 5/12 70-45 8/27 

70-9 2/17 70-29 5/UJ ~70-46 9/1 

70-11 3/3 70-30 . 6/2 70-48 9/15 

70-13 3/17 70-33 6/16 70-61 11/3 

70-15 3/24 70-36 7/14 70-64 11/10 

70-17 3/31 70-38 7/2·8 70-72 12/29 

70-18 4/7 70-40 8/4 

_. 

. . 
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• 

1971 
I \ 71-3 1/19 71-20 5/11 11-t1 I 8/10 

71-4 1/26 71-21 5/18 71-39 8/17 

71-A 2/18 71-24 6/8 71-41 8/24 

71-10 3/9 71-28 6/22 71-46 9/21 

71-11 3/16 '71-30 :il /6 71-51 10/19 

71-17 4/27 71-34 7/20 71-B 11/8 

71-19 5/4 71-36 8/3 71-61 12/28 

1972 

72-1 .., 1/4 72-21 4/18 14-72 8/1 

7?.-3 1/11 memo 1-72 5/23 15-72 8/8 

72-6 1/26 memo 5/72 6/13 21-72 9/12 

72-10 2/22 memo 11/72 7/11 22-72 9/19 

72-17 3/21 13/72 7/Z5 25.-72 10/10 
·. 

------~ ~ ~ ---------------------------------------------------------------------

10-73 

12-73 

5-74 

8-74 

13-74 

22-74 

. . . 

·r 

I 

3/6 

3/13 

1/29 

2/19 

3/12 

4/30 

1973 

18-73 

25-73 

•. 1974 

32-74 

35-74 

39-74 

49..:74 

4/24 

6/5 

6/25 

7/16 

8/13 

10/15 

31-73 

53-75 

50-74 

52-74 

56-74 

55/74 

7/31 

.11/23 

10/17 

11/5 

11/26 

12/10 

------- - ~----------------------------------------------------------------------

5-75 1/28 

1975 

18:.75 4/22 21-75 5/13 
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I SAC lliTTER #60-1 66.,.04-2917 1-5-60 __ S_:A_O_L_~;X'gR""' '# 60-3 66- 04-2tJl$ 1-12-60 

•, . 

Copies filed in: 

A. Supervision - Genl. (AGG) 
B. Telephone Calls (RFL) 
a. Cases Pending (AR) 

cc in Statistics 
(Replies go 'i n Stat~stics, 

sub for the F$eld) .. 

66-6200 
66-3182 
66-3,)71· 
66-2362 

- · ,--· - - - - - · - · - ... ........ ________ ___.j 

a~pies filed i~: 

A. Report Writing {LAF) 
cc - ·Forms (LAF) 

·'Attorneys, U.s. (LAF) 
. Copies of Reports to 
· U.S. A ttY, s. ( LAF) 

·!sAC iE'LTEll #~0-2 
1 copies filed in: 

_,, .- -~- ... _.. ...__ ___ ..... --=···--r-- ~ ---... . -
66-04-2919 1-12-60 SAC LETTER ft60-4 

. 
f A. F.B.I. Law Enforcement Bulletin 

B. Pr'ess Releases {GEM) 
(GEM) 

a. Personnel Files (LRH) 
cc - Efficiency Ratings (LRH) 

D. Crimdel - Genl. (CGC) 
E. Central Research lfat-ters(LLW) 

cc - Social Conditions-Russia 
(LLW) 

F. Committee to secure Ju:'J,tice · 
For Morton Sobell. (JJO) 

94-3-1-
94-8-3-

66-3739 
63-4296 
100-352t:;46 

lll-l-2~W 

l00-387D35 ~ 
.I 

Copies filed in: 

A. Telephones (DEC) 
cc - Teletypes (DEC) 

Telephone Calls {DEC) 
B. In-service Schoo~ (CJM) 
c. Suggest ions (HL!E) . 
D. Gangster Glorification Movies 

(GEJ.J) 
cc - Fugitives (GEM) 

E. Sa~otage (GWH) 

66-2435 
66-34:82 
62-53438· 

66-54431'· 

62-27353. 
62-14749 
66-3093 
1-19 
66.-2765 

94-50519 
62-122 
98-00 
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SAG lETTER 60-A 

Copy filed in: 

A. Bureau Codes (DGS) 

j SAG LETTER //60-B 

Copies filed in: 

66-04-2921 1-15-60 

66-629 

A. Technical Surveillances (JDD) 66-8160 
cc - Microphone Surveillances 

( JDD) 66-5815 

NW 55069 Doc ld : 3298 9528 Page 262 

SAG LETTER #60-C 66-04-2924 1/25/60 

cc filed in Bureau Codes 66-629 

66-04-2923 

Copies filed in: 

A~ Buplans-communications 
B. Communist Party-Western 

(a.w.F.) 66-17385 
Hem is ph ere ( J. M.S. ) 

cc central Research Matters . 
c. Robert H. Welch, Jr~ (J.H.K.) 

641-200-307 
100-352546 
62-104401. 



. 
·~,.. .... ~~~-~mtt~~~~~~~~· 

... - t I ,,, .r) P < • 

EA.C LET~.,ER //60-6 66-04-2927 

copies filed in: 

A. Interviews (R.K.M.-J.F.M.) 
B. Cuban Intelligence Activities 

in the United States (S.B.JJ.)· 

1/28/60 

66-2120 

105-80787 

66-0·J-2929 

C?pies filed in: 

A. Supervision-LMRDA of 1959 Investigative 
Matter (w.B.s.) 159-00 

cc Supervision-LMDRA of 1959-Security 
Matter 158-00 
Supervision-LURA of 1947 · 122-00 

l..._-------------------~-----'"'-~· - -·--- -· 
:'f SAC LT:;'J'TER #60-7 66-04-29~6 2/2/60 

C~pies filed in: 

A~ Buplans-General sw.c.J.) 
B. Personnel(B.P.H. 

66-17380 

c. Social sec~rit y Administration (R.K.M.) 

cc Leads 

N't•l 55069 Docld : 32989528 Page 263 

62-40264-
66-227'? 

SAC LETTER #60-9 66-04-2928 2/9/60 
Copies filed in: 

A. F.B.I.N.A. General {J.S.R.) 1-4 
B. President's Trip to· South America, 

1960 {O.H.B) 62-105883 
· c. Forms (F.K.) 66-3482 

JJ. Leave (W.E.c.) 66-2087 
E. Special Accident and Travel Insurance 

(SATI) (c. Q.S.) 62-104459 
F. Applicants {JJ.C.M.)cc personnel 66-2160 
G. Supervision-Bank Robbery (J.J.R.) 91-00 

co Dissemination of Current Bank 
Robbery JJata 91-12417 



. 
· Bureau Codes-General (D.C~S.) 66-629 

SAC LETTER *60-10 $$-04-2931 

copies filed in: 

Jr. Federal Ern,plo'J{ees Healt!: Benefits Act of 
1955 (n.c.M.) ~-~··¥·•+-+<> 63-3824 

B. physical Examinations {W.B.H.) · 66-53448032 
cc Forms , . . · 66-

C l~'B.i;' ]V.A' .• 'Asso-:::iates-General (J.S.R.) 
• : 94-1-666 

D. Police Training-General(N.A.W.) l-1195423.1 ~J~:, 
cc F.B.r.~aw Enforcement Bulletin - -

E. Konrad Adenauer (A.R • .J.) 109-487 ,\ 
F. U.S.Attorneys-General (D.J.D.) 62-53438 ~\l 

cc Conference of U.S.Attys. 94-l-1087.3 II 

\ 
- NW-!i£i ll69- DocJ.d.: 32989528 f.aqe .264 

J\ 
.,...·{ 

f--
1 

-2-

G. F.B.I.N.A. (J.S.R.) 1-4 • I 

H. Federal Aviation }gency (F.M.B.) 62-104837 
cc ]£eads · 66 22 7 

I. Forms (A.H.,T.) 66=34~2 
cc Applicants -e. IE (;\-.v, 1-<- (o 66-2160 

J. F~sellscha.ft Fur Kulturelle Verbindungen 
M~t Dem Ausland (Society for Cultural 
Rela·Lions with Foreign Countries)(A.R.J.) 

. 105-84034 
K. secur~ty Informants-General (F.M.B.) 

- 66-254a-3 
cc Criminal Informants General 86-2542-l 

,., 

.. .. • 

. , 

.. 
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66-04-:1934 2/23/60 tAC Ll~2;i.ER .. )j6o'-'iJ ·"······ .. -- ··· 66.:.o4:.:.2·935 ... .3/D/BO 

•' 

. • 
' 

-· 

SAC LET1'? . .'R /J60-12 

CopieS filed in: 

personnel (E.W.W.) 
Foreign Language School-General (B.P.H.) 

A~ 
B • 

66-18979 
Report Writltng (JE .• A.F.) 66-2435 

cc Forms 66-3482 
Subversive organi2ations (J.F.M.) 100-7254 I 

cc Anti-Semitic Outbreaks-General 157-3 · 

c. 

D. 

SAC LETTER #66-13 66-04-2933 3/1/66 

Copies filed in: 

E. Identification Orders (F.K.) 66-2271 
cc Forms 66-3482 

B. Mail (J.J.M.) 66-3665 
c. Interviews (D.J.D.) 66-2120 

cc Statements 66-4809 
Jencks Decision 62-104029 

D. Undevelopeq Leads (W.J.G.) 66-2277 
cc Military Intelligence 62-9798 

E. Ace idents-Gene ral (N.E .M.) 66-2058 
F. Police Training-General (H.L.E.) 1-1152 , 
G. Central Research uatters (P.M.) 100-352546 I 

H. Industrial Personnel ;Seclfrity P)O§~~m 3 .3 : 

c~pies filed in: 

A~ Registered Mail (D.E.R.) 66-14184 
B. POLice Radios in Bureau Cars (w.w.B.) 

80-754 
c. Photographs (R.C.A.) 66-4926 

cc Forms 66-3482 
D. census Bureau (T.J.N.) 62-34402 
E. Supervision-Federal Train Wreck Statute 

(J.G.K.) 160-00 
F. Security Investigations of Individuals-

General (R.M.H.) 100-358086 
G. :Supervision-Espionage (E.T.T.)' 65-00 

cc Double Agents-General 65-49443 
H. Joint Nuclear Accident(Coordi~ating center 

· J.F.W.) 62-105090 

SAC LETTER #60-15 66-64-2936 3/15/60 

C~pies filed in: 

A • ..,_ N.~.w ,Ppecia.l.~Anents School SH N B ) 1-1 
B. Bziftlar{s···:'fiF~ft Aid (A.C.F. • • • 66-17382 
C. Buplans -Operation Alert 1960 (J. T.M.) 

66-19073 
D. Personnel Files (H.E.G.) 
E. AdT}inistrative Reports-General (w.c.J.) 

F. Charles de Gaulle (A;K.) 
66-2119 
64-46223 

I. supervision-Neutrality .ub.ii'~rlfrtz.w.c-':~ ~-Bo : 
!CJ'J!"·!l'?§\lftl~f! ¥tft_tq;::t~ !!'e~~ .. ~:.~.>!'£~!'t_~'!!:.i.'tW_ k'9f'ri'iff#~,i~!'!t''?!'#~sj@ ~'ii$?)@~~>\fY{f_EU,. J{~ J'~!¥f':..~ ,,. "·*iN~ $+p(&it 41Pt:'!51Mflt;lii"!i\5!k?! -~~ . -~ ... ·- , , ,._: _,.., ·- ... ¥~ .. '?"' ;'~~-~~.,...~"'"~'~··T·~?"~R~~~.:; W'&SJ'"' y"*'!ft1,.U.S?,r£!.iii§N £~_ ,pna. '*·*""' 

'-
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:-sAc' L~T;ER #so-1~···~--·~~=04~2;37"""- ···'"'3j2;;at-"1 ·~-~c-~oJc:>i~eEs, r:t~~ --,;~~~~;- ··· ··-- .... - ~·6_ 04_2943 
, Copies·filed in: filed in:· 

A: Forms (F .K.) 66- 3482 "·
0 

House Subcomm;ttee on Appropr·.;at.;ons (C.L.R.) 1' 

4/5/60 

B. Handling of Mail in Field Divisions (R.W.B.) ~ ~ ~ ~ 
66-16263 62-40772 

C. Personnel (L.L.D.) 
D. Report Writing (A.G.G.) 66-2435 

co Forms 66-3482 
E. Cooperation with Local Authorities (D.W.B.) 

66-6353 
F. Superpision-Destruction of Aircraft or 

Motor Vehicles (J.G.K.) 149-00 
G. Supervision_-~·ecuri-f?y In.[ts. (J.D.D.) 134-00 

co Superv~s~on-Crlmina1 Inf~s. 137-UO . 
Superv. ~~ 1 .on-~lant Infts. 135-00 1 

-o - 0 ·--- ----------~ ___ ......,_J 
00 

M, A _ o> ---.---- ' • • - · --"""'-,. 
! SAC L7i;TTER f/:60-17 66-04-293$ 3/29/60 

cqpies filed in: 

B. personnel Matter (w.E.C.) 
Co Complaint Desk (n.P.C.) 66-16353 
IJ. Capita) Punishment (D.C.M.) 62-24873 

co Speaking Engagements-General · 94-1 

v--· 

'-------.........---- - - - - ----- - · ___ 0 ___ _ 

_._ . ..--·------ .... - -- . .. ---- ·- ·-·· .. -·~· .. 

SAC LETTER #66-19 66-64-2939 4/7/60 

copies filed in: 

Pg~ip~~~~nA~1ivities {T.J.N.) 62-27387 
B. Sa]egu,ara~ng (D.J.D.) 66-7225 

. A~ 
0

o A. Supervision-Destruction of Aircraft or Motor 
0 • Vehicles (J.R.H.) 149-00 
r~ cc Press Releases · 94-8-3 

co Investigative Reports 66-2435 
Criminal Records 66-3761 

c. cooperation with Local Authorities (L.A.F.) 
. 66-6353 

cc cooperation of Government Agencies with 
the FBI 62-83275 
Public Relations-General Matters 80~1 
Press Releases 94-8-3 

IJ. F.B.I.N.A. (J.S.R.) 1-4 

.. 
., .. • 

\ 

l 
I 

1 
.. 

f!.-
1 

'• ' 

,., 0 

- ~ 
~.--.. I -. . 

'· ' · ·., 
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SAC LE'11 '11Im //60-20 
·~ 

4 1~~\ 6 - <;;,; 0 • : 66-J.r.:-2946 SAC LET1.'ER //:60-21 66-04-2940 4/19/60 

Copies I'iled in: 

A. Supplies (RV.JB) 
cc - Evidence 

B. Agents Sitting at .Counsel 
During Trial (JRB) 

C. Police Training - General 
( ,JSR) 

66-2394 
66-6034 

Table 
. 66-19011 
1-1152 

cc - F. B. I. N. A. 1-4-
Cooperation with Local Authorities 

66-6353 
D. Police Training - General(LAF)l-1152 

cc - Auto Theft Conference 62-95377 
F. B. I. Law Enforcement 
Conferences . __ ___ __ _ 66-93_4._0 __ -=-

. 

copies filed in: . 

A. 
. B. 

Personnel (MRdeL) 
Firearms Training (Gen.) (LK) 
cc-Police Training {Gen) 

C. United States Courts (ACL) 
D. D~C contacts-Gen.SJK) 
E. Safeguarding (DJD · · 

co-Investigative Reports 
F. Household Goods of Empls.(DEC) 

co-Transportation 

''----'----·--.....,-·-

1-29 
1-1152 

62-56933 
94-1-179 
66-7225 
66-2435 
66-2621 
66-2000 

66-04-2940 . _4-~2-60-. :(2:) l ...... ,. ' -·' . ...... ...~.- ... 

SAC LETTER #60-20 SAO LETTEE /1$0-22· 66-64-2941 

E. Appeals Taken in Bureau Cases 66-19076 
(DJD) 

F. Automotive Index (NJW) 63-5938 
~. Supervision - Federal Housing 

Administration Matters 147-00-
(HJH) 

H. Personnel {H.N;B.) 

N\'1 5506.9· Docid: 3.2989528 
\ 

Page 26.7 

C?pies filed in: 

'
~.·. · AB. FG.B.It.N.A.

1
Gen.eral (J.S.R.) ( 1-4) 

. • angs er G orification Movies J.M.R. 
' 94-50519 

c. Supervision-~ivil Rights (W.B.W.} 44-00 
• ·j cc f)ivil Rights Legislation Proposed 

j by the Department .of Jus .tice 62-102922 

"' ' 
• 

I ' 

', I 

··-1 
! 

~t. 

' 

~-

! 

l 
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~ 

' Copy i-tled in: 

,. Bureau Codes-General (J.W.!f.) 66-629 

. 
,. 
-
I 

Copies filed in: 

A. Travel Regulations (DEC) 
cc-Per Diem 

B. 
c. 
D. 
E. 

Metal Detectors (WGS) 
Savings Bonds {WBH) 
Personnel ~Matters 

66-2000 
66-2009 
80-6 
66-14185 

Conferences for Special Agents, 
Semi-Annual, Gen. (DJD) 1-27 

co-Cooperation with Local Auths. 66-6353 
F. Supervision - App1 for Pardon {CPH) 73-00 

) G. Civil Rights Legislation Propo~ed 
1 by Dept. of Justice {WLU) 62-102922 
·-i_ cc-Supv-, Obst. of .Justice 72-00 · 

\,~~~~~~~~-~r~ ~--~~~~~~· -~:;j:;tn-: 1;ttfflM2t.bif·CJ{.!ft1¥%fMAw#\ E&'lWJdSMiiM 

J SAC LETTER #60-F 66-04-2944 5/10/60 ~;,. • • Page 2, SAC Letter #60-23 
I ~ 

copy Filed in: 

Bureau Codes (J.W.N.) 66-629 

Nl-1 55069· Docid: 32989528 Page 268 

{G Cont'd) 
sup1JJ. u.F. A.P. 
Supv., Bombing Matters 
Supv. Election Laws 
Supv., Civil Rights 

H. Security Investigations of 
Individuals - Gan. (RUH) 

• J ,:• ...... ~ .::l -·. 

88-00 
157-00 
56-00 
44-00 

100-358086 
,, 
) 
'.· 

, .. 
;,' 

~-

-i 



......,.,._ . .,,ll<lW~-........ ------------
5/10/60 66-04-2947 

'·; 

e,opies filed in: 

A. 

B. 

c. 
D. 
E. 
F. 
G. 

Collections and contributions (w.s.H.) 
co Personnel Files 66-18043 

Summit Meeting, Paris, May, 1960 (o.H.B.) 
62-106028 
100-202315 

66-3093 
(D.J.D.) 62-73212 

Boris Morros {G.E.M.) 
Telephone Calls (R.G.H.) 
Arrests and Arraignments 

Per Diem (w.c.J.) 
National Automobile Altered Number 

(J.W.B.) 

66-2009 
File. 
26-14(359 

. , • 00 ... . . ~ • • ~ . .... -... .... • - - •••• - --··----·--·--·-'..;,..;-.;....;....;..__;. __ ...:;...:..:.,..:..:.::;_ 

.'/60-26 66-04-2949 

Copie·s filed in: 

A. Crime Statistics-General (J.J.D.) 
co Juvenile D~linquency-General 

B. F.B.I.R.Ae (H.L.S.) 
c. Mobile Radio Equipment (R.L.M.) 
D. Know Your FBI (D.W.B.) 

co cooperation-~e Backbone of 
. Effective Law Enforcement 

E. 'Arrests and Arraignments (D.J.D.) 
co Search·warr.dnts ' 

F. Federal Employees Health Benefit 
Act of 1959 (D.C.M.) 

oc SAMBA 

s/24/~Jo 

33-1 
62-26225 
62-2.6176 
80-750 
94-49306 

94-41211 
62-73212 
62-23833 

63-3824 
94-39.518 

-- -

[ -

1 
:::;::;.:~ ;~:~:;;~~~~=;:'7"":E~::;s=~~;:~·~;;~;;:;,:~~;::7,:·;-~:::.·1~~;i7Z'··~t~:' .. 

copies filed in: G. Supervision-Election Laws {c.L.M.) 56-00 ~~ 

A. Manual of Rules and Regulations (F.M.B.) 
66-1934 

co Manuals a~d Working Guides 66-18942 
B. Personnel Files (J.I.c.) 

N'l'l 5 5 069· Docid: 3.29895.28 Page .26.9 

co Supervision-Civil Rights 44-00 

.; 

., 

.. 
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SAC' .Let·ter /160-27 66-04-2951 5/31/61 ] SAO El:1'n'R II ~0-29 6/14/60 66-04-!!952 ~ 

C . of f '1 d . cop~es !~led ~n:. opr-es ~ e ~n: 

:A· Crime Statistics Gen. (JJD) 
B. Interviews (.DJD) 

Statements (DJD) 
c. Hearst Me~rotone News~ Inc.(GEM) 
D. Transportation (DEC) 

Vouchers (DEC) 
E. American Socialist Clubs (JFM) 

Subversive Organi2ations (JFM) 

A. Accounting {CJH) 
Journal of Accountancy 

B. Police Training~ Gen. (CJl~ 
c. National Probation & Parole· 

Association (TFt~ 

33·-1 
66-2120 
66-48')9 
94-43337 
66-2ooo I 
66-26"90 l 

l00-40a387l .n. 
100-72S4 

Ford Foundation 
Supervision-Neutrality 

Matters (RDS) · 

66-6300 
94-43069 
'1-1152 

94-1-2736 
100.-418797 

2-00 

,·--. ·- _ .. . . 

. ..,. sAt LETTER #60-28 

Copies filed in: 

A. Personnel Files (P.G.T.) 
B. Polygraph (J.L.G.) . 80-5 
c.· Safeguarding .(R.J.G.) 66-7225 

cc Investigative Reports 66-2435 
D. R3port on Volume of Record~ (P.C.H~) 

. 62-9721-.g 
E. American Bar Association (K.w.w.) 94-l-36r; 
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66-04-2954 

Copies filed in: 

A. 
B. 
a. 

I 
' ' I ,, 
II 

II· ,, 

IL ... 
t 

"'· 

Eff ic i enc y nat ings (LRH) --e~ @b()l_fi& 66-3739 
Physical Examinations (WBH) 66-5403 
Security Investigation~ of 
Individuals- Gen'l.(J'D.d) 100-358086 

Internal Security Espionage 
School · 1-43 

. :' . --- -... 
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>.,•' .. "'.f. ._,- · . 

.· .... ·. 
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/ SAC Letter #60-31 6/23/60 66-04-2953 1 SAC LETTER 60-G (66-04-2957) 7-1-60 

I Cop~es }i1ed in: copy filed in: 
I . 
,A-Brief on current Communist Subversion· 

and Ji:spionage in the u.·s. (GEM) 65-65488 

I· 
I . 

Small radio transmitters (AJB/WPW) 
80-666-

~ ... ~- .. ---- ... ........... __...-· . 

· 136-o4-29ss · 6/28/60 liS~~t;_.;;,Eil' ~~~6-_~3 -
. ,.- -- - .. 

SAO LETTER #60-32 
>.-.. ..... - .... .... T- -T- . - · ---- -~ ... ~ - ~-- .._ __ ""'f"'. 

7/5/66 66-64-2956 

I • 
! 

copies .filed in: 

A. 
B. 

c. 
n. 
E. 

66-1855-L 
Personnel Files (W.B.H.) 
Division Eight (G.E.M.) 

co Personnel Files 
Forms (F.D.) 66-3482 
Col~ otions and Contributions (F.K.) 

.: . 66-18043 ' 
seouri1;y Investigations of Individuals-Gen. '1.·. 

. (T.n.n.) l00-358086 : 
co Visitors to Iron curtia:£n countries (T.D.R.i 

100-351585 ! 
H 
I I 
I 1 

.q 

\ 
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copies filed in: 

A~ Police Tra(ining-General (E.D.s.) 1-1152 
B. Suppmies D.E.c.) 66-2394 
C. Imm·igration and Naturalization Service 

. (L.H.M.) 62-34781 
co I,mm~grants and Repatriated U.S.Citizens 

f/rom U.:S.S.R. and·Satellite Counftries 
105-78187 

-- ·:-- .J. •," ,. 
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~ .. , - f. -· 
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, "" SAC L?.TTE'R f/60-34 66-04-2958 7/12/60 SAC LETTER ·# 60-H 6$-04-29$2 8/1/60 r- 1 

·~ copies :filed in: copies Filed in: b 
A - Bureau Codes - Gen'l {JWN) 66-629 

· A; Radio Scripts (T.F.M.) 94-45884 
B. This week ~Magazine (W.B.H.) 94-51601 
c. Conferen-ce for Special Agents-Genl.~ (F.M.B.) 

' . 1-27 
c c Technical· Training-General 1-30 

n. Payro.Il (w.c.J.) · ' 66-2167 
E. Intensification Program (E.T.T.) 65-63478 !' . 
F. Subversive Organizations (J.IJ.C) 100-7254 

Excerpts of HF" in i 
Four Continent Book Corp. 65-1674 ! 
Nation of Islem 25-330971 
Political Affairs 100~55685 
Workers World Party 100-430172 

---------,--,..,._...i L__,_ -· -~ - ... - --
•. 

I 
-.. -·· ~ ~ - ---

,... --

,;~·8/6~- 66~04-2;~~~ SAC LE'TTER II 80-35 
SAO LETTER # 60-36 66-04-2959 7/19/60 

'
· .. 
. 

-~ 
-:-.,.-· .;. 

Copies filed in: 

A. Physical. E:caminations 
(NPC) , 

66-5403 

(· c:.. t/'p...w--.~.'!LtL i::J-b 

.. 
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Copies filed in: 
A-Registers (AGG) 
B-FBI 's Annual R1£'port (ar;rc) 
C-Mailing List (RFS) 

DE-TVo~~!~Z~s-DP.f~~~~~t (RGH) 
- ra tn 1.ny ocumen s (NAW) 

F-Poli ce Assoc. IACP (rrns) 
G-Toll Li~e and 500 Series 

Instruments (JMM) 
H-INPRO (ETT) 

.. 

·"'· -

66-2759-
66-18958-
62-21531-
66-3446-

1-14-
94-1-152-

80-781-
65-634'18-
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-1 SAC LE1'TJ~R II 60-3'7 
~ 

$6-04-2960 7/26/60 

1 

. 
Copies 'Filed in: 
A ~Air Force (PHF) 
B - Pers. Files (JFM) 
0 - Buplans (TJB) 

62-85557 

66-17382 
(First Aid Training) 

D - Fugitives (TFl0 62-122 
E- Orimdel Gen'l (JEM) 63-4296 
F - Supervision Civil Rights(AR}44-00 

Sup~rvision Election Laws 56-00 

~ -- - - · - · - -·----~ ·. 

r . - . - - ·- .. 
· SAC LETTER /1:60-38 66-64-2963 

Copies filed in• . ~~-. . 
A Judges (J R H ) ~-·t~ ~ .1-o- :\.o. (._rt..,~~..: •• ~c-~ 6 ·"~ 
B 

• B t- • • • ·' · }l--.•. ..:.:.:,._c:0<4-:t> ~~~·/tf • .:.i -3-'-z;,-)62-53025 
• roo~~ngs I~sti~ution (T.J.N.) 62-33257 

cc Pers. F1,les 
C. Forms (L.K.) 66-3482 
D/ FBI_La_w Enforcement Bulletin (a.E.M.) 94-8-·l 
E. Do":_"'~-n -z,can Intelligence Agents in the 

Un1,ted States (J•J.D.)lo5_83709 

... 
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SAC LE'I'TER #60-39 66-04-2964 8/9/60 
r 

b. 
Copies /iled in: 

.A. Forms (A.H.J.) 66-3482 
cc Benefits of Working for the F.B.I. 

94-50061 
Personnel Files 

B. Supervision-Crime on Indian Reservation 
. (D.J.D.) 70-00 

·---.,--- - -- ~ - · - - ~-~-· •·· 

-
T •• - 'a - • - --- - - -

_.. - ~- . --~-- ... -· --- --·-,_- ~·-

SA'C LETTER # 60-40 (66-04-2967) 

copies filed in: 
A- Investigative Reports 

Interviews 
B-Latent Fingerprint File 
C- Personnel Matters 
D- Firearms 

Search Warrants 

(BLH) 

(BEP) 
(RB} 
(JLS) 

E- Supervision-COR · (HAS) 
Veterans Adminis.tratton 

~ .. .. ' . . . .. , .. .. ~ . 

·- ,.. 

4 
... ' -'1-

'· 

' . 

8-16-60 

66-2435-
66-2120-
62-93017-

66-3760-
62-23833-
70-00-
62-22985-
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i SAC LETTER #60-I 66-04- 2~65 B/l7/ 6o j SAC LETTER 60-42 66-04-2968 

copy f1-led in: 

Bur'~au Codes {L.E.w.) 66-629 
I Copies filed in: 

I A. F.B.I.N.A. General (JMH) 
, 1 B. SAC Contacts {RLR) 

c. Motor Vehicles Dept., Wash.,n.c. 
(Fi!H) 
Undeveloped Leads 

IJ. Interesting cases {DWB) 
E. One Nation's Response to 

Communism { JFC) 
F. Supervision - A.E.C. (JFW) 

8/30/60 I 

~ 

1-4 
94-1-1?9 

62-106139 
66-2277 
62-23349 

100-432806 
117-00 

--~------: L. __ - -·- ·--~~--·· - ·-" .. .. .... .. ~ - - . ~ , _. ____ .. _ ___ _ 

- SAO LETTEJI #60-4i"' ·-- c __ $6:04:2~68~--S;;a /6~ ~- :__J SA(!. tiTT~R j,,-;;~~ . - . - ...... ...... _._ ' - ... _ 

Copy filed in: . :{ COp7tes /7tled in: 

--- -- .. -·· '~---.... 
9/13/$0 

·· Personnel Files /J c F 1r ) 
\I 0 • 0 JJ/l. 
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A. 
B. 
Co 
n. 
E. 

F. 
G • 

Automobiles (T J N ·)· 
Asian Flu (w.B:n:)· 66-1980-7 
Political Matters-Denma~k ( 63-4069 
F .. B.I.N.A.General (.J s R. ) T.I.B.) 109-12-256 
Special d • • • 1-4 

an llnusua?L Inve.stigat iue Techn iquee 
Personnel Files ( .J.G.) 66-16339 
Personnel Files W.E • . C'.) 

(W.E.L.J 

.. 
'!" ,.. • • - · -

.. 
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SAC LETTER f/60-44 66-04-2970 9/20 j 6 o SAC Ll~'r'I'ER #60-46 66-04-2972 10/4/60 
-~ 

C~piei filed in: Copies Filed in: 

'l 

A. Ame~ica·l Cancer Society (ECK) 94-4-334 
B. N_a~~onal Safety Council (CED) 94-.1-891 

,co_, Pol ice Training School-Gen 11 1-1152 
c. I_n~e:c ing (F'MB) ~e~ ·. 66-5084 

. cc: Supervision - ITSMV ~\J::JJ:~.;,.·o) f/6.,.00 
D. HouseF!o1d Goods (DEC) ~~~~ru.w;.N(/66-2621 
E. SAC Contacts-Genera,l(ELC) · 94-1-179 
F. ~~ysica1 E:caminations(NPC) 66-5403 

. ·sc Personnel 
G. Personnel (H.N.B.~ 
H. Supervision-NBA CTG) 49-00 
I. Plant Informants-Genera1(RDS) 66-2542-2 

\ 

~ ' ' 
~ ·~ ... - -·-... ,. ~ ---- ..... ,. __ .. ..._ ~--~---r . 

/SAC LETTER #S0-4!5 
) 

9/27/66 

' Copies filed in: 

A.Personnel Files 
B.Personnel Files 
C. Hearst Metrontone News) INC. (JMR) 94-43337 
D • Intereqting Cases (HOH 62-23346 
E. Speech Matters - Gen'l (GEM} 94-9 

cc Televisi.on 62-26832 
F. Security Investigations of 100-358086 

Individuals - Gen'l (TDR) 

·-----..--------------·-·-- -·--· ---·----. 
~~-.--.....·~-~-< ~---· · --~-·-'- ~ ----.. - ~-

SAC LETTER #60-47 66-04-2973 10-11-60 

Copies filed in: 
A. Communications Cost (w.c.J.) 66-18649 

cc Forms 66-3482 j (A) Automobiles- Field(CQS) 66-1980-7-
B. 

c. 
D. 

E. 
F. 
G. 
H. 

Federal Employees' Compensation Act fW.B.H.) 
. 62-323.84 

Amer~can. Bar ~ssociation (c.B.P.) 94-1_:369 · 1": 
Search. ivarran ts (JJ.J .D.) 62-23833 
.cc .Erndenc~ 66-6034 :. 
~at~onal Cr~me Commission (T.R.D.) 62-105993 ! 
Press Releases (J.C.F.M.) 94-8-3 , 1 

STREAM~IN_ING (R.W.B.) 66-2765 f ... \ 

I. 
Superv~s ~on-FAG (W.Y.H.) 46-00 1 •

1
\ 

Dominican Exile Groups (J.J.JJ.1 105-915~9 
~ .. L ·--
;. •' 1 
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copy filed in: copy filed in: 

· ( ) Bu•Z.eau Codes-General (I.W.N.) A. American Legion National E.O.K. 94-1-17998 66-629 

--~-~---.-'L---------.---..-- -- - ·-- -
I 1-. ~ ..... __ i -~--- -" .. -- -··· · -~ 

' SAC Li!:TTER #60-49 66-04-2975 10/18/60 

Copies filed in: 

A. Arrests and Arraignments (A.B.E.) 62-73212 
·B. Federal Employees Compensation Act {W.B.H.) 

. 62-32384 
c. F.B.I.'s Annual Report (G.W~G.) 66-18958 

• 

.: .. . 
\ 
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SAC LETTER #60-50 66-04-2977 10/25)60 

Copies filed in: 

A. 

B. 
c. 

.D. 

George Washington University(R.C.A.)94-l-196 
cc. Civil and Defense Mobilization. 62-87469 
Autos - Field Divisions (T.J.N.) 66-1980-7 
Specking Engagements -Gen'l {J.R.H.) 94-1 
Supervision - Crime o~ a Government 

Reservation (H.A.S.) 70-00 

~ ,. ... ··- .... - ._, ______ ' 
. ' 
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- ~ 
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. . -4 SAIJ -~ETTER #60-51 oS-04-2979 11 11°0 j sAO LETTER #60-53 66-04-2982 11/15/60 

'I C~p-z,es f~led - ~n: copies filed in: 

!,'A,~ Leave (M. C .F.) · 66-208'? 
( ) 

A. Personnel (M.B.del) 
B. Police 'J.'raining-General J.F.M. 1-1152 B Supervision-FAG (Y/.J.H.) 46-00 

I 

¢. Leave (R.K.W.) 66-2087 • 
D. Juvenile Delinquency-General (.rr.n.c.)62-26225 
E. Teletypes (L.E.W.) 62-14749 
F. Interviews (J.v.c.) 66-2120 

cc Investigative Reports 66-2435 
G. supervision-Special Inquiries For ·white House 

cona:ressional Committees and Other .Government 
Agencies (D.H.Y.) 161-00 

... ---- ------:--,------..,....,..--.-J -~--- -- --

_..,. r -
1 SAC LETTER 1}60-52 
I 

- - - .. - ... - ..!- . 

11/e/e:·o 
' 

Copies filed in: 

A~ Interpol {~.G.Co) 94-1-2061 
B. F.B.I.R.A. (J.J.M.) 62-26176 
c. Reports (J.v.c.) 66-2435 

cc .Security Investigations-General 
100-358086 

· ·,·: .. 
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CJpies filed in: 

A. Fingerprints of Arrested Persons-General 
(R.C.A.) 62-21610 

cc Eexual Pervets in Govt.Service 105-12189 
B. Spedking Engagements-General (J.R.H.) 94-1 
c. Police Training-General (T.D.W.) 1-1152 
D. ACe idents-Gene ral (N. E .M~) 66-2058 . 
E. Supervision-Theft from Interstate Shipment 

(J.G.F.) 15-00 
F. Security Index(S.B.D.) 100-358086 
G. Subversive Organizations(W.A.A.) 100-7254 

cc Four Continent Book Corp. 65-1674 
l H. ~o~i n ican Exile Groups ~G. C.M.) 105-91529 

~~ - - -· _. _ - ·-r- ....-------· -· ~---- - - ·- -·--
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, SAC LETTE'R #60-55 
~ J 

copies 'filed in· . . 
A • Fu g it i v e s (.T. R. H. ) 
B. Child }.(olester (L.J.H.) 
c. Police(Training-General (T.D.W.) 
D. Forms A.H.J.) 

62-122 
66-19002 
1-1152 

66-3482 
cc Personnel 

E. Supervision-Departmental A pol icants (A .J .. s .. ) 
77-00 

F. Economic Matters-Cuba (R.A.M.) 110-6-210 

I _ _ 

I ·. 
..,. - . . r-- - - - . • . -·-·. - ,_ . . . ·- ---··- ... 
SAO LETTE~ #66-56 $$~04-2983 12/6/66 

Copies filed in: 

, .. A. 
! B. 

Suggestions (J .. E.R .. ) · 66-2765 
Security Informants~Gen.(J.D.D.) 66-2542-V 

cc C.P. U.S.A. Youth Matters ( 100-3-76 
c.P. u.s.A. Toplev · 100-3-99 
C.P. U.S.-:A. Counterintell~gence 

Program 100-3-104 
C.P. U.S.A. Underground Operations 

100-3-94-," 

,;, . . 

\ 
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Sound School (B.P.F.) l-42 
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Copies filed in: 

A. and B. Autos Field Divisions (N.E .. M.) 
66-1980-7 

c. Polygraph-General (B.P.H.) 80-5 
D. Firearms-General (J.F.M.) 66-3760 
E. Pera..onnel (MeA.) 
F. Undeveloped Eeads (F.M.B.) 
G. Franchised Busines~es, Inc. 

H. Investig~tive Jurisdiction 
I. H.U.A.C. (B.S.) 
J. Merle E. ParKer (R.n.s.) 

' J ..... ..,,- -· - • - · • · . • » ..... - - -. ~ 

66-2277 
(J.M.R .. ) 

43-15126 
(H.A.S.) 66-3012 

61-7582 
100-433755 

~ -
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A.. Transportation (IJ E ) 

cc VoucherG • .c. ~~-2000 
. B. Federal Employees Health Benef~ts-2690 ( " Progran 

c. Superuision-Depa;t~;~t~l Appltc~~t~8{i.s.c.) 
77-00 

:copies filed in: 

A, Technical Training-General (c.J.M.) 
B. Accomplishments-General {H.A.S.) 

cc U.S.Attorneys 

1-30 
66-2362 
62-~i3438 ~::· 

( J .M.R.} 94-~!4139 c. Young Ameri-can Medal Awards 
]). Personnel (N.E.M.) 
E. F.~.I.L.E.B. (c.E.¥.) 
F. Personnel {J.I.C.) 

94-a-1 
........ , 
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To: 

\ 

SELECT COMMITTEE TO 
STUDY GOVERNMENTAL OPERATIONS WITH 

RESPECT TO INTELLIGENCE ACTIVITIES 

(PURSUANT TO s . RES. Zl , UTH CONGRESS) 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 2.0510 

Bill Cregar 

From: Mark Gitenstein 

... ,_ .. . . -· ~ _.' 

Bill, attached you will find 
the list of SAC memos and 
letters which we have selected 
for review at FBI headquarters. 
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SJ\C i··iU.iOS ti LETl'ERS 

1960 --

.60-A 1/15 60-30 6/21 60-41 8/23 

60-B 1/22 60-G 7/1 60-44 9/29 

60-C - 1/25 60-32 6/28 60-45 9/27 

60/9 2/9 . 60-33 7/5 60-J 10/20 

60-10 2/16 60-34 '1/12 60-51 11/1 

1 .. 60-D 2/29 I 60-H 8/1 60-54 11/22 

60-11 2/19. 60-36 7/19 60-k 1/13 

60-12 2/23 60.:38 8/2 60-56 . 12/G 

60-14 3/8 60-I 8/17 60-59 12/20 

~ 

60-16 3/22 60-43 9/13 

60-E 4/'l.'/ 

60-F 5/10 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------
1961 

61-A 1/23 61-28 5/23 61-D 7/24 
(:, \- '-11- s· J '? 

61-5 1/24 61/29 5/29 61-47 9/5 

61-8 2/21 61-31 6/6 61-55 9/26 

61-10 Vl 61-C 6/19 61-56 not c.btc..l 

.. 
61-12 :>/7 61-33 6/20 61-62 10/24 

61-13 3/14 61-31 6/21 61-E. 10/26 

/"' 61-18 4/4 61-37 7/11 61-F 11/7 

61-19 4/5 61-38 7/18 61-G 11/29 

61-24 4/27 61/39 7/25 61-71 12/19 
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1962 

62-A 1/8 62-22 4/17 62-47 9/7 

62-12 2/14 62-E 4/26 62-55 10/3 

62-11 2/13 62-27 5/8 62-58 10/16 

62-B 62-F 5/9 62-II-J- I-K 

62-C 2/19 62-32 6/5 62-61 

62-16 3/8. 62-G 7/27 62-66 10/26 

62-20 4/3 62-33 6/12 62-70 12/11 

62-21 4/10 . 62-34 6/19 62-72 12/26 

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------
"':' :.: 1963 

63-4 1/23 63-14 3/19 63-39 8/6 

63-A 1/30 63-E 3/27 63-44 9/4 

63-6 1/29 63-F & G 63-47 9/19 

63-B 2/i7 63-27 6/11 63-50 10/1 

63-C. 3/6 63-26 5/28 63-I 10/23 

63-30 6/25 63-59 12/10 

63-D 3/25 63-35 7/19 63-61 

63-13 3/12 63-H 7/27 

------------------------------------------------------------------------- ~ ---

1964 

64-4 & 5 64-B 4/1 64-39 7/3 

64-3 1/14 64-23 4/28 64-43 3/25 
/"' 

64-A 1/24 64-24 5/5 64-48 9/29 

64-13 2/27 64-C 5/20 64-F 10/26 

64-20 4/7 64-D 6/22 64-52. 10/27 

64-21 4/14 64-E 7/6 64-G 11/25 
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1965 

65-8 65-41 65-50 

65-10 65-40 65-54 

5/4 65-.t\ 65-D 65-53 

5/11 65-B 65-C 65-58 

65-31 65-44 65-68 

65-36 . 65-E 65-63 

65-37 65-47 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------

1966 

66-4 1/13 66-41 7/5 66-68 11/1 

66-8 2/1 66-A 7/22 · 66-72 11/15 

66t10 2/15 66-44 7/18 66-73 11/22 

66-19 3/29 66-45 7/19 66-77 12/13 

66-27 5/3 66-50 8/9 66-76 12/7 

66-34 6/7 66-56 9/9 66-78 

66-35 6/14 66-61 10/4 66-79 12/15 

66-33 6/31 66-63 10/11 66-80 12/20 

66-30 6/21 

/' 



' ~):\C i.!, ·:us ~1 Letter 
P;lgC 4 

1967 

67-3 1/10 67-23 4/25 67-50 8/21 

67-5 1/19 67-24 5/2 67-52 8/29 1 
1 

67-6 1/24 67-25 S/9 67-56 9/12 
1 

i 
: 

67-8 1/31 67-27 67-62 10/17 
. 

67-10 2/1 . 67-29 5/24 67-63 10/24 . 
67-11 2/7 67-38 6/27 67-65 10/31 

67-12 2/14 67-40 7/11 67-66 11/7 

67-13 2/21 67-42 7/25 67-70 11/28 

67-14 2/28 67-43 8/1 67-71 12/5 

67-17 3/21 67-A 8/8 67-74 12/19 
":' 

67-20 4/7 67-47 8/4 

---------------------------------------------------- -- ., .... ---------

1968 

68-4 1/9 68-25 4/30 68-40 7/16 

68-5 1/16 6~-2q 5/1 68-41 7/23 

68-9 1/31 68-30 5/21 68-51 9/3 

68-14 2/20 68-32 .6/4 68-52 9/10 

68-16 3/12 68-34 6/11 68-54 9/20 

68-18 3/19 68-36 6/21 68-55 9/20 

68-20 3/26 68-38 7/2 68-63 11/5 
. 

68-21 4/2 ,68-39 7/9 68-68 11/26 

68-22 4/9 

/" 
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1969 

69-4 1/14 . 69-30 5/27 69-51 9/15 

69-5 1/21 69-31 6/3 69-55 9/26 

69-7 1/28 69-34 6/24 69-58 10/7 1 
;i ., 

69-14 2/25 69-36 7/1 69-63 10/22 
, 

\ 

' 
!'l 

69-15 3/4 69-37 7/8 69-67 11/10 

69-16 3/11 69-43 8/13 69-69 11/18 

69 .. 22 · l~fn 69-44 8/19 69-73 12/9 

69-21 5/'6. 69-45 8/26 69-76 12/23 

69-28 5/13 69-46:' 9/5 

~ 

1970 

70-4 1/27 70-21 4/2 i0-l~3 8/17 

70-6 2/3 70-26 5/12 70-45 8/27 

70-9 2/17 70-29 5/26 .70-46 9/1 

70-11 3/3 70--30 . 6/2 70-48 9/15 

70-13 3/17 70-33 6/16 70-61 11/3 

70-15 3/24 70-36 7/14 70-64 11/10 

70-17 3/31 70-38 7/28 70-72 12/29 

70-18 4/7 70-40 8/4 

NW 550 6 9 Doci& : 3.:29895.28 Page ~85 
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1971 

71-3 l/19 71-20 5/11 71-37 8/10 

71-4 1/26 71-21 5/18 71-39 3/17 

71-A 2/18 71-24 6/8 71-41 8/24 

71-10 3/9 71-28 6/22 71-46 9/21 

71-11 3/16 71-30 :fl /6 71-51 10/19 

71-17 4/27 71-34 7/20 71-B 11/8 

71-19 5/4 71-36 8/3 71-61 12/28 

1972 

72-1 .., 1/4 72-21 4/18 14-72 8/1 

72-3 1/11 memo 1-72 5/23 15-72 8/8 

72-6 1/26 memo 5/72 6/13 21-72 9/12 

72-10 2/22 memo 11/72 7/11 22-72 9/19 

72-17 3/21 13/72 7/25 25-72 10/10 

-------~----------------------------------------------------------------------

1973 

10-73 3/6 18-.73 4/24 31-73 7/31 

12-73 3/13 2S-73 6/5 53-75 11/23 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------

5-74 1/29 

8-74 2/19 

13-74 3/12 

22-74 4/30 

5-75 1/28 

. 1974 

32-74 

35-74 

39-74 

49.:74 

1975 

18:.75 

6/25 50-74 10/17 

7/16 52-74 11/5 

8/13 56-74 11/26 

10/15 55/74 12/10 

4/22 21-75 5/13 
l-NW-550~ocld : 32989528 Page 286 
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(C) IMMIGRATION AND NATURALIZATION SERVICE (INS}- LOOK
OUT NOTICE (FD·-315) -- The Iv1anual of Rules 3.J.J.d Regulations, Part 
II, Section 8, page 4b, provides that when FD-315 is- prepared, "If 
subject (1) is considered armed and dangerous, or (2) has suicidal 
.tendencies, or (3) has a physical or mental condition or illness which 
may require immediate or professional care, set th:ls information out 
prominently under 'miscellaneous.'" 

Immigration and NaturalizationSe:~;vice· ·(INS) has advised 
that Lookout Notices received from the ·Bureau and other agencies are 
incorporated in abbreviated form into the INS Lookout Book which ·is 
distributed to various points of entry into the United States. In order 
to facilitate the mechanical preparation of its Lookout Book, INS 
has requested that the identification of potentially dangerous subjects 
be accomplished by the inclu ston of the letter nd" in the block on 
FD-315 entitled "Type of Rt~·luest." In addition to conforming 'With 
the current instructions in t.Le Manual of Rules and Regulations, you 
should in the future include t~1e letter "d" in the "Type of Request" 
block wheiJ. preparing FD-315 concerning potentially dangerous subjects. 
ManUa.l changes are being prepared. 

Very truly yours, 

. Jolm Edgar Hoover 

Director 

l/25/72 
SAC LETTER 72-6 .... 

- •J -
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(E) PASSPORT OFFICE WATCH LIST-- SAC Letter 71-59 (D) discussed 
the method by which lookout notices may be placed with the Passport Office 
of the Department of State through the Washington Field Office in security 
cases. The Passoort Office has now extended its lookout notice procedure 
to include all cases, whether security or criminal, and points out that 
such notices will automatically expire five years from the date they were 
requested unless a further specific request is received. 

Lookout notices will automatically be posted by the Passport 
Office upon issua..llce of Identification Orders. These will, however, 
expire at the end of five years if an apprehension order has not been 
receivect. In the event the Office of Origin in such a case desires that 
the lookout notice be continued, the Washington. Field Office should be 
requested to ask that the notice be extended. Lookout notices in all 
other cases may be placed or removed by lead for the Washington 
Field Office. . · 

Very truly yours, 

Jo~ll Edgar Hoover 

Director 

Enclosures for (B) 

l/11/'72 
SAC LETTER 72-3 - 5-
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Immigration and Naturalization Service (INS) has advised 
that Lookout Notices received from the Bureau and other agencies are 
incor.porated in abbreviated form into the INS Lookout Book which ·is 
distributed to various points of entry into the United States. In order 
to facilitate the mechanical preparation of its Lookout Book, INS 
has requested that the identification of potentially dangerous subjects 
be accomplished by the inclusion of the· letter "d" in the block on 
FD-315 entitled "Type of R'~luest." In addition to conforming with 
the current instructions in H. e Manual of Rules and Regulations, you 
should in the future include t~1e letter "d" in the ''Type of Request'' 
block when preparing FD-315 concerning potentially dangerous subjects. 

. Manual changes are being prepa"f'ed. 

Very truly yours, 

.John Edgar Hoover 

Director 

• 

.. ,.., 

1/25/72 
SAC LETTER 72-6 - 3 -
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lt1 llcply, PlrasP l<f'jer to 

File l\'o. 

PERSONAL ATTENTION 
SAC LETTER 71-4 

Ul\ITED STATES DEPAHT~lE:\T OF JC~TICE 

F E D E H A L ll t: It E A U 0 F T l\' \' E S T I G AT I < > :\ 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20535 

January 26, 1971 

(A) EXPUNGING ARREST DATA -- The volume of correspondence from 
citizens, attorneys, and court officials, concerning the expungement of arrest 
data from FBI identification files has increased substantially. Accordingly, 
we are immediately disseminating a letter to all fingerprint contributors 
(copy attached). 

Bear in mind that while non- Federal arrest prints will be returned 
to the submitting agency upon request, the same procedure is not followed as 
regards Federal arrest prints. The latter are property of the United States 
Government and are retained permanently in our files. U. S. Marshals Manual, 
702. 02, provides "Fingerprint records may not in any case be returned to a 
defendant, whether or not he is acquitted of the charge against him. u U. S. 
Attorneys Ivianual, 8-83, provides "United States Attorneys are directed to 
vigorously oppose ail petitions, applications, or motions filed in any district 
court seeking the return or destruction of such records. n The Federal courts 
consistently have upheld this right to retain Federal arrest prints. 

In your contacts with law enforcement agencies and court officials, 
please·emphasize that we will return non- Federal arrest prints only to the 
contributing agency and this results in an automatic expunction of such 
information in our files. The request for the return of prints must emanate 
from the contributing agency. We will not honor requests from other sources, 
including court orders supplied directly by local courts, even though charges 
have been dismissed or subject acquitted. All Special Agents in your office 
should be thoroughly familiar with these proc~dures. 

1-26-71 
SAC LETTER 71-4 

(B) COMPANY- FlJGITlVE MATTER -- This 
company continues to furnish our Office, on a confidential basis, 
itineraries for circuses, carnivals and other such outdoor amusements. In 
addition, the company has furnished information obtained from its mail service, 
which arises from the processing of mail held on behalf of people in show 
business. Ti1e advertising department, . has moved to 

. ·: Leads relating to itineraries of 
outdoor amusements should now be directed to the· Office. You should 
continue to forward mail stops to the Office. Manual of Instructions 
is being revised. 

1-26-71 
SAC LETTER 71-4 
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white man is the "devil" and open enemy of the black man; black and 
white races must be separated; the white man, his Government and 
religion will be destroyed by Allah through the forces .of nature in the 
"War of Armageddon , '' a war between Allah and the· "devil." Muhammad's 
teachings are spread through weekly radio broadcasts throughout the 
United States and through "Muhammad Speaks , " the official NOI organ 
which is published weekly in Chicago and distributed to affiliate Mosques 
for use in weekly sermons and for distribution to the public. 

Muhammad and other NOI members have refused to comply 
with Selective Service Laws stating that they respect laws of the United 
States provided they do not conflict with NOI laws. TI1ey do not believe 
the Gov~rnment should force them to participate in wars when they have 
nothing to gaino 

Source: 

Very truly yours, . 

John Edgar Hoover 

Director 

2/3/70 
SAC LETTER 70-6 - 6 -
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{F) EVALUATING INFORMANTS-- Bureau has noted recent tendency 
of field to evaluate informants who have furnished reliable information 
in the past as being 110f known reliability." 

SAC Letter 55-26 dated March 29, 1955, Paragraph E, 
specifically instructed that an informant was not to be classified as· 
being "of known reliability" but rather when pertinent as one "who has 
furnished reliable information in the past. " 1-1anual of Rules and 
Regulations, Part II, Section 4, Page 20, sets forth guidelines and 
terminology to be used in des·cribing reliability of informants. No 
provisions are made therein for use of phrase "of known reliability," 
and it should not be used. · 

11/3/70 
SAC LETTER 70-61 
(G) BLACK NATIONALIST MOVEMENT- CANADA-- The Royal 
Canadian Mounted Police (RCMP) has provided an up-to-date resume 
classified "Secret11 of the black power situation in Canada with the 
overall request that this Bureau assist in targeting special areas and 
~ndividuals in an effort to gather more concrete information on activities 
of black extremists and their supporters in Canada who identify ·with 
the international black power movement. Highlighted in this ,resume 
are the following matters which are of extreme concern to Canadian 
authorities: 

(1) Vancouver Black Action Group (VBAG), active on Canadian 
West Coast and comprised of many foreign black extremists (including 
several draft dodgers and deserters from the United States), several 
members of which reportedly have made plans to return to the San ·. 
Frahcisco, California, area; (2) Visits by members of Black Panther 
Party (BPP) and other black extremists; (3) BPP Information Center, 
Winnepeg, Manitoba, established through the auspices of an individual 
who identifies himself with the illinois chapter of the BPP; (4) Black 
Youth Organization, Toronto, Ontario, which favors th·e BPP program; 
(5) Peggy Morton, Toronto resident and important contact in Canada 
for black extremists from the United States; {6) Loosely knit center of 
assistance and refuge for fugitives which appears to have been 
established in the Toronto area; (7) Roosevelt 11Rosie" Douglas and 
Brenda Dickenson Dash, prominent Montreal area black extremists 
who have internatio11al ties. Efforts of Douglas are being concentrat.~ 

11/3/70 
SAC LETTER 70-61 -5-
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on events in the Caribbean; (8) Quebec Committee of Solidarity w1th 
· Black Panthers, a BPP Information Center which the RCMP believes 

will act as a channel of communication between the BPP. and the Quebec 
separatist/terrorist movement; (9) Solicitation of funds by Caribbean 
l)ationals centered in Montreal and Toronto to support guerrilla activities 
in the Caribbean. 

The RCMP has additionally made specific requests for infor
mation regarding the significance of the move by the VBAG members 
to the United States, any information indicating the Communist Party, 
USA, is aiding black revolutionaries and fugitives within the United 
States and its contact, if any, with the Communist Party of Cap.ad~ in 
this regard and any movement of funds to Canad~ destined to revolutibnaties 
in the Caribbean area which revolutionaries r~portedly plan armed con
frontation with Governments in that area. 

Alert all Special Agent personnel engaged in Racial Matters 
investigations to the RCMP prime interest areas in the racial field and 
target informants to develop information in these areas. In addition, 
remain constantly alert for opportunities to send our informants to 
Canada and give consideration to such action in all instances where 
warranted. Information developed in the racial field which is of interest 
to Canadian authorities must be furnished to the Bureau promptly. 

Very truly yours, 

John Edgar Hoover 

Director 

11/3/70 
SAC LETTER 70-61 - 6-
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A fourth source advised on March 26, 1969, that John Kailin 
is presently a member of the Illinois District CP. 

5/6/69 

Sources: 

Pf.LETEJ) 
J)£1.-.ETE::J> 
DE LE:TED 
DEL..E:TED 

SAC LETTER 69-27 

. ' 
(G) RACIAL AND SECUPJTY INFORMANTS -- Recently an informant 
voluntarily advised a police officer who was investigating a case that he 
was assisting the FBI. While this police officer has maintained the 
confidence of the above information, this incident should not have occurred. 
There has been another incident where an informant has voluntarily 
disclosed h~s identity as a source of this Bureau and his actions were not 
in keeping with the Bureau's system of controlling and directing the 
informants. 

In view of the above, each Special Agent in Charge must 
insure that Special Agents operating informants impress on these 
informants the necessity of informants maintaining the confidential nature 
of their relationship with the FBI. · 

It should also be impressed upon the informants that in the 
event they have any doubts as to what course of action to take, they should 
immediately contact a representative of the FBI and be guided by the 
instructions given to them. 

In addition, each Special Agent handling informants must 
afford these informants close supervision and control so that incidents can 
be avoided which may affect Bureau operations. 

Each Special Agent in Charge is being held personally 
responsible to insure that the Special Agents assigned to his division are 
affording the informants being operated by them tight supervision and 
control in accordance with the above. 

Enclosure for (B) 

5/6/69 
SAC LETTER 69-27 
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Very truly yours, 
John Edgar Hoover 

Director 
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PERSONAL ATTENTION 
SAC LETTER 69-36 

U:\"ITED STATES DEPARTME:\T OF JUSTICE 

1-' E f) E IL\ J, B l! H E A U 0 F I 1'0 V EST I G AT I 0 1'0 

In Reply, Please Refer to 

File No. 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20535 

July 1, 1969 

,•· 

(A) HOUSEHOLD GOODS- COMMUTATION OF EXPENSES FOR 
·TRANSPORTATION OF HOUSEHOLD GOODS AND PERSONAL 
EFFECTS -- The General Services Administration has prescribed 
changes in the commuted rates for transportation and storage of 
household goods and personal effects and a copy of the changes is 
enclosed. The new rates are effective for transportation begun on 
and after June 7, 1969. · 

' ~~·~ 

·, . .I All employees in your office who have occasion to Sl.lb-
mit vouchers for the transportation and storage of household goods 
and personal effects should review the new rates to insure that 
vouchers are submitted correctly. · 

7/1/69 
SAC LETTER 69-36 

(B) BALTIMORE SOURCE 4 _:_ Requests for a check of Baltimore Source 4 
have continued to increase. In this -regard a Social Security Administration 
official has advised that agencv has a lag usuallv of approximately four 
months in posting employment'information. The increase in requests 
for a check of Baltimore Source 4 are related directly, of course, 
to this Bureau's increasing case load in the Deserter and Selective 
Service fugitive categories. Since a large number of these fugitive 
cases are resolved within the first sL"'\: months and in view of the lag 
in posting employment information, you are hereby instructed to 
initiate a request of a check of records of Baltimore Source 4 only 

. in fugitive cases which have been under investigation for a period of 
six months. You are also reminded that in all cases requests for a 
check of Baltimore Source 4 must be restricted to those wherein 
other avenues of investigation have been unproductive. It is absolutely 
imperative that this most valuable source continue to be available to 
the Bureau and every effort must be made to insure that the source is 
not overburdened with requests. Appropriate change in Manual of 
Instructions, Section 9, page 26a, will be forthcoming. 
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(B) SUBVERSIVE ORGANIZATION CHARACTERIZATION- AMERICAN 
SERVICEMEN'S UNION-- Set forth below is an up-to-date characteri
zation. of the American Servicemen's Union (ASU) which is believed to 
have field-wide application. 

On September 20, 1969, a source advised that the ASU, 
formed during early 19 68, maintains headquarters at 156 Fifth Avenue, 
New York, New York. ASU is dominated and controlled by the 
Workers World Party (WWP) and is designed to advance WWP efforts 
to undermine United States political and military objectives abroad 
by fomenting discontent among military enlisted personnel and by 
calling for the establishment of a servicemen's union. ASU's chief 
propaganda weapon is the publication of 11The Bond - The Servicemen's 
Newspaper" which is widely circulated at military installations free 
of charge and at times unsolicited . 

.-The source also advised that the ASU's Chairman is Andrew 
Dean Stapp, undesirably discharged from the United States Army in 
April, 1968. Stapp is a member of the WWP. ASU and "The Bond 11 

are terms used interchangeably in connection with \VWP interests in 
military matters. The former has no real existence apart from the 
iatter since the publication is the primary means of generating interest 
among and communicating with servicemen interested in the formation 
of a union. The Union does not function as an organization at this 
time. It has, however, been given much publicity in each edition of 
"The Bond." 

A characterization of the WWP as set out on page 
44 of SAC Letter 69-50 dated September 19, 1969, 
will be used in conjunction with the above 
characterization. 

Source: DELt::Tf:.D 

Very truly yours, 

John Edgar Hoover 

Director 

10/7/69 
SAC LETTER 69-58 - 2-
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(D) SUBVERSIVE ORGANIZATION C?ARACTERIZATION- TRI
CONTINENTAL INFORMATION CENTER-- Set forth Lelow is an up
to-date characterization of the Tri- Continental Information Center 
which replaces the one in SAC Letter 69-50. 

A source advised on February 18, 1967, that it was announced 
at an Executive Board meeting of the Communist Party of Minneapolis, 
Minnesota, in 1967, that Mike Myerson was forming an anti-imperialist 
center. This center became known as the Tri-Continental Information 
Center (TCIC) and maintained an office in Room 640, 1133 Broadway, 
New York City. 

A second source advised on May 11, 1967, that the TCIC was 
founded by Mike Myerson, who attended a Communist Party, USA, 
National Committee meeting in June, 1967, in New York City, as a 
Communist Party front organization supported by Communist Party 
funds. 

The TCIC was described in Volume I, Number 1, May, 1967, 
issue of the "Tri-Continental Information Center Bulletin" as an 
organization established to raise, through education and information, an 
anti-imperialist consciousness in the United States--particularly within 
the growing movements for :peace, human rights and democracy. 

A third source advised on September 26, 1969, the TCIC was 
considered defunct as of that time. 

Sources: 

• D£L£T£J) 
b£L-ETE1> 
DEL-ETED 

11/18/69 
SAC LETTER 69-69 
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Very_truly yours, 

John Edgar Hoover 

Director 
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In September, 1969, a second source advised that RAM 
has ceased to exist in the New York City area since the arrests 
of some of its leaders and members in 1967 on a number of charges 
including the state crime of Advocacy of Criminal Anarchy. 

In October, 1969, a third source advised RAM had ceased 
to exist in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, which along with New York 
City had been.its main sphere of activity. 

Sources: 

D£L..ETC:D 
l):ELETED 
.D£L.£TED 

'STUDENT NATIONAL COORDINATING C01'1MITTEE 

A source advised the Student National Coordinating 
Committee ("SNCC), formerly known as the 'Student Nonviolent 
Coordinating Committee, is a nonmembership organization founded 
in 1960, during the civil rights movement in the South. 

Under the leadership of ·Stokely Carmichael, who served 
as National Chairman during the period 1966-67, SNCC evolved from 
a civil rights oriented group into a full-blown black revolutionary 
organization. 

A publication entitled "1967 High Tide of Black 
Resistance" indicates the year 1967 was considered by 'SNCC as a 
historic milestone for the liberation of black people in the 
United States and the year that revolutionaries throughout the 
world began to understand·more fully the impact of the black 
movement. The publication declared that "liberation will come 
only when there is final destruction of this mad octopus--the 
capitalistic system of the United States with all its life
sucking tentacles of exploitation and racis~ that choke the 

12/9/69 
SAC LETTER 69-73 - 8-
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people of Africa, Asia, and Latin America. The realities of 
black life, together with the recognition instilled in SNCC 
workers, forced its members to further popularize the legitimacy 
of self-defense and rebellions when oppression became too great." 

A second source advised that H. Rap Brown succeeded 
Carmichael as National Chairman of SNCC in May, 1968, and served 
in that capacity until June, 1968, at which time SNCC reorganized, 
creating ten deputy chairmen in an effort to relieve pressure by 
law enforcement. 

In April, 1969, SNCC moved its national headquarters 
from Atlanta, Georgia, to New York City, where it is presently 
located. 

H. Rap Brown announced at a press conferenc~ in 
New York City on July 22, 1969, that he had been elected 
Chairman of the Student Nonviolent Coordinating Committee. 
He announced the organization was dropping the word 
''Nonviolent" from its title and will be known as the 
Student National Coordinating Committee, with a Revolutionary 
Political Council functioning as its governing body. Brown, 
at that time, stated the use of force is necessary in obtaining 
revolutionary goals~ 

Sources: 

t>./=.L£T£ D· 
.J>t::..LE TE.D· 

12/9/69 
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elitist faction which denies the historical role of the worldng class as 
the base for revolution. RYM IT maintains that revolution, although 
desired, is not possible under present conditions, hence emphasizes 
organizing and raising the political consciousness of the working class 
upon whom they feel successful revolution depends. Although disclaiming 
control and domination by the Communist Party, USA, leaders in these two 
factions have in the past proclaimed themselves to be communists and 
to follow the precepts of a Marxist- Leninist philosophy, along pro-
Chinese communist lines. 

A second source has advised that the PLP faction which 
is more commonly known as the Worker Student Alliance is dominated 
and controlled by members of the PLP, who are required to identify 
themselves with the pro-Chinese Marxist-Leninist pllllosophy of the ' 
PLP. They advocate that an alliance between workers and students 
is vital to the bringing about of a revolution in the United States. 

SDS regions and university and college chapters, although 
operating under the outlines of the SDS National Constitution, are 
autonomous in nature and free to carry out independent policy reflective 
of local conditions.· Because of this autonomy internal struggles 
reflecting the major factional interests of SDS have occurred at the 
chapter level since the beginning of the 1969-70 school year. 

A characterization of PLP is attached. 

Sources: DELG.rE: 9 
b£L~T£'b 

12/9/69 
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John Edgar Hoover 

Director 
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According to this source, Black Legion members 
acting as bodyguards at a session of the Second National 
Convention of the RNA in Detroit, Michigan, on March 29, 1969, 
were involved in a shoot-out with members of the Detroit Police 
Department which resulted in the killing of one policeman 
and the critical wounding of another. 

Sources: 

~ 
REVOLUTIONARY ACTION MOVEMENT 

\ . 
A source in November, 1964, made available a document 

which indicated that the ·Revolutionary Action Movement (RAM) was 
organized in 1963 by Afro-Americans who supported the revolutionary 
objectives of Robert F. Williams and his concept of organized 
violence to achieve the liberation of Afro~American people in 
the United States. 

Williams fled the United States in 1961 following 
issuance of a local warrant for his arrest on a charge of 
kidnapping growing out of a racial incident in Monroe, 
North Carolina. He published and broadcast hate-type 
material in Cuba and China prior to his return to the 
United States in September, 1969. 

According to this document, RAM oriented its 
program to education, ,political revolution and the organization 
of a black political party with revolutionary objectives, recog
nizing the need for "black revolution" that could and would 
seize power. This source ·in September, 1964, advised that RAM 
is dedicated to the overthrow of the capitalistic system in the 
United States, by violence if necessary, and to its replacement 
by a socialistic system oriented toward the Chinese Communist 
interpretation of Marxism-Leninism. 

12/9/69 
SAC LETTER 69-73 - 7-
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(C} STUDENTS FOR A DEMOCRATIC SOCIETY- SUBVERSIVE ORGANI
ZATION CHARACTERIZATION-- Set forth below is a current characteri
zation of Students for a Democratic Society which should be utilized in 
the future when it is necessary to characterize this organization in 
investigative reports and other t-ypes of communication~. 

STUDENTS FOR A DEMOCRATIC SOCIETY 

A source has advised that the Students for a Democratic 
Society (SDS), as it is known today, came into being at a founding 

. convention held at Port Huron, Michigan, in June, 1962. From an 
initial ideological posture of "participatory democracy, 11 the current 
line of the national leadership reveals an adherence to Marxism-Leninism. 
Michael Klonsky, National Secretary, in March, 1969, called for the 
building of a revolutionary Marxist-Leninist movement. The program 
of SDS has moved from involvement in civil rights struggles to an anti
Vietnam war position and finally to its present advocacy of an anti
imperialist line, linking up the oppressed peoples of Asia, Africa and 
Latin America with the black liberation movement in the United States. 
China, Vietnam and Cuba are regarded as countries which are leading 
t~e world-wide struggles ·against United States imperialism. On the 
other hand, SDS regards the Soviet Union as an imperialist power and 

. does not support the policies of that country. 

SDS maintains a National Office in Room 206, 1608 West 
Madison Street, Chicago, Illinoiso Its official paper "New Left Notes" 
reflects the line of the national leadership and program adopted at 
meetings of the National Council and National Interim Committee 
(NIC). Three national officers and a NIC of eleven members are 
elected each year during a June National Convention. 

SDS Regional Offices and university and college chapters 
elect delegates to National Council meetings wherein program and 
ideology are debated, but each Region and chapter is autonomous in 
nature and is free to carry out independent policy and programs 
reflective of local conditions. 

Source: CG 7268-S 

5/27/69 
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(C) ARAB ACTIVITIES IN THE UNITED STATES -- In recent months 
reports have been received alleging contacts between Middle East-based 
Arab terrorist groups such as Al-Fatah and United States subversive 
organizations, including blacl{ nationalist and student radical groups. 

t 
Allegations have 'also been received that Arab terrorist 

organizations intend to extend their operations into the United States 
principally aimed at collecting funds and possibly to include terrorist 
activities against the American Jewish community, Israeli property, 
and prominent American and Israeli personalities. 

All offices be alert for evidence of such action. Make certain 
informant coverage of Arab activities is fully adequate to insure that we 
are aware of such activities. All information received in this matter 
should be submitted in form suitable ' for dissemination under appropriate 
caption with a copy to "Arab Activities in the United States," Bufile 
105-194289. 

Very truly yours, 

John Edgar Hoover 

Director 

6/24/69 
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(C) INTERNAL REVENUE SERVICE (IRS) - INVESTIGATIONS OF i 
NEW LEFT AND EXTREMIST ORGANIZATIONS AND INDIVIDUALS -:-- l 
Information has been received from IRS headquarters that that Service ~ · 
is embarking on a program looking toward uncovering Federal tax 
violations and violations of the Gun Control Act of 1968 on the part of 
New Left, black extremist, and white extremist organizations as well 
as individuals connected therewith. In this connection IRS has requested 
that it be furnished the results of our investigations of several specified 
organizations. Arrangements have been made at the Seat of Government 
for this dissemination to IRS headquarterso The Department has 
specifically requested we be alert to develop gun law violations in the 
cours.e of Antiriot Laws investigations of Black Panthers. Yow should, 
therefore, insure that when submitting information on the Black 
Panther Party the Bureau is advised of any possible gun law violations 
under investigation by the FBI in order that IRS may be appropriately 
informed when. dissemination is made. This is to avoid duplication by 
that Service. The foregoing is for your information and should in no 
way affect your current liaison or dissemination on a local level. No 
discussion of this IRS program should be had with other agencies. 

Very truly yours, 
! 

John Edgar Hoover 

Director 

Enclosure for (A) 

8-26-69 
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(H)Q~.9VI~T-BLOC ATTEMPTS TO OBTAlli u: S. Ml·{J?S -- The 
SovHYt- Blcic Intelligence Services have placed conside1:able 
emphf.sis upon U1e procurement of U. S. maps. ·soviet-bloc 
agenls have used both open and covert activity to obtain such 
data, and their efforts in this regard are constantly increasing. 

Recently, a_ 7htl2t> At;t=Nc Y (j)IJ~ItJE~AtioN official advised 
that the Hungarian Government is directing letters to major cities 
throughout the U. S. and is requesting appropriate civic officials 
of such cities to forward to Hungary detailed maps of the cities 
contacted. Such maps, accon:l~ng to the Hungarian Government, 
will be part of an International Exhibition to be held in Budapest, 
Hungary, in November, 1967. 

According to the _ . .official, the · 
is very much concerned over this activity by the 

Hungarian Government and has written letters to 20 major cities 
in the U. S. suggesting that Lllese m}micipal governments refrain 
from p;r.oviding maps to the Hungarian Government. The 

_ . is keenly interested in:)eceiving any information 
disclosing Soviet-bloc efforts to obtain U. S. maps and has 
requested that any information received by the Federal Bureau of 
Investigation in this, connection be brought to the .. 
attention; w 

.... ,. This matter should be brought to ti1e attention of all 
personnel in each office who handle Soviet-bloc matters. Any 
information received disclosing Soviet-bloc efforts to obtain 
U. S. m'/ps should be promptly furnisheck)b ti1e Bureau in a 
letterh~d memorandum suitable for dis~&mination. The 
letterhe{td memorandum should be captii{1ed "Soviet- Bloc 
Attempts to Obtain U. S. Maps." 

6-27-67 
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and what records will be maintained. When these plans ·are 
finalized you will be furnished complete details. Ill.the meantime, 
Immigration and Naturalization Service District Offices will advise 

·.the Bureau field offices when information is obtained concerning 
travel of tl1ese Soviet visitors. Instructions in Section 105E, 
Manual of Instructions, pertain to ilie investigative coverage to 
be given to these individuals. It will not be necessary to advise the 
Bureau on an individual basis when information of such travel is 
furnished your office by the Immigration and.Naturalizati~n Service. 

6-27-67 
SAC LETTER 67-38 

(G) STUDE:i'TTS FOR A DEMOCRATIC SOCIETY TIIIRJ> ACEMc.Y 
CoNS/I>e~l'l noro recently advised Ule Chicago Office that 
info:ttination was received by . indicating that 
Jobjt or Income Now, the community action group of the Students 
forl9- Democratic Society, has now purchased two l!.s.ed panel 
trucks wh-ich are to be utilized for discreet photographic assign-
ments. · U .... 

It is pos.s.ible that these panel trucks could be made 
available to the Students for a Democratic Society in order that 
they might rhai<::e use of them to compromise or embarrass 

· Srrecial Agents. You should alert all Special Agent personnel 
'to l:his potential source of harassment and to take the necessary 
precautions and be most circumspect when conducting investigations 
of the Students for a D2mocratic Society and its members. Advise 
the Bureau promptly of any information coming to your attention 
regarding this rna tter. 

6-27-67 
SAC LETTEH 67-38 - 7 -
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(G) COMMUNIST INFILTRATION OF THE FBI-- Information developed 
by 1fi!Rb A~ENCY C~WSJbfUVt rua.J classified "Secret/No Foreign Dissem," 
which reportedly originated with a communist leader in Panama having good 
knowledge of Communist Party security activities, reveals the Security · 
Organization (SO) of the Communist Party' of Panama has listed a number 
of United States Government entities in Panama as targets on which information 
is to be collected by the SO. The FBI is specifically mentioned as a target. 

Although Bureau has no personnel assigned in Panama, all 
personnel should be most alert during investigations for any indications that 
Panamanian Communist Party or any other foreign subversive group is 
attempting to penetrate the FBI or other United States agency. Applicant 
investigations involving persons with Panamanian background should be most 
thoroughly investigated. 

Very truly yours, 

John Edgar Hoover 

Director 

."I 

Enclosure for (F) 
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PERSONAL ATTENTION 
SAC LETTER NO. 63-4 

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

In Reply, Please Refer to 

File Nn. 

January 23, 1963 WASHINGTON 25, D.C. 

(A) CHARACTERIZATION OF KLAN-TYPE AND HATE-TYPE ORGANIZA-
TIONS Set forth below are revised and new-thumbnail 
sketches of klan-type and hate-type organizations which should 
be utilized in communications when necess·ary to document ·these 
organizations. These sketches supersede those previously fur
nished the field and presently being used. All sources 
furnishing information in connection with these thumbnail 
sketches are described as having furnished reliable information 
in the past. 

Activities of individuals and groups must be 
specifically identified with the correct klan organization. 
Terms such as "the klann or na klans:uan" must not be used 
unless it is clearly indicated to which kl~n organization 
reference is being made. Care should be taken to use the 
correct name of a klan-type and hate-type organization in 
reporting information. · 

A thumbnail of an affiliate organization includes 
a statement showing affiliation with the parent organization. 
When such a thumbnail is used the thumbnail of the parent 
organizntion should also be set forth. 

When sulnnitting characterizations of klan-type or 
hate-type organizations instructions·sat forth in the Manual 
of Rules and Regulations, Part II, S~ction 4, Page 21, should 
be closely followed. 

:-:-:)-AMERICAN NAZI P.lillTY, 
AL-SO KNOm:r .fo..B WORLD UNION OF F!Um 

mtrERPRISE NATION.fl...L SOCIALISTS, 
GIIDRGE LINCOLN P..Oc:K'iT".JLL PARTY 

A source advised on February 27, 1959, that 
George Lincoln Rockwell of Arlington, Virginia, bad 
held an organizational meeting of the World Union of 
Free Enterprise National Socialists (WUFENS) at his 
residence on FebTuary 26, 1959 • 

NW 55069 Docld:3.2989528 
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Six persons were present and they, according to the 
source, comprised the beginning of an officer corps of 
the organization. Rockwell told those present that the 
WUFENS would be an international movement, but that the 
section of the organization in the United States would 
be known as the American Party of the 1ruFENS. 

Rockwell, on March 26, 1959, furnished to Special 
Agents of the Federal Bureau of Investigation, a copy of 
the program of the WUFENS, stating that he expects to .. 
become the President of the United States through_ t-he · 
organization's platform. The main tenets of the ~~FENS, 
as reflected in the program, call for the migration of 
Negroes to Africa and the trial and execution of all Jews 
guilty of Corom~nist and Zionist treason. 

A second source advised on August 15, 1962, that the 
main activity of the organization in furtherance of these 
objectives, has consisted of picketings with anti-Jewish 
and anti-Negro placards; talks by Rockwell attacking Jews 
as traitors to the United States; attempts QY Rockwell to 
form Nazi groups in various cities in the United States; 
and attempts to form a group of international sympathizers. 
Rockwell prints large amounts of Nazi literature at 
American Nazi Party Headquarters, 928 North Randolph 
Street, Arlington, Virginia. 

On June 29, 1962, the State of Virginia revoked the 
charter of the American Nazi Party. 

On September 20, 1962, the State Corporation 
Commission of Virginia issued a charter for a "George Lincoln 
Rockwell Party." The second source mentioned above advised 
on September 24, 1962, that Rockwell wi~l continue to 
carry on his activities, using the name American Nazi Party,· 
and he obtained the charter for the George Lincoln Rockwell 
Party merely to be able to do business as a corporation. 

Sources: J • • 

' .. 
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AMERICAN NAZI PARTY, ALSO KNOWN AS WORLD 
UNION OF FREE ENTERPRISE NATIONAL SOCIALISTS 

WASHINGTON, D. C. 

A source advised on August 15, 1962, that the 
American Nazi Party (ANP), whose leader is George Lincoln 
Rockwell, maintains its headquarters at 928 North Randolph 
Street, Arlington, Virginia. · 

The main activity of the ANP in Washington, D. C., 
consists of picketing with placards which contain 
anti-Jewish and anti-Negro remarks. During some of the 
demonstrations, ANP literature is passed out. 

Source: · . 

AMERICAN NAZI PARTY, ALSO KNOWN AS WORLD 
UNION OF F~EE ENTERPRISE NATIONAL SOCIALISTS 

CINCINNATI, OHIO 

David G. Schreibeis, 7267 Berwood Drive, Madeira, 
Cincinnati 43, Ohio, advised Special Agents of the FBI 
on November 20, 1961, December 11, 1961, June 21, 1962, 
and August 27, 1962, that he is an associate member 
of the American Nazi Pat"ty and is the P..meric~n ~!azi 
Party Organizer in Cincinnati, Ohio. 

. He stated he has been an Associate American Nazi 
Pa?ty Member since Ap~il 18, 1961, and advised that he 
is one of the two associate members of the American 
Nazi Party in the Cincinnati, Ohio, area~ 

8chreibeis said there is·no P.~erican Nazi Party 
activity in the Cincinnati, Ohio, area; ~lso, that the 
Cincinn~ti Br~ulCh of the American Ngzi Party is affiliated 
with the P~eric~n Nazi Party parent organization located 
in Arlington, Virginia. 

Source: 
·, 

AMERICAN NAZI PftRTY, LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNlA, 
ALSO KNOWN AS A!~ERICAN NAZI PARTY, 

WESTERN DIVISION 

A source has advised that the Los Angeles branch 
of the American Nazi Party (LAANP), which branch has 
also been known as the P..merican Nazi Party, Western 
Division (ANPWD), came into existence as follows: 
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In October, 1960, one Leonard Holstein was made 
a member of the .American Nazi Party (ANP) by the national 
headquarters of that group as a result of his leading a 
picket line protesting the marriage of a Negro to a 
Caucasian. At that time Holstein told the Los Angeles 
Police Department he was in.complete accord with the 
thinking of George Lincoln Rockwell, National ANP leader. 
He said he, Holstein, is trying to wake up the people to 
what is going on; that the Jewish-owned press and radio 
would not let the people know the truth. 

On March 7, 1962, George Lincoln Rockwell advised 
a Special Agent of the Federal Bureau of Investigation 
that Holstein was one of his leaders in Los Angeles. 

The source mentioned above advised that as of 
August 17, 1962, Holstein was the on~y leader of the LAANP. 

Source: 
'· · 

~-... .. 

Jf3 AMERICAN NATIONAL PARTY 

On August 1, 1962, a source advised that the 
American National Party was formed in New York City 
on November 24, 1961, and is composed at present of Dan 
Burros, John Patler and Ralph Grandinetti, all former 
members of the American Nazi Party (ANP), who left the 
ANP because of policy disagreements with George Lincoln 
Rockwell, ANP leader. 

The source further stated that the membership 
of the American National Party has gradually declined 
since its formation and is in danger of complete 
dissolution due to the lack of interest displayed by 
its present members. According to this source, there 
has been no real activity by the American National 
Party in recent months. 

Tb.e above source stated that the original purpose 
behind the formation of the American National Party was 
to be openly anticommunist and attrac~- C?i!lt~:r..- ·anti
communists who could be gradually conve·rtea.: to . anti-Semites, 
thereby expressing the true sympathies · o:f _·the American 
National Party. 
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The source stated that the American National Party 
continues to maintain a "mail drop" at Post Office Box 
191, Gracie Station, New York 28, New York, but has no 
actual headquarters. 

Source: .. 
,__. .. / / 

· --HORACE SHERMAN MILLER 
.{-,.,.ARYAN KNIGHTS OF THE KU KLUX KLAN 

P. 0. BOX 5062, WACO, TEXAS 

On March 29, 1955, a source advised that 
Horace Sherman Miller, 1401 North 13th Street, Waco, 
Texas, formerly was a member-at-large of the U. S. Klans 
of Georgia, but in approximately 1947, he was ousted from 
that organization by E. L. Edwards, Imperial Wizard. 

Isador Fred, of Waco, Texas, on August ··4, 1962, and 
Waco's Chief of Police Jesse Gunterman, on August 17, 
1962, furnished the following information: Miller self
styled himself as "The Aryan Knight" and began distributing 
his writings under the caption u.Aryan Knights .of the Ku Klux 
Klan Religion" in approximately 1957. He is a prolific 
letter writer and since 1957, he has published and 
distributed his pamphlets entitled, "The Aryan Views-
White Folk News." This publication contains reprints of 
articles which have appeared in newspapers and magazines 
and are anti-Catholic, anti-Semitic, anti-Masonic, anti
Negro, and pro-klan propaganda. He has distributed 
leaflets which set forth the tenets of the "Aryan knights 
of the KKK religion," and which request contributions from 
the readers. 

Sheriff C. C. Maxey, Waco, Texas, on August 10, 1962, 
informed that Miller is a disabled World War I veteran 
who receives retirement benefits from the Railway Retirement 
Board which he uses to defray the cost of publishing this 
propaganda. In recent months, the leaflets have contained 
articles and letters which are critical of the U. S. Supreme 
Court, the Attorney General, and the Kennedy Administration, 
and Miller has attacked efforts to integrate public schools 
and public facilities in the South. Recently, he denounced 
integration of the public schools, in the city of Waco.· 
According to Maxey, Miller is a "crack pot" who has no 
following and does not appear capable of resorting to 
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violence in his efforts to prevent integration of the 
races. He is a semi-invalid who uses an electric type
writer in preparing letters, leaflets, and other 
propaganda, and frequently advises law enforcement offic@rs 
that he is anxious to assist his Gov€rnmenx at all times. 

Sources: AT 1362-S 

" 

Isador Fred, own.er and operator of L. Fred 
& Son Jewelry Co., Waco, Texas 

Jesse Gunterman, Chief of Police, Waco, Texas 
Sheriff C. C. Maxey, NA, Waco, Texas 
Bufi;Le 62-97279 

,.-B'ASSOCIATION OF ARKANSAS KLANS 
01!, THE KU ~UX KLAN (AAK) 

A source advised on April 22, 1959, as follows: 
AAK was formed on April 21, 1959, at Pine Bluff, Arkansas, 
for the purpose of promoting white supremacy and segregation 
of the races but violence v~s disavowed. Leaders of AAK 
were previously members of the Original Knights of the 
Ku Klux Klan (O~(K). George F. Ed~ardes, Grand Dragon of 
OKKKK for the State of Arkansas, was carried over as the 
Grand Dragon of the.new organization, AAK. A source advised 
that on August 11, 1960, George F. Ed\~rdes disavowed 
violence. Another source advised that on January 21, 1962, 
the new Grand Dragon Bill Williams disavowed violence. 
Goerge F. Edv~rdes is the Legal Counselor of the AAK. 
Another source stated the ritual used by OK~CK is taken from 
the "Kloran11 of the Association of South Carolina Klans of 
the Ku Klux Klan (ASCK) • Regarding the ASCK, the following 
is noted: A source advised on September 24, 1956, that · 
the ASCK was organized in the Fall of 1955 and is patterned 
after the Association of Carolina Klans~CK). The source 
stated the ASCK is a new organization and not a rebirth of 
the ACK, although all high-ranking officials of the ASCK 
had been members of the ACK. The announced purposes of this 
organization are to promote white supremacy and to combat 
integration of races; however, the use of violence is 
disavowe.d. 
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A source advised on September 2, 1950, that the ACK 
was composed of groups formerly members of the-Association 
of Georgia Klans (AGK), and although the ACK severed all 
connections with the AGK on November 14, 1949 1 the ideals, 
purposes and policies of the two organizations remained 
identical. The ACK became defunct after convictions and 
imprisonment of its highest official and other members in 
1952. 

The AGK has been designated by the Attorney General 
of the United States pursuant to Executive Order 10450. 

Sources: LR 474-C (RAC) 
DL CS 26-S 
Jack Orr, Columbia, South Carolina 
C. E. Sasser, Former Sheriff of Horry 

County, South Carolina 
LR 502-C (RAC) 
LR 359-C (RAC) 
Bufile 157-92 

..... )/ 
\.J ASSOCIATION OF GEORGI:A KLANS 

KNIGHTS OJ.t, THE KU KLUX KLAN (AGK, KJLJ{K) 

A source advised on January 11, 1961, that the AGK, 
~~ was organized by Charles Homer Maddox in the Spring 
of 1960, with mailing address of Post Office Box 41, 
Bloomingdale, Georgia. This source stated that AGK,KKKK, 
is a new organization and is not affiliated in any way 
with the old Association of Georgia Klans which is defunct. 
It is patterned after the u. s. Klans, has the same general 
ritual and has the same titles for its klavern officers. 
Most officers and members are former members of the u. s. 
Klans. The announced purposes of this organization are to 
promote white supremacy and to fight integration and 
communism by peaceful means, and it is opposed to any type 
of violence. This source said AGK,IGD[K, is affiliated with 
the National ICu Klux Klan. 

The same source advised on May 9, 1962, that this 
klan group continues to operate with the same aims and 
purposes and is localized in the area of Bloomingdale and 
Savannah, Georgia. It continues to be affiliated with the 
National Ku Klux Klan. 

Source: /' . 
I. ' ... I. I 
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~ASSOCIATION OF SOUTH CAROLINA KLANS 

KNIGHTS OF THE KU KLUX KLAN (ASCK) 

A source advised on September 24, 1956, that the 
Association of South Carolina Klans (ASCK) was organized 
in the Fall of 1955 and is patterned after the Association 
of Carolina Klans (ACK). This source said ASCK is a new 
organization and not a rebirth of ACK, although all high
ranking officials of ASCK had been members of ACK. The 
source stated announced purposes of this organization are 
to promote white supremacy and combat integration of the 
races; however, the use of violence is disavowed. 

A second source advised on September 2, 1950, that 
ACK was composed of groups formerly members of the 
Association of Georgia Klans (AGK) and although ACK 
severed all connections with AGK on November 14, 1949, 
the iqeals, purposes and policies of the two organizations 
remained identical. ACK became defunct after conviction 
and imprisonment of its highest official and other members 
in 1952. 

A third source advised on April 16, 1962, that ASCK 
co~tinues to operate for the purpose of promoting white 
supremacy and combating integration by peaceful means by 
public speaking and propaganda. 

This third source said that ASCK, using the name 
Majority Citizens League of South Carolina, published a 
monthly newspaper, nsouthland Standard,"· from August 
through December, 1961, and dropped it due to lack of 
financial support~ · 

AGK has been designated by the Attorney General 
pu~suant to Executive Order 10450. · 

Sources: Jack Orr, State Theater, Columbia, s. c. 
c. E. Sasser, Former Sheriff of Horry County, 

South Carolina 
CE 1896-C (RAC) 

~ t ' .I 
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' I . ·~)CHRISTIAN EDUCATIONAL ASSOCIATION 

The Christian Educational Association of 530 
Chestnut Street, Union, New Jersey, is the publisher of 
"Common Sense," a tabloid-size newspaper published twice 
monthly except during July and August. Current issues of 
this paper iaentify the editor as Conde McGinley and the 
publisher as the Christian Educational Association. 

On December 17, 1954, the Committee on Un-American 
Activities of the United States House of Representatives 
published a "Preliminary Report on Nee-Fascist and Hate 
Groups" in which their growth and objectives are discu~sed 
at length. The report indicates that "Common Sense" has a 
circulation which fluctuates between 30JOOO and 100,000 
copies an issue. It describes "Common Sense" as a "hate 
sheet" vehicle which publishes "some of the most vitriolic 
hate propaganda ever to come to the attention of the 
Committee.n 

According to the report, "Common Sense" depicts 
Communism as Judaism and devotes its pages almost entirely 
to attacks on the Jewish and to a lesser extent, the Negro 
minorities in the United States. Sympathy for the former 
Nazi government in Germany is also shown in the paper. 

1aCHRISTIAN KNIGHTS OF THE KU KLUX KLAN (CKKKK) 

A source advised on December 17, 1959, that Post 
Office Box 45, Louisville, Kentucky, was rented by J. Bo 
Stoner in July, 1959, for the CKKKK. The source stated 
that as of December 17, 1959, the Post Office Bo~ was 
still being held by Stoner. 

· Another source advised on November 23, 1959, that 
J. B. Stoner stated that he started the CKKKK in Louisville, 
Kentucky, with people who were in bad financial condition; 
however, he felt that after the organization's activity 
became known, it would attract a higher class of indiViduals. 
He indicated at that time an interest in securing more 
members in the Louisville area. 

The same source advised that in May, 1960, the first 
edition of the "Klan Bulletin11 appeared. The source described 
the "Klan Bulletin" as the official publication of the CKKIUC. 
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The June issue of the "Klan Bulletin" disclosed the 
address of the CKKKK as Post Office Box 48, Atlanta, Georgia. 

A third source advised on January 25, 1961, that the 
CKKKK was a functioning organization in Atlanta, Georgia, 
that meetings were held and. literature distributed. 

A fourth sour.ce advised on June 7, 1961, 
CKKKK was a paper organization and inactive. 
added Stoner collects some dues and uses this 
his personal benefit. 

that the 
The source 
money for 

The same source advised on.May 14, 1962, that the 
CKKKK was no longer, functioning due to J. B. Stoner's being 
occupied as an attorney for racists in various southern 
cities. 

Sources: lst Source R. L. Cchsenhirt, Postal Inspector, 
Louisville, Kentucky 

C..' 

2nd Source LS 250-C (RAC) 
3rd·Source Lieutenant Harvey Poole, Georgia 

Bureau of Investigation, Atlanta, 
Georgia 

4th Sou.r9~ C9ntig~ntial Source Bobby Kinard 

UDIXIE !CLANS, KNIGHTS OF THE 
KU KLUX KLAN, INC. (DK, KKKK) 

Sources advised it was announced at a meeting 9f 
Klavern 1, U. S. Klans, Knights of the Ku Klux 
Klan, Inc., at Chattanooga, Tennessee, on September 17, 1957, 
that some former leaders of Klavern 1 and their close 
associates had· been banished from U. S. Klans, Knights· of 
the Ku Klux Klan, Inc., during the preceding week. 

Sources advised those individuals who were banished 
formed a new klan organization known as Dixie Klans, 
Knights of the Ku Klux Klan, Inc., with headquarters in 
Masonie Hall, 2523 Glass Street, East Chattanooga, 
Tennessee. A general welfare charter was secured from the 
State of Tennessee on October 21, 1957, which charter 
lists some of the purposes of the organization as freedom 
of speech and association, rejection of forced integration, 
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preservation of the Constitutions of the United States 
and of Tennessee, and preservation o:f the sovereignty o:f 
each state. 

On April 26, 1962, source stated that the Dixie · 
Klans, ICnights of the Ku Klux Iaan, Inc., has active 
klaverns in Tennessee, Georgia, Alabama, and Virginia. 
This informant advised attempts were made to organize 
k],averns of this organization in Arkansas, liiississippi, 
Florida, South Carolina, and North Carolina, but the 
attempts at organization in these states have not been 
successful. 

A source advised during the Fall of 1960 that a 
"den" of Klavern 1, DIC, KKICK, Inc., Chattanooga, 
Tennessee, consisting of ten members and two alternates, 
including Jack William Brown, Imperial \1izard (Na tiona! 
President) of DIC, KilliK, Inc., Jack Leon Brown, Exalted 
Cyclops of Klavern 1, Chatt~nooga, Tennessee (the local 
chapter president), and others, all listed· as c1embers of 
Klavern 1; DK, KilliK, Inc., Chattanooga, Tennessee, during 
July, August, and· September, 1960, were responsible for 
five bombings of residences of Hamilton County, Tennessee, 
during July and August, 1960. Some of these members and 
alternates of the 11 den" held closed meetings and discussed 
b'ombing and other acts of violence. These acts and 
meetings were reportedly closed and rank-and-file me1~1bers 
of this organization unaware of such. All reported 
members and alternates of ·the "den11 interviewed during another 
investigation denied knowledge of bonbings or acts of 
violence, denied l:;:nowleclse of the "den· .. of DlC, Kium:, Inc., 
and the majority aclr:1i tted membership in DI~, I:I8:G:~, Inc. ~ 

Sources have reported Jack Ylilliam Brm·m continually 
discusses commission of acts of violence, encourages 
such acts in relationship to integration, and boasts of 
having comuitted acts of violence. Information as to the 
udcn 11 listed aoove and acts of violence boasted of by 
Brovm have been unconfirr.1ed. 

·Sources: ICX 1003-C (RAC) 
KX 100,1-C (RAC) 
KX 1C13-C (RAC) 
tm 607-C G~t;Q) 

'I ' ' 
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DIXIE KLANS, KNIGHTS OF THE 
KU KLUX KLAN, INCORPORATED, 

GEORGIA 

A source advised in May, 1962, the Dixie Klans has no 
state organization in Georgia but does have a few units 
located within the northern part of Georgia. The source 
stated ~hat the units of Dixie Klans in Georgia are under 
the direct control and supervision of the headquarters of 
Dixie Klans located at 2523 Glass Street, East Chattanooga, 
Tennessee. 

Sources: 

DIXIE K~NS, KNIGHTS OF THE 
KU KLUX KLAN, INC. , 
MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE 

A source advised on May 16, 1962, that for about the 
past four years a small klavern of the Dixie Klans, Knights 
of the Ku Klux Klan, Inc., has been in existence in 
Memphis, Tennessee. This Klavern is affiliated with and 
has been chartered under the national or parent organization 
name, the national headquarters of which is located in 
Chattanooga, Tennessee. 

The aims and purposes of this Klavern are primarily 
directed toward doing everything legally possible to 
maintain racial segregation in the South, particularly in 
the Memphis and Shelby County areas, and toward maintaining 
states rights as opposed to a concentrated Federal 
Government. 

This Klavern as of 1961 had about thirty members, 
most of whom were inactive. Until the Fall of 1961, it 
held weekly meetings in Memphis, Tennessee, with an average 
attendance of six to eight persons. 

Due to lack of interest on the part of the membership, 
no meetings _have been held since the Fall of 1961; no new 
members have been recruited and no members are known to have 
paid any dues since 1961 . 

Source: . ·. 
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DIXIE KLANS, KNIGHTS OF TIIE KU KLUX KLAN, INC. , 
VIRGINIA 

On July .25, 1961, a source advised that Tlilbur L. 
Schrur.1, Colonial Heights, Virginia, had received a charter 
from Dixie Klans, Knights of the Ku Klux Klan, Inc. 
(DK, KKKK, Inc.), signed by Jack Brown, which designated 
Schrum as Grand Wizard of the State of Virginia of the 
DK, KKKK, Inc. 

On December 6, 1961, a second source advised a 
klavern of DK, IQ~KK, Inc., with National Office in 
Tennessee, was organized in Colonial Heights, Virginia, 
around ApriL, 1961, with Wilbur L. Schrum acting as its 
leader. 

Records of the State Corporation Conmission, Richmond, 
Virginia, showed an application for a Certificate of 
Authority to Transact Business in Virginia was filed by 
DK, KKKK, Inc., on April 4, 1062, by Jack l'l •. Brown, 
President, 2523 Glass Street, Chattanooga, Tennessee, and 
a Certificate to Transact Business in Virginia was issued 
on April 6, 1962. · 

The application stated DIC, KKIGC, Inc., a nonprofit 
fr.aternal organization, was incorporated in the State of 
Tennessee in October of 1957, and the principal office is 
2523 Glass Street, Chattanoosa. W. L. Schrum, Sr., 613 
Colonial Avenue, Colonial :fieights, Virginia, described as 
an officer of the organization, was listed as the Registered 
Agent in Virginia. 

Sources: 1st Source Francis U. Wilkinson, Colonial 
Heights, Virginia 

2nd Source PC! (TIAC) Dennis A. Downing 

.. tJ FEDERATED KU KLUX KLANS, INCORPORATED 

A source advised on December 21, 1959, that Federated 
Ku Klux Klans, Incorporated, was organized in late 1959 
originally in Alabama by William Hugh Morris who had headed 
a kl:an group of the same name in Alabama in the late 1940's 
or early 1950's. 

Ifuadquarters of the organization were located in 
~"Iontgomery, Alabama. Morris clair:1ed the organization was 
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the successor to the original Ku Klux Klan, organized in 
1866. The source advised that the aims and purposes of the 
organization included "puxe AmericaniS.m," white supremacy 
and segregation of the races. 

The same source advised in September, 1960, that 
Morris had moved from Alabama to Bremen, Georgia. This 
source reported in Februa-ry, 196.2, that Federated Ku Klux 
Klans, Incorporated, had gone out of existence in Alabama 
and that the members had affil1ated with the United Klans 
of America, Incorporated, Knights of the Ku Klux Klan. 

A second source advised in May, 1962., that Federated. 
Ku Klux Klans, Incorporated, which formerly had six or seven · 
units in Georgia, had lost membership until only one unit 
remained. 

A third source advised in November, 1962, that Federated 
Ku Klux Klans, Incorporated, had gone out of existence. 

Sources: 1st Source MO 79-C (RAC) 
2nd Source AT 1652-C (RAC) 
3rd Source AT 1655-C (RAC) 

\;.I 
JyFIGHTING AMERICAN NATIONALISTS 

. (FAN) 

On February 23, 1961, George Lincoln Rocrovell, leader 
of the American Nazi Party (ANP), advised Special Agents 
of the Federal Bureau of Investigation that the Fighting 
American Nationalists {FAN) was organized as an anti
communist organization in September, 1960. Rockwell said 
it is a separate and distinct group from ANP, but members 
of FAN are "frustrated Nazis" who do not lilte to wear the 
swastika or be associated with the principles of Adolf Hitler. 

Rockwell stated individuals have expressed an 
interest in the FAN and since FAN is in consort with and 
guided by the ANP, these individuals soon realize the use 
of the swastika is the best method of getting recognition 
in their fight against communism. Soon these individuals 
will join the ANP, Rockwell said. 

A source advised on February 17, 1961, that in 
talking to J. V~ Kenneth Morgan, Deputy Commander, ANP, 
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Morgan stated th~re is no legal conpection between FAN 
and ANP but FAN was organized under the guidance of 
Rockwell and it is used as a front group dominated by the 
principles and objectives of the ANP and looks to George 
Lincoln Rockwell as its leader. 

Source: '1 l' 

FIGHTING AMERICAN NATIONALISTS 
NEW YORK CITY 

On May 8, 1962, Detective Tony Ulasewicz, Bureau 
of Special Services, New York City Police Department (NYCPD), 
advised that the Fighting P~erican Nationalists (FAN) first 
made an appearance in New York City in October, 1960, when 
a small group picketed against John F. Kennedy, then a 
presidential candidate. 

On July 12, 1962, a source advised that F~N, a 
front group of the American Nazi Party (ANP), formerly 
utilized P. 0. Box 220, Murray Hill Station, New York 16, 
New York, as a mailing address, but since the latter part 
of June, 1962, has used P. o. Box 130, Highbridge Station, 
New York 52, New York, as a mailing address. The source 
stated that FAN, NYC, has no actual headquarters. 

According to this source, FAN, NYC, was formed under 
the direction of George Lincoln Rockwell, leader of the 
ANP, Arlington, Virginia, and is composed of individuals 
who are in sympathy with the purposes of the ANP but who 
are reluctant to expose themselves publicly as ANP 
sympathizers. Although FAN, NYC, has no formal membership 
list, individuals who participate in FAN activities 
consider themselves FAN members. 

The source further advised that Anthony Wells, a 
member of the ANP, who had been specifically designated 
by George Lincoln Rockwell as organizer of FAN, NYC, had 
appointed George Lincke, in the latter part of June, 1962, 
to the position of provisional leader of FAN, NYC. 

Source: 
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. KNIGHTS OF THE KU KLUX KLAN (KKKK), 
also known as Southern K~ights 
of the Ku Klux Klan 4SKKKK) , 
Southern-Northern Knights of the 
Ku Klux Klan (SNKKKK), 
Knights of the White Camellia (KarWC), 
Knights of the White Camellia of the 
National Christian Church (KOTWC of the NCC) 

t,·National Christian Church (NCC), 
·,. ·order of the Rattlesnake ( arR) , 
< •• Konsolida ted Ku Klux Klans of the 

Invisible Empire 

The August 23, 1949, issue of the Tampa, Florida , 
"Morning Tribune 11 newspaper contained an article con~ernine
an interview with Bill Hendrix, Imperial Emperor of the 
SKKKK, relative to the formation of this new Klan . According 
to the article, Hendrix said the organization was an out
growth of the Klan set up in 1915 by William Joseph Simmons. 
Hendrix stated SKKKK was started under the Original Southern 
Klans, Incorporated, in June, 1948, a branch of which was 
formed in Tallahassee, Florida, in January, 1949. 

Original Southern Klans, Incorporated, has been 
designated by the Attorney General pursuant to Executive 
Order 10450. 

On December 26, 1956, 11The Klansman, 11 described by 
Hendrix as the official publication of KKKK, order~d the 
above-named group to again become active in the fight against 
integration by all lawful means and to destroy Communism, 
Fascism, and Nazism. 

On September 8 , 1960, a source reported that all 
organizations named.)with exception .of Konsolidated Ku Klux 
Klans of the Invisible Empire, are merely other names of the 
KKKK which was still active at that time. 

On June 23, 1961, this source advised that in June, 
1961, Bill Hendrix commenced using the name Konsolidated Ku 
Klux Klans of the Invisible Empire for his Klan and that this 
is just another name for the Knights of the Ku Klux Klan. 
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Applications to join the Konsolidated Ku Klux Klans 
of the Invisible Empire state that it is a voluntary organi
zation fighting for the freedom a?d rights of white Americans. 

On May 17, 1962, this source advised that Bill Hendrix 
is still using the name Knights of the Ku Klux Klan as the 
name of his klan organization and the other names listed 
above are used whenever it suits him to use them. 

Source : --~- -~ -. 

' · ;KNIGIITS -OF THE KU KLUX KLAN, INCORPORATED 
( KIGCK INC. ) 

Knights of the Ku Klux Klan, Inc., (KKKK, Inc.), 
was incorporated on DecemDer 7, 1959, in the Superior 
Court of Fulton County, Georgia, on a petition signed by 
H. J. Jones, R. L. Bing, Sr., W. B. Parr, and J. T 
Campbell. 

A source advised on November 25, 1959, that at that 
time Jones and Bing were officials of the Jonesboro, 
Georgia, Unit of the u. s. Klans, Knights of the Ku Klux 
~lan, Inc. 

A second source stated in January, 1960, that Knights 
of the Ku Klux Klan, Inc., used the same ritual as the . klan 
chartered in 1915 by William Joseph Simmons. The same 
source advised in 1960 that Knights of the Ku Klux Klan, 
Inc., had as its objectives the maintenance of white 
supremacy and segregation of the races. 

The first source reported in May, 1962, that the 
organization is no longer in existence, having merged into 
United Klans of funerica, Inc., Knights of the Ku Klux Klan, 
in July, 1961. 

Sources: 

·. 
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.·/ 
NACIREMA, INCORPORATED) 

ALSO KNOWN AS WHITE CITIZENS 

Records of the Superior Court of Cobb County, Georgia, 
show that Nacirema, Inc., was granted a charter on June 1, 
1961, at Marietta, Georgia. 

At a meeting of Nacirema, Inc., on December 5, 1961, 
William B. Crowe stated that Nacirema, Inc., is a secret 
organization for Americans who want to fight to uphold the 
principles of our Constitution. He said white Americans have 
only a little freedom remaining, and Nacirema, Inc., has been 
formed by men who have pledged themselves to "restore freedom toj 
white Americans." Crowe did not openly state that Nacirema, 
Inc., had participated in acts of violence, but he gave the 
distinct impression that such had been the case. 

A source advised on July 25, 1961, that the organization 
was composed almost entirely of present and former klansmen 
who joined Nacirema, Inc., to get "more action." 

The same source advised in October, 1961, that two 
leaders of the organization conducted an explosives school at 
which instructions were given in the assembling and detonation 
of explosives and incendiary devices with the use of easy-to
obtain materials. 

A second source advised in December,l961, that leaders 
of Nacirema, Inc., frequently spoke of the necessity of 
violence to "restore freedom to white Americans." They never 
spoke of specific ac~of violence but gave the definite 
impression that members of the organization had participated 
in acts of violence. 

The same source advised in July, 1962, that the organiza
tion held its last meeting on May 30, 1962, and had gone out 
of existence due to surveillances and intervi?WS by 
detectives of the Atlanta, Georgia, Police Department. 

Sources: ·,' ) 

~ ! ' . 
-,,, ... 

IJ 
/l. NATIOUAL KU KLUX KLAH 

KNIGfiTS OF THE KU Kl.UX Ia..AN 
(NKKK) 

A source advised that on May 22, 1960, the National 
Grand Council of the Knights of the Ku Klux Klan met at 
Atlanta, Georgia> to discuss consolidation of the klans 
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unity of effort and activities, to establish a National Fund 
and a National Secretary and to design a new flag. The 
meeting was attended by representatives of the Federation 
of Ku Klux Klan, Alabama; Association of Arkansas Klans, 
Arkansas; Florida Knights of the Ku Klux Klan, Florida; 
Southern Knights of the Ku Klux Kl~n, Rlorida; Association 
of Georgia Klans, Georgia; Knights of the Ku Klux Klan, 
North Carolina; Association of South Carolina ~lans, 
South Carolina; Dixie Knights of the Ku Klux Klan, Tennessee; 
and Hyksos Klan, Texas. 

This source advised that at a consolidation meeting at 
Atlant~, Georgia, September 2-5, 1960, at which the North 
Carolina and Texas Klans were not represented, it was resolved 
and passed that their name be changed to National Ku Klux 
Klan. 

This source also advised that at a consolidation meeting 
at Savannah, Georgia, October 23, 1960, it was resolved and 
passed that in any future meetings of this group the name 
"Majority_Citizens League" was to be used. 

A second source advised that at a national klonklave 
meeting at Texarkana, Texas, on Febru~ry 11-12, 1961, a motion 
was carried that there were to be at least si~ national 
meetings a year to be held any time from one week to twelve 
weeks after the last meeting. The time and meeting place '''ere 
to be decided by the newly elected chairman. This second 
source also advised that at each meeting a new chairman and 
acting secretary were to be elected to serve nt the next 
meeting. A national secretary had not been appointed. 

A third source advised that at a national meeting on 
November 11-12, 1961, United Klans of America, Inc. (UK) 
was invited to meet with NKKK and it Wfl.S agreed t_hey would 
meet together, but there was no talk of consolidation. 

This third source further advised that as of the 
.national meeting on May 5-6, 1962, no national fund, head
quarters or secretary had been established and no plans 
had apparently been made to do so. A temporary chairman 
and acting secretary were to be appointed for each meeting. 
The n~.me "Majority Citizens League" was not being used in 
connection with meetings. 
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Sources: 

,• 

•'\ 

~t( NATIONAL STATES RIGHTS PARTY 
(NSRP) 

On November 26, 1957, a source advised that the 
United White Farty (UWY) was organized at a convention 
held in Knoxville, Tennessee, on November 10, 1957. An 
article in the November 26, 1957, issue of the '1Greenville 
Piedmont," a newspaper of Greenville, South Carolina, 
reported "the recent formation of a new political party 
to be known as the United White Party." According to the. 
article, the party was formed at a recently held meeting 
in Knoxville, T-:,nnessee, at which many klansmen were 
represented. The UWY was reported as being opposed to 
all "race·mixing organizations and individuals." 

The July, 1958, issue of "The Thunderbolt, 11 self
described as the 0 0fficial Racial Nationalist Organ of 
the National Stat~s Rights Party" (NSRP) reported that 
rank and file "States Righters" had merged with the UWP 
under "the banner of the National States Rights Party," 
with national offices at Post Office Box 261, Jeffersonville, 
Indiana. 

In November, 1958, a source advised that the NSRP is 
composed of past members of klan-type organizations and 
notorious anti-Semites. 

Issue Number 19, dated June, 1960, "The Thunderbolt," 
announced the address of the headquarters of the NSRP had 
been changed from Jeffersonville, Indiana, to Post Office 
Box 783, Birmingham, Alabama. 

On June 17, 1960, a source advised that Edward R. 
Fields, the Information Director of the NSRP, is the 
individual who "runs the NSRP." 
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"The Thunderbolt" continues to publish articles 
attacking Negroes and persons of the Jewish faith. 

Sources: ' . 

I. •. 

NATIONAL STATE RIGHTS PARTY 
GEORGIA 

(NSRP) 

Issue Number 35 dated October, 1961, of "The 
Thunderbolt;' official organ of the NSRP, identified 
Reverend Henry G. 1'/hi te as State Chairman for Georgia 
of the NSRP with address of Post Office Box 604, 
Dalton, Georgia. 

·A source advised on October 14, 1961, that the 
NSRP group headed by Henry G. White at D;:tlton, Georgia, is 
the Georgia organization of the NSRP, which has its head
quarters at Post Office Box 783, Birmingham,· Alabama. 

Sources: 
• .. ' 

NATIONAL STATE RIGHTS PARTY 
(LOUISIANA - MISSISSIPPI) 

(NSRP) · 

"The Thunderbolt," self-described "official white 
racial organ" of the National States Rights Party (NSRP), 
in Issue Number 27 dated March, 1961, published the name of 
the NSRP representative of Louisiana as Ray Leahart, 
623 Jefferson Avenue, New Orleans, Louisiana, and the NSRP 
representative of Mississippi as Elmer G. Mabry, Route 1, 
Box 311C, Ocean Springs, Mississippi. 

One source advised on August 9, 1961, that the 
Thunderbolts are the uniformed guard of the NSRP in New 
Orleans, but because of unfavorable publicity had changed 
their name to the Americanos Dedicados Nacionales (ADN) 
(Nation~l Dedicated Americans). 

A second source reported on August 16, 1961, that 
the twelve members of the ADN are all members of the NSRP. 
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The first source ·said ~n August 31, 1961, that the 
nrune of the ADH had been changed to the Blue Shirts of 
Louisian~ (BSL) the aims of which are: (1) national 
Americanism; (2) preservation of all ethnic-cultural groups 
\yithin t~_e United States; (3) establishment of Corporative 
Councils including all workers, professions and employers, 
to institute economic justice for all people; (4) removal 
from the Government of all Communists and Social-Revolutionists 
regardless of race, creed, color or national origin; (5) 
establishment of local Blue Shirt units to defend the republic 
from Communists and Social-Revolutionists. 

The same source said that Dr. Edward R. Fields was to 
attend a meeting of the NSRP in New Orleans, Louisiana, 
on September 26, 1961, but could not because of illness, and 
Roy E. Frankhouser, Jr., a national organizer of the NSRP, 
came instead. 

A third source on September 26, 1961, reported that 
Frankhouser was assisted by Leahart in arranging this 
meet.ing, and it appeared that the local NSRP group is 
affiliated with the national organization of the NSRP. 

Sources: 

NATIONAL STATES RIGHTS PARTY 
MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE 

(NSRP) 

A source advised on August 14, 1962, that since 
early 1961, the National States Rights Party (NSRP), 
with National Headquarters in Birmingham, Alabama, has had 
a Memphis, Tennessee, representative. This representative 
has engaged in no organizational or recruiting activities 
on behalf of the NSRP. 
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It is strictly a paper-type organization which has never 
had more than nine inactive members and as of August, 1962 7 

was completely inactive. The Memphis Chapter has no officers, 
no bank account, no meeting place and conducts no meetings. 

Source: 

.J~.' ORIGINAL KNIGHTS OF THE 
KU KLUX KLAN 

(OKKKK) 

On December 12, 1957, a source advised that the 
U. S. Klaus, Knights of the Ku Klux Klan, chartered its 
first klavern in Rylie, Texas, in November, 1957. Roy£. 
Davis, Sr., of Dallas, Texas, was the Grand Dragon for the 
State of Texas. 

On October 5 7 1958, a second source advised that in 
June of 1953, Roy E. Davis, Sr., Grand Dragon of the U. S. 
Klaus for the State of Texas, broke away from that 
organization and formed the Original Knights of the 
Ku Klux Klan. However, on October 4, 1958, E. L. Bdwards, 
Imperial Wizard, U. S. Klaus, visited Dallas at·which time 
most of the klansmen in the Dallas area rejoined the 
U. S. Klaus, having become disgusted with Davis over his 
handling of klan funds. This source advised the Original 
Knights of the Ku Klux Klan was formed for the purpose of 
combating integration and preserving segregation, and that 
Davis had stated that this ~hould be done through legal 
means only. 

On August 15, 1960, the first source advised there is 
no known activity of the Original Knights of the Ku Klux 
Klan in the State of Texas. Roy E. Davis, Sr., however, 
does have a few scattered followers and spends most of his 
time mailing various proklan literature from his home, 
Davis being retired. 

Sources: 
' j 

•e 
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ORIGINAL KNiuHTS OF THE KU KLUX KLAN 
(ARKANSAS - LOUISIANA) 

(OKKKK) 

A source advised on November 7, 1960, that according 
to the Exalted Cyclops of the Texarkana, Arkansas, Klavern 
of the Original Knights of the Ku Klux Klan (OKiarn::), a 
meeting was held in Texarkana, Arkansas, on November 5, 
1960, and six men from Shreveport, Louisiana, joined 
the O~CK and those six were to form a klavern in 
Shreveport. 

The same source advised that on December 1, 1960, 
Dr. Jerry Bristol of Shreveport, Louisiana, was in 
Texarkana, Arkansas, and had a letter from the Imperial 
Grand Dragon of the OKKKK establishing Bristol as Grand 
Dragon in Texarkana and Shreveport, Louisiana. 

On January 21, 1961, another source obtained from 
Bristol a current document bearing the seal which read: 
"Original Knights, Ku Klux Klan, USA, Imperial Seal, 
Gen. H. R._ Forrest, 1866." 

A third source advised on October 18, 1961, that the 
aims of the organization are the promotion of Americanism, 
white supremacy, and segregation. 

Sources: -· 

. ·, ~ : 

f , 

/:)'PAL11ETTO ¥.NIGHTS OF THE KU KLUX Ia..AN> 
ALSO KNOW-N AS . . GREENVII~LE, SOUTH CAROLINA, KLA VERN NUMBER 460 

On May 10, 1962, a source advised the Palmetto Knights 
of the Ku Klux Klan was first organized in 1956, at 
Greenville, South Carolina, as the Greenville, South 
Carolina, Klavern Number 460 of the Association of South 
Carolina Klans. 

_On July 21, 1957, a large gro~p of the members of 
this Klavern were involved in the beating of a Negro male 
near Travelers Rest, South Carolina, for allegedly 
-associating with a white woman, as a :result of which eleven 
of its members were arrested and tried in State Court at 
Greenville, South Carolina, in January 1958. Four of its members 
were convicted and sentenced to terms on the local chain gang. 
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Following the arrests in connection with the beating of the 
Neg~o, the Association of South Carolina Klans severed its 
association with this Klavern, and the Klavern, after 
unsuccessful efforts to affiliate with two other klan 
organizations, became independent, and at a public rally on 
April 19, 1959, adopted the name Palmetto Knights of the 
Ku Klux Klan. 

This organization never established any written or clear
cut program or objective~ however, the principal members 
have openly advocated during meetings their belief in white 
supremacy and segregation of the races, and have suggested 
use of violence in intimidating the Negro race to keep them 
from establishing any form of integration, including integra
tion of the schools in the Greenville area, even to the 
extent· of dynamiting schools which might possibly be 
considered for integration. 

The organization has held no formal klavern meeting since 
the Spring of 1959, with the exception of the reorganizational 
meeting on April 19, 1959, and as of July, 1962, was inactive. 

Source: 

-~~UNITED FLORIDA KU KLIJX 
JACKSONVILLE 

(UFKKK) 

A source advised on August 20, 1955, that a new 
organization known as Florida Ku Klux Klan (FKKK) had 
been formed at Macclenny, Florida, on August 14, 1955, 
by former members of the Association of. Florida Ku Klux 
Klan (AFKKK) • 

The objectives of this group, according to a second 
source, are to oppose integration in the schools and to 
fight communism. 

Regarding AF.KKK, a third source advised that a former 
official of the Association of Georgia Klans (AGK) formed 
an organization on July 7, 1953, known as AFKKKo The 
"Morning Tribune," Tampa, Florida, newspaper, in its 
August 11, 1955, issue revealed AFKKK disbanded on that date. 

A fourth source advised on October.25, 1956, that AFKKK 
operated under the same principles and bylaws as the AGK. 
The AGK has been designated by the Attorney General pursuant 
to Executive Order 10450. 
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A fifth source advised on February 17, 1958, that 
the FKKK was operating and maintaining the same objectives 
as set forth above. 

The sixth source advised on June 28, 1961, that at 
a meeting held in Orlando, Florida, on June 25, 1961, the 
FKKK and the United Klans, Knights of the Ku Klux Klan, 
Inc., in Florida, consolidated and the new organization 
is known as the UF~(K. 

On May 17, 1962, the sixth source advised that the 
UFKKK is still in existence in Florida and maintains the 
same objectives set ~orth above. 

Sources:, 

. l 
t:'1 

1st 
2nd 
3rd 
4th 
5th 
6th 
.• ' 

Source 
Source 
Source 
Source 
Source 
Source 

MM 616-C (RAC) 
JK 20-C (RAC) 
MM 37i-C (RAC) 
William J; Griffin 
JK 23-C (RAC) 
JK 26-C (RAC) 

._...UNITED KLANS OF AMERICA 1 INC. 1 
KNIGHTS OF THE.KU KLUX KLAN (UNITED KLANS) 

- ' 

Records of Superior Court of Fulton County, Georgia, 
show that this Klan organization was granted a corporate 
charter on February 21, 1961, at Atlanta, Georgia, under 
the name United Klans, Knights of the Ku Klux Klan o;f 
America, Inc. 

A source advised on February 27, 1961, that United 
Klans was formed as a result of a split in U. s. Klans, 
Knights of the Ku Klux Klan, Inc. According to the 
source, the split resulted from a leadership dispute and 
United Klans has the same aims and objectives as the parent 
group. These are the promotion of Americanism, white 
supremacy and segregation of t:Q.e races.~ 

The first source and a second source advised in 
July, 1961, that United Klans, Knights of the Ku Klux 
Klan of America, Inc., merged with Alabama Knights, 
Knights of the Ku Klux Klan. The merged organization 
established headquarters in Suite 401, The Alston Bu~ld
ing, Tuscaloosa, Alabama; The organization is directed 
by Robert Shelton, Impe1·ial Wizard, and is the dominant 
Klan group in the South with units in several southern 
states. 
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On August 14, 1961 7 the second source advised that 
the organization formerly known as United Klans, Knights 
of the Ku Klux Klan of America, Inc., would b8 known in 
the future as United Klans of America, Inc., Knights of 
the Ku Klux Klan. The second source said the name was 
changed by a resolution adopted at the National Klonvocation 
held July 8, 1961, at Indian Springs, Georgia. 

Second source advised that at a meeting at Prattville, 
Alabama, on October 22, 1961, a majority of the Klaverns 
of the U. s. Klans, Knights of the Ku Klux Klan merged with 
the United Klans of ~merica, Inc., Knights of the Ku Klux 
Klan •. 

Sources: 
.· 

UNITED KLANS OF AMERICA, INC., KNIGHTS 
OF THE KU KLUX KLAN, REALM OF GEORGIA 

(UNITED KLANS) 

A source advised on May 16, 1962, that the State of 
Georgia org~nization of United Klans of America, Inc., 
Knights of the Ku Klux Klan (United Klans) is called 
the Realm of Georgia. The Realm of Georgia has headquarters 
at 629 Peeples Street, s.w., Atlanta, Georgia. 

The first source and a second source advised on May 16, 
1962, that the Realm of Georgia is subordinate to the 
National Headquarters of United Klans in Tuscaloosa, 
Alabama, and receives its instructions and guidance from 
the National Headquarters which is headed by Imperial Wizard 
Robert Shelton. 

Sources: 

UNITED KLANS OF AMERICA, INC., 
KNIGHTS OF THE KU KLUX KLAN, LOUISIANA 

(UNITED KLANS) 

In September, 1960, a source advised that Edgar Taylor 
of Baton Rouge, Louisiana, had communicated with an official 
of the Knights of the Ku Klux Klan in. Georgia indicating he 
might be able to organize that group in Louisiana. 
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A second source said that five individuals from the 
Baton Rouge-Denham Springs, Louisiana, area attended a 
Klan meeting in Demopolis, Alabama, on December 3, 1960, 
and a third source stated that after their return from 
Demopolis organizing of the Knights of the Ku Klux Klan 
began in the Baton Rouge-Denham Springs area. 

This source advised on February 20, 1961, that on 
December 5, 1960, he received a membership card in the 
organization in the Baton Rouge-Denham Springs area which 
state$ that the organization there is referred to as Klan 1, 
Realm of 1. · 

The first source advised on July 17, 1961, that in 
response to an application for charters to the United K1ans, 
Knights of the Ku Klux Klan of America·, Inc. , Atlanta, 
Georgia, charters were issued for the Sidney L. Ballard 
Klavern (Klavern Number 1), Denham Springs, Louisiana, and 
for the Eldon L. Edwards Klavern (Klavern Number 1), 
Baton Rouge~ Louisiana. 

Sources: 

~. I t 

.. ' 

' . . ' 

UNITED KLANS OF AMERICA, INC., 
KNIGHTS OF THE KU KLUX KLAN (N. C.) 

(UNITED KLANS) 

on May 16, 1962, a source advised that the United 
Klans of America, Inc., Knights of the Ku Klux Klan in 
North Carolina, have two klaverns, one at Salisbury, 
North Carolina, and one at Monroe, North Carolina, which 
became affiliated with the national organization of the 
United Klans of America, Inc., Knights of the Ku Klux Klan, 
in the Spring of 1961. The organization in North Carolina 
has the same aims and objectives as the parent group; that 
is, advocacy of segregation of the races and white supremacy, 

Source: 
,·. 
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.. 

UNITED KLANS OF AMERICA, INC., 
KNIGHTS OF THE KU KLUX KLAN (S. C.) 

(UNITED KLANS) 

On May 14, 1962, a source advised that the United 
Klans of America, Inc., has a k1avern at Spartanburg, 
South Carolina, which becamE? affiliated with the nationa:J. 
organization of the United Klans of America, Inc., head
quarters in Tuscaloosa, Alabama, in the Spring of 1961. 
Bob Scoggins is the Grand Dragon of the United Klans of 
America, Inc., Knights of the Ku Klux Klan in South Carolina, 
and the group in South Carolina has the same aims and 
objectives as the national group; that is, advocacy of 
segregation of the races and white supremacy. 

Source: 
•.· . ' '' 

I, 

UNITED KL.ANS OF AMERICA, INC., 
KNIGHTS OF THE KU KLux KLAN, TENNESSEE 

(UNITED KLANS) 

_ On March 20, 1961, a source advised that a state 
meeting of the U. s. Klans, Knights of the Ku Klux Klan, 
Inc., was held at Harriman, Tennessee, on Sunday afternoon, 
March 19, 1961. George Compton, Grand Dragon, State of 

·Tennessee, announced that the U.S. Klans, Knights of the 
Ku Klux Klan, Inc., was no longer. in existence and Imperial 
Officer Wesley Morgan of Atlanta was present and announced 
the formation of a new organization, United Klans of America, 
Inc., Knights of the Ku Klux Klan. The source stated that 
members present from the Maryville, Harriman, and Dayton, 
Tennessee, chapters of the u. S. Klans, IuGG{, Inc., voted 
unanimously to affiliate with the United Klans of America, 
Inc., IaaCK. The source advised that the Dayton, Tennessee, 
Klavern was not holding regular meetings and that only the 
Maryville -:1nd Harriman Klaverns were holding regular meetings. 

On May 7, 1962, source stated that the Maryville and 
Harriman Klaverns continue to be the only chapters actively 
meeting. 

Source: 
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· ~-· ·u. s .• KLANS, KNIGHTS OF THE KU KLUX KLAN, INC., 

ALSO KNOWN AS U. S. KLANS (USK) 

A source advised on October 12, 1956, that Eldon Lee 
Edwards organized a new klan group in Atlanta, Georgia, 
in 1953. This organization received a corporai;e charter in 
Georgia in October, 1955, under the name u. S. Klans. The 
same source, and a second source, advised in May, 19GO, that 
U. S. Klans has no direct affiliation with any previous klan 
group, but utilizes, with only minor changes, the klan 
Kloran or ritual written in about 1915 by William Joseph 
Simmons for use by the old Knights of the Ku Klux Klan 
(1915-1944). 

These sources.advised that the U. S. Klans has as 
its principal aims and objectives-the promotion of 
Americanism, white ~ppremacy and segreg~tion of the races. 
On numerous occasions Edwards-announced that these 
objectives would be attained by legal means and without 
violence. 

The first source and a third source advised in 
February, 1961, that at that time a split occurred in 
U. S. Klans, which resulted in a great majority of the 
officers and members pulling out and forl":ling a new klan 
group known as United Klans, Knights of the Ku Klux Klan 
of America, Inc. 

These scurces advised in May, 19G2, that U. S. Klans 
is almost out of existence ~nd only a few units remain. 

Sources: 
,~ 

U. S. KLANS, KNIGHTS OF THE KU KLUX KLAN, INC. , 
ALSO KNOWN AS U. S.. KLANS , REAUtl OF ALABAMA (USK) 

A source advised that at a meeting in Prattville, 
Alabama, on October 22, 1961, the U. S. Klans, Knights of 
the Ku Klux Klan, Realm of Alabama, affiliated with the 
parent group organized in Atlanta, Georgia, in 1953, and 
chartered in 1955, merged with the United Klans of 
America, Inc., Knights of the Ku Klux Klan, with the 
exception of two or three Alabama klaverns. 
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Source: 

U. S. KLANS, KNIGHTS OF THE KU KLUX KLAN, INC., 
ALSO KNOWN AS U. S. KLANS, REALM OF ARKANSAS (USK) 

The "Arkansas Gazette,n a Little Rock, Arkansas, daily 
newspaper, on June 5, 1950, reports that a charter and 
articles of incorporation for the U. s. Klans, Knights of 
the Ku Klux Klan, Inc., (USK) 1 were filed with the . 
Secretary of State~ State of Arkansas, on June 4, 1959. 
The charter showed affiliation with the parent group, 
U. S. ~lans, Knights of the Ku Klux Klan, Inc., which was 
incorporated October 24, 1955, at Atlanta, Georgia, with 
E. L. Edwards of Atlanta, Georgia,· as president. 

A source advised five members of the Little Rock, 
Arkansas, Klavern of USK, operating independently of the 
Klavern, were convicted for their participation in the 
1959 Labor Day bombings at Little Rock, the Little Rock 
Klavern being the only one operating in the St~te of 
Arkansas. The same source advised in May, 1962, the 
Little Rock Klavern of USK had been relatively inactive 
during the last few years. 

Source: 
' ·~ 

U. S. KLANS, KNIGHTS OF Tim KU KLUX KLAN, INC. 1 
ALSO KNOWN AS Uo S. K.LANS, FLORIDA (USK) 

A source advised on November 7, 1956, that a number 
of members of the Florida Ku Klux Klan in Jacksonville, 
Florida, split away from that organization.on November 6, 
1956, and affiliated with the Uo So Klans, Knights of the 
Ku Klux Klan, Inc., which was headed by Eldon Lee Edwards 
of Atlanta, Georgia, The records of the office of the 
Secretary of State, Tallahassee, .. Florida, were reviewed on 
June 5 ," :L957, and revealed that the U. S. Klans, Knights 
of 1~he Ku Klux Klan, Inc., wa~~a Georgia nonprofit 
corporation and as such could not be chartered by the 
St~te of Florida. Under existing Florida laws, however, 
a permit to operate in Florida was issued this organization 
by the Secretary of State, Tallahassee, on October 29, 1956. 

1/23/63 
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A second source advised in May, 1962, tha,.t the U. s . . 
Klans, Knights of the Ku "Klux Klan, Inc., (Florida) has as 
its principal aims and objectives the promotion of white 
supremacy, segregation of the races and opposition to 
communism. According to the source, ·the organization 
advocates the attaining of these objectives without 
violence. 

The second source and a third source advised in 
February, 1961, that at that time a split occur~ed in the 
U. S. Klans, Knights of the Ku Klux Klan, Inc., which 
resulted in the majority of the officers and members in 
Florida leaving the organization and affiliating with a 
new klan group. 

The second source advised in May, 1962 7 that 
several ui:lits of the U. s. Klans, Knights of the Ku 
Klux Kl~ Inc.> (Florida) continue to operate in Florida 
and that these units closely follow the leadership of 
the Imperial Wizard and the parent or national organization 
in Georgia. 

Sources: 

Very truly yours, 

John Edgar Hoover 

Director 

1/23/63 
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PERSONAL ATTENTION 
SAC LETTER NO. 63-13 

UNITED STATES DEPAUTMENT OF JUSTICE 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

March 12, 1963 WASHINGTON 25, D.C •. 

(A) /;FBI NATIONAL ACADEr-1"1 SEVENTY-SECOND SESSION -- The Seventy
second Session of the FBI National Academy will begin on Monday~ 
August 19, 1963, and will graduate on Wednesday, November 6, 1963. 
I~ is desired that you submit to the Bureau by April 1, 1963, the 
names of the candidates from your t.erritory whom you desire to 
recommend to attend that Sess.ion. You should strictly comply t-vith 
existing instructions previously given as to the procedures to be 
followed in nominating candidates to attend the Academy. 

All candidates recommended for attendance at the Academy 
must be personally known to the Special Agent in Charge. The 
Special Agent in Charge must have conducted a formal interview vlith 
each candidate being reco~mended unless such candidate has been 
previously intervie~1ed and favorably recommended by the former 
Special Agent in Charge within the preceding six months. It will 
not be necessary, however, for the present Special Agent in Charge 
to reinterview any candidates he, himself, interviewed even though 
more than six months have elapsed since the time of the first 
interview. 

You may designate more than one candidate for the Seventy
second Session since there is a possibility that your first candidate 
may not be accepted or that two or more representatives will be 
accepted from your office. Unless you advise to the contrary, any 
candidate investigated as an alternate to the Seventy-first Session 
who is not invited to attend that Session, will be considered as the 
first choice of your office for the Seventy-second Session, provided 
of course his investigation ~vas completely favorable. In· your 
letter listing your candidates, you must specifically set forth 
the results of the reviews of your field office indices concerning 
the applicants and t·heir law enforcement agencies. 

The Bureau is desirous of accepting at the National 
Academy only those candidates who are outstanding both as to personal 
appearance and ability. The weight standards for National Academy 
applicants are the same as for our own personnel. Applicants must 
be within the desirable weig~t limits as set forth on form FD-300. If 
you have previously submitted a physical examination on any candidate 
which will be more than six months old as of April 1, 1963, a 
current physical examination form must be executed with the ac
companying FD-300. 

The fingerprints of National Academy applicants are to be 
submitted at t~e time the results of the formal interview are for
warded to the Bureau. You should make a notation on the fingerprint 
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card that the fingerprints are those of a National Academy applicant. 
The card should be forwarded to the Bureau, attention: Training 
Division. 

I shall expect each Special Agent in Charge to give very 
close personal attention to the selection and recommendation of 
candidates for attendance at the National Academy. 

3/12/63 
SAC LETTER NO. 63-13 · 

(B) . /{I}Me /"r/1/D TOwN e>F R£SIIJENcf= D£L..c TED 

VIRGINIA ·-- -The captioned indi vidua:f -i s .aproii:tic letter writer 
who has written to numerous prominent persons in various parts of 
the United States concerning her alleged fear that the present 
administration is conspiring to permit communist domination of 
the United States$ She has indicated that some FBI Officials have 
participated in the conspiracy. 

Efforts to locate N/fHe: /JND /owN o t= tet=StDeNc E f2ffL~TE b 
Virginia, to admonish her regarding these allegations have 

been unsuccessful to date and she is apparently ponstantly traveling 
because of her fear that her life is in danger due to her opposition 
to communism. One individual interviewed concerning her stated.it 
is his impression she needs treatment for a mental disturbance. 
The Chief of Police in her area said she is considered to be a 
local "character" and mentally unstable, although to his knov1ledge 
she has never 0een in an institution. 

In the event this person contacts your office, she should 
be admonished concerning her allegations regarding FBI personnel 
and, in the event her correspondence is referred to you by private 
individuals, you should furnish the Bureau and Richmond with copies 
of this material. 

3/12/63 
SAC LETTER NO. 63-13 

(C)t: DAILY REPORTS - NUMBER THREE REGISTERS - ADMINISTRATIVE -
GENERAL -- SAC Letter Number 62-19 dated March 27, 1962, instructed 
all investigative p~rsonnel, with certain exceptions, to submit 
Daily Reports on FD-28. The Special Agent in Charge, the Assistant 
Special Agent in Charge, and appropriate field supervisors -were 
instructed to make auequate Bpot checks to insure against ir
regularities, improper entries, alterations, and any apparent 
inequitable overtime. It has cqme to the Bureau's attention these 

)checks are not including comparisons with the Auto Record (FD-73) 
and the FM ,Radio Station Log (FD-283). · 
3/12/63 
SAC LETTER NO. 63-13 - 2 
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Effective immediately, the Special Agent in Charge, the 
Assistant Special Agent in Charge, and appropriate field supervisors 
are instructed to insure these spot checks include comparisons of 
Daily Reports and Number 3 (Locator) Cards with the Auto Record 
and the Radio Log together with suffi-cient checks against investi
gative reports. 

: j 

i / . : 
Previous Bureau instructions to destroy FM ·Radio Station 

Logs at the end of each month are hereby _canceled. These to.gs are 
to be retained by each field office from-inspection to ·inspection 
and are to be destroyed only on instructions of the Inspector of 
each regularly scheduled inspection. Manual changes are forthcoming. 

Furthermore, you are reminded that Daily Reports must be 
executed with meticulous accuracy insofar as concerns the Agent's 
accounting for his time. As a general rule, it should be possible 
for these to be executed currently as the Agent pursues his daily 
work. Exceptions to this might be warranted where the Agent must 
give precedence to a fast-moving case. In any event, however, 
the Bureau insists that \'lhenever these reports are. executed they 
must be completely reconcilable and consistent with all other records 
;;:~gainst which they might be checked. The Agent, as well as appropriate 
-~~upervisory personnel, will be held accountable for any inaccuracies 
· or irregularities. 

3/12/63 
SAC_LETTER NO. 63-13. 

(D) PHOTOGRAPHIC EQUIPMENT - SUPPLIES Photographic paper known 
as Kodak Polycontrast type 11F 11 will be made available on a limited 
basis for photographic enlargement work in the field. If you feel 
this paper could be used to the Bureau's advantage in your division~ 
submit a specific request for the attention of the Administrative 
Division setting forth justification for its use and include infor
mation as to the technical knowledge of the employee or employees 
who will perform the work. 

~ w 

I{ 

3/12/63 
SAC LETTER NO. 63-13 - 3 -
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(E) SELECTivE SERVICE ACT - 1948 ~ DELINQUENT CITIZENS OUTSIDE .THE 
UNITED STATES -- On February 18, 1963, the United States Supreme 
Court considered jointiy Kennedy vs. Mendoza-Martinez and -Rusk vs. 
Cort and handed doNn a written decision (5-4) declaring as uncon
stitutional those sections of th~Nationality Act of 1940 and the 
Immigration and Nationality Act of 1952 providing for the expatriation 
of citizens tvho leave or remain outside the United States to avoid 
l'll.i_litary service in time of ~var or national emergency. 

Francisco Mendoza-Martinez was born in California of 
Mexican extraction. In 1942 he fled to Mexico, a country that also 
considered him a national. He returned in 1946 and in 1947 he \'las 
convicted, sentenced and served one year and one day for violation 
of the Selective Service Act of 1940. Subsequently the U. S. Govern
ment determined his flight to Mexico to avoid military service in 
time of war effected his expatriation as of the date in 1944 that 
Section 401 (j) was added to the Nationality Act of 1940 (Public 
Law 431, 78th Congress) enacted as Section 801 (j), Title 8, U. S. 
Code. As a result of a deportation hearing he was ordered deported 
on September 11, 1953. A series of appeals culminated in the 
Supreme Court decision of February 18, 1963, which affirmed the 
ruling of U. S. District Court, Southern District of California, 
Northern Division, that Section 401 (j) was unconstitutional. 

Joseph Henry Cort, a medical doctor, born December 27, 
1927, at Boston, Nassachusetts, registered for Selective Service 
May 25, 1951, and departed for England in June, 1951. He applied 
for.political asylum in England claiming he faced loss of citizenship 
and prison if he returned to the United States. Political asylum 
in England denied, he then accepted asylum from Czechoslovakia 

·where he continues to reside. Cort was indicted by Federal Grand 
Jury on December 17, 1954, for failure to report for induction in 
violation of Title 50 (App), 462 and 12 (a). Warrant issued 
December 18, 1954, is still outstanding. In Februaryj 1960, State 
Department affirmed a previous administrative decision that Cort 
expatriated himself under provisions of Section 349 (a) (10), 
Immigration and Nationality Act of 1952 (Public Law 414, 82nd 
Congress), enacted as Section 1481 (a) (10), Title 8, U. S. Code. 
A series of appeals made by Cort culminated in the Supreme Court 
decision February 18, 1963, which affirmed the ruling of the U. S. 
District Court for the District of Columbia that this section is 
unconstitutional. 

The Department is being requested to advise what effect 
the Supreme Court decision will have on the investigation and 
prosecution of Selective Service violations. Pending receipt of 

3/12/63 
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this advice, in future cases, where it is determined that a citizen 
has left the United States to avoid compliance with the Selective 
Service Act of 1948, the above rulings should be brought · to the 
attention of the appropriate United States Attorney for his con
sideration in rendering a prosecutive opinion. Any problems that 
may arise should be brought to the attention of the Bureau. 

(Security Letters on attached pages) 

3/12/63 
SAC LETTER NO. 63-13 - 5 -
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(F): -SECURITY INFORMANTS -DESTRUCTION OF CHANNELIZING MEMORANDA ~ 
If applicable in your office, henceforth copies of informant 1 s l 
reports designated for the 100 classification case files of informants j . 
may be p~rged therefrom under the following conditions: on a yearly ' 
basis after the reports are a year old; thus, reports in file for 
1961 or prior thereto are eligible for destruction as of January 1, 
1963, those of 1962 vTill be eligible for destruction as of January 1, 
1964; and, a memorandum must be prepared and placed in the file 
listing each item destroyed .and the location of the original infor
mation. 

3/12/63 
SAC LE~ER NO. 63-13. 

(G) · SUBVERSIVE ORGANIZATION CHARACTERIZATION - 11 LABOR TODAY" ff 
Set forth below is a thumbnail sketch on 11 Labor Today 11 which can be 
used by the various field offices. 

__ ____ _ In January, 1962, a sou~ce advi.sed that on January 13, 1962, 
N17ME l:>ELETEt:> t-<lhom the source described as Pos, T;o N 1111 cPvsrt bEt.t:rG.t> 

Communist" Party, USA, remarked that the Party-:.:.supported trade-union 
publication would be issued in the near future and would appear under 
the name 11Labor Today. 11 

· 

. On January 5, 1962, records in the Assumed Name Section 
of the County Clerk 1 s Office, Wayne County, Detroit, Michigan, 
indicated that Certificate Number 145344, issued for conducting 
business under an assumed name, was issued to 11 Labor Today 11 (a bi
monthly publication) having a business address at 12065 Wyoming, 
Detroit 4, rilichigan. A certificate vras filed January 2, 1962, and 
the names of the persons listed as owning, conducting and trans
acting the business were: 

N/}"1,.~ Dec er£ . .P 
ltoDI<t=~S . 0 

Detroit, Michigan 

/ti~1'11E 1)£t.C.TED 
l't!>P(<.~s_s ,, 
Detroit, Michigan 

A second source advised on December 15, 1961, that Charles 
Walters was then a member of the Michigar. District Communist Party 
(fiiDCP) State Connui ttE:e; this source aJvised on September 18, 1959, 
that N~M£D£~srep ·was then a member of the MDCP State Comm~ttee. 

3/12/63 
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A third source advised on September 21~ 1961, that as of 
September 17~ 1961, NAME D£L~IED was a member of the North-West 
Section Club of the MDCP. 

The Founding Statement contained in the first issue of 
"Labor Today" (Spring, 1962) indicated that two additional issues 
would be forthcoming in 1962 and beginning in 1963 "Labor Today 11 

would appear regularly as a "bi--monthly journal. 11 
· 

The masthead of' "Labor Today" describes the publication 
as "An Independe!1t JQurnal of Discussion." Its managing editor 
is NftME- DEL- t= rr=:D and business and editorial offices are located 
at i2065 vfyoming~ Suite 5, Detroit 4, Michigan~ 

First Source ::.ovRc£~ IDE:NTI"PY /)fi.ETEI:> 

Second Source is u -,1 

Third Source n u 

All ·sources utilized in the preparation of the characteri
zation given above should be described as having furnished reliable 
information in the past. Careful consideration has been given to 
.each source concealed and the source has been concealed only where 
neces.sary. 

3/12/63 
SAC LETTER NO. 63-_13 

(H),'· SABOTAGE MATTERS - REQUESTS FOR P.ROSECUTIVE OPINIONS -- The 
Internal Security Division of the Department advised by letter dated 
March 4, 1963, "We believe that in the future it would be des.irable 
to have sabotage matters handled in conformity Nith related internal 
security matters and, accordingly, we would a~preciate your referring 
·to this Division all future requests for opinions i.n sabotage cases 
as to t'fhether the facts reflect a v-iolation of the law or for a 
determination as to whether additi.ona.l investigation is warranted. 11 

In the.future, sabotage cases are not to be discussed with 
or presented to~United States Attorneys. All questions of law and 
jurisdiction and requests for prosecutive opinions are to be submitted 

·to the Bureau for presentation to the:. Department. Appropriate Manual 
changes are being issued. 

3/12/63 
SAC LETTER NO. 63-13 
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Very truly yours, 

John Edgar Hoover 

Director 



In ~ly, P~ Refer to 

FlkNo. 

PERSONAL ATTENTION 
SAC LETTER NO. 63-30 

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

June 25, 1963 W A.SHINGTON 25, D. C. 

(A)-. PERFORMANCE RATINGS- 90-DAY WARNING OF UNSATISFACTORY ANNUAL 
RATINGS -- Annual performance ratings on noninvestigative personnel 
are due on September 30, 1963. Performance of such personnel should 
be appraised at this time to insure that 90-day written warnings 
(in form of special administrative performance ratings) are given 
to all those employees whose performances are considered to be un
satisfactory and to whom it is contemplated Unsatisfactory official 
annual performance ratings will be given. Insure that provisions 
of Section 5, Part I, of the Manual of Rules and Regulations are 
strictly adhered to. · ·1 

' ·, 

6/25/63 
SAC LETTER NO. 63-30 

(B) OFFICE. SPACE - BEFORT OF SPACE REQUIREMENTS TO GENERAL SERVICES 
ADMINISTRATION FOR FISCAL YEAR 1965 -- Reference is made to SAC 
Letter 59-45 dated July 21, 1959 .. Information regarding your space 

( ·needs as set forth in referenced SAC Letter should be furnished to 
the Bureau, attention Administrative Division, no later than July 26, 
1963. 

Bureau of the Budget Bulletin Number 62-4 requires that 
all agencies justify and secure initial funding for general office 
space. ·Requests have been made by some offices for authority to . 
contact the General Services Administration (GSA) for the purpose 
of securing space on a nonreimbursable basis. In line with the 
above Bureau of the Budget Bulletin, GSA will not honor such requests 
and the Bureau must reimburse GSA for the initial cost of such space 
if it is to be secured. Accordingly, the Bureau will not be able 
to secure new or additional space unless the cost can be defrayed 
through funds secured for this purpose in our budget. In view of 
the foregoing this survey must be detailed, accurate and comprehensive 
enough to insure that your future space needs are anticipated and 
the appropriate funding requested. Obviously, all requests for new 
or additional space must be accompanied by complete justification. 
You are also reminded that prior Bureau authority is necessary to 
contact GSA regarding the assignment of new or additional space in 
your division. 
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(C) RESEARCii . ON ORGANIZED CRIME FOR .. FORD FOUNDATION -- It has 
recently come to the Bureau's attention that the Ford Foundation is 
sponsoring at least tliiO research·· projects concerning orgq,nig;ed crime. 
One of these is being directed by jl)A- tv~£ ;T!VD VNI ~l?te s 1 TY · 

j4FFtLtATto /V..s AND _Pos.tTtqNs ,!)E.t..£TE.D 
( . 
University. IVA1'1 E 1>£C:tsf.'£.D- contacted Bureau Headquarters concerning 
research on this topic in June~ 1962~ and was referred to statements 
which I have made as well as Uniform Crime Reports. He has an· 
article entitled 11 An Overview of Organized Crime: Mores versus 
Morality" in the May, 1963_. issue of 11 The Annals'' of the American 
Academy of Political and Social Science. In this article he 
advocates legalizing various vices on which organized crime prospers 
so that law enforcement can concentrate more on combating organized 
crime in the labor or management fields. He proposes legalized 
gambling, prostitution, homosexual relations between consenting 
adults in private, the use of drugs under medical care and the 
reduction of liquor taxes. 

In an interview on June 12, 1963, with crrY J>ti.t..t:rE.D 
'- Chief of Po lice IV AM F-S b £L t: r£ t:> indica ted his current 

research was on the extent of organized crime and the possible 
benefits of a-national crime commission. He is known to have talked 
also to Chief of Police NAME AN'D CIT'{ D'.ELS: TE.t> 

Another project being financed by the Ford Foundation will 
be under the supervision of /VI'rME br;:l:STEb former Managing Editor of 
"The Courier-Journal" of Louisville, Kentucky, who is anti-FBI. 
Research on this project will be conducted primarily by A:J!tMB 'DEL£TEb 

. · . a reporter for "The Courier--Journal 11 ~lfho has been friendly 
toward the Bureau and has done extensive writing for newspapers 
on organized crime. 

All offices should be alert to the presence of these 
individuals or others identified as working with them, and pertinent 
information regarding their activities should be promptly furnished 
to the Bureau and interested offices. Should these individuals 
contact your office seeking assistance, they should be tactfully 
referred to Bureau Headquarters. Any inquiry concerning these 
research projects should be answered ~lfi th "No comment," and the 
matter referred to Bureau Headquarters. 

6/25/63 
SAC LETTER NO. 63-30 - 2 -
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(D) (/INFORMANTS GENERAL-- Henceforth~ in executing·Form FD~209, 
reflecting each contact with an informant, unless there has been 
a change in the type of information the informant is in a position 
to furnish~ the word 11Same" may be placed in the "Coverage 11 block. 
To obviate the necessity of reviewing previous FD-209s to ascertain 
this data~ Forms FD-237 and FD-238~ the respective,Criminal and 
Security Informant Review Sheets, .are b.eing revised to include a 
"Coverage'' block to facilitate the location of the necessary infor
mation. However, in estimating the capability of the informant, 
the "Rating 11 block on Form FD-209 should show the specific evaluation 
each time the form is executed~ although abbreviations such as "G'' 
for "Good 11 and ''VG 11 for "Very Good" and so forth may be used. 

6/25/63 
SAC LETTER NO. 63-30 - 3 -
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(E) NATIONAL BANKRUPTCY ACT MATTERS -- The Fraud Section, Criminal 
Division, Department of Justice, in an attempt to induce more 
vigorous action by U. S. Attorneys as regards prosecution of vio
lations of the National Bankruptcy Act (NBA) is closely reviewing 
all Bureau NBA renorts with particular attention being given to 
those wherein the - U. S. Attorney declines prosecution. In connec t ion 
therewith the Department has adopted a form letter addressed to the 
U. S. Attorney and signed by Assistant Attorney General, Criminal 
Division, which states in part: · 

"It is our opinion that the declination as set 
forth in the said FBI report does not conform to the 
Bankruptcy Section of the United States Attorneys' 
Manual, Title II, page 61. This section requires 
that in declining prosecution in bankruptcy matters 
that cogent and reasonably detailed reasons for such 
declination together with specific reference to the 
facts of the case shall be reported to the Attorney 
General (1) by report to the FBI or (2) by letter 
addressed to the Criminal Division, Department of 
Justice. 11 

In keeping with the foregoing, it is imperative that in 
NBA cases wherein the U. S. Attorney declines prosecution that his 
reasons for so doing are set forth in sufficient detail to permit 
adequate evaluation thereof by the Department. 

6/25/63 
SAC LETTER NO. Q3-30 

(F) · .. : INTERSTATE TRANSPORTATION OF GAMBLING DEVICES - DEPARTMENTA~ 
OPINION CONCERNING GAMBLING WHEELS -- Based on an inquiry from the 
field as to whether gambling \vhee ls (a device sometimes known as 
a wheel of fortune) are gambling devices falling within the purview 
of the Interstate Transportation of Gambling Devices Statute, the 
Department has furnished an opinion that such gambling wheels do 
fall, within the purview of the 1962 amendments to this statute. 

This type of gambling wheel contains a series of numbers, 
which numbers correspond to a board on which a sum of money is placed 
on a particular number by the participant or customer. After the 
wheel is spun and stops on a particular number, the correspondingnumber 
on the board determines the winner. The ~vinner, in turn,· j>eceives 
1110ney or merchandise. · · · 

6/25/63 
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The Department advises the statute covers any mechanical 
device which is designed and manufactured for use in connection with 
gambling. Further, since the device is mechanical in nature it is 
apparently designed primarily for use in connection with gambling, 
and that by its operation a person who has paid the requisite con
sideration may become entitled to receive, as a result of the 
application of an element of chance, money or property. 

_;:) 
In view of the Department's opinion, when complaints are 

received concerning gambling wheels, develop the facts and promptly 
contact th~U. S. Attorney for his prosecutive opinion. At the 
same time promptly· advise the Bureau of such investigations. 

Very truly yours, 

John Edgar Hoover 

Director 

6/25/63 . 
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FileNo. 

PERSONAL ATTENTION 
SAC LETTER NO. 63-50· 

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIG.ATION 

October 1, 1963 W .A.SHIIfGTON 25, D. C. 

(A) "ACCIDENT FACTS" - TRAFFIC PUBLICATION - TRAINING - POLICE 
Under separate cover you are being furnished a copy of the 1963 
edition of the booklet "Accident Facts." The booklet is furnished 
for use in connection with traffic instruction 1·rhich our traffic 
instructors provide in field police training scnools. Since the 
pamphlet contains current information on traffic and safety matters, 
all traffic instructors should become conversant with its contents. 
The pamphlet should also be made available to other Agent pe-rsonnel 
such as police instructors who would have an interest in the 
subject matter. The pamphlet is expendable and need not be in
cluded in your office inventory. 

10/1/63 
SAC LETTER NO. 63-50 

. ' 
(B)'-'MATNAP - ',BREKID - FILING SYSTEM - DESTRUCTION OF FILES BY 
AUXIL~ARY OFFICES -- To conserve filing space, all auxiliary offices 
are hereby authorized to destroy reports and letters in their files 
re.lating to the MATNAP and BREKID cases which are more than 20 
years old, provided the offices of origin and offices of prosecution 
have _copies of these reports and letters. Under no circumstances 
should any material of evidentiary value or any statements, 
memoranda, or other significant material be destroyed. Any office
which has been an office of origin or an office of prosecution at 
any time in the BREKID case should retain all material in its 
possession. In the event it becomes necessary to later obtain 
information which is more than 20 years old, auxiliary offices 
should communicate with the office of origin, which should retain 
the complete file~ or the Bureau. 

10/1/63 
SAC LETTER NO. 63~50 

(C) LFILMS - --11-~HE FE3I" - TWENTY-SEVEN-MINUTE DOCUMENTARY FILM 
The Bureau, in'cooperation with Warner Brothers Studios, has 
produced a twe'nty-seven-minute documentary film which is narrated 
by Jack Webb of "Dragnet" fame. The film is in color except for the 
middle portion which is in black and white in that historical news
reels were used. This is a pure documentary and covers the 
Laboratory, the Identification Division, communications, jurisdiction, 
historical aspects and the training of a Special Agent. Much of 
the filming is new, particularly in regard to the training of an 
Agent, and was taken by the First Camera Unit of the United States 
Marine Corps, which is stationed at Quantico, Virginia. 
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This film can be loaned to groups or used in connection 
with~speaking engagements. The same rules that govern the distri
bution of "A Day with the FBI" would apply to- the ne~ film, 
"The FBI." 

It is noted that the film is twenty-seven minutes in 
length; there is no objection to your lending it to local television 
stations for public service programs. 

Warner Brothers has advised that they are shipping the 
Bureau the ~ilm the first part of October and we, in turn, will ship 
one copy to each field office. Upon receipt of the new film, you 
should destroy your ccpy of 11A Day with the FBI. 11 

10/1/63 
SAC LETTER NO. 63-50 I 

' i 
(D) ~~RAINING- POLICE- POLICIES - . RUL~0 AND REGULATIONS --By SAC 
Letter 62-17, dated March 13, 1962, you were furnished revised 
~ages 19 and 20 of the pamphlet setting forth policies, rules and 
. egulations regard.ing police training, bringing up to date copies 
of the pa.mphlet forwarded by SAC Letter 61-68, dated November 28, 
1961. Enclosed are five copies of a revised version of this 
pamphlet; all copies now being retained in your office should be 
destroyed. Personnel in your division who have duties in connection 
with police traini~g should be aware of the contents of this 
pamphlet. 

(Security Letters on attached pages) 
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(E) COMMUNIST PARTY, USA - NEGRO QUESTION - COrmMUNIST INFLUENCE IN 
RACIAL MATTERS -- The history .of the Communist Party, USA (CPUSA), 
is replete with its attempts to exploit, influence and recruit the 
Negro. The March on Washington, August 28, 1963, was a striking 
example as Party leaders early put into motion efforts to accrue 
gains for the ·CPUSA from the March. The presence at the March of 
around 200 Party members, ranging from several national functionaries 
headed by CPUSA General Secretary Gus Hall to many rank-and-file 
members, is clear indication of the Party's favorite target (the 
Negro) today. · 

All indications are that the March was not the "end 
of the line 11 and that the Party will step up its efforts to exploit 
rac1a1 unrest and in every possible way claim credit for itself 
relating to any 11 gains" achieved by the Negro. A clear-cut 
indication of the Party's designs is revealed in secret information 
obtained from a most sensitive source that the Party plans to hold 
a highly secretive leadership meeting in November, 1963, which will 
deal primarily with the Negro situation. The Party has closely guarded 
plans for Gus Hall to undertake a "barnstorming" trip through key 
areas of the country to meet Party people and thus better prepare 
himself for the November meeting. 

In order for the Bureau to cope with the Party's efforts 
. ·and thus fulfill our responsibilities in the security field, it is 

necessary that we at once intensify our coverage of communist 
influence on the Negro. Fullest consideration should be given to 
the use of all possible investigat~ve tecnn~ques in the investigation 
of the CPUSA, those communist f'ronts througn which the Party channels 
its influence~ and the many individual Party members and dupes. 
There is also an ~rgent need for·imaginative and aggressive tactics 
to be utilized through our Counterintelligence Program for the 
purpose of attempting to neutralize or disrupt the Party's 
activities in the Negro field. Because of the Bureau's responsibility 
for timely dissemination of pertinent information to the Department 
and other interested agencies, it is more than ever necessary that 
all facets of this matter receive p~ompt handling. 

Because of the Party's intensified efforts to render in
fluence in racial matters, the Bureau is closing its subfile 100-3-75 
relating to CPUSA - Negro Question. All information to be reported 

·relating to the Negro question, as well as communist influence in 
racial matters, should be hereafter reported in Bureau file 100-3-116 
relating to CPUSA, Negro Question - Communist Influence in Racial 
Matters. -· This instruction as to the administrative handling of 
this matter is effective immediately and should be followed in the 
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, .. , \ 
preparation of the.'quarte;rly report concerning the CPUSA for the 
quarter ending Septemqer 30, 1963. The necessary Manual changes 
will follow. · ' 

. The contents of this SAC Letter should be brought to the 
attention of all appropriate Agent personnel so that they will be 
fully alert to the urgency of this matter. The following offices 
should submit to the Bureau, by letter under above caption due 30 
days from date of this SAC ~etter, an analysis of their current 
coverage of communist activities in the Negro field plus details 
of their plans for intensifying such coverage: Baltimore, Boston, 
Chicago, Cleveland, Detroit, Los Angeles, Newark, New York, 
Philadelphia, Pittsburgh, St. Louis, San Francisco and Seattle. 
Also, those 16 offices which are participating in the Counter
intelligence Program on a continuing basis should include in their 
next monthly letters due at the Bureau by October 15, 1963, any 
plans they may have to neutralize or disrupt any Party activities 
in the Negro field. Such information should be set out under the 
category 11 Possible Counterintelligence Activity. 11 After submission 
of the October-letter, all offices will remain alert for future possible 
situations involving the Party and the Negro which have disruptive 

_potential and submit them to the Bureau under the Counterintelligence 
Program caption. 

10/1/63 
SAC LETTER NO. 63-50 

(F) SUBVERSIVE ORGANIZATION CHARACTERIZATION - ·INTERNAL SECURITY
SAC Letter 63-39 dated August 6, 1963, provided a subversive organi
zation characterization for the Progressive Labor Movement. Set 
forth below is an up-to-date characterization of this organization 
which replaces the one in SAC Letter 63-39. This thumbnail sketch 
also encompasses the Progressive Labor Party and the Movement's 
publication, 11 Progressive Labor, 11 which are integral .parts of the 
entire organization. 

PROGRESSIVE LABOR PARTY; 
<;q)PROGRESSIVE LABOR MOVEMENT; 
/· "PROGRESSIVE LABOR 11 

'----------------~----------

A source advised on July 2, 1962, that Progressive Labor 
groups held a conference in New York City on July 1, 1962, where 
Milton Rosen acted as chairman. He read a stat~ment at this con
ference setting forth their intention to form a new Marxist-Leninist 
Party in the United States. Rosen stated that a more formal 
c;>rganization was necessary, one :,which would provide a frameworlc for 
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all who wanted to join in a united effort to build an American 
vanguard. The functions of this new organization are to consolidate 
all existing forces around Progressive Labor and organize additional 
forces; expand and improve political activities; win additional forces 
to an outlook of Marxism-Leninism and increase the open advocacy of 
socialism; develop a significant Marxist-Leninist program for the 
new party; and organize a collective organization of leaders and 
members. 

"The Worker, 11 an east coast communist 
newspaper, issue of January 7, 1962, 
page 10, column 3, reported the 
expulsion of Milton Rosen, former 
labor secretary of the New York 
State Communist Party, from the 
Communist Party, USA. 

A second and third source advised in February, 1963, 
that this new Marxist-Leninist Party had not yet been organized on 
a formal basis but that Progressive Labor groups had been formed 
in several localities in line with proposals of Milton Rosen. The 
sources advised as of February, 1963, that the leaders of this group 
were referring to it as the Progressive Labor Movement. 

The "Amsterdam News, 11 a daily New York City newspaper, dated 
July ·27, 1963, page 22, set forth that the "Progressive Labor Party 
is a new political formation based on Progressive Labor Movement, 
a Socialist organization with groups in all parts of the United 
States. The organization publishes a monthly magazine called 
Progressive Labor. 11 

The Ju-:).y-August, 1963, issue of Progressive Labor" set 
forth that it is published monthly by Progressive Labor Company, 
G.P.O. Box 808, Brooklyn 1, New York. 

First Source 

Second Source is 

Third Source is 

All sources utilized in the preparation of the characteri
zation given above should be described as having furnished reliabl·= 
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information in the past. Careful consideration has been given to 
each source concealed and the source has been concealed only where 
necessary. 

Very truly yours, 

John Edgar Hoover 

Director 

Enclosures for (D) 
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:FEDERA·L BU:-REAU OF ... . 
. 

REP.ORTING OFFICE I OFFrn!c~6~N DATE I'N~~~G~;·;;~~JOO CHICAGO 4/26/60 
'' '-

TITlE OF CASE -REPoRT MACE BY -- - - - -- --- __ l TY.~D...BY-J c - . ' 

t bf; NT/T It$ DeLG..Tt:t> 
HAROLD P. PARKER, aka Harold - ...... 

Parker, Roy Brown, Ray Follett, . CffARACl;~R OF CASE 

Roy Follett -- I 

SM - SWP 
•. : 

REFERENCE: Report of: :r::OE"Nnry DEL.ETE...o dated 4/8/59, at Chicago .• 

-C-

INFORMANfS 

Identity of Informant Location 

CG T-1 
CG 5926-S 

. 
A) 134-259-922 thru 1109 

CG T-'2 
CG 6372-S A) 134-1339-2 thru 25 

CG T-p -· 

CG 5933-S A) 134-236-462 thru 526 

APPROVED SPECIAL AGEI'll" DO NOT WRI'TE IN SPACES BELOW IN CHARGE 

COPIJ;:S. MADE: 

I I 
(100-369005} 4 - Bureau (RM) 

3 - Chicago (100-19416) 

:Diuemlnatlon Record of Auoched Report Notations 

,Aqency 

R; ~~ Reed . 
~ 

Date Fwd. 

How Fwd. 

By 
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li 1> ~ SAMPLE 

·' 

Copy toa 

Roport oft 
Date a 

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

CONFIDE~ riAL 

=tbENTITY b£LE"""t"E:t> 

Aprii -26, 1960 
Offlcca CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 

FJeld Office File Is 100-19416 Bureau File 1: 100-369005 

Tltlea HAROLD P. PARKER 

Gatactaa SECURI1Y l\lATTER - SOCIALIST WORKERS PARTY 

Synopslsa HAROLD P. PARKER was a member of the Chicago Socialist 
Workers Party (SWP) Branch during 1957 and 1958; since 
2/59_, PARKER has been actively engaged in SWP activities 
at Cnicago in a leadership capacity, and has regularly 
attended Chicago SWP Branch affairs; during the pertinent 
period, PARKER has .contributed money to the SWP, sold "The 
Militant, " .. spoken as an SWP representative, served as the 

·chicago SWP Branch Acting Organizer, Financial Secretary, 
Fund Drive Director, and on the Local Executive Committee 
of this Branch. , 

- c -

CQNFIDENFIAL 

SAMPLE 
This document contatno neither recommendations nor conclusions of tho FBI. It io the property of the FBI and is loaned to 
y9ur aqency7 it and ita contents are not to bo distributed outside your aqency, 
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CG 100-19416 

CG T-4 
Former CG 6170-S 

CG T-5 
Former CG 5847-S 

CG T-6 
Security Unit 
Chicago Police Department 

CG T-7 
Former CG 6181-S 

A) 134-147-163 thru 281 

A) 134-98-677 thru 740 

65-645 - 65-90 

A) 134-951-100 thru 119 

DOCUMENfATION OF ORGANIZATIONS 

Sourc-e 

.CG 5926-S 

NY 711-S 
NY 2078-S 
Former DE 698-S 

NY 711-S 

Former CG 6181-S 

Former CG 6170-S 
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Organization 

Militant Labor Forum 

Young Socialist 

Young Socialist Alliance 

Young Socialist Alliance, 

Chicago 
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CG 100-19416 

DETAILS: AT CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 

I. BACKGROUND 

A. Employment 

HAROLD PARKER continues to be employed as a chemist 
at the Stepan Chemical Company, 3250 South Kedzie Avenue, 
Chicago. 

B. Residence· 

(EDWARD MASS Assistant 
Secretary, Stepan Chemical 
Company; 427 West Randolph, 
Chicago, to SA Ralph D. 
Harmon on 4/19/60) 

HAROLD PARKER continues to reside at 8035 South 
Kostner Avenue, Chicago. 

(CG T-1, 4/20/60) 

c. Identification Record 

The records of the Bureau of Records and Communica-
tions, Chicago Police Department, were reviewed and revealed 
no information identifiable with HAROLD PARKER, subsequent 
to March 11, 1959. 

D. Credit Record 

(Inve;;tigative Clerk CIC) 
:J:f)f;tv rtl Y Dt: L ETE' .J) 

4712/60) .. 

. A check was made at the Chicago Credit Bureau, 
Incorporated, and revealed no information pertaining to 
HAROLD PARKER, subsequent to March 4, 1957. · 

it>ENTtiY D£LE.TE.D 4/6/60) 

- 2 - . 
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(E) [ SUB\lERSTVE ORGANIZA':;ION Gl-IARACTERIZATIONS - INTERNAL SECURITY - C 
. Set forth below are U'[:'-to-date· ·-thumbnail sketches of organizations 

and publications, each of which is of use to various field offices. 
You are instructed that the sketches set forth in SAC Letters 58-41 (F), 
58-81 (K), 59-8 (0): ~9-43 (M), and 60-34 (F) should no longer be 
used. In the eve~t an office needs to characterize an organization 
not mentioned in this letter, listed in the various issues of the 
"Guide to Subversive Organizations and Publications" published by 
the House CoJ11..mit:tee on U:1-American Activities, or designated by 
the Attorney General pursuant to Executive Order 104-50, a request 
should be made of the office of origin to furnish the required 
characterization. You are i!lstructed that .in describing a local 
affiliate of a nati.onal organization, in addition to characterizing 
the local affiliate, it w.ill be necessary to set forth separately 
the characterization of the parent organization. 

The evB.luat:i.crl. and identities of ·the sources should be 
handled in accordance ~ith inst~uctions set forth in Part--I, Section 
49B 2m (1) (d), page 64, of the FBI Handbook. 

For the purpose of evaluation all sources utilized in 
the preparatioc of the sketches listed below should be described 
as having furnished reL!.able :i.nformation in the past. 

In each sketch utilized below, the field office sub
mitting the sketch has advised that careful consideration was given 
to each source co~cealed . 

. ..{ 
r .. ArA 'I'ENY" ("THE FACT") 

A source advised on rl!ay 2, 1961, that "A Teny" ("The 
Fiact") is a :lungarian-language newspaper which closely follows 
the Comrnu..nist ?arty line and has done so since at least the late 
1940's. This newsp:1per is published monthly in Los Angeles, 
California. 

Source: p£LET£ b 

/ COMM.::':T1:'E'? T~) SECUJ..:;_E JUSTIC~ FOR MORTON SOBELL 

"Follm'ling the execution of atomic spies Ethel and Julius 
Rosenberg in June,. 195.3; the 'Co-mmunist campaign assumed a different 
-emphasis. It:s major ef'.::'ort ce~1.tered upon Morton Sobell,' the 
Rosen.bergs' codefendant. The National Committee to Secure Justice 
in the Rosenberg cnse - a Communist front which had been conducting 
the campaign in the United States - was reconstituted as the 
National Rosenberg-Sobell Cowmit:tee at a conference in Chicago in 
October, 1953, and 'then as the National C-ommittee to Secure Justice 
~or Morton Sobell .ln the Rosenberg case 1 •••• " 
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The NOI is an all-Negro organization which was 
originally organized in 1930 in Detroit~ Michigan. Muhammad 
claims to have been selected by Allah~ the Supreme Being~ to 
lead the so-called Negro race out of slavery in the wilderness 
of North America by establishing an independent black nation in 
the United States. Members following Muhammad 1 s teaching and 
his interpretation of the 11Koran 11 believe there is no such 
thing as a Negro; that the so-called Negroes are slaves of the 
white race, referred to · as "white devils, 11 in the· United States; 
and that the white race~ because of its exploitation of the 
so-called Negroes, must and will be destroyed in the approaching 
nwar of Armageddon." 

In the past, officials and members of the NOI, in
cluding Muhammad, have refused to register under the provisions 
of the Selective Service Acts and have declared that members 
owe no allegiance to the United States. 

On May 5, 1958, the first sourqe advised Muhammad had, 
upon advice of legal counsel~ tempered his personal statements 
and instructions to his ministers concerning the principles of 
his organization in order to avoid possible prosecution by the 
United States Government; however, he did not indicate any 
fundamental changes in the teachings of his organization. 

On May 17~ 1961, a third source advised: Muhammad 
had, early in July, 1958, decided to de-emphasize the r~ligious 
aspects of the teachings of Islam and to stress the economic 
benefits to be derived by those Negroes who joined the NOI. 
This policy change, according to Muhammad, would help him 
acquire additional followers and create more interest in his 
programs. 

Sources: .J)Et...£TED 
b£t, GT£. p . 
DtL E. T'E-·D 

Fruit of Islam 

On May 5, 1961, a source advised that the Fruit of 
Is.lam (FOI) is a group within the Nation of Islam (NOI) composed 
of male members of the NOI. The purpose of the FOI is to protect 
officials and property of the NOI, assure compliance of members 
with NOI teachings and to prepare for the 11 War of Armageddon." 
Members of the FOI are required to participate in military drill 
and are afforded the opportunity to engage in judo training. 

7/11/61 
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·The FOI is governed by· a military system wher.ein the members are 
controlled by general orders similar to those issued by regular· 
military organizations. · 

Source: b£L£..Y.£ D 

. Muslim Girls Training 

On May 19 1960, a source advised that the Muslim 
Girls Training (MGT) is a group within the Nation of Islam (NOI) 
and is composed of all female members of the NOI. The MGT is 
similar in structure to the Fruit of Islam (FOI), which is composed 
of male members of the NOI, in that the MGT has officers similar 
to military organizations to whom other female members are account
able. MGT members receive instructions in homemaking, hygiene, 
calisthenics, and other subjects such as Muslim history and the 
English language. There also exists a Junior MGT, which is 
composed of female members of the NOI who are between the ages 
of 15 and 19 and who are afforded military-type drill. 

Since 1957, various officers and "sisters" of the MGT 
have, at meetings of the MGT, used the term MGT so that it also 
means General Civilization Class. General Civilization Class 
refers to classes conducted within the MGT. 

The above refers to activities of the MGT at Muhammad's 
Temple of Islam No. 2, 5335 South Greenwood, Chicago~ Illinois. 

On May 17, 1961~ another source advised that the MGT 
is a group within the NOI which is composed of all female members 
of the NOI. The MGT is similar in structure to the FOI, which 
is composed of male members of the NOI. In theory~ the MGT exists 
in all Temples of the NOI and is patterned after the MGT at 
Muhammad's Temple of Islam No. 2, Chicago~ General Civilization 
Class refers to the collective group of classes held within the 
MGT. 

Sources: PG~L~ T£1::> 
.D'f! L· .t=:TE-t:> . . 

i3{NATIONAL COMMITTEE TO ABOLISH 
THE UN-AMERICAN ACTIVITIES COMMITTEE 

On May 3, 1961, a source advised that the National 
Committee to Abolish the Un-American Activities Committee was 
organized in August~ 1960, at Los Angeles, California, to stimulate 
new and utilize all efforts of interested individuals and organi
zations in a national campaign to promote public education leading 
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to political action to abolish the House Committee on Un-
American Activities (HCUA). The National Committee to Abolish 
the Un-American Activities Committee will not duplicate the work 
of other Civil Liberties organizations, which include the 
abolition of the HCUA as a part of their program, but will 
encourage the coordination and consolidation of all their efforts 
for abolition, and will promote new efforts in those Congressional 
Districts where education and political action for abolition have 
not.been initiated. 

Frank Wilkinson is the Field RepresentatiV-e of the 
National Committee to Abolish the Un-American Activities Com
mittee. According to the source, Wilkinson period~cally confers 
with Dorothy Healey, Chairman, Southern California D.fstrict 
Communist Party, and is in close touch with other leading com
munist functionaries in the Los Angeles area. 

Another source on September 17, 1952, advised that 
Frank Wilkinson was a Communist Party member as of September, 
1952. 

Sources: ~D·£:4. £;:. TE [) 

./ 
r)' POLITICAL AFFAIRS 

In "The Worker," an east coast communist weekly news
paper, issue of March 5, 1961, the editor of 11 Political Affairs 11 

identified the latter publication as an organ of the National 
Committee of the Communist Party, USA, published monthlyo 

'/ 
(;PROGRESSIVE YOUTH ORGANIZING COMMITTEE 

On February 9, 1961, a source advised that the Progressive 
Youth Organizing Committee (PYOC) was established at a national 
socialist-oriented youth conference held in Chicago, Illinois, 
De'cember 30, 1960, through January 1, 1961. This conference was 
the result of a mandate issued by the National Executive Committee, 
Communist Party, USA, calling for a youth conference to establish 
an organizing committee whose objective would be to set up a 
national socialist-oriented youth organization. The conference 
scheduled a convention to be held within a year to found a new 
national socialist-oriented youth organization. The PYOC has its 
office in Room 638, 80 East 11th Street, New York, New York. 

Source: DEL~T ED 
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. 
f./ RUSSKY GOLOS PUBLISHING CORPORATION 

A source advised on April 27, 1961, that "Russky Golos" 
is a Russian language newspaper which has consistently followed 
the Communist Party (CP) line and supports the same issues as 
the CPUSA. It is published by the Russky Golos Publishing 
Corporation at 130 East 16th Street, New York City. It was in
corporated in the state of New York on January 11, 1917. 

The source said that 11Russky Golos 11 was formerly the 
organ of the 11Russian Section 11 of the International Workers Order 
(IWO). Since the dissolution of the IWO by the New York Courts 
in 1954, the 11Russian Section" is no longer known as such, but 
has been organized into Russian Cultural and Aid Society groups 
which continue to support "Russky Golos 11 financially and look on 
"Russky Golos 11 as the organ of these groups. 

The CPUSA and the IWO have been designated by the 
Attorney General of the United States pursuan~ to Executive Order 
10450. 

Source: J)£ ~ETE:D 

~,/TASS NEWS AGENCY 

Tass News Agency is an official Soviet Government news 
gathering organization, with headquarters in Moscow, Russia, and 
branches throughout the world. 

Very truly yours, 

John Edgar Hoover 

Director 
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It is to engage in generating a popular defense movement to mobilize 
legal assistance of any organization or individual ~lfhose "democratic 
rights are infringed upon by these laws.'' This committee wants to 
encourage the creation of local organizations or groups to work in 
support of any one of the above-stated objectives. The committee 
will also serve as an exchange center of material and provide 
speakers for any local organization. 

Sources: bEL GTE b 
bEt .~T~ b 
bEI,..~TE{) 

9/5/61 
SAC LETTER NO. 61-47 

(H)" .CHINESE COMr-iUNIST ACTr/ITIES IN THE UNITED STATES The Manual 
of Instructions., Section 105 E, sets forth current Bureau instructions 
regarding investigations of Chinese entering U. S. as citizens or 
permanent resident aliens l'lho t'iere 17 years of age or older at the 
time they departed Communist China. 

Arrangements are now in effect whereby we can cover a 
third group, namely, those ~·rho enter the U. S. on student visas. The 
control file for this program is "Chinese Who Have Formerly Resided 
in Coriununist China Entering U. S. on Student Visas, IS- CH," Bureau 
file 105-86568. 

Legal Attache., Tokyo, l'lho has liaison contact with the 
U. S. Consulate General at Hong Kong, British Cro~'m Colony, receives 
background information regarding individuals who entered u. S. on 
student visas and ~'lho were 17 years of a.ge or older at time of 
departure from Co~~unist China. Legal Attache furnishes this infor
~ation to the Bureau and the visa recipient's name is checked through 
Bureau indices and results furnished to appropriate Bureau field 
division covering visa recipient's destination, together with two 
copies of Legal Attache, Tokyo, letter which includes appropriate 
instructions regarding investigation. 

It is :i.mportant to keep in mind the objectives of Bureau 
programs regarding individuals who have formerly resided in Communist 
China. Purposes of our investigations are to identify Chinese 
Communist Intelligence agents, obtain intelligence ·information of 
interest to Bureau and other Government agencies, develop informants 
and double agents, and acquaint reputable Chinese with Bureau's 
responsibilities and jurisdiction with regard to the internal security 
of the United States, thus effecting a broad over-all coverage 
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In view of the above and the EGIS plan concerning 
immigrants to the United States, all offices are instructed 
to give close attention to investigations concerning immigrants 
who formerly resided in East Germany. Instructions concerning 
these investigations as set forth in Section 105 E of the Manual 
of Instructions should be given close adherence. 

Regarding EGIS interest ~n visitors from the United 
States to East and West Germany, for ~9m~ t~m~ th~ ~ure~u has 
had available information concerning. DAT-fl. tD/itvr.JFYtN<;. 7£CIIA//.que · t>.t=t.:E .f"£ D 

Y' individuals in the United States and.East and West Germany a~ · 
\, \ provided by th~_Communications Intercept Service (Confidential -

- ··- I Much ·of the information received is of a business or 
~-personal nature and is furnished to the field office covering the 

individual's residence for information. In the future, offices 
receiving information from this source should give particular 
attention to indications of recept or future travel to East and 
West Germany. In.the event of indicated travel, a discreet 
investigation should be conducted to obtain background data 
and information ·conce-rning the individual's employment and 
activities. The results of such inquiries should be furnished 
to the Bureau. If the investigation indicates the subject to 
be a likely prospect for EGIS recruitment, the results should 
be accompanied by your recommendation for or against interview 
of the individual subject. While interviews will not normally 
be considered of individuals prior to travel to East Germany, 
in exceptional cases where unusual informant potential might 
exist, these also should be submitted for consideration. 
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(pt);, NATIONALITY GROUP COVERAGE - CUBA -- On February 13, 1961, 
tne Immigration and Naturalization Service (INS) communicated 
with all of its Regional Offices. It expressed the opinion that 
aliens and naturalized citizens currently active in the July 26th 
Movement or related organizations whose activities may be in 
furtherance of or dedicated to the cause of Fidel Castro are 
subject to INS investigative jurisdiction, after clearance with 
the FBI, to determine amenability to INS proceedings under 
specified sections of the Immigration and Nationality Act. 

Each field off~ce should assure that all pertinent data 
relating to such individuals is referred on a continuing basis 
to the appropriate local office of INS in order that action by 
INS looking toward possible exclusion, deportation, expatriation 
or denaturalization may be properly ~onsidered. 

You will note that INS investigative action in· these 
matters requires specific clearance with the FBI. In view of 
INS objectives and in view of the tense Cuban situation clea~ance 
should be granted upon request unless INS investigation of a 
particular individual would definitely interfere with a pending 
investigation or jeopardize your own interests in an individual. 
When clearance for INS investigation is not granted the Bureau 
should be advised promptly by airtel under the caption of the 
individual case of the denial and the reasons therefor. Any 
pending action which prompts the denial should be expedited in 
order that clearance can be granted INS as soon as practical. 
When granting clearance for INS investigative action be certain 
that arrangements are effected. whereby you will be advised by 
INS of pertinent data developed and of any proceedings instituted 
regarding subjects of interest to your office. 

In one local office of INS the INS instructions were 
interpreted to call for an investigation of the July 26th 
Movement o~ganization. This interpretation was incorrect. You 
will recognize, however, that some local offices of INS, in 
order to implement their instructions, may request data regarding 
the July 26th Movement and other organizations supporting the 
Castro cause. Pertinent data should be supplied. 

Any problems experienced by field offices in connection 
with INS activities in this regard should be brought to the 
attention of the Bureau promptly. 

4/4/61 
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It is to engage in generating a popular defense movement to mobilize 
legal assistance of any organization or individual ~'fhose "democratic 
rights are infringed upon by these la':ls. 11 This committee t-rants to 
encourage the creation of local organizations or groups to work in 
suppbrt of any one of the above-stated objectives. The committee 
will also serve as an exchange center of material and provide 
speakers for any local organization. 

Sources: ~E L ETE f) 
(')[LETEo 
.b£ L. E-r ED 

9/5/61 
SAC LETTER NO. 61-47 

(H)' .CHINESE COJ:'I.l?IJUNIST ACTrl:ITIES IN THE UNITED STATES The Manual 
of Instructions, Section 105 E, sets forth current Bureau instructions 
regarding investigations of Chinese entering U. S. as citizens or 
permanent resident aliens 1·;ho ~1ere 17 years of age or older at the 
tim~ they departed Co~~unist China. 

Arrangements are no~'f in effect whereby ~'fe can cover a 
third group, namely, those 11ho enter the U. S. on student visas o The 
control file fer this program is "Chinese vlho Have Formerly Resided 
in Corru"nunist China Entering U. S. on Student Visas, IS - CH," Bureau 
file 

Legal Attache_, Tokyo, who has liaison contact with the 
U. S. Consulate General at Hong Kong, British Crown Colony, receives 
background information regarding individuals who entered U. S. on 
student ovisas and ~vho v..rere 17 years of age or older at time of 
departure from Co~~unist China. Legal Attache furnishes this infor
~ation to the Bureau and the visa recipient's name is checked through 
Bureau indices and results furnished to appropriate Bureau field 
division covering visa recipient's destination, together with two 
copies of Legal Attache, Tokyo, letter which includes appropriate 
instructions regarding investigation. 

It is i.mportant to keep in mind the objectives of Bureau. 
programs regarding individuals who have formerly resided in Communist 
China. Purposes of our investigations are to identify Chinese 
Communist Intelligence agents, obtain intelligence information of 
interest to Bureau and other Government agencies~ develop informants 
and double agents, and acquaint reputable Chinese with Bureau's 
responsibilities and jurisdiction ~ith regard to the internal security 
of the United States, thus effecting a broad over-all coverage 
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concerning present and prospective EGIS activities in the United 
States. The defector ·was assigned to the section of HVA which 
is concerned with operations against continental United States 
and South America. 

According to this source's knowledge, HVA has agents 
inside the continental United States j,number of agents 
residing in South America and targeted against tlnited States 
installations there have thus far been identified by him. 
to the source's knowledge, HVA agents are presently located in 
the United States, he is providing information on a number of 

VJ"ho are targets for HVA recruitment or have already 
been recruited by the HVA. All of these recruited agents are 
presently residing The source did furnish the names of 

individuals of interest to HVA ~'lho are currently residing 
These individuals are currently the subjects 

of investigation by 

Prior to his open defection, this source furnished 
information that an effort was being made by the EGIS to recruit 

who reside in the United States. Fulfillment 
of th.:i..s would be ~~"'complished by (a) M,;. f'HO o.s -
American ci tL ... '- L> ...-... a.1. ;,o~-
travel to East and vlest Germany. ln this regard it was stated that 
EGIS may extend invitations to likely prospects. However, the 
method, manner and means for extending the invitations w~re not 
indicated; (b) recruitment of East and West Germans t--Tho intend to 
immigrate to the United States. In the case of East Germans, it 
was planned they would immigrate through a third country . 

. As a matter of interest, it is opinion that, as 
of and possibly extending to at least _ EG~S had 

targets against the major Western powers with perhaps the 
exception of the United States and other Western military and 
diplomatic establishments in Western Europe . It -was explained 
that, for the most part, this restriction was due to the preponder
ance of EGIS efforts being directed against West Germany and partly 
due to a lack of confidence on the part of the Soviets in East 
German efforts both from a political reliability and capability 
standpoint. In the recent past, CIA has now received indications 
which lead it to believe the Soviets have increased confidence in 
EGIS and are encouraging it to extend operations worldwide. 
Although the preponderance of EGIS activities will possibly 
continue to be directed against West Germany, EGIS now has the 
capability and Soviet approval to direct activities against the 
Western Hemisphere. 

7/25/61 
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national leader~ claims to have been selected by Allah~ the Supreme 
Being, to lead the so-called Negro race out of slavery in the wil
derness of North America by establishing an independent black 
nation in the United States. 

Members following Muhammad's teachings and his interpre
tation of the "Koran" believe there is no such thing as a Negro; 
that the so-called Negroes are slaves of the white race, referred 
to as "white devils," in the United States; and that the white race, 
because of its exploitation of the so-called Negroes, must and will 
be destroyed in the approaching "War of Armageddon." 

In the past, officials and members of the NOI, including 
Muhammad, have refused to register under the provisions of the 
Selective Service Acts and have declared that members owe no 
allegiance to the United States. 

On May 5, 1958, the first source related that Muhammad, 
upon advice of legal counsel~ had tempered his personal statements 
and instructions to his ministers concerning the principles of his 
organization in order to avoid possible prosecution by the United 
States Government. However, he did not indicate any fundamental 
changes in the teachings of his organization. 

On May 16, 1960, another source reported that Muhammad, 
early in July, 1958, had decided to de-emphasize the religious 
aspects of the .teachings of Islam and to stress the economic 
benefits to be derived by those Negroes who joined the NOI. This 
policy change, according to Muhammad, would help him to acquire 
add~t~onal followers an~ create more interest in his programs. 

Sources: 

Fruit of Islam 

D {Z.(_ ~TE !) 
f).E~ETE.Q 
br=LETJ~.D 

On May 18, 1960, a source advised that the Fruit of Islam 
(FOI) is a group within the Nation of Islam (NOI) .composed of male 
members of the NOI. The purpose of the FQI is to protect officials 
and property of the NOI, assure compliance of members with NOI 
teachings and to prepare for the "War of Armageddon." Members of 
the FOI are required to participate in military drill and are 
afforded the opportunity to engage in judo training. The FOI is 
governed by a military system wherein the members are controlled 
by general orders similar to those issued by regular military 
organizations. 

7/12/60 
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Source: CG 6021-S 

Muslim Girls Training 

On May 19, 1960, a source advised that the Muslim Girls 
Training (MGT) is a group within the Nation of Islam (NOI) and is 

·. composed of all female members of the NOI. The MGT is similar 
in structure to the Fruit of Islam (FOI), which is composed 
of male members of the NOI, in that the .MGT has officers, 
to military organizations, to whom other female members are 
accountable. MGT members receive instructions in homemaking, 
hygiene, calisthenics, and other subjects such as Muslim history 
and the English language. There also exists a Junior MGT, which is 
composed of female members of the NOI who are between the ages of 
15 and 19 and who are afforded military-type drill. 

Since 1957 various officers and "sisters" of the MGT 
have, at meetings of the MGT, used the term MGT so that it also 
means General Civilization Class. General Civilization Class 
refers to classes conducted within the MGT. 

The above refers to activities of the MGT at Muhammad's 
Temple of Islam No. 2, 5335 South Greenwood, Chicago, Illinois. 

On May 16, 1960, another source advised that the MGT is 
a g:voup within the NOI, which is composed of ail female members 
of the NOI. The MGT is similar in structure to the FOI, which is 
composed of male members of the NOI. In theory the MGT exists in· 
all Temples of the NOI and is patterned after the MGT at Muha~~ad's. 
Temple of Islam No. 2, Chicago. General Civilization Class refers 
to the collective group of classes held within the MGT. 

Sources: \JEL·C:. TE..J> 
.bE;~ E. TEl:> 

"POLITICAL AFFAIRS" 

The April, 1960, issue of ''Political.Affairs" identified 
itself as "A Theoretical and Political Magazine of Scientific 
Socialism." 

~1ile under direct examination as a defense witness in 
the case of the "United States versus Elizabeth Gurley Flynn, et 
al.," Criminal Docket C 136-7, United States District Court for 
the Southern District of New York, on October 20, 1952, · 
Elizabeth Gurley Flynn testified that "Political Affairs" is 
the theoretical organ of the Communist Party of the United States 
and has been so since the magazine was "set up." in 1945. 

7/12/60 
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"The Worker," an east coast communist weekly newspaper, 
in its issue dated January 3, 1960, identified Elizabeth Gurley Flynn 
as a Vice Chair~~n of the Communist Party of the United States. 

,/ 

"" ' WORKERS WORLD PARTY 

On April 17, 1959, a source advised that on February 12, 
1959, a Socialist Workers Party (SWP) minority group, under the 
leadership of national committee member Sam Ballan~ known in the 
SWP as Sam Marcy, split from the SWP. 

The source stated that this minority group referred to 
as the Marcyites, after many years of program and policy differences 
on varied issues concerning tactics and interpretation of political 
events, split from the SWP o:n the grounds that the Party was 
liquidating itself by departing from the Marxist precepts of Leon 
Trotsky and retreating from the fight for the world socialist 
revolution. The final issue which ultimately forced the split 
was the minority's opposition to the SWP regroupment policy which 
involved cooperation with the Communist Party (CP) periphery -
individuals characterized by the minority as petty-bourgeois. 

The minority program, according to the source, advocates 
the unconditional defense of the Soviet Union and has as its goal 
the building of a revolutionary party with a complete proletarian 
orientation for the purpose of overthrowingcapitalism in the United 
States and throughout the world. 

On May 12, 19603 the source advised that this minority 
group had chosen the name Workers World Party with headquarters 
located at 46 West 21st Street, New York, New York. 

The SWP and the CP nave been designated by the Attorney 
General of the United States pursuant to Executive Order 10450. 

Source: D~LETED 
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In Rep~, Plcme Refer ro 
FllsNo. 

PERSONAL ATTENTION 
SAC LETTER NO. 60-16 

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

March 22, 1960 ·· WASHINGTON 25, D. C. 

(A) FBI FORM BOOK -- Enclosed are revised Tables of Contents for 
Volumes I and II, and pages 1 through 6, _$-: through 10, 12, and 13 
of the Index for the FBI Form Book. The forms listed below have 
been revised by change in format, by transfer to Optional Form 10, 
"United States Government Memorandum" (replacing Standard Form 64, 
"Office Meznorandum - United States Government"), or both: 

·FD-lb 
~FD-5 
•FD-65 
•FD-67a 

'FD-85 
"FD-109 
·FD-111 

... FD-122 

JFD-132 

~FD~l84 

J-FD-196 
.,FD..:.197 
'FD-200 
-~FD-208 
.. FD-220 
~FD-220a 
"~FD-227 
~ FD-298 

1 FD-305 

JFD-316 

Assignment Card 
File - Serial Charge Out 
Fugitive Form Letter 
Acknowledgment of Transfer Orders and Contemplated 
Departure and Arrival Dates 
Error Form (Field and SOG) 
Records Transferred of Agent Transferred 
SemiaTh~ual Motor Vehicle Report, Cost of operation 
and Accrued Mileage of Bureau-owned Vehicles 
Recommendation for Preparation of, or Change in, 
Security Index Card 
Request for Approval of Local Police School and/o~ 
Assignment of Bureau Instructors 
Record of Preliminary Checks and Interview Concerning 
Plant Informant · 
Request for Search in National Fraudulent Check File 
File Locate 
Request for Stenographers 
Illnesses and Deaths 
Deserter Fugitive Ai~tel 
Deserter Fugitive Airtel (copy for Armed Forces) 
Request for Mail Cover Authorization 
Letter Instructing the Cincinnati Office to Request 
Search of Company Files 
Insert to Cover Pages in Security Index Cases 
Accompanying Reports to the Bureau 
Request for Name Check and Fingerprint Searches on 
Field Maintenance Employees 

· Place one of the three enclosed copies of each of the 
revised forms in your FBI Form Book. Present supplies of these 
forms will be depleted before revised forms are distributed. 

lt,orm FD·-30a, "General Appearance Form," has been dis
continued and replacej by Form 1~68a, which will be used exclusively 
by the Identification Division. Remove FD-30a from the FBI Form Book 
and destroy all copies. 
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(C) IMMIGRATION AND NATURALIZATION SERVICE - OCCUPATIONAL AND 
GEOGRAPHICAL INDEX - IMiv1IGRANTS AND REPATRIATES FROM USSR AND 
SATELLITE COUNTRIES -- Immigration and Naturalization Service 
(INS) has now begun to maintain an occupational and geographical 
index for aliens who have recently ar~ived in the United States. 
Eacp alien entering the United States for permanent residence 
and each alien applying for naturalization is requested to fill 
out a card setting forth his occupation and previous residence 
in his native country. Thus far, there are a very small number 
of cards for certain countries. The index cards do not show 

'the alien's United States address and it will, therefore, be 
necessary to check at the local INS office where the alien's file 
is maintained to obtain his last known address. This index may 
be of some assistance to the Bureau, particularly in investigations 
of immigrants and repatriates under Sect·ion 105E., Manual of In
structions, since it may be possible to locate .an individual in 
the United States who was acquainted with a particular subject 
in a Soviet-bloc country. Personnel limitations at INS., how-
ever, will require that this index be utilized on a selective 
basis. It should .be used only in cases which cannot be resolved 
by other investigation. In ir.migrant and repatriate cases if, 
following interview of the subject, no conclusion can be reached 
as to ~'!hether he ma-:l have been given an intelligence assignment, 
consideration should be given to use of the index to attempt to 
locate an individual who may be able.to verify or refute the 
alleged background of subject or statements made by him. 

· ·Leads to check this index should be set out by the 
office of origin for WFO and sufficient information should be 
included to show the relative importance of the information 
desired. If in the opinion of WFO a lead is not justified in 
the light of the volume and merits of other such leads being 
received, it should advise Bureau and requesting office that 
it will not be covered unless advised to the contrary by the 
Bureau. WFO will ascertain whether any individuals are listed 
who may know subject and, if so, will furnish office of origin 
with their names, INS numbers and the location of the INS offices 
where their im~igration files are n1aintained. The office of 
origin will then set out any logical leads to have such 
individuals located and interviewed. 
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John Edgar Hoover 

Director 
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Each field office should institute an immediate 
review to identify those subjects who should be recommended 
for the Security Index on this basis. The submission of recom
mendations in this regard should be implemented immediately 
and must receive continuous and preferred attention. You are 
reminded that existing instructions require that a summary 
report containing all pertinent information must be in the 
possession of the Bureau when a subject is recommended for 
the Security Index. 

When an individual is ihcluded on the Security Index 
and tabbed "Pro~Cuban" under this procedure, it is the continuing 
responsibility of the office of origin to recommend immediate 
removal of this tabbing or removal from the Security Index 
itself where specific information is received or acquired 
indicating such action is warranted. 

11/22/60 
SAC LETTER NO. 60~54 

(G) SUBVERSIVE ORGANIZATION CHARACTERIZATIONS -- Reference is 
made to SAC Letter No. 60-34 (F) dated July 12, 1960, charac
.terizing the Four Continent Book Corporation. The follovring 
thumbnail sketch should be utilized effective immediately 
regarding the Four Continent Book Corporation: 

According to the records of the Foreign Agents 
Registration Section, United States Department of Justice, 
Washington, D. C., the Four Continent Book Corporation, 156 
Fifth Avenue_, Nev1 York City, is register•ed under the provisions 
of the Foreign Agents Registration Act of 1938, as amended. 
One of the foreign principals list~d in this registration is 
the Mezhdunarodnaja K.:.0.iga (International Book), Moscow, Union 
of Soviet Socialist Republics. 

11/22/®0 
SAC ~E~TER NO. 60~54 

(H)·· COMMUNIST INFILTRATION OF DOMINICAN EXILE GROUP:::: INTERNAL 
SECURITY ~ DOMINICAN REPUBLIC -- Re SAC Letter 60~45 ~dted 
September 27, 1960. Recent information from the Central 
~ntelligence Agency (CIA) indicates that Agency has not developed 
factual information indicating the nature of communist plans 
concerning the Dominican Republic. However, CIA believes that 
communist plans are undoubtedly being formulated and most probably 
such work is being done in Cuba under the influence of the Castro 
government. 
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(B) SECURITY I}WORMANTS -- A series of five two-day con
ferences in the field on the developing and handling of 
security informants was recently completed. These con
ferences were held in the Chicago, Los Angeles, New Orleans, 
Philadelphia and New York Offices, with 107 selected Special 
Agents from all offices except Anchorage, Honolulu and 
San Juan participating. The results of these conferences 
are set forth herein containing changes in procedure 
effective immediately. These changes were recommended by 
the conferences. 

USE OF CURRENT INFORl\'!ANT TO OBTAIN ADDITIONAL HIGH-LEVEL 
COVERAGE IN THE COT>'lr,1UNIST PARTY (CP) USA 

In order to insure continuation of high-level 
informant coverage in the CPUSA, all offices having informants 
on a district level or higher should consider utilizing one 
or more of such informants to bring along new informants in 
the Party. This will be accomplished through the cooperation 
of the high-level informant who \<Till be told that he will be 
contacted by another informant. The new informant will not 
know the individual he is contacting is an FBI informant. 
The high-level informant will then introduce the new informant 
to Party functionaries, et cetera, eventually working him into 
top Party activity. Through this plan the CP leadership will 
grow to trust the new informant and in a relatively short 
time we should be able to continue our high-level coverage 
in the event anything should happen to our current top 
informant. Until that time we will also have the services 
of the new informant who will be assisting the high-level 
informant in the Partyo This plan has been informally 
discussed with several top-level informants who have stated 
it can be accomplished without jeopardizing their positions. 
Bureau authority should be obtained before discussing this 
plan with any informant and details of any proposed operation 
should be set forth in a letter to the Bureau with appropriate 
recommendationso 

LONG-RANGE PROGRAM TO DEVELOP HIGH-LEVEL INFORMANT COVERAGE 

We have live informant coverage on high levels in 
the CPUSA at the present time, but we should plan now for the 
future when our present informants through unforeseen circum
stances may no long?r be able to furnish the assistance which 
they are now rendering. Under our current programs we are 
developing as informants individuals who are active or inactive 
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(B) SECURITY IIWORMANTS -- A series of fi~l· two-day con
ferences in the field on the developing and : handling of 
security informants vras recently -completed. , These con
f .er•ences were held in . the Chicago, Los Angeles, New Orleans, 
Philadelphia .and New York Offices, with 1_97 $elected Special 
Agents from all offices except Anchorage, Honolulu and 
San J·uan participating. The results of these conferences · 
are set forth herein containing changes in procedure 
effective immediately. These changes were ;recommended by 
the conferences. ' 

USE OF C~JHREi·TT I11FOR~•1ANT TO OBTAIN ADDITIONAL HIGH-LEVEL 
9PVERAGE IN TriE COJ.:'HJNIST PARTY (CP) USA 

,. 

LONG-RANGE PROGRAM TO DEVELOP HIGH-LEVEL INFORMANT COvERAGE 

We have live informant coverage on high levels in 
the CPUSA at the present time, but we should plan now for the 
future when our present informants through unforeseen circum
stances may no longer be able to furnish the assistance which 
they are now rendering. Under our current pro~rams we are 
developing as informants individuals who are active or inactive 
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CP members or other subversive individuals. Since we are 
planning for the future, we should consider selecting as 
potential informants individuals who possess the qualifications 
for future leadership and pick such prospects not so much from 
the ranks of the CP or related subversive activity, but from 
the college and post-graduate levels. Since the majority of 
communist activity is concentrated in large metropolitan areas 
such as .New York City, that office should begin a careful 
selection of college students or recent graduate~ of colleges 
in New York having active student organizations made up of · 
individuals of radical tendencies. Selection of prospects 
should be based on above-average intelligence and qualities 
of leadership which would permit them to advance to the top 
of the CPUSA. A very limited number of potentials will be 
involved in this projeqt and each cooperative individual. will 
be thoroughly checked. Payments will be made commensurate 
with the individual's potential and compensation will be 
increased as he progresses in the Party. On a long-range 
basis such an individual will achieve a top position in the 
CPUSA. The New York Office is instructed to open a control 
file for this project and begin selecting individuals who 
should be considered under this plan. Each prospect should 
be investigated in accordance with Section 107 of the Manual 
of Instructions, and the Bureau will consider in each case 
whether approval should be given to attempt development 
under this long-range plan. 

YOUTH PROGRAM OF THE CPUSA 

At the 17th National Convention of the CPUSA held 
in New York City December 12-14, 1959, the CPUSA set up a 
program which was designed to produce a communist youth 
organization in the United States. The Party implemented 
this program by naming Daniel Mortimer Rubin as National 
Secretary·rorYouth, and Rubin has been touring a large part 
of the United States in order to complete the organization 
of a communist youth group. This organization will encompass 
all classes of young people, including college students. · The 
Party hopes that in addition to other groups it will eventually 
have communist youth groups on college campuses. 

All offices were alerted to this program by letter 
of June 21, 1960, entitled "CPUSA, Youth Matters, Internal 
Security - C" and to the necessity to have complete coverage 
of CP activity in youth matters. The Party is expected shortly 
to establish this youth organization, and we must be ready for 
this eventuality. If you have not ~lready done so, alert 
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established informants so we will be advised immediately of 
the location of any youth groups set up anywhere in the country. 
Consideration should be given to making contacts with coopera
tive officials of institutions of-learning so that we may 
become aware of the emergence on csmpuses of groups dominated 
by the CP. In addition, through a review of campus publi
cations information may be elicited concerning the formation of 
communist youth groups on campuses. The Party is keenly 
aware of the need to develop an effective program among youth, 
and you should be alert to develop and maintain the necessary 
informant coverage of this activity. 

TOPLEV"PROGRAM 

Through this program of contacting~ Mt;.TH-f)b com
munists as potential informants it has been possible to obtain 
the services of many excellent informants. By contacting 
carefully selected subjects and utilizing new specific ap
proaches, additional informants can be developed which would 
insure continuation ,-t:·'lfi.rH-ol:> coverage of the CPUSA. By 
separate communication all 14 Toplev offices are being 
instructed to conduct an analysis of subjects previously 
approached and select individuals for reinterview at this 
time by utilizing specific new approaches. 

COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM 

Any office where there is any degree of concen
tration of communists (although not a regular participant 
in the Program) should consider the possible application 
of counterintelligence techniques specifically aimed at 
causing disruption or disillusionment inside Party circles. 
Bureau approval must be obtained before any action can be 
taken. All proposals must be carefully evaluated prior to 
submission so it can clearly be stated that the action 
recommended will not embarrass the Bureau or jeopardize 
informants, sources of information or special investigative 
techniqueso Communications in this regard should be captioned 
"Communist Party~ USA, Counterintelligence Program, Internal 
SecU:rity- C," Bureau file 100-3-104. 
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1. The refugees must have resided or visited 
Communist China within past years. 

2. At the time refugee last departed Communist 
China he was between and years of age. 

3. Possesses a minimum of 
formal education. 

years of 

4. At time of entry into the United States 
was unaccompanied by 

Within this framework only those cases are to be 
investigated where there is reasonable evidence to indicate the 
refugee may have been recruited by Chinese Communists for 
intelligence operations in the United States, possesses 
intelligence information of interest to Bureau or other 
Government agencies or possesses informant, source and/or 
double agent potential. 

In addition, tQe afore-mentioned criteria are to be 
applied to all cases coming within the following three programs 
currently in operation with regard to Chinese security matters: 

1. Chinese Aliens Entering the United States 
for Permanent Residence (Bufile " '-:- - ) 

2. Chinese Entering the United States 
Claiming United States Citizenship (Bufile 

. ) 

3. Chinese Who Have Formerly Resided in 
Communist China Entering the Unit~d States 
on Student Visas (Bufile _ ":. 

Field, when reviewing data furnished by INS under 
program Number 1, will initiate investigation only in those 
cases which meet new criteria. 

Under program Number 2, Washington Field will 
continue to review records of State Department but will 
furnish Bureau and field only those cases which meet new 
criteria. 
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INTELLIGENCE 
is recruitin 

,.·i:T E:K Act 6 (1) (B) 

L.:-:---=--:----~~~-~---""""=---'t.-ihich has offices in Room lB 94 5, 
the Pentagon, Hashington, D. C. CIA officers handling interviev.rs 
of potential recruits are usii(-g; credentials I I 
I J 

This is being submitted for your information. You possibly 
may receive inquiries regarding the authenticity of this Group. 
You may advise that there is such an organization in the Pentagon 
where inquiries may be directed. You should not vouch for any 
individual representing himself as being connected with the Group. 

11/20/62 
SAC LETTER NO. 62-66 . 

(DY(ciVIL SERVICE.RETIREM.f!a'-JT BENEFITS --Public La~v 87-793 approved 
October 11, 1962, liberalized in several respects the retirement 
benefits granted by the Civil Service Retirement Act. The new 
benefits a~·mi t implementation by Congressional appropriation of the 
necessary funds. This cannot occur until the 88th Congress convenes 
in January, 1963. Legislation will then be introduced looking 
toward appropriation of such funds. 

The new benefits relate mainly to upward adjustment in 
amount of annuity and to increased survivor protection. 

Provisions which would affect the amount of annuity 
include: 
(1) The annuity of each retired employee and survivor annuitant 
receiving or eligible to receive an annuity on January 1, 1963_, \vould 
be increased 5 per cent. Annuities commencing between January 2, 
and December 31, 1963_, would be increased 4 per cent; those com
mencing during 1964, 3 per cent; those commencing during 1965, 2 
per cent; and those commencing during 1966, 1 per cent. 

(2) Beginning in January, 1964, yearly changes in the nation-
wide cost of living will be reviewed by the Civil Service Commission 
and whenever the cost of living rises at least 3 per cent_, annuities 
will be further increased by a percentage matching the rise in the 
cost of living. 

(3) The reduction in an emplo~ee 1 s annuity to provide for a survivor 
annuity will be changed from 22 per cent of the first $2lWO, ·plus 
10 per cent of the balance to 2~ per cent of the first $3600) plus 
10 per cent of the balance. This will apply, once Congre~s appropriates 
funds, to all retiring employees .separated on or after October 11, 
1962, with an annuity commencing after that time. 
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y SAMPLE 

PAGE TWO 

SOURCES ARE SJ ONE TVlO rr!IREE - S* AliD SJ FIVE SIX SEVEN - S 

RESPECTIVELY. 

DATA CLASSIFIED "CO~"'FIDENTIALu TO PROTECT SOURCES. 

LEADS: SANTO DOMINGO CONTACT SOURCES. WFO CON'}:'ACT SOURCES 

AND ALERT LOCAL POLICE DEPARTMENT AND SECRET SERVICE. SAN JUAN 

CONTINUING INVESTIGATION TO VERIFY RUMOR AND IDENTIFY MPD TERRORIST. 

SAN JUAN HAS ADVISED SECRET SERVICE LOCALLY. 

SUCOP. 

SAMPLE 
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AE~ON TOURS, INCORPORATED 

Records of the Foreign Agents Registration Section 
(FARS), Department of Justice, Washington, D.C., disclose 
that Alexander Svenchansky registered Package Express and 
Travel Agency, Incorporated, Brooklyn, New York, on February 24, 
1958, as an agent of Intourist Limited, Moscow, USSR. The 
purpose of the business was given as transmitting parcels to 
citizens of the'USSR. Svenchansky named Afton Tours, 
Incorporated, 1776 Broadway, New·York City, as a branch of 
Package Express and Travel Agency. 

FARS records disclose further that Afton Tours was 
registered individually as an Intourist agent from May 1, 
1959, to December 24, 1960, when the registration was termi
nated by action of the FARS. Package Express and Travel Agency, 
as of August 7, 1964, continued tobe registered with the FARS. 

A source advised during April, 1966, that Afton Tours, 
Incorporated, continues to operate from 1776 Broadway, · 
New York City. The source stated that most of the tours 
arranged by the firm are for individuals or groups traveling 
to the Soviet Union or other East European countries. Accord
ing to the source, Communist Party (CP) members, nationally 
knovm, have used Afton Tours to arrange both foreign and 
domestic travel. The source added that many group tours 
directed by Afton Tours have been sponsored by organizations 
recognized as communist fronts. 

Alexander Svenchansky was linked with a Soviet espi
onage ring in testimony before the Senate Internal Security 
Sub-Committee on November 2, 1953, by Harry Gold, confessed 
atomic spy. 

The 1965-1966 New York Telephone Directory lists 
Afton Tours, 1776 Broadway, New York City. 

Source: ~rx 5283-S 

9-7-66 
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AMERICAN INSTITUTE FOR MARXIST STUDIES 

A source advised on April 9, 1963, that on April 7, 
1963, at a meeting of the New England District Committee of 
the Communist Party, USA (CP, USA), held in Boston, 
Massachusetts, Herbert Aptheker stated he was developing an 
organization called American Institute for Marxist Studies 
(AIMS), which would publish literature on History, Science, 
Physics, and Archeology, and other subjects which would be 
put out quarterly with various supplements. 

A second source advised in December, 1959, that 
Herbert Aptheker was elected to the National Committee, CP, 
USA, at the 17th National Convention of the CP, USA, held 
in December, 1959. 

A third source advised on June 7, 1963, that on 
June 3, 1963, Herbert Aptheker spoke at the CP, USA, 

·New York District Board meeting concerning AIMS. Aptheker 
stated that AIMS v..-ould unite and strengthen the CP although 
the CP would not be connected with it. He stated AIMS was 
being formed to operate within the scope of the McCarran 
and Smith Acts and would legally bring Marxist material and 
opinions to the attention of American scholars and the general 
public. 

A fourth source advised on May 6, 1966, that, as 
of that date, AIMS was located on the fifth floor at 20 East 
30th ~treet, New York City, New York. 

Sources: BS 665-S 
NY 2760-S* 
NY 1587-S 
NY Confidential Source Stanley Kalfus 

AMERICAN COMMUNICATIONS ASSOCIATION 
\ 

The April, 1966, issue of the "ACA News," official 
publication of the American Communications Association (ACA), 
shows that the ACA is located at 18 John Stree; New York, 
New York. 

9-7-66 
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1. To conduct guerrilla warfare training, 
including the use of firearms; 

2. To organize CPUSA, M-L cells in the South to 
exploit all "racial situations11 that might 
arise there, to agitate the population, and 
create situations which would require the use 
of Federal Troops so that Americans would be 
fighting Americans; 

3. To establish and maintain an accelerated 
recruiting program to include acceptance of 
anyone who is an anti-imperialist. 

On May 12, 1966, the above source advised that the 
CPUSA, M-L continued to exist. 

Source: LA 4107-S 

/ 
C01WASS PUBLICATIONS, INCORPORATED 

c. 

The above-captioned organization was incorporated 
with the New York County. Clerk's Office on August 27, 1965. 
At the time of incorporation, the avowed purposes of this 
corporation were listed as follows: 

nTo edit and publish periodicals and pamphlets and 
other printed material in the English language and in foreign 
languages; 

"To prepare and edit materials for publications and 
publishers, educational institutions, or private individuals.n 

On April 7, 1966, a source advised that Compass 
Publications, Incorporated, is located at 221 East 17th Street, 
New York City, and that Jean Karsavina is listed as President 
and Harvey De Saint Sauveur as Treasurer. 

On March 2, 1966, and April 4, 1966, a second source 
advised that checks drawn on the account of nsoviet Life" at 
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the Riggs National Bank, Washington, D. C., have been 
deposited to the account of Compass Publications, Incorporated, 
Chase Manhattan Bank, New York City. The total amount of 
these checks was $19 1 000. 

As of June 2, 1965, a source advised that Jean Lamprecht 
Karsavinawasthe head of Cultural Activities for the New York 
District Communist Party Organization. 

At the present time, the above-captioned organization 
is publishing a biweekly booklet entitled "Reprints from the 
Soviet Press," which bears the following inscription inside the 
front cover: "Reprints from the Soviet Press is a biweekly 
information service published by Compass Publications, 
Incorporated, Box 47, Old Chelsea Station, New York, New York. 
All views expressed are those of the authors or original 
publications. Subscriptions: $15 per year; single copies, $.60. 
By airmail (United States, Canada, and Mexico) $30." 

Sources: Mr. Charles Clines, Chase Manhattan Bank~ New York City. 
Mr. E. W. Stearns~ Riggs :t{ationai Dank:. Wa.shington,D. C. 
NY 694-S* 

;"I 
Lf 

FEDERACION DE UNIVERSITARIOS PRO INDEPENDENCIA 

(FEDERATION OF UNIVERSITY STUDENTS FOR INDEPENDENCE) 

Federacion de Universitarios Pro Independencia (FUPI) 
was organized in October, 1956, at the University of Puerto Rico 
(UPR), Rio Piedras, Puerto Rico, as a student organization, not 
affiliated with any political group, but working for independence 
for Puerto Rico through logical and peaceful means. 

A source advised on May 28, 1962, FUPI was elected 
an integral member of the International Union of Students (IUS), 
Prague, Czechoslovakia, in October, 1960. Jose Rafael Varona 
Berrios, upon interview on April 8, 1966, stated he was the 
Secretary of International Affairs of FUPI, and met with 
various delegates of the IUS between November 27, 1965, and 
February 9, 1966. Varona Berrios advised that FUPI is 
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affiliated with the IUS, and stated he believed in violence 
as a method of obtaining independence for Puerto Rico, if 
conditions indicated violence might succeed or aid in 
obtaining Puerto Rican independence. 

The IUS has been cited by the Internal Security 
Subcommittee of the Senate Judiciary Committee in 1956 as 
being among "international communist fronts functioning at 
the present time," and by the Committee on Un-American 
Activities, U.S. House of Representatives, in 1951, as one 
of the "long-established Soviet controlled international 
organizations.u 

On April 5, 1966, a second source advised that 
Alberto Perez Perez was elected President of FUPI on that 
date. On May 16, 1966, it was learned that Alberto Perez 
Perez had received a one-way prepaid ticket to travel from 
San Juan, Puerto Rico, to Moscow, U.S.S.R., and departed 
San Juan for Moscow on that date. 

A third source advised May 16, 1966, that Perez Perez 
was scheduled to attend a "communist youth conference" in 
Moscow as the FUPI representative. 

Sources: SJ 452-S 
SJ 588-S 
Captain Alfredo Ortiz Aponte 
Office of Intelligence 
Police of Puerto Rico 

.. 

t""':'.J 
\ ~ y 

FOPR CONTINENT BOOK CORPORATION 

According to the records of the Foreign Agents 
Registration Section, United States Department of Justice, 
Washington, D. C., the Four Continent Book Corporation, 156 5th 
Avenue, New York City, is registered under the provisions of 
the Foreign Agents Registration Act of 1938, as amended. One 
of the foreign principals listed in this registration is 
Mezdunarodnaja Kniga (International Book), Moscow, USSR. 
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John Henrik Clarke, Associate Editor 
Esther Jackson, Managing Editor 
J. H. O'Dell, Associate Managing Editor 
John L. Devine, Art Editor 

A third source made available information on 
July 1, 1964, indicating that John Henrik Clarke attended 
the first and founding meeting of the American Institute 
for Marxist Studies (AIMS) which was held on December 19, 
1963, and continued on January 10, 1964. 

This source also made available information on 
August 14, 1964, indicating that Clarke is an "Associate" 
of AIMS. 

On March 16, 1966, a fourth source advised that 
James Jackson, accompanied by his wife, Esther Jackson, was 
scheduled to depart on March 25, 1966, from the United States 
en route to Moscow to attend the 23rd Congress of the CP of 
the Soviet Union. This source described James Jackson as a 
member of the National Committee, CPUSA. 

This source advised in July, 1962, that as of that 
period, O'Dell was considered by the CPUSA, as being a member 
of its National Committee. 

On January 30, 1961, Sylvia M. Brenner Devine, 
415 South 50th Street, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, advised 
that her former husband, Jack Devine, mentioned on 
December 17, 1960, that he was still in the CP and that the 
CP is his whole life. 

On July 24, 1963, a fifth source described John 
Devine as a CP member. 

Sources: NY 2359-S* 
NY 694·-S* 
:NY 4535-S* 
NY 694-~S* 
NY 1587-S 
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FRUIT OF ISLAM 

On April 29, 1966, a source advised that the 
Fruit of Islam (FOI) is a group within the Nation of Islam 
(NOI) composed of male members of the NOI. The purpose of 
the FOI is to protect officials and property dthe NOI, 
assure compliance of members with NOI teachings, and to 
prepare for the "War of Armageddon." Members of the FOI 
are required to participate in military drill and are 
afforded the opportunity to engage in judo training. The 
FOI is governed by a military system wherein the members 
are controlled by general orders similar to those issued 
by regular military organizations. 

Source: CG 6021-S 

"' : ' I / 

"INTERNATIONAL SOCIALIST REVIEW" 

The November 27, 1961, issue of "The :Militant," 
a weekly newspaper of the Socialist Workers Party (SWP), 
described the "International Socialist Review" as a magazine 
indicating the viewpoint of the SWP. 

The Winter, 1966, issue of "International Socialist 
Review" described the magazine as a quarterly publication 
located at 873 Broadway, New York City. 

The SWP has been designated pursuant to Executive 
Order 10450. 

' 
0- / ' \ ; 

INTOURIST 

Intourist, 355 Lexington Avenue, New York, 
New York, on June 23, 1959, in registering with the 
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United States Department of Justice under the Foreign Agents 
Registration Act of 1938, as amended, listed its business as 
"Travel" and its principal as "V. A. 0. Intourist, Moscow, 
USSR." 

MAY 2 MOVEMENT 

A source advised on March 3, 1965,as follows: 

The May 2 Movement (M2M) formerly kno~~ as the 
May 2 Committee was organized on March 14, 1964, at New Haven, 
Connecticut, by a group of young people participating in a 
symposium· "Socialism in America" being held at Yale University. 
The original aim of the M2M was to plan and execute a demon
stration in New York City on May 2, 1964, demanding withdrawal 
of United States troops from Vietnam. 

The M2M was dominated and controlled by the 
Progressive Labor Party (PLP) and had for its aim and purpose . 
the embarrassment of the United States Government by meetings, 
rallies, picketing demonstrations and formation of university 
level clubs at which a Marxist-Leninist oriented approach and 
analysis was taken of United States domestic and foreign 
policies. This source advised on May 19, 1965, that the 
headquarters of the M2M was 640 Broadway, New Yorl{ City, 
Room 307. 

A second source advised on February 9, 1966, that 
the M2M was officially dissolved as an organization on 
~ebruary 6, 1966, at a meeting held on the same date in 
New York City, by the leadership of M2M and the Progressive 
Labor Party. 

Sources: NY 4661~-s 
NY 5000-S 
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MOVIMIENTO PRO INDEPENDENCIA DE PUERTO RICO 

(PUERTO RICAN INDEPENDENCE l\'lOVEMENT) 

v 
The Movimiento Pro Independencia de Puerto Rico 

(MPIPR) was organized in November, 1959, at Ponce, Puerto Rico, 
to work for the independence .of Puerto Rico. It has an e$t~mat~d 
membership of between 1, 000 and 1, 300 people with mis~icn~s· ·:: :. 7'_. ' ~ · · 
throughout the island of Puerto Rico and in New York, New York; . 
Chicago, Illinois; and Buffalo, New York. 

At the time the MPIPR was organized it indicated that 
it did not advocate violence but would accept members who did. 
Juan Mari Bras, the founder and dominant leader of this organ
ization, in a speech during March, 1964, threatened violence 
comparable to that in Algeria if Puerto Rico became a state 
within the United States. A source reported in 1966 that a 
leader of the MPIPR has indicated that "the revolution17 would 
soon begin and another source advised that another official of 
this organization has attempted to obtain a number of automatic 
pistols. Articles praising Fidel Castro and the Cuban Government 
regularly appear in MPIPR publications. In 1961 it adopted a 
resolution expressing 100 per cent approval of and solidarity 
with the Cuban revolution. It sent a delegation to the Tri
Continental Conference of African, Asian, and Latin American 
People, held in Havan~, Cuba, during January, 1966, and it 
maintains a permanent delegate to the Secretariat located in 
Havana. 

The press of Puerto Rico has reported that the MPIPR 
has held numerous demonstrations protesting compulsory military 
service for Puerto Ricans and United States policy in Vietnam 
and the Dominican Republic. 

Sources: NY 4325-S* 
Ff 5565-S* 

I ,, l 

·Y 
1WSLIM GIRLS TRAINING 

\ 

On May 19, 1960, a source advised that the Muslim 
Girls Training (MGT) is a group within the Nation of Islam 
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(NOI) and is composed of all female members of the NO!. 
The MGT is similar in structure to the Fruit of -Islam (FOI), 
which is composed of male members of the NOI, in that the 
MGT members receive instructions in homemaking, hygiene, 
calisthenics and other subjects such as Muslim history and 
the English language. There also exists a Junior MGT, which 
is composed of female members of the NOI who are between the 
ages of 15 and 19 and who are afforded military-~ype drill. 

Since 1957, various officers and "sisters" of the 
MGT have, at meetings of the MGT, used the term MGT so that 
it also means General Civilization Class. General Civilization 
Class refers to classes conducted within the MGT. 

The above refers to activities of the MGT at Muhammad's 
Temple o-f Islam No. 2, 5335 South Greenwood Avenue, Chicago, 
Illinois. 

On May 2, 1966, another source advised that,in theory, 
the MGT exists in all Temples of the NOI and is patterned after 
the MGT at Muhammad's Temple of Islam No. 2, Chicago. 

Sources: Foruter CG 6176-S 
CG 6205-S 

NA'_fiON OF ISLAM 
\ 

In January, 1957, a source advised that Elijah Muhammad 
has describ~d his organization on a. nationwide basis as the 
"Nation of Islam" and "Muhammad's Temples of Islam." 

On April 29, 1966, a second source advised that, 
Elijah Muhammad is the national leader of the Nation of Islam 
(NOI); Muhammad's Temple of Islam No. 2, 5335 South Greenwood 
Avenue, Chicago, Illinois, is the national headquarters of the 
NOI; and in mid-1960 .Muhammad and other NOI officials, when 
referring iD Muhammad's organization on a nationwide basis, 
commenced using either "Mosque" or"Temple" when men-tioning one 
ofuMuhammad's Temples of Islam." 
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The NOI is a.n all-Negro organization which was 
originally organized in 1930 in Detroit, Michigan. Muhammad 
claims to have been selected by Allah, the Supreme Being, to 
lead the so-called Negro race out of slavery in the wilderness 
of North America by establishing an independent black nation 
in the United States. Members following Muhammad's teachings 
and his interpretation of the "Koran" believe there is no such 
thing as a Negro; that the so-called Negroes are slaves of the 
white race, referred to as "white devils," in the United States; 
and that the white race, because of its exploitation of the 
so-called Negroes, must and will be destroyed in the approaching 
"War .of Armageddon." 

In the past, officials and members of the NOI, 
including Muhammad, have refused to register under the provisions 
of the Selective Service Acts and have declared that members 
owe no allegiance to the United States. 

On May 5, 1958, the first source advised that Muhammad 
had, upon advice of legal counsel, tempered his personal 
statements and instructions to his ministers concerning the ~ 
principles of his organization in order to avoid possible 
prosecution by the United States Government; however, he did not 
indicate any fundamental changes in the teachings of his organi
zation. 

On May 2, 1966, a third source advised that Muhammad 
had, early in July, 1958, decided to de-emphasize the religious 
aspects of the teachings of Islam and to stress the economic 
benefits to be derived by those Negroes who joined the NOI. 
This policy change, according to Muhammad, would help him 
acquire additional followers and create more :interest in his 
programs. 

Sources: Former PG 147-S 
CG 6021-S 
CG 6205-S 

r.·l 
NATIONAL COMMITTEE FOR REPEAL OF THE MC CARRAN ACT 

I. 

A source advised that during May, 1966, the 
National Committee for Repeal of the McCarra.n Act (NCRMA) 
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continues to maintain a mailing address of Room 318, 
431 South Dearborn Street, Chicago, Illinois, in connection 
with requests for financial donations. 

This source advised on May 11, 1966, that Lillian 
Berman, Executive Secretary of the NCRh~, moved from Chicago, 
Illinois, to New York, New York, in 1965, and continues to 
operate the NCRMA from that city. 

This ~ource advised during May, 1966, that the NCRMA 
was the outgrowth of an Ad Hoc Committee of Initiators, 
headed by Professor Clyde Miner of New York, who solicited 
signatures to a Petition to the President of the United States 
in 1962 which called for the repeal of the McCarran Act. The 
NCRMA held its formation meeting at Chicago on May 18, 1963; 
the stated purpose of the committee is to seek repeal of the 
Internal Security Act of 1950, as amended. 

A second source advised in May, 1964, that the 
Communist Party (CP) interest in NCRMA had been to give it 
full support and approval, and the CP took the position that 
the committee's composition must be extremely broad and the 
Party's direct influence must be kept to a minimum. The CP 
believed the new committee would serve its purpose in fighting 
the McCarran Act alone and the CP had everything t<;> gain by 
taking this position. Lillian Berman, NCRMA Executive Secretary, 
is not a CP member but knowingly accepts support and advice 
from the CP leadership on behalf of this committee. 

Clyde Miller, according to the "Daily Worker," issue 
of March 5, 1941, was a signer of a statement to the President 
defending the CP. 

The "Daily Worker" was an east coast communist daily 
newspaper which ceased publication on January 13, 1958. 

Sources: CG 6674-,S.,..~~ 
C'l' 5824-S* 
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NATIONAL COMMITrEE TO ~\BOLISH 
THE HOU'S"E UN-AMERICAN ACTivt'rtl!:s COMMITTEE 

The "Guide to Subversive Organizations and 
Publications;"issued December 1, 1961, by the Committee on 
Un-American Activities, UcS. House of Representatives, page 
115, contains the following citation regarding the National 
Committee to Abol~sh the Un-mnerican Activities Committee 
(NCATJAC): 

"Cited as a 'new organization 9 set up in the SUir ... 'ller 
of 1960 to lead and direct the Corr~unist Partyss ~peration 
Abolition' campaigne Seven of the national leaders of this 
group have been identified as communists. (Co~~ttee on 
Un-American Activities, House Report 1278 on the Truth 
About the Film ~Operation Abolition, 1 Part 1, October 3, 
1961, p. 5}" 

A source has advised that the NCAUAC changed its 
name on March 3, 1S62, to include the word 11House" in its 
name, thereby becoming known as the National Committee to 
Abolish the House Un-l~erican Activities Committee (NCAHUAC)o 
A national meeting of this organization was held in Chicago, 
Illinois, on April ?7 and 28, 1963e 

A second source advised on May 9, 1966, that as of 
that date the NCAHUAC continued to function with headquarters 
at 555 North Western Avenue, Los Angeles, California. 

Sources: First Source: CG 6474-S 
LA 3512·-S 

NEWS AND LETTERS COMMITTEES 

A source on August 1, 1958, stated that as a result 
of the split in the Johnson-Forest Group (JFG) which occurred 
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in 1955, two factions emerged, the Johnson Faction and 
the Forest Faction. According to source, the Johnson Faction 
was composed of the followers of C.L.R. James, also known 
as James Johnson, and the Forest Faction was composed of the 
followers of Rae Dwyer, also known as Freddie Fo~est. The 
co-founders of the JFG were C.L.R. James, known as Johnson, 
who was deported from the United States as an undesirable 
alien in 1953, and Rae Dwyer, known as Forest. 

The JFG has been designated by the Attorney General 
of the United States pursuant to Executive Order 10450. 

On April 20, 1965, another source advised that the 
Forest Faction of the JFG is publicly known as the News and 
Letters Committees (NLC). The national headquarters of the 
NLC is located at 8751 Grand River, Detroit, Michigan. 

According to the second source, the Detroit local 
of the NLC carries out the instructions and policies issued 
by the National Headquarters of the NLC. 

On April 27, 1966, a third source advised that the 
Detroit Local of the NLC and the NLC headquarters are located 
at 8751 Grand River, Detroit, Michigan. 

Sources: Forn1er DE 487-S 
PG 139-S and PG 140-S (jointly) 
DE 1099-S 

-
PROGRESSIVE LABOR PARTY 

(.' 

A source advised on April 20, 1965, that the 
Progressive Labor Party (PLP) formerly knovm as the 
Progressive Labor Movement (PLM), held its first national 
convention April 15-18, 1965, at New York City, to organize 
the PLM into the PLP. The PLP will have as its ultimate 
objective the establishment of a militant working class 
movement based on Marxism-Leninism. 
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The "New York Times," April 20, 1965, page 27, 
reported that a new party of ttrevolutionary socialismn was 
formally founded on April 18, 1965, under the name of the 
PLP. The PLP was described as an outgrowth of the PLM. 
Its officers were identified as Milton Rosen of New York, 
President, and William·Epton of New York and Mort Scheer of 
San Francisco, Vice Presidents. A 20-member National 
Committee was elected to direct the Party until the next 
convention. 

According to the article, nThe Progressive Labor 
Movement was founded in 1962 by Mr. Rosen and Mr. Scheer 
after they were expelled from the Communist Party of the 
United States for assertedly following the Chinese Communist 
line." 

The PLP publishes "Progressive Labor," a bimonthly 
magazine; "Challenge," a biweekly New York City newspaper; 
and "Spark, n ~v west coast newspaper. 

The June 1, 1965, issue of "Challenge," page 6, 
states that, "this paper is dedicated to fight for a new 
way of life where the working men and women own and control 
their homes, factories, the police, courts, and the entire 
government on every level.n 

The source advised that the PLP utilizes the 
address of General Post Office Box 808, Brooklyn, New York, 
but also utilizes an office in Room 622, 132 Nassau Street, 
New York City, where the PLP publications are prepared. 

Source: Former NY ~661-S 

REVOLUTIONARY ACTION MOVEMENT 

On November 3, 1964, a source made available a 
document entitled 11The Revolutionary Action Movement Manifesto," 
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Don Freeman, described as the "Father" of RAM and referred to 
as RAM's nBlack Stalino" Freeman served as RAM chairman with 
Maxwell Stanford, now of New York City, formerly of Philadelphia, 
Pennsylvania, serving as RAM Field Chrorman. 

On 3/18/65 1 a third source advised that Hanif Abdul 
Wahab of Cleveland, Ohio,occupies a position in the RAM only 
one or two places removed from the top ~~M leadership. 

On 5/16/66, a fourth source advised that the RAM 
still remains active; however, there is no formal headquarters, 
as such, for RAM. This source further advised that so far 
as is known, Freeman, Stanford, and Wahab still occupy positions 
of leadership in RAM. 

Sources: Fo~mer CG 6796-S 
Former CG 6797-S 
li'OI.•mer PSI Gt>So:rge T ~ LeTlis 
:t-Iy 5011-S 

I 
REVOLUTIONARY COMMITTEE OF THE FOURTH INTERNATIONAL 

' ' 

j 

A source advised on September 9, 1964, the 
Revolutionary Committee of the Fourth International (RCFI) 
was also knovm as the Spartacist Committee and the Spartacist 
Group. This source described the RCFI as being composed of 
former members of the Socialist Workers Party (SWP) who had 
split from the SWP and who were led by James Robertson. This 
source stated that this political unit has its main center in 
New York City where it publishes "Spartacist" on a very 
irregular basis but their formal meetings are held at least 
once a week. 

A second source advised on March 4, 1964, that 
Farrell Dobbs, National Secretary of the SWP, sent a letter 
to all SWP branches in Februarys 1964, in which he advised 
that the expelled leader of a minority faction of the SWP, 
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James Robertson, announced on February 10, 1964, that his 
faction would publicly criticize the SWP and had followed 
this with a public organ called nspartacistn in that it 
attacked the SWP. 

The November-December, 1965, issue of "Spartacist," 
in its masthead described this publication as follows: 
n ••• published bimonthly by supporters of the revolutionary 
tendency expelled from the Socialist Workers Party." This 
masthead sets forth that the editor of the publication is 
James Robertson, and its main address is Post Office Box 1377, 
General Post Office, New York, New York. 

The SWP has been designated pursuant to Executive 
Order 10450. 

Sources: NY 711-S 
LA 4000-.S 

-. / 
RUSSIAN-AMERICAN CULTURAL EDUCATIONAL COMMITTEE 

A source advised on July 11, 1961, that from its 
inception in June, 1955, until May, 1960, the Russian-American 
Cultural Educational Committee (RACEC) operated as a 
fund raising organization of the Russian Club of the 
Communist Party (CP) of Illinois. In May, 1960, the Russian 
Club, CP of Illinois, was enlarged to include Ukrainians 
and Poles, and this united club became a unit of the 
Nationalities Section, CP of Illinois. During that period 
the RACEC served as a fund raising organization for the 
Russian element of the Polish-Russian l~ainian Club of the 
Nationalities Section, CP of Illinois. 

In December, 1961, it was decided that the Russians, 
Ukrainians, and Poles would again be separated into individual 
clubs within the Nationalities Section, CP of Illinois. 
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As of May 4, 1965, the source advised that the 
RACEC was composed of members of the Russian Club, CP of 
Illinois, and functioning as a fund raising organization 
for that club. 

Meetings of the RACEC are held irregularly, as 
the occasion demands, and are held at the residences of 
its various members. In the event of a fund raising affair, 
open to the public, arrangements are made for a hall in 
·which to hold the affair. 

Source: CG 5851-S 

SOVFOTO AGENCY 
\· 

According to the records of the Foreign Agents 
Registration Section, United States Department of Justice, 

· washington, D.C., the Sovfoto Agency, Room 1008, 25 West 
4~rd Street, New York, New York, is registered with the 
Department of Justice as agent for .Mezhdunarodnaja Kniga 
(International Book), Union of Soviet Socialist Republics 
(USSR), for the sale of Soviet books, articles,. stories, 
and plays for publication in the United S'tates and Canada. 
Sovfoto is also the registered agent for Fotokhronilta Tass 
(the telegraphic agency fcrthe USSR) for the sale of Soviet 
newspapers and photographs and for eleven other foreign 
principals, including China Photo Service, Peking, China. 
Other names also used by Sovfoto are Eastfoto Agency and 
Am-Rus Library and Music Agency. 

j 
" I 
·i.'l 

STUDENT COMMITTEE FOR TRAVEL TO CUBA (SCTC) 
PERMANENT STUDENT CbMMI'rTEE FOR TRAVEL 'ro CUBA 

4D HOC STUDENT COMMITTEE FOR TRl-iVEL TO ctn3A 

"The Columbia Owl," a weekly student newspaper 
of Columbia University, New York, New York, dated December 12, 
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1962, page one, contained an article entitled,nstudents to 
Visit Cuba During Holidays." 'l'his article stated in part 
that the Ad Hoc Student Committee for Travel to Cuba was 
formed October 14, 1962. 

A source advised on September 13, 1963, that 
during the Summer of 1963, fifty-nine individualstravelled 
to Cuba; that the leaders of the group were members of the 
Progressive Labor Movement (PLM) and the trip was planned 
and o~ganized by PLM members. 

On March 12, 1965, Phillip Abbott Luce , a 
self-admitted member of the Student Committee forTr.avel 
to Cuba (SCTC) Executive Committee and the PLM National 
Coordinating Committee, advised the Student Committee for 
Travel to Cuba was formerly known as the Permanent Student 
Committee for Travel to Cuba and the Ad Hoc Student . Committee 
for Travel to Cuba. He stated he was a leader of the 1963 
trip to Cuba, an organizer of the 1964 trip, and thatboth 
were sponsored by the SCTC. As of the Spring of 1964, the 
members of the SCTC Executive Committee were considered 
members of the PLM. No SCTC sponsored trip was made in 
1965. 
Source: Fon1er SF 2540-S 

TASS NEWS AGENCY 

The Tass News Agency is the official Soviet 
Government news-gathering organization with headquarters in 
Moscow, USSR, and branches throughout the world. 

"THE MILITANTtt 

"The Militant" is a weekly newspaper of the Socialist 
Workers Party (SWP). 

The SWP has been designated pursuant to Executive 
Order 10450. 
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As of July, 1966, the headquarters of the DCA was 
located at 180 North Wacker Drive, Chicago, Illinois. 

Sources: Source Number 1 •a Former CG 6474-S 
Source Ntunbe:r 2 -~ 1 _ JFK Act 6 I 4 I 
Sou~~ce Number 3 -. 

"WORKERS WORLD" 

On 5/2/66 a source advised that the nworkers World" 
is the official newspaper of the Workers World Party, published 
twice monthly, with editorial offices located at 46 West 21st 
Street) New York, New York. 

Source: riT 3527-S 
_j 

1 

WORKERS WORLD PARTY - t 

On April 17, 1959, a source advised that on February 12, 
1959, a Socialist Workers Party (S\~) minority group under the 
leadership of National Committee member, Sam Ballan, split from 
the SWP. 

The source stated that this minority group, referred 
to as the Marcyites, after many years of program and policy 
differences on varied issues concerning tactics and interpretation 
of political events, split from theSWP on the groundsthat the 
Party was liquidating itself by departing from the Marxist 
pre~epts of Leon Trotsky and retreating from the fight for 
the world socialist revolution. The final issue which ultimately 
forced the split was the minority~s opposition to the SWP 
regroupment policy which involved cooperation with the 
Communist Party (CP) periphe~y - individuals characterized 
by the minority as petty-bourgeois. 
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The minority program, according to the source, 
advocated unconditional defense of the Soviet Union and 
has as its goal the building of a revolutionary party with 
a complete proletarian orientation for the purpose of 
overthrowing capitalism in the United States and throughout 
the world. 

On May 12, 1960, the source advised that this 
minority group had chosen the name Workers World Party. 

On May 2, 1966, a second source advised that the 
Workers World Party, which maintains headquarters at 
46 West 21st Street, New York, New York, supports the 
People's Republic of China in its ideological dispute with 
the Soviet Union. 

The SWP and the CP have been designated pursuant 
to Executive Order 10450. 

Sources: NY 711-S 
NY 3527-S 

ttYOUNG SOCIALISTtt 

The nyoung Socialist" is a magazine published five 
times a year by the Young Socialist Alliance. The October, 
1964, edition, the initial edition utilizing the magazine 
format, relates that this magazine succeeds the "Young 
Socialist" newspaper in an effort to provide "more facts 
on more general issues than a small newspaper can." 

The newspaper "Young Socialisttt was formerly 
described as the official organ of the Young Socialist Alliance. 

The "Young Socialist" maintains headquarters at 
Room 535, 41 Union Square West, New York City, and the 
mailing address of P.O. Box 47l,Cooper Station, New York, 
New York 10003. 
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YOUNG SOCIALIST ALLIANCE 

The May, 1960, issue"of the "Young Socialist," 
(YS), page 1, column 3, disclosed that during April 15-17, 
1960, a national organization entitled nThe Young Socialist 
Alliance" (YSA) was established at Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. 
The i9sue stated that this organization was formed by the 
nationwide supporter clubs of the publication YS. 

The above issue, page 6, set forth the founding 
declaration ofYSA. This declaration stated that the YSA 
recognizes the Socialist Workers Party (SWP) as the only 
existing political leadership on class struggle principles, 
and that the supporters of theYS have come into basic political 
solidarity with the SWP on the principles of revolutionary 
socialism. 

A source advised on May 23, 1966, that the original 
YSA was an organization formed during October, 1957, in 
New York City, by youth of various left socialist tendencies, 
particularly members and followers of the SWP. The leaders 
of this group were the guiding forces in the establishment 
of the national organization. 

The source further advised on May 23, 1966, that 
the YSA is dominated and controlled on a national basis by 
the SVW through having SWP members comprise exclusively 
the National Executive Committee (NEC). The YSA, in reality, 
is the youth and training section :fb r the SWP and the main 
source of new SWP members. 

The headquarters of the YSA are located in Room 5S5, 
41 Union Square West, New York City. 

The SWP has been designated pursuant to Executive 
Order 10450. 

Source: NY 711-S 
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YOUTH AGAINST WAR AND FASCISM 

A source advised on March 29, 1965, that the Youth 
Against War. and Fascism (YAWF), formerly known also 
as the Anti-Fascist Youth Committee, was established by the 
Workers World Party (VnVP) in the Summer of 1962, to bring 
college and high school youth into the periphery of WWP 
activities and, thereby, gain recruits for the ~rganization. 

A second source advised on October 23, 1964, that 
a flyer distributed by the YAWF describes that organization 
as a militant organization of young workers and worker-students 
for combating war and fascism. · 

The first source advised on March 9, 1966, that 
the YA~T maintains its headquarters at 58 West 25th Street, 
New York City, and publishes a magazine called "The Partisan." 

Sources: NY 3527-S 
NY 4444-S 
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In RqJly, Please Rejf!T to 

Fil•No. 

PERSONAL ATTENTION 
SAC LETTER 66-68 

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20535 

November 1, 1966 

{A)" REPORT WRITING - MAPS ·-- As the result o{ a suggestion the foliowing 
technique is being brought to your attention to be considered for use in reports 
wherein it is necessary to describe or pinpoint a particular locality. Briefly 
the technique consists in mechanical rep~oduction of the pertinent portion of an 
official state road map for inclusion in the first part of a bank robbery, bank 
burglary, or other major case report. The item should be inserted in the 
first report submitted suitably captioned and depicting the location and 
description of the establishment or location where the crime was committed. 
Pertinent points of interest or importance should be circled and numbered or 
lettered. These markings should be explained on the same page if sufficient 
space exists. The marking should be done after reproduction and ink or lead 
other than black or blue black sho.uld be used as these colors tend to obliterate 
the existing printed items on the map. Official state road maps should be 
used to avoid infringement of copyrights. 

This method is used most effectively to determine locales in 
sparsely populated, rural or remote areas with less than the usual distinguish
ing features or points of reference; however, it will be of value in any type 
of case where knowledge of the locale is of benefit to the reader .of the report. 
Where the technique is applicable, it is plain that it will save considerable 
time which would be needed to sketch or verbally describe a particular location. 

11/1/66 
SAC LETTER 66-68 

' 
,:~ 

(B) DEFENSE CENTRAL Il\1DEX OF INVESTIGATIONS (DCII) -- SAC Letter 
Number 66-32, dated May 26, 1966, advised that effective May 27, 1966, the 
DCII at Fort Holabird, Maryland, would begin operating a centralized index 
of investigative files, i"ncluding intelligence and criminal files, of the Army 
and Navy. .· 

~ ...... 

Effective November 1, 1966, the Air Force (Office of Special 
Investigations) index to investigative files will be consolidated into the DCII 
centralized index. The investigative files of the Office of Special Investigations 
(OS!) will continue to be located in the Washington, D. C., area as indicated 
on Page 15, Section 9, Volume I, "Manual of Instructions." 
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All leads to check OSI files should now be designated for 
Baltimore, with copies of the respective communications being designated 
also for Washin~on Field Office since that Office may be subsequently 
requested by Baltimore to review an OSI file if l)CII returns a reference 
to such file. If DCII returns a "No Record," Baltimore Office will handle 
the reporting of same. 

11/1/66 
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ln Reply, Please Refer to 

File No. 

PERSONAL ATTENTION 
SAC LETTER 66-10 

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

February 15, 1966 · WASHINGTON, D.C. 20535 

(A) CHINESE MATTERS- LEADS IN CHINESE CASES FOR LEGAT, 
TOKYo AT THtRb A'eNc. Y "'ot\Jsi~E.RATio w.s ' ~ ' . .~ 

-- Legal Attache, Tokyo, has advised that the 
heavy work load being imposed on the _ _ 

,by United States agencies in is at a critical stage. 
Therefore, they will be unable to handle any name checks concerning 
Chinese where the Chinese Telegraphic Code ( CTC) numbers do not 
accompany the Anglicized Chinese name. At . _ the 

v • agencies have similar 
problems as at ~ when CTC numbers for the name are 
not provided by the Legat.. Therefore, when submitting leads in 
Chinese cases to be handled at ~ . and by Legal 
Attache, Tokyo, you should submit the CTC numbers, together with 
the Mandarin versiOn of the subject's name, in addition to the subject·s 
true name. Leads for Tokyo set out by field offices which do not contain 
CTC numbers will be returned by the Bureau. 

·. If subject·s Chinese characters are not available in Bureau 
files, you:should check /ill!i> AGciJC'I CoNSti)Et;Ai'IONS 

-
If Chinese characters are located, a specj.men of them 

should be obtained so that the characters may be forwarded to the 
FBI Laboratory 1 Translation Section for transliteration, unless Chinese 
language-trained personnel are available in your office who are able 
to transliterate the Chinese characters r 

·::'""' 
For your information, the fingerprint camera will 

photograph Chinese characters in .in a very satisfactory 
manner. 
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SELECT COMMITTEE TO 
STUDY GOVERNMENTAL OPERATIONS WITH 

RESPECT TO INTELLIGENCE ACTIVITIES 

(PURSUANT TO S ... ES. 21, UTH CONGRESS) 

WASHINGTON, D .C. 20510 

To: Bill Cregar 

From: Mark Gitenstein 

Bill, attached you will find 
the list of SAC memos and 
letters which we have selected 
for review at FBI headquarte~s. 
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SAC l\iH.;os l~ LEITERS 

1960 - ·-

. 60-.A l/15 60-30 6/21 60-41 8/23 

60-B 1/22 60-G 7/1 60-44 9/29 

60-C - J/25 60-32 6/28 (,Q-45 0/27 

G0/9 2/9 60-33 7/5 60-J 10/20 

60-10 2/16 60-34 7/12 60-51 11/1 

60-D 2/29 60-H 8/1 60-54 11/22 

60-11 2/19. 60-36 7/19 60-k 1/13 

60-12 2/23 60-38 8/2 60-56 . 12/6 

60-14 3/8 60-I 8/17 60-59 12/20 

60-16 3/22 60-43 9/13 

60-E 4/27 

60-F 5/10 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------
1961 

61-A 1/23 61-28 5/23 61-D 7/24 
(D\·'-I:L. :;• J '? 

61-5 1/24 61/29 5/29 61-47 ~)/5 

61-8 2/21 61-31 6/6 61-55 9/26 

61-10 V1 61-C G/19 61-56 110t t'btcd 

61-12 :)/7 61-33 6/20 61-62 10/24 

61-13 3/14 61-34 6/21 61-E. 10/26 

61-18 4/4 61-37 7/11 61-F 11/7 

61-19 4/5 61-38 7/18 61-G 11/29 

61-24 4/27 61/39 7/25 61-71 12/19 
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Page 2 

1962 

62-A 1/8 62-22 4/17 62-47 9/7 

62-12 2/14 62-E 4/26 62-55 10/3 

62-11 2/13 62-27 5/8 "62-58 10/16 

62-B 62-F 5/9 62-H-J-I-K 

62-C 2/19 62-32 6/5 62-61 

62-16 3/8 . 62-G 7/27 62-66 10/26 

62-20 4/3 62-33 6/12 62-70 12/11 

62-21 4/10 . 62-34 6/19 62-72 12/26 

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------
1963 

63-4 1/23 63-14 3/19 63-39 8/6 

63-A 1/30 63-E 3/27 63-44 9/4 

63-6 1/29 63-F & G 63-47 9/19 

63-B 2/27 63-27 6/11 63-50 10/1 

63-C 3/6 63-26 5/28 63-I 10/23 

63-30 6/25 63-59 12/10 

63-D 3/25 63-35 7/19 63-61 

63-13 3/12 63-H 7/27 

--------------------------------------------------------------------- --------
1964 

64-4 & 5 64-B 4/1 64-39 7/3 

64-3 1/14 64-23 4/28 64-43 3/25 

64-A 1/24 64-24 5/5 64-48 9/29 

64-13 2/27 64-C 5/20 64-F 10/26 

64-20 4/7 64-D 6/22 64-52 10/27 

64-21 4/14 64-E 7/6 64-G 11/25 
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SAC ;.::.:i:lOS t~ Letter 
Page 3 

65-8 

65-10 

5/4 65-A 

5/11 65-B 

65-31 

65-36 . 

65-37 

1965 

65-41 65-50 

65-40 65-54 

65-D 65-53 

65-C 65-58 

65-44 65-68 

65-E 65-63 

65-47 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------

1966 

66-4 1/13 66-41 7/5 66-68 11/1 

66-8 2/1 66-A 7/22 66-72 11/15 

66~10 2/15 66-44 7/18 66 -73 11/22 

66-19 3/29 66 -45 7/19 66-77 12/13 

66-27 5/3 66-50 8/9 66-76 12/7 

66-34 6/7 66-56 9/9 66-78 

66-35 6/14 66-61 10/4 66-79 12/15 

66-33 6/31 66-63 10/11 66-80 12/20 

66-30 6/21 
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1967 

67-3 1/10 67-23 4/25 67-50 8/21 

67-5 1/19 67-24 5/2 67-52 8/29 

67-6 1/24 67-25 S/9 67-56 9/12 

67-8 1/31 67-27 67-62 10/17 

67-10 2/1 67-29 5/24 67-63 10/24 

67-11 2/7 67-38 6/27 67-65 10/31 

67-12 2/14 67-40 7/11 67-66 11/7 

67-13 2/21 67-42 7/25 67-70 11/28 

67-14 2/28 67-43 8/1 67-71 12/5 

67-17 3/21 67-A 8/8 67-74 12/19 

67-20 4/7 67-47 8/4 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------
1968 

68-4 1/9 68-25 4/30 68-40 7/16 

68-5 1/16 68-26 5/1 68-41 7/23 

68-9 1/31 68-30 5/21 68-51 9/3 

68-14 2/20 68-32 6/4 68-52 9/10 

68-16 3/12 68-34 6/11 68-54 9/20 

68-18 3/19 68-36 6/21 68-55 9/20 

68-20 3/26 68-38 7/2 68-63 11/5 

68-21 4/2 68-39 7/9 68-68 11/26 

68-22 4/9 
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1969 

69-4 1/14 69-30 5/27 69-51 9/15 

69-5 1/21 69-31 6/3 69-55 9/26 

69-7 1/28 69-34 6/24 69-58 10/7 

69-14 2/25 69-36 7/1 69-63 10/22 

69-15 3/4 69-37 7/8 69-67 11/10 

69-16 3/11 69-43 8/13 69-69 11/18 

69-22 . !1;/<J 69-44 8/19 69-73 12/9 

69-21' 5/f.J. 69-45 8/26 69-76 12/23 

69-28 5/13 69-46:' 9/5 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------
1970 

70-4 1/27 70-21 4/2 70-43 8/17 

70-6 2/3 70-26 5/12 70-45 8/27 

70-9 2/17 70-29 5/26 70-46 9/1 

70-11 3/3 70-30 6/2 70-48 9/15 

70-13 3/17 70-33 6/16 70-61 11/3 

70-15 3/24 70-36 7/14 70-64 11/10 

70-17 3/31 70-38 7/28 70-72 12/29 

70-18 4/7 70-40 8/4 
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71-3 

71-4 

71-A 

71-10 

71-11 

71-17 

71-19 

72-1 

72-3 

72-6 

72-10 

72-17 

10-73 

12-73 

5-74 

8-74 

13-74 

22-74 

5-75 

1/19 

1/26 

2/18 

3/9 

3/16 

4/27 

5/4 

1/4 

1/11 

1/26 

2/22 

3/21 

3/6 

3/13 

1/29 

2/19 

3/12 

4/30 

1/28 
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1971 

71-20 

71-21 

71-24 

71-28 

71-30 

71-34 

71-36 

1972 

72-21 

memo 1-72 

memo 5/72 

memo 11/72 

13/72 

1973 

18-73 

25-73 

1974 

32-74 

35-74 

39-74 

49-74 

1975 

18-75 

5/11 

5/18 

6/8 

6/22 

)7/6 

7/20 

8/3 

4/18 

5/23 

6/1~ 

7/11 

7/25 

4/24 

6/5 

6/25 

7/16 

8/13 

10/15 

4/22 

71-37 

71-39 

71-41 

71-46 

71-51 

71-B 

71-61 

14-72 

15-72 

21-72 

22-72 

25-72 

31-73 

53-75 

50-74 

52-74 

56-74 

55/74 

21-75 

8/10 

8/17 

8/24 

9/21 

10/19 

11/8 

12/28 

8/1 

8/8 

9/12 

9/19 

10/10 

7/31 

11/23 

10/17 

11/5 

11/26 

12/10 

5/13 
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TO 

FROM 

SUBJECT: 

1 - Each Assistant Director 
'1/(' OPTIONAL foRM NO, 10 

MAY 1962 EDITION 
GSA FPMR 141 Cfll 101-11.6 

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

Memorandum 
Mr. W. R. Wannall 

w. o. ~ 
\ 

SENSTUDY 75 
' \. 

\ 
\ 

e 
1 - Mr. T. J. Jenkins 
1 - Mr. J. B. Adams 
2 - Mr. J. A~ Mintz 

1- Mr. J •. B. Hotis 
DATE: 6/27/75 

Mr. W. R. Wannall 
- Mr. W. o. Cregar 
- Mr. T. E. Burns 

Assoc. Dir. _ 

Dep. AD Adm. -

Dep. AD lnv. -
Asst. Dir,: 

Admin. __ 

Comp. Syst. _ 

Ext. Affairs _ 

Files & Com._ 
Gen.lnv._ 
!dent. __ 

Inspection _ 
Intel!. __ 

Laboratory _ 

Legal Coun. _ 

Plan. & Eva I._ 

Spec.lnv,_ 
Training __ 

Telephone Rm. _ 
Director Sec•y _ 

Pursuad~ to an ~rlier Senate Select Committee 
(SSC) request fqr access to all indices and control files 
pertaining to S~C Lettdrs and Memoranda from 1960 to 
the prese.:.1t, we rkde i;(railable for review at' FBIHQ by 
sse S·taff Members\, an index covering all SAC Letters and 
Memorandas from 19'60/to present. SSC Staff Member: 
Mark Gi tenstein suThs'eque..'lltly reviewed the index and 
selected approximattly 340 SAC Letters and Memoranda which 
the SSC now seeks~t~\ review at FBIHQ (see attached SSC 
request). 

Many of :the s lected SAC Letters and Memoranda 
cover more than/one s&bject matter and originated with 
more than one F~IHQ Di\vision. A review of the requested 
material by all origin ting Divisions would be extremely 

to the sse in this mattkr. 

As a practical ~\tter we propose having all the 
requested SAC Letters and Memoranda reviewed by the INTD 
SENSTUDY stdff for cleara ce. Questionable material re
quiring confo.ul~ation with ·ther Divisions will be furnished 
to such D~ivisions 1 s SENSTU~ represa~tative for appropriate 
review and approval. With~~ INTD we will secure Sectional 
clearance, as required, for \~estionable material. 
ACTION: _\ 

Upon processing the SA€ Letters and Memoranda as 
described above, we will than ~ke such material available 
to sse skaff Members for review ~t FBIHQ. This will be 
handled/in accordance w~th established procedure by letter 
to the Attorney Gener~l wiy,r ~ LHM for the sse. ~ 

TEB: adn ~ J (r; 11; t(-1 p-
m·g,) 

ow 55.,_,~ Docid' 
32980

13,'1 '{;!,;1a:i!/p Bonds Regu/arfy on the Payroll Savings Plan 1~ 



June 19·, 1975 

The SAC Letters and the SAC Memorandum cited below 
were not included in the indices previously made available to 
you, and are being set forth to complete such indices. 

SAC Letter #62-B February 8, 196.2 
Bureau Codes (AFSAM-7) 

SAC Letter #66-78 December 15, 1966 
Courtney A. Evans - Person Not to be Contacted 

SAC Memorandum #23-72 September 21, 1972 
Use of Microphones and Recording Equipment 
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(C) FIRST LATIN AMERICAN CONGnESS OF JOURNALISTS -J- Accord
ing to current press reports, Fidel Castro is planning still another major 
anti-U. S. propaganda spectacle scheduled to be known as the First Latin 
American Congress of Journalists and planned for .July 28, 1968, to 
August 1, 1968, iP Havana. Reportedly, Latin American writers and 
newsmen will form the nucleus of the Congress but press representatives 
from Asia, Afd~a, Europe, and ~Tort.J. America also will be invited. Radio 
Havana, one of the Cuban Governme.2.t's chief propaganda outlets, has 
announced the theme of the Congress as '!Anti-imperialism, " and delegates 
are to be journalists who view the Congress as a powerf1.1l stimulus to the 
r.evolutiona:;·y struggles in their home countries. In keeping with the goals 
outlined at the July, 1967~ Latin·American Solidarity Organization 
Conference and the January, 1968, Cultural Congress, the forthcoming 
meeting can logically be expected to close with the adoption of resolutions 
exhorting the overthrow of the U. S. Government through violent, armed 
revolutionary action. 

; . 
; 

It is anticipated that many U. S. apologists for the Castro 
regime will attend and that some legitimate U. S. newsmen will be allowed 
to cover open sessions of the Congress. :Many will probably travel with
out Department of State authority and under current regulations will not 
be ~ubjected to punitive action by ttte U. -s. In the recent past, however, 
the. Mexican Government has been quite helpful by denying transit visas 
to communists and other subversives who wish to travel from the U. S. 
through J.Vfexico to Cuba, thereby forcing them to assume the additional 
expense of traveling by way of Prague, Czechoslovakia, to get to Cuba 
or abandoning their efforts altogether after having paid travel and living 
expenses for a futile round trip to Mexico. 

In view of the possibility that the Mexican Government may desire 
to deny transit visas to U. S. subversives attempting to attend the Congress, 
we contemplate having Legal Attache~ :Niexico City, relay pertinent names 
to appropriate Mexican officials. All offices be alert to any information 
showing known subversives or other individuals who can be fully documented 
as members of subversive organizations are planning to travel to Cuba 
for the Congress or for the celebration on the anniversary of Fidel Castro's 
1953 attack on the Moncada Barracks in Santiago, Cuba, which will be held 
on July 26, 1968. Furnish the identity of any such traveler by expedite 
communicat~on to the Bureau and include therein a very ~uccinct resume 

7/9/68 
SAC LET'fER 68-39 - 10-

/' 
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of his subversive affiliations. Also provide the names, descriptions, 
or symbol numbers of the sources who can substantiate the documentation 
and any available information concerning the prospective visitor's travel 
document and itinerary which will aidi · 
desires to t..'lke action 

Offices also be alert to our need for firsthand coverage of the 
Congtess and make positive recommendations concerning advance briefing 
and/or debriefing of logical prospects for attendance at the Congress. · 
If any special security factors exist, outline them in the initial communi
cation containing your recommendations. 

Very truly yours, 

John Edgar Hoover 

Director 

7/9/68 
SAC LETTER 68-39 - 11-
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(D) CRIMINAL ACTIVITIES AT 1968 OLYMPIC GAMES IN MExiCO 
CITY- FOREIGN POLICE COOPERATION-- Mexican authorities have 
expressed deep concern that criminals from the United States and other 
countries will be attracted to the 1968 Olympic Games to be held. in 
Mexico City from October 12, 1968, through October 27, 1968, and have· · 
asked for the cooperation of the FBI in furnishing them any information 
regarding the identity and plans including travel of any such persons. 

All offices should alert appropriate sources concerning 
this matter and promptly advise the Bureau of any information received 
under the above caption. In view of the fact that data reported will 
require translation, no letterhead memoranda should be prepared. 
Instead, information should be furnished by letter or airtel depending 
on urgency. It should incorporate complete descriptive data including 
particular criminal specialties, FBI number and photograph , if 
available, and any other data of interest to Mexican authorities. 

Arrangements have been made by the Legal Attache, Mexico 
City, for concealment of the FBI as the source of information for any 
data disseminated. Information forwarded to the Legal Attache by the 
Bureau will be made available to Mexican authorities concerned with the 
maintenance of law and order and immigration. 

Very truly yours, 

John Edgar Hoover 

Director 

Enc. for (A) 

9/3/68 
SAC LETTER 68-51 - 3-
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In Reply, Pkcue Refer to 

File No. 

PERSONAL ATTENTION 
SAC LETTER 68-54 

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20535 

. September 20, 1968 

(A) CHARACTERIZATION OF SUBVERSIVE, RACIAL, KLAN, WHITE 
HATE, AND MILITANT BLACK ORGANIZATIONS - INTERNAL 
SECURITY - COMMUNIST --

Set forth below are up-to-date thumbnail sketches 
of organizations and publications, each of which is of use to 
various field offices. No attempt has been made to include 
all sketches which have been furnished to the Bureau for 
approval; only those sketches which are believed to have 
field-wide application are set forth. 

In the event an office needs to characterize an 
organization not mentioned in either this letter or the 
various issues of the "Guide to Subversive Organizations 
and Publications" published by the House Com.-nittee on 
Un-American Activities, or one not designated by the 
Attorney General pursuant to Executive Order 10450 ~ a reques·t 
should be w2de of the office of origin to furnish the required 
characterization. Indescribing a local affiliate of a 
national organization, in addition to characterizing the 
local affiliate, it will be necessary to se~ forth separately 
the characterization of the parent organization. 

The evaluation and identities of the sources should 
be handled in accordance with instructions set forth in Part I, 
Section 49B, 2m (1), page 65, of The FBI Handbook. 

For the purpose of evaluation, all sources utilized 
in the preparation of the sketches listed below should be 
described as having furnished reliable information in the past. 
In each sketch utilized below, the field office submitting the 
sketch has advised that careful consideration was given to each 
source concealed. 
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'~Letter to All Special Agents in Charge 
RE: CHARACTERIZATION OF SUBVERSIVE, RACIAL, KLAN 

WHITE HATE, AND MILITANT B~ACK ORGANIZATIONS 

; ' 
AEROFLOT 

Aeroflot is the operational element of the 
Ministry of Civil Aviation, Union of Soviet Socialist 
Republics (USSR), and as such is an official agency of the 
Soviet Government, which provides commercial, wor~ide 
air service. 

. i 

AFTON TOURS, INCORPORATED 
.; 

Records of the Foreign Agents Registration Section 
(FARS)~ Department of Justice, Washington, D. c., disclose 
that - - registered Package Express and 
Travel Agency) Incorporated, Brooklyn, New York, on 
February 24, 1958, as an agent of Intourist Limited, Moscow, 
Union of Soviet Socialist Republics. The purpose of the 
business was given as transmitting parcels to citizens of 
the Soviet Union. Svenchansky named Afton Tours, Incorporated, 
1776 Broadway, New York City, as a branch of Package Express 
and Travel Agency. 

FARS records reflect further that Afton Tours 
was registered individually as an Intourist agent from 
May 1, 1959, to December 24, 1960, when the registration 
was terminated by action of the FARS. Package Express and 
Travel Agency, as of February· 24, 1967, continued to be· 
registered with the FARS. 

A source advised during April, 1968, that Afton 
rours, Incorporated, continues to operate from 1776 Broadway, 
New York City. The source stated that the majority of tours 
arranged by Afton Tours are for individuals or groups 
traveling to the Soviet Union and other East European countries. 
The source said that some of the individuals who have traveled 
througn Afton Tours are publicly recognized as Communist Party 
members. The source added that a number of the group tours 
handled by Afton Tours have been organized by groups known 
to be affiliated with communist front organizations. 

was linked with a Soviet 
espionage ring in testimony before the Senate Internal 
Security Sub-Committee on November 2, 1953, by 
confessed atomic spy. 

- 2 -
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-,, 'Letter to All Special Agents in Charge 
RE: CHARACTERIZATION OF SUBVERSIVE, RACIAL, KLAN, 

WHITE HATE, AND MILITANT BLACK ORGANIZATIONS 

The 1967-1968 New York Telephone Directory lists 
Afton Tours at 1776 Broadway. 

(The characterization of Intourist should be used 
in conjunction with the characterization of Afton Tours) 

Source: 

"AHERICAN DIALOG," ALSO KNOWN AS 
"AMERICAN DIALOGUE, " "DIALOGUE" 

A confidential source advised during June, 1964, that 
Joseph Felshin advised former subscribers to the magazine, 
"Mainstream," that uMainstream" had ceased publication with 
its August, 1963, issue and had been replaced by a new bi
monthly publication entitled, "American Dialogue,n with 

as editor. 

The Spring! 1968, issue of "American Dialog," Volume 
5, Number·l, contains the statement in its masthead, "American 
Dialog" is published by Dialog Publications, 32 Union Square, 
Room 804, New York 10003. 

On July 2, 1966, a second source advised that 
- attended the 18th National Convention 

of the Communist Party, United States of ft~erica 
(CPUSA), held in New York Ci~y, from June 22 
thr9ugh June 26, 1966, as a delegate. 

A third source advised on July 27, 1966, that 
. . ·. a delegate to the 18th National Convention 

of the CPUSA held in New York City, from June 22 
through June 26, 1966, was elected to the National 
Committee of the CPUSA on June 26, 1966. 

The Address Telephone Directory for the Borough of 
Manhattan, New York City, as published by the New York Telephone 
Company, on March 20; 1967, lists "Dialogue Publications, Inc.r 
as being located at 32 Union Square, New York, New York. 

The'Uuide to Subversive Organizations and Publications," 
revised and published as of December 1, 1961, prepared and released 
by the Committee on Un-American Activities, United States House of 
Representatives, Washington, D.C., contains the following concerning 
"Mainstream": 

- 3-
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Letter to All Special Agents in Charge 
' · RE: CHARACTER~ZATION OF SUBVERSIVE, RACIAL, KLAN 

. WHI~E H~TE, AND MILITANT BLACK ORGANIZATIONS 

"American Dialog" 

"Mainstream* 

"1. The Communist Party ' is regularly 
putting out *** Mainstream ---
monthly cultural and literary 
organ published in New York. t 

(Committee on Un-American Activities, 
Annual Report for 1958, House Report 
187, March 9, 1959, p. 9)." 

*Beginning with the September, 1956, issue, the 
name of this publication was changed from "Masses and Mainstream" 
to "Mainstream." 

Sources: CSSF 2670-S* 
MM 1070-S* 
NH 320-S 

·---------------~ 
AMERICAN INSTITUTE FOR MARXIST STUDIES 

A source advised on April 9, 1963, that on 
April 7, 1963, at a meeting of the District Committee of 
the Communist Party, United States of America (CPUSA), 
of New England, held in Boston, Massachusetts, Herbert Aptheker 
stated he was developing an organization called American 
Jnstttute for Marxist Studies (AIMS), which would eventually 
legalize the CP. He stated AIMS would.publish literature 
on History, Science, Physics, Archeology and other subjects 
which would be put out quarterly with various supplements. · 

A second source advised on June 30, 1966, that 
. was elected to the National Committee, 

CPUSA, at the 18th National Co~vention of the CPUSA, held 
June 22-26, 1966, in New York City. 

A third source advised on June 7, 1963, that on 
June 3, 1963, spoke at the CPUSA, New York 
District Board meeting concerning AIMS. stated 

-- 4 -
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Letter to All Special Agents in Charge 
RE: CHARACTERIZATION OF SUBVERSIVE, RACIAL, KLAN 

WHITE HATE, AND MILITANT BLACK ORGANIZATIONS 

that AIMS would unite and strengthen the CP although the CP 
would not be connected with it. He stated AIMS was being 
formed to operate within the scope of the McCarran and Smith 
Acts and would legally bring Marxist material and opinions 
to the ·attention of American scholars and the general public. 

A fourth source reported on August 29, 1966, 
that AIMS issues a "Newsletter" every other month. This source 
also made available the information that AIMS issues publica
tions and holds symposiums concerning Marxism. 

A fifth source advised on May 8, 1968, that as of · 
that date, AIMS was located on the fifth floor west of 
20 East 30th Street, New York, New York. 

Sources: 

AMTORG TRADING CORPORATION 

Amtorg Trading Corporation, according to recm.·ds 
of the New York County Clerk, is a New York corporation 
formed in 1924. It has. acted since then as a buying and 
selling agency in the United States (US) for most of the 
foreign trade associations of the Union of Soviet Socialist 
Republics (USSR). Since 1949, it has been registered with 
the U~ Department of Justice pursuant to the provisions of 
the Foreign Agents Registration Act of 1938, as amended. 

CASA DE LAS AMERICAS 

On May 9, 1968, a source advised that the 
Casa de las Americas, an organization composed of pro-Fidel 
Castro and pro-communist individuals, formed in April, 1964, 
has its headquarters on the fourth floor, 876 Broadway, 
New York City. Source described this organization as a 
successor to the old Casa Cuba Club (CCC) with a changed 
name to avoid overt affiliation with Cuba. The CCC had been 

- 5 -
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Letter to All Special Agents in Charge 
·- RE: CHARACTERIZATION OF SUBVERSIVE, RACIAL, KLAN 

WHITE HATE, AND MILITANT BLACK ORGANIZATIONS 

composed of persons belonging to the now defunct 26th of 
July Movement, a revolutionary organization founded and led 
by Fidel Castro, Prime Minister of Cuba, until its dissolution 
in 1962. 

A second source advised that the CCC, originally 
founded as a social club of New York area residents of 
Cuban extraction, was sympathetic to Castro during his 
struggle for power. Subsequent to January 1, 1959, as it 
became apparent that communism was the form of government 
in Cuba, the leaders of the 26th of July Movement assumed 
control of CCC and its membership declined. 

The first source above advised that Casa de las 
Americas is also ostensibly formed as a social club, but in 
effect it acts as a focal point for revolutionary peoples 
sympathetic to the Cuban Government. Although it is not 
directly controlled by the Cuban Mission to the United Nations 
(CMUN), many Cuban personnel attend its functions and at 
least an indirect link with CMUN is present. Casa de las 
Americas has fund-raising affairs and contributes money to the 
CMUN. Casa de las Americas also gives financial support to 
other revolutionary groups representing countries other than 
Cuoa. Through CMUN, various propaganda materials of a 
communist nature are found at Casa de las Americas. This 
same source also stated that some executive committee members, 
as well as general members of Casa de las Americas, are members 
of the Spanish Section of the Communist Party, United States 
of America (CPUSA). An indirect link does occur at Casa de 
las Americas in that it is used as a staging ground prior 
to entry into CPUSA. Further, source indicates that 
membership in Casa de las Americas serves as an excellent 
background for persons desiring to return to Cuba. 

This same source stated that, although there 
exists in Cuba, a social club called Casa de las Americas 
supported by the Cuban Government, there appears to be no 
connection between the two and no reason to believe that 
the Casa de las Americas in New York was named after the 
one in Cuba. 

Sources: 

- 6 -
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Letter to All Special Agents in Charge 
RE: CHARACTERIZATION OF SUBVERSIVE, RACIAL, KLAN, 

WHITE HATE, AND MILITANT BLACK ORGANIZATIONS 

COMMITTEE TO FREE 

"Following the execution of atomic spies 
in June, 1953, the 'Communist Campaign 

assumed a different emphasis. Its major effort centered 
upon ' the · co-defendant. The 
National Committee to Secure Justice in the _ 
a communist front which had been conducting the campaign 
in the United States - was reconstituted as the National 

Committee at a conference in Chicago 
in October, 1953, and'then the National Committee to Secure 
Justice for .••• " 

(Guide to Subversive Organizations and Publi
cations," dated December 1, 1961, issued by the House 
Committee on Un-American Activities, page 116.) 

In September, 1954, the name "National Committee 
appeared on literature to Secure Justice for 

issued by the Committee. 
to Secure Justice for. 
literature issued by the 
name "Committee to Free 

In March, 1955, the name, "Committee 
l" first appeared . on' 

Committee. In August, 1966, the 
first appeared on 

literature issued by the Committee. 

The Address Telephone Directory for the Borough 
of Manhattan, New York City, published by the New York 
Telephone Company on April 12, 1968, lists the above 
Committee's address ~s 150 Fifth Avenue, New York, New York. 

COMMUNIST PARTY, USA 
MARXIST-LENINIST (CPUSA, M-L) 

On August 24, 1965, a source advised that the West 
Coast Provisional Organizing Committee for a Marxist-Leninist 
Communist Party (WCPOC) was formed in Los Angeles, Califor~ia, 
on August 23, 1965, under the leadership of Mi~e Lasky~ · · · .. 
Although similar in na~e, the newly organized WCPOC: had no - · 
connection whatsoever with the Provisional Organiziri~·.: Committee 
for a Marxist-Leninist Communist Party (POC) or the latter's 
West Coast POC. 

- 7 -
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RE: CHARACTERIZATION OF SUBVERSIVE, RACIAL, KLAN, 

WHITE HATE, AND MILITANT BLACK ORGANIZATIONS 

On September 7, 1965, the above source advised that 
a National Conference of the newly formed WCPOC was held over 
the September 4-~, 1965, weekend in Los Angeles. At that 
meeting, the name WCPOC was dropped, and the CPUSA, M-L,~as 
formed under Lasky's leadership. The CPUSA, M-L,has the 
following aims and purposes: 

1. To conduct guerrilla warfare training, 
including the use of firearms; 

2. To organize CPUSA, M-L,cells in the South 
to exploit all "racial situations" that 
might arise there, to agitate the population, 
and create situations which would require the 
use of Federal Troops so that Americans would 
be fighting Americans; 

3. To establish and maintain an accelerated 
recruiting program to include acceptance 
of anyone who is an anti-imperialist. 

On May 22, 1968, a second source advised that the 
CPUSA, M-L,continued to exist. 

Sources: 

COMPASS PUBLICATIONS, INCORPORATED 

The above-captioned organization was incorporated 
with the New York City County Clerk's Office on August 27, 
1965, and was issued incorporation number 9830-65. At the 
time of incorporation, the avowed purposes of this corporation 
were listed as follows: · 

"To edit and publish periodicals and pamphlets and 
other printed material in the English language and in foreign 
languages." 

"To prepare and edit materials for publication and 
publishers, educational institutions, or private individuals." 

On May 17, 1968, a source advised that Compass 
Publications, Incorporated, is located at 327 East 18th 
Street, New York City, and that ,is listed as 
president. 
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On June 8, 1966, Compass Publications, Incorporated, 
filed a registration statement under the Foreign Agents 
Registration Act and on the same date ~ ·· 
filed a short form registration statement in support of the 
registration statement of Compass Publications, Incorporated. 

'This registration ·statement reflected that the Novosti Press 
Agency, 2 Pushkin Square, Moscow, Union of Soviet Socialist 
Republics (USSR), was the "foreign principal" involved in 
this registration. 

At the present time, the above-captioned organization 
is publishing a biweekly booklet entitled, "Reprints from the 
Soviet Press," which bears the following inscription inside 
the front cover: 

"Reprints from the Soviet Press is· a biweekly infor
mation service published by Compass Publications, Incorporated, 
Box 47, Old Chelsea Station, New York, New York. All views 
expressed are those of the authors or original publications. 
Subscriptiona: $15.00 per year; single copies, $.60. By 
airmail (United States, Canada, and Mexico) $30.00." 

Source: - ~ .: .. 
. , 1 ,. 

CONTACT MAILING SERVICE 

A source advised that . 
of the Communist Par.ty, United States of America (CPUSA), . 
in March, 1962, stated he wanted to set up an office in New York 
for the centralization of "our mailing lists" so that mai-ling .: . ·· · 
lists could be furnished to Communist Party groups or Communist 
Party front groups which needed them. The Communist ~~tY 
would invest money in this business, and· _ ·- a 
general handyman for' would operate it ostensibly as 
a private enterprise, 

a second source furnished information On May 12, 1964, 
indicating that the · 
mailing service business 

· Mailing Service conducts a 
in Room 636 at 799 Broadway, New York, 

New York. 
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In March, 1966, the first source advised that 
had stated that the Communist Party had replaced the 

· Mailing Service with the Contact Mailing Service which 
would serve the same purpose and function in the same manner 
as the - Mailing Service. 

On May 10, 1968, the second source advised that the 
Contact Mailing Service was presently being operated by 

in Room 636 at 799 aroadway, New York, New York. 

On November ~3, 1963, Speci~l Agents of the Federal 
Bureau of Investigation observed enter a meeting 
hall at 61 Rivington Street, New York, New York, where, 
according to a third source, a meeting limited to Communist 
Party members was being held. 

Sources: 

newspaper. 

"DAILY WORLD" 

The "Daily World, is an east coast communist 

DIXIE KLANS, KNIGHTS OF 
THE KU KLUX KLAN, INC. 

(Tennessee) 

Confidential sources reported September, 1957, a 
number of leaders and their associates of Klavern #1, u. s. 
Klans, Knights of the Ku Klux Klan (USK, K]JO{), Chattanooga, 
Tennessee, were banished in September, 1957. These individuals 
formed a new klan organization and secured a General Welfare 
Charter from the State of Tennessee, October 21, 1957, unde~ 
the name Dixie Klans, Knights of the Ku Klux Klan, Inc. 
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{DK, KKKK, Inc.), with headquarters at 2523 Glass Street, 
Chattanooga, Tennessee. Their charter lists some of the 
purposes as freedom of speech and association, rejection 
of forced integration,preservation of the Constitutions 
of the United States and Tennessee and preservation of 
the sovereignty of each state. 

Current sources report this organization has 
continued to operate at the above location from 1957 to 
present. It now has only one klavern, Klavern #1. 

A confidential source advised during the Fall of 
1960 a "den" of Klavern #1, DK, KKKK, Inc., East Chattanooga, 
Tennessee, consisti-ng of ten members, including leaders of 
the klavern, and two alternates were reportedly responsible 
for five bombings of resi~ences, Hamilton County, Tennessee, 
during July-August, 1960. Rank-and-file members of this 
organization are unaware of this "den." All "den" members 
and altern~tes were interviewed during another investigation. 
They denied knowledge of the bombings, acts of violence 
or existence of the "den." Majority of those interviewed 
admitted current membership in the DK, KKKK, Inc. 

Current sources state none of the "den" members 
responsible for the bombings are now active in this organizationa 

In s·eptember, 1965, a near racial riot occurred in 
East Chattanooga, Tennessee, near a housing project over an 
argument between Negroes and whites. A number of youthful 
Negro and white youths became involved in a fight which 
resulted in the shooting of one Negro. Both Negro and white 
youths were arrested; however, charges were later dismissed. 
Some of the white youths were DK, KKKK, Inc., members or 
sympathizers. 

Sources report in 1965 the DK, KKKK, Inc., had a 
group known as "claw" or "black card members," which was 
formed for the purpose of handling acts of violence~ discipline 
of klan members, or intimidation of others when and if needed. 
These members were not reported to have participated in any 
acts of violence. Majority of the leaders and members of this 
group terminated their membership in the DK, KKKK, Inc., in 
December, 1965, when a dispute ar-ose over leadership of tpis 
organization. 
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During the period 1962 to present, all public 
facilities, public schools, restaurants, sports activities, 
and places of amusement have been integrated in Chattanooga, 
Tennessee, as well as housing projects located in the 
vicinity of East Chattanooga, where a number of klansmen 
and sympathizers reside. On several occasions during this 
period Negroes have protested and demonstrated. On each 
occasion DK, KKKK, Inc., leaders have instructed members 
at meetings and individually not to become involved in above 
demonstrations, not to be in the vicinity of where such 
demonstrations were occurring, not to create any disturbances, 
commit any acts of violence, or advocate any acts of 
violence or become engaged in arguments over·such activities. 
They have been advised the DK~ KKKK, Inc., will not support 
them if they do become involved and the DK, KKKK, Inc., 
funds will not be used to assist them in legal fees, bonds, 
etc., over involvement in such incidents. 

Sources: 

-
FOUR CONTINENT BOOK CORPORATION 

According to the records of the Foreign Agents 
Registration Section, United States Department of Justice, 
Washington, D.C., Four Continent Book Corporation (FCBC), 
156 Fifth Avenue, New York, New York, is registered under 
the provisions of the Foreign Agents Registration Act of 
1938, as amended. The foreign principal listed in this 
registration is u:Mezhdunarodnaya Kniga" (International Book), 

. Moscow, Union of Soviet Socialist Republics (USSR). For this 
foreign principal, FCBC imports books, periodicals, maps, 
records, pamphlets, post cards, and other publications from 
the. USSR, and exports journals, magazines, and periodicals 
to the USSR. 

According to the records of the New York County 
Clerk, FCBC was incorporated under New York laws March 25, 1940. 
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FREEDOMWAYS ASSOCIATES, INCORPORATED 

The records of the New York State Secretary of State, 
Albany, New York, show that the Certificate of Incorporation of 
Freedomways Associates, Incorporated, was filed on March 2, 1961. 

On May 24, 1961, a source advised that a report was 
given on "Freedomways" at a meeting of the National Board, 
Communist Party, United States of America (CPUSA), held on 
May 24, 1961. It was stated that the central purpose of 
"Freedomways" is to develop a theory and positive criticism 
of currents in the Negro Movement, as well as to raise the 
level of understanding and .discussion taking place in Negro 
life today and to project a socialist and pro-Soviet orientation. 

On May 25, 1961, a second source advised that 
"Freedomways" was set up for the CPUSA by 

The Second Quarter, 1968, issue of "Freedomways," 
self-described as "A Quarterly Review of the Negro Freedom 
Movement" published by Freedomways Associates, Incorporated, 
799 Broadway, New York City, lists the following as its 
editoria 1 staff: 

Associate Editor 
Managing Editor 
Associate Managing Editor 
Art Editor 

"The Worker, 11 an east coast communist newspaper, 
which has suspended publication, June 25, 1967, page 10, contained 
an article on a memorial to · · held at Town Hall, New York 
City, the previous Friday night. It said that one of the speakers 
was · of "Freedomways." 

'The Worker," May 21, 1967, page 3, contained an article 
on the death of · on May 15, 1967, in San Francisco, 
California. It described him as having been an author and 
columnist. for "The Worker" for 32 years. It noted that he joined 
the CP "shortly after it was founded and to which he adhered till 
the day he died." 
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A third source advised on February 16, 1968, that 
a committee from. the 6~A Assembly District Club, Kings County 
CP, visited _ ·~ a member of that club, on February 14, 
1968, to determine why she ·had not attended club meetings for 
more than one year. ·. ' said she had talked with 

about the possibility of organizing a new club 
in their area with members of their intellectual and cultural 
level.and that ~e was in favor of :t.t! S:Qe said she believed 
her husband, _ · and would join such 
a club. 

A fourth source advised on April 16, 1968,· that 
husband of is the Chairman 

of the International Affairs'bepartment, CP, USA. 

The fourth source advised on May 1, 1967, that, as 
of April, 1967, was considered by the CP, USA, as being 
a member of its National Committee. 

Sources: 

FRUIT OF ISLAM 

On May·2, 1968, a source advised the Fruit of Islam 
(FOI) is a group within the Nation of Islam (NO!) composed of 
all male members. Its purpose is to protect officials 
and property of the NOI, to assure members comply with NOI 
teachings, and to prepare for the approaching "War of 
Armageddon." Members are expected to participate in military 
drill andjudo and karate training. The FOI is governed by a 
military system wherein members are controlled by General 
Orders similar to those issued by regular military organizations. 

Source: 
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"GUARDIAN" 
FORMERLY KNOWN AS 

"NATIONAL GUARDIAN"; 
WEEKLY GUARDIAN ASSOCIATES, INCORPORATED 

The "Guide to Subversive Organizations and Publications," 
revised and published as of December 1, 1961, prepared and 
released by the Committee on Un-American Activities, United 
States House of Representatives, Washington, D. c., contains 
the following concerning the "National Guardian": 

"1 ••.• 'established by the American Labor Party 
in 1947 as a''progressive"weekly •.. it has manifested itself 
from the beginning .as a virtual official propaganda arm of 
Soviet Russia pt 

The February 3, 1968, issue of the "National 
Guardian" announced that as of the issue of February 10, 1968, 
the "National Guardian" would henceforth be known as the 
"Guardian." 

The February 10, 1968, issue of the "Guardian" is 
self-described as an "independent radical newswell}kly" and is 
published by Weekly Guardian Associates, Incorporated. The 
"Guardian't lists its address as 191 East 4th Street, New York, 
New York. 

The February 12, 1968, issue of the "New York Times" 
carried an art.icle entitled, "Radical Editors Say Their Job 
Is In 'Movement.' " This article stat-ed that the first issue 
of the "Guardian" was dedicated by the paper's staff "To 
those heroic Liberation fighters who last week began a major 
offensive against American Imperialism in South Vietnam." 

This ~rticle quoted one of the editors as saying 
that "Our job is to build a Radical movement. To quote the 
Cuban revolutionaries, we are not only to write about it, 
but also to move along with it--we are movement people acting 
as journalists. 
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"The'Guardi~n' takes a strong left position, but 
it is not identified with any organized group because it 
believes that an American left ideology is still in the 
making. One of its purposes is to break away from the 
cliches of the left ideology of the past." 

This article concluded by stating that the "Guardian" 
is considered the largest radical weekly in America. 

(A characterization of the American 
Labor Party should be used in 
connection with the above 
characterization.) 

"Inner City Voice," also known as 
"leV" 

The "Inner City Voice" (ICV) was registered with 
the Wayne County Clerk's Office, Assumed Names Division, 
on August 4, 1967, by~ ~ under certificate 
of conducting business under an assumed name number 208945. 

A bulletin entitled "Build Black Newspaper," dated 
July, 1967, stated "A group of black revolutionaries in 
Detroit, Michigan, have begun work on the production of a 
new newspaper. It is hoped the first edition of the Inner 
City Voice will appear on the newsstand in August, 1967." 
According to the bulletin, the ICV's goal is the building 
of a mass circulating revolutionary propaganda organ. The 
bulletin states the newspaper is to concentrate on local news, 
cultural and social events, as well as providing coverage 
of radical politics. 

A source advised on March 12, 1968, the ICV is a . 
black revolutionary newspaper started in the Detroit area 
shortly after the Detroit riots of July, 1967. 

Source advised past editions of the ICV h~ve .·· .. <. .. , 
contained highly inflammatory, slanted articles, designed-to 
develop racial hatred in the ghetto areas, and articles 
instructing in the use of guerrilla warfare. One such 
article entitled "How to Make A Bomb" instructed how to make 
an explosive from a mixture of ammonia and gasoline contained 
in a plastic bottle, primarily for the purpose of sabotage. 
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Source advised the editor of the ICV is _ 
who has in the past been identified as a member 

of the Detroit group of the Revolutionary Action Movement 
(RAM). 

A ~econd source advised on April 23, 1968, that 
is presently a student at Wayne State 

University, Detroit, Michigan, and resides at 544 Englewood, 
Detroit, Michigan. 

Sources: 

"INTERNATIONAL SOCIALIST REVIEW" 

The November 27, 1961, issue of "The Militant," 
a weekly newspaper of the Socialist Workers Party (SWP) 
described the "International Socialist Review" as a "magazine 
reflecting the viewpoint of the SWP." 

The May-June, 1968, issue of the "International 
Socialist Review" identified this magazine as a bimonthly 
publication located at 873 Broadway, New York, New York. 

The SWP has been designated pursuant to Executive 
Order 10450. 

. ,. 

INTOURIST 

Intourist is the travel organization of the 
Soviet Union. The principal office is located in Moscow, 
USSR, with other offices located throughout the world. 
The Intourist office in the United States is located in 
New York City. Intourist registered with the United States 
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Department of Justice pursuant to the Foreign Agents 
Registration Act of 1938, as amende.d, and listed its purpose 
as: "Promoting tourism between the USSR and the USA. 
Maintaining contacts with travel companies which have 
agreements with Intourist. Publishing information on 
tourism in the USSR for individuals, companies, and 
organizations." 

"JEWISH CURRENTS," FORMERLY 
KNOWN AS "JEWISH LIFE" 

'~Jewish Life" for October, 1957, announced that 
after the October issue, and with the next issue to be 
published in January, 1958, the magazine was changing its 
name to "Jewish Currents," because of the claim to the 
name "Jewish Life" by the magazine "Orthodox Jewish Life." 

The May, 1968, issue reported that "Jewish 
Currents" is published by the Jewish Currents, Incorporated, 
Room 601, 22 East 17th Street, New York City. 

Concerning "Jewish Life," the "Guide to 
. Subversive organizations and Publications," dated L"leceon~ber 1, 
1961, and prepared by the Committee on Un-American Activities, 
United States House of Representatives, stated: 

"1. Cited as a Communist-front which 'first 
appeared in November, 1946, as a 
monthly published by the Morning Freiheit 
Association, publishers of the Yiddish 
Communist daily ... Morning Freiheit. 
The first issue contained this announcement 
of policy: Jewish Life"dedicates itself 
to strengthening the friendship of the 
Jewish People witb t~? Soviet Union ••. ' 
Its editor, __ has been identified 
as a Communist in sworn testimony. (Committee 
on Un-American Activities Report, Trial by 
Treason: The National Committee to Secure 
Justice for the Rosenbergs and Morton Sobell, 
August 25, 1956, page 93.)" 
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"LABOR TODAY" 

In January, 1962, a sQur~e advised that on 
January 13, 1962, ·of the 
Communist Party (CP), USA,-remarked that a Party-supported 
trade-union publication would be issued in the near future 
and woqld appear under the name "Labor Today." 

. . 
On January 5, 1962, records in the Assumed Name 

Section of the County Clerk's Office, Wayne County, Detroit, 
Michigan, indicated Certificate Number 145344 issued for 
conducting business under an assumed name, was issued to 
"Labor Today" (a bi-monthly publication) having a business 
address at 12065 Wyoming, Detroit 4, Michigan. A certificate 
~as filed on January 2, 1962, and the names of the persons 
listed as owning, conducting, and transacting the business 
were .-, Detroit, Michigan, 
and Detroit, Michigan. 

A second source advised on December 15, 1961, that 
··was then a member of the Michigan District 

CP St~te Committee. This source advised on September 18, 1959, 
that. was then a member of the Michigan District 
CP State Committee. 

A third source advised on January 18, 1966, that 
as of December 31, 1965, · was a member of the 
Miscellaneous Jewish Community Club, Michigan District CP. 

The Founding Statement contained in the first issue 
of "Labor Today" (Spring, 1962) indicated two additional 
issues would be forthcoming in 1962, and beginning in 1963, 
"Labor Today" would appear regularly as a "bi-monthly journal." 

The masthead of "Labor Today,~' Volume 7, Number 1, 
March-April, 1968, issue describes the publication as "Ail 
Independent Journal of Discussion." Its managing editor is 

· -, and business and editorial offices are 
located at 12065 Wyoming, Suite 5, Detroit, Michigan. 

Sources: 
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"LRAPER" 

"Lraper" (The Armenian Herald) is a four-page 
newspaper published twice a week. Three pages are composed 
of articles, many of which originated in periodicals in 
Soviet Armenia, printed in the Armenian language. The 
fourth page bears the title "The Armenian Herald" and 
contains material printed in English. 

The September 29, 1967, issue of "Lraper" stated 
that it is owned by the Armenian Progressive League of 
America (APLA) and is published at 42 East 12th Street, 
New York, New York. 

The APLA has been designated pursuant to Executive 
Order 10450. 

On May 20, 1968, a source advised that "Lraper" is 
located on the 5th floor, 42 East 12th Street, New York, 
New York. 

Source: 

"LUDOVE NOVINY" 

A source advised on May 1, 1968, that "Ludove 
Noviny" (Peoples News) is a Slovak-language newspaper published 
weekly since 1951 at 1510 West 18th Street, Chicago, Illinois. 
Since its inception to the present time, this newspaper has 
been communist dominated and has followed the Communist Party 
line, and has given publicity and support to Soviet Russia and 
its satellite Czechoslovakia, and to various communist front 
organizations. This newspaper also was the official organ of 
the Slovak Workers Society (Slovak Section of the International 
Workers Order ( IWO }) • 

The IWO has been designated pursuant to Executive 
order 10450. 

Source: 
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MERIT PUBLISHERS, 
formerly Pioneer Publishers 

& source advised on May 20, 1968, that Merit 
Publishers, formerly Pioneer Publishers, is operated and 
controlled by the Socialist Workers Party (SWP). It 
publishes material by SWP members and distributes literature 
sympathetic to the Marxist-Leninist viewpoint. 

Merit Publishers is located at 873 Broadway·, 3rd 
floor, New York, New York. 

The SWP .has bee~ designated pursuant to Executive 
Order 10450. 

Source: 

"MINUTEMEN" 

The "Minutemen" was organized in June, 1960. Its 
present headquarters are Norborne, Missouri. 
Norborne, Missouri, has been publicly identified as the 
founder and National Coordinator of the organi·zation since 
its inception. Membership qf the uMinutemen" is clailned·· ,by , . 
DePugh to be in excess of 35, 000 members; however, corif ident.ial 
sources state this figure is greatly exaggerated and that a 
more true est~ate would be between 500 and 1,000 members. State
ments by . and literature distributed by the organization 
indicate its purpose to be the resistance to, and exposure of, 
the spread of Communist influence within the United States; 
for the formation of a guerrilla or underground organization 
to combat the troops of any foreign powers which might 
eventually occupy this country; to resist passage of laws 
which would regulate private ownership of firearms. 

In April, 1966, stated the "Minutemen" 
organiz~tion was then dividing itself into two bodies: one 
group to be members who have been able to maintain their 
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identity in complete secrecy from the public and government 
investigative agencies, and the other group to be made up of 
members who have been publicly identified and who will become 
active in the Patriotic Party. National conventions of the 
Patriotic Party were held in July, 1966, at Kansas City, 
Missouri, and July, 1967, at Kansas City, Kansas. 

Members of the "Minutemen" organization, including 
and his close associate. 

have been arrested in the past on charges of violation of the 
Federal Firearms Act, Bank Robbery - Conspiracy, Illegal 
Possession of Firearms and Conspiracy to Commit Arson. They 
have also engaged in maneuvers utilizing guerrilla tactics 
wherein machine guns, mortars, grenades, and other firearms 
were employed. 

Sources: 

,-. 

MOVIMIENTO PRO-INDEPENDENCIA DE PUERTO RICO 
(Puerto Rican Independence Movement) (MPIPR) 

The 1WIPR was organized in November, 1959, at 
Ponce, Puerto Rico, to work for the independence of Puerto 
Rico. It has an estimated membership of between 1,000 and 
1,300 people with missions throughout the island of Puerto 
Rico and in New York, New York; Chicago, Illinois; and 
Buffalo, New York. 

At the time the MPIPR was organized , it indicated 
that it did not advocate violence but would accept members 
who did. Juan Mari Bras, the founder and dominant leader of 
this organization, in a speech during March, 1964, threatened 
violence comparable to that in Algeria, 1964, if Puerto Rico 
became a state within the United States. A source reported 
in 1966 that a leader of the MPIPR has indicated that "the 
Revolution" would soon begin and another source advised that 
another official of this organization has attempted to 
obtain a number of automatic pistols. 
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Articles praising Fidel Castro and the Cuban 
Government regularly appear in the MPIPR P.Ublications. 
In 1961, the MPIPR adopted a resolution expressing a 100 
per cent approval of and solidarity with the Cuban revolution. 
It sent a delegation to the Tri-Continental Conference of 
African, Asian, and Latin A~erican People, held in Havana, 
Cuba, during January, 1966, and it maintains a permanent 
delegate to the Secretariat located in Havana. 

The press of Puerto Rico has reported that the 
MPIPR has held numerous demonstrations protesting compulsory 
military service of Puerto Ricans and United States policy 
in Vietnam and· the Dominican Republic. 

In December, 1966, the Governor of Puerto Rico 
signed into law a bill calling for a plebiscite on July 23, 
1967, to determine the future political status of Puerto 
Rico. The plebiscite, denounced vociferously by the MPIPR 
as "an act of Yankee imperialism to maintain the colonial 
status of Puerto Rico," resulted in an overwhelming 
endorsement of the present Free Associated State status. 

Resolutions adopted at the 7th MPIPR National 
Assembly held in late April, 1968, at San Juan, Puerto Rico, 
included expressions of solidarity with the National 
Liberation Front of South Vietnam and promises of material 
support in the form of medicine and money. Also included 
were a resolution of unconditional support for the Cuban 
Revolution, an expression of solidarity with "Black Power" 
in the United States, and an expression of solidarity with 
the"National Liberation" movements in Venezuela, Colombia, 
and Guatemala. 

Sources: 

MUSLIM GIRLS TRAINING 

On May 2, 1968, a source advised the Muslim Girls 
Training (MGT) is a group within the Nation of Islam (NOI) 
composed of all female members. Its purpose is to train· 
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members in homemaking, including child guidance, in accordance 
with NOI teachings. Members are afforded the opportunity to 
receive instruction in military-type drill. The MGT is similar 
in structure to regular military organizations in that it has 
officers to whomDembers are accountable. 

Source: 

NATION OF ISLAM 

A source advised on May 3, 1968, that the Nation 
of Islam (NOI) is an all-Negro org~nization originating in 
Detroit Michigan, in the early 1930's. . . is 
the leader of the NOI and self-styled "Messenger of Allah" 
in that he claims Allah (God) selected him to lead the so
called Negro out of slavery in the wilderness of North 
America by establishing an independent black nation within 
the United States. Headquarters of the NOI is located at 

Temple (or Mosque) Ifumber 2, 5335 South Greenwood 
Avenue, Chicago, Illinois. 

teaches there is no such thing as a Negro; 
that the so-called Negroes are slaves of the white race, 
referred to as "devils," in the United States; and that the 
white race because of its exploitation of the so-called 
Negro will be destroyed by Allah in an approaching uwar of 
Armageddon," a war between God and the devil. 

Officials and members of the NOI, including _ 
have refused to comply with provisions of the Selective Service 
Act, stating that they respect laws of the United States as 
long as they do not conflict with the laws of the NOI, but do 
not believe the government should force them to participate in 
wars from Which they have nothing to gain. 

In the late 1950's, . acting on legal advice, 
tempered NOI teachings against the white man and the 
government to avoid possible prosecution; however, basic 
tenets remain the same. He de-emphasized religious teachings 
in the NOI and emphasized economic benefits derived by so-··. 
called Negroes who join the NO!. Muhammad believed this· would 
create more interest in his programs and, of course, new 
followers. 

Source: 
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NATIONAL COMMITTEE TO ABOLISH 
THE HOUSE UN~AMERICAN ACTIVITIES COMMITTEE 

The "Guide to Subversive Organizations and Publica
tions," issued December 1, 1961, by the Committee on Un
American Activities, United States House of Representatives, 

-page 115, contains the following citation regarding the 
National Committee to Abolish the Un-American Activities 
Committee (NCAUAC): 

"Cited as a 'new organization' set up in the summer 
of 1960 to lead and direct the Communist Party's 9 0peration 
Abolition' campaign. Seven of the national leaders of this 
group have been identified as communists." 

"(Committee on Un-American Activities, House 
Report 1278 on tne Truth About the Film 
'Operation Abolition: Part I, October 3, 
1961, Page 5)" 

A source has advised that the NCAUAC changed its 
name on March 3, 1962, to include the word "House" in its 
name, thereby becoming known as the National Committee to 
Abolish the House Un-American Activities Committee (NCAHUAC). 
A national meeting of this organization was held in Chicago, 
Illinois, on April 27 and 28, 1963. 

A second source advised on May 1, 1968, that as of 
that date the NCAHUAC continued to function with headquarters 
at 555 North Western Avenue, Los Angeles, California. 

Sources: 

NATIONAL KNIGHTS OF THE KU KLUX KLAN, INC. 
(NKKKK) 

A source advised that on .May 22, 1960, the 
National Grand Council of the Knights of the Ku Klux Klan 
met at Atlanta, Georgia, to discuss ~onsolidation of the 
Klan's unity of effort and activities .to·.~~i:;ablish a National 
Fund, and a National Secretary, and to design a new flag. 
The meeting was attended by representatives of the Federation 
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of Ku Klux Klan, Alabama; Association of Arkansas Klans, 
Arkansas; Florida Knights of the .Ku Klux Klan, 'Florida; 
Southern Knights of the Ku Klux Klan, Florida; Association 
of Georgia Klans, Georgia; Knights of the Ku Klux Klan, 
North Carolina; Association of South Carolina .Klans, South 
Carolina; Dixie Knights of the Ku Klux Klan, Tennessee; and 
Kyksos Klan, Texas. 

This source advised that at a consolidation meeting 
at Atlanta, Georgia, September 2-5, 1960, at which the North 
Carolina and Texas Klans were not represented, it was resolved 
and passed that their name be changed to National Ku Klux Klan. 

A second source advised in March, 1964, that several 
meetings of Klan groups were held during the period 1960 to 
1963 in an effort to unite the Klan groups under a single 
leadership. 

The organization was granted a charter in DeKalb 
County, Georgia, November 1 7 1963, under the name National 
Knights of the Ku Klux Klan, Inc., as a "patriotic, secret, 
social, and benevolent order." · 

A third source advised in December, 1963, that the 
organization had issued a statement of its program which 
indicated the organization to be anti-Negro, anti-Jewish, 
anti-Catholic, and anti-foreign born. 

A fourth source advised in July, 1968, that the 
organization has its headquarters in Tucker, Georgia, and the 
day-to-day operations are under the direction of James R. 
Venable, Imperial Wizard. 

Sources: 

NATIONAL SOCIALIST WHITE PEOPLE'S PARTY, 
Also Known As The American Nazi Party, 
American Nazis, The World Union Of Free 
Enterpri~~ Nat~onal Socialists, The 

Party 

On May 29, 1968, a source advised that the American Nazi Party -
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World Union of Free Enterprise National Socialists 
(ANP - WUFENS) was organized by George Lincoln Rockwell 
at Arlington, Virginia, on February 26, 1956. It was 
based upon the concept of an international "National 
Socialist" movement, as espoused by the Ger.man Nazi Party, 
which was headed by Adolf Hitler. The ANP - vroFENS supports 
and follows the line of hatred against Negroes, Jews, and 
Communists, through speeches, published literature, 
demonstrations, and publicity-seeking devices for the 
purpose of seeking a legitimate dominant political party 
within the United States and in foreign countries. 

"The Richmond News Leader" issue dated April 4, 
1963, published daily at Richmond, Virginia, stated that 
this organization is chartered in the State of Virginia as 
"The _ · and that the Virginia 
Assembly ,prohibits the use ·of "Nazi" or "National Socialism" 
in a Virginia-chartered organization. As of January 1, 1967, 
the.official name of this organization was changed to 
"National Socialist White People's Party," according to 

On August 25, 1967, 
-was assassinated in Arlington, Virginia, near the ANP 
Headquarters Building. The August 28, 1967, issue of the 
"Northern Virginia Sun," a daily newspaper published at 
Arlington, Virginia, stated that - , 
took command of the Party after assassinat~on. 

(Source -

NATIONAL STATES RIGHTS PARTY (NSRP) 

On November 26, 1957, a source advised that the 
United White Party (UWP) was organized at a convention held 
in Knoxville, Tennessee, on November 10, 1957. An article 
in the November 26, 1957, issue of tb:~ "Greenville Piedmont," 
a newspaper of Greenville, South Carolina;.reported "the 
recent formation of a new political party, to be known as 
the United White Party." According to the article, the 

· party was formed at a recently he-ld meeting in Knoxville, 
Tenness.ee, at which many klansmen were represented. The 
UWP was reported as being opposed to all "race mixing 
organizations and individuals." 
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The July, 1958, issue of "The Thunderbolt," self
described as the "official Racial Nationalist Organ of the. 
National States Rights Party" (NSRP), reported that rank
and-file "States Righters" had merged with the UWP under 
"the banner of the National States Rights Party," with 
national offices at Post Office Box 261, Jeffersonville, 
Indiana. 

In November, 1958, a source advised that the NSRP 
is composed of past members of Klan-type organizations and 
notorious anti-Semites. 

Issue No. 19, dated June, 1960, of "The Thunderbolt" 
announced the address of the headquarters of the NSRP had 
been changed from Jeffersonville, Indiana, to Post Office 
Box 783, Birmingham, Alabama. 

Issue No. 69, dated July, 1965, of "The Thunderbolt" 
announced the address of the new headquarters of the NSRP 
as Post Office Box 184, Augusta, Georgia. 

Issue No. 88, dated April, 1967, of "The Thunderbolt" 
announced the address of the new headquarters of the NSRP as 
Post Office Box 6263, Savannah, Georgia 31405. 

On August 4, 1965, a source advised that 
the Information Director of the NSRP and Editor of 

"The Thunderbolt," is the individual who actually controls 
the NSRP. ' 

Issue No. 100, dated April, 1968, of "The Thunderbolt," 
reflects to be National Director of the 
NSRP as well as Editor of "The Thunderbolt." 

"The Thunderbolt" continues to publish articles 
attacking Negroes and persons of the Jewish faith. 

Sources: -, 

.. 
"NOVA DOBA" (New Era) 

A source advised on May 1, 1968, the "Nova Doba" 
was founded about 1934 in New York City and at that time 
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was called "Obrana" (Defense). He advised the paper later 
moved to Chicago, and sometime between 1936 and 1940 changed 
1 ts name to "Nova Doba." 

"Nova Doba" is a Czech-language weekly newspaper 
published at 1510 West 18th Street, Chicago, Illinois, which 
is communist dominated and follows the Communist Party line. 
"Nova Doba" frequently prints articles which give publicity 
and support to Czechoslovakia, Soviet Russia, and its satellites. 

Source: 

"POLITICAL AFFAIRS" 

"Political Affairs" is self-described as the 
theoretical journal of the Communist Party, United States of 
America (CPUSA). 

PRAGA PRESS 

A source advised on May 15, 1967, that Praga Press, 
Inc., 1510 West 18th Street, Chicago, Illinois, was organized 
as a printing company in January, 1943. At that time the 
company regularly printed "Nova Doba," a Czech-language 
publication, and about 31 other publications which were, ~or 
the most part, union shop newspapers for labor unions. 

A second source advised on May 15, 1967, that 
this organization primarily concerned itself with the pr.inting 
of "Nova Doba," "Ludove Noviny," and1l'Narodni Glasnik," 
Czech-, Slovak-, and Croatian-language weekly newspapers, 
respectively, which are communist dominated and follow the 
Communist Party line. In addition, Praga Press in the past 
printed the "Party Forum," which was the official monthly 
organ of the Communist Party, Illinois District. 

The first source advised on March 4, 1968, that 
the building and all printing equipment of Praga Press, 1510 
West 18th Street, Chicago, Illinois, was sold to the owner of 
"El Informador," a Spanish-language wee~dy news.paper 
published in Chicago. He said Praga Press is . ~p .~onger in 
existence. ·· 

Sources: 
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PRENSA LATINA 

Prensa Latina (PL) is a Cuban news agency organized 
June 16, 1959, with headquarters in Havana, Cuba, and branches 
throughout the world. Its New York office is located in 
Room 367, United Nations Secretariat Building, New York City. 
It follows an editorial policy which is anti-Urited States 
and pro-Soviet Union •. 

On April 16, 1962, PL filed a statement with the 
United States Department of Justice conceding that the agency 
receives the sum of $125,000 (Cuban) monthly from Radio 
Difusora Nacional, an agency of or under the supervision of a 
ministry of the Government of the Republic of Cuba. 

On April 18, 1962, PL entered a plea of nolo 
contendere in Federal District Court, Washington, D. c., to 
a charge of failure to comply with the provisions of the 
Foreign Agents Registration Act of 1938, as amended, and was 
fined $2,000. 

PROGRESSIVE LABOR PARTY 

A source advised on April 20, 1965, that the 
Progressive Labor Party (PLP), formerly known as the 
Progressive Labor Movement (PLM), held its first national 
convention April 15-18, 1965, at New York, New York, to 
organize the PLM into a PLP. The PLP will have as its 
ultimate objective the establishment of a militant working 
class movement based on Marxism-Leninism. 

The "New York Times" City Edition, Tuesday, 
April 20, 1965, page 27, reported that a new party of 
"revolutionary socialism" was formally founded on April 18, 
1965, under th4? name of the PLP. I-E off·icers· w~re. ide~tified 
as · ) New York, President; N~w .. York; 
and San Francisco, Vice Presidents. A 20-member 
National Committee was elected to direct the party untilthe 
next convention. 
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According to the articl(3, "'rb.e Progressive Labor 
Movement was founded in 1962 by and 
after they were expelled from the Communist Party of the 
United States for assertedly following the Chinese Communist 
line." 

The PLP publishes "Progressive Labor," a bimonthly 
magazine; "Challenge," a monthly New York City newspaper; 
and "World Revolution," a quarterly periodical. 

The May, 1968, issue of "Challenge," page 23, 
states that, "This. paper is dedicated to fight for a new 
way of life--where the working men and women own and control 
their homes, factories, the police, courts, and the entire 
government on every level." 

A second source advised on May 15, 1968, that the 
PLP utilizes the address of General Post Office Box 808, 
Brooklyn 1, New York, but also utilizes an office in Room 617, 
1 Union Square West, New York City. 

Sources: 

REPUBLIC OF NEW AFRICA (RNA) 

Source advised on May 1, 1968, that the Black 
Government Conference sponsored by the Malcolm X Society 
met March 30-31, 1968, at Detroit, Michigan, to establish 
a provisional government. At this conference, the Republic 
of New Africa (RNA) was formed for the purpose of organizing 
an independent Negro nation which was to be made up of 
~eYe~~l st~tes of the United States. According to source, 

. currently in Chin~, was elected 
President of the RNA; · was elected 
First Vice President of the RNA. 
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Regarding .. · : it should be noted that on 
August 28, 1961, a Federal warrant was .issued at Charlotte, 
North Carolina, charging him with Unlawful Flight to Avoid 
Prosecution for the crime of ~idnaping. Subsequent to the 
issuance of this warrant, fled the United States 
to Cuba where he published a monthly newsletter entitled 
"The Crusader" from Havana, Cuba. As of December, 1966, 
Williams was residing in Peking, China. 

Source advised during May, 1968, that 
is an attorney of law from Pontiac~ Michigan, 

area and is regarded as one of the leaders of the Black .. 
Nationalist Movement i~ the Detroit, Michigan, area. 

Source: 

REVOLUTIONARY ACTION MOVEMENT 

On November 3, 1964, a source made available a 
document entitled, "The Revolutionary Action Movement 
Manifesto," the document having been obtained by the source 
from an individual known ·to be a member of the Revolutionary 
Action Movement (RAM). 

This document stated, in part, that RAM was 
officially organized in the Winter of 1963 by Afro-Americ~ns 
who support the revolutionary objectives of 
then residing in Cuba, and his concept of organized violence to 
achieve the liberation of the Afro-American people in the 
United States. This Manifesto disclosed that RAM had oriented 
its program to one of education and political revolution and the 
organization of a ''hlac~'political party with revolutionary 
objectives, having recognized the need for a "black revolution" 
that could and would seize power. RAM philosophy is. descr~_bed 
in this document as one of revolutionary nationalism; that i~, 
one involving the struggles of the nonwhite races of the world 
against the exploitation and enslavement by the white capialist 
and imperialist nations. 
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Regarding it should be noted that on 
August 28, 1961, a Federal warrant was issued at Charlotte, 
North Carolina, charging him with Unlawful Flight to Avoid 
Prosecution for the crime of Kidnaping. Subsequent to the 
issuance of this warrant, Williams fled the United States 
to Cuba, where he published a monthly newsletter entitled, 
"The Crusader," from Havana. Since 1966, Williams has been 
residing in Peking, China. 

This source in September, 1964, advised RAM is 
dedicated to the overthrow of the capitalist system in the 
United States by violence, if necessary, and to its replace
ment by a socialistic system oriented toward the Chinese 
Communist interpretation of Marxism-Leninism. RAM is 
entirely nonwhite in membership, clandestine in nature, and 
owes its primary allegiance to the "Bandung World"; that is, 
the nonwhite races of the world rather than to any national 
entity, as such. 

On November 16, 1964, a second source advised he 
learned recently from a RAM member that the organization 
be_g~n in Detroit, Michigan, largely under the impetus of 

described as the "Father" of RAM and referred 
to as RAM's "Black Stalin." Freeman served as RAM Chairman 
with (now of Philadelphia, Pennsylvania) 
serving as RAM Field Chairman. 

On May 23, 1968, a third source advised that the 
RAM still remains active; however, there is no formal head
quarters, as such, for RAM. The source advised that 
-- . · .. ... . · .of Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, is considered 
the leader of RAM and if a RAM headquarters ever existed, it 
would most likely be where Stanford resides. 

Sources: 
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RUSSIAN-AMERICAN.CULTURAL 
EDUCATIONAL COMMITTEE (RACEC) 

A source advised on July 11, 1961, that from its 
inception in June, 1955, until May, 1960, the RACEC operated 
as a fund-raising organization of the Russian Club of the 
Communist Party (CP) of Illinois. In May, 1960, the Russian 
Club, ·cp ·of. Illinois, was enlarged to include Ukrainians and 
Poles, and this united club became a unit of the Nationalities 
Section, CP of Illinois. During that period the RACEC served 
as a fund-raising organization for the Russian element of the 
Polish-Ukrainian-Russian Club of the Nationalities Section, 
CP of Illinois. 

In December, 1961, it was decided that the Russians, 
Ukrainians and Poles would again be separated into individual 
clubs within the Nationalities Section, CP of Illinois. 

In March, 1966, it was decided that the Russians 
and Ukrainians would again be in a joint club. 

As of May 7, 1968, the source advised that the RACEC 
was composed of members of the Russian element of the Russian
Ukrainian Club, CP of Illinois, and was functioning as a fund
raising organization for that club. 

Meetings of the RACEC are held irregularly, as the 
occasion demands, and are held at the residences of its 
various members. In the event of a fund-raising affair open 
to the public, arrangements are made for a hall in which to 
hold th~ affair. 

Source: 

SOCIETY OF FRIENDS OF POLAND 
. , . -. formerly known as 

SOCIETY FOR RELATIONS WITH POLAND 
(Towarzystwo Lacznosci z Polst{a) 

A source advised on June 17, 1957, that the Society 
for Relations with Poland under the sponsorship of the·"Glos 
Ludowy" was organized on June 7, 1957, for the purpose of 
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starting an organization which would render aid to Poland, 
maintain contact with the Government and Polish officials 
in Warsaw, represent the Polonia (Polish community) before 
the Polish authorities and to receive g~ests in the 
United States from Poland. 

The February 24, 1968, issue of the "Glos Ludowy," 
page 10, has an article captioned, "Tenth Anniversary 
Celebration of Society for Relations With Poland is a 
Success" in which .announcement is made that at a business 
meeting held a month earlier the name of the organization was 
changed to the Society of Friends of Poland by a unanimous 
vote. 

The "Guide to Subversive Organizations and 
Publications," revised and published December 1, 1961, 
prepared and released by the Committee on Un-American 
Activities, United States House of Representative$, · ····· 
Washington., D. C. , on page 189, cites "Glos Ludowy, " 
(People's Voice, Polish) as a publication, published in 
Detroit, Michigan, which "has never faltered in this 
program of active cooperation with the Soviet regime. 
***Two men who have been responsible for directing the 
policy of 'Glos Ludowy •· are avowed members of the Communist 
Party, USA. ***fGlos Ludowy' stops at nothing in its · 
frantic efforts to glorify the Soviet Union.***" 

(Committee on Un-American Activities, 
House Report, 1951, on the American 
Slav Congress, April 26, 1950, originally 
released June 26, 1949, pp. 68, 70 and 71.) 

Above source .on May 13, 1968, advised that the 
Society of Friends of Poland is currently active and its 
current officers are str~ng CP sympathizers. 

Source: 

SOVFOTO AGENCY 

According to the records of the Foreign Agents 
Registration Section, United States Department of Justice, 
Washington, D. c., the Sovfoto Agency, Room 1008, 25 West 
43rd Street, New York, New York, is registered with the 
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Department of Justice as agent for Mezhdunarodnaja Kniga 
(International Book), Union of Soviet Socialist Republics 
(USSR) for the sale of Soviet books, articles, stories, 
and plays for publication in the United States and Canada. 
Sovfoto is also registered agent for Fotokhronika Tass 
(the telegraphic agency of the USSR) for the sale of 
Soviet newspapers and photographs and for eleven other 
foreign principals, including China Photo ·service, Peking, 
China. Other names also used by Sovfoto Agency are Eastfoto 
Agency and Am-Rus Liter~ry and Music Agency. 

SPARTACIST LEAGUE (SL) 
Formerly known as the 

Revolutionary Committee of the 
Fourth International 

A source advised on September 9, 1964, that the 
Revolutionary Committee of the Fourth International (RCFI) 
was also known as the Spartacist Committee and the Spartacist 
Group. The source described the RCFI as being composed of former 
members of the Socialist Workers Party (SWP} who were led by 

A ~eGQng source advised on March 4, 1964, that 
_ of the SWP, sent a letter to all SWP 

branches in February, 1964, in Which he advised that James 
Robertson announced on February 10, 1964, that his faction 
would publicly criticize the SWP and had followed this with a public 
organ called "Spartacist" in which they attacked the SWP. 

A third source advised on September 7, 1966, that the 
RCFI held a Founders' Conference of the Spartacist League at 
Chicago, Illinois, from September 3-5, 1966. On September 4, 
1966> it was stated that the objective of the SL was to destroy 
the capitalist system and the capitalist society and create a 
workers' class system and a workers' class society. 

The March-April, 1968, issue of "Spartacist" indicates 
"Published by the Central Committee of the Spartacist League." 

Sources: 

The S\'/P has !:}el;:n designated pursuant 
to Executive Order 10450. 
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STUDENT NONVIOLENT COORDINATING COMMITTEE 

The Student Nonviolent Coordinating Committee (SNCC), 
headquartered at 360-362 Nelson Street, s. W., Atlanta, Georgia, 

.is a nonmembership organization, which was born out of the 
sit-in movement that erupted ac~oss the South beginning 
in 196Q. 

Today SNCC identifies itself as an organization in 
the revolutionary vanguard. It advocates that to be successful 
it is necessary to develop a revolutionary ideology and 
revolutionary program. 

According to SNCC the year 1967 marked a historic 
milestone in the struggle for the liberation of black people 
in the United States and the year that revolut~onaries 
throughout the world began to understand more fully the impact 
of the black movement. SNCC declared that "liberation will 
come only when there is final destruction of this mad octopus-
the capitalistic system of the United States with all its 
life-sucking tentacles of exploitation and racism that choke 
the people of Africa, Asia, and Latim America. The realities 
of black life, together with the recognition instilled in SNCC 
workers forced its members to further popularize the legitimacy 
of self-defense and rebellions when oppression became too great." 

From May, 1966, until May, 1967, Stokely Carmichael 
was National Chairman of SNCC$ As of July, 1968, Carmichael 
resided in Washington, D. c., where he was affiliated with 
SNCC and active as temporary chairman of a black coalition 
group. In May, 1967, Carmichael was replaced by Hubert Geroid 
Brown, commonly known as H. Rap Brown, who served until 
June, 1968. 

In June, 1968, at the Staff and Central Committee 
meeting of SNCC held in Atlanta, Georgia, it was decided to 
restructure the organization by equalization of responsibility 
by creating ten deputy or vice chairmanships. The primary 
purpose for this change is to take law enforcement pressure off 
any single individual. 

Source: 
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STUDENTS FOR A DEMOCRATIC SOCIETY 

The Students for a Democratic Society (SDS), as 
it is known today, came into being at a founding convention 
held at Port Huron, Michigan, in June, 1962. The SDS is an 
association of youn~ people on the left and has a current 
program of protesting the draft, promoting a campaign for 
youth to develop a con~cientious objector status, denouncing 
United States.intervention in the war in Vietnam, and to 
"radically transform" the university community, and provide 
for its complete control by students. Gus Hall, General 
Secretary, Communist Party, USA, when interviewed by a 
representative of United Press International in San Francisco, 
California, on May 14, 1965, described the SDS as a part of the 
"responsible left" which the Party has 11going for us." At 
the June, 1965, SDS National Convention, an anticommunist 
proviso was removed from the SDS constitution. In the 
October 7, 1966, issue of ttNew Left Notes," the official 
publication of SDS, an SDS spokesman stated that there are 
some communists in SDS and they are welcome. The national 
headquarters of this organization as of July 24, 1968, was 
located in Room 206, 1608 West Madison Street, Chicago, Illinois. 

TASS NEWS AGENCY 

Tass News Agency is the official Soviet Government 
news-gathering organization with headquarters in Moscow, USSR, 
and branches throughout the world. 

"THE MILITANT" 

"The Militant" is a weekly newspaper of the Socialist 
Workers Party (SWP). 

The SWP has been designated pursuant 
to Executive Order 10450. 

"THE WORKER" 

"The Worker" was an east coast communist newspaper 
which has suspended publication. 
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TRI-OONTINENTAL INFORMATION CENTER 

A source advised on February 18, 1967, that on 
that date, during an Executive Board meeting of th~ Communist 
Party (CP), Minneapolis, Minnesota, it was announced that 
Mike Myerson was forming an anti-imperialist center (Tri
Continental Information Center). 

A second source advised on July 13, 1967, that 
Michael Myerson attended a Communist Party, United States of 
America (CPUSA), National Committee meeting on June 10-12, 1967, 
at the Hotel .Roosevelt, New York City. 

A third source advised on April 18, 1968, that the 
Tri-Continental Information Center (TCIC) publishes a monthly 
publication entitled "TCIC Bulletin" (TCICB), which generally 
contains articles critical of United States foreign policy and 
accuses the United States of imperialism t~roughout the world 
with emphasis placed on Africa and Lati~ America. 

Volume I, Number I, May, 1967, issue of the TCICB 
contained an article entitled "Tri-Continental Information 
Center Founded,u which stated in part as follows: 

"The Tri-Continental Information Center has been 
established to raise, through education and information, an 
anti-imperialist consciousness in the United States--
particularly within the growing movements for peace, human 
rights, and democracy. 

"The Center has built up contacts and exchange of 
publications with anti-imperialist organizatiops and movements 
throughout the world, and will publish a monthly bulletin 
on international developments. It will collect and disseminate 
historical and current data on areas suffering from u. s. 
Colonialism and neo-colonialism. It will publish pamphlets, 
and in some cases books. 

"It will send fact-finding missions to such areas as 
Indonesia, Puerto Rico, and Thailand and will arrange u. s. 
tours for speakers from liberation movements around the world. 
It will also plan conferences to discuss these questions among 
mass audiences. And it will aid publicity for various international 
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initiatives--conferences, boycotts, petition campaigns, and 
fund drives--to combat and debilitate U. s. foreign policy." 

The second source advised on May 11, 1967, that the 
TCIC, which is located in Room 640, 1133 Broadway, New York City, 
was formed by Mike Myerson and is a CP front organization 
supported by CP funds. 

The third source advised on April 18, 1968, that the 
TCIC is currently located at the above-mentioned address. 

Sources: 

UNITED FLORIDA KU KLUX KLAN (UFKKK) 

A source advised on August 20, 1955, that a new 
organization known as Florida Ku Klux Klan (FKKK) had been 
formed at Macclenny, Florida, on August 14, 1955, by former 
members of the Association of Florida Ku Klux Klan (AFKKK). 

The objectives of this group, according to a 
second source, are to oppose integration in the schools and 
to fight communism. 

Regarding AFKKK, a third source advised that a 
former official of the Association of Georgia Klans (AGK) 
formed an organization on July 7, 1953, known as AFKKK. 
The "Morning Tribune," Tampa, Florida, newspaper, in its 
August 11, 1955, issue, revealed AFKKK disbanded on that date. 

A fourth source advised on October 25, 1956, that 
AFKKK operated under the same principles and bylaws as the 
AGK. The AGK has been designated by the Attorney General 
pursuant to Executive Order 10450. 

A fifth source advieed on February 17, 1958, that 
the FKKK is operating and maintaining the same objectives 
as set forth above. · 

The sixth source advised on June 28, 1961, that at 
a meeting held in Orlando, Florida, on June 25, 1961, the 
FKKK and the United Klans, Knights of the Ku Klux Klan, 
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Incorporated, in Florida, consolidated and the new organization 
is known as the UFKKK. 

On May 28, 1968, the sixth source advised that the 
UFKKK is still in existence in Florida and maintains the same 
objectives set forth above. 

Sources: 

UNITED STATES COMMITTEE TO AID THE NATIONAL 
LIBERATION FRONT OF SOUTH VIETNAM 

/ 

On October 14, 1966, a source furnished a leaflet 
entitled, "Policy Statement, 20 July 1966, U. s. Committee to 
Aid the National Liberation Front of South Vietnam" (USCANLF-SV). 

According to this leaflet, the USCANLF-SV is ·an 
Ad Hoc organization formed in April, 1965. Its mailing address 
was Room 5, 103 MacDougal Street, New York City. The only 
officer listed is Walter D. Teague, Qhairman. 

The USCANLF-SV supports the aims of the National 
Liberation Front of South Vietnam (NLF) and the right of the 
people of Vietnam to self-determination without the presence 
of United States troops. It calls for the immediate withdrawal 
of all United States troops from Vietnamo It will counteract 
the United States Government's propaganda by making available 
literature of the NLF; disseminating analyses and reprints of 
the political structure and nature of the NLF; providing 
speakers for street meetings, teachings, etc.; working. wit.h all 
groups for recognition ~f the legitimacy of the NLF; and by 
urging all people to send medical aid and money for medical aid 
to the NLF through its missions. 

On September 14, 1965, Walter D. Teague advised a 
second source that USCANLF-SV has no dues or membership. 

On October 27, 1966, a source advised that Post Office 
Box C, Old Chelsea Station, New York, New York 10011, had recently 
been opened in the name of USCANLF-SV. 

Sources: 
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W.E.B. DuBOIS CLUBS OF AMERICA 

A source advised that on October 26-27, 1963, a 
conference of members of the Communist Party, USA (CPUSA), 
including national functionaries, met in Chicago, Illinois, 
for the purpose of setting in motion forces for the 
establishment of a new national Marxist-oriented youth 
organization which would hunt for the most peaceful 
transition to socialism. The delegates were told that it 
would be reasonable to assume that the young socialists 
at~racted into this new organization would eventually pass 
into the CP itself. 

A second source has advised that the founding 
convention for the new youth organization was held from 
June 19-21, 1964, at 150 Golden Gate Avenue, San Francisco, 
California, at which time the name W.E.B. DuBois Clubs of 
America (DCA) was adopted. Approximately 500 delegates from 
throughout the United States attended this convention. 

The second source advised in September, 1966, that 
Yike Zagarell, CPUSA Youth Director, stated that in Negro 
communities the Party still supported the plan to build "left" 
socialist centers and to solidify the Party base through the 
DCA. This source also advised in September, 1966, that 
Daniel Rubin, CPUSA National Organizational Secretary, stated 
the Party believes the DCA should have a working class outlook 
and be a mass organization favorable to socialism, socialist 
countries and Marxism, and in April, 1967, Gus Hall, CPUSA 
General Secretary, indicated that the DCA primary emphasis 
should be on developing mass resistance to the draft. 

A third source advised in September, 1967, that 
Jarvis Tyner was elected Chairman of the DCA on September 10, 
1967, near the conclusion of the Third National Convention of 
the DCA held in New York, New York, from September 8-10, 1967. 

A fourth source advised on July 26, 1968, that Jarvis 
Tyner continues in his position as Chairman of the DCA. 

This fourth source also advised on July 26, 1968, that 
Jarvis Tyner is a member of the National -Committee of the CPUSA. 
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This fourth source further advised on July 26, 1968, 
that the headquarters of the DCA is located at 34 West 17th 
Street, New York, New York. 

Sources; 

WHITE KNIGHTS OF THE KU KLUX KLAN OF 
· BOGALUSA, LOUISIANA (WKKKK) 

The source advised on May 23, 1968, that the 
White Knights of the Ku Klux Klan of Bogal-usa, Louisiana, 
(WKKKK), was formed at a meeting of the Bogalusa, Louisiana, 
unit of the White Knights of the Ku Klux Klan of Mississippi 
(WKKKKOM) which was held on August 21, 1967, at Bogalusa, 
Louisiana. 

At this meeting the members of the Bogalusa, 
Louisiana, unit of the WKIDCKOM voted to pull away from the 
state organization effective September 1, 1967, and to 
continue to operate as an independent Klan group. The reason 
for concluding this association ~ith the state organization 
was that members of the Bogalusa unit had become very 
unhappy in regard to sending monthly dues to the state 
organization in Mississippi and never getting anything in 
return. As far as the Bogalusa members were concerned; 
this was a waste of money. 

The members voted to refer to themselves and their 
unit as the White Knights of the Ku Klux Klan with the a~s 
and purposes continuing to be to promote and maintain white 
supremacy and the segregation of the races. 

This Klan group is not chartered under the laws 
of the State of Louisiana and is also attempting to become 
a contributing influence in the local political activities 
at Bogalusa. 

Source: 
r 

WORKERS LEAGUR, Formerly American 
Committee for the Fourth International 

on May 24, 1968, a source advised as follows: 
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Tim Wohlfarth, when a member of the Socialist Workers 
Party (SWP) National Committee, led a minority group of ten 
accusing the majority group of losing revolutionary perspective. 
The Wohlfarth group adhered to the views of aritish Trotskyists, 
with whom it secretly consorted, and with certain co-thinkers 
in the International Committee of the Fourth International (FI), 
a world Trotskyist organization. It accused the leadership of 
adopting views of those within the FI who favored "bureaucratic" 
revolution over the genuine "revolutionary working class:outlook" 
of Leon Trotsky. Domestically, the Wohlfarth faction opposed 
SWP orientation toward student activity, feel:tng the Party should 
place major emphasis on trade unions and participation in the · 
civil rights struggle. 

Although tolerated for some time, the Wohlfarth group 
was expelled from the SWP in July, 1964. 

Following expulsion~ the Wohlforth group formed the 
American Committee for the Fourth International and planned to 
work with other radical and militant organizations, concentrating 
on the civil rights movement,which to them is a basic "class" 
struggle. More recently, the group has devoted time and effort 
to its call for an American labor party, which in its view will 
e~able the working class to exert its latent political power. 
It plans to build a political party around a publication and 
classes of instruction in Marxism. 

During November, 1966, the organization's name was 
changed to Workers League. Headquarters is 243 East lOth Street, 
New York, New York. Its publication is the "Bulletin" (Bulletin 
of International Socialism). 

Source: 

The SWP has been designated pursuant to Executive 
Order 10450. 

"WORKERS WORLD" 

On May 1, 1968, a confidential source advised that 
the "Workers World" is the official newspaper of the Workers 
World Party, published twice monthly, with editorial offices 
located at 46 West 21st Street, New York, New York. 
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Source: 

A characterization of the Workers World Party is 
set out separately. 

WORKERS•WORLD PARTY 

On April 17, 1959, a confidential source advised 
that on February 12, 1959, a Socialist Workers Party (SWP) 
minority group under the leadership of National Committee 
member Sam Ballan, split from the SWP. 

The source stated that this minority group, referred 
to as the Marcyites, after many_years of program and policy 
differences on varied issues concerning tactics and interpreta
tion of political events, split from the SWP on the grounds 
that the Party was liquidating itself by departing from the 
Marxist precepts of Leon Trotsky and retreating from the fight 
for the world socialist revolution. The final issue which 
ultimately forced the split was the minority's opposition to 
the SWP regroupment policy which involved cooperation with 
the Communist Party (CP) periphery-individuals characterized 
by the minority as petty-bourgeois. 

The minority program, according to the source, 
advocated unconditional defense of the Soviet Union and has as its 
goal the building of a revolutionary party with a complete 
proletarian orientation for the purpose of overthrowing 
capitalism in the United States and throughout the world. 

On May 12, 1960, source advised that this minority 
group had chosen the name Workers World Party. 

On May 1, 1968, a second confidential source advised 
that the Workers World Party, which maintains headquarters at 
46 West 21st Street, New York, New York, supports the People's 
Republic of China in its ideological dispute with the Soviet 
Union. 

The SWP and the CP have been designated pursuant to 
Executive Order 10450. 

Sources.: 
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WORLD FELLOWSHIP, INC. (WFI), also known as 
' World Fellowship Center 

The records of the Office of the Secretary of State 
of Illinois, show that World Fellowship, Inc. (WFI) submitted 
Articles of Incorporation on October 13, 1936. The Annual 
Report of WFI, dated March 5, 1959, lists Willard Uphaus as 
Executive Director, Secretary and Acting Treasurer, 66 Edgewood 
Avenue, New Haven, Connecticut. The character of the affairs 
which the corporation is actually conducting is listed as 
"Occasional publications, summer conferences at World Fellow
ship Center in New Hampshire, Executive Director travels to 
speak and organize activities for justice and peace." 

On July 24, 1963, a source described World Fellow
ship Center, Albany, New Hampshire, as definitely procommunist 
in attitudes and objectives, based on their programs and 
speakers of known communist and communist front backgrounds 
appearing there, which programs and speakers have been critical 
of the United States Government and its policies as opposed to 
praiseworthy pronouncements of the concepts of governments in 
the Soviet Union and its allies, notably China. 

Willard Uphaus was sentenced to one year imprisonment 
for contempt of court on December 14, 1959, in Merrimack County 
Superior Court, New Hampshire, for refusal to produce records 
identifying individuals who attended the World Fellowship 
Center, Conway, New Hampshire, during 1954 and 1955e The 
New Hampshire Attorney General said many of these individuals 
were affiliated with groups "officially de.signated as communist 
infiltrated or controlled," and requested their identities in 
connection with an investigation of subversive activities in 
the State of New Hampshire. Uphaus was released from Merrimack 
County House of Correction, Boscawen, New Hampshire, on 
December 11, 1960. 

A second source advised on March 28, 1960, th~t 
plans had been announced for a building program for WFI summer 
camp which would represent a monument to the sacrifice 
Willard Uphaus has made in connection with his work for WFI, 
and his struggle with the courts resulting in this imprison
ment. According to this source, contributions were being 
solicited to the World Fellowship Building Fund for this 
purpose with a goal in Connecticut of $85,000. 
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A third source, on May 10, 1968, made available 
letterhead stationery of World Fellowship, Inc., dated May 6, 
1968, which listed its address as 66 Edgewood Avenue, 
New Haven, Connecticut 06511, and listed its New Hampshire 
Center at Conway {603) 447-2280. 

This stationery listed Dr. Willard Uphaus as 
Executive Director of World Fellowship, Inc. 

A fourth source on April 3, 1964, advised that as 
of March, 1964, Willard Uphaus was listed among the founding 
sponsors of the American Institute for Marxist Studies. 

The American Institute for Marxist 
Studies is characterized separately. 

A fifth source, on December 6, 1965, identified 
"Doctor Willard Uphaus" as one of the national co-chairmen 
of the American Committee for Protection of Foreign Born. 

Sources: 

The American Committee for Protection 
of Foreign Born has been designated 
pursuant to Executive Order 10450. 

"YOUNG SOCIALIST" 

·-

The "Young Socialist" is a magazine published 
monthly, except during the summer, by the Young Socia1.ist 
Alliance. The October, 1964, edition, the initial edition 
utilizing the magazine format, relates that this magazine 
succeeds the "Young Socialist" newspaper in an effort to 
provide "more facts on more general issues than a small 
newspaper can." 

The "Young Socialist" newspaper was formerly 
described as the official organ of the Young Socialist 
Alliance (YSA). 
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The "Young Socialist" maintains office space 
at the headquarters of the'YSA, Room 532-536, 41 Union 
Square West, New York City, and has a mailing address 
of Post Office Box 471, Cooper Station, New York, New York 
10003. 

YOUNG SOCIALIST ALLIANCE 

The May, 1960, issue of the "Young Socialist" (YS), 
~e 1, Column 3, disclosed that during April 15-17, 1960, a 
national organization entitled "The Young Socialist Al;J..iance" 
(YSA) was established at Phiiadelphia, Pennsylvania. This 
issue stated that this organization was formed by the nationwide 
supporter clubs of the publication YS. 

The above issue, page 6, set forth the Founding 
Declaration of the YSA. This declaration stated that the 
YSA recognizes the Socialist Workers Party (SWP) as the only 
existing political leadership on class struggle principles, 
and that the supporters of the YS have come into basic political 
solidarity with the SWP on the principles of revolutionary 
socialism. 

On March 10, 1967, a source advised that the YSA was 
formed during 1957, by youth of various left socialist tenden
cies, particularly members and followers of the SWP. The 
source further advised that the YSA has recently become ~ore 
open about admitting that it is the youth group of the SWP 
and that an SWP representative has publicly stated that the YSA 
is the SWP's youth group. 

The National Headquarters of the YSA are located 
in Room 532-536, 41 Union Square West, New York City. 

On October 31, 1967, a second source advised that 
at the 22nd National Convention of the SWP held in New York City 
from October 26, 196~ to October 29, 1967, it was stated that 
the YSA remained as the main recruiting ground for new SWP 
members. 

Sources: 

The SWP has been designated pursuant 
to Executive Order 10450. 
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' 
YOUTH AGAINST WAR AND FASCISH (YAWF} 

A source advised on March 29, 1965, that the Youth 
Against War and Fascism, formerly known as the Anti-Fascist 
Youth Committee, was established by the Workers World Party (WWP) 
in the summer of 1962, to bring college and high school youth 
into the periphery of WWP activities and thereby gain recruits 
for the organization. 

A second source advised on October 23, 1964, that a 
flyer distributed by the YAWF describes that organization as 
a militant organization of young worke~s and Worker-students 
for combating war and fascism. 

The first source advised on May 1, 1968, that the 
YAWF maintains its headquarters at 58 West 25th Street, New 
York City and publishes a magazine called "The Partisan." 

Sources:~ 

SAC LETTER 68-54 
9/20/68 

Very truly yours, 

John Edgar Hoover 

Director 
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PERSONAL ATTENTION 
SAC LETTER 67-3 

UNITED S.TATES DEPARTMENT OF .JUSTICE 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

WA~HINGTON, D.C. 20535 

January 10_, 1967 

.. (A) TRAIN1NG - FIREARMS AND DEFENSIVE TACTICS - CALENDAR 
YEAR 1967 -- Attached are copies of the Field Firearms and Defensive 
Tactics Training Program for the 1967 calendar year. Your attention is 
directed to changes in the Shotgun Course #4 and the Machine Gun Course. 

Relative to ammunition orders, you should estimate your 
ammunition needs as accurately as possible, taking into consideration 
National Academy associates who attend field firearms training sessions. 
Ammunition orders for the period of August 1, 1967, to January 31, 1968, 
should be submitted to reach the Bureau no later than May 1, 1967. 
Ammunition needed for the period February 1, 1968, to July 31, 1968, 
must be ordered no later than November 1, 1967. 

1-10-67 
SAC LETTER 67-3 

(B) BUREAU CODES - SECURITY .OF COMMUNICATIONS It has been 
cal~ed to the Bureau's attention that one field office has been following the 
undesirable procedure of posting on the AFSAM 7 code machine daily, when 
the rotor settings are changed, the ndate group," followed by "indicator 
rotor alignment." 

Transposition of use of 'these components in encoding messages 
has resulted in violation of Bureau's regulations designed to prevent 

'compromise of the AFSAM 7 coding system. 
v . 

If followed in your office, discontinue this procedure, posting on 
the AFSAM 7 code machine only the "indicator rotor alignment," the 
numerals for the day of the month, and the initials of the employee posting 
this information on the code machine. The "date group" may be posted 
elsewhere but not in the immediate vicinity of the code machine where it 
can be confused with the "indicator rotor alignment.:' 
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(C) FBI NATIONAL ACADEMY ASSOCIATES RETRAINING SESSIONS FOR 
1967 -- Advise the Bureau, Attention:· Training Division, by June 1, 1967, 
the dates and places of your 1967 retraining sessions for graduates of the 
FBI National Academy. If your retraining session will be held in advance of 
that date, Bureau should be given at least 30 days' notice. The Bureau should 
be furnished with the detailed program to be followed, and your personal 
attention should be given to the planning of these sessions to make certain that 
the emphasis is on subject matter of value and interest to the graduates who 
will attend. 

All correspondence should be directed to the Bureau, Attention: 
Training Division, and should be submitted on an unless-advised-to-the-contrary
by-Bureau (UACB) basis. 

You are reminded that in July, 1967, there will be a Sectional 
· Retraining Session in Section I (Western States) from July 16 - 19 at the Brown 

Palace Hotel in Denver, Colorado. There should be no regularly scheduled 
chapter retraining sessions held in Section I during 1967. Graduates from the 
13 Western States as well as from the rest of the chapters should be invited to 
participate, as always, in your field firearms training programs, police schools 
and other Bureau functions. 

To assist the host chapter in Denver, each Special Agent in Charge of 
field offices located in states making up Section I should make certain that all 
eligible graduates in their territories are aware of the retraining session in 
Denver and have notified the secretary of their own chapter whether they expect 
to attend. All SACs should be aware that any graduate in good standing is 
welcome to attend Sectional Retraining Sessions in any section. Any graduate 
expecting to attend the retraining session in Denver should be advised to make 
proper reservations through the host chapter without delay. The results achieved 
at the four Sectional Retraining Sessions held in 1965 and 1966 were most gratifying, 
and I expect the personal attention of each SAC to stimulate interest in this 
important_ FBI National Academy program. 

(Security Letter on attached pages) 

1-10-67 
SAC LETTER 67-~ - 2-
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(D) ESPIONAGE AND FOREIGN INTELLIGENCE INVESTIGATIONS -- To 
compensate for the curtailment of confidential investigative techniques, which 
may continue indefinitely, there is an imperative need to strengthen live source 
coverage in the espionage and foreign intelligence fields. 

Seat of Government supervision of these matters indicates greater 
emphasis must be placed on development of confidential sources who are in 
a position to furnish the operational information concerning the movements, 
activities, and contacts of a subject which in the past has often been provided 
by confidential techniques. Consider neighbors, fellow employees, tradesmen, 
and other persons who are able and willing·to furnish, on a confidential basis, 
information available to them because of their position in relation to a subject. 
In each investigation, carefully analyze what information is needed, what persons 
may be able to provide it and which of them may be approached. In every such 
case, the Agent and Supervisor should consciously consider whether all reasonable· 
effort has been expended along these lines. 

Seek confidential sources whose information can complement other 
1vestigative measures such as, for example, to indicate when physical 

. surveillances could be most productive or where they could be initiated from 
remote points. 

·Hereafter, in contacts with such confidential sources you should overlook 
no opportunities to develop them as informants. If, as a result of their continued 
relationship with the Bureau, they prove willing to go out of their way to cultivate 
or ingratiate themselves with a subject, tpey may be able to contribute extremely 
valuable information. Any person willing to engage actively in observing and 
furnishing information should be considered for development as a potential security 
informant. 

Due to the urgency of our needs,· background investigations of both 
confidential sources and potential informants must be completed without delay. 
Due to the sensitive nature of these investigations, preliminary pretext interviews 
will often be necessary to appraise the cooperativeness of prospective live sources. 
The same Agent who will subsequently handle a live source should not, of course, 

·conduct the pretext interview if this technique will thereby be revealed . 

..c.-10-67 
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During forthcoming field office inspections emphasis will be placed 
not only on the number and quality of informants and potential informants 
developed by each Agent but also on the number and quality of confidential 
sources developed and on the overall adequacy of coverage in individual cases 
assigned to each Agent. In reviewing case files, the Inspection Staff will 
evaluate whether the investigation· being conducted is producing the substantive 
information required to resolve the case and whether proper initiative·is· 
being exercised to this end. The Inspection Staff will inquire specifically 
into cases where shortcomings are found and such inquiries will include 
individual interviews with the Agent and Supervisor responsible. 

The Bureau continues to have full responsibility for penetrating 
foreign intelligence operations and uncovering the activities of foreign agents, 
and it must meet these responsibilities with those investigative procedures · 
which are available. 

Very truly yours, 

John Edgar Hoover 

Director 

Enclosures for (A) 

1-10-67 
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SAC LETTER 67-5 

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20535 

January 19, 1967 
r 

( 

. ·• 
(A) MICROPHONE AND RECORDING DEVICES -- For your future 
guidance, Bureau approval will not be granted for the use of microphones 
or any other type of recording device in connection with the investi
gations conducted by your office. In accordance with current provisions 
expressed by the Acting Attorney General, the internal security field 
is excepted. These instructions are to be strictly adhered to regard
less of opinions furnished by Departmental attorneys or United States 
Attorneys as to the legality of evidence obtained in such a manner. 

Very truly yours, 

John Edgar Hoover 

Director 

.. 
... 
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In RqJly, Please Refer to 

File No. 

PERSONAL ATTENTION 
SAC LETTER 67-6 

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIG.ATION 

. WASHINGTON, D.C. 20535 

January 24, 1967 
'I 

(A) FIREARMS EQUIPMENT AND TRAINING -- Hecently, in two field 
divisions, firearms were accidentally discharged while being handled by 
Special Agents. These occurrt:nces clearly indicate a lack of proper caution 
in the use of firearms and the need to stress safety measures in handling 
them. In order to prevent any further such serious incidents, all Special 
Agents should be reminded of the absolute necessity of exercising extreme 
caution at all times and of complying carefully with Bureau instructions in 
handling both Bureau and personally owned firearms. In addition, all 
Special Agents should be warned that they 2.re not to familiarize themselves 
with firearms in field offices. · 

1/24/67 
SAC LETTER 67-6 

(B) RESIDENT AGEI~"'TS - TRANSFER MATTERS -- You are reminded that 
in view of expenses involved in transferring personnel complete justification 
must }Je furnished in recommending assignment of an agent to a resident 
agency and only those agents who unquestionably possess the proper attri
butes considered essential in order to function properly in a resident agency 
should be considered. Recommendations for multiple transfers should 
be avoided. In connection with first-office 2.gents, recommendaticns for 
transfers to resident agencies should be kep·:: at an absolute minimum and 
when submitted shoc.ld rEflect careful consideration of all factors including 
experience of agent involved , marital status and any factors affecting costs. 
Bear in mind that first-office agents must first participate in. six weekly 
conferences and that they will be considered for rotation to another office 
after approximately one year. 

The designation "headquarters fixed" with respect to resident 
agents is being abolished and all agents assigned to a resident a.gency are 
being designated resident agents. In thosE: cases where no Alternate Senior 
~eside_nt Agent has been approved because of his present designation as a 
"headquarters fixed" agent, you should submit recommendations on a 
UACB basis. 
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(C) IDENTIFICATION RECORDS - ARREST DISPOSITIONS -- Manual of 
Instructions provides disposition of all ·arrests on FBI Identification Records 
.involving a fugitive should be obtained promptly during course of investigation; 
further, that all dispositions on Identification Records must be accounted for 
on arrests of Bureau subjects in all cases wherein prosecution has been 
authorized. (Volume II, Section 49, page 5 and Volume I, Section 7, page 13.) 

Your attention also is directed to SAC Letter 66-74 dated November 29, 
1966, which stressed necessity for prompt submission of final disposition data 
to Identification Divisiop for which arrest fingerprint cards have previousiy 
been forwarded. Currently, you are discussing disposition procedures with 

· an appropriate official of each law enforcement agency in your territory and 
have been instructed to advise the Bureau when this program is completed .. 
To further emphasize necessity for submission of final arrest disposition 
data for FBI Identification Records , Bureau is considering other measures to 

-' insure our records are up to date and as complete as possible in every instance. 
In this regard you should conduct a three-month survey commencing February 1, 
1967, and ending Apri130, 1967, as follows: 

In addition to obtaining final arrest disposition data missing from 
fingerprint entrfes on an FBI Identification Record as now provided by :rvranual 
of Instr.uctions in fugitive cases and cases where prosecution has been authorized, 
you are to apply the same procedure to all other FBI Identification Records 
received by your office during the pertinent period. This will include ~ecords 
of suspects, applicants, informants, etc., either obtained by your submission 
of fingerprints, a Bureau form such as FD-9 or FD-165 or by any other means. 
Two computations should be maintained - one to show statistics and cost under 
present system and another to report same information for records falling into 
the new category. When results are received from all field offices,. a decision 
will be made as to whether this new procedure should be adopted on a permanent 
basis. For your information, Identification Division will run a similar but 
not a duplicate survey commencing February 1, 1967, in certain select cases. 

It is presumed Form FD-10 will be used in most instances by the 
field to obtain missing disposition data and th~s ,. of course, ·should be routed · 
to the Identification Division after pertinent information is noted in the field 
office file. Since survey will end April 30, 1967, allow an additional 45 days 
for replies to be received. Tabulate results and send them to Identification 
Division with any comments you may wish to make concerning effectiveness of 
program and problems encountered. 

1/24/67 
SAC LETTER 67-6 - 2-
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Specific items needed in each category are .(1) number of 
Identification Records received during survey period, (2) number of inquiries 
made re missing disposition data, (3) number of responses received, 
(4) number of instances where final disposition known to cuntributor and 
number of instances where final disposition unknown, (5) cost - estimate 
man-hours expended and show how total cost computed. Final report should 
reach Bureau by July 1, 1967. 

1/24/67 
SAC LETTER 67-6 

I • I• I \ 
I 

o 0 I / 

(D) DISSE:MINATION OF INFORMATION PERTAINING TO CORRUPTION--
In connection with your program of disseminating information to other 
agencies, you should insure that in any instance where information is received 
concerning corruption, police payoffs or other possible controversial mat
ter.s, 'that PI,"ior to undertaking dissemination, Bureau authority is obtained. 

1/24/67 
SAC LETTER 67-6 : 

l 
(E) BUREAU PRINTED MATERIAL-- The Bureau publications, "The FBI 
Laboratory" and "Facts About a Career in the FBI;" are currently being 
revised and will be reprinted. All current copies of these two items should 
be destroyed and should not be disseminated. The new revised editions of 
these publications will be furnished to all offices when they become available. 

The Bureau reprint, "Science Fights Crime," which appeared 
in the November, 1962, FBI Law Enforcement Bulletin, and the reprint en
titled "Science and Technology in Law Enforcement," which appeared in 
the November, 1962, "Analytical Chemistry" magazine, are now obsolete. 
All c~rrent copies of these two publications should be destroyed and should 
not be disseminated. 

1/24/67 
SAC LETTER 67-6 - 3-
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(F) CRIMINAL INVESTIGATIONS - ACCOMPLISHMENTS.-- You have been 
aware for some time that the attitude of the courts toward the treatm.ent of 
defendants and the administration of the law would create a challenge for 
the Bureau in connection with our investigative endeavors. You have been 
reminded frequently of the many problems confronting you and of the necessity 
to program your activities and to devise procedures which would obtain 
the desired results. Despite repeated admonitions, few offices have risen 
to the challenge. 

Instances have been observed recently where U. S. Attorneys 
procrastinate furnishing a prosecutive opinion. Effective immediately, 
you should submit a letterhead memorandum to the Bureau in each case 
where aU. S. Attorney has not rendered a prosecutive opinion within 30 
days.· This letterhead memorandum should set forth a brief summary 
of the facts of the case, as well as the identities of the attorneys contacted, 
the dates contacted, and the reason a prosecutive opinion was not 
furnished. These letterhead memoranda will be submitted to the 
Depart~ent in. order to speed up the judicial process, ~here justified. 

The development of prosecutive cases is dependent upon a number 
of factors, including adequate liaison with sources of cases; effective 
utilization of your Agent manpower; prompt, thorough, imaginative in
vestigative action; and timely, organized presentations to U. S. Attorneys. 
Obviously, the entire process is initially dependent upon your ability to 
establish procedures which will result in the prompt referral of case.s 
to your office. With this objective in mind the Bureau has closely followed 
the activity of each office. While the case figures submitted are encouraging, 
the results obtained have not been commensurate. This strongly suggests 
weak links exist somewhere in the process. 

It is realized there are certain factors beyond your control 
which contribute to the over-all problem but they are not considered 
insurmountable. You will be held personally responsible to exhaust every 
logical means in order to insure the Bureau compiles the best possible 
record. 

In ·:au future field office inspections there will be an analysis in 
depth in order to pinpoint any weaknesses. Corrective measures will there
after be suggested and, where appropriate, administrative action will be 
considered. 
(Security Letters on attached pages) 
1/24/67 
SAC LETTER 67-6 - 4 -
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(G) INVESTIGATIONS OF KLAN AND HATE-TYPE ORGANIZATIONS AND 
ASSOCIATED INDIVIDUALS -- It is noted that many field divisions are 

. following ·the practice of advising the Bureau by teletype whenever infor
mation is developed that Klan rallies, demonstrations, and the like are to 
be held, even though there is no information indicating threatened or actual 
violence. 

In regard to the above, your attention is directed to Section 122B, 
page 6, paragraph b, (1), Volume 4, Manual of Instructions, and part three, 
page 154d, of the FBI Handbook, which set out f!Information dealing with 
general racial matters, such as proposed or actual activities bf individuais, 
officials, committees, legislatures, organizations, etc., in the racial field, 
and information indicating threatened or actual violence by individuals or 
organiz~tions must be furnished to the Bureau on an expedUious and timely 
basis by teletype or by whatever means of communication is ·warranted by 
the specific na,ture of the i~ormation and circumstances involved." 

The practice of submitting teletypes advising the Bureau of 
routine Klan rallies and other nonviolent Klan activities is causing an increase 
in the expenses of this Bureau's operations. You must insure that Special 
Agents of your division handling Klan investigations are thoroughly familiar 
with the above instructions concernin·g appropriate communication advising 
the Bureau of routine Klan activities. You should instruct the above Special 
Agents that teletypes are not to be submitted to the Bureau on matters 
which are obviously nonviolent in nature. Information relative to such 
·activity should be provided to the Bureau by airtel accompanied by a letter
head memorandum suitabl-e for dissemination. This practice will be in 
keeping with Bureau instructions and.in line with our current emphasis on 
economy. 

The foregoing does not modify in any manner the requirement 
that the Bureau be expeditiously advised by teletype or by whatever means.. 
of communication is warranted in cases involving acts of violence. 

1/24/67 
SAC LETTER 67-6 - 5 -
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(H) SUBVERSIVE ORGANIZATION CHARACTERIZATION- AMERICAN 
COMMUNICATIONS ASSOCIATION, THE COMMUNICATIONS DIVISION 
OF THE INTERNATIONAL BROTHERHOOD OF TEAMSTERS, CHAUF
_FEURS, WAREHOUSEMEN, ANTI HELPERS OF AMERICA-- SAC Letter 
66-56, dated September 7, 1966, provided a subversive organization 
characterization for the American Communications Association (ACA). 
This characterization of the ACA is being amended to show its merger with 
the Teamsters Union. Set forth below is an up-to-date characterization 
of the ACA which replaces the one in SAC Letter 66-56. 

The "Report of the International Executive Board ACA, CIO" 
at the Fifth National Convention, Chicago, Illinois, April 8 through 13, 
1940, disclosed that the American Communications Association (ACA) 
had its origin at the Third National Convention of the American Radio 
Telegraphists Association (ARTA) held in New York City (NYC), in August, 
1937. At this convention, it was agreed to change the name of the union 
from ARTA to ACA. This change was ratified by the union members on 
March 10, 1938. . , 

11 

The "Directory of National and International Labor Unions in 
the United States, 1955," published by the United States Department of 
Labor, lists on page four, unions expelled from the Congress of Industrial 
Organizations (CIO) on charges of communist domination. The ACA vias 
listed as having been expelled on June 15, 1950. 

The November, 1966, issue of the "ACA News," official publi
cation of the ACA, the Communications Division of the International 
Brotherhood of Teamsters, Chauffeurs, Warehousemen, and Helpers of 
America (IBT), stated the affiliation of the ACA with the IBT was unani
mously approved by the General Executive Board of the·IBT, which met 
in Hollywood, Florida, the week of October 17, 1966. The ACA was 
designated as the Communications Division of the IBT. This issue of 
the "ACA News" shows that the ACA, the Communications Division of 
the JBT, is located at 18 John Street, New York, New York. 

Very truly yours, 

J~hn Edgar Hoover 

.1/24/67 
,' 

Director 
SAC LETTER 67-6 - 6 - · 
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In Reply, Plea:te R~Jer to 

Fil•No. 

PERSONAL ATTENTION 
SAC LETTER 67-8 

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20535 

January 31, 1967. 

(A) COMMUNICATIONS- REFERENCES IN-- ln order to elimimtfe unnecessary 
indices searches in the field, your attention is directed to the instructions 
contained in the Manual of Rules and Regulations, Part II, Section 4, item h 
on page 10, which state with respect to references in communications: 
" ••. Under this heading describe a reference by type of communication, date, 
author if report is reference, reporting office, title if different, and other 
detail that may be necessary to insure identification of the refere.nce ... " 
These instructions are also contained in the Handbook for Special Agents, 
Part I, Section 49, item 8 on page 45. If these provisions are followed by 
offices sending comm·unications, there should be no need for a receiving office 
to have to search its indices or pending assignment cards on a reference when 
it never received a copy of the referenced communication. 

1-31-67 
SAC LETTER· 67-8 

\B) CONTACTS wiTH THE PUBLIC- SPEECH MATTERS- OPEN HOUSES
SUGGESTIONS -- Field public appearance commitments (speeches, radio and 
television appearances and Career Day talks) substantially increased during 
calendar year 1966 with almost 2, 000 more handled than during 1965. While 
a substantial portion of this increase resulted from the crediting of Career 
Day talks, the overall advance reflects the wholehearted teamwork necessary 
to properly present the Bureau's accomplishments to the public and I was 
particularly encouraged to note the continued forceful SAC leadership of this 
important program and the increased utilization of television and radio in 
reaching mass audiences. This should be intensified during 1967. 

I was also pleased to note the many offices holding open houses and 
related affairs such as steak fries and special office tours to develop better 
relations with v~luable contacts and to provide families of employees with a 
greater awareness of the Bureau's work. This should be further expanded, 
with every office attempting to hold some such ~ctivity durin.g 1967. 

·At this time, when the Bureau is under such careful scrutiny from 
both hostile and legitimately interested sources, it is particularly important 
to guard against any degree of complacency or lethargy and to take full 

.. 
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advantage of all opportunities to pre$ent to the public the solid accomplishments 
of the FBI. The continuing effectiveness of the Bureau will be directly related 
to the cooperation furnished by responsible members of the public and all 
Bureau representatives should seize every opportunity to enhance our public 
image. 

Suggestions, particularly unique and imaginative ones, for encouraging 
greater citizen support are heartily welcome and should be forwarded to the 
attention of the Crime Records Division. 

1-31-67 
SAC LETTER 67-8 

(C) FBI NATIONAL ACADEMY ASSOCIATES- CONSTITUTION AND BYLAWS-
In November, 1966, you were furnished copies of the Constitution and Bylaws 
of the FBI National Academy Associates which had been proposed to and ratified 
by National Academy graduates in attendance at four Sectional Retraining 
Sessions held in 1965 and 1966. The constitution and bylaws for any existing 

. state or regional chapter of the National Academy Associates must be amended 
· to conform to the National Constitution. 

Certain existing chapter constitutions contain phraseology requiring 
the approval of a certain percentage of graduates in attendance at a business 
meeting to change or amend the chapter constitution. If it is not possible to 
promptly amend the chapter constitution to conform to the National Constitution, 
submission of an amended chapter constitution may be delayed until after the 
first business meeting held by that chapter. 

As soon as required changes have been made, a copy of the chapter 
constitution should be furnished to the Bureau, Attention: National Academy 
Unit. 

1-31-67 
SAC LETTER 67-8 

. ,, 

(D) TRAINING - IDENTIFICATION RECORDS - ARREST DISPOSITIONS -- Ref
erence is made to Part (C) of SAC Letter 67-6, relative to procedures to 
improve the submission rate. of arrest disposition data for FBI Identification 
Records. 

1-31-67 
SAC LETTER 67-8 - 2-
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In addition to the courses of action outlined and referred to 
therein, you should insure that this matter is highlighted in your police 
schools, law enforcement conferences, FBI National Academy activities, 
at meetings, conferences and conventions of law enforcement groups, and 
in other official and personal contacts with police personnel. It should 
be emphasized that such information provides to all strata of law enforcement 
a more comprehensive, conclusive record of offenders which is of ultimate 
benefit to all segments of our profession. 

This matter should be brought to the attention of all Agents, 
particularly police instructors, in order that they may promptly direct 
their efforts toward implementing this program. 

1-31-67 
SAC LETTER 67-8 

(E) BANK ROBBERY M.P ... TT,ERS PUBLICITY-- Several recent bank robbery 
cases have been solved through appropriate publicity surrounding ban:~ robbery 
photographs taken by concealed cameras. In any bank robbery where sueD. photo
graphs are available, you must give them the widest possible publicity in ali. 
news media; and each office, during regular contacts with banking officials 
and institutions, should encourage the installation of hidden car.nerGl.s and 
similar protective devices. Upon subject's identification from a concealed 
camera photograph, effective follow-up publicity can be obtained as is sr.own 
in the attached example. I feel that this type of publicity in addition to wide
spread coverage of convictions and sentencing operates as a strong deterrent 
to bank robbery violations. By the til~e a defendant receives an appropriate 
sentence in a bank robbery case, the SAC should have laid sufficient ground
work for front-page-type coverage to follow. 

This should not be construed as a change in existing guidelines 
regarding press releases; however, each SAC must encourage news media 
contacts to give the widest possible publicity to bank robbery apprehensions, 
convictions and substantial sentences. . t 

\; 

(Security Letters on attached pages) 

1-31-67 
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(F) CUBAN REFL!GEE MATTERS- INVESTIGATION TO DETECT 
INTELLIGENCE AGENTS AMONG CUBAN REFUGEES -- SAC Letter 
61-13 (J), March 14, 1961, advised of arrangements made v;ith Immigration 
and Naturalization Service (INS) to furnish you copies of INS reports on 
Cuban refugees in U.S. (INS Form SE-180 in Miami, Form I-161 elsewhere). 
You were to review the reports and interview selected refugees in order to 
develop intelligence data and informants. 

The Castro government has utilized Cuban refugees as 
intelligence agents in this country. Accordingly, we should endeavor, 
through available means, to combat this problem. There are now an 
estimated 300,000 Cuban refugees in the U. S. with thousands more 
awaiting entry. Over 50, 000 have entered at Miami since December, 1965, 
and many are being resettled from there to all parts of U. S. 

A study of Cuban refugees recruited by Cuban Intelligence Service 
(CIS) has revealed that in each case CIS took advantage of an available lever 
to assure the refugee's cooperatiOn. Any refugee who leaves a close relative 
behind in Cuba is a possible target for CIS recruitment. 

It is not ,desired that INS Cuban refugee reports previously received 
be reexamined. However, future reports should be carefully reviewed as 
received to spot refugees who, on basis of age, education or other background 
factors should be considered for further attention. In absence of special 
circumstances, refugees may be eliminated on basis of age, education and 
lack of hostage situation. Refugees who are under 19 or over 45 years of age 
may be disr.egarded as may. refugees who are illiter~te or who have had little , 
or no formal education. Refugees without close relatives in Cuba may also 
be disregarded. · 

If data in Cuban refugee report does not eiiminate refugee from 
further consideration as possible intelligence agent, institute preliminary 
inquiry to include, at least, review of refugl~e's complete INS file and check 
of office indices in areas where refugee has resided. 

In these and other investigations of Cuban refugees be particularly 
alert for following items: 1. Close relative IS in prison in Cuba or was at 
time refugee ,departed Cuba. 2. Close relative has been "integrated" into 
the revolution: that is, relative is an employee of Cuban Governm~nt at any 

1-31-67 
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level and is openly supporting it. 3. Refugee was in prison in Cuba at any 
time after Castro take-over. 4. Refugee has previously resided in U. S. 
5. Refugee traveled to any communist country. 6. Refugee was formerly 
employed by Castro government in civilian, diplomatic, or military 
capacity. 7. Refugee has been involved in communist, pro-Castr.o, or 
anti-U. S. activities. 8. Refugee is male in good health of military age. 

If any of foregoing indicators _appears in information developed, 
initiate full investigations and advise Bureau. If refugee can be eliminated 
as possible intelligence agent as result of the preliminary inquiry, case 
may be closed. 

If preliminary inquiry does not eliminate refugee as possible 
intelligence agent, conduct additional investigation. This should include, 
but not be limited to, check of Bureau and Central Intelligence Agency 
(CIA) files and files and sources of Miami and New York offices. Upon 
completion of logical additional investigation and in the absence of any of the 
above-named indicators, consider interview of refugee before closing case. 
Interviews may be conducted on SAC authority unless refugee is student or 
is employed in news, entertainment, public, educational, or religious fields 
or is labor leader or prominent person, in which case interviews must be 
appr.oved by Bure;:tu. In each case where additional investigation is conducted 
advise Bureau. 

Where investigation is conducted on basis of one or more of 
foregoing indicators, consideration must be given to interviewing refugee 
after all logical investigation has been conducted. Bureau authority must 
be obtained for the interview. 

Inquiries concerning Cuban refugees must be discreet so as 
not to prematurely alert an intelligence agent and to avoid giving impression 
we are harassing legitimate refugees. 

After trial period of six months from date of this SAC Letter, 
Chic.~go, Miami, Newark, New York, and Tampa Offices are to submit 

1-31-67 
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comments, observations, and r~commendations as to continuance of 
these procedures together with suggest:lons regarding any tmprovements 
or modifications. Any other office desiring to do so may also submit 
suggestions and observations. You will be appropri:-tccly advised if changes 
are to be made in the procedures. Otherwise provisions of this SAC 
Letter will remain in effect. 

1-31-67 
SAC LETTER 67-8 . I .. , 

' ., 

("G) CUBAN INTELLIGENCE ACTIVITIES IN THE UNITED STATES -
INTERNAL SECURITY - CUBA -- SAC Letter 60-6 (B), January 28, 
1960, alerted you to the danger of infiltration of our Cuban counter
intelligence operations through plants, staged defections, and double 
agents. Recent Cuban Intelligence Service (CIS) activities in the U. S. 
confirmed that this is still an objective of the Castro government and 
emphasized the continuing necessity for vigilance in this respect. 

A Cuban refugee who is cooperating with us as a double agent 
against CIS activity emanating from the Cuban lVIission to the United Nations 
(CMUN) was advised by his principal there in late December, 1966, to 
admit, if he were interviewed by the FBI or Central Intelligence Agency 
(CIA), that he had been in contact with the CMUN. The principal instructed 
the refugee to report such interview immediately so that the refugee could 
be used by the principal as a double agent against the U. S. Government. 
In January, 1967; CIA advised it suspected that a Cuban refugee ostensibly 
under its control in Miami had been activated by the CIS for a mission 
against CIA. · 

The aggressive nature of current and the prospect of increased 
CIS activity in the U. S. are illustrated by recent CMUN action to obtain 
legitimately city telephone directories for the State of Florida. It can be 
expected that the directories will be used to facilitate and expand CIS 
activity there and elsewhere. The potential threat to our double agent and 
other Cuban operations is obvious. 

1-31-67 
SAC LETTER 67-8 - 6 -
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You should assure that security informants and confidential 

sources in Cuban m~tters are reliable, that maximum data is obtained from 
them and others without revealing extent or details of FBI investigations 
regarding Cuban matters, and that contacts with individuals concerning the 
Cuban situation are handled in a circumspect manner. At all times be most 
vigilant to the possibility that the source could be a plant. 

1-31-67 
SAC LETTER 67-8 . ,. 

i 'I 

(H) "MINUTEMEN"~ INFORIVlATION CONCERNING (INTERNAL 
SECURITY) -- Robert B. DePugh, National Coordinator of the Minutemen 
Organization, was recently sentenced by a United States District Court in 
Kansas City, Missouri, to four years in prison for violation of the National 
Firearms Act, to be followed by five years' probation. The terms of the 
probation preclude DePugh from maintaining membership in any clandestine 
organization. · 

As a result of this sentence, DePugh recently wrote a letter to the 
Minutemen membership advising that he was resigning from his position as 
National Coordinator of the Minutemen Organization. DePugh advised the 
Minutemen that leadership would come from the Organization's "Executive 
Council" whose membership will remain anonymous. DePugh publicly 
announced that the ,,Executive Council,, was composed of a group of seven 
men who resided in different areas throughout the country. De Pugh 
related that he would continue to work for the Patriotic Party, a group which 
he helped found and which is reportedly the political branch of the J\tlinutemen 
Organization. 

I 
You should take steps to insure informant penetration of Minutemen 

activity in your territory is adequate to follow any "underground,' operations 
by that group. It is impe-rative that sufficient coverage is afforded this 
organization to determine whether an nExecutive Council" exists and the 
identity of its members if it is in existence .. In view of DePugh's stated 
intention of remaining active in the Patriotic Party, it appears highly unlikely 
that he will actually divest himself of control of the Minutemen despite the 
conditions the court set when sentencing him. · 

1-31-67 
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In view of the demonstrated propensity of the Minutemen 
toward violence, the Bureau must be kept fully advised on a current 
basis of all pertinent developments in this matter. 

Very truly yours, 

John Edgar Hoover 

Director 

Enclosure for (E) 

1-31-67 
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In Reply, Please Rejt!l" 'to 

Fil• No. 

PERSONAL ATTENTION 
SAC LETTER 67-10 

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

WASHINGTON • D.C. 20535 

February 1, 1967 

(A) NATIONAL CRIME INFORMATION CENTER (NCIC) -- The initial testing 
or pilot phase of the NCIC began 1n January, 1967. Limib:!d operations will be 
conducted during the next several months with the 15 local and state law en
forcement agencies initially participating in the system. Also tied in _to the 
system as a test terminal is the Denver Field Office. 

Copies of the National Crime Information Center Operating 
Manual are being forwarded to your office under separate cover in sufficient 
number so that you may distribute one copy to each resident agency and retain 
two copies in your office. The NCIC Operating Manual is prepared in three 
parts: Part I - System Design and Procedures; Part II - Codes; Part III -
Agency Identifiers. 

The NCIC Operating Manual is designed for the pilot operation 
and changes in the Manual are anticipat€d as the system progresses with 
... efinements in techniques and operations. For this reason dissemination 
· i the Operating Manual is being limited. Dissemination to law enforcement 
agencies participating in the pilot NCIC operation is being handled at the Seat 
of Government. Requests received by field offices from other law enforce
ment agencies for copies of the Operating :Manual should be forwarded to the 
Bureau, attention Umform Crime Reporting Section. 

A list of law enforcement agencies participating in the pilot 
phase of the NCIC appears in the Operating Manual. Additional agencies will 
be accepted into the system as the system develops and hardware requirements 
for an expanded system are met. 

During this pilot phase of the NCIC, the data base is being built 
up and will include t'tata s~_;_bmitted by all initial participants as well as data 
concerning all Bureau fugitives and stolen property from the National Stolen 
Property Index. Further, as the problems are worked out and need for testing 
diminishes, the system will begin gradually increasing operating time to a 
24-hour-a-day operation. Procedures are being developed to facilitate the 
submission of data and mquiries by field offices. You will be furnished complete 
instructions concerning this as soon as your participation is feasible. 

A TWX teletype machine has been installed in the NCIC Control 
Room located in the Uniform Crime Reporting Section at the Bureau. This 
~achine has teletype dial1/:710-822-0006. The. answer back will be: 
-·'BI NCIC WA DC. Contact concerning the NCIC should be captioned rrNCIC. II 
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All investigative personnel assigned to your office should be
come familiar with the concept of the NCIC and with its operating procedures. 

2/1/67 
SAC LETTER 67-10 

(B) CRIMINAL INFORMANTS -- You have been repeatedly. cautioned as to 
the necessity for exercising effective control at all times in the handling of 
informants in order to anticipate and avoid possible situations which could be 
a source of embarrassment. It was pointed out to you that this possibility i: · 

was particularly true of individuals to whom payment is the inducement to 
furnish information (SAC Letter 66-39, dated June 21, 1966). 

While the demands placed on the Bureau today require that we 
maintain the broadest possible live criminal informant coverage, we cannot 
let our guard down. Utilize utmost alertness regarding individuals who might 
turn against the Bureau. By virtue of your face-to-face, confrontation with 
these informants in the field, you have the primary responsibility of ferreting 

. JUt any tendencies which would make their utilization as informants inadvisable .. 

In accordance with existing instructions (Manual of Instructions, 
Sectiop 108, I, 7, page 8), the Bureau must be promptly advised of any 
instances where the continued utilization of the informant would be ina,dvisable ... 

You as the SAC must make certain that you are personally 
aware of the informants being operated by your office to insure strict compliance 
with the foregoing. 

Very truly yours, 

John Edgar Hoover 

Director 

2/1/67 
SAC LETTER 67-10 - 2 -
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In R~ly, Pleas~ Refer eo 
FihNo. 

PERSONAL ATTENTtON 
SAC LETTER 67-ll 

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20535 

Febru~ry ~-' 1967 

(A) REDESIGNATION OF NAMES OF UNITED STATES ARMY INTELLIGENCE 
UNITS -- Pursuant to orders issued by the Department of the Army, all 
United States Army Intelligence Corps Groups and Intelligence Corps 
Detachments were recently redE-signated respectively as Military Intelligence 
Groups and Military Intelligence Detachments. Pursuant to these orders, 
the designations Intelligence Corps Groups and Intelligence Corps Detachments 
will no longer be used by the Army. 

2-7-67 
SAC LETTER 67-11 

{B) ARREST OF A FOREIGN NA'TIONAL The Department has advised of 
a change in procedure for consular notification in instances where n·ationals of 
foreign countries are arrested by the FBI on charges of criminal violations. 

· ... t conforms to practice under international law and in particular implements 
:obligations undertaken by the United States pursuant to treaties with respect 
to the arrest and detention of foreign nationals. Some of the treaties obligate 
the Un~ted States to notify the consular officer only upon the demand or 
request of the arrested foreign national. On the other hand, some of the 
treaties require notifying the consul of the arrest of a foreign national 
whether or not the arrested person requests such notification. 

1. In every case in which a foreign national is arrested the 
arresting officer shall inform the foreign national that his consul will be 

: advised of his arrest unless he does not wish such notification to be given. 
If the foreign national does not wish to ha,ve his consul notified, the arresting 
officer shall also inform him that in the event there is a treaty in force 
between the United States and his country which requires such notification, 
his consul must be notified regardless of his wishes and, if such is the case, 
he will be advised of such notification by the United States Attorney. 

2. In all arrests by the FBI of foreign nationals, (including those 
where the foreign national has stated that he does not wish his consul be 
notified) the local office of the FBI shall inform the nearest United States 
Attorney of the arrest and of the arrested person's wishes regarding consular 
notification. 
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.. 3. The United States Attorney shall then notify the appropriate 
consul except where he has been informed that the foreign national does not 
desire such notification to be made. However, if there is a treaty provision 
in effect which requires notification of consul, without reference to a demand 
or request of the arrested national, the consul shall be notified even if the 
arrested person has asked that he not be notified. In such case, the United 
States Attorney shall advise the foreign national that his consul has been 
notified and inform him that notification was necessary because of the treaty 
obligation. 

Therefore, it will no longer be necessary to notify the Bureau upon 
the arrest of a foreign national, since notification to the appropriate United 
States Attorney as outlined above will suffice. Of course, if other circumstances 
exist wherein the Bureau should be properly advised in connection with the arrest 
of any foreign national, such notification should be made without delay. 

2-7-67 
3AC LETTER 67-11 - 2 -
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. (C) CRII\.1INAL FRAUD INVESTIGATIONS -- Immediate and positive action 
is necessary in all conviction-producing cases. In this connection, criminal 
fraud cases, particularly Veterans Administration Matters, Fraud Against the 
Government, and Federal Housing Administration Matters, continue to offer 
e~cellent opportunities for additional convictions. 

This is particularly true in Fraud Against the Government matters . 
since Federal expenditures for the national defense and various domestic programs 
are at an all-time high. 

Recent Government efforts to relieve the present tight money market 
may result in an increase in Federal Housing Administration and Veterans 
Administration insured mortgages and a proportionate increase in false 
statements· by borrowers to secure such mortgages .. 

You were informed by SAC Letter 66-40 as to the most recent 
legislation affecting veterans. This legislation makes available educational and 
loan benefits to veterans discharged after January 31, 1955~ All potential and 
established sources must be aware of the provisions of this legislation so that 

· 'ny cases of illegally obtained benefits will be promptly referred to this Bureau. 

Positive results can be achieved if every violation is promptly 
discovered and referred to the Bureau. This can be accomplished through 
effective liaison with appropriate sources for new cases. In this regard, the 
Department of Housing and Urban Development has recently changed its referral 
procedures whereby alleged violations will now be referred directly to appropriate 
Bureau field offices by Regional Inspection Offices of the Inspection Division, 
Department of Housing and Urban Development. This will give Bureau field 
offices covering such Regional Inspection Offices an opportunity to develop and 
maintain close liaison with respect to criminal violations in ho~Ising m·atters 
in each regional area. This may well result in an increase in cases in this 
classification. · 

All SACs, in line with the observations herein, are instructed to 
give personal attention to improving the Bureau's convictions, particularly in 

. crim-inal fraud cases, by intensifying efforts to increase case loads in these 
categories. The success of the efforts of each office can be measured by the 
number of new cases developed each month, particularly if the number 
developed exceeds the average number of such cases developed in the past. 

'>.-7-67 
JAC LETTER 67-11 - 3-
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All SACs are, therefore, instructed to examine and evaluate on 
a monthly basis the case load in criminal fraud matters and see to it that 
definite and continuous progress is made. This is to include a comparison on 
a monthly basis of the new origin cases in criminal fraud matters (treating 
Fraud Against the Government, Veterans Admini$tration :rvratters, and 
Federal Housing Administration Matters as one group) with the total of such 
new matters in this group received during the same month for the preceding 
year. If the monthly total of new criminal fraud matters being received is 
below the total received last year for the month under review, each SAC 
should advise the Bureau as to the specific action being taken, such as 
surveys, programs and assignm~nt of personnel, to achieve positive 
accomplishments in these important classifications. 

All SACs are also instructed to discuss criminal fraud matters 
at criminal intelligence conferences with the military as well as during other 
public appearances since these afford excellent opportunities to inform these 
sources of criminal fraud cases as to our investigative jurisdiction concerning 
such matters. · 

(Security Letters on attached pages) 

~-7-67 
SAC LETTER 67-11 - 4-
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(D) NATIONALITY GROUP COVERAGE During the weekend of January 
28-29, 1967, explosions occurred at several Yugoslav official establishments 
in the United States and Canada, presumably set off by individuals seeking 
to embarrass the Tito regime. ' 

~· J I 

' 
This is not the first instance of acts of this nature. In September, 

1966, a group of anti-Castro Cubans placed explosives on the premises-of 
the Cuban Consulate in Ottawa, Canada. The same group previously had 
endeavored to fire explosives at the United Nations Building from a point 
across the East River. Further, a militant-type Negro group identifying 
itself as the Black Liberation Front instituted plans in late 1964 and early 
1965 to place explosives near three national monuments in the United States, 
the Statue of Liberty in New York City, the Liberty Bell in Philadelphia, 
and the Washington Monument in Washington', D. C. 

Our experience has shown that when a particular group engages 
in acts of this nature, this frequently serves as an inducement for other such 
dissident factions to endeavor to draw attention to themselves or their causes 
through similar actions. Such efforts as these point up the necessity for the 
Bureau's having coverage in depth among the various nationality groups in 
this country and other dissident factions. Such coverage should be designed 
to fo.rewarn us when escapades of this nature are contemplated. 

At this time you should conduct a survey of your coverage of 
organizations and groups of this nature, especially those which have been 
known to engage in acts of violence in the past, to assure that your coverage 
is sufficient to discharge the Bureau's responsibilities in this area. When 
any such information is received, be certain it reaches the Bureau by the 
most expeditious means warranted, including use of teletype dissemination 
procedures as outlined in Part II, Section 5, pages 4 and 4a, of the Manual 
of Rules and Regulations. · 

2-7-67 
SAC LETTER 67-11 ' ) .. 

(E) CHINESE l\1ATTERS- COPIES TO BUREAU- DISSEivllNATION AT 
SEAT OF GOVERNMENT -- Reference is made to SAC Letter 65-68 (D) 
dated December 21, 1965. 

i 

2-7-67 
SAC LETTER 67-11 - 5-
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In a continuing effort to effect economy in Bureau operations, · 
the intelligence branches of the three military agencies, as well as Defense 
Intelligence Agency (DIA), were recently contacted regarding their need to 
receive, at a headquarters level, copies of our reports and letterhead · 
memoranda (LHM) prepared in cases bearing the Internal Security - China 
character. As a result of these contacts and in line with the requests of 
the above agencie~~ it has been determined the Bureau will disseminate 
to them at a headquarters level using the following guidelines: 

1. Where the subject or a person identified as an immediate 
relative of the subject is a member of the Armed Forces or is employed at 
a key facility, . military installation or other location where the military has 
a security responsibility, we will disseminate to the interested military 
agency and to DIA in every instance. 

2. In cases relating to pro-Chinese communist (Chicom) 
organizations and publications; cases involving Chicom leaders, Chicom 
intelligence activities and Chic om military, naval and air forces we will 
disseminate to the three military agencies and to DIA. 

3. Dissemination to all the military agencies and DIA will be 
made in matters which might have a bearing on overall U. S. military 
policies as regards Communist China. 

There will be dissemination made at Seat of Government (SOG) 
in cases in which it appears· that the military ~gencies· have an interest, 
although not fitting the guidelines above. The above procedures concern 
only dissemination to the military at SOG and do not affect the Bureau's 
policy as regards local dissemination. 

Effective immediately, furnish Bureau original and four copies 
of reports or LHMs in cases on individuals investigated under Internal 
Security - China character. Continue to submit original and eight copies of 
-reports and LHMs in cases involving Chinese organizations and publications. 
·Offices should be alert to submit additional copies when data is worthy of wider 
dissemination as indicated by above guidelines. 

Manual and Handbook changes being prepared. 

2-7-67 
SAC LETTER 67-11 
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Very truly yours, 

John Edgar Hoover 

Director 

: . :·. 



. 'PERSONAL ATTENTION 

In Reply, Please Refer to 

FileNo. 

SAC LETTER 67-12 
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20535 

Fe?ruary 14, ~967 

(A) CONTRACTS - FISCAL YEAR 1968 -- It will be necessary to solicit 
bids for services under contracts which expire June 30, 1967. Before extending 
invitations for bids to prospective concerns, review the Instructions in Manual 
of Rules and Regulations, Part II, Section 7, pertaining to contracts and other 
instructions as set forth in SAC Letters 64-10 (C) dated 2/18/64, 66-14 (A) 
dated 3/8/66 and 66-48 (A) dated 8/2/66. 

Standard Forms 33, 33A, 36 and the Supplemental Provisions 
are being revised and the new forms must be used after 3/31/67 in any 
solicitation. Any of these forms presently on hand m your off1ce should be 
destroyed. A supply of new forms will be forwarded to each office as soon as 
they are made available to the Bureau in the near future. 

,·. 

The Department of Labor has indicated that automobile storage 
and repair service contracts are covered by the Service Contract Act of 1965, 
the provisions of which are a part of the bid specifications. In connectwn with 
this Act, it is necessary that the specifications· show any determination as to 
minimum wages and fringe benefits which the Wage and Hour and Public 
Contracts Divisions of the Department of Labor may have made for any of the 
varipus localities throughout the country where the Bureau may be entering 
into an auto storage or auto repa1r contract. The Bureau 1s in the process of 
ascertaining from the Department of Labor if such determinations have been 
made for any of our contract localities. If such determinations have been 
made, they will be furnished to the offices involved for attachment to the 
Invitation for Bids form. 

So that the Department of Labor will have time to notify the 
Bureau of any determinations, the solicitation for auto storage and repair 
services should not be made until March 15, 1967. If you have not received 
advice from the Bureau of a separate wage determination by that date, you 
should, if the new contract forms have been received by that time, go ahead 
and make the solicitation. You will note that the provisions of the Service 
Contract Act of 1965 state that where no separate wage determination has 
been made a part of the contract, the minimum wage provided by the Fair 
Labor Standards Act of 1938 will apply. In this regard, it is the Bureau's 
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current understanding that the new contract forms to be received at the Bureau 
at a later date will show this hourly rate to be $1. 40, effective February 1, 
1967. 

So that there will be no misunderstanding on the part of prospective 
bidders, your letter of solicitation for automobile repair and storage services 
should specifically point out that the Department of Labor has indicated that 
automobile storage and repair services come under the Service Contract Act 
of 1965 which Act contains provisions as to minimum wages and benefits. If 
the bidders have questions as to the provisions of this Act, they should be 
advised to contact the nearest office of the Wage and Hour and Public Contracts 
Divisions of the Department of L~bor since this Act is administered by that 
agency. 

The Government is placing more and more emphasis on equal 
employment opportunity under Government contracts. You should be 
discreetly alert in regard to this so that the Bureau does- not knowingly enter 
into a contract with any concern operating in defiance of the Governm~nt' s 

. · t:;qual opportunity and wage provi~ions. 

The completed bids with your recommendations should be 
mailed to the Bureau as follows: 

Albany through Memphis - by May 1, 1967 

Miami through Washington Field - by May 15, 1967. 

2-14-67 
SAC LETTER 67-12 - 2 -
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.. 
{B) SECURITY INFORl\.1ANTS - RACIAL INFORl\IT..A}ITS - CRIIviTNAL 
INFORMANTS- CONTROLS EXERCISED OVER PAYMENTS TO BUREAU 
INFORiviANTS -- You are reminded of the need to closely follow matters 
involving payments to informants to insure that the Bureau is getting full 
value for money expended and that the record shows complete justification 
for all payments made. 

Requests for authority to pay informants must be supported 
by a summary of the information previously furnished in sufficient detail 
to allow an intelligent analysis at the Bureau. The communication should 
also show anticipated future coverage informant will provide and an 
appraisal of the informant's value. You should also outline the nature of 
the expenses incurred by the informant for which payment is being 
requested. Payments for services must be made on a strictly c.o.d. 
basis, and payments for expenses can only cover expenses actually 
incurred by the informant in obtaining information for the Bureau. 

The present Bureau system regarding the authorization 
of payments to informants affords close supervisory control in the field 
and at the Seat of Government. I expect supervisory and investigative 
personnel to fully comply with Bureau regulations in these matters. 

Very truly yours, 

John Edgar Hoover 

Director 

2-14-67 
SAC LETTER 67-12 - 3-
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In Rttply, Plea•e Rttjer to 

File No. 

PERSONAL ATTENTION 
SAC LETTER 67-13 

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20535 

February 21, 1967 

(A) PERSONNEL MATTERS - OPERATION MUST -- The Civil Service Com
mission i~ spearheading a program throughout the Government called Operation 
MUST (Maximum Utilization of Skills and Training). The purpose of this letter 
is to brief you on the subject so that you will be knowledgeable on it in the event 
it arises during any contact with a Civil Service Commission or other Govern
ment official. 

The broad objective of Operation MUST is the maximum utilization 
of skills and training to improve the efficiency oi the work force through balanced 
staffing. A major facet of Operation MUST is job redesign which is the exami
nation of the organizational structure and each position in the structure to pull 
out lower skilled tasks not commensur~te with the kind and level of work for 
which the jobs were established. The program also embraces careful staffing, 
employee development. and careful supervision, particularly of those entering 
the labor market for the first time. 

The intent of the program is, ·of course, in keeping with the Bureau's 
desire to best and most economically utilize the manpower at our disposal. 
However, our centrally managed personnel system is regarded as meeting the 
intent of Operation MUST and no need for the Bureau to embark on a new or 
different program is indicated. · 
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(B) KIDNAPING MATTERS-- Upon the receipt of any kidnaping complaint it 
is essential that you determine at the eariiest possible moment whether there 
is evidence of a Federal violation. This is necessary in order that we will 
not lose valuable investigative time in the early stages of an actual kidnaping 
and also to preclude the use of our investigative personnel in cases in which 
we should not become involved. While each case must be considered on a 
case-to-case basis the following observations and instructions are being 
furnished for your guidance in the handling of kidnaping complaints. 

24-HOUR PRESUMPTIVE CLAUSE 

All Special Agents should be crystal clear in their thinking con
cerning what the 24-Hour Presumptive Clause does mean and what it does 
not mean. This clause does not create a presumption of kidnaping but only 
a presumption of interstate transportation after 24 hours in cases in which 
it has been established that the victim has been "unlawfully seized, confined, 
inveigled, decoyed, kidnaped, abducted,· or carried away ..... " 

The fact that the law presumes interstate transportation after 24 
~llurs in cases where there is evidence of an abduction makes it obvious that 

. order to make a sound determination we must not remain idle during this 
important period. We have an obligation to maintain close liaison and, if 
indicated, to conduct active investigation during this time to determine if 
a Federal violation has been committed. There will be instances, of course , 
where there is a clear-cut abduction and it is desirable to immediately enter 
the case without waiting for the lapse of 24 hours. 

INITIAL ACTION 

It is essential that the Bureau be furnished pertinent facts as soon 
as available on any new case together with a clear statement as to action 
taken and contemplated. Any indication that a domestic situation is involved 
or that the case is largely of a police character even though constituting a 
technical violation of the Kidnaping Statute should be fully spelled out. \Vhile 
we do not want to encroach upon local jurisdiction nor do we want to become 
.involved in the numerous "missing person" cases reported each year, we do 
have a clear duty to take action if there is evidence of an abduction. It is 
emphasized that the field offices are in the best position to obtain all avail
able facts and should take the initiative in recommending a positive plan. of 
action in any kidnaping case. 

?./21 /67 .. 
.\.C LETTER 67-13 - 2 -
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DISCUSSIONS WITH U. S.· ATTORNEY 

When,there is a legal question involved as to whether the facts 
constitute a Federal violation, or where prosecution would probably be 
declined because of established Departmental policy the facts should be 
discussed with the U. S. Attorney promptly in order that the time of our 
personnel will not be expended on cases which have no prosecutive potential. 
Care should be taken, howeve~, to insure that cases are not presented 
to. the U. S. Attorney prematurely, since the development of sufficient facts 
to enable the U. S. Attorney to render his prosecutive opinion is our 
responsibility. 

HOAX CASES 

The Bureau has noted an increasing number of hoax cases in 
which persons falsely claim that they have been kidnaped. For this reason, 
it is desirable in many cases to obtain a signed statement from the victim. 
Where there is any indication that the complaint may· constitute a hoax, the 
individual should be fully advised of the provisions of Section 1001, Title 
18, U. S. Code. 

CAPTION ON COMMUNICATIONS TO BUREAU 

There is a compelling need for selecting the proper caption in 
communications directed to the Bureau. Kidnaping matters should not be 
labeled "missing person" and, on the other hand, if the case is strictly 
a missing person matter, the "missing persont' caption only should be used. 
This is necessary to insure proper and immediate routing upon receipt at 
the Bureau. 

(Security Letters on attached pages) 

2/21/67 
SAC LETTER 67-13 - 3 -
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(C) .. SECURITY INFORIV'l.ANTS AND SOURCES- INCOME TAXES-- Effective 
immediately, all banking records relative to the income tax account will be 
destroyed on a yearly basis three year~ after the tax account for a particular 
period has been closed. 

2/21/67 
SAC LETTER 67-13 . ,, 

\ \ 
(D) VISITORS TO EXP0-67 AND CANADIAN CENTENNIAL YEAR -- In 
response to invitations issued by the Canadian Government, it is expected 
that many heads of state and other foreign dignitaries will visit :rvrontreal 
and other areas in Canada during 1967. Announcement has already been 
made concerning the proposed visits of the Presidents of Yugoslavia, Tunisia, 
Czechoslovakia, and the Soviet Union; and several members of the British 
Royal Family are also expected. · 

(A./" 
The Royal Canadian Mounted Police (RCMP), which is charged 

with security arrangements for the visiting digriitarie~, has requested FBI 
cooperation in furnishing any information received indicating the possibility 
of physic,al attacks, picketing, demonstrations, or other activities with 
respect to any visitor. In addition, some of these officials may visit the 
United States, and similar information will be desired by the Department 
of State. 

Each office is instructed to be particularly alert to any intelligence 
which may be received from informants or other sources with regard to these 
visitors. If the information received relates to a visit which is scheduled to 
commence within ten days, it should be forwarded by teletype or telephone, 
dependent on its urgency. Such material and any information relating to visits 
more than ten days in the future should be forwarded in letterhead memorandum 
form, prepaTed for dissemination, by airtel. Six copies oi each LHivl should 
be furnished. 

2/21/67 
SAC LETTER 67-13 

(E) .iNVESTIGATION OF STUDENT GROUPS ON COLLEGE CAMPUSES--
In view of the current controversy resulting from the disclosure of Central 
Intelligence Agency's association with the National Student Association, 
President Johnson has expressed grec~.t conc.ern over the relationship between 

2/21/67 
SAC LETTER 67-13 - 4-
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the United States Government agencies and educational organizations. He 
has appointed a commission to study this matter and "to formulate a policy 
which will provide necessary guidancE3 for Government agencies in their 
relationship to the international activities of American educational organi
zations." 

It is possible that this current controversy could focus attention 
on the Bureau's investigations of student groups on college campuses. It 
is also possible that student groups such as the Students for a Democratic 
Society ·and the W~ E. B. DuBois Clubs of America could use this 
controversy as a vehicle to create some incident to embarrass the Bureau 
by claiming that we are infringing on academic:rfreedom·byinvestigating 
such groups. You should, therefore, bear in mind that in our continuing 
investigations to keep abreast of subversive influence in campus groups, 
in discharging our responsibilities in the internal security field, such 
investigations should be conducted in a most discreet and circumspect 
manner. Good judgment and. common sense must prevail so that the 
Bureau is not compromised or placed in an embarrassing position. 

You are reminded that under our existing policy Bureau authority 
must be obtained before instituting an investigation of a faculty member 
and an organization connected with an institution of learning, and before 
interviewing any student, faculty member or employee of an institution 
of learning (other than reliable and established sources) during an in
vestigation of a subject connected with such an institution. 

Bureau authority is also necessary before an individual con
nected with an institution of learning can be ·contacted for.· the purpose of 
developing him as an infbrmant or source. In all instances, contacts 
with s·ecurity informants and sources in campus groups and interviews 
of security subjects connected with institutions of learning should be 
made away from the campus. 

The above should be brought to the attention of all Agent 
personnel of your office handling these matters. 

2/21/67 
SAC LETTER 67-13 - 5-
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(F) FOREIGN POLICY ASSOCIATION- "GREAT DECISIONS" PROGRAM
INFORMATION CONCERNING (INTERNAL SECURITY) --The Foreign 
Policy Association, 345 East 46th Street, New York City, was founded in 
1918 to develop, through education, an informed and articulate public 
opinion on major issues of foreign policy. "Great Decisions" is one of 
the programs through which the Association carries out its aims and 
objectives. The "Great Decisions" program is carried on through the 
media of radio and television and through local discussion groups set up. 
by various individuals, school$ and community organizations. 

In 1942 and 1950 the Bureau conducted limited investigations 
concerning the Foreign Policy Association but no subversive information 
on the part of the Association was developed. Recently, the Bureau 
received information that "The Worker," an east coast communist news
paper, had exhibited an interest in the "Great Decisions" program and 
plans to do a series of articles on the program. A staff writer of "The 
Worker" was seeking information concerning the location of the local · 
discussion groups throughout the United States so he can encourage his 
readers to participate in such groups. It would appear from this that the 
Communist Party, through "The Worker" and its representatives, may 
be embarking on a campaign to infiltrate local discussion groups operating 
under the "Great Decisions" program. 

The Bureau's information concerning the activity of "The 
Worker" and its representatives has come from a source highly placed 
inside the Foreign Policy Association and the Association is desirous of 
avoiding any communist influence in it or its "Great Decisions" program. 
In view of this, and in carrying out our responsibilities in the internal 
security field, the field should be alert to any efforts of the communists 
to infiltrate the Foreign Policy Association or the local discussion groups 
under the "Great Decisions" program. However, the field should avoid 
taking any action which would create the impression that we are investi
gating the Association or the "Great Decisions" program. Any information 
received concerning this matter should be immediately ·brought to the 
Bureau's attention; however, no investigation should be conducted with-
out specific Bureau authority. In the event further investigation is deemed 
warranted, such should be handled in accordance with instructions dealing 
with communist infiltration investigations as set forth in Section 87E o.f 
the Manual of Instructions. 

2/21/67 
SAC LETTER 67-13 - 6-
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(G) SECURITY INVESTIGATIONS OF INDIVIDUALS-- In reviewing 
organizational reports in internal security matters, the Bureau has noted 
a tendency on the part of some field offices· to fail to open for immediate 
investigation some individual cases in which allegations of current 
membership or activity in subversive organizations exist. 

It is a fundamental FBI responsibility to open immediately 
cases ori individuais concerning whom information is received indicating 
current membership and activity in a basic revolutionary organization 
or active participation or leadership in front groups. Indications to this 
effect developed in the course of investigation of subversive organizations 
as such must be promptly resolved by investigation so that the questions 
of potential dangerousness and Security Index status can be resolved as 
soon as possible. 

This matter will be followed closely at the Bureau to assure. 
that cases in this category are promptly opened and investigated. 

2/21/67 
SAC LETTER 67-13 

(H) CUBAN REFUGEE JMTTERS ~ DISTRIBUTION OF MESSAGE FROM 
DIRECTOR TO CUBAN REFUGEES -- Arrangements have been made for 
a Spanish-language message, bearing my signature, to be distributed to 
each adult Cuban refugee being processed th:Ilough the Cuban Refugee 
Center at Miami, Florida. 

This message informs the refugee of the FBI's responsibilities 
in the Cuban field and instructs the refugee as to how he can get in touch 
with the FBI to report subversive information. Since many refugees are 
being relo·cated from the Miami area to all parts of the U. S., any office 
might be contacted. 

Promptly initiate investigafions, where warranted, on basis of 
any such information received. In order that Bureau may determine the 
effectiveness of the distribution, note administratively in the initial com
munication to Bureau the fact that the aforementioned message prompted 
the refugee to report the information. 

2/21/67 
SAC LETTER 67-13 
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Very truly yours, 
John Edgar Hoover 

Director 
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ln Reply, PleG$e Refer to 

File No. 

PERSONAL ATTENTION 
SAC LETTER 67-14 

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

WASBIN.GTON, D.C. 20535 

Fe.l]ruary 28, 1967 

(A) MULTIPLE FINGERPRINTING- IDENTiFICATION MATTER -- SAC 
Letter 61-16 dated 1\!Iarch 28, 1961, pointed out the substantial duplication 
in submissions of arrest and applicant prints by local agencies and the 
necessity for all Agents in their daily contacts with such agencies to detect 
instances of multiple submissions and emphasize t.he need for .eliminating 
this expensive practice. Specific suggestions were furnished each office 
concerning individual records in the months that followed and much 
improvement resulted after agencies involved were contacted. 

The work of the Identification Division has increased 
tremendously since 1961; fingerprint receipts alone are up 31.46 per 
cent. Bureau desires that renewed emphasis be placed on the undesirability 
of multiple fingerprint submissions. Emphasize this at Police Schoois, law 
enforcement conferences and in daily contacts with law enforcement and 
governmental agencies in your territory. 

We know that some jurisdictions require fingerprinting 
incidental to an arrest or incarceration even though prints have been taken 
by another agency for the same offense. Our program to curtail duplicate 
fingerprint submissions is not intended to conflict with such requirements. 
We are merely asking that law enforcement agencies in the same area 
work together to insure that only one set of fing.erprints for each arrest or 
incarceration is forwarded for search by our Identification Division. 
Encourage the initial fingerprinting agency to use the "send copy to" 
block on the reverse side of the fingerprint card to indicate interested 
agencies that should receive a copy of our reply thus eliminating fingerprint 
submissions b.;r those agencies. Another procedure sometimes follqwed is 
to have the first agency submitting prints request multiple copies of our 
reply for dissemination locally when received. 
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(B) RESIGNATIONS - :p:rj'~f93 - REPORT dF EXIT AND SEPARATION-
Captioned "form is being revised to include a statement that if an employee 
resigns prior to fulfilling the terms of a written agreement in connection 
with an official transfer or with training received under the Government 
Employees' Training Act, he has been advised of his possible financial 
obligation to the Government as provided by the agreement and that any 
salary, including annual leave payment and money in the Retirement Fund, 
will he held in abeyance until determination is made as to any indebtedness. 
Bureau should be advised by teletype or radiogram of resignation:=>· 1n this 
category, attention Voucher-Statistical Section. SOG Divisions should 
telephonically advise Voucher-Statistical Section. 

2-28-67 
SAC LETTER 67-14 

(C) AUTOMOBILES- 1961 AND 1962 PLYMOUTHS Several field offices 
have advised they have experienced trouble with brake fade and reduced 
3topping power in 1961 and 1962 Plymouth$ which have been driven in excess 

· of 50,000 miles. These vehicles are equipped with power brakes utilizing 
the air vacuum system to provide power assist. 

A discussion of this matter with the Chrysler Corporation 
indicates the problem is usually due to deterioration of the seal in the check 
valve assembiy of the vacuum booster or by collapse of the vacuum line 
hose. The situation is easily corrected by replacement of these parts as 
required. The above should be borne in mind when performing the monthly 
automotive inspection of 1961 and 1962 Plymouth vehicles assigned your 
office. 

(Security Letters on attached pages) 

2-28-67 
SAC LETTER 67-14 - 2 -
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(D) COMMUNIST PARTY, USA - STRATEGY IN INDUSTRY Prior to 1961, 
Communist "Party, USA, Strategy in Industry was a subfile of the Party file 
and, as such, activities in this field were reported in the Communist Party, 
USA, quarterly report. By letter dated October 10, 1960, you were instructed 
to open and assign a separate case on the subject of Strategy in Industry, and 

. submit quarterly reports with the same due dates as the reports in the 
Communist Party, USA. case. This instruction is being rescinded and all 
activities coric~rning Communist Party, USA, Strategy in Industry will now 

·be reported in the Commun1st Party; USA, quarterly report under a section 
captioned 0 Strategy in Industry." If your division has no activities to report 
concerning this matter, you should set this out in the cover pages of the 
Communist Party, USA, quarterly report or letter submitted in lieu of such 
report. 

This administrative change in our reporting should in no· way 
be construed by you to mean that less emphasis is to be· placed on the 
investigation of the strategy, tactics and infiltration activities by the 

. ::ommunist Party, USA, directed against the industrial and labor field with 
particular emphasis on basic and vital industries. You should continue an 
enthusiastic program of vigilance and vigorously investigate this important 
phase of Communist Party activity. 

Manua:I changes will follow. 

2-28-67 
SAC LETTER 67 -1~ . ~ • l 

... .. • : . ,,, 
l ' 

(E) viSIT OF CUBAN PRESIDENT OSVALDO DORTICOS OR PRIME 
MINISTER FIDEL CASTRO TO CANADA IN JULY, 1967 -- The Royal Canadian 
Mounted Police (RCMP) has advised that either President Osvaldo Dorticos or 
Prime Minister Fidel Castro will visit Canada during 1967. The visit is 

· scheduled to coincide with Cuban National Day at Expo 67, an international 
exhibition to be held in Montreal, Canada. The tentative itinerary is as 

. follows: July 24 - Ottawa; July 25 - Ottawa and Montreal; and July 26 - Expo 
67, Montreal. 

The possibility exists that other cities will be visited. In view 
of the tentative nature of the itinerary, be alert to possible changes which may 
be announced in the press or may become available through other sources. 

2-28-67 . 
SAC LETTER 67-14 - 3 -
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RCMP has requested we furnish any data which could be of 
assistance in planning security arrangements. Of particular interest is any 
information concerning plans to cause bodily harm, to demonstrate, or 
embarrass the individual concerned as well as information concerning the 
travel of any anti-Castro suspects to Canada. Since anti-Castro Cuban exiles 
in this country in the past have travelled to Canada to attack Cuban · : .... ::; .· .. ,_ 
establishments there, we can expect that they will plan variot,Is ·militant: . 
anti-Castro activities to be carried out in connection with this vl.s:lt: · 

· Each office alert logical s·ources and informants and advise the 
Bureau of any pertinent information -received by the most expeditious means 
warranted so it can promptly be referred to the RC1\1P. Submit data under 
caption of "Visit of Cuban President Osvaldo Dorticos or Prime Minister 
Fidel Castro to Canada i~ July, 1967, Internal Security - Cuba .. , 

It is noted that when President Dorticos came to the U. S. in 
1962 to attend a United Nations session he was accompanied by an individual 
who was subsequentiy arrested in this country for conspiracy to commit 
sabotage in NeW York City. We can expect that such individuals will accompany 
Dorticos or Castro on the proposed visit. In addition, the visit and Expo 67 

·· afford the Cuban Intelligence Service an excellent opportunity to send personnel 
to Canada where they could direct intelligence activities against the U. S. ; 
meet:with intelligence agents from the U~ S. ; or attempt to infiltrate agents 
into this country. Keep Bureau currently advised of any pertinent information 
received along these lines under an appropriate ·caption. 

2-28-67 
SAC LETTER 67·-14 • lo • . ,: . 

/ 

(F) COMMUNIST PARTY, USA- EDUCATION . In a memorandum to ali 
Party districts dated January 30, 1967, the National Office, Communist Party, 
USA, called for organization in each district of a youth school to be held 
durin·g March, April, or May, 1967. The schools are to be operated for two 
successive weekends and the intervening five-day period or for a total of 
nine days. The National Office stated that a curriculum would be forthcoming. 
Party leaders instructed that, in those districts where only a small number 
of youth could be enrolled, a joint youth-adult school should be organized. 

2-28-67 
SAC LETTER 67-14 -4-
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You should immediately alert sources of your office to the 
possibility of the organization of one of these schools in your division. 
You will be expected to furnish full coverage to any such school held. 
Bear in mind that instruction received by our informants at these schools 
will tend to enhance their standing within the Party. You are to immediately 
furnish the Bureau with any information developed which would indicate that 
a school has been or is being scheduled for your district along with all 
pertinent information in form suitable for dissemination. 

Very truly yours, 

John Edgar Hoover 

Director 

2-28-67 
SAC LETTER 67-14 - 5-
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ln Reply, Please Refer to 
File No. 

PERSONAL ATTENTION 
SAC LETTER 67-17 

Ui\ITED STATES DEPART .\IEYI' OF .JCSTICE 

FEDERAL BUHEAU OF INVESTIGATION 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 2.0535 

March 21, 1967 

(A) VOUCHERS- PUBLIC LAW 89-516 APPROVED JULY 21, 1966-
BUREAU OF THE BUDGET CIRCULAR NUMBER A-56 REVISED OCTOBER 
12, 1966:.. AMENDiviENTS TO THE ADMINISTRATIVE EXPENSES ACT OF 
1946 -- A recent decision by the Comptroller General prohibits reimburse
ments to New Agents on their first transfer for any expenses in connection 
with the sale of an old residence unless such residence is located in the 
Washington, D. C., area and is their actual place of abode at the time of 
transfer. 

The Comptroller General has cited the regulations which 
state that reimbursements may be made for cost incidental to the sale of 
a residence in connection with a transfer only where such residence is 
located at the old duty station and is th~ actual residence of the employee 
at the time of transfer. 

This is brought to your attention in the event you have any 
.tuestions in connection with the recruitmept of New Agents. 

3/21/67 
SAC LETTER 67-17 

(B) PERSONNEL MATTERS -··cHANGE IN 1\1:ARITAL STATUS-- Effective 
immediately, Form FD-292 (Change in Marital Status) must be executed 
by all Bureau employees thirty days prior to the contemplated m~rriage 
date, if possible.·-· 

Upon receipt of FD-292, you should process same as set 
forth in the Manual of Rules and Regulations, Part I, Section 16, B5. A 
five-day deadline should be set in these cases. 

Form FD-207, which is utilized in notifying the Bureau that 
a marriage has taken place, should be executed and submitted to the Bureau 
immediately upon confirmation of the marriage. 
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(C) ADMINISTRATIVE REPORT- CHANGE IN SUBMISSION DATE 
FOR ACCOUNTING DATA-- During the course of Chief Clerks Class 
#1 at the Seat of Government, the suggestion was made that in order 
to spread the typing load of the administrative report those pages 
dealing with the accounting work be sent in later than those pages 
dealing with the regular administrative· report. This suggestion has 
been given careful consideration and it has been approved. Beginning 
with the administrative report to be submitted for the month of March, 
the report will be submitted in two parts. The first part will consist 
of an original and one copy of forms FD-29 and FD-29a. These are 
the pages that relate to all investigative work and are to be mailed to 
the Bureau by the third working day following the end of the month for 
which prepared. These pages should be numbered consecutively in the 
place provided at the upper right beginning with number two (2) for the 
first FD-29a. The second part, dealing with the accounting matters, 
will consist of an original and two copies of forms FD-29g (if used) , 
FD-29h and an original and one copy of FD-29i, which is tope mailed 
to the Bureau by the seventh working day following the end of the month 
for which prepared. These pages should be numbered consecutively 
from one (1) upward in the space provided at the upper right. In 
making this change, however, it will be necessary to include on the 
last page of the first submission (form FD-29a) a final one-line entry 
"Number of Accounting Matters Pending" and the total should be 
shown in column 5(g) • . 

It is felt that this change will spread the typing work 
out over a longer period of time and enable the Field to better meet 
the deadlines in connection with the administrative report. 
Analysis of the report submitted for the month of February indicates 
that in total the accounting pages comprised over 46% of the total 
pages of all reports. This would appear to. indicate that the change 
should help relieve typing congestion substantially in most offices 
in connection with the preparation of the administrative report. 
Appropriate manual changes are being prepared for prompt 
distribution to the Field. 

3/21/67 
SAC LETTER 67-17 - 2 -
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(D) SEARCH AND SEIZURE-- The Department of Justice, Criminal 
Division, Legislation and Special Projects Section, has prepared a 
"Manual on the Law of Search and Seizure." This manual has been 
sent to all United States Attorneys' Offices and a supply has been 
delivered to the Bureau. 

The Manual is not intended to be a thorough study of the 
subject. As stated in the introduction, it is simply '·'a guideline to 
acquaint the attorney with this field and to give him a starting point 
for further research on a particular problem." (emphasis added). 

Each office is being sent five copies of the manual. 
Place all copies on the office inventory and submit appropriate / 
inventory adjustment. The manual remains the property of the United 
States Department of Justice. All investigative personnel, and legal 
instructors in particular, should be aware of the existence of this 
manual and its contents. The United States Attorney may refer to 
it in discussing the law pertaining to FBI cases. 

3/21/67 
SAC LETTER 67-17 

~ 

(E) OUTSIDE EMPLOYMENT OF SPECIAL AGENTS -- A recent 
instance wherein a Special Agent sought Bureau approval to teach 
Accounting two nights a week at a university prompts me to remind 
you of the Bureau's policy which is that Special Agents may not 
hold any outside part-time employment or self-employment. 

! 
\i 

3/21/67 
SAC LETTER 67-17 - 3-
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{F) NATIONAL AUTO THEFT PREVENTION CAMPAIGN-- On 
March 1, 1967, a National Auto Theft Prevention Campaign was 
launched which campaign is being coordinated by the Criminal 
Division, Department of Justice. We are not actively participating 
in this campaign. 

One of the principal objectives of the campaign is to 
reach the public by means of posters, flyers, and stickers, and 
through wide news media dissemination to alert all persons to 
remove ignition keys from their automobiles and lock these 
automobiles when leaving them on the street. 

All employees should be reminded of the necessity 
. to afford Bureau automobiles adequate security. In addition, 
employees should be encouraged to remove keys from personal 
automobiles. Obviously, any theft of Bureau automobiles or cars . 
belonging to our employees could be the subject of adverse publicity 
.in view of the current campaign. 

3/21/67 
SAC LETTER 67-r-17 

(G) s·i?ECIAL AGE:t\TTS - OFFICE OF PREFERENCE TRANSFERS 
AND AVAILABILITY FOR SUCH TRANSFERS -- Instances have 
continued to arise in which agents list an office of preference to 
which they are no longer desirous of being assigned and fail to 
advise the Bureau until after transfer orders are issued. This 
situation has been called to your attention on a number of occasions 
in the past and most recently in SAC Letter 66-13(A). You should 
again remind all agents that it is imperative for office of preference 
designations to be maintained current at all times. Any condition 
temporary or otherwise which would have an effect on an agent's 
availability for such transfer must be brought to the attention of the 
Bureau. If an agent changes his office of preference designation 
because of a temporary problem he can thereafter restate his offices 
of preference when that problem has been resolved. 

An agent's standing on the office of preference list is 
not based on the date on which .he lists a particular office of preference 
but rather on his seniority as an ag_ent. As. you have been previously 
advised, no requests for cancellation of transfers based upon the office 
of preference program will be approved. Insure that all agents thoroughly 
understand what is expected of them in discharging their personal 
responsibility for keeping their office of preference listings curren~ 
and accurate. 

3/21/67 
SAC LETTER 67-17 - 4-
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(H) AUTOMOBILES- RENTAL OF MOTOR-VEHICLES-- Effective 
immediately, all existing authority for rental of motor vehicles for 
any purpose is hereby canceled. No motor vehicles are to be rented 
for any official purpose whatsoever without prior specific authority 
from the Bureau. 

(Security Letters on attached page) 

3/21/67 
SAC LETTER 67-17 - 5-
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(I) EMERGENCY DETENTION PROGRAM - APPREHENSION 
OF SECURITY INFORMANTS-- Reference is made to SAC Letter 
Number 53-65 dated September 22, 1953, which requires sub
mission of a letter to the Bureau by the 15th of April and the 
15th of October listing security informants to be apprehended 
during a national emergency. 

In the future, submit letter annually to the Bureau 
by the 15th of October. The April 15 letter need not be submitted. 

The discontinuance of the April 15 letter in no way 
minimizes the importance of the captioned program. This program 
should be kept constantly in mind by Agents working with security 
informants so that the Bureau will be in a position in the event of 
an emergency to have carefully selected security informants 
apprehended with Security Index subjects. 

3/21/67 
SAC LETTER 67-17 t 

. ' 

(J) RE.PORT WRITING - COMMUNIST PARTY, USA, AND OTHER 
ORGANIZATIONAL REPORTS -- A review of a number of organi
zational reports concerning various types of organizations reveals 
that in many instances there has been a failure to comply with 
certain instructions contained in Sections 87C and 87E of the Manual 
of Instructions with regard to information that should appear in 
the cover pages to the report. 

Instructions are contained in the above manual references 
calling for statements to be included in cover pages of Communist 
Party quarterly reports and certain other organizational reports 
to the effect that all persons named therein as members of the 
organization and who reside within the area covered by the reporting 
office are listed in the Security Index or are informants or sources 
with the exception of those listed. In .subversive front organization 
reports and certain other miscellaneous organizations this rule 
applies only to those individuals identified as officers, leaders, 
and/or active substantial participants in the affairs thereof. 

The basic purpose of the above rule was to eliminate 
unnecessary indexing at the Bureau and in the future, you should 
insure that the above-cited manual provisions ·are carefu~ly followed 
in the submission of organizational reports as well as. in the- sub
mission of the annual Communist Party organizational survey letters. 

Very truly yours, 
3/21/67 
SAC LETTER 67-17 

J olm Edgar Hoover 
Director - 6-
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PERSONAL ATTE!'l""TION 
SAC LETTER 67-20 

\ITEII :-iT:\TES I>EP:\-HT\IE\T llF .ll STICE 

FEUERAI. BL'REAl OF 1:\VESTI<;ATIO:\ 

In Rl'p(Y, J>leas•• HejPr tu 

f'ile ;\u. 

W.\~UI:IIGTIIN, D.<.:. :W.i35 

April 7, 1967 

(A) CONTACTS WITH EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONS-- Bureau teletype 
to all Special Agents in Charge dated March 30, 1967, instructed as 
follows: 

"Effective immediately all outstanding 
authorizations to contact students. graduate students. 
and professors of educational institutions in security 
matters q.re rescinded. This includes established 
sources, informants. and other sources. 

''In those instances where contacts with such 
individuals are particularly important and neces
sary. a request for authority to make such contacts 
must be furnished the Bureau. No contaet is to be 
made without Bureau authority." 

In view of the need to comply with instructions set forth in 
Section 107Q of the Manual of Instructions pertainin~ to the discontinuance 
of .informants. authority is granted to make a contact with those informants 
and sources who will no longer be utilized by your office. Clearly inform 
these individuals not to solicit information for your office and to maintain 
their past relationship with your office in strict confidence. In the event 
payments are necessary for past services or expenses. the payments 
should be made during the contact. Do not make contact on the campus . 

. 
Advise the Bureau under caption of the informant or source 

the date and results of the contact. Furthermore. within ten days of the 
receipt of this letter~ furnish the Bureau under the above caption 
the identities of those informants and sources discontinued in accordance 
with the instructions set forth in referenced teletype. 

Very truly yours, 

John Edgar Hoover 

Director 

.... 
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In Reply, Please Refer to 

File No. 

PERSONAL ATTENTION 
SAC LETTER 67-23 

U:\ITEI> STATES DEPAHT!\·IEYJ' OF .lliSTICE 

Jo' ED ERA I. BUREAU 0 fo' I NV E S 'I' 11; AT I 0 N 

.. •' . 
' .. 

-WASHIN.GTON, D.C. 20535· . , ·. ·. 

April 25, 1967. 

(A) FBI NATIONAL ACADEMY- APPLICANT INVESTIGATIONS -
POST GRADUATE CONTACTS -- In spite of clear-cut instructions 
contained in the letters which institute National Academy applicant 
invc;:stigations, there have been several trends in the handling of 
th~se investigations which should be corrected. Physi'cal examination 
fof}ns must be submitted with the closing communication from the 
Office of Origin. These forms must be complete in every respect 
before consideration is given to an applicant. The FD-300 form 
which accompanies the Standard Form 88 contains specific instructions 
as to which portions of Standard Form 88 must be completed. In 
each instance, when a man is 35 years or older, he must have an 
electrocardiogram (EKG) examination and the results recorded in 
the appropriate block on the Standard Form 88. All candidates must 
have a serology examination. All candidates must have an X-ray 
examination where facilities are available. Should an inquiry haye 
to be made concerning any portion of the physical examination, this 
could well mean that a particular candidate would not be invited to 
~ given session. 

The entire adult life of a National Academy applicant is 
investigated. Neighbors are contacted at every locale where the 
applicant resided during his adult years. Verification of his law 
enforcement employment requires contact with his s1,1periors ~ 
associates, and subordinates. It is not sufficient to contact the 
head of the agency aJone. 

Post graduate contacts with National Academy graduates 
are an important responsibility of each field office. Information 
concerning promotions, demotions, derogatory information, changes 
of address, position, health, or employment should be reported to the 
BurE;lau immediate.ly by means dictated by the circumstances. 

It is not sufficient to routinely submit these items to be 
included in the FBI National Academy Associates Newsletter when a 
letter of congratulations, encouragement, or condolence may be in 
order. Good judgment should be used in handling these items so there 
will be no delays which would preclude recognition by the Bureau. 
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(B) VOUCHERS- PUBLIC LAW 89-516 APPROVED JULY 21, 1966-
BUREAU OF THE BUDGET CIRCULAR NUMBER A-56. REVISED 
OCTOBER 12, 1966- AMENDMENTS TO THE AD1'1I1\ISTRATIVE 
EXPENSES ACT OF 1946 -- A recent Decision of the Comptroller 
General states that where the miscellaneous expense allowance 
provided in Section 3. 2a(1) of Circular A-56, revised October 12, 
1966, does not exceed $100 for employee without immediate family 
or $200 for employee with immediate family, the claim should be 
paid without the necessity of receipts or itemized statements. The 
Decision further states that these allowances are not predicated on 
the amount of expenses incurred. Accordingly, a transferred employee 
may claim the $100 or $200 (whichever is applicable) without 
furnishing an itemized statement. 

Any employee previously submitting a claim for 
miscellaneous expenses who did not receive the full $100 or $200 may 
submit a supplemental voucher for the difference. There is no change 
in the regulations that where the amount of miscellaneous expenses 
claimed exceeds either the $100 or $200 amounts (whichever is 
applicable) receipts are necessar.y for all such expenses claimed. 

All employees in your office should be advised of the above. 
Necessary Manual changes will be forthcoming. 

4-25-67 
SAC LETTER 67-23 . ;. 

. . 
(C) E1\1PLOYEE COMPENSATION - SAFETY POLICY FOR THE 
FEDERAL SERVICE (:NIISSION SAFETY-70) -- You were previously 
advised in 1965 and 1966 that the President has set a goal to reduce 
work injuries and costs 30% by 1970 under "Mission Safety-70" program. 

Statistics indicate recent improvement concerning reduction 
of on-the-job accidents resulting in injury to our employees. Neverthe
less, you should intensify efforts to further reduce accidents which are 
costly and cause loss of manpower. Employees on a continuing basis 
should be instructed to remain alert to hazards which might cause injuries 
and you should instill a safety-conscious attitude among your employees. 
You are instructed to submit a report coverning your specific safety 
accomplishments during the previous year to reach the Bureau no later . 
than March 1, 1968, and report any specific actions taken to prevent accidents. 

4-25-67 
SAC LETTER 67-23 .. 2 -
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(D) VOUCHER MATTER- AMENDMENTS TO STANDARDIZED 
GOVERNMENT TRAVEL REGULATIONS -- Enclosed is a copy of 
the Bureau of the Budget Circular Number A-7 dated April 7, 1967. 
Amendments have been made in the regulations relating to the 
allowance for use of taxicabs in certain instances and in the percentage 
rate to be used in determining the appropriate amount that may be 
claimed for tips. In addition, a new provision has been made for the 
use of taxicabs between the employee's home and the office on the day 
he departs on, or returns from, an official trip requiring at least 
one night's lodging. In addition, a change has been made to eliminat~ 
the reference to daylight saving time in the computation of per diem. 
All changes prescribed by this circular are effective Apr.il 30, 1967. 
Additional copies of the circular are being forwarded to your office 
under separate cover. 

To implement the change relating to the use of taxicabs 
for travel. between employee's home or office and a common carrier 
terminal, the Bureau has established a policy whereby all such 
claims for reimbursement in excess of .$7, including tip, must be 
justified to show that a more economical mode of travel could not 
have been used. 

4-25-67 
SAC LETTER 67-23 - 3 -
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(E) SELECTIVE SERVICE ACT OF 1948 - CONSCIENTIOUS 
OBJECTORS -- Requests for investigations of individuals seeking 
conscientious objector deferments are on the increase. The percentage 
of college students among the~ is also on the increase. 

A number of colleges and 'universities have recently adopted 
policies restricting disclosure of information regarding st1:1dents, 
without written consent of ~he student. " 

. Each investigation must be as complete as possible so that 
a decision can be reached as to whether the registrant is claiming 
conscientious objector status in good faith. I do not , however, desire 
that the subjects of these investigations be sought out and requested to 
give permission for review of records. 

Identities of individuals who are associated with educational 
institutions, which have restrictions on availability of student records, 
should be obtained during the course of interviews with references, 
neighbors, associates, etc., where possible. A representative group 
of these individuals should be interviewed if it is known they would 
})ave information regarding the registrant. The restrictive policies 
of educational institutions must be clearly set out in investigative 
reports. 

In those unusual instances where it is desirable to interview 
a registrant applying for conscientious objector deferment~ there will 
be no change in existing instructions that he may not be interv.iewed 
without first obtaining authority from the United States Attorney. 

All investigative employees are again reminded of the 
necessity of verifying conscientious objector registrant's birth date. 
High school records will suffice for verification. 

The registrant's current employment and whether such 
employment involves defense contracts must be determined. The 
extent of registrant's knowledge of ·defense production must also be 
determined and set out in details of report. Also, when references 
cannot be located for any particular reason, such should be set forth 
completely in details in order that the Department will know the reason 
interview was not conducted. 

4-25-67 
SAC LETTER 67-23 - 4-
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(F) NATIONAL CRIME INFORMATION CENTER (NCIC)- STOLEN 
MOTOR VEHICLES -- Arrangements are now being made to include 
records of the National Automobile Theft Bureau (NATE) in NCIC. 
It is anticipated that this will be completed in the near future. This 
will supplement stolen vehicle data already in file and being kept 
current by operating NCIC terminals. To take full advantage of 
NCIC in connection with Bureau cases, the following is· to become 
effective immediately. 

Where automobiles are involved in Bureau cases such 
as Crime on· Government Reservation, Bank Robbery, Kidnaping, 
or similar cases, and the Vehicle Identification Number (VINL 
license plate number and descriptive data of the automobile are 
known, these should be included in NCIC immediately. In addition, 
cases of special interest involving theft of automobiles should also 
be included in NCIC if they meet the criteria as set forth in the 
NCIC Operating Manual. ·.These entries spould be made through the 
nearest NCIC terminal available or through direct communication 
with NCIC at the Bureau., 

~ In connection with your liaison programs in the 
Interstate Transportation of Stolen Motor Vehicle classification, 
automobiles located at impound lots, tow-in garages, salvage 
yarQ.s, auto auctions~ etc. , should be first checked through 
NCIC to determine if stolen. Frequent contact should be made 
with local law enforcement agencies which have access to NCIC 
terminals, to insure impounded vehicles are checked directly 
on a regular basis through NCIC. 

Field Offices which do not have local law enforcement 
agencies that have a terminal with NCIC should submit record 
checks by teletype direct to NCIC , TWX #710-822-0006 or by 
other communications marked to the attention NCIC. 

(Security Letter on attached page) 
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(G) STUDENTS FOR A DEMOCRATIC SOClETY- SUBVERSIVE 
ORGANIZATION CHARACTERIZATION -- Set forth below is a 
characterization of Students for a Democratic Society which should 
be utilized in the future when it is necessary to characterize this 
organization in investigative reports and other types of · communications. 

STUDENTS FOR. A DEMOCRATIC SOCIETY 

The Students for a Democratic Society (SDS), as it is 
known today, came into being at a founding convention held at Port 
Huron, Michigan, in June. 1962. The SDS is an ~ssociation of young 
people on the left and has a current pr.ogram of protesting the draft, 
promoting a campaign for youth to develop a conscientious objector 
status, denouncing United States intervention in the war in Vietnam 
and to "radically transform'' the university community , and provide 
for its complete control by students. Gus Hall, General Secretary, 
Communist Party, USA, when interviewed by a representative of 
United Press International in San Francisco. California , on May 14, 
1965, described the SDS as a part of the ''responsible left" which the 
Party has "going for us." At the. June, 1965, SDS National Convention. 
~n anticommunist proviso was removed from the SDS constitution. 
In the October 7, 1966, issue of "New Left Notes," the official 
publication of SDS, an SDS spokesman stated that there are some 
communists in SDS and they are welcome. The national headquarters 
of this organization as of April 18. 1967 , was located in Room 206, 
1608 West Madison Street, Chicago, Illinois. 

Very truly yours, 

John Edgar Hoover 

· Director 

Enclosure for (D) 
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PERSONAL ATTENTION 
SAC LETTER 67-24 

U:\ITEO STATES DEPART:\fE:\T OF .Jl!STICE 

1-'El.>ERAL BUREAU OF 1NVESTIGA1.'10N 

1 R ,...J P1 R·" WASHINGTON, D.C. 20535 
n f!r•Y• rose e1 er to 
Fil~ No. ·. May ~, 19q7 

(A). TRAINING- PER DIEM AND MEALS. AT QUANTICO The per 
diem rate at Quantico has been increased from $5.60 to $6. 50. The 

. cost of lodging on the government reservation has been increased from 
$1.12 to $1. 30. · 

The price of breakfast will be $1.25 and lunch and dinner 
$1. 75 each. In addition, a 10 cents tip will be collected for each meal 
and 3% Virginia sales tax will also be collected. 

All of the above changes are effective May 1, 1967. 

Tpis information should be brought to the attention of 
personnel designated to attend In-Service or other type of training at 
Quantico. 
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(B) DESERTER MATTERS- DISCONTINUE AIRTEL -- After Bureau 
assistance to locate a deserter has been requested and the serviee 
learns that the deserter has surrendered, been apprehended, located, or 
his deserter status otherwise cleared without Bureau participation, a 
discontinue letter is immediately sent to Bureau Headquarters. Based 
upon this letter, the Bureau prepared a discontinue airtel which was 
forwarded to the office of origin. Henceforth, instead of a discontinue 
airtel, an extra copy of the discontinue letter from the interested branch 
of the military service will be forwarded from the Bureau to the office 
of origin by routing slip. Upon receipt of this discontinue letter prepared 
by the service, office of origin will immediately advise all auxiliary 
offices to discontinue investigation to locate the deserter. 

Each such discontinue letter or form used by the services 
is self-explanatory. The Army and the Air Force use Defense Depart
ment Form 616 which is entitled "REPORT OF RETURN OF." The 
Navy uses a form letter FD-103 and the Marine Corps' letter contains 
no code designation, but is entitled ''DESERTER LOCATED." Each of 
these forms will cbntain the deserter's .name and serial number and 
the date of his return to military control. In some instances, where 
known, additional information is furnished indicating whether he 
surrendered, was apprehended, or his deserter status cleared by 
other means. 

(Security Letter on attached page) 
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(C) INVESTIGATION OF STUDENT GROUPS ON COLLEGE 
CAMPUSES -- Bureau teletype to all Special Agents in Charge dated 
March 30, 1967, captioned "Contacts with Educational Institutions" 
set forth instructions that all outstanding authorizations to contact 
students, graduate students, professors, informants, established sources 
and other sources at educational institutions in security matters were 
rescinded. · 

The purpose of these instructions is to guard Bureau's 
interests in a most sensitive area and to prevent possible carelessness 
on the part of individuals which could place us in a most embarrassing 
lip:ht. It is realized that these instructions impose problems for the 
field: however, they in no way relieve the field of its investigative 
rrsponsibility of keeping abreast of the activities of those groups which 
have the potential for infiltration by the Communist Party or other 
subversive organizations or which are actually being controlled, dom
inated or influenced by such organizations . 

. . It is incumbent on your office to devise ways and means 
of obtaining the desired information without placing the Bureau in a 
position where we can be criticized for infringing on the rights and 
freedom of the academic community. Such information can be secured 
fro.m public source material and through the development of noncampus 
info.rmants and sources. Of course, there is no prohibition against 
accepting information voluntarily furnished by individuals connected 
with institutions of learning. This information should be accepted 
without comment. · 

Each office must submit a letter to reach the Bureau no 
later than June 1, 1967, setting forth the identity of campus groups 
which are under investigation, the identities of the sources and 
informants now affording coverage to each group and the plans and 
programs of the office to develop the necessary coverage. Thereafter, 
_on a quarterly basis, a letter is to be submitted setting forth the 
achievements and progress being made in implementing the programs 
set up. 

Very truly yours, 

John Edgar Hoover 

5-2-67 Director 
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ln Reply. Plea!e. Refer r,, 

File No. 

PERSONAL ATTENTION 
SAC LETTER 67-25 

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVE~TIGATI 'ON 

WASHINGTON. D.C. 20535 

_May 9, 1967 

(A) ARREST AND ARRAIGNMENT -- Occasionally there has been some 
diffLc.ulty in proving probable cause for arrest because of the refusal of the 
Uni~ed States Commissioner to accept hearsay evidence at the pre
liminary hearing. The position of the Department of Justice is that 
hearsay evidence is admissible for such purposes, and the Department 

... has reaffirmed this position in its memorandum #511, dated April 10, 
1967, to all United States Attorneys, on the subject "Admissibility 
of hearsay evidence at preliminary hearings." Should any United 
States Commissioner refuse to accept hearsay evidence at the pre
liminary hearing, advise the United States Attorney immediately. 

5/9/67 
SAC_LET'_I'ER 67-25 

(BJ .YOUNG AMERICAN' MEDAJis FOR BRA VERY AND SERVICE -
NOMINATIONS FOR 1966 -- Attached are two copies of a letter the 
Attorney General has sent to the Governors of all the states and 
territories and the President of the Board of Commissioners, District 
of Columbia. It will be noted that August 30, 1967, has been established 
as the deadline date for the receipt of nominations of candidates for the 
1966 awards. The Attorney General has again emphasized the necessity 
that nominations be accompanied by complete documentation concern-
ing the actions of the nominees for consideration. 

You should bring this program to the attention of appropriate 
officials when contacting them on other matters. They should be 
reminded that all nominations must be made through the Governor of 
the individual state. It has been noted in the past that the submission 
of candidates for the Service Award has not been in proportion to the 
many young people who are performing acts which would qualify them 
for consideration as a recipient of this award. 

. Any candidates of whom you become aware should be brought 
to the attention of appropriate authorities for consideration and possible 
submission as nominees for these awards. 
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(C) SPECIAL AGENTS - OFFICE OF PREFERENCE TRANSFER -
In order to clear up any misunderstandings which may exist, I wish 
to reiterate policy concerning transfers to offices of preference 
listed by Agents. Three offices may be listed, in any order desired. 
It will be considered that the first one on the list is the one most 
desired as an office of assignment, with the others in relative priority 
after that, according to their listed position. Agents will be con
sidered in connection with suitable v;:tcancies in offices listed. If an 
Agent is not in an office of preference, he will be considered for all 
of them. If he is in his third or second listed office of preference, 
he will be considered for his second or first listed office, without 
regard to the time he may have been in his present assignment, so 
long as offices of higher priority are listed by him. 

Formerly, the rule was that when an Agent received a transfer 
to an office listed by him as his first preference, he would not then be 
considered for another office of preference transfer for three years. 
This rule is no longer in effect. 

If an Agent receives assignment to an office listed by him 
as third or second, and for personal reasons would not wish to be 
considered for another office of preference transfer in the near future, · 
he should then remove those offices listed in a higher order of 
preference. If any are still listed, he will be considered for transfer 
as vacancies occur in those offices. It is again emphasized that the 
position of an Agent on an office of preference list is determined by 
his date of entry on duty, not the date he designates a particular office. 

It is the personal responsibility of the Agent concerned to be 
sure that at all times his office of preference listings reflect his current 
desires. 

It is also emphasized that assignment to a first office of 
preference does not mean an Agent will not be considered for transfer 
if his services are required .in another location. At all times the needs 
of the service must be paramount, and assignment of Agents will be 
·made accordingly. 

Insure that this is brought to attention of all Agent personnel 
of ,:your Division. Appropriate manual changes will be issued. 

5/9/67 
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{P.) CRHvllNAL INVESTIGATIONS -- The current fiscal year is rapidly 
drawing to a close, and I am concerned we may not adequately depict 
the effectiveness of our investigative activity. 

While I am aware of the factors impeding prosecution of 
certain violators, I can see no justification for an office to be unable 
to show an improvement in its criminal investigativ~ activities over 
an extended period of time. 

It is imperative each Special Agent in Charge make a con
certed all-out effort to improve our accomplishments during the balance 
of the fiscal year. It will be your personal responsibility to see that 
all matters with prosecutive potential are promptly and adequately 
investigated, thereafter followed by timely, well-organized presentations 
to United States Attorneys. Any delays in prosecution should be fol
lowed closely with the United States Attorney and any aggravated 
situations should be brought to the attention of the Bureau so the matter 
can be referred to the Department. Reports setting forth results of 
prosecution, including sentences received, should be immediately 
submitted to the Bureau. No delays or shortcomings will be tole_rated. 

The prosecutive problems now confronting us will be even 
more pronounced during the forthcoming fiscal year. It will, there
fore, be necessary for you at this time to critically analyze your 
liaison assignments and investigative policies to insure you have the 
programs and procedures operating which will produce the desired 
results. 

(Secul:'ity Letters on attached pages) 
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(E) DISSEIVITNATION TO SECRET SERVICE - USE OF FORM FD-376 --
The Bureau. has noted in a number of instances in the recent past a 
failure to utilize Form FD- 376 in forwarding information to the Bureau 
for dissemination to Secret Service under the terms of the "Agreement 
Between The Federal Bureau of Investigation and The Secret Service 
Concerning Presidential Protection. " 

Instances have also been noted wherein individuals have 
been incorrectly categorized as to the reason or reasons for referral 
to Secret Service. You should reiterate to all personnel at this time 
the necessity for the utlization of the above form in effecting dis
semination to Secret Service under the terms of the above Agreement. 
You should also emphasize the necessity for insuring that the individuals 
referred are properly categorized as falling within one or more of the 
six specified categories listed in Appendix B to the above-mentioned 
Agreement. 

We are obligated to promptly furnish Secret Service all 
information of interest to it in connection with its responsibilities 
for Presidential protection and our responsibilities in this field should 
be emphasized to all Agent personnel and should be the subject of close 
and continuous supervision. 

5/9/67 
SAC LETTER 67-25 

(F) PAN-AMERICAN GAMES, JULY 27 THROUGH AUGUST 8, 1967, 
WINNIPEG, CANADA · ·· The Royal Canadian Mounted Police (RCMP) 
has advised the Pan-American Games are to be held in Winnipeg, 
Canada, from July 27, 1967, through August 8, 1967. Approximately 
3, 400 athletes and officials will partic.ipate, including 381 from Cuba. 
The Cuban contingent is scheduled to arrive in·\Yinnipeg on July 15, 
1967. (. ' 

. Although there have been rumors that Cuban Premier Fidel 
Castro will attend these Games, RCMP has received no reliable 
indication to that effect. 

The Winnipeg Police Department has advised trouble can be 
expected from foreign groups during the Games. The population in 

5/9/67 
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the ·winnipeg area is reportedly made up of many nationality groups 
many of which are violently anti- or pro-Castro. According to the 
Winnipeg Police Department, these groups could be easily provoked 
into an incident. In addition, thousands of visitors including many 
from other Western Hemispheric countries are expected .. 

The RCMP and the Winnipeg Police Department have re
quested FBI cooperation in furnishing them with any information we 
may develop which would assist them in security arrangements and 
in maintaining law and order during the Games. 

The Winnipeg Police Department has also requested we 
furnish it with information concerning identities of gamblers, hoodlums 
and other criminals who contemplate attending these Games as well 
as any other pertinent criminal intelligence we may develop which 
would assist it, 

Anti-Castro Cuban exiles in this country in the past have 
traveled to Canada to attack Cuban establishments there. It can be 
expected they will plan various militant anti-Castro activities during 
the Games. If Castro or Cuban President Osvaldo Dorticos attends 
the Games, such planned activities may include plots to cause bodily 
harm, to demonstrate against or to embarrass either of these individuals. 

Each office and Legal Attache should insure logical security 
and criminal sources, including anti-Castro, pro-Castro, and other 
Latin-American sources, are alerted concerning this matter. 

Pertinent information of a security nature should be furnished 
the Bureau by most expeditious means warranted, including use of 
teletype dissemination procedures as outlined in Part II, Section 5, 
pages 4 and 4a, of the Manual of Rules and Regulations. The character 
"Internal Security - Latin America" should be used. 

' Criminal intelligence data should be furnished the Bureau in 
letterhead memorandum which includes significant background infor
mation, a physical description and arrest record concerning persons 
who contemplate visiting Winnipeg during the Games. With respect to 
criminal-type intelligence, the caption "Pan-American Games -
Criminal Intelligence Matter" should be utilized. 
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Canadian border offices are authorized to disseminate 
pertinent data bearing on the above which may come to their attention 
to appropriate RCMP and other Canadian law enforcement agencies 
with which they maintain liaison. In every instance, however, dis
semination must also be made through the Bureau to RCMP Head
quarters at Ottawa. 

Very truly yours, 

John Edgar Hoover 

Director 

Enc. for (B) 
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®ffir:r nf tl]:r 1\Unrnry @rnrrul 
mua~tngtnn, n. [. 

April 11, 1967 

IDENTICAL LETTER SENT TO GOVERNOR$ OF ALL STATES AND TER.RITOR:ffiS 
AND PRESJIJENT, IDA.'ID OF CO~lt-11SSIONERS, DISTRICT OF COLUNBIA. 

It is my privilege to invite you to participate in the awards 
of Young American Medals for Bravery and Service for the year 
1966. 

These medals are awarded annually, under an Act of Con
gress, to boys and girls under the age of 19 who have performed 
outstanding acts of courage or service. 

Nominations are made by the Governors of the states, ter
ritories and possessions of the United States. You may submit 

·any number of nominations. From these nominations, winners 
are selected by the Young American Medals Committee of the 
Department of Justice for final approval by the Attorney General. 

I am enclosing two copies of th·e rules and regulations gov
erning the awards. Also enclosed for your information is the 
announcement of the committee's selections for 1965. 

Let me emphasize the need for <;iocumentation. The com
mittee, chaired by Mr. J. Edgar Hoover, has received a number 
of nominations accompanied only by the sketchiest description of 
the nominees' acts and little, if any, supporting material. It is 
impossible for the committee to give even the most deserving 
youngsters proper consideration on the basis of so slight a record. 

Nominations will be received until August 30, 1967. They 
should be sent to the Young American Medals Committee, Room 
5116, Department of Justice, Washington, D. C., 20530. 
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Mr. Cliff Sessions, executive secretary of the committee, 
will be happy to answer any questions you may have. 

I know that you will want to nominate as many deserving 
young people from your state as possible. You might wish to 
give public recognition to those whom you nominate. 

I look forward to hearing from you. 

Sincerely, 

Attorney General 

Enclosures 
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ln Reply, Please Refer to 

File No. 
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PERSONAL ATTENTION 
SAC LETTER 67-29 

U:\ITED STATES l>EPART:\lE:'\T OF .llJSTlCE 

FED F. R A L BUR E A l' 0 F I XV EST l GAT l 0 N 

WASHINGTON. D.C. 20535 

· M9-y 24, _1967 

(A) CONTACTS WITH EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONS-- Bureau teletype to 
all Special Agents in Charge dated March 30, 1967, and SAC Letter 67-20 (A) 
dated April 7, 1967, both ·captioned as above advised that all prior authority 
to contact any student, graduate student or professor including established 
sources, informants and other sources in connection with security matters 
was rescinded and pointed out that if any such contact was necessary with 
any of these individuals prior Bureau authority must be obtained with full 
justification. The purpose of these instructions was to avoid any possibility 
of the FBI being accused of interference with academic freedom. 

Effective immediately, Bureau authority will not be required 
to contact individuals at educational institutions in the following instances: 

1.. Established sources functioning in an administrative 
capacity such as a Registrar, Director of Admissions, Dean of 1ien, Dean 
of Women and Security Officer, and their subordinates. Contacts may be 
made on the campus. 

2. Established sources and informants who are not reporting 
on any campus activities or any matter pertaining to the educational 
institution. These contacts must be made away from the campus. 

3. Any individual who can furnish information in civil cases 
such as Ascertaining Financial Ability, Court of Claims, Admiralty Matters, 
False Claims-Civil, Federal Tort Claims Act and Miscellaneous-Civil 
Suits, and the Civil Rights Act of 1964. 

It is pointed out that Bureau authority is still necessary to 
contact any student, graduate student or professor in security matters re
garding his personal knowledge of any individual, group or activity related 
to the educational institution as opposed to contacts with administrative 
officials who maintain records as mentioned above. 

. You are cautioned that good judgment must prevail and, if 
there is any information available which would indicate that any contact 
might result in embarrassment to the Bureau, the Bureau must be advised 
of full details and Bureau authority obtained prior to making such contact. 

Appropriate Manual changes will be forthcoming. 

Very truly yours, 

John Edgar Hoover 

Director ' ' 



ln Reply, Please Refer to 

File 1\'u, 

PERSONAL ATTENTION 
SAC LETTER 67-27 

1!\JTED STATES DEPART\JEYI' OF .ILSTICE 

F!!: 0 ERA L U U HE AU 0 F IN YES T I GAT I 0 N 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20535 

May 17, 1967 
I . 

{A) STUDENTS F'OH A DEMOCRATIC~SOCIETY -- Recently, a 
west coast office reported that a field secretary of the Students 
for a Democratic Society, upon completion of an interview in a 
Conscientious Objector case, attempted to follow the interviewing 
Agent. Upon realizing this, the Agent confronted this individual 
at which time he stated that Students for a Democratic Society 
members had received instructions from the Students for a 
Democratic Society National Office in Chicago that whenever 
they were interviewed by the FBI they should obtain the name of 
the interviewing Agent, his description and the complete description 
and license number of the automobile used by the Agent. 

Our Chicago Office has furnished information that 
recently the Chicago Police Department had occasion to search an 
automobile which was owned by an individual who was directly 
involved in distributing Students for a Democratic Society leaflets 
in Chicago. Upon searching this automobile, it was ascertained 
that it was wired for sound which included a toggle switch and a 
tape recorder. 

In view of these two situations, you should alert all 
Special Agent personnel of the current tactics utilized by the Students 
for a Democratic Society to possibly place the Bureau in an ' 
embarrassing or compromising position. Special Agents should be 
most circumspect when conducting interviews of Students for a 
Democratic Society members and pro.per precautions taken to insure 
that they do not become the subject of harassment by these individuals. 
The Bureau should be promptly advised of any information coming to 
the attention of the field regarding this matter. 

Very truly yours, 

John Edgar. Hoover 

Director 
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PERSONAL ATTENTION 
SAC LETTER 67- 38 

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

FEDEHAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATJOJ'; 

In Reply1 Please Refer to WASUINGTON, D.C. 20535 

File No . 
-~-.. June 27, 1967 

L . .. .. .. . 
(A) IDENTIFICATION MATTERS - CHANGE OF :PROCEDUHE 
INVOLVING FBI NUiv1BERS AND . .BLIMINATIO~t0F FORM 1-1-
(RECORD OF ADDITIONAL ARRI.$T)- FBI F01~\1 BOOK -- To 
stimulate greater participation a1{1.bng fingerpriflt contributors 
in plactng t1e FBI number on fingerprint cards the requirement 
to submit a full set of fingerprints, 10 rolled impressions plus 
plain impressions of the thumbs and 4 fingers of each hand, is 
being rescinded in those instances where the FBI number is placed 
on the submitted fingerprint card. Instead of a full set of finger
prints, only the plain impr:essions of the 4 fingers of the right hand 
need be placed in the proper bl0ck on the fingerprint card for 
purpose of making a positive identification. The standard arrest 
fingerprint card, form FD-249, should continue to be used. If 
copy of record _is NOT desired, ... ~heck block on fingerprint card 
provided for this purpose. If copy of record IS desired place such 
notatior=i. under this block. Form FD-249 has.been revised to 
include blocks for both such notations; however, available stocks 
of present form '',?ill be used until exhausted. 

Since this procedure will eliminate the time-consuming 
process of taking a full set of fingerprints and provide choice as to 

·,requesting copy of the record when reporting an additional arrest 
\vith FBI number, form 1-1 (Record of Additional Arrest) is being 
eliminated. Remove sample 1-1 from FBI form book and any 
unused copies should be destroyed. This procedure is being 
placed in effect immediately and manual changes will be forth
coming. 
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(B) COUNT.ERFEIT MOTOR VEHICLE TITLES- INTEi1STATH / 
TRANSPORTATION OF STOLEN MOTOR VEHICLE- 'INTERSTATE 
TRANSPOHTATION OF STOLEN PROPERTY --.A recent (J 
Interstate Transportation of Stolen Motor Vehicle - Ring case,' 
which was successfully investigated, involved a number of stolen 
vehicles to which vehicle identification number plates stolen from 
similar vehicles were affixed. The public identification numbers 
were then altered to coincide with the stolen plates. 

The vehicles were sold and retitled by using counterfeit 
motor vehicle titles from another state. 

The indictment in which the subjects were charged and 
later convicted contained one count charging conspiracy in 
knowingly transporting couriterfeit securities in interstate 
commerce in violation of the Interstate Transportation of Stolen 
Property Statute1 Title 18, U. S. Code, Section 2314. The 
securities transported were the counterfeit stolen motor vehicle 
titles. It should be noted that the definitions portion of the Stai:ute, 
Title V( U. S. Code, Section 2311, in defining securities does 
not specify motor vehicle titles but does include "instrument or 
document or writi.ng evidencing ownership of goods, wares, and 
merchandise. " 

.. 
This should be brought to the attention of all investi

~ative personnel who are to be alert to the existence of similar 
violations during the investigation of Interstate Transportation 
of Stolen Motor Vehicle cases. Insure each situation indicating 
a violation of this type is brought to tl1e attention of the United 
States Attorney for prosecutive consideration. 

G-27-G7 
SAC LETTER G7-38 - 2 -
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(C) . DESTRUCTION OF AIRct..:\Fji.' OR Mo"rroR VEHICLES - F/\LSE 
REPOJ:1,'l:' (DAMV- FR)- BOMBING IVIAT'l'ERS- THREATS- f/ 
FEDEHAL TRAIN WRECK STATUTE- CRIME ON THE HIGH 
SEAS{/-- Recently a number of ·cases have been reported to the 
Bureau under the Bombing :rvlatters - Threats classification that 
should have been handled in accordance with existing instructions 
covering the DAMV- FR Statute. 

You are reminded Umt the DAMV - FR Staiute (18 USC 
35) covers not only aircraft, motor vehicl·es, and their facilities 
as mentioned in Chapter 2 of Title-18, but it also covers false 
reports relating to violations mentioned in Chapters 97 and 111 
of Title 18. Chapter 97 prohibits certain acts in connection 
with railroads (Federal Train Wreck Statute). Chapter 111 
contains numerous criminal provisions pertaining to shipping 
(Crime on the High Seas). The False Report Section of the 
DAMV Statute therefore includes all the various transportation 
facilities mentioned in C.hapters"'2, 97, and 111 of.l'itle 18. ,,/ 
You shquld note, for example, that placing a bomb or explosive 
on any vessel of the United States, including ships of the u'l S. 
Navy and Coast Guard, is a violation as set forth in Chapter 111 
(18 USC 2275) and. a false report to bomb such ships would 
therefore be a violation of the DAMV - False Report Statute. 

'• ·. 
Bring this to the attention of all investigative 

·. ·pel"' sonnel. 

6-27-67 
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· (D) DESER~ER MATTERS - INT~RVIEW'S. AND CONFESSIONS -
Recent decisl.ons of the U. S. Court of Mil:i.;,ary Appeal~ J10Id that 
the Miranda ~decision applies to questioning~.for evidence' of guilt 
in military cases. If a deserter suspe9t or· subject is subjected to 
custodial interrogation for any statemqnt which might be used 
against him on a charge of desertiqn 01~· otl1er military offense, 
he must first be given the full Mir~~,-nda warning. If he does not 
then give an affirmative and volunt~ry wai;er of the rights 
specified in that warning, no interrogation:,shfl.ll be conducted. . "' • r-..t 

1\,I\ 

The rule stated in U. S. vs. Hol(.fer, explained in 
SAC Letter 59-38, remains unchanged. No, y1arning of rights is 
necessary so long as the interrogation of t11e deserter suspect 
or subject is confined to identification only. 

I 

..... 

(Security..Letters chi attached pages) 
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(E) LA'f.'TN AJVJ:ERICAN SOLIDARITY ORGANIZATION (LASO) 
CONFE~kNCE- HAVANA, CUBA, 7/28/67- 8/5/67 -·- LASO 
was founMd January 16, 1966, at conclusion of First Tri- ., · 
Continental Conference held in Havana, Cuba, and repreqe:h.ts 
communist revolutionary and terrorist groups from 27 Latin
American countries. Its avowed purpose is to plan ways and 
means to overthrow United States "imperialism" in Latin· 
America by revolutionary violence. Credentials of groups 
dedicated to this purpose will be accepted at captioned 
conference which has been called by LASO's Organizing 
Committee, headed by Haydee Santamaria, long-time Cuban 
communist who serves as permanent Secr~tary General. . 

Approximately 197 opposition groups in Latin
American countries were circularized concerning agenda and 
objectives of conference and over 700 Cubans reportedly have 
been analyzing results so final proposals for overthrow of 
impe1·ialism in ·western Hemisphe·re can be presented. Possible 
impact of massive, vitriolic action as result of conference 
dictates that we seize every logi~al opportunity to develop 
data a:s to identities of those attending and intelligence information 
concerning methods projected by conference to accomplish its 
sinister purposes. 

~j · Repm:·t all pertinent data under above caption. Character 
is_ Xf:h- CU- Latin America, Bufile -~· · ~-:-v·. :~~. Recipients with 
sou1\~es having logical opportunity to visit Cuba in connection with 
LASO Conference, July 26th 1\!Iovement Celebration, or otherwise, 
submit recommendations promptly a_nd outline security factors 
involved. Consider all logical possibilities as to source coverage 
and coverage through other means, such as interviews of arriving 
refugees and returning visitors, ·as well as monitoring of public 
Cuban radio and television transmissions covering conference. 

Submit all significant information developed by 
expeditious me~ns, utilizing teletype dissemination .procedures 
where warranted. If telet:n)~ js not deemed justified, forward 
to the Buteau by airtel lette1:i:iead memorandum suitable ~or 
dissem±1ation. () 

1 
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(F) SOVIET NONOFFICIAL VISITORS WHO COME INDIVIDUALLY 
TO THE UNITED STATES -- There has been an ever-increasing 
number of Soviet citizens who are traveling to the United States to/ 
visit relatives or friends. These individuals are granted B-2 vis[ii3 .. 
In almost all cases they ai?ply for these visas through the Americ1aj1 
Embassy in Moscow. Occasionally they have applied at the Ame1"i·can 
Embassy in Canada and in ·tJ1e future it will be possible for them to 
apply for a visa at the American Embassy in Mexico or the American 
Embassies in Europe as well. 

Most Soviet nationals comtng ·to the United. States are 
subject to a system of travel restrictions which requires them to 
notify the Department of State of intended travel plans 48 hours in 
advance and which closes about 25 per cent of the cc.J~}'iitry to them. 
In 1962, individual Soviet tourists and exchange visltors were 
exempted from these regulations, but the Departmept of State 
retained a degree of control over their travel. Individual tourists 
were required to notify the Dep_?.rtment of State of their travel plans 
outside,. the area specified in their visa. 

I 
; 

The Department of Sb:te has advised that a new reporting 
system has beeJ!.'developed. Hen&eforth, Embassies issuing visas to 
private Soviet visit9rs coming to the United States to visit relatives 
and friends will mark the visa of these visitors "Valid for travel to 
(first destination in U. S.) and ·within a 25 mile radius thereof. 
itJ.form the local office United States Immigration and Naturalization 

'Service of travel plans outside the area. " Holders of such visas 
will be informed that there is no restriction on their trave~ in the 
United States but that U1ey are required to keep the Imm~f;ration 
and Naturalization Service District Office nearest them iriformed 
·in advance of intended travel more than 25 miles from their first 
destination. 

These new travel regulations apply only to Soviet citizens 
coming to the United States for the purpose of visiting friends or 
relatives. 

Immigration and Naturalization Headquarters is presently 
formulating plans as to how this new procedure will be impleniented 
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and what rec.ords will be maintained. When these plans ·are 
finalized you 'vill be furnished complete· deta.ils. In.U1e meantime, 
Immigration and Naturalization Service District Offices will ,advise 

·.the Bureau field offices when information is obtained concerning 
travel of U1ese SQviet visitors. Instructions in Section 105E, 
:rv1anual of Instructim~s, per.tain to the investigative coverage to 
·pe given to these individuals. It will not be necessary to advise the 
~ureau on an indivfdual basis when information of such travel is 
furnished your office by the Immigration and.Naturalizati~m Service. 

6-27-67 
SAC LETTER 67-38 

. (G) STUDENTS FOR A DEMOCR.L\J.TIC SOCIETY -- rlliRD fiCENcY 
c..'oiVS/b&,e.~ noN :'..'ecently advised t~e Chicago Office that 
infoF·inatioTl '\Vas received by indicating tlnt 
JoS'tor Jncome Now, the commun-ity action group of the Students 
for l~ Democratic Society, has now purchased two ~~ed panel 
trucks wh-ich are to be utilized for discreet photogri:.phic assign-
.1hents. · V 
I 

It is possible that these panel trucks could be made 
available to U1e Students for a Democratic Society in order that 
they might make use of them to c01npromise or embarrass 

·.sp-ecial Agents. You should ale1·t all Special Agent personnel 
'to this potential source of harassment and to take the necessary 
precautions and be most circumspect when conducting investigations 
of the Students for a DGmocratic Society and its members. Advise 
the Bureau promptly of any infor·mation coming to your attention 
regarding this matter. 

6-27-67 • 
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§9VIET-BLOC. ATTEMPTS TO O.BTAJNf ~-: S. ··MJ??s -- The 
Sov1c!t- Bloc Intelligence Services have place!dl consider:1blc 
empf¥sis upon the ... procurement of U. s. maw~. \·soviet-bloc 
agents have used both open and covert activitl.y to obt.'lin such 
data, and their efforts in tl1is regard are com.'Stantly increasing. 

I 
- ! 

. Re~ently, a /JJ11€b A~E"Nt:. Y (btJS'a'ERI!-rioN official advised 
that the Hungarian Go\·ernment is directing Tietters to major cities 

~. throughout the U .. S. and is requesting approJ1>riate civic officials 
~of such cities to forward to Hungary detailerll. maps of the cities 

contacted. Such maps, accordtng to the Hunrg-arian Government, 
will be part of an International Exhibition tmllie held in Budapest, 
Hungary, in November, 1967. 

• 

According to the _ official, the 
is very much concerned over tluiis activity by the 

Hungarian Government and.has written lethelrs to 20 major cities 
in the U. S. suggesting that ttJ.ese m~rnicipall. governments refrain 
from p1~oviding maps to the Hungarian Goveimment. The 

_ . is keenly interested ir{i·eceiving any information 
disclosing Soviet- bloc efforts to obtain U. :S.. maps and has 
requested that any information received by tilhe Federal Bureau of 
Investigation in this, connection be brought iliD the 
attention:· 

''"" This matter should be brought :iliD t:he attention of all 
personnel in each office who handle Soviet-\lillmc matters. Any 
information received disclosing ~oviet-bloc cfiforts to obtain 
U. S. n}~ps should be promptly furnishe<:h..fm the Bureau in a 
letterh&i'·.d mernorandum suitable for disse.lriDihation. The 

·letterhe{ld memorandum should be capti~/1edl "Soviet-Bloc 
Attempts to Obtain U. S. Maps. " 

6-27-67 
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(I) PLAf~T INFORMANT PROGRAM - KtiY FACILITIES 
LIST -- VThe Department of Deie\1se has Us sued a revised Key 
Facilities List referred to as KFt, (Q) elated April 1, 1967. 
Appropriate state sections of this list, · whtch replaces KFL 
(P), have been forwarded to tl1e field for use in connection with 
the Plant Informant Program. 

It will be noted that the new list does not contain a 
listing of the agency having security responsibility for each key 
facility as dip previous Key Facilities Lists. The Department 
of Defense .l~is advised this deletion was made due to the fact 
that the ArrilY has now been designated the agency having· security 
responsibility for all key facilities, and it is, therefore, not 
necessary to identify the responsible agency for each individual 
key facility on the Key Facilities List. 

Very truly yours, .... 
John Edgar Hoover 

Director 

.. 
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P.ERSONAL ATTENTION 
SAC LETTER 67-40 

UNITED STATES DEPARTMEN·T OF JUSTICE 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

In Reply, Plerue Refer to 

File No. 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20535 

July 11, 1967 . 

(A) ACTIVITIES o·F MILITANT ANTI-CASTRO EXILES On several 
occasions during the past six months you have been alerted to the 
possibility that anti-Castro Cuban exiles in this country might travel 
to Canada to attack Cuban establishments and to the possibility that 
these exiles may attempt to harm, demonstrate against, or embarrass 
Cuban President Osvaldo Dorticos and Prime Minister Fidel Castro if 
they go to Canada to visit EXPO 67 in July, 1967, and/ or to attend. the 
Pan American Games scheduled to be held in the latter part of July and 
the early part of August, 1967. 

We have now received concrete information indicating that 
Cuban exiles are planning the assassination and kidnapping of several 
Cuban officials in Canada. 

In this connection, a New York source has reported that the 
Movimiento Nacionalista Cubana (Cuban Nationalist Movement - CNM), 
a militant anti-Castro group, is planning an attempt on the life of 
Prime Minister Castro if he visits EXPO 67, Montreal, Canada, on 
July 26, 1967, Cuban National Day at the exposition. In addition, the 
source reported that if Castro does not appear the CNM in union with the 
Movimiento Insurreccional de Recuperacion Revolucionaria (MIRR)~ 
another militant anti-Castro organization, plans to kidnap the Cuban 
Ambassador to Canada and hold him for the ransom of nine prisoners 
in Cuba who were captured during the ill-fated invasion of Cuba in April, 
1961. Reportedly, the exiles intend to kill the Cuban Ambassador to 
Canada regardless of whether the prisoners are released. · 

The CNM is· also considering the possibility of a simultaneous 
action at the Pa~ American Games which are to be held in Winnipeg, 
Canada, from July 27, 1967, to August 8, 1967. This action will involve 
the kidnapping of some of the Cuban athletes participating in the games 
including the Cuban Minister.of Sports, Jose Llanusa, who will accompany 
the Cuban team. 

The Btireau cannot. stress too strongly the absolute necessity 
of alerting .soulces and informants to immediately report information 
concerning plans of Cuban exiles and others to assassinate, injure, bomb, 

J' 
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demonstrate against, or otherwise cause embarrassment to Cuban 
representatives in Canada particularly on the occasion of the visits 
of the abOve-mentioned Cuban officials.· The Bureau has a heavy 
responsibility to insur·e that every scrap of pertinent information 
received dealing with this matter is promptly made available to the 
interested Government agencies as well as to appropriate Canadian 
authorities. Any such information should be furnished to the -Bureau 
by the most expeditious means warranted. 

"7-11-67 
SAC LETTER 67-40 

. . 
(B) NAVAL INTELLIGENCE COMMAND {FORMERLY OFFICE OF 
NAVAL INTELLIGENCE) -- The Office of Naval Intelligence (ONI) 
was recently redesignated as the Naval Intelligence Command (NIC). 
The former title, "Director of Naval Intelligence," is now, 
"Commander, Naval Intelligence Command." 

This is. an internal change which will have no effect on our 
relations with the Navy either at the Seat of Government or in the 
field; however, you are being advised of it as a matter of information. 

Very truly yours, 

John Edgar Hoover 

Director .• 
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In Reply, Plecue Refu to 
File No. 

PERSONAL ATTENTION 
SAC LETTER 67-42 

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20535 

July 25, 1967 

(A) FBI SUGGESTION PROGRAM - FISCAL YEAR 1967 -- Set forth 
I 

below are the results of the participation in the FBI Suggestion Program 
by each field division and Legal Attache's office during Fiscal Year 1967. 

SUBMISSIONS 1966 
OFFICE SUGGESTIONS ADOPTED AGENTS CLERKS TOTAL CHANGE 

Albany 
Albuquerque 
Anchorage 
Atlanta 
Baltimore 
Birmingham 
Boston 
Buffalo 
Butte 
Charlotte 
Chicago 
Cincinnati 
Cleveland 
Columbia 
Dallas 
Denver 
Detroit 

3 
5 
3 
8 

11 
.8 

11 
8 
8 

10 
24 
20 
10 

6 
7 
5 

10 
11 
2 
7 
4 

11 
11 
9 
5 
5 
7 
8 

0 
2 
0 
5 
8 
4 

10 
4 
5 
8 

17 
15 
10 

5 
5 
0 
5 
9 
0· 
6 
4 
7 
9 
6 
2 
0 
4 
6 

3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
4 
1. 
4 
3 
2 
7 
5 
0 
1 
2 
5 
5 
2 
2 
1 

7 
1 
3 
4 

11 
5 
6 

12 
2 

10 
14 

7 
13 
0 
5 
8 
6 

13 
1 
4 
4 
7 
5 
6 
5 
3 

- 4 
+ 4 
None 
+ 4 
None 
+ 3 
+ 5 
- 4 
+ 6 
None 
+10 
+13 
- 3 
+ 6 
+ 2 
- 3 
+ 4 
- 2 
+ 1 
+ 3 
None 
+ 4 
+ 6 
+ 3 
None 
+ 2 
- 5 
- 4 

El Paso 
HonQlulu 
Houston 
Indianapolis 
Jackson 
Jacksonville 
Kansas City 
Knoxville 
Las Vegas 
Little Rock 
Los Angeles 
Louisville 
Memphis 

17 
8 

1 
0 
0 
2 
6 
2 
2 
1 
0 
0 
2 
6 
1 
1 
1 
0 
1 
1 
1 
2 
1 
2 
1 
1 
1 
0 
0 
1 
0 
2 

14 
4 

0 
4 
2 
3 
3 
5 
3 
2 
3 
4 

12 
12 

8 
3 

+ 9 
. + 5 
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SUBMISSIONS 1966 
OFFICE SUGGESTIONS ADOPTED AGENTS CLERKS TOTAL CHANGE 

Miami 8 2 8 0 15 - 7 
Milwaukee 5 . 1 3 2 3 + 2 
Minneapolis 3 0 2 1 10 - 7 
Mobile 7 0 5 2 5 + 2 
Newark 20 1 14 6 10 +10 
New Haven 4 1 4 0. 6 - 2 
New Orleans 4 1 3 1 8 - 4 
New York City 31 6 27 4 27 + 4 
Norfolk 4 2 4 0 5 - 1 
Oklahoma City 21 0 16 5 21 None 
Omaha 3 1 1 2 2 + 1 
Philadelphia 25 · 6 12 13 8 +17 
Phoenix 8 0 5 3 6 + 2 
Pittsburgh 6 0 4 2 4 + 2 
Portland 9 0 8 l 9 None 
Richmond 9 1 4 5 4 + 5 
Saint Louis 12 0 2 10 1 +11 
Salt Lake City 4 1 4 0 4 None 
San Antoi1io 13 1 7 6 8 + 5 
San Diego 7 0 7 0 4 + 3 
San Francisco 18 5 15 3 23 - 5 
San Juan 17 2 11 6 10 + 7 
Savannah 9 1 2 7 17 - 8 
Seattle 18 0 13 5 17 + 1 
Springfield 19 2 9 10 21 - 2 
Tampa 33 3 30 3 22 +11 
Washington Field 15 9 10 5 21 - 6 
Bern 3 0 2 1 2 + 1 
Bonn 1 0 1 0 5 - 4 
Buenos Aires 1 0 1 0 0 + 1 
Hong Kong 1 1 1 0 0 + 1 
London 1 1 0 1 3 - 2 
Manila 1 0 0 1 0 + 1 
Mexico City 1 0 1 o· 2 - 1 
Ottawa 0 0 0 0 2 - 2 

'7-25-67 
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SUHMISSIONS 1966 
OFFICE SUGGESTIONS ADOPTED AGENTS CLERKS TOTAL CHANGE 

.Paris 6 2 3 3 7 - 1 
Rio de Janeiro 0 0 0 0 0 None 
Rome 1 0 0 1 0 + 1 
Santo Domingo 0 0 0 0 1 - 1 
Tokyo 5 2 5 0 11 - 6 

TOTALS 615 91 418 197 521 +94 

It should be noted that the Rio de Janeiro Office ceased opera
tions on 3/31/67. 

The over-all total of suggestions received was 1021 of which 293 
were adopted with two still awaiting final action. There were 27 additional 
suggestions from previous fiscal years that were adopted as the result of sub
sequent action during this current year making a total adopted of 320 suggestions 
for a rate of 30. 4%. Estimated tangible savings amounted to almost $74,000 

. · for which more than $3400 in incentive awards was granted. These figures 
show .the value of this program to our ever-expanding operations and I wish to 
urge a:nd encourage that it receive the continued enthusiastic support of all our 
personnel. 

7-25-67 
SAC LETTER 67-42 .. 

·. . 

(B) QUALITY WITIDN-GRADE INCREASES - FTSCAL YEAR 1967 -- You 
are advised that during the fiscal year 1967 the Bureau granted 815 quality · 
within-grade increases to its employees. 

7-25-67 
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(C) BOOKLET "FRAUDS AND EMBEZZLEMENTS-HOW YOU CAN 
HELP THE FBI"-- The Bureau recently prepared and sent to 
each field office a copy of an informative booklet entitled "Frauds 
and Embezzlements-How You Can Help the FBI." Additional 
copies of the booklet may be obtained from the Bureau upon request. 

Immediate steps should be taken to distribute copies 
of this booklet, through your regular liaison contacts, to financial 
institutions and related organizations in your territory coming 
within the purview of Federal Reserve Act, Fraud Against the 
Government, Veterans Administration Matters, Federal Housing 
Administration Matters and similar statutes. Specifically, you 
should endeavor to make this booklet available to smaller 
financial institutions and working level personnel of the larger 
institutions as it will serve as a ready reference and reminder 
to them of FBI jurisdiction. 

(Security Letters on attached pages) 
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(D) INVESTIGATIONS OF KLAN AND HATE-TYPE ORGANiZATIONS 
AND ASSOCIATED INDIVIDUALS - (DISSEMINATION OF KLAN 
REPORTS AND LETTEH.HEAD MEMORANDA) -- The Counter
intelligence Division, Dir:ectorate of Special Investigations, 
Department of the Air Force, and the Commander, Naval Intelligence 
Command, have requested that the Bureau modify its policy for 
dissemination of Klan matters to their agencies. 

In accordance with the requests made, all future dissemination 
to the Air Force of Klan reports should be limited to organizational 
reports,· and reports and letterhead memoranda showing significant 
trends and developments within the Klan groups. Dissemination of 
Klan reports and letterhead memoranda concerning individuals should 
no longer be made to the Air Force with the exception of those 
containing information of Air Force interest, such as the involvement 
of U. S. Air Force military or civilian personnel. 

In the event there is any doubt as to whether Klan reports 
or letterhead memoranda on individuals should be disseminated to 
the Air Force, resolve the doubt by disseminating. 

The Navy made a similar request of the Bureau, however, 
stated that this request pertained only to dissemination of Klan 
matters to Naval Headqu~rters in Washington, D .. C.· In view of 
this, you should continue disseminating all Klan reports and letter
head memoranda to the regional offices of the Navy. 

Concerning hate-group organizations and members, 
dissemination of all reoorts and letterhead memoranda should be 

' . 
made to the Ar+ny, Navy, and Air Force. 

\! u 
In the event information is developed which is of interest 

to another agency in the Executive Branch of the Government, this 
information should be disseminated to that agency. 

Appropriate Manual changes follow. 

7-25-67 
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(E) USE OF PERSONAL EFFECTS OF U. S. MILITARY PERSONNEL 
IN ANTIWAR PROPAGANDA-- Recent newspaper publicity confirmed 
by the United States Army indicates a captured North Vietnamese 
military .Army document instructed North Vietnamese military 
personnel to remove personal effects from the bodies of dead and 
wounded United States military personnel which effects would be 
passed on to unidentified protest groups in the United States. The 
captured order indicated these personal belongings would be used, 
in an unknown manner, to mobilize the American people against 
United States involvement in Vietnam. 

The Bureau desires to be kept advised of information 
received indicating that any organization, group or individual in 
the United States is using the personal effects of United States 
military personnel in protest activities directed against United 
States involvement in Vietnam. 

v 
Very truly yours, 

John Edgar Hoover 

Director 

7-25-67 
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In Reply, Pk!ue Refer to 

File No. 

PERSONAL ATTENTION 
SAC LETTER 67-43 

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

' WASHINGTON, D.C. 20535 

August 1, 1967 

(A) TELEPHONES-- FEDERAL 'I1ELECOMMUN1CATIONS SYSTEM 
(FI'S)- INTEROFFICE LONG-DISTANCE TELEPHONE SERVICE-
The Bureau has reached agreement with General Services Admini
stration (GSA)'to have FTS .service installed in all domestic continental 
field offices, including Sacramento, except Anchorage, Alaska, where 
it is not available at this time. I 

InstaHation will be made by the local telephone companies. 
Some installations may be accomplished in less than 30 days, others 
may take up to 90 days. Except for Bureau Headquarters and the 15 
field offices now using FTS, it may not be used elsewhere until the 
installation in each of the 40 additional offices has been completed 
and the Bureau orders it put into simultaneous use. 

No major change in a field office telephone system may be 
made in connection with the FTS installation without Bureau approval. 
For example, if there is no additional trunk capacity on the switch
board to accommodate the FTS trunks, replacement of the entire 
telephone switchboard system at a considerable increase in monthly 
fixed costs will not be considered simply to accommodate the FTS 
trunks. In such cases the .FTS trunks will probably be installed on 
separate instruments or brought in on key {push button) instruments 
now used for the SAC's, ASAC's and night supervisors' extensions 
off the switchboard. · 

The American Telephone and Telegraph Company in 
Washington, D. C., will work wit-.4 tlle Bureau in coordinating these 
installations and act as liaison with the local telephone companies. 

Bring to the Bureau's attention promptly, any problems you 
encounter in connecting FTS to your office, furnishing sufficient 
mechanical details and name, title, and telephone number of local 
telephone company representative for prompt action by the Bureau. 
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(B) TRAINING - LEGAL INSTRUCTION AND LIAISON -- It has been sug
gested from the field that the principal legal instructor in the field offices 
be assigned to a more intensive program of instruction and liaison. In
struction in the law will be given to investigative personnel of the field 
offices and to police agencies desiring such training. The liaison will be 
with judges, bar associations, prosecuting attorneys, law schools, public 
defenders, the State Attorney's Office, prominent lawyers and ranking 
police officials. 

The Bureau has adopted this suggestion. You are instructed to 
immediately assign your most capable legal instructor to the program. 

The instructor must give instructions at least once each fiscal 
year to all investigative personnel assigned at that time to the office, on the 
following legal subjects.: the law of. arrest, search of the person, search of 
motor vehicles, search of premises, interrogation, the McNabb-Mallory rule, 
and lineups. You may suggest other subjects for approval if you believe them 
necessary. These lectures are not to be summarized or combined. Each 
lecture must be thorough and must be given as a separate subject. Each may 
be given during voluntary overtimeo 

) 

· ,....,/ The instructor must assist as much as possible in t~e preparation 
of complaints for arrest warrants and affida-vits for search warrants to make 
sure tlmt each meets the requirements of the lawo This will involve close 
consultation with the United States Attorney or one of his assistants. 

The instructor must recognize and take necessary action on 
changes in the Federal law peculiar to his jurisdiction which may come from 
court opinions, policy decisions of the United States Attorney, or other sources. 
For example, field offices in the Tenth Circutt now· must follow the decision in 
Simpson v. U.S. , 346 F2d 291 ( 1965) which holds that it is an unreasonable 
search for an Agent or other officer of the law to examine the motor and serial 
numbers of an impounded car, where the object is to obtain evidence of a crime, 
unless such examination is authorized by a search warrant, conducted incident 
to arrest, or accomplished with the consent of the accusedo See also, U. S. y. 
Nikrasch, 367 F2d 740 (1966). To the contrary, field offices in the Ninth Circuit 
follow the decision of their Court of Appeals which disagrees with Simpson and 
holds that it is not a "search" merely to check the serial number on an 

8/1/67 
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automobile in order to more positively identify the vehicle, and that even if 
it is a search, .. it is a reasonable one. Cotton v. U.S., 371'F2d 385 (l967). 
See also, Weaver v. U.S., 347 F2d 878 (5th Cir., 1967); U.s. v. Kennell, 
- F2d - (4th Cir. 2/16/67) (per curiam). Such differences in the law 
exist until the issue has been finally decided, usually by the Supreme Court, 
and require adjustment in our procedures according to the district and circuit 
in which the office is situated. Similar isolated requirements peculiar to a 
district or circuit may arise from the views of a particular judge or prosecutor. 

Necessary action may include, according to the circumstances, 
discussion of the problem between the Special Agent in Charge and the United 
States Attorney, new instructions to all investigative personnel of the office, 
or referral to Bureau Headquarters. 

Another duty of the instructor will be to monitor FBI lineups 
to assure proper procedures, and to assist in resolving any other legal problem 
of the law in ·a Bureau case. Special care must be taken to work with the United 
States Attorney as closely as possible in each case and, as necessary, to keep 
the Bureau advised. 

The instructor must also deve~op and fully exploit all reasonable 
possibilities in teaching to state and local law enforcement officers the Federal 
constitutional principles of arrest, search, interrogation, lineups, etc., which 
control those officers. Observance of these principles by state' and local officers 
has become highly important to Federal law enforcement. State and local 
officers originate many Federal cases, and measurably affect the outcome 
of these cases by their official acts. For example, if the police search was 
unreasonable the Federal agency which takes the case over is not allowed to 
use in court the evidence found in that search. 

All legal instruction must take a positive approach. The 
· instructor constantly must emphasize, and appropriately illustrate with 

actual court decisions, how the Agent or officer can find and evaluate the 
information making probable cause for arrest or for a search warrant, the 
various ways of searching a person, a vehicle, or premises, which the courts 
have approved, and the latitude which the Miranda decision allows for lawful 
interrogation of an accused. The instructor must emphasize what can be done 
within the law, attempting to build confidence with knowledge. 
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Liaison with other officials and agencies is designed to keep 
them constantly aware of the Bureau's expertise in legal training, the Bureau's 
interest in developing the legal capacities of all law enforcement officers, and 
to learn from them any information which will serve the purposes of the 
Bureau and law enforcement. Much of what is accomplished will depend upon 
the ability and enthusiasm of the instructor to whom this work is assigned. 
Much information can be of use to the Bureau. For example, there is now 
pending in the Florida courts a case in which the Supreme Court of Florida 
may rule on the extent to which instrumentalities of a crime seized by Bureau 
Agents in the arrest of a person wanted for Unlawful Flight to Avoid Prosecution 
can be used as evidence in the state courts. The McNabb-Mallory Rule has been 
adopted in some states, and the Jencks Rule has been extended to the Virgin 
Islands. States adopt, or fail to adopt, significant statutory changes in the 
law such as the "Stop and Frisk'' Act in New York, Alabama, and Nebraska, 
new statutes on search warrants, etc. All of this information is significant 
to the Bureau for training purposes in both the FBI National Academy and local 
police schools. It is to be reported to the Bureau. 

You are instructed to make sure that the Agent assigned to this 
duty has ample time and facilities to perform the duties imposed upon .him. 
Extensive instruction material is provided to you by the Training Division but 
the instructor cannot teach by simply reciting what he receives. He must have 
an opportunity to study, digest and understand this material and to research 
principles of law and decisions as necessary. 

This program is a part of the Bureau's continuing effort 
to operate most efficiently and effectively and to do so by methods which 
continue to merit the approbation of the courts, the government in general, 
and the public. It is also an attempt to measurably improve the operations 
of Federal, state and local law enforcement in both Federal and other cases. 
You are instructed to give it your complete support and to take any action 
necessary to make sure that it reaches maximum effectiveness in your office. 
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(C) ACCOMPLISHMENTS IN THE DRIVE AGAINST GAMBLING AND 
ORGANIZED CRITviE -- The increase in statistical accomplishments in 
the Bureau's drive against the hoodlum element during Fiscal Year 1967 
is most encouraging. One hundred and ninety-seven convictions were 
recorded for violations of antigambling statutes or under other Bureau 
jurisdiction against representatives of organized crime. 

The Attorney General has acknowledged the fine record of ac
complishment established by the Bureau during the fiscal year just con-

. eluded. In the light of current interest in matters pertaining to organized 
crime, it has been indicated that matters of this nature have the highest 
priority for Federal law enforcement. 

In view of the ever-expanding efforts of the organized criminal 
element and the continuing demands that their activities be suppressed, 
it is anticipated that the Bureau, in its position of leadership in this field, 
will be expected to surpass previous reco,rds by a substantial margin in the 
coming fiscal year. Intelligence information with respect to illegal gambling 
operations would suggest our previous record should be increased twofold. 

Analysis of the accomplishments of the various field offices has 
indicated that some offices have contributed substantially to the overall 
record, and it will be necessary for these offices to redouble thei~ efforts. 
Other offices have not dem~nstrated any degree of success in eJfecting 
prosecution in the drive against organized criminal elements. These 
offices must make an immediate, forthright, all-out effort to secure 
tangible results. 

It is recognized that a substantial number of individuals are 
presently under indictment or in va-rious phases of prosecution short of 
trial. While these offer a backlog for future statistical accomplishments, 
we cannot rely on results of these cases to give us the substantial increase· 
in accomplishments which will be expected of us at the end of this fiscal 
year. Therefore, appropriate steps must be taken to develop new cases 
not only in the antigambling category but by 1.1tilizing all Bureau statutory 
authority to develop cases having prosecutive potential. 

I can assure you that your record in antigambling cases as well 
as your record of accomplishments against representatives of the organized 
criminal element will receive close scrutiny during the months to come, 
and you will be held responsible for taking the necessary steps to insure 
that our responsibilities in this field are fulfilled. 
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(D) NATIONAL CRIME .. INFORMATION C'ENfER (NCIC} ·- INDEXING 
OF CURRENCY; NATIONAL STOLEN PROPERTY F1LE (NSPF) --
'By SAC Letter 67-18 (D) you were advised ·of the inclusion in the NCIC · 
Stolen Article File and Stolen/Missing Gun File of property and guns 
identifiable by serial number previously listed in the National Stolen 
Property File. Included in the instructions were the necessary elements 
for indexing currency, i.e., such entry must include (1) type, 
(2·) denomination~ (3) serial number, and (4) series year, including 
letter suffix. 

Care should be taken to include the letter suffix to series year 
in any listing of currency when such a suffix exists. This includes 
listings on Bureau form FD-339 re ransom money, etcetera. 

~ ~ j 

Currency entries being received at the Bureau,_are no longer in
dexed in NSPF but are being placed in NCIC. Where the NCIC criteria 
is not met, currency is not being indexed at the Seat of Government. 
Those currency items previously indexed in NSPF which meet NCIC 
criteria are being converted to NCIC files. Currency index cards in 
NSPF not meeting NCIC criteria will be destroyed one year after the 
date of theft. Since experience has shown that the lapse of time 
diminishes the value of a search of such entries and, where some 
identifying elements are missing, the listing is of no evidentiary value. 

You should be guided by the following considerations when 
indexing currency in field office indices: 

Those offices which have terminal facilities for entering data 
into the NCIC will make currency entries directly into the NCIC and 
need not index these items in field office indices since they have the 
capability of making direct inquiries of the NCIC. · 

Other offices not having NCIC terminals which submit currency 
to the Bureau for indexing in the NCIC should also index this currency 
in field office indices provided all four elements required for indexing 
are met. 
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Partially identifiable currency which does not qualify for entry 
in NCIC, but which the office of origin feels should be indexed for pos
sible lead value, may be so indexed in field office indices. Such items 
may also be furnished to neighboring offices for indexing if this · 
procedure is considered appropriate. When the indexing of such items 
no longer serves any purpose, it is the responsibility of the office of 
origin to so notify offices previously receiving the items and all index 
cards should be destroyed. .Notification must also be sent to the Bureau 
jn those instances where items in this category were indexed at the 
Bureau prior to NCIC and have not yet been purged from the NSPF. 

Index cards pertaining to currency also indexed in NCIC should 
be destroyed at the end of the calendar year following the year in which 
the index cards are prepared. The NCIC index will automatically be 
purged at the same time. In those cases where the office of origin 
deems it appropriate to hold these records in NCIC and in field office 
files for an additional period, the Bureau must be advised no later than 
30 days prior to the purge date. 

The NCIC will provide a central file for currency items which 
may be inquired upon by field offices. Where a rapid check of NCIC 
is necessary, yo-u should direct a teletype to NCIC, TWX Number 
710-822-0006. 

It is essentiai where indexing is no longer required in NCIC, 
your field office, or neighboring field offices which have been :furnished 
currency items for indexing, that prompt notification be given so that 
such references may be removed. 

Appropriate manual changes are being made. 

(Security Letters on attached pages) 
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(E) CUBAN POTENTIAL FOR SABOTAGE AGAINST THE UNITED 
STATES -- In its efforts to subvert existing governments in Latin 
America, it is known that the Government of Cuba has been involved in 
the infiltration of guerrilla forces, arms and equipment into various 
South American countries. Most recently a Cuban fishing vessel was 
used in May, 1967, in an abortive attempt to land a guerrilla force in 
Venezuela. 

Within the past two years, the Cuban fishing fleet has increased 
at an accelerated pace and has operated on a wide scale in the Atlantic 
Ocean as well as in the Pacific. The use to which the Cuban fishing fleet 
has been employed against Latin-American countries highlights the 
vulnerability of the shores of the United States to surreptitious infiltration 
of Cuban saboteurs. While no evidence has been uncovered to date in
dicating that the Cuban fishing fleet has been operated against the United 
States in the landing of saboteurs arid subversives, nevertheless, in view 
of the violent antipathy of the Government of Cuba toward the United 
States, we must remain alert for such efforts. 

In line with our investigative responsibilities, particularly 
as they apply to our jurisdiction over t.'he sabotage statutes, it is in
cumbent on each field office to be alert for any indication of planned or 
ac.tual acts of sabotage against the United States. In this connection, it 
is imperative that informants and sources be developed and maintained 
to the degree that you will be aware of the presence of potential Cuban 
saboteurs within your territory. Any such information obtained should 
be furnished to the Bureau promptly. . .. 
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{F) CUBAN CLANDESTINE OPERATIONS IN' THE UNITED STATES -
Recent information in the press discloses that Stokely Carmichael, 
foremost "Black Power" advocate of violence, has been in Cuba as an 
official guest of the Castro government attending the Lat]n-American 
Solidarity Organization (LASO) conference. Since the avowed purpose 
of the LASO is to plan ways and means to overthrow U. S. ffimperialism" 
in Latin America by revolutionary violence, Carmichael's presence at 
the conference takes on added significance and could presage Castro 1s 
clandestine involvement in the current racial strife in the U.S. 

Accordingly, all offices be most alert to any indication of 
such involvement on the part of Castro agents or sympathizers or any 
indication that support, direction or influence of current or future 
racial violence in the U. S. is emanating from Havana. 

Very truly yours, 

John Edgar Hoover 

Director 
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PERSONAL ATTENTION 
SAC LETTER 67-47 

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

In Reply, Pl«ut Rtfw to 

FihNo. 

lVASHi.NGTON, D.C. 20535 

August 4, 19 67 

. J 

(A) NATIONAL CRIME INFORMATION CENTER (NCiC)- HOURS OF 
OPERATION-- Effective July 31, 1967, the operating time of the 
NCIC computer was increased to 18 hours daily making NCIC files 
.immediately accessible for use by terminals between the hours of 
10:00 a.m. and 4:00a.m., Eastern Daylight Savings Time (EDST). 
A further increase in air time is scheduled for August 7, 1967, when 
the operational hours will be from 8:00a.m. to 4:00a.m., EDST, 
daily except Mondays and Tuesdays. On the latter two days the time 
will be from 9:00 a.m. to 5:00a.m., EDST. On Auglist 14, 1967, 
the operational hours will be increased to 8:00a.m. to 6:00 a.m., 
EDST, daily·except Mondays and Tuesdays. The operational hours 
of 9:00a.m. to 5:00 a.m. will continue on the latter two days. The 
staggered schedule on Mondays and Tuesdays beginning August 7, 1967, 
is due to time requirements by IBM for preventive maintenance on the 
computer equipment. Full-time 24-hour-a-day operation will begin as 
soon as possible. You are reminded that the NCIC Control Room at 

. the Seat of Government remains open 24 hours daily, seven days a 
we~k. Urgent inquiries to NCIC from field offices not having NCIC 
terminals may be made by teletype to NCIC, TV/X Number 710-822-
0006. Inquiries received by the NCIC Control Room at times when the 
NCIC is not on the air will be handled immediately when the computer 
becomes operational. 

(Security· Letter on attached page) 

I 
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(B) RA,BBLE ROUSER INDEX (SUBVERSIVE CONTROL) -- Effective 
immediately in view of the widespread racial unrest the Bureau will 
maintain a Rabble Rouser Index. This Index will consist of the names, 
identifying data, and background information of individuals who are known 
rabble rousers and who have demonstrated by their actions and speeches 
that they have a propensity for fomenting racial disorder . It is desired 
that only individuals of pr0minence who are oi natioP..al interest be in
cluded on this Index. Particular consideration should be given to recom
mending those individuals in this category who travel extensively. Such 
individuals as H. Rap Brown and Stokely Carmichael of the Student 
Nonviolent Coordinating Committee and George Lincoln Rockwell of the 
American Nazi Party are typical examples of the type of individuals to 
be included. The fact that an individual is on the Security Index or 
Reserve Index does not preclude his inclusion on the Rabble Rouser 
Index. 

Each Special Agent in Charge is instructed to submit a letter 
under the above caption to the Bureau within 15 days from the date of 
this letter setting forth the identity of the individuals residing within 
field divisions who are being recommended for inclusion on the Rabble 
Rouser Index. An original and four copies of a separate write-up 
should be submitted regarding each individual recommended in accord
ance with the enclosed sample format. Make certain that i.nformation 
contained in the succinct resume of activities section of the Index card 
clearly shows the reason the individual should be included on the L"'1dex. 
If Bureau concurs with the recommendation one copy of the Write-up 
will be stamped approved and returned to the field office. These ap
proved write-ups should be retained by the field office in alphabetical 
order in a loose-leaf binder labeled Rabble Rouser Ind?x. This L"'ldex 
should be afforded the same security as the Security Index. After 
submission of the initial letter, any necessary changes, deletions, or 
additions should be made and the original and four copies of corrected 
write-ups should be forwarded to t.he Bureau by letter under the above 
caption. An administrative tickler should be prepared to review the 
Index every three months to insure that all information is current and 
accurate. Appropriate Manual changes are being prepared. 

Enclosure for (B) 
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Very truly yours, 
. J onn Edgar Hoover 

· · · . Director .,. . 



RABBLE ROUSER INDEX 

NAME 

ALIASES 

DATE & PLACE OF BIRTH 

ORGANIZATION -AFFILIATION 

POSITION IN ORGANIZATION 

DESCRIPTION 

HEIGHT WEIGHT .HAIR 

FBI# 

RESIDENCE 

SUCCINCT RESUME OF ACTIVITIES 
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In Reply, Ple!ue Refer to 

File No. 

RE: 

JUNE 
PERSONAL 
NO NUMBER SAC LETTER 67-A 

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF IN\.l(STIGATION 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20535 

August 8, 1967 

·! 
WIRE TAPPING AND ELECTRONIC SURVEILLANCES -
RECORD-KEEPlliG PROCEDURES 

"\ 

I '· ~ \ I 

By airtel dated June 29, 1967, you were furnished a 
copy of the Attorney General's memorandum dated June 16, 1967, 
setting out regulations concerning wire tapping and electronic eaves
dropping. These rules do not apply to investigations directly- related 
to the protection of the national security or any authorized telephone 
surveillance. 

i 

The instructions will apply where microphones are 
utilized and prescribe that Bureau personnel monitoring the micro
phone surveillance shall (1) preserve the tape or other permanent 
record of conversations; (2) submit a written report setting out·actual 
use made of each electronic device in connection with the authorization; 
(3} such report, the tapes or other permanent records, any logs, 
transcripts, summaries or memoranda and similar material prepared 
shall be (a) treated as agency records, (b) specially Glassified, filed 
and safeguarded, and (c) shall not be made available, nor information 
contained therein, to agency personnel or others except when essential 
to Government operations; and ( 4) a record shall be made and retained 
concerning each person to whom such information or material has been 
made available. 

Existing Bureau instructions contained in No Number 
SAC Letter dated December 22, 1949, comply with the first three 
requirements set out above. However, in order to insure full com
pliance with the Attorney Generalis instructions, you must see to it 
that these rules are adhered to in all investigations other than those 
directly related to the protection of the national security where any 
type of microphone surveillance has been authorized and used. All 
the original tapes, logs, summaries, airtels, transcripts, trans
lations, and similar material immediately recording the· result of 
conversations overheard or pertaining to the installation must be 
permanently retained, marked and treated as "JUNE" material, 
~lassified into the appropriate "sub-one" or "sub-two" files, main-
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tained separate from regular office files in a locked room, where 
possible, and in locked file cabinets in every instance. An absolute 
minimum number of specially selected employees should process, 
handle, and have access to this material, and a permanent record 
must be kept of their identities. Initials or employee numbers placed 
on each document by those processing it should disclose who has 
handled it. It should be hand-carried where possible. 

In connection with item number 4 of the Attorney 
General's instructions, the Department has been informed that in 
view of the tight controls outlined above, the Bureau would not mam
tain a separate record of individual employees who might have access 
to this data in the normal course of busmess. It was explained that 
this information might necessarily be referred to or briefly paraphrased 
in investigative reports and to mamtain a detailed record concerning 
the identities of all clerical and Special Agent personnel who must handle 
or review such derivative references would require voluminous and 
unnecessary record keeping. Accordingly, such records will not be 
required; however, personnel other than those having an actual need 
to know must not be permitted to examine the origi~al material and its 
contents must not be discussed with employees not authorized to handle 
it. 

Communications to the Bureau regarding microphone 
surveillances shall continue to be labeled ffJUNE" and enclosed in a 
separate, sealed envelope designated for the Bureau with this code 
word also indicated thereon. 

Also, all other existing mstructions are continued 
insofar as nonusage of microphones by the FBI is concerned. 

Very truly yours, 

John Edgar Hoover 

Director 
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In Reply, Plea$e Refer to 

File No. 

\.C LETTi{n. 67-50 
STATES DEP:\HT~IE:\'1' OF JUSTlCE 

FEI>EHAl. UliHEA.U OF I i';V ESTIGATIOi\ 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20535 

August 21, 1967 

RE: SUBVERSIVE OH.GANIZATION CHARACTERIZATIONS 
INTERNAL SECURITY- C . 

Set forth below are up-to-date thumbnail sketches 
of.organizations and publications, ea~h of which is of use 
to various field offices. No attempt is made to include all 
sketches which have been furnished to the Bureau for approval; 
only those sketches which are believed to have field-wide 
application are set forth. 

In the event an office needs to characterize an 
organization not mentioned in this letter, listed in the 
various issues of the '~uide to Subversive Organizations and 
Publications" published by the House COJnmi ttce on lin-American 
Activities 1 or designated by the Attorney General pursuant to 
Executive Order 10450, a request should be made o.r -cne o.irice 
of origin to furnish the required characterization. In de
scribing a local affiliate o.r a national organization, in 
addition to characterizing the local affiliate, it will be 
necessary to set forth separately the characterization of ·the 
parent organization. 

The evaluation and identities of the sources should 
be handled in accordance with instructions set forth in Part I, 
fi~ction 49B 2m (1), page 65, of the FBI Handbook. 

For the purpose o£ evaluation, all sources utilized 
in the preparation of the sketches listed below should be de
scribed as having furnished reliable infonnation in the past. 
In each sketch utilized below, the field office submitting the 
sketch has advised that careful consideration was given to each 
source concealed. 

---- ,,._ 
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~I 
AFRO-AMERIGANS AGAINST THE v· 

WAR IN VIETNAM 

On May 17, 1967, a source advised as follows: 

Afro-Americans Against the War in Vietnam (AAAWV) 
was form'ect as an "Anti-.War" Commi itee in January, 1966, at 
the initiative and under the control of the Socialist Workers 
Party {SWP) ~ '" • 

, 
AAAWV is comprised o{ the "Negro fraction" of the 

SWP and, in addition to providing thi~ fraction with an 
activity, it gives the SWP an opportunity to link its "Negro 
s·tru.ggle" with its protests against~-Uni ted States policy 
·abroad. 

~ ' 

. hAAWV attempts to discourage Negro support for the 
Vietnam war efforto · 

AAAWV Chairman is Paul Boutelle, an SWP member in 
New York City., The AAAWV mailing address is P. o. Box 384, 
Cathedral Station, New York, New York. 

AAAWV has sponsored and supported a number of protest 
demonstrations against United ~tates policy in Vietnam. 

The SWP has been designated pursuant to Executive 
Order 10450 • ., 

Source: 
• 

AFTON TOURS, INCORPO~ATED 

• Records of the Foreign Agents Registration Section 
(FARS), Department of Justice, Washington, D. c., disclose that 
Alexander 8venchansky registered Package Express and Travel 
Agency, Incorporated, Brooklyn,,. New York, on February 24, 1958, 
as an agent of Intourist Limited, Moscow, USSR. Th~ purpose of 
the business was given as transmitting parcels to citizens of 
the USSR. Svenchansky named Afton Tours, Incorporated, 
1776 Broadway, New York City, as a branch of Package Express 
and Travel Agency. 
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·~ . FARS records further disclose that Afton Tours was 
·· reg!stered individually as an Intourist agent from May 1, 1959, 

· _to 'J?ecember 24, 1960, when the registration was terminated by 
~ action of . the FARS. Package Express and Travel Agency, as of 

February 24, 1967, continued to be regist~red with the FARS. 

A source advised during April /-1967, that Afton Tours, 
Incorporated, .·continues to operate from 1776 Broadway, · 
New York City. _ The, source stated that the majority of the tours 
arranged by the firm a-re for individuals- or groups traveling to 
the Soviet Union and other East European countries. According 

. to the source, some of the individuals who have used Afton Tours 
are publicly known as Communist Party members. The source added 
that ·many of the group tours handled by Afton Tours have been 
organized ·by groups recpgnized as communist front organizations. 

Alexander Svenchansky was liruted with a Soviet 
espionage.ring in testimony before the Senate Internal Security 
Subcomm1ttee .on November 2, 1953, by Harry Gold, confessed 
atomic spy o • · f. 

~· ·The 1966-1967 New York Te~ephone Directory lists Afton 
~ours at 1776 Broadway,. New York City. 

Source: 

·-··(The characterization of Intourist should be 
used in conjunction with the characterization 
of Afton Tours.) 

I lf'\ . 
AMERICAN COMMUNICATIONS ASSOCIATION 
THE COMMUNICATION$· DIVISION OF THE 

INTERNATIONAL BRai'HERJiOOD OF "' 
TEAMSTERS, CHAUFFEURS, WAREHOUSEMEN 

~ AND HELPERS OF AMERICA 

'· 
The "Report of the International Executive Board 

ACA,CIO" at the Fifth National Convention, Chicago, Illinois, 
April 8 through 13, 1940, disclosed that the American 
Communications Association (ACA) ~ad its origin at the Third 
National Convention of the American Radio Telegraphists 
Ass~ciation (ARTA) held in New York City (1ITC), in August, 1937. 
At this 9onvention it was agreed to change the name of the 
UD~9n from~ARTA to ACA. This change was ratified by the union 
m~~bers on March 10, 1938. 

• 
.The "Directory of National and lnternational Labor 

1l~iOIJ.~ in the United States, 1955," published·by the 
Vnited -States Depart~ent of Labor, list~ on page four, unions 
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expelled from the Congress of Industrial Organizations (CIO) 
~,·on cha.rges'of communist domination. ACA was listed as ~avin.g 

. been expelled on June 15, 1950. 

· 'The November, 1966, issue of the "ACA News," official 
publi~ation of the ACA, the Communications Division of the 
Jnternationa2 B~otherhood of ~eamsters, Chauffeurs, Warehouse
men and Helpers of America (IBT}, reported that the affiliation 
of the ACA with the IBT was unanimously approved by the General 
Executive Board of the IBT, which met in Hollywood, Florida, 
the week of October 17~ 1966. The ACA was designated as the 
Communications Division of the IBT. · 

The March, 1967, issue of the "ACA News" shows that 
the ACA, t~e Communications Division of the IBT, is located at 
18 John Street, New York City. · 

; . ,.. 
.\ 

I • '• 

. "AMERICAN D_IALOG, '' ALSO KNOWN AS 

UAJrfERICAN DIALoGUE," "DtALOGUE" 

.. 
~ ~ 

A confidential source reported during June, 1964, 
that Josep~ Felshin advised former subscribers to the magazine, 
"Mainstream," that "Mainstream" had ceased publication with its 
August, 1963, issue and had been replaced by a new bimonthly 
publication entitled, liAmerican Dialogue,'~ with Joseph Nol~th as 
editoro 

. The November-December, 1966, issue of "American Dialog," 
Volume 3, Number 3, contains the statement in its masthead that 
"American Dialog" is published bimonthly by Dialog Publications, 
32 Union Square, Room 804, New ~ork City. 

On July 2, 1966, a second source advised that Joseph 
Felshin attended the 18th National Convention of the Communist 
Party, USA (CPUSA), held in New York City from June 22 through 
June 26, 1966, as a delegate. 

A third source advised on July 27, 1966, that Joseph 
North, a delegate to the 18th National Convention of the CPUSA, 
held in New York City from June 22 through June 26, 1966, was 
elected to the National Committee of the CPU.SA on June 26, 1966 • 

.. 
The Address Telephone Directory for the Borough of 

lttanhattan, New York City, as published by the New York Telephone 
Company, on March 20, 1967, lists "Dialogue Publications, Inc." 
as being located at 32 Union Square, New York, New York. 

Sources:· 
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; 

(The characterizat-ion of "Mainstream" contained 
in the "Guide to Subversive Organizations and 
Publications" shou:td be used in conjunction with 
the .characterization of "American Dialog.") 

( 

. ·. ! . ' ' 
. . I I 

AMERICAN INSTITUTE FOR MARXIST STUDIES 
- ~ 
. ' 

A source advised on April 9, 1963, that on 
April 7, ~963, at a meGting of the ~istrict Committee of the 
Communist Party (CP) of· New England, held in Boston, 
Massachusetts, Herbert Aptheke~ stated he was develop~ng an 
organization called Am~rican Institute for Marxist Studies 
(AIMS) whtch would eventually legalize the CP. He stated AIMS 
would publish literature on History, ~cience, Physics, Archeology, 
and other subjects which would be put out quarterly with various 
supp:J._emen_ts .. 

~ . 
A second source advised on June 30, 1966, that Herbert 

Aptheker was elected to the National Committee, CPUSA, at the 
18th National Convention of the CPUSA held June 22-26, 1966, in 
New York City. . , .... 

A third source advised on June 7, 1963, that on 
June 3, 1963, Herbert Aptheker spoke at the CP of New York 
District Board meeting concerning AIMS. Aptheker stated AIMS 
would unite and strengthen the CP although the CP would not be 
connected with it. He stated AIMS was being fonned within the 
scope of the McCarran and Smitn Acts and woulp legally bring 
Marxist material and opinions to the attention of American 
scholars and the general public .. 

" 
A fourth source reported o,n August 29, 1966, that AIMS 

issues a "Newsletter" every other.month. This source also made 
available the information that ·AIMS issues publications and holds 
symposiums concernin~ Marxism~ 

· A fifth source advised on May 9, 1967, that as of that 
date, AIMS was located at 20 East 30th Street, New York City • 

.. 
Sources: 
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,~/ 
AMTORG TRADING CORPORATION 

'I 

'I 
-\J 

Amtorg Trading Corporation, according to records of 
the New York County Clerk, is a New York corporation formed 
in 1924. It has acted since then as a buying and selling agency 
in the United States for most of the foreign trade organizations 
of the Union of Sovie~ Socialist Republics. Since 1949, it has 
been registered with the United States Department of Justice 
pursuant to the provisions of the Foreign Agents Registration 
Act of 1938, as amended. 

i 

~ 
CASA DE LAS A~ERICAS 
~ 

On May 1, 1967, a source advised that the Casa de las 
Americas, an organization composed of pro-Fidel Castro and pro
communist individuals, formed in April, 1964, has moved its 
headquarters to the fourth floor, 876 Broadway, New York City, 
effective April 30, 1967. Source described this organization 
as a successor to the old Casa Cuba Club (CCC) with a changed 
name to avoid overt affiliation with Cuba. The CCC has been 
composed of persons belonging to the now defunct 26th of July 
Movement, a revolutionary organization founded and led by 

.Fidel Castro, Prime Minister of Cuba, until its dissolution in 
1962. 

A second source advised that the CCC, originally 
founded as a social club by New York area residents of.Cuban 
extraction, was sympathetic to C.astro during his struggle for 
power. Subsequent to January 1, 1959, as it became apparent 
that communism was the form of government in Cuba, the leaders 
of· the 26th of July Movement assumed control of CCC and its 
membership declined. 

~ The first source above advised that Casa de las 
Americas is also ostensibly formed as a social club, but in 
effect it acts as a focal point for revolutionary peoples 
sympathetic to the Cuban government. Although it is not directly 
controlled by the Cuban Mission to the United Nations (CMUN), 
many Cuban personnel attend its functions and at least an indirect 
link with C1flJN is present. Casa de las Americas has fund-raising 
affairs and contributes money to the C1ruN. Casa de las Americas 
also gives financial support to other revolutionary groups repre
senting countries other than Cuba. Through CMUN, various 
propaganda materials of a communist nature are found at Casa de 
las .Americas. This same source also stated that some executive 
committee members, as well as general members of Casa de las 
Americas, are members of the Spanish Section of the Communist 
Party, USA. Source feels that although there is no direct link -
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.,between Casa de las Americas and the Communist Party, USA 
~ (CPUSA); an indirect li~~ does occur at Casa de las Americas 

· _in ·~hat it is us~d as a stag~ng grQund prior to entry into 
- CPUSA. .F~rther, source indicates that membership in Casa de 

las Americas prepares an excellent background for persons 
desiring to return to Cuba. · . . . ~ . 

i 
This same source stated that although there exists 

i-n Cuba a socip.l club called Casa de las Americas supported 
by the Cuban government, there appears to be1no connection 
between the two and no reason to believe that the Casa de las 

. Americas in New York was named after the one in Cuba. 

Sources: 
. 

i -
l'! ~ 

COMMI'ITEE TO FREE MORTON SOB ELL 
.. •• 

'Tollowing the execution of atomic spies Ethel a~d 
Juliu-s Rosenberg in June, 1953 1 _the..,. 'Communist campaign assumed 
a different emphasis. Its major· effort centered upon Mor"ton 
Sobell, ' the Rosen bergs'• co-defendant: The National Co:mai ttee 
to Secure -Justice in the Rosenberg Case- a communist front 
which had been conducting the c~~paign in the United States -
was reconstituted as the National Rosenberg - Sobell Cc=mit"tee 
at a conference in Chicago in October, 1953, and 'then the 
National Committee to Secure Justice for Morton Sobell in the 
Rosenberg Case' .... " 

("Guide to Subversive Organizations and Publications;" 
dated December 1, 1961, issuedfbY the House Committee on , 
Un-American Activities, page 116.) ~ 

In September, 1954, the name '~ational Committee to 
Secure Justice for Morton Sobell" appeared on literature issued 
by the Committee. In March, 1955, the name "Committee to Secure 
Justice for Morton Sobell" first appeared on literature issued 
by the Committee. In August, 1966, the name "Committee to Free 
Morton Sobell" first -appeared on literature issued by the 
Committe~ .. 

The Address Telephone Directory for the Borough of 
Mannattan, New York City, published by the New York Telephone 
Company on ,March 20, 1967, _lists the above Committee's address 
as 150 Fifth Avenue, New York City. 
8/21/67 ~ 
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I 

I • 

t• 
I 

COMMUNIST PARTY. USA 

MARXIST-LENINIST. (CPUSA, M-L) 

On August 24, 1965, a source advised that the West 
Coast ·Provisional Organizing Gommittee for a Marxist-Leninist 
Communist Party (WCPOC) was fanned in Los Angeles, California, 
on August 2J, f965, under the leadership of Mike Lasky. 
Although similar in hame, the newly organized WCPOC had no 

. connection whatsoever with the Provisional Organizing Committee 
for a Marxist-Leninist Communist Party (POC) or· the latter's 
West Coast POC. 

Qn September·7, 1965, the ?hove source advised that a 
National Conference of the newly formed WCPOC was held over the 
September 4-~, 1965,weekend in Los Angeles. At that meeting 
the name WCPOC was dropp_ed and 1:he CPUSA, M-L, was formed under 
Lasky's le~dershipG The CPUSA, M-L, has the following aims and 
purposes: •• 

lo To conduct guerrilla warfare training, 
including the use of ffrearms; · 

21 To organize CPUSA, M-L, cells in the 
South, to exploit all "racial situations" 
t~at might arise there, to a~itate the 
population, and create situations which 
would require the use of Federal.troops 
so that Americans would be fighting 
Americans; 

3o To establish and maintain an accelerated 
recruiting program to include acceptance 
of anyone who is an anti-imperialist. 

On May 5, 1967, the above source advised that the 
CPVSA, M-L, continued to exist. 

• 
Source: 

.;{. 
; ·: 

CO~~ASS PUBLICATIONS, INCORPORATED 

.. \l 
Compass Publications, Incorporated, was registered 

with the Ne~York County Clerk's Office on August 27, 1965, and 
was issued incorporation number 9830-65. At the time of incor
poration, the avowed purposes of this organization were listed 
as follows: 

" 
f~o edit and publish periodicais and pamphlets and 
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other printed material in the English language and in f~reign 
.: l~mguages; i 

. ·~o prepare and edit materials for publications and 
publishers, educational institutions, or private individuals." 

. . . 
On·April 7, 1966, ~source advised that Compass 

Publications, .Incorporated, is located at 221 East 17th Street, 
New York City~ and that Jean Karsavina is listed as president. . . . 

On August 2; 1966,and January 4, 1967, a second 
source advised that checks drawn on the account of "Soviet Life" 
at the Riggs National Bank, Washington, D. c., have been deposited 
to tqe ·account of Cpmpass Publications, Incorporated, Chase 
Manhattan Bank, New York City. The. total amount of these checl{S 
was $20,000.,00., 

· On October 21., 1965, a source advised that since 
assuming· ~er new duties as president of the above-captioned 
organization, Jean Karsavina•has ceas~d her close association 
with the New York District Communist Party, USA (CPUSA), 
organization and has attempted to give the· impression that she 

•is no longer officially connected wrth the CP • 
• 

<tn June 8, 1966, Compass Publications, Incorporated, 
filed a registration statement under the Foreign Agents 
Registration Act and on the same date Jean Lamprecht Karsavina · 
filed a short form registration statement.in suuport of the 
registration statement of Compass Publications,-Incorporated. 
This registration statement disclosed that the Novosti Press 
Agency, 2 Pushkin Square, Moscow, Union of Soviet Socialist 
Republics (USSR), was the "foreign principal" involved in this 
registration. .. 

At the present time, the above-captioned organization 
is publishing a biweekly booklet entitled "Reprints from the 
S~viet Press,fl which bears the following inscription ins~de the 
front cover: , 

• 
"Reprints from the Soviet-Press is a biweekly infor

mation service published by Compass Publications, Incorporated, 
Box 47, Old Chelsea Station, New York, New York. All views 
expressed are those of the authors .or .. original publications. 
Subscriptions: $15.00 per year; single copies, $.60. By air
mail (United States,·canada, and :Mexico) $30.00." · 

Sources: 
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I 

~.! 
CONTACT MAILING SERVICE, Formerly 
Knpwn as BRADFORD BINGHAM MAILING 

SERVICE 

A source advised that Gus Hall, General Secretary of 
the Communist -Party, USA (CPUSA), in March, 1962, stated he 
wanted to set '!JP an. office in New York for the centralization 
of "our mailing listsu. so that mailing lists could be furnished 
to CP groups or CP front .. groups which need them. The CP would 

. invest money in this business and Bradford Bingham would operate 
it ostensibly as a private enterprise. 

The source 'adyised in January, 1964, that Bradford 
Bingham is a chauffeur and general handyman for Gus Hall and 
that Bingham, because of his position, has attended important 
meetings ~erein CP national and state leaders have been present. . . 

On !fay 12, 1964, a 'second s~urce furnished information 
reflecting that the Bradford Bingham Mailing Servfce conducts a 
mailj~g service business in Room 63~ at 799 Broadway, New York, 

·New York. 

fn March, 1966, the first source advised that Stephen 
Perlmutter had replaced Bradford Bingham as Gus Hall's chauffeur. 
This source advised that Gus Hall h~d stated that the CP had · 
succeeded the Bradford Bingham Mailing Service with the Contact 
Mailing Service and that Stephen Perlmutter would operate the 
Contact Mailing Service ostensibly· as a private enterprise. This 
source advised that Gus Hall had stated that the Contact Mailing 
Service would serve the same purpose and function in the same 
manner as the Bradford Bingham~ailing Service. 

On April 3, 1967, a second source advised that the 
Contact Maili~g Service was presently operating ·in Room 636 at 
7~9 Broadway, New York, New York, where the Bradford Bingham 
Mailing Service has previously been doing business • 

• 
Sources: 

I 
FEDERACION DE UNIVERSITARIOS PRO INDEPENDENCIA 

·(Federa:tion of University Students for Indeoendence) 
l ·(FUPI) 

• 

The FUPI was organized in October, 1~56, at t~e 
University of Puerto Rico (UPR), Rio Piedras, Puerto Rico, as 
a student organization working to obtain independen~e for 
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.. - ' i 
·· Puerto Rico. A source advised on May 28, 1962, FUPI was 

elected an integral member of the International Union of 
- Stuaent~ (IUS), Prague, Cze~hoslovakia, in October, 1960. 

On August 25, 1966, Alberto Perez Perez was inter
viewed by puolfc news media and he stated he was President of 
FUPI; had just returned from travel to Moscow, USSR, on an 
official FUPI trip,. CJ.nd subsequent co!lfer.ences of the IUS in 
Bulgaria; Cairo, Egypt.; and Havana, Cuba·; FU:£?I continues to be 
affiliated with the IUS; and he and FUPI advocate independence 

.for Puerto Rico, preferably without violence, but would resort 
to violence to obtain independence if it appeared other methods 
would fail. 

When·interviewed on April 8, 196G, Jose Rafael Varona 
Berrios stated he was the Secretary of International Affairs of 
FUPI; FUP~ is affiliated with the·IUS; and he believed in 7io
lence as· a method of obtaining independence for Puerto Rico if 
conditions indicated violence might succeed, or aid, in 
obtaining Puerto Rican independence. Varona reportedly was in
jure~ during a bombing raid by u. S~planes while he was visiting 

·Nortli Vietnam in April,,l967. 

·1he IUS has been cited by the Internal Security Sub
committee of the Senate Judiciary Co~mittee in 1956 as being 
among "in.tcrn~tion~l cc~munist fronts functioning at the prAsent 
time," and by the Committee on Un-American Activities, House of 
Representatives, in 1951, as one of the "long established Soviet
controlled international organizations.lf 

Source: 
-·-; 
!'i ,.· 

FOURTH UITERNATIONAL .. 
\; 

"CI The.#April 19, 1965, edition of "The Militant," a 
weekly newspaper of the Socialist Workers Party (S~~), set forth 
the following: • 

'Tounded under the leadership of Leon Trotsky in 1938, 
the Fourth International is an organization embracing revo
lutionary socialist parties and groups throughout the world. In 
the United States, the SWP stands in political solidarity with 
the •Fourth International ••• " 

The SWP has been designated pursuant to Executive 
Order 10450. • 
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I \\ 
FREEDOMWAYS ASSOCIATES, INC. 

~ I 

\) 
The records of the New York State Secretary of State, 

Albany, New York, show that the Certificate of Incorporation of 
Freedornways Associates, Inc., was filed on March 2, 1961. 

On May 24, 1961, a source advised that a report was 
given on "Freedornways" at a meeting of the National Board, 

.Communist Party, USA (CPUSA), held on May 24, 1961. It was 
stated that the central purpose of "Freedomways~' is to develop 
a theory and positive criticism of currents in the Negro Move
ment, as well as to raise the level of understanding and discussion 
taking place in Negro life today and to project a socialist and 
pro-Soviet orientation. 

On May 25, 1961, a second source advised that 
''Freedomways" was set up for the CPUSA by James Jackson. 

The First Quarter, 1967, issue of ·"Freedornways," self
described as "A Quarterly Review of the Negro Freedom Movement" 

· published by .F·reedomways Associates, Incorporated, 799 Broadway, 
New York City, lists the following as its editorial staff: 

John Henrik Clarke, Associate Editor 
Esther ~~ckson, Managing Editor 
J. H. O'Dell, Associate Managing Editor 
John L. Devine, Art Editor 

A third source made available information on July 1, 1964: 
indicating that John Henrik Clarke attended the first and founding 
meeting of the American Institute for Marxist Studies (AIMS) which 
was held on December 19, 1963, and continued on January 10. 1964 • 

. This source also made available information on August 14, i964, 
indicating that Clarke is an "Associate" of AIMS. 

On March 16, 1966, the second source advised that James 
Jackson, accompanied by his wife, ~sther Jackson, was scheduled 
to depart on March 25, 1966, from the United States en route to 
Moscow to attend the 23rd Congress of the CP of the Soviet Union. 
This source described James Jackson as a member of the National 
Committee, CPUSA. 

On July 26; 1966, a fourth source identified J. H. O'Dell 
as a member of the CP. 

On January 30, 1961, Sylvia M. Brenner Devine, 
415 South 50th Street, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, advised that 
her former husband, Jack Devine, mentioned on December 17, 1960, 
that he was stillin the CP and that the CP is his whole life. 
8/21/67 
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-·Devine as 

Sources:· 

I! 
On July 24, 1963, a fifth source described John 
a CP member. 

• 

. J \· 
' 

\ . 
(A characteriz-ation of AIMS should be utilized 
with the above characterization.) 

. l:\ 
·· FRUIT OF ISLAM 

; t 

. \j .. • 
On May 5, 19£?7, a source advised that th.e Fruit of 

Islam (FOr) is a group within the Nation of Islam (NOI) com
posed of male members of the.NOI. Th~ purpose of the FOI is 
to protect officials and property of the NOI, assure compliance 
of members with NOI teachings, and to prepare for the '~Var of 
Armaiectdon." Members of the FOI arl:! required to participate in 
military drill and are ~fforded the opportunity to engage in 
judo training. The FOI is governed by a military system wherein 
the members are controlled by general orders similar to those 
iss~ed by regular military organizations • .. 
Source: 

·:I 
"INTERNATIONAL SOCIALIST REVIEW" 

.. · 
The November 27, 1961, issue of ''The Militant," a 

· weekly newspaper of the Socialist Workers Party (SWP) , de
scribed the "International Socialist Review" as "a magazine 
reflecting the viewpoint of the SWP. ," 

The March-April, 1967, issue of the "International 
Socialist Review" identified this magazine as a bimonthly publi
cation located at 873 Broadway, New York, New York. 

The SWP has been designated pursuant to Executive 
Order 10450. c;~-1 

·'· INTOURIST 
·u 

• 
Intourist, 355 Lexington Avenue, New York City, in 

registering with the United States Department pf Justice pursuant 
to the Foreign Agents Registration Act of 1938, as amended, lis~ed . 
its purpose as: "Promoting tourism between the USSR and the USA. 
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Mai·ntaining contacts with travel companies which have agree-
·. ments with Intourist. Publishing information on tourism in 

the USSR for individuals, companies, and organizations." 
The foreign principal was listed as '~AO Intourist, 16 Marx 
Avenue, Moscow, USSR." j 

~ ,, 
"JEWISH CURRENTS," Formerly 

Known as "JEWISH LIFE" 

"Jewish Life" for October, 1957, announced that after 
the October issue, and with the next issue to be published in 
January, 1958, the magazine was changing its name to "Jewish 
Currents" because of the claim to the name '·'Jewish Life" by the 
magazine "Orthodox Jewish Life." t 

The May, 1967, issue reported that "Jewish Currents" 
is published by Jewish Currents, Incorporated, Room 601, 
22 East 17th Street, New York City. 

Concerning "Jewish Life," the "Guide· to Subversive 
Organizations and Publications," dated December 1., 1961, and 
prepared by the Committee on Un-A1nerican Activities, United States 
House of Representatives, stated: 

.. 

8/21/67 

"1. Cited as a Communist-front which 'first 
appeared in November, 1946, as a monthly 
published by the Morning Freiheit 
Association, publishers of the Yiddish 
Communist daily ••• Morning Freiheit. The 
first issue contained this announcement 
of policy: Jewish Life dedicates · itself 
to strengthening the friendship of the 
Jewish people with the Soviet Union ••• ' 
Its Editor, Louis Harap, has been 
identified as a Communist in sworn testi
mony. (Committee on Un-American Activities, 
Report, Trial by ·Treason: The National 
Committee to Secure Justice for the 
Rosenbergs and Morton Sobe~l, August 25, 1956, 
page 93.)" 
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\'. . 
"LABOR TODAY" 

·. \ 

\ : 

. In January, 1962,· a source advised that on 
January 13, 1962, Gus Hall, General Secretary of the Communist 
Party; USA, r~m~rked that a Party-supported trade-union publi
cation would be issued in the near future and would appear under 
the name "Labor Today." 

On January 5; 1962, records in ·the Assumed Name 
Section of the County Clerk's Office, Wayne County, Detroit, 
Michigan, indicated Certificate Number 145344, issued for con
ducting -business under an assumed name, was issued to "Labor 
Today" (a bimonthly ·publ'ication) having a business address at 
12065 Wyoming, Detroit 4, Michigan. A certificate was filed on 
January 2, 1962, and the names pf the persons listed as owning, 
conducting, and transacting the business were Charles H. Walters, 
9309 Memorial, Detroit, 'Michigan, and Eve Neiaelman, 19972 Marlowe, 
Detroit, Michigan. • . 

A second source advised on December 15, 1961, that 
Char1~s Walters was then a member of .... the Michigan District 
Communist Party (~IDCP) State Committee~ This source advised on 
September 1~, 1959, that Eve Neidelman was then a member of the 
MDCP State Committee. 

A third source advised on September 21, 1961, that as 
of September 17, 1961, Eve Neidelman was a member of the North
West Section Club of the MDCP. 

The Founding Statement contained in the first issue of 
"Labor Today" (Spring, 1962), indicated two additional issues 

.would be forthcoming in 1962, and beginning in 1963, "Labor ·roday" 
would appear regularly as a "bimonthly journal"'." 

The masthead of "Labor Today," Volume 6, Number 2, 
Apri'l-May, 1967, issue describes the publication as "An 
Independent Journal of Discussion." 'Its managing editor is 

.Charles Ho Walters and business and editorial offices are located 
at 12065 Wyoming, Suite 5, Detroit, Michigan. 

Sources: 
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... . 

LAWYERS CO~rniTTEE ON AMERICAN 

POLICY TOWARDS VIETNAM 

The "Congressional Record" of September 23, 1965, 
contains a memorandum·on the international law aspects of the 
Vietnam War. Th~s memorandum criticizes, from a legal viewpoint, 
the United States intervention in Vietnam. This memorandum 
was prepared by the Lawyers Committee on Amer~can Policy 
Towards Vietnam (LCAPTV) .. ~ I · 

r, 
I 

The "Congressional Record" sets forth the address of 
the LCAPTV as 38 Park Row, New York, New York, and lists as 
officers: · I 

.. 

William Standard 
Carey McWilliams 
Joseph H. Crown 

J 
j 

Chail-man 
Vice-Chairman 
Secretary 

During 1953, Maurice Malkin, an: admitted 
former member of the Communist Party (CP) 
from 1919 to 1936, advised that during 
the 1930's, William Louis Standard was a 
member of the CP. 

Lo~is Eudc~z, f0:!7!ller Managing Editor of 
''The Daily Worker," an east coast communist 
newspaper, which suspended publication on 
January 13, 1958, advised in 1950 1 that 
Carey McWilliams was under CP discipline 
from 1939 through 1945. 

The February, 1965, issue of "Rights," a 
publication of the Emergency Civil Liberties 
Committee (ECLC), lists Joseph H. Crown as a 
member of the National Council of the ECLC • 

On November 3, 1965, a Special Agent of the Federal 
Bureau of Investigation ascertained from Joseph H. Crown, 
·250 Park Avenue, New York-City, by means of a suitable pretext, 
that the LCAPTV is a group of lawyers, who got together in the. 
Summer of 1965 to prepare a legal brief and to put this bri~f 
in the "Congressional.Record." This brief is, according to 
Crown, on the national law and constitutional law aspects-of 
American "intervention" in Vietnam, and deals with the illegality 
of this intervention. Crown stated that this is an ad hoc-type. 
committee, one of the purposes of which is to get an ad placed 
in the '~ew York Times" on the Vietnam issue. 

A source advised on April 13, 1967, that the LCAPTV is· 
located in Room 606, 38 Park Row, New York, New York. 
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Sou~ce: Bernard Curtis 

(A ·characterization of "Rights" an.d the ECLC 
should be used in connection with the above 
characterization.) ... . . 

,) ··:\ 
'. 

"LRAPER" 
\ 

... 

~ \ 
f \ 

. "Lraper" (The Armenian Herald) is a four-page news
paper published twice . a·week. Three pages are composed of 
articles, ·many of which originated in periodicals in Soviet 
Armenia, printed in the· Armenian Language. , The fourth page 
bears the title ''The Armenian Herald" and contains material 
printed i~ English. 

The October 1, 1966, issue of ''Lraper" stated that 
it is owned by the Armenian Progressive League of America (APLA). 

'WI' 
The APLA has been designated pursuant to Executive • Order 10450. 
f 

On May 18, 1967, a source advised that "Lraper" is 
located on the 5th floor 1 42 East 12th St~eet, New York, New York. 

Source: ! 
(\.l 

\ ; 
''LUDOVE NOVINY" 

l -:" 

"Ludove Noviny" (Peoples News) is a S1ovak-1anguage
newspaper published weekly since 1951 at 1510 West 18th Street, 

· · Chicago, Illinoise 
~ 

A source advised on May .15, 1967, that since its 
inception to the present time, this newspaper has been communist 
dominated, has followed the Communist Party line, and has given 
publicity and support to Soviet Russia and its satellite 
Czechoslovakia. It also has given publicity and support to . 
various communist front organizations. This newspaper was also 
the•official organ of the Slovak Workers Society (Slovak Section 
of the International Workers Order (IWO)). 

( . . 

The IWO has been designated pursuant to Executive 
Order 10450e 

Source: CG 5961-S 
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. ' ''L'UNITA" 
\ 

'· A -source on May 19; 1958, advised that "L'Unita" is 
the successor to the Italian language newspaper ''L'Unita del 
Popolo." It ·is a procommunist Italian-American progressive 
monthly, published "by a group of Italia~-American co~~unists. 
The administrative committee of "L'Unita," in March, 1958, 
approved a resolution and submitted it to the ·National 
Committee of the Co~~unist Party approving the policies of 
that Committee. 

The source advised on "May 15, 1967, that Post Office 
Bo~ 45, Cooper Station, New York, New York 10003, is ~he mailing 
address of "L'Unita." .The source said "L'Unita" uses office 
space on the second floor of 130 East 16th Street, New York City,_ 
for their monthly meetings and certa~ other occasions. 

Source: .. 
~ ! 

--.: : 

f MARXIST YOUTH PUBLICATIONS, ASSOCIATES 
(PUBLISHERS OF rrco?.I~.nmiST VIEWPOINT") . 

The masthead of the "Communist Viewpoint" discloses 
it·is published by Marxist Youth Publications, Associates, 
23 West 26th Street, New York, New York. It is self-described 
as a publication of the Youth Division, Communist Party, USA. . . ........ !· 

' . . -:· 
MERIT PUBLISHERS, Form.erly "' 

PIONEER PUBLISHERS 

A source advised on May 24, 1967, that Merit Publishers, 
formerly Pioneer Publishers, is operated and controlled by the 
Socialist Workers Party (S"''r'P). It publishes material by SWP mem
bers and· distributes literature sympathetic to the Marxist-Leninist 
viewpoint~ 

.. Merit Publ.ishers is located at 5 East 3rd. Street, 
New York, New York. 

The SWP has been desi~nated pursuant to Executive 
Order 10450. 

Source: 
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.· MOVIMIENTO PRO-INDEPENDENCIA DE PUERTO RICO 
. (PUERTO RICk'{ INDEPENDENCE MOVEMENT) (MPIPR) 

~ .. 

The MPIPR was organized in November, 1959, at Ponce, 
Puerto Rico, to.work for the independence of Puerto Rico. It 
has an estimated membership of between· l,OOO and 1,300 people 
with missions ihroughout the island of Puerto Rico, and in 
New York, New York; Ch~cago, Illinois; an~ Buffalo, New York. 

At the time the· MPIPR was organized it was indicated 
that it did not advocate violence but . would accept members who 
did. Juan Mari Bras, the founder and dominant leader of this 
organizatiqn, in a ~peech during Mar~h, 1964, threatened violence 
comparable to that in Algeria if Puerto Rico became a state within 
the United States. A source reported in 1966 that a leader of 
the !D?IPR indicated thai; "the Revolution would soon beginn and 
another so~rce advised that another official of this organization 
had attempted to obtain a number of automatic pistols. 

.. Articles praising Fidel Castro and the Cuban Government 
regu~rly appear in MPIPR publicatiofts. In 1961, the 1WIPR 
adopted a resolution expressing 100 per cent approval of and 
solidarity with the Cuban revolution. It sent a delegation to 
the Tri-Continental Conference of African, Asian, and Latin 
American People, held in Havana, Cuba. during J~.Dt.la:rys J966 1 and 
it maintains a permanent delegate to the Secretariat located in 
Havana. 

The press of Puerto Rico has reported that the MPIPR 
has held numerous demonstrations protesting compulsory military 
service for Puerto Ricans and Unjted States policy in Vietnam 
~d the Dominican Republic. · =- , 

In December, 1966, the Governor of Puerto Rico signed 
into law a hili calling for a plebiscite on July 23, 1967, to 
determine the future political status, of Puerto Rico. The press 
reported that this plebiscite has been denounced vociferously by 
the 1.D?IPR as "an act of Yankee imperialism to maintain the 
colonial status of Pue.rto Rico. rr Juan Mari Bras stated that the 
liPIPR had asked the Cuban Goverrunent for "militant solidarity 
with our struggle, in all international forums to which Red Cuba has access." 

• 
Sources: 
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t-, 
MUSLIM GIRLS TRAINING 

\ 
On May 19, 1960, a source advised the Muslim Girls 

Training (MGT) is a group within the Nation Of Islam (NO!) 
and is compos'ed ·of all female .. members of the NOl. The MGT is 
similar in str.ucture to the Fruit of Islam (FOI), which is 
composed of mal.e members of the NOI, in that the MGT has 
officers similar to military organizations to whom other fe
male members are accountable. MGT members receive instructions 
.in homemaking, hygiene, calisthenics, and other subjects such 
as Muslim history, and the English language. There also exists 
a Junior MGT, which· is. c·omposed of female members of the NOI 
who are between the ages of 15 and 19 and who are afforded 
military-type drill~ 

Since 1957, various officers and "sisters·" of the MGT 
have, at ·meetings of the MGT, used the term MGT so that it also 
means General Civilization Class. Gen~ral Civil~zation Class 
refers to classes conducted within the MGT • .. 

~ ~ 

The above refe,rs to activities of the MGT at 
Muhammad's Temple of Islam No.2, 5335.South Greenwood, Chicago, 
Illinois •. ' 

On May 4, 1967, another sc~rce advi::;ed th::.t, in theory, 
the MGT exists in all Temples of the NOI and is patterned after 
the MGT at Muhammad's Temple of ·Islam No. 2, Chicago. 

Sources: 

NATION OF ISLAM, Formerly Referred t"o as 
THE MUSLIM CULT OF ISLAM, also known 

~ as 1\IDHAMMAD 'S TEMPLES OF ISLAM 

• 
In January, 1957, a source advised Elijah Muhammad has 

described· his organization on a nationwide basis as the '~ation 
of Islam" and "Muhammad's Temples of Islam. 1' 

On May 5, 1967, a second source advised Elijah Muhammad 
is tbe national leader of the Nation of Islam (NOI);.Muhammad's 
Temple of Islam No. 2, 5335 South Greenwood Avenue, Chicago, . 
Illinois, iS the national headquarters of the NO!; and in mid-1960 
Muhammad and other NOI officials~ when referring to .Muhammad t s 
organization on a nationwide basis, commenced using either '~osque" 
or "Temple" when mentioning one of "Muhammad's Temples of Islam .. " 
~~ . . 
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.. 
The NOI is an all-Negro organization which was 

- originally organized in 1930 in Detroit, Michigan. Muhammad 
claims to· have been selected by Allah, the Supreme Being, to 
lead.the so-called Negro race out of slavery in t~e wilderness 
of North America by establishing an independent black nation in 
the United States~ Members following Muhammad 1 s teachings and 
his interpretati.on pf the "Koran" believe there is no such thing 
as a Negro; the so-called Negroes are slaves\of the white race, 
referred to as "white devils," in the United States; and the 
white race, because of its exploitation of the so-called Negroes, 
must an:d will be destroyed in the approaching "War of Armageddon.u 

. l . 

-Itt. the .··past·, officials and members of the NOI, including 
Muhammad, have refused to register under the provisions of the 
Selective Service Acts and have declared that members·owe no 
allegian_c~ to the United States_. 

On May 5, 1958, the first source advised Muhammad had, 
upon advice of legal counsel, tempered his personal statements 
and ~structions to his ministers c~ncerning the principles of 
his organization in order to avoid possible prosecution by the 
United States Government; however, he.did not indicate any 
fuudamentai changes in the teachings of his organization • 

.. On May 2, 1966, a third sourct: advised Muha.tW."nad had, 
in early July, 1958, decided to de-emphasize the religious as
pects of the teachings of Islam and to stress the economic 
benefits to be derived by those Negroes who joined the NOI. 
This policy change, according to Muhammad 7 ~uuld help him acquire 
additional followers and create more interest in his programs. 

Sources: 

i ~ 

.-,...t 
; \ 

NATIONAL COMMITTEE FOR REPEAL OF THE 1\fC CARRAN ACT, 
Formerly.Known as National Conmittee to. Repeal 

The McCarran Act (1963) 

A source advised on April 18, 1967, that the National 
Committee for Repeal of the McCarran Act (NCIDJA) maintains a 
mailing address of Room 318_, 431 South Dearborn Street, Chicago, 
Illinois., ' 

A second source advised on July 18, 1966, that the 
NCmiA was the outgrowth of an Ad Hoc Committee.of Initiators, 
headed by Professor Clyde Miller of New·York, who solicited 
signatures to a petition to the President of the United States 
in 1962 which called for the repeal of the McCarran Act. The 
NCRMA held its formation 'meeting at Chicago on May 18, 1963; the 
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· stated purpose of the committee is to seek repeal of the Internal 
.:secli.rity_ a~ct of 1950, as amended. 

. A third source advised on May 15, 1967, that the 
Communist Party· (CP) interest .. in NCRMA had been to give it full 
support and approval and the CP took the position that the 
committee's composi~ion must be extremely broad and the1Party's 
direct influence must be kept to a minimum. The CP believed the 
new committee would serve its purpose in fighting the McCarran 
Act alone and the CP had ··everything to gain by taking this 
·positioi_l. Lillian Berman, NCRMA Executive Secretary, is not a 
CP member but knowingly ·accepts support and advice from the CP 
leadership.on behalf of this committee. Berman moved from Chicago 
to New Yor~ New York, in 1965, and continues to operat~ the 
committee from that city~ ~ ~ 

• · Clyde Miller, according to the ''Daily Worker" issue of 
March 5, 1941, was a signer of a statement to the President 
defending the CP. 

.... 
The "Daily Worker" was an east coast communist daily 

n~wspaper which ceased publication January 13, 1958. 

' Sources: 

tJ 
NATIONAL CO~fMITTEE TO ABOLISH 

THE HOUSE UN-AMERICAN AcriVITIES COMMITTEE 

The "Guide to Subversive Organizations and Publications," 
issued December 1, 1961, by the Committee on Un-Arnerican 
Activities, United States House of Representatives, Page 115, con
ta1ns the following citation regarding the National Committee to 
Abolish the Un-American Activities.Committee (NCAUAC): 

· 
0'Cited ·as a 'new organization' set up in the Summer of 

1960 to lead and direct the Communist Party•s toperation Abolition' 
campaign. Seven of the national leaders of this group have been 
identified as communists. 

•~ (Committee on Un-American Activities, House 
Report 1278 on the Truth About the Film 
'Operation Abolition,'.Part 1, October 3, 1961, 
page 5)" 

A source has advised that the NCAUAC'changed its name. 
on March 3, 1962, to include the word "House" in its name, 
t~ereby becoming known as the National Committee to Abolish the 
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" House Un-American Activities Committee (NCAHUAC). A national 
meeting of this organization was held in Chicago, Illinois, on 
April 27 and 2$, 1963. 

A second source advised on May 11, 1967, that as of 
that date the -NC&~UAC continued to function with headquarters 
at 555 North Western Avenue, Los Angeles, California. 

Sources: 

.J 
''NOVA DOBA" 

e ~~. 
A source advised on May.l5, 1967, that "Nova Doba" 

was founded about 1934 in New York C~ty and at that time was 
called "Obranan (Worker). He advised the paper later moved to 
Chi~go and sometime between 1936 a~d 1940 changed its name to 
"Nova Doha." 

~he source stated that ''Nova Doha" is a Czech-language 
weeklY.~~wspaper pubiished at 1510 West 18th Street, Chicago, 
Illinois, and is communist dominated and follows the Communist 
Party line. ''Nova Doba" frequently prints articles which give 
publicity and support to Czechoslovakia, Soviet Russia, and 
other satellite countrieso 

Source: 
I . -t 

N ' 
ORGANIZATION OF AFRO-ftJ.1ERICAN 

UNITY, INCORPOR~TED (OAAU) 

• 
On June 28, 1964, Malcolm X Little, founder and leader 

of the Muslim Mosque, Incorporated (111!1), publicly announced the 
formation of a new, all-Negro, militant civil rights action group 
to be known as the Organization of Afro-American Unity (OAAU), 
with himself as Chairman. This announcement was made at a public 
rally held by the ~~n in the Audubon Ballroom, Broadway and ' 
166th Street, New York City. 

A printed and published statement of basic OAAU aims 
read by Malcolm X at this meeting indicates that it shall include 
"all" people of African descent in the Wester~ Hemisphere, as 
well as "our" brothers and sisters on tlte African continent. It 
is patterned after the "letter and spirit" of the Organization of 
African Unity established (by African Heads of States) at 
Addis Ababa, Ethiopia, in May, 196~. 
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. : A recording of the remarks of Malcolm X at this 
meeting indicates that the aim of the OAAU is to eliminate 
differences between Negroes so they can wo·rk together for "human 
rights," whil'e the initial objective is to "internationalize" the 
American civil.rights movement by taking it to the United Nations. 
Little condemn"ed the nonviolent civil rights movement and claims 
that Negroes should ·be. taught to protect .them~elves, when and if 
necessary. The OAAU will sponso~ a program for Negroes in 
.education, politics, culture, economics, and social reform. 

Malcolm X . wa,s ·assassinated on February 21, 1.965, while 
addressing . an OAAU rallY. at the Audubo~ Bal~room, New York City. 

I 

On April 13, 1965, a;source advi~ed that 
on March 29, 1965, the OAAU filed a Certificate of Incorporation 
with the ·nepartment of State, State of New York, Albany, New York, 
and henceforth the organization's true namewauld be Organization 
of Afro-American Unity, Incorporated • 

.... 
On February 28, 1966, a second source 

advised that the president and head of · the OAAU is Ella 
a half-sist~r of the late Malcolm X, who resides in the 
Section of New York City. 

... 

Col:i..ins, 
Harlem 

On May 8, 1967, the first source advised . 
that the headquarters of the OAAU is located at 224 West 139th 
Street, New York, New York, which is the residence of Ella 
Collins., 

Sources: 

journal 

... . -:· 
... 

{/ 
POLITICAL AFFAIRS 

\J '· 
• 

~i})oli tical Affairs" is self-described as the theoretical 
of the Communist Party, USA. 

\(/ 
PRAGA PRESS 

lJ 
A~source advised on May 15, 1967, that Prnga Press, 

I~corporated, 1510 West 18th Street, Chicago, Illinois, was 
organized as a printing co~pany in January, 1943. At that 'time, 
t_he company regularly printed "Nova Doba," a Czech-language 
publication, and about 31 other publications which were, for the· 
most part, union shop ·newspapers for labor unions. 
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A second source advised on May 15, 1967, that this 
~organization at the present time primarily concerns itself with 
the printing of "Nova Doba," "Ludove Noviny," and ''Narodni 
Glasnik," Czech-. Slovak-, and Croatian-language weekly newspapers, 
respectively,-waich are communist dominated and follow the 
Communist Party (CP) line. In addition, Praga Press has in the 
past printed the ''Party Forum," which was the official monthly 
organ of the CP, Ill'in<?is District. 

Sources: 

~' ·.·,.~ 

·PRENSA LATINA 
· .... 

Prensa Latina.(PL) is -a Cuban news agency organized 
June 16, 1959, with headquarters in Hayana, Cuba, and branches 
throughout the world. Its New York office is located in 
Room 367, United Nations Secretariat Building, New York City. 
It foilows an editorial policy which~is anti-United States and 
pro-Soviet Union. 

f 
On April 16 ,. 1962, PL filed a statement with the 

' United States Dcpart~cnt of Justice concedi~g that the agency . 
receives the sum of $125,000 (Cuban) monthly from Radio Difusora 
Nacional, an agency of or under the supervision of a ministry of 
the Government of the Republic of Cuba~ 

On April 18, 1962, PL entered a plea of nolo contendere 
:ln Federal District Court, Vlashi.ngton, D. c., to a charge of 
f~ilure to comply with the provisions of the Fpreign Agents 
·Registration Act of 1938, as amended, and was fined $2,000.00 • 

...,, 
'" . PROGRESSIVE LABOR PARTY 

A source advised on April 20, 1965, that the 
Progressive La·bor Party (PLP), formerly known as the Progressive 
Labor Movement (PL1I), held its first national convention 
April 15-18, 1965, at New York City, to organize the PLM into a 
PLP.~ The PLP would have as its ultimate objective the establish- . 
ment of a militant working class movement based on Marxism-Leninism. 

"The New York Times," City Edition, Tuesday, April 20, 1965. 
page 27, r~ported that a new party of "rev·olutionary Socialism 11 was 
formally founded on April 18, 1965, under the name of'the PLP. 
The PLP was described as an outgrowth of the PLM. Its officers . . 
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I 

weie identified as Milton Rosen, New York, Preside;nt, and 
~ William Epton of New York ~nd Mort Scheer of San Francisco, 

Vice Presidents. A 20-member National Committee was elected 
to direct th~ ~arty until tha. next convention. 

According to the article, '~he Progressive Labor 
Movement was founded in 1962 by Mr. Rosen an<;l Mr. Scheer a·fter 
they were expelled from the Communist Party, \USA, for assertedly 
following the Chinese Communist· line." 

The PLP publishes "Progressive Labor," a bimonthly 
magazine; "Challenge,~'- a· monthly New York City newspaper; and 
"Spark, " a: west coast newspaper. ) 

' ,.. •. . 
The April, 1967,- issue of "Challenge," page 14, states 

that "Th_is paper is dedicated to fight for a new way of life
where the working men and women own and control their homes, 
factori_es, the police, courts, and th~ entire government of every 
level." 

~ ~ 
A second source advised on September 26, 1966, that 

the PLP ut~lizes the address of General Post Office Box 808, 
Brooklyn, New York, but also utilizes an office in Room 617, 
l .Union Square West, New York City, where PLP publications are 
prepared. k 

Sources: 

·~ -

"· 
REVOLUTIONARY ~ION MOVEMENT ... 

On ~ovember 3, 1964, a source made available a docu
ment entitled "The Revolutionary Action Movement Manifesto~" the 
document having been obtained by ~he'source fro~ an individual 
known to be a member of the Revolutionary Action Movement (RAM). 

This document s:tated, in part, that RAM was officially 
organized in the Winter of 1963 by Afro-Americans who support _ the 
revolutionary objectives of Robert F. Williams, then residing in 
Cuba, and his concept of organized violence to achieve the . 
liberation of the Afro-American people in the United States. This 
Manifesto d;isclosed that R.£\M had oriented its program to one of 
education and political revolution and the organization of a 
''black" political party with revolutionary objectives, having 
recognized the need for a ''black revolution'' that could and would 
seize power. RAM philo~ophy is described in this document as one 
of revolutionary nationalism; that is, one involving the struggles 
of the nonwhite races of the world against exploitation and 
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.· . 
. enslavement by the white capitalist and imperialist nations. 

· ·Regarding Williams, it should be noted that on 
August 28, 1961, a Federal warrant was issued at Charlotte, 
North.Carolina.,·charging him \\l'ith Unlawful Flight to Avoid 
Prosecution fo~ the crime of kidnapping. Subsequent to the 
issuance of this warrant, Williams fled the United States to 
Cuba, where he ·published a monthly newsl~tter, entitled "The 
Crusader" from Havana. As of December, 1966,\Williams was 
_residing in Peking, China. 

. This sourqe, i-n September, 1964, advised RAM is 
dedicated to the overthrow of tbe capitalist system in the 
United States by violence, if necessary, and to its replacement 
by a socialistic system oriented toward the Chinese Communist 
interpretation of Marxism-Leninism. RAM is entirely non~h~te 
in membersnip, clandestine in nature, and owes its primary 
allegiance to the "Bandung World"; th~t is, the nonwhite races 
of the world rather than to any national entity, as such. 

~· ·on November 16, 1964, a se~ond source advised he 
learned recently from a'RAM member that the organization began 
in Detroit,fMichigan, largely under the impetus of Don Freeman, 
described as the ''Father" of RAM and referred to as RAM's 

·· ' 'Black Stalin." F-reeman served as R.A1i Cha~rman! with Ma.."'{well 
Stanford (now of Philadelphia, Pennsylvania) serving as RAM: 
Field Chairman. 

On May 12, 1967, a third source advised that the RAM 
still remains active; however, there is no formal headquarters, 
as such, for the RAM. The sour~e advised that Maxwell Stanford 
of Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, is considered the leader of RAM 
.and if anRAM headquarters ever existed, it would most likely be 
where Stanford resides. 

~ 

Sources: 
..=._ ----:..· ... 

• 
.,.,., .. · .. 

RUSSIAN-AMERICAN CULTURAL 
EDUCATIONAL COM?.IITrEE 

.. 
A source advised on July 11, 1961, that fro~ its 

inception in June, 1955, until May, i960, the Russian-American 
Cultural Educational Committee (~ACEC) operated as a fund~ 
raising organization of the Russian Club of the Communist Party 
(CP) of Illinois. In May, 1960, the Russian Club, CP of 
Illinois, was enlarged to include ~~rainians an~ Poles and this 
united club became a unit of the Nationaiities Section,CP of 
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.,Ill±~ois., During·that periodthe RACBC se.rved as a fund-raising 
organization for the Russian element of the Polish~Ukrainian
Russi~n Club of the Nationalities Section,· CP of Il.linois. 

In December, 1961, it was decided that the Russians, 
Ukrainians, and Poles would again be separated into individual 
clubs within the Nat·io~ali ties Section, C_P of Illinois. 

In March, 1966 ;· it was decided that t"he Russians and 
Ukrainians would again be in a joint clubo 

~s of May·s;· 1967, the source advised that the RACEC 
was.composed of members uf the Russian el€ment of the Russian
Ukrainian Club, CP of Illinois,~ and was functioning as. a fund
raising organization for. that club • 

• 
Meetings of the RACEC are he~d irregularly, as the 

occasion demands, and are held at the residences of ·its various 
membe~s. In the event of a fund-raising affair, open to the 
publ~c, arrangements are made for a hall in which to hold the 
affair o 

f 

Source: 

\i ~ 
SOCIETY FOR REitATIONS WITH POLAND 

(TOWARzySTWO LACZNOSCI Z POLSKA) 

4 

A source advised on Jnne 17, 1957, that the Society 
·for Relations with Poland,under the sponsorship of the "Glcs 
Ludowy ," was organized on June 7, 1957, for the purpose of 
starting an organization which would render aid to Poland; main
tain contact with the Government and Polish officials in Warsaw; 
represent the Polonia (Polish community) before the Polish 
authorities; and receive guests in the United States from Poland. 

The ''Guide to Subversive Organizations and Publications," 
revised and published December 1, 1961, prepared and released by 
the Committee on Un-American Activities, United States House of 
Repr~sentatives, Washington, D. c., on page 189, cites 11Glos 
Ludowy," (People's Voice, Polish), as a publication published in 
Detro·i t, Miehigan, which "has never faltered in this program of 
act·ive cooperation with the Sovi~t regime.· ***Two men who have 
beenresponsible for directing the policy of 'Glos Ludowy' ~re 
avowed members of the Communist Party, USA. ***'Glos Ludowyi 

· · Stops. :at nothing in i.ts frantic efforts to glorify the 
Soviet Union.*** 
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l 

"(Committee on Un-Aiiierican Activities, 
; . •. House Report, 1951, on the American Slav 

Congress, April 26, 1950, originally 
released June 26, 1949, pp. 68, 70, and 
71. >" I 
Abov-e sou·rce on April 13, 1967, advised that the 

Society for Relations with Poland is currentiy active and its 
current officers are st~ong CP sympathizers. 

Source: 
STUDENTS FOR A DEMOCRATIC SOCIETY 

'·' The Students.for a Democratic Society (SDS), as it is 
known today, came into being at a founding convention held at 
Port Huron, Michigan, in June, 1962 ••• The SDS is ·an association 
of young people on the left and has a current prog~am of pro
test~ng the draft, promoting a campaign for youth to devel.op a 
congcientious objector status, denobncing United States inter
vention in the war in Vietnam and to nradically transform" the 
universityfcommunity, and provide for its complete control by 
students. Gus Hall, General Secretary, Communist Party, USA, 
when int.erviP.wed bv a reoresentative of United Press International 
in San Francisco, California, on May 14, i965, described the SDS 
as a part of the "responsible left" whiclt the Party has ugoing 
for us." At the June, 1965, SDS National Convention, an anti
communist proviso was removed from the SDS constitution. In the 
October 7, 1966, issue of "New Left Notes,;, the official publi
cation of SDS, an SDS spokesma~ stated that there are some 
communists in SDS and they are·welcome. The national headauarters 
of this organization as of April 18~ 1967, was located in ~ 
.~om 206, 1608 West Madison Street, Chicago, Illinois. 

~ . .. .....,.: 
•. . 

~PARTACIST LEAGUE (SL) Formerly 
Known as the REVOLUTIONARY 

COMMITTEE OF THE FOURTH INTERNATIONAL 

• A. source advised on September 9~ 1964, the Revolutionary 
Committee of the Fourth International (RCFI) was also known as 
the Spartaoist Committee and the Spartacist Group. The source 
described the RCFI as being composed of former members of the · 
Socialist Workers Party (S~~} who were led by James Robertson. 

A second source advised on March 4, 1.964, that Farrell 
Dobbs, National Secretary of the SIW~ sent a letter to all S~~ 
branches in February, 1964, in which he advised that James 
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Rob~rtson announced on February 10, 1964, that his faction would 
··publicly criticize the SWP and had followed this with a public 
organ called "Sparta?ist" in which they attacke~ the Srr'P. 

. ; 

A third source advised on September 7, 1966, that the 
RCFI held a Founders' Conference of the Spartacist League (SL) at 
Chicago, Illinois, fTom September 3-5, 1966. On September 4~ 1966, 
it was stated that the ~ objective of the SL was to destroy the 
capitalist system and the. capitalist society and create a workers' 
class system and a workers' class society. 

The May-June; i967, issue of "Spartacist" discloses it 
is published by the Central Committee of the Spartacist League. 

,:. 
The SWP has been designated pursuant to Executive 

Order 1 04.5(). 

Sources: 

' 
1 

•i 

"' ... , 
._. 

TASS NEWS AGENCY 

•• 

The Tass News Agency is the official Soviet Government 
news-gathering organization with headquarters _in Moscow, Union of 
Soviet Socialist Republics (USSR), and branches throughout the 
worlde ~ 

d. { 
"THE MILIT.At~T" 

•. 

~ . 
"$ "The Militant" is a weekly newspaper of the Socialist 

Workers Party (SWP). '· 
• 

The SWP has been designated pursuant to Executive 
Order 10450. 

~\ . 

TRI-CONTINENTAL INFOR~~TION CENTER 
\ 

A source·advised on February 18, 1967, that on that 
date, during an Executive Board meeting of the Communist Party 
(CP), Minneapolis, Minnesota, it was announced that Mike Myerson 

.was forming an anti-imperialist center (Tri-Con~inental Infor
mation Center). 
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,• 

A second source advised on June 30, 1966, that Mike 
Myer~on·attended the 18th National Convention of the Communist 
Party, USA (CPUSA), held in New York City (NYC) from 
June 22, 1966, ·to June 26, 1966, as a non-Party visitor from 
Brooklyn, New .York. I 

. I 

A copy of· Volume I, Number I, May, ·. 1967, issue of the 
''Tri-Continental Information Center Bulletini' .(TCICB), published 
by the Tri-Continental Infonnation Center (TCIC), listed Mike 
Myerso~ and Joan Levenson as Editors • 

. A third source advised on. March 6, 1967, that Joan 
Levenson attended a New York County CP "Peace Caucus," held on 
March 3, 1967, in Academy Hall~ 853 Broadway, NYC •. 

.. . 
•The above-mentioned issue of the TCICB contained an 

article entitled 11Tri-Continental Information Center Founded" 
which stated in part as follows: · 

.. 
~ '~he Tri-Continental Info?mation Center has been 

established to raise,· through education and information, an anti
imperialist consciousness in the United States--particularly 
wfthi~ the growing movements for peace, human rights and democracy. 

. ... 
v~he Center has built up contacts and exchange of 

publications with anti-imperialist organizations and movements 
throughout the world, and will publish a monthly bulletin on 
international developments. It will collect and disseminate 
historical and current data on areas suffering from u. S. 
colonialism and neo-colonialis~-· It will publish pamphlets, 
and in some cases books. · ~ 

"It will send fact-finding missions to such areas as 
Ipdonesia, Puerto Rico, and. Thailand and will arrange u. s. tours 
for speakers from liberation movements around the world. It will 
also plan conferences to discuss these questions among mass 
audiences. And it will aid publicity for various international 
initiatives--conferences, boycotts, petition campaigns or fund 
drives--to combat and debilitate u. s. foreign _policy." 

A fourth source advised on May 11, 1967, that the 
-tCie, which is located in Room 640, 1133 Broadway, NYC, wa·s formed · 
by Mike Myerson and is a CP front organization supported by CP 
fundso ' , 
Sources; 
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'mKRAINIAN-AMERICAN" 

'I 
I 

·I 

·A source advised on July 27, 1965, that a new news
paper.entitled "Ukrainian-American" (UA) was being printed at 
the Chene Pribting Company,58~6 Chene Street, Detroit, M~chigan. 
According to this source, the newspaper appeared to follow the 
Communist Party {CP). line~ ~ \ 

Articles of Incorporation Number 1207.12, when reviewed 
.at the Wayne County Clerk's Office, City County Building, 
Detroit, Michigan, revealed that the UA Publishing Company, 
5221 Oakman Blvd., Dea.rhorn, Michigan, filed on April 23, 1965, 
an Application for lnco~poratione The stated purpose of the 
corporation is: 

~~o publish, print, d~stribute, and circulate 
weekly or monthly a newspaper in the English 
language in the City of Detrbit." 

~~ Volume 1, Number 1, of UA,~dated April 1, 1965, states 
in the masthead that th~ publication was published monthly by the 
UA Publishing Company, 5221 Oakman Boulevard, Dearborn, Michigan. 

f 

A second source advised during May, 1965, that a "new 
communist line" publication called UA was being published in 
Dearborn, Michigan. 

A third source advised on March 10, 1966, that the new 
English language ~~rainian Progressive newspaper, UA, would be 
moved to New York City. 

A fourth source advised on October 1~, 1966, that the 
·uA initially started publication in Detroit, Michigan, somet.ime 
about the Summpr of 1965. It is presently being published monthly 
brthe Slavic-American Publishing Corporation, Post Office Box 706, 
Times Square Station, New York, New Y~rk. The source stated that 
thiS newspaper is definitely and wl. thout a doubt controll.ed and 
dominated by individuals who, from their writings published in 
this newspaper, are extremely· procommunist and pro-Soviet. 

The masthead of the April 1, 1967, issue of the UA dis
closes that it is puhlished monthly by the Slavic-American 
Publishing Corporation, Post Office Box 706, Times Square Station,· 
Hew York, N~w York, 10036$ 

Sources: 
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.· 

UKRAINIAN-AMERICAN LEAGUE, INCORPORATED 

A source provided information on July 21, 1955, 
whic·h disclose-s that as of December 29, 1947, the Ukrainian
American League, Incorporated, 85 East Fourth Street, New York, 
New York, was a corporation chartered under New York laws in 

,-.. . i940. The function of this firm was to pub-lish the "Ukrainian 
Daily News," now known as "The Ukrainian News~" 

Another source advised on March 20, 1951, that the 
activities of the Ukrainian-American communists occur within 
the ·gener.al orbit of· ·the Communist Party, USA (CPUSA), of which 
Ukrainian communist organizations are a part. One of these 
organizatiqns, according to t~e source, is the Ukrai~ian-American 
League, Incorporat·ed, .85 East Fourth Street, New York, New York. 
The sourc~ advised that this League loosely united various 
communist camps, singing soc.iet.ies, p.oli tical and social centers, 
and operates as the official publisher of "The Ukrainian News." 

.. 
..-.. The "Guide to Subversive "'Organizations and Publications," 

revised and published December 1, 1961, prepared and released by 
the Commi~tee on Un-a~erican Activities, United States House of 
Representatives, Washington, D. C., contains the ~Qllowing con
cerning ··the "Ukrainian Dailj· Ne·.;os: 11 

... 

"lo Cited as Communist. 
(Committee on Un-American Activities 
Bouse Report 1951 on the American Slav 
Congress, April 26, 1950, originally 
released June 29, 1949, p. 15)." 

~ 

' The 1966-1967 Manhattan Telephone Directory discloses 
a listing for the Ukrainian-American League, Incorporated, at 
85 East Four~h Street, New.York City. 

• t 

Sources: • 

I 

t,·./ 
. l' 

UNITED ELECTRICAL, RADIO AND MACHINE WORKERS OF AMERICA 

., t The "UE Shop Steward Guide," United Electrical, Radio . 
and Machine Workers of America (UE) Publication #212, 6th Edition, . 
1952, disc-loses on pages 32-34, "UE-the United Electrical·, Radio, 
and Machine Workers of America'! was established in 1936 at a 
conventic,n in Buffalo, N-ew York. At that time, the organization _ 
was called the United Electrical and Radio Workers of America. 
Shortly thereafter, a large group of American·Federation of Labor 
machinists• locals joined the UE and tfie £ull n~~e became the 
United Electrical. Radio and Machine Workers of America (UE). 
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'~he UE is known as an 'International Union' because 
companies of both the United States and Canada are under con
tract." 

"100 Things· You Should Know About Communism and 
Labor," prepared and released by the Committee on Un-American 
Activities, United States House of Representatives, 
Washington, D. c., 1951, relates the following information: In 
1944, the Committee on Un-American Activities\found the '~nited 
Electrical, Radio and Machine Workers of America (C!O)" to be 
one of the unions which was described as having "Communist leader
ship •••• strongly entrenched." The "United Electrical, Radio and 
Machine Workers of .A.rn.erica" was listed as one of the Unions which 
was expelled from the Congress of Industriai Organizations in 
1950 because of its communist domination. 

The "Internal Security Annual Report for 1951, Report 
of the ·subcommittee to Investigate the Administration of the 
Internal Security Act and other Internal Security Laws, of the 
CoJ1U9.ittee on the Judiciary, United States Senate," on page 61, 
refers to UE as "one of the strongest Communist-controlled unions 
in America." 

The International Headquarters of UE is located at 
11 East 51st Street, 'N'ew York 1 Ne.w York 7 according to the 
April 17, 1967, edition of ''UE News," official organ of UE. 

. / 

:";. 
W, E. B. DT} BOIS CLUBS OF AMERICA (DCA) 

(. 

A source advised that on October 26-27, 1963, a con
_ference of members of the Communist Party, USA (CPUSA), including 
national functionaries, met in Chicago, Illinois, for the purpose 

· of setting in motion forces for the establishment of a new 
na~ional Marxist-oriented youth organization which would hunt 
for the most peaceful transition to socialism. The delegates 
were told that it would be reasonable to assume that the young 
socialists attracted into this new organization would eventually 
pass into the CP itself. 

A second source has advised that the founding con
vention for the new youth organization was held from 
June 19-21, 1964, at 150 Golden Gate Avenue, San Francisco, 
California, at which time the name W. E. B. DuBois Clubs of 
America (DCA) was adopted. Approximately 500 delegates from 
throughout the United States attended this convention. 
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·'rhe second source advised on May 1, 1967, that the 
current officers pf the DCA, as well as all· members of the DCA 
National Executive Co~~ittee, ~remembers of the CP and that 
the CPUSA furni~hes the major financial ·· support for the DCA 
national office·. 

The second source advised that in September, 1966, 
Franklin Alexander, DCA National Chairman, stated .that the DCA 
is now in fact a functioning young communist league •. Also, in 
Septem}?er, 1966, Mik~ Zag.arell, CPUSA Youth Director, stated 
that in Negro communi ti.es the Party still supported the· plan- to 
build "left" socialist centers and to solidify the Party base 
through the DCA. · · .. • 

·T6e second source advised that in September, 1966, 
Daniel Rubin, CPUSA National Organiza~ional Secretary, stated 
the Party believes the DCA should have a working .class outlook 
and be~a mass organization favorable to socialism, socialist 
count ties, and Marxism, and in April , .. · 1967, Gus Hall. CPUSA 
General Secretary, indic~ted that the DCA primary emphasis 
should be o~ developing mass resistance to the draft. 

As of May, 1967, the headquarters of the DCA was 
located at ·lSO North Wacker Dr~ve, ~hicago, Illinois. 

Sources: 

WORKERS LEAGUE, Formerly Known as AMERICAN 

COMMITTEE FOR THE FOURTH INTEfu'iATIONAL 

On April 17, 1967, a source'advised as follows: 
• 

Tim Wohlfarth_, when a member of the Socialist Workers · 
Party (SWP) National Committeet led a minority group of ten 
accusing the majority of losing revolutionary perspective. The 
Wohlfarth group adhered to the views of British Trotskyists, 
with~hom it secretly _consorted, and with certain co-thinkers 
in the International Committee of the Fourth International (FI), 
a world Trotskyist organization. It accused the leader.ship of 
adopting views of these within tt;e FI who fav.ored "bureaucratic'~ 
revolution over the genuine "revolutionary working-class ou,t .look" 
of Leon Trotsky. Domestically, the Wohlfarth faction oppos.ed·· · 
SWP orientation toward student activity, feeling the Party should 
place major emphasis on trade unions and "participation in ·the· 
civil rights struggleo 
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. Although tqlerated for some time, the Wohlfarth 
~·group was.expelled from the SWP in July, 1964. 

Following expulsion~ the Wohlfarth group formed the 
American Committee for the Fourth International and planned to 
work with othe·r radical and militant organizations, concentrating 
on the civil rights.movement, which to them is a basic "class" 
struggle. It plans to- build a political· party around a publi
cation and classes of in~truction in Marxism. · 

During November, 1966, the organization's name was 
changed to Workers Le.ague. Headquarters is 243 East lOth Street, 
New York, New York. It~ publication is the "Bulletin of 
International Socialisn1." ,_ 

:l'he SWP has been designated pursuant to Executive 
Order 10450. 

Source: 

''WORKERS WORL"b" 
• 

f 

. On May 1, 1967, a source advised that the 
"Workers -world" is the v::ffici:1l n~'.·:zpape!" .af the Wor!(-*'' r~ i'io-rl ci 
Party, published twice monthly, with editorial offices located at 
46 West 21st Street, New York, New York. · 

Source: 

t~l ,.· 
WORKERS WORLD PARTY 

~ 

~ On April 17, 1959, a source advised that 
on February 12, 1959, a Socialist Workers Party (SWP) minority 
group under the leadership of National Committee member Sam Ballan 
split from the SWP. · 

The source stated that this minority group, referred 
t~ as the Marcyites, after many years of program and policy 
differences on varie9 issues concerning tactics and interpretation 
of political events, split from the SWP on the grounds that the 
Party was liquidating itself by departing from the Marxist pre
cepts of Leon Trotsky and retreating from the fight for the world 
socialist revolution. The final issue which ultimately forced the 

·split was the minority's opposition to the SWP regrouprnent policy 
which involved cooperation with the Communist party (CP) periphery
individuals characterized by the minority as petty-bourgeois. 
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•' . 

.,.. The minority progr_am, according to source, advocated 
unconditional defense of the Soviet Union and has as its goal 
the building of a revolutionary party with a complete proletarian 
orientation fo-r the purpose of .. overthrowing capitalism in the 
United States a~d throughout· the world. 

On May 12, '1960, ·the source advised 1that this minority 
group had chosen the name Workers World Party.\ . 

On May 1, 1967, a second source advised 
that the ·workers World Party, which maintains headquarters at 
46 West 21st Street, Ne·w York City, supports .the People's Republic 
of China in its ideological dispute with th~ Sovi~t Union • .. . 

The SWP and the CP have been designated pursuant to 
Executive Order 10450~ 

•• 
Sources:· 

I .... , 
. f'; ... 

''YOUNG SOCIALIST" 
f - \j 

~bP- '~oung Socialist" .is a magazine published five 
times a year by the Young Socialist Alliance. The October, 1~64, 
edition, the initial edition utilizing the magazine format, 
relates that this magazine succeeds the 'tyoung Socialist" news
paper in an effort to provide '~ore facts on more general issues 
than a small newspaper can.n 

The r'Young Socialist" liewspaper was formerly described 
aS the official organ of the Young Socialist Arliance (YSA). 

The "Xoung Socialist" maintains office space at the ' . . headquarters of the YSA, Rooms 532-536, 41 Union Square West, 

~ 

New York City, and has a mailing address of Post Office Box 471, 
Cooper Station, New York, New York 10003. 

f:\·1 
YOUNG SOCIALIST ALLIANCE 

\ .. 
The May, 1960, i-ssue of the ''Young Socialist" (YS), 

page 1, col~n 3, disclosed that during April 15-17, 1960, a 
national organization entitled "The Young Socialist Alliance" 
(YSA} was established at Philaderphia, Pennsylvania. This issue 
stated that this organization was f,ormed by the nationwide 
.supporter clubs of the publicati~n YS. 
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'-~ . 
The above issue, page 6, set .forth the Founding 

-· Declarat~on of the YSA. This declaration stated that the YSA 
recognizes the Socialist Workers Party (SWP) as the only existing 
political leadership on class struggle principles, and that the 
supporters of the YS have come into basic political solidarity 
with the Sn~.on the principles of revolutionary socialism. 

On March· 10., 1967, a source advised that the YSA was 
formed during 1957, by youth of various left socialist tendencies, 
particularly members and followers of the SWP. The source further 
advised that the YSA has recently become more open about 
admi.tting that it is .the youth group of the SWP and that an SWP 
representative has p'ub~icly stated th.at the YSA is the SWP's 
youth group • 

• The headquarters of the YSA are located in Rooms 532-536, 
· 41 Union Square West, New York· City. 

' •• 
The SWP has been designated pursuant to Executive 

Ord@'r 10450. 

Source: 
f 

:·/ 
YOUTH AGAINST WAR AND FASC!~M 

v 
A source advised on March 29, 1965, that the Youth 

Against War and Fascism (YAWF), formerly known as the Anti-Fascist 
Youth Committee, was established by the Workers World Party (W~~) 
in the Summer of 1962 to brin~ college and high school youth into 

,the periphery of WWP activities and thereby gain recruits for the 
organization. 

, A second source .. advised on Octobez: 23, .1964, that a 
flyer distributed by the YAWF descr.i.bed that organization as a 
militant organization of young workers and worker-students for 
combating war and fascism. 

The first source advised on May 1, 1967, that the YAWF 
~aintains its headquarters at 58 West 25th Street, New York City, 
and publishes a mag.azine called "The Partisan." ., 

Sources: 

• 
Very truly yours, 

8/21/67 
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:PERSONAL ATTENTION 
SAC LETTER 67-52 

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

FEDEHAL HUHEAU OF INVESTIGATION 

In Reply, P~e Refer to 

File No. 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20535 

August 2 9, 1967 

(A) FLU INOCULATION PROGRAM- 1967-1968 -- Promptly make 
arrangements to reinstitute a flu program with shots to be given early 
in October, 1967, <ind any booster shots needed should be completed 
early in December, 1967. Order vaccine by routing slip directed to 
the Property Management Unit, Room 5266. Revised Adult and Minor 
Waiver forms (3-343 and 3-343a respectively) should be promptly 
ordered by routing slip directed to the Supply Unit, Room B-216. 
When this program is completed advise the Personnel Section no later 
than December 31, 1967, of the (a) total personnel; (b) number inoculated; 
and (c) doctor's fee. Destroy the waiver forms six months after the 

, program is completed. Make efforts now to secure a physician to 
supervise administration of your il).oculations to insure they commence 
early in October. 

Before ordering your supply of vaccine canvass employees now 
so the quantity of your order will be accurate. Vaccine must be kept under 
refrigeration but freezing it destroys the potency. Order the vaccine only 
from the Bureau. Insure the administering physician is aware that the 
vaccine is of the Bivalent type and that 1. 0 ml should be given subcutaneously 
per inoculation as medically recommended. The Surg·eon General's 
Advisory Committee again recommends that individuals vaccinated since 
July, 1963, need receive but a single dose of vaccine and for those needing 
a booster shot, this be given two months after the preliminary shot. 
Medical forecast indicates that substantial numbers of cases of A2 inf1uenza 
can be expected to occur during the 1967-1968 flu season. Medical 
advice reveals that the newly introduced Bivalent vaccine containing only 
A2 and B strains has been prepared this year for general use to provide 
greater protection against current strains of flu than has previously been 
possible and that older strains in Polyvalent vaccine do not ·play a significant 
role against the currently prevalent viruses. Surplus vaccine should be 
returned Air Mail Special Delivery to the Health Service Unit, Seat of 
Government, immediately following completion of the program. The 
physician may be paid up to $100 per day and any excess charge should 
be submitted to the Bureau in accordance with existing procedures. 1\tiake 
these inoculations available on 4- voluntary, cost-free basis. 

· Last year 48. 2 per cent of all employees participated in this 
program. Make every effort to stimulate greater interest to increase 
participation rate. This should be done particularly considering the current 
forecast and in an effort to minimize the effects of flu and reduce absenteeism~ 
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(B) FBI NATIONAL ACADEMY, 81ST SESSION-- By October 2, 1967, 
you should submit to the Bureau, ·Attention: Training Division, the 
names of candidates from your territory whom you desire to recommend 
to attend the 81st Session of the FBI National Academy, which convenes 
March 11, 1968, and will graduate May 29, 1968. A specific statement 
must be made concerning the review of your field office indices on the 
applicants a·nd their law enforcement agencies in the letter listing your 
candidates. 

Several alternate candidates were investigated for the 8oth 
Session of the National Academy and were not invited to attend that 
session in view of lack of space. Unless advised to the contrary, if 
their background investigation was favorable, they will be considered the 
first choice for the 81st Session from the field office covering their law 
enforcement agency. 

All candidates nominated for the 81st Session must have been 
interviewed by the current Special Agent in Charge. If such has not 
been done, appropriate interview form should be submitted along with 
your r~commendations. It is expected that only outstanding candidates 
who have a potential in the training or administrative fields will be 
nominated. 

8/29/67 
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(C) .. EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY - MINORITY GROUP 
STATISTICS SYSTEM -- Instructions contained in item (B) of SAC Letter 
66-26 of April 28, 1966, are rescinded. The Civil Service Commission 
has discontinued the self-designation procedure for making employment 
surveys of race and national origin of employees. Self-desigmi.tion 
questionnaires shoulq no longer be given to newly appointed or older 
employees and your supply of such questionnaires should immediately 
be destroyed. In the future such data will be collected only through 
visual survey in the form of gross statistics (no nam~s -- overall 
figures only). Civil Service Commission advised an agency may not 
collect or maintain any record of race or national origin of individual 
employees even on an anonymous or confidential-basis and gross data 
may be kept in a personnel office. Self-designation may be used to 
answer a complaint of discrimination when the visual survey method 
is not adequate. Civil Service Commission advised visual surveys may 
be conducted by supervisors. Bureau authority should be sought before 
the release of any minority group statistics. 
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. . 
(D) TOP ECHELON CRIMINAL INFORMANT PROGRAM-- Information 
has been received from a member-informant in La Cosa Nostra (LCN) 
indicating that certain leaders of LCN employ electronic technicians 
to survey their homes and business establishments to determine if they 
are covered by electronic devices. In addition, it was reported these 
technicians are also utilized to install electronic coverage of LCN 
members and other racket figures suspected of being informants. 

All Agents must be alerted to this possibility and reminded 
of the urgent necessity to afford complete security to our top echelon 
informants and other sources. 

Agents handling top echelon informants must take every 
possible precaution to insure that our sources are not compromised. 
Particular emphasis should be placed upon interviewing your sensitive 
sources under absolutely secure conditions. 

Our top echelon sources have reported that the leaders of 
LCN are gravely concerned about the possibility that some of their 
members may be informants. Their awareness of this possibility 
serves to point out the need to handle our sources with particular care 
and discretion. 

You are reminded that dissemination of information from 
your informants must be handled in line with existing instructions. All 
Agents conducting interviews in connection with the Criminal Intelligence 
Program or contacting police officials must make .certain that their 
sources are not inadvertently identifie~ by revealing information emanating 
from such sources. 

Member-informants in LCN are our most effective weapons 
in the drive against organized crime and must be handled in the manner 
which precludes the possibility of jeopardizing their security. 

These instructions should be brought to the attention of 
appropriate personnel. 
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(E) REPLACEMENT STANDARDS FOR FURNITURE AND OFFICE 
MACHINES -- In consonance with the objectives of the President, set 
forth in his memorandum of September 16, 1966, on cost reduction in 
procurement, supply and property management, General Services 
Administration (GSA) has revised the replacement standards for 
furniture and office machines as shown below: 

Furniture Replacement Standard 

... Furniture shall not be replaced unless the estimated cost of 
repair or rehabilitation (based on GSA term contracts), including any 
transportation expense, exceeds at least 7 5 percent of the cost of a new 
item of the same type and class (based on prices as shown in the current 
edition of the GSA Stock Catalog, applicable Federal Supply Schedules, 
or the lowest available market price). An exception is authorized in 
those unusual situations when rehabilitation of the furniture at 75 per
cent of the cost of a new item would not extend its useful life for a 
period compatible with the cost of rehabilitation, as determined by the 
agency head or his designee. 

Office Machines Replacement Standard 

Replacement of office machines shall be in accordance with 
the standards prescribed in A and B, below. The acquisition cost of 
comparable machines may be obtained from applicable Federal Supply 
Schedules with due consideration given to prices obtainable when the 
quantities involved exceed the maximum order limitation. In such 
instances, price information, unless available within the agency, may 
be obtained from the contracting office indicated in the Schedule. 
Estimated repair or overhaul costs shall be obtained from contractors 
providing service under GSA term contracts where provided or at the 
lowest rate available from other sources. Cost obtained shall include 
transportation costs. 

A. Electrically operated office machines (typewriters, adding 
machines, comptometers, and desk calculators, excluding the electronic 
type) under 12 years of ag~ or manually operated office machines under 
15 years of age shall not be replaced unless: 

\ 
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(1) The estimated one-time repair or overhaul cost of a 
machine under eight years of age exceeds 50 percent of the replacement 
cost for a comparable new model, without regard to trade-in or sale 
value; or 

(2) The estimated one-time repair or overhaul cost of a 
machine eight years of age and over exceeds 25 percent of the replace
ment cost for a comparable new model, without regard to trade-in or 
sale value. · 

B. Notwithstanding the limitations prescribed in "A", above, 
office machines may be replaced under the followi~g conditions provided 
a written justification supporting such replacement is approved by the 
agency head or an authorized designee and is retained in the agency 
files: 

(1) In those cases where there is a continuing history of 
breakdowns with corresponding loss of productivity through downtime. 
Judgments in these cases should be based upon personal knowledge of 
the machine operator or supervisor, and by repair records; or 

(2 )- When office machines lack essential features required in 
the performance of a particular task which is continuing in nature and 
other suitable machines are not readily available. However, this 
condition shall not be used to support replacement of typewriters. 

These standards should be taken into consideration prior to 
recommending replacement of furniture and/or office machines and 
when such a recommendation is submitted to the Bureau sufficient 
information should be furnished to provide supporting justification for 
the replacement. 
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(F) HARASSMENT OF BUREAU AG~NTS·--:sy· THE KLAN-- Information 
was received from a racial informant to the effect that a klansman, who 
has been involved in racial violence in the past, was contemplating use 
of a ball-point pen device containing a d!ll:g which causes heart failure, 
on Bureau Agents. 

-· 
The FBI Laboratory examined this drug and ascertained 

that it is used in general surgery to produce rapid and complete 
relaxation of skeletal muscles for brief periods. Ordinarily, the drug 
is administered by injection. It is used with caution since average 
doses may result in experiencing difficulty in breathing and excessive 
doses may cause respiratory failure. In medical practice, it is 

-· administered by anesthetists or o!Jlers qualified to manage respiratory 
failure. An excessive dose could lead to oxygen deficiency and be a 
contributing cause to cardiac arrest (heart failure). 

The ball-point pen device allegedly will hold the drug mixed 
with water in the barrel of the pen and when the pen head is depressed, 
which normally would place the ball point in position, a needle is 
exposed through which the drug can be injected. 

You should insure that all Agent personnel handling Klan 
matters are alerted to the possibility that this may be discussed in 
Klan circles and especially be alert to the possibility of any use of 
the above by klansmen. -

• 
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(G) CONbUCT AND ACTIVITIES OF EMPLOYEES - DISCIPLINARY 
MATTERS -- In the.indoctrination of new employees following their 
entry on duty, it is desired that more stress be placed upon the high 
standards of conduct demanded by the Bureau of all of its personnel. 
You must make certain that all new employees without exception are 
advised of the high standards of personal behavior required of them, 
and they should be strongly impressed with the fact that personal 
misbehavior reflecting unfavorably upon them or the Bureau will not 
be tolerated; further, that any such misconduct or allegation of it must 
be promptly reported to the Bureau by any employee learning of it. 

It is essential that you be meticulous in handling all matters 
involving disciplinary action in order that the good name of the Bureau 
may be protected and the rights of employees to firm but fair treatment 
may be preserved. In this connection, your attention is called to the 
provisions of Part I, Section 9 of the lVIanual of Rules and Regulations. 

... \.;. 
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(H) EYEWITNESSES IN CRIMINAL CASES -- In connection with a 
recent convic.tion for violation of the Federal Bank Robbery Statute, 
defense couns . .el, subsequent to the trial, determined one of the 
Government witnesses who claimed to be an eyewitness to the bank 
robbery had falsely testified. Based oil this disclosure the Agents 
verified this witness had supplieq fals~ information to Bureau person
nel during the investigation and had l(~d upon .the witness stand. 

This incident emphasizes the necessity for estal;:>lishing the 
validity of statements made by those who claim to have been eye
witnesses to criminal activity. These individuals must be patiently 
and thoroughly interviewed and if there is any reason to suspect the 
truth of the information furnished, the matter must be pursued to 
verify its authenticity. The Bureau cannot stress too strongly the 
need for Bureau investigative personnel to be alert to the possibility 
that those interv~ewed are furnishing false or speculative information. 

{Security Letter on attached pages)' 
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(j) CUBAN REFUGEE MATTEit~r- IN~ESTiGATION TO DETECT 
INTELLIGENCE AGENTS AMONG CUBAN REFUGEES -- SAC Letter 
67-8 (F); January 31, 1967, expanded the procedure concerning the 
investigation of Cuban refugees. It set forth in detail certain indicators 
in the refugee's background which would form the basis for an active 
investigation, outlined the investigation to be conducted, and indicated 
you would be advised if changes were to be made in the procedure. 

As a result of suggestions from the field and evaluation at 
the Bureau, the following modifications and changes are to be placed 
into effect immediaV~ly: 

(1) Since the Miami Office reviews the backgrounds of all 
refugees of possible interest to the Bureau entering the United States 
at the Caribbean Admission Center, Opa Locka, Florida, and advises 
the field of the identities of those refugees whose backgrounds con-
tain the indicators requiring investigation, other offices should not 
independently initiate investigations of refugees who have recently 
arrived unless some unusual factors exist or there is reason to believe 
the refugee has intelligence or source potential. 

(2) Indicator number 2 appearing in SAC Letter, which con
cerned close relatives of refugees employed by the Cuban Government, 
is not to be interpreted as referring to relatives who are low-level 
~mployees unless they openly support the Castro government. 

(3) Similarly, indicator number 6 which concerned employ
ment of refugees by the Cuban Government is not to be interpreted as 
referring to low-level employees. Cases are not to be opened on 
refugees on the basis of such employment, in the absence of some other 
indicator. 

{4) Indicator number 7 which concerned involvement of a 
refugee in communist~ pro-Castro, or anti- United States activities is 
to be interpreted as substantial indication of such involvement by refugee 
since January, 1961, when the United Stat~s broke diplomatic relations 
with Cuba. 
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(5) Indicator number 8 dealt with refugees of military age. 
Military age is to be interpreted as applying to males from 15 to 27, 
inclusive. 

(6) A new indicator, number 9, has been added to those set 
forth in the SAC Letter, i. e., refugees entering the United States 
without relatives in this country. 

(7) The SAC Letter required that check of New York files 
and sources be made in each investigation. This check need no longer 
be made unless information is obtained indicating New York might have 
pertinent data. 

Investigations to date have produced a wealth of intelligence 
data and numerous sources who have been alerted to the FBI's 
responsibility in the Cuban field. \Vhile these results are noteworthy, 
our paramount objective is to detect intelligence agents being in
filtrated into this country from Cuba. This is a difficult but not 
insurmountable task. Success will depend largely on the ingenuity of 
Agent personnel and the ability to detect inconsistencies in the refugee's 
background, however small, which will signal the need for an intensified 
investigation. 

Since the majority of our refugee investigations culminate 
in interviews, the ability to detect inconsistencies and the ingenuity 
of the interviewing Agent are once more key factors. Careful 
preparation a~1d penetrative interviews aimed at determining the refugee's 
present sympathies with respect to Castro and eliciting intelligence 
data are necessary. Timely topics such as Castro's espousal of 
Black Power-advocate Stokely Carmichael and avowed determination 
to export revolution to all parts of this hemisphere, as well as 
questions concerning the refugee's attitude towards the racial 
situation, Soviet-Sino differences, and Soviet relations with Cuba, 
could serve to indicate basic sympathies. 

In certain instances where, after completion of the investi
gation, it is felt that a recheck of sources and informants and reinterview 
are warranted because of factors in the refugee's background and his 
past activities, specifically advise the Bureau together with the con
templated date of the proposed recheck; Reinterviews require Bureau 
authority. · 
8/29/67 . 
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Because the Castro. government has utilized Cuban refugees 
as intelligence agents in the past, the continuing exodus of Cubans 
presents Castro with a ready-made channel to infiltrate agents into 
the United States. This has placed. a heavy challenge at the Bureau's 
doorstep which must be met. The success of the Cuban Refugee Program 
will be assured in the final analysis by an ambitious, objective, and 
imaginative approach to each case, and measured by accomplishments 
such as the detection of Castro's agents, the development of current 
intelligence data, and by an ever-growing list of valuable sources and 
informants. 

Very truly yours, 

John Edgar Hoover 

Director 
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'• . 
PERSONAL ATTENTION 

UNITED STATES DEPARTMI·:N¥~YI•'L]t;~tr8~ 67- 56 

FEDERAL BUHEAU OF INVESTIGATION 

In Reply, Plecl$e Refer to 
File No. · 

WASHINGTON, D.C. ·20535 

September 12, 1967 
. . \ 

(A) AUTOMOBILES- OPERATION .OF -·- Results of a recent study 
concerning the hazards of driving on wet pavement have come to the 
attention of the Bureau, and the following is being furnished to you to 
bring to the attention of personnel in your office in an effort to reduce 
accidents. 

The survey shows that rain and slick pavement can be a 
dangerous combination if speed is not reduced. In addition to normal 
hazards of skidding, the phenomenon of ithydroplaning11 can occur on 
a wet road well within legal speed limits under certain adverse 
pavement conditions when tires can ride on top of a thin layer of water 
like ·water skis, lqsing all contact with the road surface. When these 
conditions prevail, traction, steering, and braking may be reduced to 
th~ ·vanishing point; ·and, a sharp turn in the road, heavy brealting, or 
gusty side winds can cause loss of control. Tests of new tires inflated 
at normal pressures "hydroplaned" at speeds of 60 miles per hour with 
3/8 inch of water on smooth pavement and this can happen at lower 
speeds if the tires are underinflated or bald. The survey also indicated 

. a necessity to be especially careful during the first few minutes of a rain 
shower when road surface is liable to be extra slippery and dangerous, 
particularly after a dry spell, as a thin film of greasy residue on the 
pavement forms a treacherous lubricant until washed away by the rain. 

The above should be borne in mind by all personnel driving 
Bureau vehicles and during the monthly inspection of vehicles personnel 
should insure all tires have suffic.ient tread and are properly inflated. 

9-12-67 
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(B) TELEPHONES- COMMUNICATIONS ECONOMY- DESK-TO-DESK 
TELEPHONE SURVEYS -- Captioned surveys, heretofore conducted 
semiannually, will now take place only in April each year. A revised 
survey report form, FD- 344, and appropriate revisions to Manual of 
Rules and Regulations will follow. 
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(C) TEAR GAS - MARK II TEAll GAS PROJ.E::-':rOR AND MARK IV 
CHEMICAL MACE -- A supply of Mark II T .. lr Gas Projectors and Mark 1 
IV Chemical Maces, manufactured by General Ordnance Equipment } 
Corporation, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, will soon be forwarded to all 
field offices to be used by Special Agents working criminal cases where· 
physical resistance is encountered and in high-crime-rate neighborhoods 
where bystanders mi~ht attempt to interfere with an arrest. Investigative 
personnel should never rely on these devices to subdue assailants armed 

'with a potentially lethal weapon. They are intended for bringing under 
control unarmed subjects who are physically opposing apprehension or 
threatening to use a weapon from which Agents can reasonably avoid injury 
in the event the chemical proves ineffective. Both the Mark II Tear Gas 
Projector, a fountain-pen-size, pocket device, and the Mark IV Chemical 
Mace, which measures approximately 1 1/2 inches in diameter, contain 
phenylchloromethylketone, a refined form of chloracetophenone (CN) and 
a synergistic carrying material which immediately reacts on the oily-
fatty elements of the skin and attacks the sensitive nerve endings in the 
impact area causing a stinging sensation; at the same time, vaporizing 
of the tear gas element takes place and results in intense tearing of the 
eyes. One or two one-second blasts from either of these devices directed 
at the subject's face are almost instantly effective and the condition should 
continue for approximately 15 to 30 minutes. 

This authority for Special Agents to use these devices does 
not change existing r.ules that the use of tear gas grenades or projectiles 
must be authorized by the Special Agent in Charge. Both the Mark II 
Projectors and the Mark IV Chemical Maces are serialized to assist in 
recording the issue, and to control the use of the devices. To enable 
the Bureau to properly evaluate the effectiveness of this equipment, in 
every instance where either of the devices is used, a detailed memorandum 
must be submitted to the Bureau, Attention: Training Division, describing· 
the conditions requiring the use and the results thereof. · 

This equipment should be retained in your gun vault and issued 
to Agents, when needed, on a temporary charge-out basis, by serial number, 
as is done with firearms and other raid materials. The devices must be 
given the same security as other tear gas equipment. 

Prior to the issuance of these devices to Special Agents, they 
should be thoroughly trained in their use and to assist in this regard a . 
training bulletin and inert practice maces will be supplied in order that 
Special Agents may be thoroughly familiar with them. 
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(D) THE CRIMINAL LAW REPORTER The Bureau has recently 
purchased a subscription to The Criminal Law Reporter for each of 
our field divisions. This is a. weekly reporter service published by 
The Bureau of National Affairs, Inc. , Washington, D. C. , and covers 
court decisions and other proceedings in the criminal law on both 
state and Federal levels. The Reporter is to be maintained in a current 
status by the principal legal instructor in each field office. While it 
is expected that the primary benefit of this service will be to keep 
our legal and police instructors abreast of recent decisions in the 
criminal law,. particularly those rendered by courts in their respective 
jurisdictions, it is to be readily available for reading by all interested 
Agents. · · 
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(E) CONDUCT AND ACTIVITIES OF ,EMPLOYEES Part I; Section 
1E1 0, Manual of Rules and Regulations, requires that all Bureau 
officials in Grade GS-16 and higher must submit annual confidential 
statements of employment and financial interests and quarterly 
statements when the official has any changes or additions to make 
to the information previously reported. Recent revision of Civil 
Service Commission regulations and pending revision of Department 
of Justice regulations will limit the submission of such confidential 
statements in the future to several SOG officials only. Accordingly, 
such statements will no longer be required and the above ... mentioned 
paragraph is being deleted from the manual. 

(Security Letters on attached pages) .. 
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(F) CHINESE COMMUNIST ACTIVITIES IN U. S. RACIAL M:A_TTERS 
-- As irldicated in SAC Letter No. 65-46 {E), pronouncements of the 
Chinese communist (Chicom) leadership, as well as government 
broadcasts which emanated from Peking, clearly pointed out the desire 
of the Chicom Government at that time to promote and abet racial strife 
in this country. These efforts have continued and recently the Chicom 
regime intensified its attempts to incite "Afro-Americans" to violence. 
The Peking-published pamphlet !'ecently introduced into the United 
States which. is signed by the fugitive, Robert F. Williams, a Negro 
who fled this country to Cuba and then to Peking to escape a kidnapping 
charge, is but a single example. This pamphlet gives tips on how to 
sabotage urban facilities (sewer lines, electrical power stations and 
highways) in the United States. In addition, the official Chicom news 
organization, New China News Agency (NCNA), has concentrated for 
several months on bombarding some 55 Negro newspapers in the United 
States with daily NCNA releases, many of which extol the efforts of 
racist extremists in this country and indicate a strong support of Negroes 
in their "rebellion against racial oppression. " Also, the Chicom daily 

· .1ewspaper, "People's Daily," published in Peking, in its issue of Augus·t 
· 2, 1967, in exhorting Negroes in this country to "destroy" those laws 

which subject them to ''enslavement and constant unemployment, " pointed 
out, "Their rebellion is justified and they have done well, very well. " 

The Bureau considers the Chicoms' efforts to influence.'/ 
Negroes in this country to be an extreme threat to the internal,security. 
It is essential that every Agent handling security cases, particularly 
those involved in Chinese and racial matters investigations, be made 
aware of this threat. They should be instructed to be on the alert 
constantly for information indicating Chicom attempts to influence 
groups or individuals involved in the racial movement and it should 
be emphasized that development of live informants who can become 
knowledgeable of such attempts is vital. Promptly furnish any pertinent 
information received. 
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(G) RABBLE ROUSER INDEX - SUBVERSIVE CONTROL -- Reference 
is made to SAC Letter 67-47 (B) dated August 4, 1967. 

In reviewing field nominations for the inclusion of names 
in captioned Index, it has been noted that in some instances the Bureau 
has never been furnished a report. 

You should at this time review this Index and submit reports 
in all instances in which reports have not previously been submitted. 

In addition, all cases of individuals whose names are 
included in this Index are to be brought up to date on an annual basis and 
appropriate administrative ticklers should be set up to insure that such 
is accomplished. Any cases in which reports have not been submitted 
within the past year should receive attention at this time. 

Information developed regarding possible foreign travel 
of an individual whose name is included in this Index should be handled 
in the same fashion as security subjects traveling abroad with the 
Bureau being promptly advised in order that appropriate agencies as 
well as appropriate Legal Attaches may be kept informed of such travel. 

In the event no pertinent information is developed during 
the y_ear, submit a letter in lieu of report. 

Very truly yours, 

John Edgar Hoover 

Director 
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In R~ply, Plew~ Ref~r to 

Fit~ No. 

PERSONAL ATTENTION 
SAC LETTER 67-62 

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20535 

· pctober 17, 1967 

(A) VOUCHER MATTER- BUREAU OF THE BUDGET CIRCULAR 
A-56 DATED OCTOBER 12, 1966- REAL ESTATE TRANSACTION 
EXPENSES -- Section 4, Bureau of the Budget Circular A- 56, dated 
10/12/66, implements Public Law 89-516 as it relates to the allowances 
for expenses incurred in connection with real estate transactions. The 
regulations provide, in part, that upon a permanent change of official 
duty station the Government will reimburse the employee for certain 
expenses required to be paid by him in connection with the sale of one 
residence at his old official station and/or the purchase of one dwelling 
at his new official station. 

-.. In considering a voucher submitted to the United States 
General Accounting Office (GAO) wherein a cla,im was made for the 
forfeiture of earnest money put down as a deposit in connection with a 
purchase of a home, the Comptroller General ruled that earnest money 
forfeited because the transaction was not consummated is not proper for 
reimbursement under Public Law 89-516 or implementing regulations. 
The Comptroller General further ruled that money deposited in connection 
with the purchase agreement did not in fact represent an expense and 
therefore is not reimbursable even though the realty transaction is 
comp_leted. 

In this test case the employee had incurred certain expenses 
relative to the anticipated purchase and the Comptroller General ruled 
that since the final purchase of the residence did not occur as a result 
of the employee being retransferred in the interest of the Government, 
the employee could be reimbursed for the items of expense incurred which 
would have been reimbursable under the provisions of law and regulations 
had the purchase transaction been completed. 

In view of the fact that substantial losses can be sustained 
in the forfeiture of earnest money relative to the purchase of a home and 
inasmuch as such losses are not reimbursable under Government travel 
regulations, employees who are officially transferred should be made 
aware of this. 
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(BJ ADMINISTRATIVE PROCEDURE' ACT- PbBLIC INFORMATION 
SECTION-- SAC Letter 67-37 advised you to deny all requests for 
information under the captioned Act except those made for routine 
information or documents such as wanted notices and FBI publicatiom~ 
You also were advised to promptly notify the Bureau of all requests 
denied. · 

The Department of Justice advised on September 29, 
1967, that since passage of the captioned Act some instances have been 
found in which litigants have requested agency records under the Act 
rather than seeking discovery under the Federal Rt;lles of Civil Procedure. 
Since it would be helpful to the attorneys of the Department of Justice 
who are handling pending litigation to be advised of what information 
is being sought by opposing parties or counsel, the Department requests 
" ••. whenever your agency receives a request for records under the 
Public Information Section of the Administrative Procedure Act from 
a person (or his counsel) who is a party to litigation being handled by 
the Department of Justice that the Justice Department attorney handling 
th~ litigation be advised immediately." Deny all requests for infor
~ation of the referenced type. Advise the United States Attorney of the 
request immediately; he may be involved in handling the litigation. 
Also advise the Bureau as instructed in SAC Letter 67-37 in the case 
of any other requests denied. 

- 2 -



Cq} ·FRAUD AGAINST THE GOVERNMENT -- In order to avoid pre
mature presentation to United States Attorneys of Fraud Against the 
Government complaints, existing instructions are being clarified to 
insure that when complaints are not clear and definite, sufficient 
investigation is conducted to round out the complaints prior to obtaining 
preliminary prosecutive opinions. 

It is essentiai that sufficient information be made available 
to the United States Attorney concerning each Fraud .A..gainst the 
Government complaint to enable him to make a knowledgeable decision 
as to whether the information is sufficiently indicative of a violation 
to warrant prosecutive consideration if proven by investigation. In 
the future, round out through investigation those complaints which are 
not clear and definite prior to presenting the facts to the United states 
Attorney for preliminary prosecutive opinions. 

(Security Letters on attached pages) 
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(D) CUBAN POTENTIAL FOR SABOTAGE AGAlliST THE UNITED STATES -
Recent developments dictate that we 'institute additional safeguards to 
neutralize the threat of Cuban-directed sabotage against U.S. installations 
in this CO'l}ntry and abroad. The vicious anti-U.S. resolutions adopted 
at the Latin American Solidarity Organization (LASO) Conference in Havana 
are already being implemented. Officials assigned at the Cuban Mission 
to the United Nations (CMUN) are obtaining material for use in sabotaging 
or otherwise penetrating Cuban refugee centers in the U. S. and soliciting 
plans for armed attacks against the U. S. by Puerto Rican revolutionary 
groups using 6'llns and other war materials which would be provided by 
the Cuban Government. 

According to a deathbed statement by Alberto Bayo Giraud, 
Fidel Castro's instructor and mentor in guerrilla tactics, Castro envisions 
the use of American Negroes, Indians, and communists to methodically 
sabotage and terrorize our installations throughout the Western Hemisphere. 
When Cuban officials contacted Puerto Rican independence leaders on 
September 11, 1967, they indicated heads of other revolutionary fore es 
in the New York City area would be offered arms and assistance also. 

The following measures should be incorporated in your 
overall coverage of Cuban-inspired sabotage and disruption: 1. During 
your regularly scheduled contact of plant informa.z:1ts all are to be 
specifically alerted to report the existence within their plants of dissident 
groups, including "black nationalist" organizations, which have potential 
for carrying out sabotage or other disruptive activities on behalf of Cuba. 
2. During interviews o£ Cuba.n refugees under the program specified in 
SAC Letters 67-8 and 67-52 they are to be pointedly questioned as to their 
direct or indirect knowledge of sabotage plans being formulated against 
this country. Cover this questioning when reporting the results of inter
views with individual refugees. 3. On a selective basis your most 
trustworthy police contacts are to be informed of the problem posed by 
the possible use of minority groups in carrying out sabotage on behalf of 
Cuba. rJ1ese police officials should be confidentially requested to alert 
their raCial and security informants to provide any clues which would aid 
in ferreting out potential saboteurs.· 4. In your daily contacts with 
cooperative and dependable security officials at department stores, super
markets, and similar establishments employing sizeable labor forces, 
they are to be alerted to our interest in being expeditiously advised of 
data indicating groups or individuals within their organizations are· 
potential tools for use by Castro in subverting the U. S. 
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{E) W. E. B. DU BOIS CLUBS OF AMERICA - SUBVERSNE ORGANI
ZATION CHARACTERIZATION-- Set forth below is ar.. up-to-date 
thumbnail sketch of theW. E. B. DuBois Clubs of America which replaces 
the one set forth in SAC Letter 67-50. All sources utilized in the 
preparation of this sketch can be described as furnishing reliable 
information in the past. 

W. E. B. DU BOIS CLUBS OF AMERICA (DCA) 

A source advised that on October 26-27, 1963, a con
ference of members of the Communist Party, USA (CPUSA), including 
national functionaries, met in Chicago, illinois, for the purpose of 
setting in motion forces for the establishment of a new national Marxist
oriented youth organization which would hunt for the most peaceful 
transition to socialism. The delegates were told that it would be 
reasonable to assume that the young socialists attracted into this new 
organization would eventually pass into the CP itself~ 

A second source has advised that the founding convention 
for the new youth organization was held from June 19-21, 1964, at 150 
Golden Gate Avenue, San Francisco, California, at which time the name 
W. E. B. DuBois Clubs of America (DCA) was adopted. Approximately 
500 delegates from throughout the United States attended this convention. 

The second source advised in September, 1966, that 
Mike Zagarell, CPUSA Youth Director, stated that in Negro communities 
the Party still supported the plan to build ttleft" socialist centers and 
to solidify the Party base through the DCA. This source also advised 
in September, 1966, that Daniel Rubin, CPUSA National Organizational 
Secretary, stated the Party believes the DCA should have a working-class 
outlook and be a mass organization favorable to socialism, socialist · · 
countries and Marxism, and in April, 1967, advised that Gus Hall, 
CPUSA General Secretary, indicated the DCA primary emphasis should 
be on developing mass resistance to the draft. 

A third source advised in September, 1967, that Jarvis 
Tyner was elected chairman of the DCA on September 10, 1967, at the 
Third National Convention of the DCA held in New York, New York, 
from September 8-10, 1967. 
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A fourth source advi~ed during August, 1967, that Jarvis 
Tyner is a member of the National Committee of the C PUSA. 

A fifth source advised on September 21, 1967, that the 
headquarters of the OCA is located at 34 West 17th Street, New York, 
New_York. 

Sources: 

' • 

1st- .._ . 
·2nd-

, 3rd - ·· - --- --7" --·-·-

4th~ 

5th- - " 

,.. 

10/17767 .. 
S~C LETTE~ 67-62 

(F) TRAVEL MATTERS- CUBA-- Recently a Cuban· alien who had 
entered the United. States as the holder of a visito.t's visa volunteered 
to us information concerning his recruitment in Cuba for ·an intelligence 
mission in the United States. A visitor's visa had been issued to him 
and his mother in a Caribbean country. They had been permitted to 
leave Cuba to seek medical assistance for the mother. 

.... . Our procedures to detect intelligence agents among Cuban 
.refugees who enter this country under provisions of the United States 
Government's Cuban Refugee Program (CRP) (SAC Letters 67-8 (F) 
anp 67- 52 (I) are" not applicable to Cuban aliens with visitors' visas as 
they do not con1e within the purv.lew of CRP~ 

To assure prompt notification to us of such Cuban aliens, 
Immigration and Naturalization Service (IN'S) is instructing its offices 
to notify the nearest FBI Office on a daily basis as to the admittance 
(and departure when known) of all nonimmigrant Cuban nationals except 
crewmen. In order to neutralize the possible intelligence as~?ignment : 
in the United States of such Cuban aliens, investigation of them is to be 
conducted in accordance with provisions of Section 105E3b (4), IVIanual 
of Instructions, relating to nonofficial•visitors from the USSR. Manual 
changes are being prepared. · 

• 
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(G) RACrAL INFORMANTS- RACIAL MATTERS-- In view of the in
creasing problems with which we are faced in the racial field, particularly 
in the development of racial intelligence concerning militant black 
nationalist elements, a careful analysis of this matter has been made in 
order to insure that proper emphasis is placed where needed. Also, in 
order to afford better coordination over all interrelated racial security 
matters (individuals and organizations) including the development of 
racial informants, supervision is now being handled by the Radal 
Intelligence Section of the Domestic Intelligence Division. For your 
information, the Subversive Control Section is no longer in existence. 
The investigation of the Communist Party and related matters other 
than those with a racial aspect are being handled by the Internal Security 
Section. 

Our analysis of the racial informant program has shown 
there is a definite need to develop additional penetrative coverage of the 
militant black nationalist groups and the ghetto areas immediately to 
be in a positi9n to have maximum intelligence in anticipation of another 
outburst of racial violence next summer. 

In line with our objective, particular emphasis is being 
placed on the development of ghetto-type racial informants. Individuals 
to qualify as this type of informant must live or work in an area described 
as a ghetto and, therefore, have access to pertinent racial information. 
The s·teps necessary to qualify such an individual are as follows: 

(1). The individual must have access to racial intelligence 
information and must be willing to cooperate with the Bureau in furnish
ing such information. 

(2) In the absence of any derogatory information developed, 
it will be necessary for you to check the following: field office indices, 
FBI Identification Division records, and local credit and arrest records. 
Of course, you must develop sufficient background data concerning each 
prospective informant to allow an intelligent check of the foregoing 
records to be made.· As to the method of recommending to the Bureau 
that an individual be approved as a racial informant (ghetto-type), be 
guided by the instructions set out in Section 130, Volume IV, Manual 
of Instructions, concerning probationary racial informants. 
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All individuals recommended and approved as ghetto-type 
racial informants will be considered probationary racial informants 
with the word "ghetto" after the informant's name or symbol. An 
example of this is "John Jones, Probationary Racial Informant (Ghetto)" 
or "NY 1234-R (PROB- Ghetto)." ~· ., 

Agents handling these ghetto-type probationary racial inform
ants must be constantly alert for any indications of character traits or 
activities of these informants which might cause embarrassment to the 
Bureau. In addition, the information furnished by these informants 
should :q.ot be taken at face value. A diligent attempt must be made 
to verify all information furnished by these informants through other 
sources and/or investigation. 

In addition, immediately review all security informant files 
for the purpose of determining which security informants are solely or 
predominantly active in the racial field. Examples would be individuals 
furnishing information concerning the Minutemen, as well as the Nation 
of Islam, Student Nonviolent Coordinating Committee, Congress of 
Racial Equality, and other militant black nationalist-type groups. The 
security designation of these informants should be changed to the 
appr.<;>priate racial informant designation. For example, a potential 
security informant should be made a probationary racial informant and 
a seburity informant should be designated as a racial informant. There
after, they should be operated principally in the racial field and super
vised by the Racial Informant Desk. When an informant is changed from 
a security informant to a racial informant, the field classification 
number should be changed to a 17 0 classification. Advise the Bureau 
promptly as to which security informants are being converted to racial 
informants. 

In addition, each office having a Black Nationalist Groups 
TOPLEV Informant Program is to immediately assign at least one 
Agent to work exclusively on developing informants under this Program. 
Each office participating in this Program will submit at the end of a 
three-month period appropriate observations as to the success of the 
Program and recommendations as to its continuance. 

As I have advised in the past, it is imperative and essential 
that the Bureau learn of any indications of advance planning or organized 
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conspiracy on the part of individuals or organizations in connection 
with riots and racial disturbances. You are again reminded that 
informants should be alerted and directed to obtain inf0rmation con
cerning individuals who may be stockpiling firebombs, Molotov cocktails, 
weapons, and to identify any groups of terrorists who may be planning 
on carrying out a type of guerrilla warfare during riotous situations . 

.,. 

I expect each office to give this most important matter 
priority attention in order to achieve our goal during the next six 
months. Your efforts and results will be followed closely at the Bureau 
and during field Inspections. Appropriate Manual changes will be 
forthcoming. 

Very truly yours, 

John Edgar· Hoover 

Director 
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In R~ply, Plew~ Refer to 

Fil~ No. 

PERSONAL ATTENTION 
SAC LETTER 67-65 

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20535 

October 31, 1967 

:j{A) UNITED STATES ATTORNEYS' RELATIONS -TRAINING
LEGAL INSTRUCTION AND.LIAISON -- Under a program aimed at 
interviewing all United States Attorneys in lieu of a general meeting, 
the Department presently is calling one or two United States Attorneys 
to Washington each week for policy discussions. Maintain close 
liaison with the United States Attorneys in your division and promptly 
advise the Bureau of any items of interest to the FBI that may be 
discussed at these meetings. 

10/31/67 
SAC LETTER 67- 65 

·-. 
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(B) TRAINING- POLICE- FILM "THE EXAMINATION OF STOLEN 
CARS" -- Bureau has prepared a revised version of captioned film 
and a permanent retention copy will be forwarded to you in the near 
future. This is a 16 mm., color, sound film, and it is for use before 
law enforcement groups only. 

Upon receipt of your copy of this new film, you should 
destroy copies of the old one of the same title, which was forwarded 
to you in 1955 for permanent retention. 
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{C) COMPUTER ADAPTATION- KNOWN PROFESSIONAL CHECK 
PASSERS SECTION (PROCHEK)- NATIONAL FRAUDULENT CHECK 
FILE -- Your attention is directed to Bureau letter to Albany and all 
field offices, dated 2-20-67, captioned "NATIONAL FRAUDULENT 
CHECK FILE KNOWN CHECK PASSERS SECTION, " which sets forth 
information and instructions relative to the institution of this file as a 
computerized operation. Compilation of data on professional check 
passers has now been completed, based on recommendat~ons from all 
field offices in accordance with this relet. 

Briefly, the Known Professional Check Passers Section 
{PROCHEK) contains resumes on known professional check passers 
who can be reasonably expected to repeat their activities, organized 
and classified on computer equipment. The classification is broadly 
based on (1) Physical description, (2) Modus operandi, and (3) Make-up 
and form of the fraudulent checks. Information for the file is furnished_ 
by the field on Form FD- 3 9 0 (pertaining to description and modus 
operandi) and by the Laboratory on Form 7-112 (pertaining to make-up 
and form of the subject's checks). 

Searches of available information in unknown subject cases 
can be made rapidly against PROCHEK, looking toward the identification 
.of the unknown subject. (Photographs of checks in the files of suspects 
suggested by the computer will be compared in the Laboratory with 
the current "unsub" checks in question. i?..ny "identifications" made 
will be the result of a document examination rather than the computer's 
selection of susp.ects.) At the present time such searches will be made 
automatically in cases where it is deemed logical by the Laboratory 
without specific request from the field. 

It is essential that all Agents be thoroughly familiar with 
PROCHEK and the proper completion of Form FD-390 in appropriate 
cases. Only bona fide professional check passers will be included in 
PROCHEK, (See reBulet to Albany for detailed criteria and procedures. ) 
The "overall picture" of a known individual's activities should be 
described on Form FD-390, carefully and accurately, when such 
ind~vidual meets the criteria for inclusion in PROCHEK. Form FD-390 
can be filled out in longhand. Only one ·copy is necessary in the Bureau. 
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In order to further ·compile information. on current pro
fessional check passers, all field offices should review pertinent 
files for the past six months and complete Form FD-390, where 
appropriate, on individuals not already recommended for PROCHEK. 
FD-390 forms should be submitted to the Bureau, as completed, 
within sixty days. In addition, FD-390 forms should be completed on 
a continuing basis on all current check cases when the subj ect(s) 
becomes known and if he meets the criteria for inclusion in PROCHEK. 
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{D) FUGITIVE MATTERS- REPORTING APPREHENSION OR DIS-· 
MISSAL OF PROCESS- NATIONAL CRIME INFORMATION CENTER 
{NCIC)- WANTED PERSONS FILE-- In order to expedite routing to 
NCIC of communications to the Bureau re.porting apprehension or dis
missal of process of a Bureau fugitive, the following procedures are to 
be placed in effect immediately. 

Where airtels are submitted notifying the Bureau of the appre
hension of a fugitive or dismissal of process, an additional copy should be 

... -prepared. The copy count should reflect one copy for NCIC (1 - NCIC). 

In those instances where notification is by teletype to the 
Bureau, such teletypes should be directed to TVIX. 710-822-9449. The 
title in these teletypes should contain the abbreviation "NCIC" immediately 
following the substantive character. For example, "JOHN DOE - FUG., 
BR - NCIC." This will indicate to employees transmitting these teletypes 
that TWX 710-822-9449 should be dialed when sending the teletype. The 
above procedures relating to submission of airtels or teletypes will not 
be necessary for those offices which have NCIC terminal facilities for 
entering data into NCIC. Cancellation or clearance of persons no longer 
wanted aE; fugitives will be effected immediately .by these offices. 

The New York and Newark offices (and the Baltimore and 
Philadelphia offices when connected to a leased teletype circuit), prior 
to t"ransmitting teletypes of the type designated above, will activate the 
paper tape reperforator at the receiving teletype terminal at the Bureau. 
The caption should contain "NCIC" following the substantive character 
of the case. 

Existing instructions relating to submission of Form. FD-220 
in deserter fugitive cases are not changed. 

These procedures ·concern only the method of furnishing 
notification of apprehension or dismissal of process of fugitives and 
do not alter the existing instructions as to when airtels or teletypes 
should be used. 

{Security Letter on attached pages) 
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(E) VISITORS TO COMMUNIST-BLOC COUNTRIES. (COMBLOC) --
An analysis of the Bureau's double-agent operations as well as mounting 
evidence from defectors shows continuing aggressive attempts by com
munist-bloc intelligence services to recruit intelligence agents from 
among travelers to the communist bloc~ In the satellite field approximately 
50 percent of our double agents have visited a satellite country and were 
recruited either prior to, during, or subsequent to their visit. While 
not all of these double agents have been developed as a result of our 
interviews based on their visits, the fact that so many of these agents 
were recruited or trained on communist-bloc soil is a strong indicator 
as to where we should attempt to uncover intelligence agents. We also 
know that illegal agents have made return trips to the bloc countries for 
apparent "home leave" and/or "retraining" purposes. 

The Romanian and Hungarian intelligence services have been 
active in such recruitments during 1967. In all of the satellite fields we 
have exa.mples of such recruitments in other years. The security with 
which such persons can be approached on communist-bloc soil is obvious. 
The recruitments have included individuals in the scientific and technical 
fields; those active in ethnic groups; airline employees; lawyers; a 
warehouseman~ a bar hostess and a production engineer. Persons of 
both sexes and those ranging in age from the early 20's to the age of 60 
have been recruited. Although approaches in most instances have been 
inade on the first visit to the bloc country, there are also examples where 
approaches have not been made until after numerous visits. 

A review of current cases at the Bureau indicates the field 
should more fully exploit the counterintelligence potential in this area 
of our work. Although the Bureau has instructed such visitors should 
be interviewed with a minimum amount of investigation and on a highly 
selective basis, this should not be construed as eliminating all such 
interviews. Because of the importance the communist-bloc places on 
recruitment of such visitors, the Bureau desires each office consider 
interviewing some visitors to each of the satellite countries and 
Yugoslavia during the next six months. This will provide the Bureau 
with the opportunity to uncover any recruited agents and to provide a 
representative selection of cases from which the Bureau can determine 
the extent to which we should exploit this counter.,.intelligence potential. 
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Each field office should review its control file maintained in 
accordance with Manual of Instructions, Section 105G, and should send 
the Bureau under the respective country's caption the identities of such 
aliens listed in the control file which have been provided by INS since 
January 1, 1967, and identities of other visitors of whom you are aware. 
This should be submitted to the Bureau within 30 days of the date of this 
Jetter. Reevaluate the possibilities previously rejected and consider an 
additional number of those for interview. Indicate by an asterisk which 
persons you now intend to consider for interview and, of course, open 
separate cases on those individuals. In those instances where offices 
cannot develop a sufficient number of persons visiting specific bloc 
countries, the Bureau will consider furnishing each office with identities 
of additional travelers to those countries to consider them for interview. 
While we desire to interview additional visitors, the Bureau will care
fully control the number of such persons interviewed. 

Interviews should be conducted with an absolute minimum 
of investigative effort as noted in the Manual of Instructions. The inter
view should be sufficiently searching to elicit information from the visitor 
which would have a bearing on the internal security of the United States. 
Perseverance and attention to pertinent details have been key factors 
in eliciting data regarding recruitment approaches. 

Six months after the date of this letter each field office must 
submit a statistical tabulation itemized under separate country headings. 
This should show: 

10/31/67 

(1) The number of individuals known to that office 
to ~ave visited each specific country; 

(2) The number of such individuals considered for 
interview by the office; 

(3) ~The number actually interviewed; 

(4) Summary data (in one or two. sentences) and identities 
of individuals covering those instances where: 

(a) Individual was compromised, approached 
and/or recruited by a communist-bloc 
intelligence service; 
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(b) Double agent or potential double agent was 
developed by your office as a result of these 
interviews; 

(c) Positive intelligence information was produced 
for dissemination to other U. S. Government 
agencies; 

(d) You developed sources or informants among 
ethnic groups, or in the various nationality 
fields as a result of the interviews. 

Within the limits of current manpower, each SAC must make 
certain that a reasonable number of visitors to each of the communist 
countries enumerated are considered for interview to be certain we make 
additional efforts to uncover individuals compromised, approached and 
recruited by the communist-bloc intelligence services in each of the 
countries. The countries to be included are Albania, Bulgaria, 
Czechoslovakia, East Germany, Yugoslavia, Hungary, Mong_olia, Poland 
and Romania. / 

All cases opened in accordance with the above instructions 
and only such cases opened during the next six months under these 
criteria, should contain the code word (Combloc), in parentheses, in 
the caption of each intra- Bureau communication following the character 
in the title of each case. 

Very truly yours, 

John Edgar Hoover 

Director 
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In Reply. Please Rejtr to 

PERSONAL ATTENTION 

UNITED STATJ~S D.EPARTMEN¥1\rF~~Itfc!.k 67
-
66 

FEDF.RAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20535 

File No. November 7, 1967 

(A) BUREAU AUTOMOBILES AS EMERGENCY VEHICLES -- A 
recent Maryland court ruling held that FBI vehicles are not duly 
authorized emergency vehicles under existing Maryland. State Motor 
Vehicle Laws . In this case the Bureau car had been operating 
under emergency conditions with use of siren and flashing red 
light. as required. A Special Assistant Attorney General of Maryland 
expressed the opinion that a vehicle of the FBI responding to an 
alarm at the site of a bank robbery and being charged with the 
preservation of public order and the prevention and detection of 
crime falls within the classification of police vehicle as described 
in the statute, and that when so designated by the Commissioner, 
Department of Motor Vehicles, su.ch vehicles are entitled to the 
benefits of applicable statutory provisions. The Department of 
Motor Vehicles suggests that in the future the FBI consider making 
a formal application in writing when it wishes such vehicles 
designated as authorized emergency vehicles. 

You should immediately ascertain if FBI vehicles are 
classified as emergency vehicles within your Division, when 
operated by a Bureau employee on official business and in 
compliance with statutory requirements as to warning devices. 
Advise Bureau, citing the authority, and if a question exists 
concerning status as emergency vehicles, submit your observations 
and recommendations. The required warning devices should also 
be ascertained and reported. In those instances when more than 
one office is located within a state, the office covering the state 
capital should make the above determination and designate copies 
of letter to Bureau for the other offices within that state. 
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(B) .,SEARCHES AND SEIZURES Five copies of a pamphlet entitled 
"Search of Premises by Consent" are being sent separately to each field 
offic1e. Offices needing additional copies may request them. Law 
enforcement officers needing individual copies, or a small number, for 
instruction purposes may obtain them by writing to the Bureau. The 
pamphlet is not available! however, for distribution to all students in 
police schools other than the FBI National Academy classes. 

This pamphlet is for the particular attention and use of the 
Legal Instructor in your office. It sh~:mld be readily available, however, 
to all investigative personnel. Since it does not mention Bureau policy 
and contains no classified information, no custodial safeguards are necessary. 

Legal Instructors should continue to emphasize the desirability 
of making searches by search warrant as much as possible. Search by 
consent remains what it always has been - a secondary way of searching, 
to be used when the officer believes that a search should be made and 
there is no other legal basis on which to make it. "Our Constitution 
envisions that searches will ordinarily follow procurement by police of 
a valid search warrant. ff Warden v. Hayden, 387 U.S. 294, 310 (1967). 

. Searches by consent should be preceded by execution of the 
Bureau's consent to search form which advises the subject of his 
constitutional right to refuse such a search. Use of this form is now 
more necessary than ever because of the position recently taken by some 
courts ·that the consent to search is not voluntarily given unless it was 
preceded by a warning of the constitutional right to refuse consent. See 
U.S. v. Nikrasch, 367 F2d 740 (1966) and U.S. v. Blalock, 255 F. Supp. 
26,8 (1966); Contra, Gorman v. U.S., 380 F2d 158 (1967). 

If the subject signs the consent to search form after he has 
read it or, alternatively, it has been read to him, you may assume that a 
valid consent has been given. If he orally expresses his willingness to· 
consent to a search but adds that he will not sign anything, record those 
facts on the face of the form, witness the form, and proceed with the 
search to Which oral consent was given. The form executed in this manner 
has evidentiary value. Wong Sun v. U.S., 371 U. S. 471, 491 (1963). See 
also U.S. v. Hecht, 259 F. Supp. 581 (1966). Searches on oral consent 
after refusal to sign a written waiver have been upheld. U.S. v. Hecht, 
supra1

; Burge v. U.S., 342 F2d 408 (1965); U.S. v. Friedman, 166 F. Supp. 
786 (1958 ). 

I 

. Advise all investigative personnel. 
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(C) TRAINING- IN-SERVICE- ATTENDANCE FORMULA -- Effective 
with In-Service training beginning in calendar year 1968, the In-
Service training attendance formula will be as follows: 

Attendance at first In-.Service, whether security, criminal, 
or accounting type~ three years after entry on duty. Attendance at a 
second In-Service of any type three ye~rs after that, and thereafter 
every five years. 

11-7-67 
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(D) STOLEN MONEY ORDERS AND TRAVELERS CHECKS SECTION
NATIONAL FRAUDULENT CHECK FILE (NCF9-) -- A computerized 
list of stolen money orders and travelers checks is currently maintained 
in the Laboratory as part of the National Fraudulent Check File. 
Requests for searches of such items, as well as requests that serial 
numbers of such stolen items be entered in this section, should be 
directed to the attention of the Lab~ratory. 

It is contemplated that ultimately this listing will be 
maintained in the National Crime Information Center (NCIC) but the 
above procedure will be. followed in the interim. 
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(E) CRIMINAL FRAUD INVESTIGATIONS -- Ever-increasing amounts 
of Federal moneys are being expended by Government agencies for the 
procurement of goods and services in connection with national defense, 
the space program and the administration of the Government; for the 
funding of various programs dealing with poverty, highway construe tion, 
education and training, unemployment, etc.; and for the payment of 
numerous benefits to veterans. In addition, the Government extensively 
insures loans granted in connection with programs administered by the 
Federal Housing Administration, Veterans Administration, and the Small 

· Business Administration. 

Although the amount of Government spending and the over-
all population have been increasing steadily, the case loads and accomplish
ments in Criminal Fraud Matters have not increased proportionately. 
Accomplishments are obviously related to case load trends and it is 
incumbent upon the field and the Seat of Government to see that all fraud 
violations are promptly referred, vigorously investigated, and closely 
followed with United States Attorneys and/or the Department of Justice, 
when necessary, for early prosecutive disposition. 

Complete reliance cannot be placed upon Government 
agencies to refer allegations of violations. Others must be made aware 
of our jurisdiction in Criminal Fr<;1ud Matters. Not to be overlooked 
are the value of criminal informants and the development of new informants 
in the field of Criminal Fraud Matters. In addition, as a result of the 
loan insurance programs in connection with housing, the Government has 
been forced to take ownership of considerable individual and multiple 
housing units due to defaults on initial loans. The possibility of fraud in 
connection with the repair thereof and resale thereof is obvious. 

Each Special Agent in Charge is to personally review the 
handling of Criminal Fraud Matters in his office. This will include the 
investigative attention afforde9. such matters; the various programs in 
existence dealing with the referral by various Government agencies, 
private businesses, private citizens, sources and contacts; and the 
handling of completed investigations with Unij~d States Attorneys looking 
toward early prosecutive disposition of sueh matters. The Bureau is to 
be advised within thirty days as to the results of that review and is to be 
advised as to what programs, techniques, and devices other than the usual 
liaison contacts have been instituted to reverse the declining trend in the 
number of.criminal fraud cases. 

(Security Letter on attached pages) 
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( B FOREIGN INFLUENCES IN THE BLACK NATIONALIST 
MOVEMENT- RACIAL MATTERS -- In certain specific instances 
in the past the Bureau has alerted you to the present potential which 
exists for foreign influences in this country in connection with certain 
Black Nationalist Movements and has instructed that the Bureau be 
promptly notified of any information developed along these lines. At 
this time I desire to reiterate and amplify existing instructions. 

In connection with our intelligence-gathering activities 
involving racial disturbances and the investigative activities of 
militant black nationalist individuals and organizations, we must be 
ever alert for the existence of evidence of foreign direction of racial 
disturbances or foreign influences in the Black Nationalist Movement r 

and we must do everything possible to be certain that all allegations 
of such are fully explored. 

The potential for foreign influences in th~se matters 
certainly exists as evidenced by wide travel in communist countries 
of such militant black nationalists as Stokely Carmichael who, within 
the recent past, has visited.such far-flung places as Cuba, North 
Vietnam, Czechoslovakia, Algeria, United Arab Republic, and other 
countries abroad. Other individuals connected with the Student 
Nonviolent Coordinating Committee as well as individuals affiliated 
with other black nationalist organizations are known to have traveled 
in communist countries. 

Each office should review its files for the identities of any 
known black nationalists who have traveled to Iron Curtain countries 
and other communist countries during the past two years. ·The files 
should thereafter be thoroughly analyzed and in instances in which 
investigations have not been conducted, penetrative investigations 
should be initiated at this time looking toward developing any 
information regarding contacts on the part of these individuals with 
foreign elements and looking toward developing an,y ~dditional information 
having a bearing upon whether the individual involved is cu~r.~ntly 
subjected to foreign influence or direction.· Pending ·files ai1~ files on 

. . 
those previously investigated following such travel should be thoroughly 
analyzed at this time looking toward determining whether further 
investigation should be conducted ·along the above lines. 
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During your investigative coverage of all militant black 
nationalists, be ·~ost a!ert to any foreign travel. . Advise the Bureau 
promptly of such in order that appropriate overseas investigations 
may be conducted to establisQ. activities and contacts abroad. 

In addition~ eac}1 office should submit a letterhead 
memorandmp. with the abo-ve caption with-in 30 days setting forth all 
information contained therein having a bearing upon this matter. The 
information is-to include indications 'Of foreign support, direction, 

· guidance or .influence, as well as a li~?ting of individual black 
nationalists residing in the territo~y covered by your office who have 
traveled to communist countries within the past two years. Each . 
office should open a control file captioned as above to which should be 
~rected copies of all information develope-a along these lines . 

• 
Jf. control file has been established at the Bureau with the 

above caption. Bureau file F14.l 'P · 

The semimonthly memorandum entitled "Possible Racial 
Violence, Major Urban Areas" suqmitted for the purpose of keeping 
the Bureau and interested agencies apprised of the potential for 
violence in the United States should set forth any pertinent data 
developed on a current basis concern,ing foreign influence in these 
matters. When you have information to be reported i~ this regard 

· it should be set forth under the caption of this SAC Letter. 

' This matter should receive you~ close, personal attention 
on a continuing basis. • 

Very truly yours, 

John Edgar Hoover 

i-
Director 

• 
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In Reply, Plea.$t! Reft!r to 

File No. 

PERSONAL ATTENTION 
SAC LETTER 67-70 

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

FJo:nF.RAI. IIURF.AU OF INVESTIGATION 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20535 

November 28, 1967 

(A) ARREST: SEARCH. AND SEIZURE-:- Current developments in the law 
dictate that special care be taken in preparing complaints for arrest war
rants and affidavits for search warrants in order to make certain that 
each states the essential facts of probable cause rather than a merely 
conclusory allegation of guilt. A conclusory allegation alone is worthless 
and makes the warrant invalid. See Rules 3 and 41, Federal Rules of 
Criminal Procedure, SAC Letters 58-44 (B), · 58-49 (F), 58-60 (G), 
58-80 (D), 66-19 (E), 66-41 (A) and the court decisions cited below. 

The need for particular care in preparing complaints and 
warrants results, in part, from recent changes in the law which make 
counsel more readily available to the accused, and the growing inclination 
of defense counsel to fight the case at every stage. As predicted recently 
by Judge J. Edward Lumbard, Chief Judge, United States Court of Appeals, 
Second Circuit, "There will be more motions ... fewer pleas of guilty . 
more appeals." The prosecution now must do a better job because 
". • . the opposition will be more alert and ready to take advantage of 
faulty presentation." An insufficient complaint or affidavit resulting in 
an invalid warrant is "faulty presentation, " particularly vulnerable to 
defense attack. 

The Legal Instructor in your office should be directed to 
review complaints and affidavits which are to be filed by other investigative 
personnel. This review will indicate what additional action, if any, is 
necessary. Offices for which the United States Attorney or an Assistant 
reviews the actual language of all complaints and affidavits may find that 
such documents are in proper form. Other offices may find inadequacies. 
In the latter case, the Legal Instructor must immediately instruct investi
gative personnel in the preparation of complaints and affidavits and continue 
his review of those being filed. 

In the great majority of criminal cases, the filing of a proper 
complaint or affidavit is a simple skill, easily learnedo The basic technique 
is that of relating the essential facts of probable cause in the "Who? ·what? 
When? Where? and Why? tr manner of a good newspaper story. This can be 
done, usually, in very brief form, as demonstrated by some of the decisions 
cited· below, most of which contain the full teh.i or a good summary of a 
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complaint or affidavit found sufficient or insufficient. The Legal Instructor 
should immediately read all of these decisions and use them as guides for 
action. 

, Cases in which the courts have approved the complaint for 
an arrest warrant: U.S. v. Black, 216 F. Supp. 645 (1963); U.S. v. Sheetz, 
22~ F. Supp. 789 (1963); U.S. v. Barbanell, 231 F. Supp. 200 (1964); 
U.S. v. Bailey, 247 F. Supp. 883 (1965); Hodgdon v. U.S., 365 F2d 679 
(1966); Gabriel v. U.S., 366 F2d 726 (.1966); Jaben v. U.S., 381 U.S. 214 
(1965). \! 

' 
i Cases in which the courts have disapproved the complaint 

for an. arrest warrant: U.S. v; Russian,_ 192 F. Supp. 183 (1961); U.S. v. 
Interbartolo 1 192 F. Supp. 587 (1961); U.S. v. 0 1Donnell, 209 F. ~upp. 
332 (1962); U.S. v. Hall, 348 F2d 837 (1965), cert. den. 382 U.S. 910; 
Dearinger v. U.S. , 378 F2d 346 (1967); Bell v. U.S., 371 F2d 35 (1967); 
U.S. v. McCarthy, 249 F. Supp. 199 (1966); In re Fried, 161 F2d 453 (194;7); 
DiBella v. U.S., 284 F2d 897 (1960); U.S. v. Greenberg, 320 F2d 467 (1963); 
Giordenello v. U.S., 357 U.S. 480 (1958). \: 

\ 

Cases in which the courts have approved the affidavit for a 
search warrant: Conti v. Morgenthau, 232 F. Supp. 1004 (1964); U.S. v. 
Romano, 241 F. Supp. 933 (1965); U.S. v. Hawkins, 243 F. Supp. 429 
(1965); U.S. v. Halsey, 257 F. Supp. 1002 (1966); U.S. v. 1\!IcCormick, 
309 F2d 367 (1962); Chin Kay v. U.S., 311 F2d 317 (1962); Smith v. U.S., 
321 F2d 427 (1963); Porter v. U.S., 335 F2d 602 (1964); Biondo v. U.S. , 
348 F2d 272 (1965); U.S. v. Jordan, 349 F2d 107 (1965); U.S. v:. Bowling, 
351 F2d 236 (1965); Jones v. U.S., 353 F2d 908 (1965); U.S. v. Freeman, 
358 F2d 459 (1966); Travis v. UoS., 362 F2d 477 (1966); Hagan v. U.S.;- · 
36-;1: F2d 669 (1966); U.S. v. Serao, 367 F2d 347 (1966); U.S. v. Sterling, 
369. F2d 799 (1966); U.S. v. Pinkerman, 374 F2d 988 (1967); U.S. v. -
Phillips, 375 F2d 75 (1967); U.S. v. Suarez, 380 F2d 713 (1967); U.S. v. 
Ramos, 380 F2d 717 (1967); Jones v. U • .S., 362 U.S. 257 (1960); Rugendorf v. 
U.S.; 376 UoS. 528 (1964); U.S. v. Ventresca, 380 U.S. 102 (1964). 
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Cases in which the courts have disapproved the affidavit for 
a search warrant: U.S. v. Sims, 201 F. Supp. 405 (1962); U.S. v. Bosch, 
299 F. Supp. 15 (1962); Conti v. Morgenthau, 232 F. Supp. 1004 (1964); 
U~S. v. Menser, 247 F. Supp. 826 (1965); y.s. v. Raidl, 250 F. Supp. 
278 (1965 ); U.S. v. Morin, 250 F. Supp. 507 (1966); U.S.· v. Follette, 
267 F. Supp. 337 (1967); U.S. v. Rollins, 271 F. Supp. 18 (1966); U.S. v. 
Pearce. 275 F2d 318 (1960); U.S. v. \Vhitlow, 339 F2d 975 (1964); 
Rosencranz v. U.S. , 356 F2d 310 (1966); U.S. ex rel DeNegris v. IV1enser, 
360 F2d 199 (1966); Saylor v. U.S •. 374 F2d 894 (1967); Thom<?_s v. U.S., 
376 F2d 564 (1967); Agu1lar v. Texas, 378 U.S. 108 (1964); Stanford v. 
Texas, 379 U.S. 476 (1964); Riggan v. Virginia, 384 U.S. 152 (1966). 

Advise all investigative personnel. 

SAC LETTER 67-70 
11/28/67 
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(B) VOUCHER MATTER- EFFECTIVE DATE OF AN OFFICIAL 
TRANSFER -- There appears to be some misunderstanding among Bureau 
employees concerning what determines the "effective date" of an official 
transfer. Bureau of the Budget Circular Number A-56 dated October 12, 
1966, .copies of which have been previously furnished . your office, clearly 
defines this term to be the date the employee reports for duty at his new 
official station. You are also reminded that the language used in official 
transfer letters shows that the employees' headquarters are being 
changed effective upon the employees' arrival at the new station. The 
"effective dateu of a transfer must be considered in determining reimburse
ment of certain expenses incurred by transferred employees and in con
nection with the service agreement which the employee is required to enter 
into when officially transferred. In view of this, the matter should be 
discussed with all employees of your office to insure there is no misunder
standing of what actually constitutes the effective date of a transfer. 

Appropriate changes are being made for the Manual of Rules 
and Regulations·, Official Transfer Letter, Form 3-34 and the Written 
Agreement Forms FD-382 and 3-34b. 

SAC LETTER 67-70 
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(C) AUTOMOBILES - USE OF SEAT BELTS -- In a recent Federal Tort 
Claims Act case, the District Court for the Southern District of Mississippi 
reduced a damage award in half based upon the Court's finding that the 
plaintiff's failure to have fastened an available seat belt was negligence 
and a 50 per cent contributing cause of the injuries sustained. Depart
ment of Justice has advised U. S. Attorneys that although the decision 
represents an application of the comparative negligence law of Mississippi 
there may be a growing disposition on the part of courts generally to 
treat the failure to utilize seat belts as contributory· negligence or as a 
basis for reducing a damage award where failure is causally related to 
injuries co_mplained of. U. S. Attorneys were instructed to consider 
this fact as a qefensive mechanism in settlement negotiations and at 
trials. · 

SAC Letter 57-55 of October 1, 1957, advised you the use 
of seat belts is strictly voluntary but that you should continue to advise 
,Bureau of instances where the severity of injury was directly related 
to the use or nonuse of seat belts. In view of recent thinking, as indicated 
in the aforementioned decision, Bureau desires to reiterate the foregoing 
instruction and urges that seat belts be fastened where applicable. In 
connection with Bureau automobile· accidents effective at once prompt 
efforts should be made to determine if third party and/ or passengers 
had their seat belts fastened at the time of the accident. The results 
of such inquiry should henceforth be incorporated into reports covering 
Bureau automobile accidents. Such inquiries should also be made in the 
Bureau's investigations of any motor vehicle collision case under the 
Federal Tort Claims Act. 

SAC LETTER 67-70 
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(D) IMPREST FUNDS - AUDIT AS OF DECEMBER 29, 1967 -- Treasury 
Department regulations require that at the close of the period covered by 
a surety bond on Imprest Fund Cashiers,. the cash in the hands of Cashiers 
or Alternate Cashiers be verified by two disinterested persons, designated 
for this purpose by the Special Agent in Charge, and that a report of the · 
same be submitted to the Chief Disbursing Officer of the Treasury 
Department. 

The surety bond presently covering our Cashiers and Alternate 
Cashiers was originally executed for a two-year period, which will expire 
at the close of business, December 31, 1967. Accordingly" it will be 
necessary for you to designate two disinterested employees to audit the 
Imprest Fund of your office on December 29. 1967, since December 31, 
1967, is on Sunday. Form FD-301 should be executed in an original and 
two copies and signed by the individuals makipg the audit. The original 
and one copy should be forwarded to the Bureau, attention "Budget Unit.. rr 
This audit cannot be made on any other day, nor can one of the semi-
annual audits be used for the purpose. You are not to interpret this as 
eliminating or superseding either of the semiannual audits. This is an 
audit which must be made every two years in addition to any other audits 
that are required to be made. The original of this audit report will 
have to be forwarded to a different branch of the Treasury Department 
than that to which the regular semiannual reports are sent. Also, it is 
desired to stress that both of the individuals making the audit must sign 
the report. 

(Security Letters on attached pages) 
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(E) RABBLE ROUSER INDEX -- Section 122E of the Manual of Instructions 
sets forth instructions regarding the Rabble Rouser Index being maintained 
at the Bureau and in the field. In view of the growing problems created by 
local rabble rousers from the standpoint of internal security, the criteria 
for recommending individuals to be included in the Rabble Rouser Index 
is being expanded. Henceforth, the criteria for inclusion will be 
(1) agitators who have demonstrated by their actions and speeches that 
they have a propensity for fomenting disorder of a racial and/or security 
nature and (2) have attracted such attention, nationally or locally, as to be 
of significant interest with regard to the overall civil disturbance picture. 

. A rabble rouser is defined as a person who tries to arouse 
people to violent action by appealing to their emotions, prejudices, et 
cetera; a demagogue. 

You will note that under prior criteria the Rabble Rouser 
Index served as an index only for individuals of national prominence with 
particular cpnsideration given to those who travel extensively and was 
limited to those fomenting racial disorder. It is the intent of this expanded 
criteria to have within each division as well as nationwide an index of 
agitators of all types whose activities have a bearing on the national 
security. This would include, for example, black nationalists, white 
supremacists, Puerto Rican nationalists, anti-Vietnam demonstration 
leaders, and other extremists. As you were previously advised, the 
fact that the individual is on the Security Index or the Reserve Index does 
not preclude his inclusion on the Rabble Rouser Index. 

Each Special Agent in Charge is instructed to submit a letter 
under the above caption to the Bureau within 30 days from the date of this 
letter setting forth the identities of the individuals residing within the .. 
field divisions who are being recommended for inclusion on the Rabble 
Rouser Index under the expanded criteria. In accordance with existing 
instructions, an original and four copies of a separate write-up should 
be submitted regarding each individual recommended using the sample 
format previously furnished to you . 

SAC LETTER 67-70 
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(F) EAST-WEST EXCHANGE PROGRAM (SATELLITE COUNTRIES)-
The increasing volume of visitors to the United States from the satellite 
countries under the East-West Exchange Program (EWEP) and the 
freedom of travel permitted these visitors throughout the United States 
warrant a change in our present limited coverage. In an effort to more 
effectively utilize manpower in more productive fields, such as visitors 
to communist-bloc countries, it appears necessary to streamline the 
limited coverage presently being afforded each satellite exchange visitor 
and to investigate only those exchange visitors on whom there is infor
mation indicating an intelligence background or indication that the visitor 
will engage in intelligence activity in the United States. 

Established sources who have been developed over the past 
·years in connection with the exchange program and who are aware of the 
Bureau's responsibilities in the internal security field can be expected 
to furnish field offices with significant information coming to their 
attention indicating an exchange visitor may be acting in an intelligence 
capacity. Such information. received by the field concerning a satellite 
exchange visitor should be submitted to the Bureau in letterhead memo
randum form suitable for dissemination and, if warranted, will serve 
as a basis for the Bureau's requesting Department of State clearance 
to-Initiate an active investigation of the exchangee. 

The following procedures concerning the coverage of 
visitors from satellite countries to the United States under the EWEP 
are to be placed into effect immeqiately: 

In the absence of information indicating an intelligence back
ground or indication that the visitor will engage in intelligence activity 
in the United States, no coverage should be afforded exchange visitors or 
groups regardless of the duration of stay in the United States. The above 
also applies to students who enter the United States with an F visa, com
mercial trainees, entertainers, and individuals entering the United 
States with H visas. 

In the absence of significant intelligence data, forms. now 
received by the Bureau regarding exchange visitors such as Department 
of State name check requests and telegrams will be furnished to 
interested field offices for informative purposes on~y and no inquiry 

SAC LETTER 67-70 
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should be initiated upon receipt thereof. The names of individual visitors 
should be indexed by the office where destined and the forms filed in a 
suitable control file. No copies · of the forms will be retained at the Seat 
of Government. If positive intelligence· data develops through the Bureau's 
name check procedures, appropriate instructions will be issued the field. 

Information received by a field office from any source 
indicating an exchange visitor from a satellite country is acting in an 
intelligence capacity should be submitted to the Bureau by the most 
expeditious means warranted together with the office's evaluation and 
recommendation for additional coverage or investigation. Significant 
intelligence information and/or derogatory information of a nonintelligence 
nature should be submitted to the Bureau in letterhead memorandum 
form suitable for dissemination. Nonderogatory information received 
concerning these visitors need not be reported to the Burea"l;l. Letterhead 
memoranda prepared for dissemination should be appropriately classified 
since unauthorized disclosure of the Bureau's interest in a participant 
in an official exchange could be detrimental to the defense interests of 
the Nation. An evaluation memorandum, if prepared, should be 
appropriately classified for the same reason. 

If an investigation is initiated, it should be conducted in the 
same manner as an investigation of a Soviet exchange visitor (see Section 
105K, 6a, (9) (c_), page 21a). 

Upon receipt of this letter a review should be made by the 
office of origin of all pending cases concerning satellite exchange 
visitors and the Bureau advised under the individual case caption of 
each case which will be retained in a pending status and the reasons 
therefor, taking into consideration the above criteria. Those cases not 
fitting within the above criteria should be closed administratively without 
notification to the Bureau. 

Appropriate manual revisions are forthcoming. 

SAC LETTER 67-70 
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(G) VISITORS TO NORTH VIETNAM AND CONTACT WITH NORTH ) 
VIETNAMESE ESTABLISHMENTS ABROAD -- Extremists, dissenters, 
and procommunists in numerous fields are engaging in a concerted 
effort to influence United States citizenry by criticizing United States 
political and military involvement in Vietnam. An incr~asing number 
of persons from these type groups are visiting North Vietnam without 
State Department approval and have been in contact with North Vietnamese 
establishments abroad. 

In October, 1967, Radio Hanoi (North Vietnam) announced 
the formation of South Vietnamese People's Committee for Solidarity with 
the American People by the National Liberation Front (political arm of 
the VietCong) with the objective of establishing relations and contacts 
with "progressive organizations and individuals in the United States 
struggling for peace, justice, freedom, democracy, and civil rights." 
In view of expressed objective of North Vietnam in its radio broadcast, 
United States visitors to North Vietnam would be excellent targets for 
recruitment by the North Vietnamese for propaganda and/ or subversive 
purposes. 

Accordingly, investigations of United States citizens and · 
resident aliens visiting North Vietnam and contacting North Vietnamese 
establishments abroad should be handled in conformance with instructions 
set forth in Section 105F5 of the Manual of Instructions relating to persons 
visiting Communist China and/or contacting Chinese Communist estab
lishments. It is absolutely essential that these cases receive thorough 
investigative attention. 

SAC LETTER 67-70 
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Very truly yours, 

John Edgar Hoover 

Director 



. In Reply, Pletl$e Refer to 

File No. 

PERSONAL ATTENTION . 
SAC LETTER 67-71 

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

FEOF.RAL HUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20535 

December 5, 1967 
I 

(A) FBI NATIONAL ACADEMY ASSOCIATES- SECRETARY
TREASURER -- The Board of Officers, . FBI National Academy 
Associates, has appointed Lieutenant Franklin A. Arthur, U. S. 
Park Police Headquarters, 1100 Ohio Drive, Southwest, Washington, 
D. C. 20242, as Secretary-Treasurer of the Associates for a four
year term effective January 1, 1968. 

You should promptly advise the Secretary-Treasurer of 
the National Academy Associates Chapter in your territory of this fact 
and furnish him L~eutenant Arthur's address. It is suggested that any 
national dues for the Assoqiates collected between now and January 1, 
1968, be held until an orderly transfer of the records and accounts can 
be made. After January 1, 1968, dues and inquiries concerning related 
matters should be forwarded to Lieutenant Arthur. The chapter 
treasurers should be reminded that national dues should be c.ollected now 
for calendar year 1968. ·when transmitting a list of those Associates 
paying dues to the Secretary-Treasurer, a carbon copy of that list should 
be furnished to the National Academy Unit at Bureau headquarters in 
order that dues cards may be issued. 

The Secretary-Treasurer of the National Academy Associates 
for the past ten years has been Mr. Charles J. Gorman, 1471 Wyoming 
Avenue, Niagara Falls, New York. 

(Security Letters· on attached pages) 
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(B) EAST-WEST EXCHANGE PROGRAM- NATIONAL COUNCIL OF 
AMERICAN-SOVIET FRIENDSHIP- INTERNAL SECURITY- RUSSIA-
Information has been furnished to the Bureau by the Department of 
State that the National Council of American-Soviet Friendship (NCASF) 
is attempting to arrange exchanges of undergraduate students with 
the USSR. As you are aware, the NCASF is an organizat~on whose 
function is to promote a friendly relationship and cultural exchange 
between the United States and the Soviet Union and it has ·been designated 
by the Attorney General pursuant to Executive Order 10450. 

The Department of State advised that in 1966 contacts were 
made by representatives of the NCASF with Carleton College and St. 
Olaf's College in Northfield, Minnesota, proposing that some of the 
colleges' undergraduates participate in exchanges with Soviet youth. 

The Department of State also advised that in 1967, a 
representative of the NCASF approached Antioch College, Yellow 
Spring-s, Ohio,. about establishing an exchange relationship with Soviet 
organizations. 

Recently an article appeared in a campus newspaper 
re!Jorting a proposal by the NCASF to exchange undergraduates by 
American and Soviet higher schools. It was reported that NCASF 
had communicated with 120 American colleges and universities of 
which 12 or 13 were said to be interested in the exchange proposal. 

You should be alert to any information coming to your 
attention through established sources or public media concerning 
NCASF efforts to negotiate privately for such exchanges. Be alert 
to any Soviet pressure, particularly from the Soviet Embassy, to 
manipulate an agreement outside the U.S. -USSR exchanges framework. 
No active investigation should be conducted to develop this information 
and you are to be guided by instructions previously furnished 
concerning contacts at colleges and universities. Any information 
received should be immediately brought to the attention of the Bureau 
in letterhead memorandum (LHM) form. 

12-5-67 
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(C) SOVIET NONOFFICIAL VISITORS WHO COME INDIVIDUALLY 
TO THE UN1TED STATES- INTERNAL SECURITY- RUSSIA -- By 
SAC Letter 67-38, dated June 27, 1967, you were advised that Soviet. 
citizens who come into the United States for the purpose of visiting 
friends or relatives would be required to advise the nearest Immigration 
and Naturalization Service (INS) Office of their intention to travel beyond 
a 25-mile limit. This was a change from previous instructions which 
required these individual Soviets to obtain State Department approval 

· prior to such travel. 

You were advised that when INS formulated its plan, you 
would be advised as to what records would be maintained. 

INS has now informed the Bureau that when the Soviet visitors 
advise INS of their intention to travel beyond the 25-mile limit, INS will 
furnish the information to the nearest office of the FBI, but INS will not 
maintain any records whatsoever concerning this travel. 

As you were previously advised, instructions in Section 105E 
of the Manual of Instructions pertain to the investigative coverage of 
individuals of this type. As previously instructed, it will not be necessary 
to advise the Bureau on an individual basis when information of such travel 
is furnished to your office by INS. You should, however, insure that this 
information is furnished to the office covering the travel of the Soviet so 
that the individual to whom the Soviet is destined may be appropriately 
identified and his employment obtained in accordance with the above 
Manual citation. 

12-5-67 
SAC LETTER 67-71 

(D) MINUTEMEN - INTERNAL SECURITY - MISCELLANEOUS En-
closed is one copy of a letter together with one copy each of its two 
enclosures. This literature is being mailed by the Minutemen to state, 
county, and city police officers and the letter is critical of the FBI. 

The Minutemen is a radical organization which. claims that 
its primary purpose is to prepare .its members to overthrow the 
Government of the United States in the event the Government is taken 

12-5-67 
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over by communists. Detailed information regarding this organization 
was set forth in my testimony before the House Subcommittee on 
Appropriati~ns on February 16, 1967. 

The literature being mailed by the Minutemen and background 
data on the organization as set forth in my testimony should, where 
appropriate, be discussed with law enforcement officials you meet on a 
day-to-day basis. Police schools should also be used to your advantage 
in connection with this :matter. 

Very truly yours, 

John Edgar Hoover 

Director 

Enclosures for (D) 

12-5-67 
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. SUPPORT YOUR LOCAL POLICE 

This slogan, 'support your local police', origino.ted with the 
Minutemen organization and has been widely copied by oth~r patriotic 
organizations. 

Some people who read this slogan assume that we meun citizens 
should support their local police forces in their fight against crime, riots, 
etc. This is only part of it. Our slogan 'support your local police', has 
a much greater significance. 

Th..'"Oughout history, dictatorships of all types have found it 
helpful to maintai..11. powerful national police agencies (for example the 
gestapo, GPU, NKVD, etc.) to maintain control over theii.· ov.11 people. 
Even in the most brazen dictatorships such organizations always pretend 
to their own citizens that they are 'fighting crime' and 'protecting the 
security of the country'. Their true purpose of course, is to destroy anyone 
who objects ·to the regime in power or who might pose a possible threat 
to the continued rule of the dictator. 

As the communists have taken over several other countries in the 
past, they have used riots and propaganda campaigns charging police 
brutality as a means of (first) reducing the effectiveness of local police 
forces and (second) of creating or expanding national police agencies 
that are fully controlled by the central government. This same familiar 
pattern is now taking place here in the United States. 

The 'President's commission on crime' has recommended the 
formation of a gigantic 'national' police force, expanding the FBI, ATTU 
and the creation of a special 'anti-riot' task force of federal agents. 

Those who are familiar with the traditional pattern of commu.'list 
conquest from within view these steps with alarm. We predict that once 
this great federal police power exists it will be used seldom, if ever, for 
its supposed purpose. Instead, it will be used by hidden communists with
in our o\vn federal bureaucracy to harass loyal citizens that try to stem the 
continued growth of the socialistic dictatorial bureaucracy with1n our own 
nation. 

One way that the average citizen can help prevent this tragedy 
is to provide adequate tax revenues at the local level to finance efficient 
city, county and state police forces. It is far better to support adequately 
paid, trained and equipped local police forces than to encourage further 
growth of federal bureaucratic oower. 

The ultimate responsibility of your local police force is the de
fense and protection of the citizens within its jurisdiction. It must not be 
weakened by federal controls or financially dependent on federal support. 

The continued freedom of our nation depends on the continued 
freedom of your local police officer. He deserves your friendly and cour
teous support in every way possible. 

'Ihe Minutemen 
P.O. Box 57 
Independence, Mo. 
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((1v1INU'rEiviEl~" 
P.O. BOX 57 

INDEPENDENCE, MISSOURI 

' To: State, County and City Police Officers 

.Dear Fellow American: 

October, 1.967 

The amount of communist subversion in the United St~tes 
is at an all-time~high. The communist influence in provoking 
race riots is easily proven. 

, _ _various agencies of the federal government act as if 
they alone were responsible for combating this danger but at the 
same time, they practically deny that such a ·danger exists. When 
it comes to protecting our nation from communist infiltration anc 
:>ssible future sabotage, these federal agencies do nothing at all 

-~o assist or encourage local police action. · 

Our organization has assembled data on some 75,000 in
dividuals that either belong to the communist party or various 
subversive front groups. 

There was a time when vle turned such information over to 
the Federal Bureau of Investigation. Experience has shown that 
we might as well have thrown it in the wastebasket. Powerful in
fluences high up in. our federal government are working to protect 
these ·comrnunist tr.aitors from public exposure or legal prosecution. 

We ~ealize that local law enforcement agencies are grea~:y 
handicapped so far as any effort they might make along these l.ir:2:;. 
Still there may be some local police officials who could profit by 
knovring the identity of communist subversives in their areas. 

We are now prepared to provide these lists on request 
to local:.law enforcement agencies. Please let us kno;.; if you are 
interested. 

Sincerely yours, d 
Rzi~t 
National Coordinat?r 
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National Police Officers Association of America 

Ccrald S. Arenhcrg 

Executive Secretary 

Firearms Control in the United States: 
The Position of the National Police Officers Association oi America 

by Frank J. Schira, President 

EVERY YEAR two opposing forces meet in the legis
latures of our nation's states and in our capitol to 
ponder the question of £rearms control. By control I 
mean the power to determine who shall }lave the right 
to purchase handguns and rifles. In turn, we are asked 
to state our position in the matter as a representative 
of thousands of law enforcement officers throughout 
the United States. 

We have given the matter considerable thought. We 
have heard and read many views on the subject. 

Some of the proposals are to restrict the purchase of 
handguns (such as revolvers) to police officers and 
s11ch persons as licensed by the police department. The 
latter would involve a check into the character of each 
person makir.g such a purchase and is intended to place 
firearms in the hands of good and honest citizens. In 
many cities and states such a system exists to one de
gree or another. The laws vary so much, however, that 
the citizen hesitates when he travels to another state 
to carry his firearm. 

Another proposal is the registration of fiream1s (in 
some cities this is a voluntary program). This gives the 
police a record of the weapons purchased and to whom 
they were sold. · 

Advocates of stronger laws would abolish the right 
of citizens to have firearms at all and limit their use 
to police officers. On the other hand such organizations 
as the National Rifle Association advocate the right 
of the individual to "bear arms" as a guarantee of the 
Constitution. Others say that it's plain foolish to limit 
the use and purchase of firearms to policemen as a 
means to reduce violent deaths and accessibility of 
firearms to criminals. If a man w:1nts a gun to use for 
a crime, a law against having a gun is not enough to 
deter him from its use or availability through under
world sources. 

Without appearing to sit on a fence we feel that an 
American citizen of voting age and of good character 
should have the right to purchase without restriction a 
handgun, pistol, revolver, rifle, shotgun, or a like item 
without interference by a government body. A record 
of the purchased, the serial number, its intended use, 
and perhaps a test bullet from the weapon might be 
required for the police department as an aid in solving 
any crimes that might be traced to the firearm in the 
future. But to place the purchase of firearms in the 
hands of one official would give cause in some cases 
to abuse. 

The history of our nation has been written by volun
teer militia who relied on their own weapons. The pro
fessional soldiers are so few in number that of necessity 
they must depend on trained volunteers who are cap
able of handling firearms. Even today with the threat 
of gigantic H-Bombs, the knowledge that millions of 
£rearms of all sizes are stored in homes throughout the 
United States might well discourage an aggressor from 
our shores. It would be the means of fighting back by 
the civilian population in time of war or invasion. 

We have thousands upon thousands of gun clubs and 
sporting groups throughout the United States. These 
men and women in the last few years have strengthened 
their programs to teach gun safety to the youth of 
America. For every criminal that uses a gun to rob and 
kill, we have ten times that number of armed citizens 
who are able to assist the police in capturing these 
potential killers because they are armed. 

Let's not tie red tape around the hammer of the 
handgtJn and restrict goo~ men and women from own
ing firearms. We must keep American strong in every 
way and to take away the heritage of the "Minuteman" 
by such laws is foolish and an aid to the enemy we are 
fighting daily in our war against crime . 

. ·. 

When ~o-gooders tell you that guns are a menace to law enforce
ment. show them this statement by the national association of the 
men responsible for law enforcement. And if anti-gun legislation 
rears its ugly head in your area, pr~sent this statement 11in evidence11 

-and ask any police exponent of the bill why he strays so far from 
the livowed belief of his 11guild.11 

• 
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In' Reply, Plro.e Refer w 
File.No. 

PERSONAL ATTENTION 
· SAC LETTER 67-74 

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE . 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTI GATIO'N 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20535 

.-December 19, 1967 

(A) TRAINING - FffiEARMS AND DEFENSIVE TACTICS - ·cALENDAR 
YEAR 1968 -- Attached are copies of the Field Firearms and Defensive 
Tactics Training Program for the 1968 calendar year. 

Relative to· ammunition orders, you should estimate your 
ammunition needs as accurately as possible, taking into consideration 
National Academy associates who attend field firearms training sessions. 
Ammunition orders for the period of August i, 1968, to January 31, 
1969, should be submitted to reach the Bureau no later than May 1, 
1968. Ammunition needed for the period February 1, 1969, to July 31, 
1969, must be ordered no later than November 1, 1968. 

12/19/67 
SAG LETTER 67-74 

i 
. ' 

(BX,:u'NITED STATES ATTORNEY RELATIONS-- Though it is imperative 
that you continue to advise the Bureau of all changes in the position of 
United States Attorney and of such information concerning the United 
States Attorney as may be appropriate, discontinue submitting routine 
correspondence concerning Assistant United States Attorneys. Such 
.matters as the date of employment, swearing in, et cetera, of Assistant 
United States Attorneys should not be submitted where it is the only 
information to be reported. Of course, pertinent information concerning 
Assistant United States Attorneys should be approp:dately reported. 

12/19/67 . ·~ . 
SAC LE',I'_TER 67-7 4 ·. ·:: 

(' 
,(C) REPORT WRITING -- Your attention 1s :directed· -to the provisions: 
of the Manual of Rules and Regulations Part IT, Section 4, page 2b 
requiring the first report be submitted within 45 days in any case, 
except Interstate Transportation of Stolen Property cases, in which the 
loss amounts to $10, 000 or more. Effective immediately this require
ment is changed to apply only to losses of $50, 000 or more. 

Appropriate Manual and Handbook changes are forthcoming. 
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(D) SPOT ANN~NCEMENTS- "TEN MOST WAN';rED FUG~IVES" 
PROGRAM ON TELEVISION SERIES, "THE FBI"-- Arrangements 
have been made with the American Broadcasting Company Television 
Network and QM Productions to afford publicity to our "Ten Most 
Wanted Fugitives" program on ·the television series, "The FBI." In 
this regard, one-minute spot announcements will be made concerning 
individual fugitives on the list by Efrem Zimbalist, Jr. , commencing 
Sunday, December 31, 1967, and on a recurring basis approximately 
every four weeks thereafi:er. 

You should be alert to these announcements and afford 
expeditious coverage to all leads forthcoming from them. 

~~x~~TER 67-74 l \ 
(E). SUBMISSIONS OF FIELD OFFICE NEWSPAPER .CLIPPINGS TO 
THE BUREAU-- A survey conducted by the ·Bureau during the past 
month regarding field office newspaper clippings has· determined that 
a number of offices have not been properly submitting pertinent 
clippings from newspapers in their respective divisions. In many 
instances, newspaper clippings submitted are forwarded in violation 
·of instructions set forth in the Manuai of Rules and Regulations, Part 2, . 
Section 6, Subsection H. Some of the most commonly noted err~rs 
included failure to indicate a classification number and editor, incom
plete articles, improper mounting on FD-350 and late submissions. 

The prompt, accurate submission of newspaper clippings 
is ·essential to the Bureau's keeping properly informed concerning 
events bearing upon its jurisdiction and responsibilities. In the 
future, adhere strictly to existing regulations governing this matter 
and insure that all newspaper clippings are submitted in a manner 
suitable for expeditious handling at the Bureau. 

(Security Letter .on attached page) 

12/19/67 
SAC LETTER 67-74 - 2-
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(F) RACIAL ThJ'FORMANTS- RACIAL MATTERS-- The legacy of hate 
and bitterness which permeates the racial struggle occ1,1rring in the 
United States today demands that we be ever alert to guard against 
"plants" among our informants. 

. ' . 

Our experience has shown that the Klan has attempted in 
the past to penetrate our informant ranks; however, we have been 
successful in blocking these maneuver~.· 

In light of our stepped-up program of developing racial 
informants in militant black nationalist groups, it is logical to assume 
that these groups may also attempt to penetrate our informant ranks. 
In view of the above, we must never close our eyes to the possibility 
of being infiltrated. In addition, we must insure that all interviews 
with prospective racial informants are exhaustive and designed to 
uncover any information bearing on the individual's suitability as an 
informant. · 

Effective immediately, you must evaluate every current 
racial informant in the light that he may possibly be a "plant." Within 
30 days of receipt of this letter advise the results of the evaluations. 
In the event you have devised any precautions concerning possible 
"plants" in addition to those set out in Section 130, Volume N, Manual 
of Instructions, advise in full detail. 

Very truly yours, 

John Edgar Hoover 

Director 

Enclosures for. (A) 

12/19/67 
SAC LETTER 67-74 - 3 .. 
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In Reply, !'leas!! RrfPr to 

File No. 

PERSONAL ATTENTION 
SAC LETTER 69-4 . 

l \ IT E f) !" T \ T 1·. :-' DE I' \ H T \II·. \ T o F .I I"!" T J C E 

F 1·: I I 1·. H \ I. I I I H I . \ t t I I I \ \ E :-' T I C; \ T I t I \ 

.January 14. 1969 

(A) IDENTIFICATION MATTERS :_ REQUEST FOR CHECK OF IDENTI
FICATION DIVISION RECORDS - SUBMISSION OF LATENT FINGER-
PRINT EVIDE~CE AND REQUEST FOR TESTIMO~Y OF LATENT f 
FINGERPRINT EXAMINERS -- In the past year the Identification Division ~ 
name files grew to a record 168 million index cards representing ap.,.. 
proximately 82 million persons, Also, requests of the Latent Finger-
print Section for latent print examinations, testimony and training 
continued to increase at an unprecedented rate. The great demands 
being made on these facets of the Bureau's operation necessitate that 
current procedures be reviewed at this time and that all investigative 
personnel be reminded to follow these procedures in order to be assured 
of continued, prompt and positive handling of their requests. 

When requesting a name search it should be borne in mind that 
the Identification Division's name indices and fingerprint records are keyed 
to FBI, local arrest, and military service numbers: therefore, this infor
mation should be furnished at all times, where possible, to assist in the 
search and further for the purpose of providing a positive reply. Also, in 
view of the present size of the name files, requests for searches of common 
names should be avoided until sufficient identifying data is obtained and 
submitted to aid in the search. 

In making requests for the services of the Latent Fingerprint 
Section the following procedures should be borne in mind: (1) When sub
mitting evidence for examination the original items should be submitted 
wherever possible instead of photographs of t!1e latent lifts. If the original 
items cannot be, submitted, of course, photographs will suffice. (2) Re
quests for the appearances of Fingerprint Examiners at preliminary and 
grand jury hearings should be discouraged and in lieu of such appearances 
the appropriate Latent Fingerprint Section reports should be used if at all 
possible. (3) The Bureau should be given as much advance notice as 
possible when requesting testimony of Fing-erprint Examiners so as to 
avoid any conflicts in court commitments. (4) All cancellations of. testi
mony should be furnished to the Bureau by the most expeditious means to 
preclude possible unnecessary travel. (5) Prosecuting attorneys should 
be encouraged to release Fingerprint Examiner personnel as soon. as 
possible after testimony. 
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The above information should be brought to the attention of 
all investigative personnel for guidance in handling their work and in 
counseling local authorities. 

1/14/69 
SAC LETTER 69-4 

{B) BUREAU APPLICANTS - CLERICAL RECRUITMENT PROGRAM ·
INTERVIEW OF MALE APPLICANTS -- All male applicants registered 
for Selective Service, whether classified or not, must be specifically 
questioned as to whether they have or intend to request any special 
selective service classification. such as I-A-0 (conscientious objector 
available for noncombatant military service only), I-Y (registrant 
qualified for military service only in time of war or national emergency), 
IV-F (registrant not qualified for any military service), etc. Results 
of inquiry should be set.forth under general comments, item 35, of the 
FD-190, Interview Form. If the inquiry is answered in the affirmative, 
the applicant must execute a written release permitting the Bureau to 
obtain any necessary information from the Selective Service Board 
pertaining to his classification. Appropriate manual changes will be 
forthcoming. 

1/14/69 r 
SAC LETTER 69-4 
• 1 

{C) l).CCOMPLISH1'.1ENTS - CONVICTIONS -- With the change in the 
administration on January 20, 1969, and with a new Attorney General 
heading the Department of Justice, it is conceivable that within the next 
few months there. will be several changes in United States Attorneys' 
offices throughout the country. It is your responsibility to thoroughly 
indoctrinate new United states Attorneys and new Assistant United states 
Attorneys immediately upon their assumption of office~ It is incumbent 
on you to stress the necessity of prosecuting all violations within the 
Bureau's investigative jurisdiction and the need for all United states 
Atto~neys to adopt a prompt and aggressive prosecutive policy. 

You are again reminded that you must closely follow the 
personnel situation as regards Federal Judges and in the United States 
Attorneys' offices. If any shortage exists which has an effect on the 
handling of our cases such shortage must immediately be brought to 
the attention of the Bureau. 
1/14/69 : 
SAC LETTER 69-4 - 2 -
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(D) FBI NATIONAL ACADEMY ASSOCIATES RETRAINING SESSIONS 
FOR 1969 -- Advise the Bureau, Attention: Training Division, by 
June 1, 1969, the dates and places of your 1969 retraining sessions for 
graduates of the FBI National Academy. If your retraining session 
will be held in advance of that date, Bureau should be given at least 
30 days' notice. The Bureau should be furnished with the detailed 
program to be followed, and your personal attention should be given 
to the planning of these sessions to make certain that the emphasis is 
on subject matter of value and interest to the graduates who. will attend. 

All correspondence should be directed to the Bureau, 
Attention: Training Division, and should be submitted on an unless
advised-to-the-contrary-by-Bureau (UACB) basis. 

You are reminded that there will be a Sectional Retraining 
Session in Section III (Southeastern States) from July 13-16, 1969, at 
the Americana Hotel, Bal Harbour, Florida. No regularly scheduled 
chapter retraining sessions should be held in Section ill during 1969. 
Graduates from the Southeastern States as well as from the rest of the 
chapters should be invited to participate in your field firearms training 
prog~ams, police schools, and other Bureau functions. 

To assist the host Florida Chapter in Miami, each Special 
Agent in Charge of field offices located in states making up Section ill 
should make certain that all eligible graduates in their territories 
are aware of the retraining session in Bal Harbour and have notified 
the secretary of their own chapter whether they expect to attend. 

Any graduate in good standing is welcome to attend Sectional 
Retraining Sessions whether or not he works· in that section. Any 
graduate expecting to attend the Sectional Retraining Session in 1969 
should be advised to make proper reservations through the host chapter 
without delay. Each SAC must give his personal attention to stimulating 
interest in not only the Sectional Retraining Session in Florida but also 
each of the other chapter retraining sessions. 

~/14/69 
SAC LETTER 69-4 - 3-
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(E) PROGRAM JUSTIFICATION_,.t U. S. ATTORNEYS AND THE 
EXECUTIVE OFFICE FOR U. S. ATTORNEYS-- One of our field offices 
on a confidential basis .obtained a copy of captioned document which was 
prepared by the Department of Justice. It is probable other U. S. 
Attorneys have received a copy of this dpcument. 

In summary, the Department apparently prepared this 
document in an effort to consider certain prosecutive priorities 
recognizing the increase in Federal crime and the limited manpower 
available to prosecute violators. 

Some of the views set forth in this document were previously 
brought to the Bureau's attention, and we submitted our observations 
relative to those. items falling within our jurisdiction and inte.rest. \.Vith 
reference to the proposal concerning prosecution of Interstate Trans
portation of Stolen Motor Vehicle (ITSMV) subjects, we have told the 
Department that we feel that prosecution of ITSMV violators should 
not be restricted to commercial cases and aduits but rather each case 
should be considered on its individual merits. Our expression has 
never been acknowledged by the Department. 

It would appear the items concerning prosecution as set 
forth in the captioned document are suggestions which could be followed 
ahd are not at this point binding on all U. S. Attorneys. We know from 
experience that many Uo S. Attorneys continue to authorize Federal 
prosecution for ITSMV violators in other than commercial cases and in 
aggravated situations where juveniles are involved. 

This is being brought to your attention so you will be aware 
of this document and the Bureau's position with regard to prosecution 
of ITSMV cases. 

1/14/69 
SAC LETTER 69-4 - 4-
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(F) TRA.INING - FffiEARMS AND DEFENSIVE TACTICS - CALENDAR 
YEAR 1969 --Attached are copies of the Field Firearms and Defensive 
Tactics Training Program for the 1969 calendar year. 

Relative to ammunition orders, you should estimate your 
ammunition needs as accurately as possible , taking into consideration 
National Academy associates who attend field firearms training sessions. 
AmmurJtion orders for the period of August 1, 19 69, to January 31, . 
1970, should be submitted to reach the Bureau no later than May 1, 1969o 
Ammunition needed for ·the period February 1, 1970, to July 31, 1970, 
must be ordered no later than November 1, 19 69. 

1/14/69 
SAC LETTER 69-4 - 5-
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(G) DESERTER MATTERS,- SANCTUARY SITUATIONS-- There have been 
several instances in the recent past where servicemen have taken so-called 
"sanctuary" in churches or other public buildings. 

The Department of Defense has issued instructions to all 
branches of the military which clarifies the jurisdiction for this type of case. 
Briefly, the responsibility remains with the military to apprehend deserter 
fugitives in all instances where both deserter fugitives and other absentees 
are present in the same "sanctuaryt' since it has the authority to arrest 
both deserters and those in absent without leave status. The Bureau will 
only make the apprehension where the deserter fugitive investigation was 
in progress prior to the time·information is developed that the fugitive is 
in a so-called ''sanctuary" and there are no other military absentees present. 
If we have been investigating a deserter and he takes sanctuary while we 
are looking for him, we will handle the sanctuary situation. 

You should be alert in this type of case to any possible violation 
of Title 18, Section.1381, United States Code: (FBI Handbook, Part III, 
page 83b) for harboring a deserter, enticing or procuring desertion or 
refusal to give up a cleserter upon demand of an authorized officer. Facts 
indicating a possible violation of this statute should be presented to the 
United States Attorney. 

1/14/69 
SAC LETTER 69-4 

(H) CIYIL SERVICE STATUS- NATIONAL GUARD TECHNICIANS-
Effective 1-:-1-69, National Guard technicians will assume status as civil 
service employees of the Department of the Army and the Department 
of the Air Force in conformance with provisions of Public Law 90-486 
the National Guard Technicians Act of 19680 The implication of these' 
employees in allegations relative to fraud, bribery, or related violations 
would, subsequent to 12-31-68, bring such activity within the possible 
sco~e of ~ederal criminal statutes. Of course, allegations relating to a 
penod prwr to 1-1-69 would have occurred while such individuals were 
state employees and should continue to be referred to the appropriate 
authorities. . 

(Security Letter on attached page) 

1/14/69 
SAC LETTER 69-4 - 6 -
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(I) INSTRUCTIONS FOR THE PREPARATION 0 F. -EXPLOSIVE AND 
INCENDIARY DEVICES BY TERRORISTS- SABOTAGE -- For your pos
sible assistance in sabotage or other investigations within the Bureau's 
jurisdiction involving e:h.-plosive or incendiary devices, there are attached 
for each office two copies of a translated reproduction of instructions 
in Spanish reportedly seized by the Venezuelan National Guard from a 
terrorist. Believed to be of Cuban origin, these instructions relate to 
the preparation of components as well as finished explosive and incendiary 
devices. · "' . 

~.j 
Bureau experience with bombing matters has not revealed any 

specific instances where the device used was prepared from these in
structions. Nevertheless, they should be brought to the attention of 
investigative personnel and should be considered by them during investi
gations as noted above, particularly where Cubans (either pro-Castro or 
anti-Castro) or Cuban-trained suspects are involved. In the latter 
category might be included also any extremist militants of the New Left 
or Black Power movements who may have visited Cuba, received training 
there, ·or who have Cuban contacts with subversive backgrounds. Any 
specific example or indication that a: device was prepared from these 
instructions should be brought promptly to the Bureau's attention. 

The foregoing in no way alters standing instructions concern
ing the handling of explosives by Bureau personnel. As in the past, they 
should be guided in such matters by instructions in the Agent's Handbook, 
Part Ill, Chapter 65, page 160, and the Manual of Instructions, Section 
86, pages 5 and 7. 

Very truly yours, 

John Edgar Hoover 

Director 

Enclosures for (F) & (I) 

1/14/69 
SAC LETTER 69-4 - 7-
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. . THR NIPPLE BOMB 

Used in demolitions. The nipple or dynamite 
bomb - TNT - is made with a steel or iron 
pipe. It should have two screw-on caps, one 
of which will hold the fuse. 

,.,...:--.. .. 
,c:?:> \ 
\ I --~ ~ 
1~;,·9 t 
I ,l'" ~ .. '• \' .. 1., 
., ~\ ~· 
' I· I • \'!I ~ • 

fast fuse 

slow fuse 
i'\; . . •. '! -· r I "' detonator 

I
\ ~ -·j ---=-==~ 
\. ,, • ' I 

1
'\ '~·~i_l dynamite ,, ,, ·,,l ____ ;;...,_ __ 
I '"'•,\ \~-~ p1pe 
! f-:: ~~ t----!...,!;...;.... 
)·~--- cap - t-----=-1£ __ 

THE D~MENSIONS MAY VARY 

JUNIOR NIPPLE BOMB 

water pipe 

t'f LIL--=====ca==ps==--__.Ll-il !r 

~
(:[_: - de-t~~~tor -·-

stick of dynamite 
fuse 

Note: Test duration of fuses 

BAMBOO REED 

-~~7] 

Fill with explosive charge, cover both ends 
firmly and place fuse on one side. 

USE GUNPOWDER 

TIME NIPPLE 

It differs from a fuse nipple in that it explodes 
by chemical reaction. Leave some place in
side to fit a small container, filled with sul
phuric acid, with a cork as a stopper. 
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t ' chlorate -}§-

compressed &L_~ 

I 
'--,_. gunpowder 

r--· 
l-~! dynamite 

Place little tube inside mp
ple, with the cork facing down; 
when it dissolves, the acid 
will falJ on the chlorate and 
provoke a fire, which will 
make the gunpowder and dy
namite blow up. 
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compressed 
gunp~wder 

BOOBY TRAPS 

~cork 

) \ 
I 

/ 

I, IV,'; l' ,;/: /• I, ' •It , I . 
... ~"'/ 

air 

When the bottle is shaken or 
turned upside down, its con
tents will mix causing. a fire 
very difficult to extinguish. 

benzyne 

sulphuric acid 

Capsule with a mixture of sugar and potassium 
chlorate, inside a cork, covered with very 
soft tissue paper. 

-· 
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"BANGALORE" ROCKET 

Consists of waterpipe filled with dynamite 
sticks, closed on one end and put together 
by. means of joints, so it can be made as 
long as desired. At the other end, place fuse 
with its blasting cap. 

OBSERVE THE DIAGRAM 

Sticks of dynamite 

. ) c:-ur---)_( __ ·--~ 
lid joints 

Note: These rockets _are very effective a
gainst cement columns, sewers, etc. 

---- _/ ~----- l ~ I ;,,,1,, I ..p, j I . -----1 / :~J·ltf"J 

fuse 

- ~l·%~, ~:lil$ J 
- !// . 

- - J This rocket will knock down 
. .:: --=-:·;/-; walls, wire fences and wood 
1 r J ,,y or iron doors. 

They are very effective if covered with 
stones and dirt. 

BOMBS TO SABOTAGE MOTORS, DYNAMOS, 
MACHINERY, ·ETC. 

· Wet a piece of string with gasoline or ai
cohol, tie it around a bottle and set fire to 
it; the bottle will be broken right where the 
burning string is. Fill up the bottom part of 
the bOttle with dynamite, put in a fuse with 
its blasting cap and cover it, leaving only a 
small opening for the fuse. Place it over 
whatever is going to be harmed, securing it 
conveniently. When it explodes it will per-

~ate through six inches with a diameter 
.1ke that of the bottle. 

~.I 

) l string 

. f·---V --· f ;:_~-~bottom shaP.e needed ____ ........ 

section 

fuse / 
lid '. . . -

'- - -= l I __ • -=... __ dY.namite 
·~---· t - - ...... 

~- -
, , ...-----

bomb is ready 
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SABOTAGING AUTOS 

Blackened tacks don't shine at night • 
Twisted nails, tacks, etc., if scattered during 
the night, will obstruct traffic on the roads. 
For .sabotaging cars one can also put water 
or sugar in the gas tank and ~mery in the 
oil tank. To prepare fuses, dip strings in 
glue and put in gunpowder. 

DEMOLITIONS -OBSTRUCTIONS 

To destroy columns, pillars, posts, place 
. explosives the way indicC).ted below. The 

rp.ore resistant the material, the bigger the 
explosive. 

post or column 

explosives inside 

·BASE ...... _ .... -

Place a lighted cigarette between the matches 
of a book of matches. Place it over any 
readily-combustible material. 



---- --· .------~~,.---~---=--:---::-:------:::-=--· ~-,.,.- ------____,.-:-::--.,.,.,.-,.----------,--,--,---

... t' 

.. . : . 

HAND GRENADE 

..... _ 
lid ------ .. --- blasting cap --

· explosive 

.Fill up a can with dynamite and iron scraps, 
nails, bolts, etc. Place a four or six-second 
fuse wilh biasting cap in the dynamite. To 
throw it, light the fuse and then throw it 
quickly. 

GUNPOWDER CAN BE USED INSTEAD OF 
DYNAMITE. AS A BLASTING CAP, A BUL
LET CARTRIDGE WITH ITS CONTENTS 
CAN BE USED. 

HAND GRENADE. 

fuse 

,--\ 

; . 
BOMBS TO USE AGAINST CARS, TRUCKS, 
JEEPS, ETC. 

//~~11/./ II{\,-.. 
{~\I J j- \ f\ '// ~ / fuse 

\\, 

It consists of a stick of dynamite with an 
insulating tape, wire and more insulating 
tape • 

DIRT 

1;- • ') Iron pipe with both ends sealed 

. f.'.' .. :· .) 
THE EXPLOSIONS SHOULD 
BE MADE WHERE IT WILL 

t I • 
J • t' I ( 

~
t I # I I ,0 

.,,:~ d . ynamtte 
'· i t I I ~-_..;.._--

1:11;71 
~ •, n ·, i 
L:,-,-: wooden handle 

~- . :: 
d~ 

Little filings on pipe~\ V 
Light it and throw it !J{ 

. ·;_l1 
/.~'' \1 

The filings or small incisions on the pipe 
will cause the bomb to break down to small 

' fragments which will scatter in all directions. 

A Jour to eight second fuse should be used. 
IT IS NECESSARY TO HAVE CALCULATED 
IT BEFORE PUTTING THE BOMB TO
GETHER. 
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BE DIFFICULT to repair, 
such as on curves. 

~ ··, . 

BOOBY TRAPS 

DEATH STEPS 

,; 
I 

~ J BATTERY 

~ CJ._ E~PLOSIVE -
- . ,..,.:-~ 

-r---~-: CONTACTS 

h:---:1: SPONGE THAT ACTS AS A SPRING 

') 
•J - - ,_ . ' ... -

., 



During the night, set up a 
greased cable diagonally 
across the · road, about 1~ 

feet high. When the vehicle 
touches the cable, · it will 
veer off to one side. The 
cable should be made of dull 
steel and should be . very 
tight. 

TOP PART OF HIDDEN MINE. 

detonator 

dynamite 

0 I~ IY) 
'~ 0 
0.~~~ 

D:[): 
0 

THE DRAWING CLEARLY EXPLAINS HOW 
THE MINE WORKS. THE CHARGE IS 

· _ PLACED INSIDE AN IRON PIPE. 

BURIED MINE. 
OUTSIDE. 
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BATTERY/ 

When wire is tripped it pulls out wood wedge, 
thereby closing the circuit which will' cause 
the explosion. 

WOOD WEDGE BETWEEN 
OF A CLOTHES-

CLOTHES. PINS - A MINE TO BLOW UP 
SMALL TANKS, CARS. STRONG CHARGES 
SHOULD BE USED TO SECURE COMPLETE 
SABOTAGE. . 

Way of securing wire to the connecting terminals. 

Place terminals on two pieces of wood, con
nected by a metal sheet. When this device 
is stepped on, the terminals will come to
gether closing the circuit what will explode 
the mine, which can be placed under the 
contact or some distance away, but always 
buried under the road. 



• ~ • A ; .. ~onnected ~ines at different places • ' A A • 
/ .' .. :.~ under the road.. . ~~ 

···- r-;::.- ·--~/c;;-· 

I~(~~ 

SABOTAGE ON ROADS AND HIGHWAYS 

How charges should be placed on roads to 
cause serious obstructions. 

. To blow up small bridges and sewers 

Charges under the bridge • across its width. 

Blow up the road or bridge at Point A, ·when 
traffic from B and C builds up at that point, 
blow up B and C and traffic will be bottled 
up between those two points. 
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BLOWING UP TRAINS 

Bury charge about two feet under and be
tween the rails. The mine will blow up when 
the train passes over the electric contact. 

+ - O contact 

~ ,£ c~( -~------. -:--
...!.-
\-;;'--. ==::s.-s-\-. -~----,---- - - ·-- : .:.-::__ --
-- - - [ t"J///L/ I ~ 
This drawing clearly explains 
how to set up an electric mine. 

negat~ve 

THE POSITIVE POLE IS 
ATTACHED TO THE RAIL. 
THE NEGATIVE POLE WILL 
BE 2 INCHES AWAY FROM 
THE RAIL WITHOUT TOUCH
ING IT. 

Positive to. detonator 

fifty sticks of dynamite should be use~ • 

n _n ,., o n 

~II 
Prepare a mine at A, prepare other 
mines (without placing the negative 
pole near the rail) X number of meters 
from A at both points B and C. When 
A blows up, get mines B and C ready. 
This way, trains coming from either 
direction to help will be blown up too. 
NOTE: The bomb ot· electric mine must 
have a wooden cover. 

MAKING ROADS IMPASSABLE 

A road can be made impassable by 
digging holes 2 or 3 feet deep. 

SEE DRAWING 

The holes should be dug where there 
is no chance to detour. 

- r::::::::=:.-\ I_ . 
·--- _/- =._V:_· -·--



The dirt and· stones that are dug up 
·snotild"be .. disposed of. far away enough 
to prevent prompt repairs. 

deep, irregular holes 

Different shapes 'of holes on a road. 

Note: Hooks, chains and other metal 
objects will cause black-outs if 
t.hrown against power lines. 

INCENDIARY BOMB (MOLOTOV COCKTAIL) 

r 
I 

-·'-~ 

Fill 2/3 of bottle with gaso
line and 1/4 with motor oil. 
Close opening with cork 
leaving out a fuse previously· 
dipped. in gasoline as shown 
on sketch. 

Light fuse and throw against objective; when 
bottle breaks the contents will catch fire and 
burst in flames. 

THIS FIRE WILL NOT GO OUT WITH WATER. 

The oil prevents gasoline from spreading. 
A blanket thread makes a good wick for 

· ~e Molotov Cocktail. 

ANY OBSTACLE ON RUNWAYS WI'LL PRE· 
VENT PLANES FROM LANDING. 
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Iron hook to be thrown agai!lst power or 
telephone lines. When it hooks on the wires, 
pull with a· powerful truck. 

THE GOAL OF THIS KIND OF SABOTAGE 
IS TO INTERRUPT COMMUNICATIONS 

INCENDIARY TIME BOMB 

Cardboard or iron tube, covered at both ends. 
Leave a space at one end to insert ~ glass. 
tube containing sulphuric acid. WITH STOP
PER facing up the .outer tube is then fillecl 
with a mixture · of 3/4 potassium chlorate 
and 114 sugar. 

-. .. .. - glass tube 

cork or paper stopper 

When the tube js turned upside down, the 
sulphuric acid will go through the stopper 
and cause an uncontrollable fire when it 
hits the mixture. 

When the wood is moved or raised. the gre
nade explodes. 

HAND GRENADE WITH PIN REMOVED. 



~ . 
, : .. ~ " ·~. 'vt\'LADDIN'S LAMP 

( 

WICK 

When lamp is lit the gasoline will explode 
causing a violent fire. 

poles 

BACK OF A DOOR 

KNOB 

Tube Angle 
explosive charge 

WHEN THE KNOB IS TURNED, THE STEEL 
BALL WILL CLOSE THE CIRCUIT. 

Note: The safety device of this bomb works 
in this manner; when the fuse is jumped it 
takes 5 to 7 minutes for the explosion U> 

occur. 

The drawing clearly indicates how to set 
up a medium-sized book, so it will explode 
when removed from its place. · 

EXPLOSIVE CHARGE 
WALL 

When book is removed, the contacts come 
together causing the explosion. 

INCENDIARY TIME POCKET BOMB 

A plastic or glass tube is filled with a mix· 
ture of chlorate and sugar. In the inside tube 
put a concentrated solution of sulphuric acid. 
This small inside tube is closed with a paper 
·cap or cork. Keep cap facing up and outside 
of other tube. To cause a fire, turn it up· 
side down and push it into outer tube. 

These little bombs set fire to movie houses, 
cars, file cabinets, mail boxes. Place next 
to easily combustible material and get away 
from it. 

Cork 

. ; - ' - ~ .. 
. . 

' ' .. . . . , 

Cork facing up 

Cork facing down 

t ••• 

• t I • ' " . . . 
• • 0 , • 

. \ · ..... ·· .... 

IF THERE ARE NO SPARKS OR BLOWS, 
GUNPOWDER CAN TAKE A PRESSURE OF 
28 KILOS PER SQUARE CENTIMETER. 

. CHEMISTRY 

Where wedge should be inserted 
to keep contacts apart • 

detonator battery 
.. • •• L 

:. ~:· ·~.~· ·'. ~- : . . . ~: . 
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!R Reply, Please Refu- to 

File No. 

PERSONAL ATTENTION 
SAC LETTER 69-5 

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT O:F JUSTICE 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATIOi'i 

WASHINGTON; D.c: 20.535 

January 21, 19 69 

(A) BQY SCOUTS OF AMERICA SPECIAL INTEREST EXPLORER 
POSTS·- COOPERATION WITH -- The Chairman of the United States 
Civil Service Commission has furnished information concerning Boy 
Scouts of America Special Interest Explorer Posts, which the Depart
ment has requested we bring to the attention of all FBI Field Divisions. 
The program is designed to bring the principles of scouting to inner 
city, disadvantaged youth by the establishment of these special posts, 
sponsored by various organizations. The Federal Executive Boards 
(FEB) have been urged to sponsor some of these posts. The Department 
asked that the FBI support the Boards in this effort. 

While the Bureau is in accord with the aims of this program, 
it is not desired that any FBI Office act as official sponsor for any 
Boy Scout group. Should you be approached by either the Boy Scouts 
or a representative of the FEB, our cooperation should "be limited to 
providing Bureau speakers and offering to~rs of FBI facilities. 

.. ( / 

(Security Letter on attached page) 
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(B) NEW LEFT MOVEMENT - POLICE TRAINING MATTER _:.. 
Recently various field offices have proposed that Special Agents familiar · 
with the New Left movement speak before groups of local law enforcement 
personnel concerning this movement. The Bureau is of the opinion 
that such talks or briefings concerning the New Left movement would 
be beneficial to both the FBI and law enforcement; however , should be 
handled by a qualified speaker from the Seat of Government familiar 
with all current and national facets of this movement as well as being 
completely versed in Bureau policy. · 

The Bureau will, therefore, consider on a highly selective 
basis requests from the field to send a qualified representative to speak 
before closed meetings of local law-enforcement personnel. This talk 
would best be h~ndled in conjunction with a school or conference con
cerning other police matters. The ·field office requesting a Bureau 
speaker in this matter should have strong control over the school or 
conference. Submit request setting forth date of school or conference , 
the number of law enforcement personnel attending, .and your comments 
on why you feel this talk would be a benefit to this particular group. 

This should not be interpreted to mean that the Bureau is 
soliciting invitations for wide-spread participation in briefing of local 
law enforcement personnel in regard to ·New Left matters. To the 
contrary it is felt that briefing of this nature should be held to a minimum 
and should only be given to command level law enforcement administrators 
on a very selective basis. I personally intend to examine each ·and every 
request for a briefing of this type to insure that it is worthwhile and 
justifies the time, effort, and expenditure of money necessary to handle 
such commitments. 

Very truly yours, 

John Edgar Hoover 

Director 

1/21/69 
SAC LETTER 69-5 - 2 -
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!B Reply, Please Refer to 

File No. 

PERSONAL ATTENTION 
SAC LETTER 69-7 

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

:WASHINGTON, D.C. 20535 

January 28, 19 69 

(A) BUREAU APPLICANTS - ESTABLISHMENT OF NEW AGENTS' 
CLASSES-- The following New Agents' Classes are being scheduled for 
the first half of Fiscal Year 1970, with the appropriate number of 
Special Agents to be assigr!ed: 

July 14, 1969 28 
August 11, 1969 28 
September 29, 1969 28 
October 20, 1969 28 
November 17, 1969 28 

You should continue to insure that only those applicants who 
make an excellent initial impression and meet the highest standards of 
personal appearance, personality and maturity are recommended for 
the Special Agent position. 

As you are aware, there is a continuing need for qualified 
~ecial Agent applicants from minority groups, especially Negroeso In 
this regard, every logical source should be fully explored particularly 
military separation centers. 

I wish to re-emphasize the need for careful and penetrative 
screening in the initial stages of processing to insure that only those 
applicants who have far-above-average potential are considered for the 
Special Agent position. In connection with the processing of applicants, 
you should insure that the application is completely executed, that all 
periods of time are accounted for and that where appropriate, selective 
service status is completely resolved prior to forwarding papers to. 
the Bureauo 
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(Br REPORT WRITING- REPORTING OF AUTOMOBILE RECOVERIES -
INTERSTATE TRANSPORTATION OF STOLEN MOTOR VEHICLE 
CASES- FBI FORM BOOK-- Effective ·March 1, 1969, all automobile 
recoveries in Interstate Transportation of Stolen Motor Vehicle (ITSMV) 
cases will be reported on the FD-38 7 (Deferment of Prosecution Form) 
or the FD-410 (Automobile Recovery Form). You are to report automobile 
recoveries in accordance with the following instructions: 

. l 

(1) ITSMV cases deferred to local prosecutors. Report 
automobile recoveries on FD-387. This form has been revised to add 
a space for reporting recovery value of a vehicle and the source of that 
recovery value. In addition , the brief statement o}:/facts on this form 
must include information showing the stolen vehicle' was transported inter
state, its model year, make, and Vehicle Identification Numbero 

(2) All other ITSMV cases , including cases with more than one 
investigative character o Report recovery of vehicles on FD-410. This 
form is to be completely filled in and has sufficient spaces for data on it 
to allow the Bureau to record your automobile recoveries. The spaces 
for this data are all self-explanatoryo At the bottom of the form is a 
space entitled 11Give Brief Summary of Investigation Conducted to Date:" 
in which you are to set forth in teletype language a succinct summary of 
the investigation conducted by your office in order to insure field and 
Seat of Government supervisory personnel that the case has received 
appropriate investigative attention. Two copies of the FD-410 are to be 
furnished to the Bureau. 

With the automobile recovery reported on either the FD-38 7 
or the FD-410, there ·will be no need to submit investigative reports in 
cases deferred to local prosecutors or in unk~o\vn subject ITSMV cases 
where all logical investigation has been completed in the initial 90 days 
of investigation, and may be closed on the authority of the Special Agent 
in Charge. In known subject ITSl\1V cases, it will be necessary to sub
mit an FD-410 and an investigative report. In no instance will an auto
mobile recovery be reported in an investigative report for the purpose 
of recording at the Bureau in any ITSMV case. 

\. 

Intrastate stolen vehicles recovered during the course of our 
investigations are to be set forth on FD-410 with proper justification. 

1/28/69 
SAC LETTER 69-7 - 2 -
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Enclosed are three copies each of Form FD-387, which has 
been revised, and Form FD-410, a new form. Place one copy of each 
form in the FBI Fqrm Book. Additional supply of each form is being 
forwarded under separate cover. Upon receipt of revised FD-387, 
all unused copies of this form not bearing the revision date indicated 
on enclosed samples should be destroyed immediately. 

Handbook and Manual changes are to follow. Insure these 
instructions are brought to the attention of all investigative personnel. 

(Security Letters on attached page) 

1/28/69 
SAC LETTER 69-7 - 3-
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(C) RACIAL INFORMANTS- RACIAL MATTERS-- Information has 
recently been received that an individual who is attempting to form a 
Black Panther Party organization in Washington, D. C., has suggested 
that young members of the Black Panther Party can help identify FBI 
informants by gaining the acquaintanceship of FBI female personnel. 

. t' 
This again highlights the ever present danger of infiltration 

not only of our informant r&.nks but also even of the ranks of our 
employees. While our investigations and system of operation are 
geared to uncover any "plant, 11 we must never lose sight of this pos
sibility, since penetration of law enforcement agencies is a priority 
target of these extremist groups. Accordingly, immediately reevaluate 
security measures currently in operation in your office to insure that 
the security of our operations, files, and identities of informants are 
fully safeguarded. Within 30 days ~f receipt of this letter, advise the 
results of your evaluation. 

1/28/69 
SAC LETTER 69-7 

' 
' -~ 

i 
• 1 

(D) DISSEMINATION OF INFORMATION RELATING TO NKW LEFT 
AND RACIAL DISTURBANCES, DEMONSTRATIONS AND PROTEST 
ACTIVITIES -- Reference is made to Bureau letter to all offices dated 
January 17, 1969, setting out instructions regarding the reporting 
of information relating to New Left and racial disturbances, demon
strations and protest activitieso In the future, all teletypes concerning 
these matters are to set out in the teJ..'i:, rather than in the administrative 
section, the identities of the local age~cies to which the information 
was disseminated. 

Very truly yours, 

John Etlgar Hoover 

Director 

Enclosures for (B) 

1/28/69 
SAC LETTER 69-7 -4-
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F..D-1-lQ (1"9-69> 

• 

Reporting Office 

Title of Case 

FEPERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 
AUTOMOBILE RECOVERIES 

Office of Origin Date 

Report Made By 

Character of Case 

Investigative Period 

Typed by 

Office File # 
Autos Year Make Model Vehicle # (VIN) Value & Source 

1 

2 

3 

4 -
-

Total 

D Additional Autos Listed on Attached Page(s) 

Give Date and Place Where Automobile Theft Report Filed: 

Give Date and Place Where Automobile Recovered: 

Was Owner Notified? DYes D No 

Give Brief Summary of Investigation Conducted to Date: 
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. ' . ~ FD-387 (Rev. 1-2-69) 

TO 

OPTIONAL fORM NO, 10 
MAY 1962 EDiliON 
GSA GEN. REG, NO. :Z7 

" UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

Memorandum 
Director, FBI DATE: 

RE: DEFERMENT OF PROSECUTION 

FROM SAC, 

SUBJECT: 

D Initial Report (at time of deferment) 

D Supplemental Report (to record action 
taken by authority deferred to) 

Reference ------------

Brief statement of facts of Federal violation: ---------------------

__ Total number of subjects involved in matter deferred. 
Ages of Subjects 

__ Number of Juveniles (not attained 18th birthday) 
__ Number of Young Adults (18-20) 

Number of Adults (21 and over) 

Subjects 
Number of Civilians 

==Number of Military 

Date presented, identity of U. S. Attorney or Assistant and reason for declination. 

U.S. Attorney will reconsider prosecution: DYes D No Recovery value: $---------
Recommend discussion with Department: DYes D No Source: 

Opinion in compliance with Memorandum of Understanding: DYes D No 

D Local or state -----------------
Prosecution deferred to: <Identify) 

D Military --------------------=
Result of local, state, military prosecution: fSet forth whether prosecutive or administrative action taken, 
declined or dismissed, include prosecutive results, i.e., conviction and sentence or acquittal; identify date, place 
and tribunal. Indicate if any Agent testimony involved and results of any rediscussion with U. S. Attorney.) 

Number of resultant Convictions - __ Local or state __ Military 
D Lead: Follow with indicated local, state or military authority ancj submit supplemental FD-387 to Bureau. 
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In Reply, Please Refer to 

File No. 

PERSONAL ATTENTION 
SAC LETTER 69-14 

UNITED STATES. DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20535 

February 25,. 1969 .. ' .. · ... 

(A) "THE FBI IN OUR OPEN SOCIETY'' BY HARRY AND BONARO 
OVERSTREET-- W. W. Norton Company has just published "The 
FBI in Our Open Society" by Harry and Bonaro Overstreet. This is 
an excellent book and portrays the FBI in a most favorable way. Dr. 
and Mrs. Overstreet, well-known scholars and educators, have 
carefully studied and refuted the false charges made against the Bureau 
by such vicious critics as Max Lowenthal, Fred J. Cook and William 
W. Turner. The Overstreets emphasize that the operations of the FBI 
do not in any way represent a threat to the freedoms of our free and 
open society and that charges that the Bureau is a national police 
agency are completely false. The book is highly readable, intellectually 
stimulating and extremely lucid •. 

. The Bt1.reau has made arrangements with W. W. Norton 
Company to secure copies of this book for sale to employees at the 
special discount rate of $3. 75. 

You should survey your personnel and advise the Bureau 
·promptly of the number of books to be sent to your office. All initial 
orders should be submitted by routing slip marked "Attention, Crime 
Records Section" and should be accompanied by one check payable to 
the FBI Recreation Association covering the entire order. Subsequently, 
of course, additional orders can be submitted in the same manner. 

In order to facilitate the handling of orders, one employee 
should be designated in each office or section. at the Seat of Government 
to coordinate the orders. All books mailed will be addressed to the 
SAC but should be distributed in the various offices by the employee 
handling orders. The Bureau should be notified if books ordered are 
not received within a few weeks so they can be traced through the mails. 
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(B) TOP ECHELON CRIMINAL INFORMANT PROGRAM - CRIMINAL 
INFORMANT PROGRAM -- Section 108 J, 2, of the Manual of 
Instructions provides that payments on a C. 0. D. basis to informants 
in the criminal field may be made to the point where such payments 
aggregate $200. This authority is hereby increased to $4000 

Keep in mind this instruction in no way lessens your 
responsibility to insure money expended for criminal informant 
development is on a C. 0. D. basis and that full value is received for 
all funds disbursed. You should thoroughly scrutinize every request 
to pay criminal sources and make certain all payments are completely 
justified. 

Your expenditures to informants will continue to be the 
subject of careful examination by the Bureau and will be reviewed at 
the time your office is inspected. Appropriate manual changes forth
coming. 

(Security Letter on attached page) 

2/25/69. 
SAC LETTER 69-14 - 2-
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(C) NEW LEFT MOVEMENT- INTERNAL SECURITY
MISCELLANEOUS- STUDENT AGITATION-- The Bureau has recently 
prepared a comprehensive document on new left and black extremist · 
activities entitled "Youth in Rebellion." Copies of this document will 
be forwarded to you by separate communication. 

This document presents a thorough review of the new left 
and black extremist activities including world-wide ramifications of 
these movements as well as their impact on the internal security of 
the country. 

It is essential that all personnel handling these matters 
peruse this document in order to better understand the nature of the 
threat posed by this amalgamation of undisciplined and militant groups. 

Very truly yours, 

'Jo~ Edgar Hoover 
·' 

Director 

... 

2/25/69 
SAC LETTER 69-14 - 3-
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In Reply, Pleme Refu to 

FUeNo. 

.. 
PERSONAL ATTENTION 
SAC LETTER 69-15 

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATlOl'i 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20535 

March 4, 1969 
" ~ 
; . ' . . 

{A) OPENING NEW FIELD OFFICE - ALEXANDRIA, VIRGINIA --
The Bureau is setting up a new field office in Alexandria, Virginia, 
and the opening is tentatively scheduled for the latter part of April, 
1969. This office will cover the entire Alexandria Division of the 
Eastern Judicial District of Virginia, which encompasses the city 
of Alexandria as well as· Arlington, Fairfax, Loudoun, Culpeper, 
Fauquier, Orange, Prince William and Stafford counties. Investi
gations in above are now handled by the Richmond and Washington 
Field Offices. 

You will be advised later as to the exact opening date; when 
to start sending leads directly to the new field office; the telephone 
and teletype numbers and the official mailing ?-ddress. 

3/4/69 
SAC LETTER 69-15 

: . I . 

(B) EXIDBITS -- Reference is made to Part I I, Section 3D, 7b, of the 
Manual of Rules and Regulations which requires that money, j e\vels, · · 
negotiable instruments, or other valuables which muc;;h be retained 
by a field office are to be kept in a safe-deposit box in a reputable bank. 
Hereafter, it will also be permissible to retain such items in the field 
office in a safe or a security -type fireproof file cabinet if such 
equipment is already available. Access to such repository shall be 
limited to the Special Agent in Charge and th_e Assistant Special Agent 
in Charge, other existing requirements for · maintenance and inventorying 
will continue in effect, and the Special Agent in Charge will be personally 
accountable for fixing responsibility for any loss. Appropriate m3:nual 
changes being made. 
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(C) TELEPHONE TOLL RECORDS -- Effective immediately it will 
no longer be necessary to obtain Bureau authority to review telephone 
toll call records or to advise the Bureau that telephone toll call records 
are being obtained by subpoena. 

Henceforth you may authorize the obtaining of telephone toll 
call records through cooperative telephone company liaison, without 
benefit of a subpoena, provided this can be accomplished with full 
security and the Bureau's interests will be protected. 

The Bureau still desires that a subpoena be obtained whenever 
possible for the review of telephone toll call records. 

Appropriate manual and handbook changes are forthcoming. 

3/4/69 
SAC LETTER 69-15 · "\ 

(D) FEDERAL CRIMINAL INVESTIGATORS ASSOCIATION (FCIA)
MEMBERSHIP DRIVE-- The FCIA was recently formed from the U.S. 
Treasury Agents Association which had been previously active for 
some.' 10 years. The FCIA also opened its membership eligibility to 
include all Federal criminal investigators. However: its history has 
·been exclusively with Treasury Agents and they still comprise all of its 
membership. 

FCIA representatives have extended invitations to the person
nel of several FBI field offices to either join the organization or attend 
its functions. These invitations have been declined. 

A review of organizational material made available by the 
FCIA discloses that its membership holds no benefits for FBI Agent 
personnel . . 

(Security Letter on attached page) 

3/4/69. 
SAC LETTER 69-15 . - 2-
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(E)· STUDENT AGITATION-- There is enclosed a copy of a letter from 
the Assistant Attorney General, Internal Security Division, Department 
of Justice, pointing out suggested areas of interest in investigations of 
campus disorders. These suggestions should be borne in mind during 
your coverage of such disorders and ahy information received should 
be furnished to the Bureau promptly so that it can be disseminated 
to the Internal Security Division. Information obtained should be in
cluded in your quarterly report on the nNe~ Left Movement." 

II 
Very truly yours, 

John Edgar Hoover 

Director 

Enclosure for (E) 

3/4/69 
SAC LETTER 69-15 - 3 -
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( Fd. 4-26-1'~) 

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT DEPARTME~T OF JL1STIC:E 

Memorandum 
TO 

11M 
l· 

Director 
Federal Bureau of Investigation 

J. Walter Yeagley 
Assistant Attorney General 
Internal Security Division 

DATE:February 18, 1969 

SUBJECT: Ill~~~l and/or Violent Campus Disorders 
Stucie~~s for a Democratic~S'ociety 
Sedttious Conspiracy; Smith Act; Inciting to Riot: 

v f 

In an attempt to determine whether there is any under
lying subversive group giving illegal directions or guidance 
to the numerous campus disorders throughout the country, it 
is requested that you endeavor to obtain information regarding 
the following: 

Individuals who have been active in inciting 
campus disorders who are not students at the 
college or university involved, particularly those 
whose activities resulted in violence or the 

l
violation of laws or in arrests. It is requested 
that inquiries at the colleges be made of college 
officials only. . 

Individuals who have traveled to other schools 
to participate in student disorders. It is re
quested that such information be solicited only 
from college officials and from Bureau and Police 
Department records and sources. 

Plans, programs and tactics not previously 
reported, for the conduct of violent or illegal 
campus disorders. It is requested that such infor
mation be solicited only from Bureau and Police 
Department informants and sources •. college 
officials might be asked if they have seen any 
printed material concerning such activities. 
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Information showing a movement of 
information, reports or directives between 
organizations, or branches of the same 
organization, at various Cqmpuses where 
violent or illegal disorders have taken place. 
It is requested that such information be 
obtained from Bureau and Police Department 
informants and sources. College officials 
might be asked if they have seen any such 
printed material •. 

Information as to the source of funds 
for bail or payment of fines·where any large 
number of demonstrators have been arrested. 
It is requested that su.ch information be 
sought only from bank officials, court .. officials 
ou from Bureau sources. 

Information not previo~sly reported indi
cating a movement of funds be-t;:ween organizations 
from one campus area to another to support or 
maintain sit-ins where college buildings have 
been taken over or occupied without authority. 
It is requested that such information be obtained 
from Bureau and Police Department informants and 
sources only. 

Individuals identified by fingerprints or 
otherwise who have been arrested.at demonstrations 
at more than one campus. It is requested that 
such information be obtained from Bureau or Police 
Department records only. 

It is appreciated that a great deal of information has 
already been furnished regarding campus demonstrations. The 
foregoing is only submitted as suggested areas of particular 
interest for future investigative efforts. 
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PERSONAL ATTENTION 
SAC LETTER 69-16 

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION· 

In Reply, Please Refer to 

FileNo. 

March 11, 1969 

WASHINGTON, D.c. 20535 

(A) FBI NATIONAL ACADEMY- 84TH SESSION-- By April 1, 1969, 
you should submit to the Bureau, Attention: Training Division, the.names 
of candidates from your territory whom you desire to recommend to 
attend the 84th Session of the FBI National Academy, which convenes 
August 18, 19 69, and will graduate November 5, 1969. A specific state
ment must be made concerning the review of your field office indices on 
the applicants and their law enforcement agencies in the letter listing 
your candidateso 

Alternate candidates who were investigated for the 83rd Session 
of the National Academy and not invited to attend that session in view of 
lack of space will be considered the principal candidates for the 84th 
Session of the National Academy from the field offices <;!OVering their law 
enforcement agencies. 

All candidates nominated for the 84th Session must have been 
interviewed by the current Special Agent in Charge. If such has not been 
cione, appropriate interview form should be submitted along with your 
recommendations. It is expected that only outstanding candidates who 
have a potential in the training or administrative fields will be nominated. 
Since the Bureau now pays travel and subsistence allowances to attendees, 
those offices covering more than one state should, where feasible, 
nominate a candidate from each of those states. 

3/11/69 • SAC LETTER 69-16 

(B) LEAVE- CHANGES IN POLICY-- One year's Bureau service will 
no longer be required as the minimum for an employee to qualify for 
maternity leave. Six months' service will henceforth suffice for this 
purpose. 

The requirement enunciated in SAC Letter 69-3 that all requests 
for leave without pay would require Bureau· approval is hereby ~edified. 
Only those requests for leave without pay exceeding one day will.require 
such approval. This change in no way broadens the reasons for which 
leave without pay can be granted; it simply relieves division heads of the 
necessity for securing Bureau approval of leave without pay of a day or 
less for those purposes for which Bureau policy has previously provided 
leave without pay. Any request for leave. without pay not included within 
those purposes will require Bureau approval even though it may be for 
one day or less. 



(C) ASSOCIATED CREDIT BuREAUS, INC. -- The Associated Credit 
Bureaus (ACB), Inc., which is a trade association, and has some 2100 
member credit bureaus, has issued guidelines to protect consumer privacy. 
One of the guidelines pertains to service to noncredit granting govern
mental agencies. The guidelines provide that member ·credit bureaus 
may supply to those agencies under contract identifying information 
such as names, addresses, former addresses, places of employment 
or former employment. Any other information in credit bureau files will 
be supplied only in response to legal process unless the investigation 
is for security purposes. 

A source at ACB has advised that these guidelines would affect 
the FBI; however, they are worded broadly enough not to stop credit 
bureaus from furnishing the necessary information. Certain types of 
information could be furnished under a contract basis and other infor
mation could be furnished under the same contract basis in security
typ~,investigations which would include, according to the source, 
applicant-type investigations. If the individual credit bureau continues 
to furnish the requested information without contract or agreement. the 
issue should not be raised. In those instances where member credit 
bureaus will not furnish such information without some agreement along 
the line of the above guidelines, you are authorized to sign such an 
agreement if it does not go into such matters as a membership fee and 
other charges. A copy of each such signed agreement should be furnished 
to the Bureau. 

Credit bureau agreements and contracts concerning charges 
to be made by the credit bureaus for their services should, as in the 
past, be forwarded to the Bureau with your recommendation as to 
acceptance. · 

3/11/69 
SAC LETTER 69-16 - 2 -
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(D) FLEX-CUF TIES - TEMPORARY RESTRAINING DEVICES -- For
warded under separate cover is a supply of white nylon Flex-Cuf Ties 
with an appropriate number for training purposes with the locking barb 
removed. The training ties are dyed a distinctive red color to prevent 
confusion with those that may be used in arrest situations. Since these 
devices can be removed by sustained application of intense flame or 
sharp instrument , appropriate searches and subsequent guarding of 
restrained persons are pa1-amount,. as in the case of any arrest. 

It is_imperative that all of our Agents receive training in their 
use. Field police instructors should afford training to police agencies 
request~ng same. 

These devices are·not meant to replace handcuffs but are an 
expendable alternate restrarning device to augment the present supply 
of handcuffs in your office. They can be made available to Agents, at 
your discretion~ to be carried in the glove compartment of Bureau cars, 
brief cases· or on the person. 

The August, 1968, issue of the FBI Law Enforcement Bulletin 
sets forth specifications of these devices as well as methods of utilizing 
tPem. The Planning and Research Unit of the Training Division is pre
paring a Police Instructor 1s Bulletin with additional techniques for their 
application. These ties have a one-time use and must be cut to be 
removed. To avoid severe wrist and finger cuts, diagonal or cutting 
pliers are recommended to remove them. 

3/11/69 
SAC LETTER 69-16 • . 
(E) NIGHT-VIEWING EQUIPMENT - SURVEILLANCES -- There is 
available from the Radio Engineering Section of the Laboratory a new 
night- viewing device called the "Starlight Scope." This unit is completely 
portable and is packaged in a luggage-type metal carrying case. The 
viewing unit operates on one self-contained 6. 75-volt mercury cell which 
wili give efficient service from 50 to 100 hours, depending upon the 
frequency of viewer use. Functioning of this device is based on the 
technique of low-light level image intensification or amplification. It 
utilizes and amplifies the natural or ambient light radiations (moonlight 
or starlight) emanating from the night sky which are reflected by the 
scene under surveillance. As a result, no artificial illumination, such 
as infrared, is needed to flood the area for night observation. 

3/11/69 
SAC LETTER 69-16 - 3 -
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With prior Bureau authority, "Starlight Scope" night viewers 
are available for field use to meet the need ~or this type of equipment 
arising in investigative matters. Because of surveillance nature and 
limited quantity, equipment being maintained at he~dquarters when not 
in use. 

3/11/69 
SAC LETTER 69-16 - 4-
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{F) THEFT FROM INTERSTATE SHIPMENT -.·THEFT OF GOVERN
MENT PROPERTY- CRHviE ON GOVERNMENT RESERVATION-
BANK ROBBERY-- In handling future complaints involving minor thefts 
from interstate shipment, thefts of Government property, and crimes on 
Government reservations where there are no known aggravating or 
unusual circumstances, immediately present the facts to the United 
States Attorney for a prosecutive opinion. If the United States Attorney 
will not prosecute the matter, conduct no investigation, advise the 
complainant, and confirm your conversations to the United states 
Attorney and the complainant in writing. Where appropriate, the matter 
should be referred to the law enforcement agency having jurisdiction over 
the violation, and this information should also be furnished to the United 
States Attorney and the complainant. 

Existing rules pertaining to the acceptance of petty offenses 
in crime on Government reservation-type cases continue in effect. 
Offenses such as trespassing, traffic violations, etc., should not be 
accepted for investigation. · · · · · · · 

In regard to violations of the Federal Bank Robbery Statute 
which have been exhaustively investigated and further investigation 
could not logically be expected to result in the solution of the case, a 
closing report may be submitted subject to review by and concurrence 
of the Bureau. 

Appropriate Manual and Handbook changes are being prepared. 

3/11/69 
SAC LETTER 69-16 • 
{G) SELECTIVE SERVICE ACT -- Heretofore, Selective Service Act, 
1948, has been used in connection with our inv.estigations in the Selective 
Service category. It will no longer be necessary to include the year 
as part of the character which should, hereafter, be set out as Selective 
Service Act. 

Appropriate handbook and manual changes will be forthcoming. 

{Security Letters on attached pages) 

3/11/69 
SAC LETTER 69-16 -5-
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(H) STUDENT AGITATION-- Bureau airtel to Albany, copies to all 
offices, dated March 3, 1969, entitled ''Security and Racial Informants," 
instructed that no additional student informants were to be developed. 
SAC Letter 69-15 dated March 4, 1969, enclosed a letter from the 
Assistant Attorney General, Internal Security Division, pointing out 
particular areas of interest to the Department of Justice in the investi-:
gation of campus disorders. 

In view of the Depart~ent of Justice's. interest in campus 
disorders, you are to intensify your efforts to obtain the information set 
out in the Assistant Attorney General's letter. In spite of the fact that 
additional student informants cannot be developed, you will be helct" 
responsible for obtaining the desired information. It is also recogriized 
that with the graduation of senior classes, you·willlose a certain percent
age of your existing student informant coverage. This decreasing 
percentage of coverage will not be accepted as an excuse for not 
developing the necessary information. 
3/11/69·. 
SAC L..ETTER 69-16 

(I}. COMMUNIST PARTY, USA- 19th NATIONAL CONVENTION-
The Communist Party, USA, plans to hold its 19th Nationq.l Convention 
April 30 through May 4, 1969, in New York City. Prior to the National 
Convention the various districts will hold conventions to elect delegates 
for the National Convention and prepare resolutions to be presented at 
the National Convention. Delegates are to be selected on the basis of 
one delegate for each district plus one delegate for each 15 dues-paying 
members in the district. The Party expects 200. to 250 delegates to 
attend the 19th National Convention. Identification of these delegates 
is essential and should provide an indication o! the number of dues-paying 
members in each district. 

Special efforts must be made to determine exactly where the 
19th National Convention will be held in New York City, details of 
resolutions prepared in each district and how delegates will vote on 
controversial issues at the National Convention. Each office must in
struct its informants to be alert to obtain the desired information. This 
matter must receive continuous attention. The Bureau and New York 
must be kept currently advised of pertinent developments. Offices 
covering cities where district conventions will be held must insure. 

3/11/69 
SAC LETTER 69-16 - 6 -
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appropriate coverage is provided to establish the information needed to 
fulfill our responsibilities·. At the conclusion of each district convention 
submit results to the Bureau and New York in form suitable for dis
semination. 

3/11/69 
SAC LETTER 69-16 

I. . I ..... 

' (J) MOSCOW RADIO AND TELEVISION- U.S. BUREAU REGISTRATION 
ACT - RUSSIA -- Captioned organization is the official radio of the Union 
of Soviet Socialist Republics. It is represented in this country by 
Vitaliy L. Beloborodko, New York City, and Leonid Y. Lipovetskiy in 
Washington, D.:, C. 

Bureau is in receipt of information from United States radio 
stations concerning the receipt of letters from captioned organization· 
offering taped radio programs for rebroadcast. The subject matter 
of these programs appears to be of a propaganda type. 

On February 6, 19 69, Assistant Attorney General, Internal 
Security Division, Department of Justice, advised that if the radio 
programs contained political propaganda, as defined in the Registration 
Act, and are made available to American radio stations through the 
services of the U.S. Bureau of Radio Moscow, the U.S. Bureau of Radio 
Moscow would incur the obligation to label, file copies and report on 
the dissemination of these taped programs. 

You should contact established sources in radio field, your 
division, for any information concerning receipt of correspondence from 
captioned organization. Upon receipt of information, furnish Bureau 
with communication suitable for dissemination, classified 11Confidentialo" 
Copies of your communications should be furnished to New York and 
Washington Field for information. 

Very truly yours, 

John Edgar Hoover 

Director 

3/11/69 
SAC LETTER 69-16 .. 7 .. 
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In Reply, Pletue Refer to 

FlkNo. 

PERSONAL ATTENTION 
SAC LETTER 69-22 

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

. WAf>¥-lrW,Ol'hl6§· 20535 
.,., . 

(A) PERSONNEL- OFF1CE COLLECTIONS -- The Manual of Rules 
and Regulations, Part I, Section 14, page 3, states that gifts from 
flower funds, FBIRA funds and through individual collections are not 
to be provided in connection with resignations, transfers, departures 
on military or maternity leave, weddings, birthdays, baby gifts 
(other than gift in lieu of flowers during confinement of mother), 
anniversaries, and the like. SAC Letter 62-19 dated 3-27-62, advised 
that gifts are permitted in connection with retirements on completion 
of twenty years or more. · -~-

Under no circumstance should any collection be initiated 
without the personal approval of the Special Agent in Charge or 
division head. · 

4-8-69 
SAC LETTER 69-22 

(B) TRAINING- FIL~v1S- FILM FEATURE.TTES ON THE FBI 
LABORATORY -- The Bureau has completed the last three in a 

· series of film featurettes on the work of the FBI Laboratory. They 
are entitled "Neutron Activation Analysis" and 11Instrumental 
Examinations, " which are approximately five minutes each in 
length, and "Examination of Soils and Minerals, Hairs and Fibers, 
Toolmarks, Tire and Shoe Impressions," which is approximately 
ten minutes in length. They are 16-millimeter sound films in 
color. 

In addition to being shown to law enforcement groups 
for which you are providing training, these films have also been 
designed for use in coru1ection v..ith speaking engagements and 
telev,ision appearances in which you have been invited to participate. 
A permanent retention copy is being forwarded to each field office. 
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(C) FBI NATIONAL ACADEMY- 1970 SESSIONS· -- The 85th 
Session of the FBI National Academy 'Yill be held March 9 to 
May 27, 1970. The 86th Session will be held August 10 to 
October 28, 1970. You will be advised at a later date when 
nominations for these sessions should be submitted. 

4-8-69 
SAC LETTER 69-22 

, I 
! 

(D) SPECIAL SURVEILLANCE TRUCKS Requests for the use 
of the special surveillance truck may be submitted to the Bureau 
on a UACB basis in those instances where, in the opinion of the 
SAC, its utilization is essential for the success of the surveillance 
in question. 

Each SAC will be held strictly responsible for insuring 
that this technique is used only when absolutely necessary and 
that every precaution is taken to avoid the detection of the use of 
this technique. 

Appropriate manual change is forthcoming. 

4-8-69 
SAC LETTER 69-22 - 2 -
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(E) INTERVIEWS AND CONFESSIONS - DESERTERS -- SAC Letter 
67-38 advised no warning of rights is necessary so long as the 
interrogation of the deserter suspect or subject is confined to 
identification only. Military court restrictions on interviews of 
such deserters have resulted in the need to eliminate this special 
provision. Handle deserter cases in;accordance with the general 
rules applicable in other FBI cases of in-custody interrogation. 

4-8-69 
SAC LETTER 69-22 '!' 

{ 

(F) DESERTER MATTERS - REQUEST FOR FOREIGN 
INVESTIGATION -- There has been a significant increase in the 
number of deserter fugitives being sought by the Bureau who have 
fled to Canada and other countries. To facilitate handling the 
letterhead memoranda both at the Seat of Government and by the 
Legal Attaches, you should insure that the requirements as set forth 
in the FBI Handbook, Part I, page 50b, are closely followed. 

Some of the most frequent errors in the preparation of the 
letterhead memoranda are: failure to set out specific investigation 
required, requesting that servicemen be interviewed rather than 
having their residence verified, use of the property stamp, and 
occasionally requesting the .arrest of the servicemen. 

After setting forth the specific investigation desired, the 
letterhead memorandum should request that the deserter fugitive's 
presence in the country of asylum be verified. No request for arrest 
should be made. Sine e the letterhead memorandum is to be delivered 
to the foreign_ investigating agency, it should not contain the usual 
restrictive property statement. 

4-8-69 
SAC LETTER 69-22 

(G) CURRENT DEVELOPMENTS IN CRIMINAL MATTERS (CRTh1DEL) 
Effective immediately the Crimdel program is being discontinued. The 
weekly communication previously submitted to the Bureau under the 

. Crimdel caption is no longer necessary. 

(Security Letter on attached page) 

4-8-69 
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(.H) NATIONALITY GROUP COVERAGE- LATIN AMERICA-- Your aJ;. 
attention is directed to SAC Letters 65-31 (A) dated June 2, 1965, and 
66-8 (D) dated February 1, 1966, both of which stressed the importance 
attached by the Bureau to Latin-American investigations and related 
matters in this field. 

In the recent past, the press has reported a statement by 
a high-ranking United States official that President Richard M. Nixon 
plans a trip to Latin America, possibly at the end of this year. The 
official described the President as very interested in stepping up 
United States economic aid and improving relations with Latin America. 
The current attempt of a Presidential envoy to ease the Uni~ed States
Peruvian crisis and the projected visits to Latin America on the 
President's behalf by Governor Nelson A. Rockefeller, beginning in 
April, 1969, attest to the President's concern. 

The Bureau has received no official notification of 
Presidential plans for travel to Latin America. However, stepped-up 
anti-United States nationalistic influences, increased diplomatic and 
commercial relations with Soviet-bloc countries, and efforts of the 
latter to promote discord and subversion in the area are likely to 
generate continuing and grave problems with ramifications in the 
United States. We should anticipate that the need for pertinent 
intelligence data will remain acute in the foreseeable future. Therefore, 
the Bureau is stressing at this time the necessity for adequate coverage 
of Latin-American exile organizational activities, plots to overthrow 
exi~ting governments, and general activity of importance from an 
int~lligence standpoint. Significant developments should be reported 
eXJ?fdi tiousl y ~ 

Very truly yours, 

John Edgar Hoover 

Director 

4-8-69. 
SAC LETTER 69-22 - 4- . 
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In Reply, Please Refer to 

FileNo. 

PERSONAL ATTENTION 
SAC LETTER 69-27 

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20535 

May 6, 1969 

(A) PUBUC LAW 90-365- PAYROLL MATTER- VOLUNTARY 
ALLOTMENTS TO FINANCIAL ORGANIZATIONS -- SAC Letter Number 
68-74 dated December 24~ 1968, advised that captioned Law provides 
for allotments from salaries of employees for deposit to financial 
organizations. 

The Bureau's payroll system has now been redesigned to 
permit the processing of volrmtary allotments to financial organizations. 
Detailed information and instructions concerning the program are being 
furnished separately in the form of a Memorandum to All Employees. 

An initial supply of SF-1189 and SF-1198 is being forwarded 
to your office rmder separate cover. The SF-1189 is the prescribed 
Standard Form to be used in requesting an allotment of net pay for credit 
to a checking accormt with a designated financial organization. The 
SF-1198 is the Standard Form to be used in requesting an allotment of 
pay for credit to a savings account with a financial organization. Should 
you need additional forms they may be requisitioned from the Bureau. 

You should assure that all employees of your office carefully 
read the instructions being forwarded to them before making any allotment 
in order that they will be fully aware of the procedures to be followed and 
the possible difficulty they may encormter. 

Your office can be of considerable assistance in the 
implementation of this program by insuring that each request is properly 
executed before it is submitted to the Bureau. In forwarding the allotment 
requests to the Bureau, the transmittal communication should be marked 
to the attention of the Voucher-Statistical Section. 

Necessary manual changes will be forwarded rmder separate 
cover. 
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(B) HOUSEHOLD GOODS - COMMUTATION OF EXPENSES FOR 
TRANSPORTATION OF HOUSEHOLD GOODS AND PERSONAL EFFECTS -
The General Services Administration has prescribed changes in the 
commuted rates for transportation and storage of household goods and 
personal effects and a copy of the changes is enclosed. The new rates 
are effective for transportation begun on and after April 14, 1969. 

All employees in your office who have occasion to submit 
vouchers for the transportation and storage of household goods and 
personal effects should review the new rates to insure that vouchers are 
submitted correctly. 

5/6/69 

_L 

SAC LETTER 69-27 

\c) ANNUAL SUMMARY OF RECORDS HOLDINGS - FEDERAL RECORDS [ 
ACT OF 1950 -- Re SAC Letters 68-52 (B) captioned as above and 
68-24 (A) captioned "Biennial Report on Volume of Records - Federal 
Records Act of 1950." 

. You are reminded that the National Archives and Records 
Service, General Services Administration, requires Federal agencies to 
.submit statistical summaries of records holdings within thirty days of 
the close of each fiscal year. You are to insure summaries of records 
holdings are prepared in accordance with current instructions contained 
in referenced SAC Letters and submitted to reach Bureau by July 16, 1969. 

5/6/69 
SAC LETTER 69-27 - 2-
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(D) BANK LARCENY-- The Criminal Division of the Department recently 
advised that false statements by a person which induce a bank to turn over 
the possession of funds to that person, but where there is no intention ori 
the bank's part to convey title, constitute a crime of larceny by trick in 
violation of 18, U.S. Code, 2113 (b). An example is a person who falsely 
poses as an armored car employee authorized to pick up certain funds 
for delivery to a stated place, and by the impersonation induces the bank 
to relinquish possession of the funds. The bank did not intend to deliver 
title to the impersonator, just as it had no intention to deliver title to the 
armored car employee. Title remained in the bank. Abuse of title is 
larceny and, as such, is covered by 18, U.S. Code, 2113 (b). 

The Department reiterated its position that larceny by false 
pretense, that is, the obtaining of both possession and title by fraudulent 
representation, (quick change artist, fake rolled coins, fraudulent 
passbook withdrawals, etc.) is not covered under the Federal Bank Robbery 
and Incidental Crimes Statute. In these situations the bank intends to 
transfer title of the money to the person making the false representation. 

In situations which arise where there is doubt whether the act 
committed constit.utes larceny under the Federal Bank Robbery Statute, 
the U. S. Attorney should be consulted and the Bureau advised. 

5/6/69 
SAC LETTER 69-27 - 3.:. 
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(E) B;ANK ROBBERY MATTERS - "RESPONDING TO SILENT ALARMS" -
POLICE INSTRUCTOR'S BULLETIN -- Regulations contained in the Bank 
Protection Act of 19 68 will substantially increase the use of silent alarms 
in banking institutions covered by the Federal Bank Robbery and Incidental 
Crimes Statute. It is apparent many more police officers, as well as 
Agents, will arrive at banking institutions while a robbery is still in 
progress. 

On Apri122, 1969, Traini.ng Division forwarded to your 
Office an ample supply of the Bulletin ''Responding to Silent Alarms'' 
which deals with the many dangers and problems inherent in such situations. 

You will immediately insure that material contained in 
captioned Bulletin is discussed with all Agent personnel in your Division. 
Since police department regulations vary regarding response to silent 
alarms, it is imperative that your bank robbery plans be compatible with 
bank robbery plans of law enforcement agencies in your Division. 

(Security Letters on attached pa;ges) 

5/6/69 
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(F) SUBVERSIVE ORGANIZATION CHARACTERIZATION "LABOR 
TODAY" -- Set forth below is an up-to-date characterization of "Labor 
Today" which replaces the one in SAC Letter 68-54. 

In January, 1962, a source advised that on January 13, 1962, 
Gus Hall, General Secretary of the Communist Party, ·usA, (CPUSA) 
remarked that a Party-supported trade-union publication would be issued 
in the near future and would appear under the name "Labor Today." 

On January 5, 1962, records in the Assumed Name Section 
of the County Clerk's Office, Wayne County, Detroit, Michigan, indicated 
Certificate Number 145344 issued for conducting business under an 
assumed name, was issued to "Labor Today" (a bimonthly publication) 
having a business address at 12065 Wyoming, Detroit 4, Michigan. A 
certificate was filed on January 2, 1962, and the names of the persons 
listed as owning, conducting and transacting the-business were Charles 
H. Walters, 9309 Memorial, Detroit, Michigan, and Eve Neidelman, 
19972 Mariowe, Detroit, Michigan. 

A seco"nd source advised on December 15, 1961, that 
Charles Walters was then a member of the Michigan District CP State 
Committee. This source advised on September 18, 1959, that Eve 
Neidelman was then a member of the Michigan District CP State 
Committee. 

A third source advised on January 18, 19 66, that as of 
December 31, 1965, Eve Neidelman was a member of the Miscellaneous 
Jewish Community Club, Michigan District CP. 

The Founding Statement contained in the first "issue of 
"Labor Today" (Spring, 1962) indicated two additional issues would be 
forthcoming in 1962, and beginning in 1963, 11Labor Today" would appear 
regularly as a "bimonthly journal. " 

The masthead of "Labor Today," Volume 8, Number 1, 
February, 19 69, issue .states that "Labor Today" is presently being 
published monthly except August by "Labor Today Associates," a 
nonprofit Illinois Corporation, 343 South Dearborn Street, Room 600, 
Chicago, Illinois. John Kailin is listed as the managing editor of ~'Labor 
Today." 

5/6/69 
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A fourth source advised on March 26, 1969, that John Kailin 
is presently a member of the Illinois District CP. 

5/6/69 

Sources: 
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(G) RACL.\.L AND SECUPJTY INFORMANTS -- Recently an informant 
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voluntarily advised a police officer who was investigating a case that he .... 
was assisting the FBI. While this police officer has maintained the 
confidence of the above information, this incident should not have occurred. 
There has been another incident where an informant has voluntarily 
disclosed h~s identity as a source of this Bureau and his actions were not 
in keepir:g ,.vith the Bureau's system of controlling and directing the 
informants. 

In view of the above, each Special Agent in Charge must 
insure that Special Agents operating informants impress on these 
informants the necessity of inform~ts maintaining the confidential nature 
of their relationship with the FBI. 

It should also be impressed upon the informants that in the 
event they have any doubts as to what course of action to take, they should 
immediately contact a representative of the FBI and be guided by the 
instructions given to them. 

In addition, each Special Agent handling informants must 
afford these informants close supervision and control so that incidents can 
be avoided which may affect Bureau operations. 

Each Special Agent in Charge is being held personally 
responsible to insure that the Special Agents assigned to his division are 
affording the informants being operated by them tight supervision and 
control in accordance with the above. 

Enclosure for (B) 
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Very truly yours, 

John Edgar Hoover 

Director 
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PERSONAL ATTENTION 
SAC LETTER 69-28 

UNITED STATES DF~PARTMENT O.F JUSTICE 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

In Reply. Please Refer to 
File No. 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20535 

May 13, 1969 

·./ , : 
(A) NATIONAL BANK ROBBERY ALBUM (NABRA)- BANK 
ROBBERY MATTERS -- Based on experience, NABRA items will 
be prepared in the future using the size and style of the circular pre
pared for the Fugitive Bank Robbery Program (FUBANK). Distribution 
of NABRA items to each office will be made on the same basis as 
FUBANK. 

-,/ , .. 
' .. 

It will no longer be necessary to submit a photograph of 
identified bank robbers to the Bureau for search through NABRA. It 
will be the responsibility of the office identifying the bank robber to 
ascertain whether he. was involved in violations contained in NABRA. 

In the future, whenever an identifiable bank camera photograph 
is available and the case has been under investigation for 30 days without 
ascertaining the identity of the subject, the Bureau should be requested 
to include the photograph in NABRA. If in any particular case such 
action is not deemed advisable, the Bureau should be appropriately 
advised. Artist's conception drawings prepared by the Bureau will 
continue to be considered for NABRA upon request of the office of 
origin. 

Communications for NABRA should no longer be directed to 
the attention of the Exhibits Section. Manual and Handbook changes 
follow. 

(Security Letter on attached page) 
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. . 
(B) SECURITY lliFORMANTS AND SOURCES -- Recently there have 
been several instances wherein individuals publicly disclosed their 
confidential relationship with the FBI after voluntarily furnishing 
information concerning New Left activities. I recently pointed out in 

' a letter to all Special Agents in Charge that you must insure that 
Special Agents operating informants impress upon the informants the 
necessity of maintaining the confidential nature of their relationship 
with the FBI. 

Furthermore, I want each Special Agent in Charge to impress 
upon Special Agents dealing with individuals, whether they are Bureau
approved informants or those voluntarily contacting your office, who 
provide information about the New Left, that every interview must be 
on a most discreet and completely professional basiso Also, extreme 
caution should be used at all times to be certain that the individuals 
are not plants. All conversations should be most circumspect because 
of the possibility of the conversations being recorded. Individuals who 
have not been approved by the Bureau as informants should not be 
directed or guided in the event they volunteer to provide information 
in the future concerning New Left activities. 

Very truly yours, 

John Edgar Hoover 

Director 

5/13/69 
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"' ' . -~ PERSONAL ATTENTION 
SAC LETTER 69-30 

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

In Reply, Please Refer to 

File No. 

WASHIN~TON, D.C. 20535 

May 27, 1969 

(A) TELEPHONES AND TELETYPES - LONG-DISTANCE TELEPHONE 
AND TELETYPE CALLS- LOGGING-- Heretofore the Bureau has re
quir_ed all long-distance telephone and teletype toll calls to be logged on 
forJU FD-296 and that copy of the log accompany the bill when sent to the 
Bureau for payment. 

;.""'-,. ,. 
Effective immediately, (1) do not send the toil log form to the 

Bureau but retain with corresponding bill for one-year period. Inspectors 
will spot-check these records during field inspections; (2) Senior Resident 
Agent must check resident agency toll bill against logs and certify correct
ness before submitting to field office; and (3) discontinue logging telephone 
toll calls where the initial 3-minute, station-to-station, regular-hour 
toll is $L 00 or less. Other regulations concerning toll calls remain 
in effect. T~e Manual of Rules and Regulations will be revised accordingly. 

5/27/69 
SAC LETTER 69-30 

I 
(B) UNITED STATES ATTORNEYS RELATIONS- UNITED STATES 
ATTORNEYS ORIENTATION CONFERENCE- JULY 28- AUGUST 1, 
1969 - WASHINGTON, D. C. -- The Department has rescheduled the 
United States Attorneys Conference for the period July 28 through 
August 1, 1969, at Washington, D. C. 

You are instructed to maintain liaison with the United States 
Attorneys in your field division to determine in advance any information, 
recommendations, suggestions, or complaints of cone ern to the FBI 
which might be e},.'}Jressed at the conference. Submit results of such 
contacts to the attention of the Training Division not later than June 30, 
1969. 

The Department asked to be advised of subjects that should 
be presented at the conference and the time req\].ired. Your proposals~ 
if any, should be submitted in sufficient time to allow appropriate review. 
The deadline for such submissions is June 30, 1969. 

(Security Letters on attached pages) 
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' I (C) STUDENTS FOR A DEMOCRATIC SOCIETY- SUBVERSIVE ORGANI-
ZATION CHAR.~CTERIZATION -- Set forth below is a current characteri
zation of Students for a Democ:ratic Society which should be utilized in 
the future when it is necessary to characterize this organization in 
investigative .reports and other tjpes of communications. 

' l 

STUDENTS FOR A DEMOCRATIC SOCIETY\ 

A source has advised that the Students for a Democratic 
Society (SDS), as it is known today, came into being at a founding 

. convention held at Port Huron, Iv1ichigan, in June, 1962. , From an 
initial ideological posture of "participatory democracy,:~ the current 
line of the national leadersr.Jp reveal~ an adherence to Marxism-Leninism. 
Michael Klonsky, National Secretary, in March, 1969, called for the 
building of a revolutionary lvlarXist- Leninist movement. The program 
of SDS has moved from involvement in civil rights struggles to an anti
Vietnam war position and finally to its present advocacy of an anti
imperialist line, linking up the oppressed peoples of Asia, Africa and 

, Latin America \vith the black liberation movement in the United States. 
China: Vietnam and Cuba are regarded as countries which are leading 
~e world-\vide struggles against United States imperialism. On the 
other hand, SDS regards the Soviet Union as an imperialist power and 
does not support the policies of that country. 

SDS maintains a National Office in Room 206, 1608 West 
Madison Street, Chicago, Illinoiso Its official paper "New Left Notes" 
refleCts the line of the national leadership and program adopted at 
ll_leetings of the National Council and National J11terim Committee 
(NIC) .. Three national officers and a NIC of eleven members are 
elected each year during a June National Convention. 

SDS Regional Offices and university and college chapters 
elect delegates to National Council meetings wherein program and 
ideology are debated, but each Region and chapter is autonomous in 
nature and is free to carry out independent policy and programs 
reflective of local conditions. 

Source: 

5/27/69 
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(D) RACIAL INFORMANTS - RACIAL MATTERS With the coming 
of summer, many of the radical Negro students on college campuses 
who have been creating such havoc will undoubtedly interrupt their studies 
for the summer months. The hatred engendered in them by their 
campus agitation will undoubtedly follow them into the communities 
where they will be living. It is logical to assume that they will continue 
to demonstrate their anarchistic feelings by engaging in or seeking to 
promote racial violence. The most logical areas for such agitation are 
the Negro ghettos. 

In view of the above, you must immediately reevaluate your 
informant coverage in the ghetto areas in your division. In those areas 
where such coverage is not already adequate to thoroughly saturate every 
level of activity in the ghetto, you must make immediate aggressive 
efforts to expand such coverage to adequate levels. This matter must 
be given immediate and continuous attention in view of the extremely 
costly potential in loss of human lives and property which can result 
from unchecked racial violence. 

Your primary goal in developing a network of ghetto-type 
racial informants must be to have such coverage as to enable you to 
advise appropriate local and Federal authorities in advance of potential 
large scale racial violence. Only by a network of ghetto informants 
sufficiently widespread to develop information of that type can the 
Bureau fulfill its current responsibilities. 

Very' truly yours, 

John Edgar Hoover 

Director 

5/27/69 
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"" PERSONAL ATTENTION 
SAC LETTER 69-31 

UNITED STATES DEPART!vlENT OF JUSTICE 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

In Reply, Please Refer to 

I?ilc No. ' 

WASIIINGTON, D.C. 20535 

June 3, 1969 

(A) Frli' RADIO- RADIO CALL SIGN IDENTIFICATION-- The Manual 
of Ins{rb.ctid{1s, Volume I, Section 8.Q, 1. e. (2), page 34, requires 
field office FlVf radio stations having a separate dispatching position to 
transmit the station call sign on the hour, half~hour, and quarter-hour 
during periods when the station is open for business. 

Both,.F;ederal Government and Fede:r.~-l Communications 
Commission (F'CC) regulations concerning idE.~~tification of stations 
may soon be sti·engthened as a result of proposed international radio 
regulations. To preclude the possibility of receiving infraction reports, 
FM radio dispatchers should be reminded of the importance of proper 
station identification. This regulation does not apply to special operations 
such as surveillance stations or t]Jose where there is an investigative 
requirement that no call sign be us_s:d. 

; 

,· 
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(B) ORGA1_~rz~-q,i::RIME, RACKE.;.{;I;ERING- TECH~Q/1-L EXAMINA
TIONS O.F 0AM~3LING PARAPHEH.NALIA AND BOOK1Vi.AKil'JG 
EVIDEI,)'CE -- f\_4C Letter 69-23 dated 4/15/69 stated dpecific emphasis 
should pe devoted for the d~.'~elopment o~ cases under the Federal 
.Gambli'ng Statutes and Extc:,:lionate Credit Transactions. The following 
is to be brought to. the :~·;fi.ion of all investigati~e personnel. 

The FBI Labof'atory has the capability to make techPJcal 
examinations of physical,: evidence and to furnish competent .expert 
testimony in matters relating to numbers (nm:nbers--pool, policy, 
Bolita, Cuba, etcetera), horse racing, lottery in its several forms, 
tip boards, etcetera. Further, games and equipment (cards, dice, 
electronic and mechanical devices, et ceterGt) related to the gaming 
industry are examined to determine whether such paraphernalia is 
f3ir or deliberately deceptive via al~~rations. 

l: 
..,f't_;{ 

Generally, expert testiil:6ny \Vill not be furnished on purely 
hypothetical matters or general gcu~~1bling procedures in cases where 
no physical evidence Vl'd.S made available for Laboratory examination. 
However /this specialized lmowledge is available for guidance in these 
matters. 

. . . . 

(Security Letters on attached pages) 
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·. (C) ~f}BSU!I'AGE -- The increased militancy of Ne}r,r Left, antiwar and 
· antidfflitl~xtremistsr.hns been directed agai9~t;Reserve Of~.s;ers' 

Trairung Corps (Ro;t,:c) on campuses qf colft:ies and universities 
throughout the Unite·ct States. These dissideht protests have in many 
cases resulted in damage to facilities and equipment utUized by ROTC 

\~!./ 

units. 
. . 

The Department has determined that such ficilities con
stitute. "war premises" or "national defense premises" as defined in 
the Sabotage Statutes, Sections 2151- 2156, Title 18, U. S. Code. 
One conviction has resulted. __ 

The investigation of such incidents should be handled in 
accordance with procedures and policies set forth in Section 86, Manual 
of Instructions. These cases must be vigorously pursued and promptly 
reported in order that the Department may be furnished the necessary 
information on which it can base a prosecutive opinion . .. .. 

,' Such incidents often constitute violations of other Federal 
laws ·within the investigative jurisdiction of the Bureau such as 
Destruction of Government Property and Interference with Government 
Communications ·~ystem. You should insure that with regard to these 
deliberate acts of vJ.olence, the possibility of sabotage is thoroughly 
explored and that alL communications include that chara~ter . . 

6/3/69 
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(D) OMl~IBUS CRIME CONTROL AND SAFE STREETS ACT OF 1968 -
Recently the Attorney General furnished tre Bureau detailed instructions 
relating to elt1ctronic surveil~ances (wire:;..:aps and mtcrop~·.one coverage) 
in the internal security field ."which are pertinent to· capticmed Act. A 

. summary of the instructions is being furnished herein for your guidance 
and compliance. When requesting authority for an electronic surveillance, 
make certain all additional data now required is set forth in Fo.:.·m FD-142. ,. 

(.' 

" For reasons of security, electronic surveillanc-es in the 
internal security field should be requested under the Presidential 
authorization provision of the .Act; however; if prosecution. appears 
likely, consideration should be given to recommending us'e of a court 
order. Basis for the type desired should be clearly set forth. 

The Supreme Court's decisions have shown that the legality 
of the interception is of prime importance in determining whether 
information regarding electronic surveillance must be disclos-ed to a 
defendant whose conversation has .. l2_een intercepted. Therefore, future 
requests for electronic surveillances in the internal security field 
should c011tain: 

(1). An identification of the premises and location, and the 
room or office, in .. -\vhich the interception device is to be placed or phone 
.to which such a device is to be attached and facts regarding the instal
lation to assist in determining whether a trespass \Vill be involved. 

·· '"\ (2). A general description of the activities subject is engaged 
in and the type of information which it is anticipated will be obtained 
through the electronic coverage. 

(3). The period of time for which approval is requested,. 
·with subsequent advice as to date of installation. 

(4). \Alhether it is anticipated that the conversations of any 
other subject who is under aci.ive investigation for possible criminal 
violations will be overheard. 

"\Vith regard to t1.~1e recordings of intercepted conversations, 
such tapes should be prese1·ved for a minimum period of ten years. 

6/3/69 
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If it is anticipated results will be introduced into evidence 
.or leads to evidence will be obtained where installation is being 
recommended under the Presidential authorization, the following 
additional information should be included: 

(1). The crime or crimes which it is believed are being 
committed by the person or persons whose conversations are likely 
to be overheard. 

(2). A complete description of the investigation being con
ducted - its origin, development and present· status. This description 
should include a detailed analysis of all investigative procedures 
utilized and a statement as to their inadequacy and the need to use the 
proposed technique. 

(3). The names and backgrounds of each prospective subject 
of the investigation. 

(4). A description of the communications expected to be 
intercept~d, together with an analysis of the relevance of the communi
cation to the investigation. 

Requests,. for coverage should be for no longer than a period 
of thirty days, subject, of course, to requests for extension . . . . . 

Dis~emination of intercepted information may be made to 
. ot}¢er intelligence and law enforcement agencies and allies of the United 
States on a need-to-know basis and should be appropriately class1fied, 
and in no case violate the dissemination limitations which are currently 
imposed upon classified national defense infor·mation. If evidence of 
possible criminal conduct is developed, extreme caution should be 
exercised in disseminating the information outside of the FBI and the 
information should be clearly identified as having originated from an 
electronic surveillance. If a question should arise whether a particular 
item of information falls within or without these general guidelines, 
advice of the Department should be obtained as to whether dissemination 
should be made. 

6/3/69 
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lt is realized that the instructions present certain serious 
problems, such as preservation of tapes for a minimum of ten years, 
and also certain questions, such as the manner of identifying information 
as coming from an electronic surveillance when disseminating infor
mation of a possible criminal conduct. These and other such matters 
will be taken up With the Department for clarificationc Pending the 
receipt of clarification, however, YO'!J. should follow the instructions 
set out herein to the best of your ability, communicating with the 
Bureau in the event a specific situation presents. a special problem. 

For your information, the Criminal Division of the Depart
ment is currently preparing a "Mq.nual for Conduct of Electronic 
Surveillance" which will contain detailed instructions regarding the 
form of, and the information to be contained in, future requests to the 
Attorney General for authorization to apply for an interception order 
from the courts. 

Very truly yours, 

; John Edgar Hoover 

Director 
,, 
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In R<'ply, l'lt"lse Rt'fer 111 

File So. 

PERSONAL ATTENTION 
SAC LETTER 69-34 

t;\fTED STATES DEI'-\HT:\IE\T OF J{!STICE 

FED E H .\ I. 111· It E .Hi oF I ;\ \ EST I 1; ·\ T I o :'\ 

W . .\SHDiGTn~, ().C. 211:>3:> 

June 24, 1969 

. . 
(A) DR. VASSILIS C. P. MORFOPOU:LOS- EXPERT FINGERPRlNT 
TESTIMONY- IDENTIFICATION .MATTER-- The October, 1968, issue 
of "The Legal Aid Briefcase," a publication of the National Legal Aid and 
Defender Association~ American Bar Center, Chicago, Illinois, published 
an article entitled "Some Fingerprints Lie. " This concerned a murder 
trial in Dutchess County, New York, in which Morfopoulos testified as a 
fingerprint expert for the defense. Two prosecution fingerprint experts 
had testified that a bloody latent fingerprint found on the headboard of the 
victim's bed was identical with one of the fingerprints of the defendant. 
Dr. Morfopoulos testified that it was not identical with the fingerprint of 
the defendant. The article extolled the expert testimony of Morfopoulos 
and attempted to cast serious doubt on the infallibility of fingerprint 
evidence. 

FBI fingerprint experts have examined fingerprint evidence 
in this case and found that the latent fingerprint is identical with the 
fingerprint of the defendant. A letter of rebuttal has been sent to the 
President of the National Legal Aid and Defender Association setting out 
Jhe true facts and correcting the erroneous impression conveyed by the 
article with the suggestion that the letter be published in a future issue of 
"The Legal Aid Briefcase. " 

Morfopoulos' qualifications as a fingerprint expert are deemed 
to be questionable. He is described as being a Greek immigrant who 
entered the United States in 1955 to attend school. He has a degree in 

·engineering science and is presently Director ·of the American Standards 
Testing Bureau in New York City, a private concern. While his educa
tional background appears extensive in certain scientific fields, he has 
practically no background or experience in fingerprint work. He describes 
himself as a microscopist, one who observes objects through a micro
scope . 

Should any information concerning this matter or the partici
pation of Morfopoulos in the field of fingerprint identification or testimony 
come to your attention, you should promptly advise the Bureau. 
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(B) LAW ENFORCEMENT EDUCATION- GRANTS AND LOANS-- The 
Omnibus Crime Control and Safe Streets Act of 1968 authorized a 
program of educational aid to · law enforcement officers and students 
planning law enforcement careers. The Office of Academic Assistance, 
of.the Law Enforcement Assistance Administration, has just issued basic 
information which should be made available to interested Special Agent 
and clerical personnel of your office. 

The educational aid is in the form of ( 1) grants and (2) loans. 
Grants pay up to $300 per semester or $200 per quarter for eligible law 
enforcement officers taking courses related to law enforcement. "Courses 
related to law enforcement" are, for example, sociology, chemistry, 
economics, computer science, and urban planning. The official interpre
tation of ''law enforcement officers" includes FBI Agents but not our non
Agent personnel. Money is paid to the educational institution rather than 
to the student. The student must get his employer's certification that 
the courses are of the appropriate kind and that he is employed as a law 
enforcement officer. He must agree to remain with his agency for two 
years following completion of any course covered by a grant. If he 
violates the agreement he must repay the amount of the grant with 7C:O 
interest. He cannot receive education benefits from the Veterans Admin
istration concurrently. 

_,.j Loa~s of up to $1800 per academic year can be made to full
time students employed by a law enforcment agency or preparing to enter 
law enforcement. A "full-time student" is one carrying at least 75c:o of 
the normal academic load. He must be pursuing studies leading to a 
certificate or degree in an area directly related to law enforcement. If 
he is enrolled in studies potentially relevant to other areas as well as law 
enforcement such as chemistry, sociology, or economics, his overall 

. curriculum must include a minimum of 15 semester credit hours or their 
equivalent in law enforcement subjects. Examples o£ the latter are 
criminal investigation, police administration and organization, criminology, 
juvenile delinquency, and police community relations. A loan does not 
prevent the student's recei vin~ concurrent GI educ4tion benefits. He must 
agree to repay the loan plus 7~o interest within ten years after the repayment 
begins. The total amount of the loan and interest is cancelled, if he serves 
as a full-time law enforcement officer or employee, at the rate of 25<.'0 
of the total for each full year of service. The borrowed money goes 
directly to the participating educational institution, not to the borrower. 

6/24/69 
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FBI cle~ks are potentially eligible to obtain such loans, which could help 
them complete college studies designed to ·qualify them for the Special 
Agent position. · 

Any employee desiring to apply for a loan or a grant should 
contact the school of his choice to see if it is participating in the program 
and if so as to the application procedure. Any documents required to be 
executed by the employer should be forwarded to the Bureau, attention 
Personnel Section, with a cover letter detailing the circumstances. It 
now appears no such documents will be necessary for loan applications, 
but the Bureau desires to be informed by you of any such applications for 
record purposes, communications of this type also being directed to the 
attention of the Personnel Section. 

(Security Letter on attached page) 
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(C) ARAB ACTIVITIES IN 'FHE UNITED STATES -- In ·recent months 
reports have been received alleging contacts between Middle East-based 
Arab terrorist groups such as Al-Fatah and United States subversive 
organizations, including blac~ nationalist and student r~dical groups. 

{i : "\ 
Allegations have 'also been received that Arab terrorist 

organizations intend to extend their operations into the United States 
principally aimed at collecting funds and possibly to include terrorist 
activities against the American Jewish community, I~raeli property, 
and prominent American and.Israeli personalities. 

All offices be alert for evidence of such action. Make certain 
informant coverage of Arab activities is fully adequate to insure that we 
are aware of such activities. ·All information received in this matter 
should be submitted in form .suitable for dissemination under appropriate 
c.aption with a copy to !fArab Activities in the United States, n Bufile 

Very truly yours, 

John Edgar Hoover 

Director 

• 
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PERSONAL ATTENTION 
SAC LETTER 69-36 

U:"ITED STATES DEP:\RT~IE:\T OF JUSTICE 

FEHERAL Bt!RF.AU OF I:SVESTIGATIOi'i 

In Reply, Plrose Refer to 

File No. 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20535 

July 1, 1969 

i ~. , . 

. -

{A) HOUSEHOLD GOODS- COMMUTATION OF EXPENSES FOR 
TRANSPORTATION OF HOUSEHOLD GOODS AND PERSONAL 
EFFECTS -- The General Services Administration has prescribed 
changes in the commuted rates for transportation and storage of 
household goods and personal effects and a copy of the changes is 
enclosed. The new rates are effective for transportation begun on 
and after June 7, 1969. 

·'" /fAll employees in your office who have occasion to sub
mit vouchers for the transportation and storage of household goods 
and personal effects should review the new rates to insure that 
vouchers are submitted correctly. · 

7/1/69 
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(C) CONVERSION BY THE MILITARY FROM MILITARY SERVICE 
NUMBERS TO SOCIAL SECURITY ACCOUNT NUMBERS -- Effective 
July 1, 1969, the Army and the Air Force will convert from Military 
Service Numbers to Social Security Ac-count Numbers as a means 
of identification of military personnel. The Marine Corps will 
convert to Social Security Account Numbers on January 1, 1971, 
and the Navy will convert on January 1, 1972. 

(This .. conversion will apply to active duty, reserve, and 
retired servicemen. Individuals who do not have Social Security 
Account Numbers at the time they enter military service will be 
issued temporary numbers until such time as they receive Social 
Security Account Numbers. : ...,.... 

(Security Letters on attached pages) 
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(o}', PROGRAM FOR DEVELOPMENT OF SELECTED CONTACTS 
(DESECO) -- Effective immediately, the following streamlining 
prqcedures should be followed in this program, which is designed to 
develop individuals on a highly selective. basis for eventual penetration 
of Soviet-bloc intelligence activities. 

If, during the "sounding-out" interview, the Deseco subject 
clearly exhibits a willingness and potential to cooperate with the Bureau, 
he should be informed of our desire to have him participate in 
confidential activity in support of the Bureau's responsibility for the 
protection of the internal security of the United States. He should 
clearly understand that this cooperation may require his time and 
effort beyond his normal occupational endeavors. 

This procedure should assist in resolving that the individual 
is ready, willing; and able to actively assist the Bureau and insure that 
our ensuing background investigation is necessary and worthwhile. 

If he continues to be cooperative and willing to assist the 
Bureau actively, and the ensuing background investigation of him is 
favorable, a summary of the results of the "sounding-out" interview 
ap.d background investigation should be submitted to the Bureau, advising · 
on a UACB basis that he will be recontacted to further assess his · 
potential and availability, and specifically informed of our desire to 
have him develop a relationship with a Soviet-bloc official. All other 
procedures in the development and handling of the Deseco subject should 
be in accordance with existing instructions. Appropriate changes in 
the Manual of Instructions are forthcoming. 

7-1-69 
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(E) ELECTRONIC SURVEILLANCES (E:LSUR) In connection with 
electronic surveillances, you are reminded of the absolute necessity 
that true copies of the original logs be made in connection with the 
program of furnishing logs to the Department for possible use in 
court proceedings. There must be no deletions whatsoever of any 
type markings which appear on the original logs. 

Ver_y truly yours, 

John Edgar Hoover 

Director 

.; 

Enclosure for (A) 

7-1-69 
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In Reply, Plea5f! RPfer to 

File So. 

PERSONAL ATTENTION 
S'AC LETTER 60-37 

t=:\JTED STATES DEP·\HTi\IE\T OF JUSTICE 

FEDEHAI. Bl"HEAU OF 1:\\'ESTIG:\TIO.:\ 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20535 

July 8, 1969 

t 
(A) INDEX SYSTEMS In an 1mporta:nt case with great public 
interest, an individual was not identified because of the failure of 
an office to properly index a nickname. 

Recent court decisions have resulted in the public 
disclosure of electronic surveillance logs and related material 
which heretofore were confidential. The information in these 
surveillance matters is being afforded close scrutiri'y by the news 
media, the general public, Federal, state, and local officials; 
therefore, the importance of proper indexing has become 
increasingly significant. · 

Each Special Agent in Charge will be held strictly 
responsible for insuring that all names, nicknames, and aliases 
appearing in electronic surveillance logs and related material 
are properly indexed in accordance with the instructions set forth 
in Part II, Section 3, page 4, of the .Manua~_of Rules and Regulations. 

7-8-69 
SAC LETTER 69-37 

(B) DIRECTOR'S TESTIMONY ON APRJL 17, 1969 BEFORE THE 
HOUSE SUBCOMl\lllTTEE ON APPROPRIATIONS - FISCAL YEAR 
1970 -- Copies of my testimony before the House Subcommittee on 
Appropriations on April 17, 19 69, regarding the 197 0 appropriation 

.request of the FBI, which has been released by the Appropriations 
Committee, will be sent to your office in the near future. These 
copies are to be made available to the personnel of your office who 
desire to review a copy. There will be about one copy for every two 
employees in the supnly furnished. 
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(C) BANK PROTECTION ACT OF 1968 - BANK ROBBERY 
MATTERS -- Regulations issued pursuant to the Bank Protection 
Act of 1968 require that effective July 15, 1969, "bait" money be 
maintained by banks and that the "bait" money consist of used 
Federal Reserve notes. 

Some offices have in the past suggested to banks that 
Federal Reserve notes issued in distant Federal Reserve districts 
be used as "bait" bills in order to make "bait" bills more noticeable. 
For example, banks in Texas might use as "bait" money Federal 
Reserve notes issued by the Federal Reserve in San Francisco 
because few such bills will be in circulation in Texas. 

The Federal Reserve System has advised that some of 
the Federal Reserve Banks have recently been requested by 
commercial banks to supply used currency from another Federal 
Reserve district for use as ''bait" bills. The Federal Reserve 
is not set up to handle these transactions and desires that banks 
obtain used Federal Reserve notes issued in other districts 
by contacting a correspondent bank rather than a Federal 
Reserve Bank. 

You should keep the above in mind when discussing 
''bait" bills with bankers in your territory. 

Very truly yours, 

John :;Edgar Hoover 

Director 

7-8-69 
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In Reply, Please Refer to 

File No. 

PERSONAL ATTENTION 
SAC LETTER 69-43 

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

l''EDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 205.'15 

,A1;1gust 13. 1969 

(A) OMNIBUS CRIME CONTROL AND SAFE STREETS ACT OF 1968 -
Reference is made to SAC Letter 69-31 of June 3, 1969, captioned as 
above. 

~ ~ . 

"·./ Tape recordings of conversations deemed sufficiently pertinent to 
moriitor through electronic surveillances (elsurs) (wiretaps and micro-
phone surveillances) are to be made whenever feasible when cover9-ge iq __ .· ... · . . 
authorized for intelligence purposes in the internal security field. 
Particular effort should be made to record on tape .the conversation of 
an individual who is known to be a subject in a Federal criminal case. 

Whenever the intercepted conversations clearly contain no 
evidence or leads to evidence of criminal conduct, the tapes need not be 
retained after they have served the needs of your office. However, the 
Department has pointed out that frequep.tly it is required to disclose to 
the court and sometimes to defense counsel recorded conversations of a 
defendant in a Federal criminal case to refute the contention that infor
mation relevant to that case was obtained through elsur. Therefore, the 

· Department has suggested that when an individual whose ·conversation is 
being monitored is known by monitoring personnel or by the Special 
Agent who prepares a summation of the conversation to be the subject 
in a Federal criminal .case, the taped recording or a verbatim transcript 
of the conversation should be retained whenever possible. 

The Department has further instructed that when an indiviudal 
becomes a defendant in a Federal criminal case, every effort should be 
made to avoid monitoring his conversations through elsurs. Equal effort 
must be made to avoid monitoring any and all conversations of anyone 
known to be serving as an attorney for a defendant in a Federal criminal 
case. Therefore, whenever an elsur is op~rated in a substantive case 
in which current or future prosecution in a Federal court is or may be 
involved, monitoring should be conducted by a Special Agent or Special 
Employee. The monitoring personnel must be instructed in writing that 
they must immediately cease monitoring, both in person and by electronic 
recording, any conversation as soon as it becomes clear that the parties 
thereto are either a defendant or an attorney of a defendant in a Feder3:l 
criminal case. l 
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It is recognized that it is impossible to make monitoring person
nel aware of all defendants and their attorneys in all existing or 
contemplated Federal criminal cases. Our efforts must be directed at 
surviving the test of whether our approach was logical, reasonable., and 
practical. It is logical and reasonable to expect that as a practical mattar 
our monitoring personnel should be aware of the identities of the defendants 
and their attorneys in substantive cases where elsurs are being used and 
prosecution is contemplated. To further insure that they do they must be 
provided with a list of such defendants and their attorneys. They should 
also be instructed that they must be alert not to monitor other individuals 
in the same categories aside from the substantive case when there is 
reasonable basis for the possible future contention that it was generally 
publicly known that such indiViduals were involved in prosecutive action 
in a Federal court. 

The monitors should be instructed that in such situations they are 
to make a notation in the log, as appropriate, that the conversation was 
cut off and was not overheard, after identifying the name of the defendant 
or attorney who was conversing which occasioned the cut-off. Further
more, any time a conversation relating to defense strategy or tactics, 
between any two persons, takes place, the conversation should be immedi
ately cut off as soon as the subject matter of the conversation becomes 
apparent. The same procedure should be followed with respect to 
monitoring in other cases in which it may be reasonably expected calls 
will be received from defendants or attorneys involved in current or 
future prosecution. 

If a conversation of a defendant or one of his attorneys should in
advertently be overheard and later comes to the attention of a Special 
Agent, that Special Agent shall immediately seal the record of the con
versation, attaching a memorandum certifying that he has not and will 
not orally or in writing relate the substance of the conversation to 
any other representative of the Government or to anyone else except 
upon order from the Attorney General. This sealed log and the Agent's 
certification should immediately be forwarded to the Bureau for trans
mittal to the appropriate Assistant Attorney General. 

' 
Elsur logs should be confined to: basic entries of dates, time, 

identification of individual to monitored conversations; notification made 
that monitoring ceased when one of the parties to the conversation was 

8/13/69 
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recognized as a defendant in a pending Federal criminal case or an 
attorney of such individual; identity of person monitoring; and identity 
of reel number and location of the conversation on the reel. 

Summations of contents of conversation are to be prepared only 
by Special Agents after reviewing tapes, notes and logs, except in those 
instances when a foreign language is involved. In such instances the 
summations are to be prepared by personnel who handle foreign language 
translations. , 

Indexing of names is to be made from the summation rather than 
from the logs. 

Very truly yours, 

John Edgar Hoover 

Director 

8/13/69 
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In Reply, Please Refer to 

File No. ' 

PERSONAL ATTENTION 
SAC LETTER 69-44 

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20535 

August 19, 1969 

' (A) CRIMINAL INVESTIGATIONS- ACCOMPLISHMENTS -- As you 
are aware, many investigative demands are being made of the Bureau 
necessitating the increased use of manpower. There is no indication 
that this situation will abate. These increased responsibilities make it 
mandatory that you devise procedures which will insure all matters within 
our investigative jurisdiction are promptly and adequately investigated 
followed by timely, well-organized presentations to United States 
Attorneys. 

During the past year with the change in the administration, many 
new United States Attorneys and Assistant United States Attorneys have 
been appointed. Others are being appointed on a continuing basis. It 
is your responsibility to thoroughly indoctrinate new United States 
Attorneys and their assistants. It is incumbent on you to stress the 
desirability to prosecute all violations within our investigative j urisdic
tion. You must closely follow the personnel situation not only in the 
United States Attorneys' offices but also with regard to Federal judges. 
In the event shortages or other situations exist which have an effect on 
the handling of our cases, the Bureau should be immediately advised. 

The Bureau's preeminence in the law enforcement field was built 
on performance and results. Notwithstanding certain factors which at 
first glance would seem to be beyond our control, I expect you to exert 
every effort to insure our investigative record at the close of the current 
fiscal year will withstand close scrutiny from· any source. 

(Security Letters on attached pages) 
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(B) CIVIL DISORDERS - RIOTS AND DISTURBANCES -- Pursuant to 
a Civil Disturbance Plan adopted by the Department of .Justice, a Civil 
Disturbance Group has been newly established in the Office of the 
Deputy Attorney General to coordinate all activities connected with 
civil disorders. One of its principal functions is the evaluation of 
intelligence data in order for the Attorney General to make a judgment 
as to the necessity for dispatching Departmental Civil Disorder Task 
Forces to areas experiencing serious civil disorder.. You were pre
viously advised of the establishment of the Task Forces by airtel to all 
SACs dated May 8, 1969, captioned "Departmental Civil Disorder Task 
Forces." 

The Department is fully dependent upon the FBI for the collec
tion and prompt reporting of intelligence data related to threatened or 
actual civil disorders. It is also dependent upon the Bureau for assist
ance in evaluating intelligence data regarding developing situations 
having a potential for violence. It is absolutely essential, therefore, 
that the Bureau be immediately notified by the most expeditious means 
warranted by the urgency of the circumstances of any outbl_'eak of civil 
disorder or situations which threaten to expand into mob violence or 
riots. 

In those instances where the Bureau is initially notified by tele
phone, a confirming teletype setting forth the available details must be 
submitted within the hour and in a form suitable for dissemination. The 
Bureau must be kept fully informed of all subsequent pertinent develop
ments. by teletype, or by telephone followed by teletype if the informa
tion or circumstances so warrant. 

I wish to reiterate that in order for the Bureau to carry out its 
responsibilities in this extremely critical field, a constant and effective 
check on existing conditions which may lead to riots or mob violence 
mu.st be maintained. School and campus disorders and the activities of 
rac;fal and other types of extreD;Jists must be considered in this regard. 
T<{accomplish this coverage, full utilization of informants and in-depth 
liaison with local law enforcement agencies is essential. 

I am holding each SAC personally r_esponsible to see that the 
above instructions are fully complied with and to insure that law en
forcement agencies in his Division fully understand the importance of the 
FBI being immediately notified of any threatened or actual outbreak of 
civil disorder. Any delay whatsoever in reporting data in this area to 
the Bureau will not be tolerated. 
8/19/69 
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(C) INFILTRATION OF LAW ENFORCEMENT AND INTELLIGENCE 
AGENCIES BY BLACK EXTREMIST GROUPS - RACIAL !viA TTERS -
Information has recently been developed by the Washington Field Office 
that a black extremist leader indicated he had been thinking of recruiting 
young black people into his organization with the thought that they could 
be infiltrated into the FBI and/o:r CIA. There is no indication that such 
a program had been implemented. 

This again highlights the ever present danger of infiltration of 
the ranks of our employees. As you are aware, our investigations and 
system of operation are geared to uncover any "plant"; however, we 
must never lose sight of this possibility, since penetration of law 
enforcement agencies is a priority target of these extremist groups. 

All Bureau Agents should be alert for information indicating 
that infiltration as outlined above is being considered or is taking place. 
During contacts with informants, this matter should be pursued to 
determine if they have any information regarding infiltration by 
extremist groups into the FBI, other intelligence agencies, and local 
law enforcement. Advise the Bureau promptly of any information 
developed. 

.-· •. /' 
I·. 

The next Black Nationalist Movement semiannual report which 
is due 9/10/69 and all subsequent reports should contain all information 
developed including contacts with sources and informants regarding · 
this matter. The results should be set forth under above caption as 
Section VI of the report. 

Very truly yours, 

John Edgar Hoover 

Director 

8/19/69 
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PERSONAL ATTENTION 
SAC LETTER 69-45 

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OI•' JUSTICE 

FEDERAL llUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

WASHINGTON, D. C. 20535 
In Reply. Plea3e Refer to 

File No. 

August 26, 1969 

(A) VOUCHERS- MOVING EXPENSES- BUREAU OF THE BUDGET 
CIRCULAR A-56 REVISED JUNE 26, 1969 -- Bureau of the Budget has 
issued revised regulations governing additional benefits provided by 

.,. Public Law 89-516, approved July 21, 1966, for employees who are 
officially transferred. The revised regulations were effective as of June 
26, 1969, and are not retroactive prior to that date. A copy of the re
vised regulations is attached and additional copies in the form of inserts 
to the Voucher Guide will be forwarded to your office in the near future. 
A summary of the pertinent changes together with the Bureau's 
regulations thereon follows: 

OVERSEAS TRAVEL OF DEPENDENTS 

If a member of an employee's immediate family reaches his 21st 
birthday while the employee is stationed overseas and the Government 
paid the cost of his transportation to the overseas station when the 
employee was transferred, such member may be returned to the United 
States at Government expense provided the return travel is performed 
within the prescribed time limitation. Heretofore the regulations 
prohibited the travel of such member of the employee's immediate family 
at Government cost. 

COMPUTATION OF PER DIEM 

An employee traveling on transfer, or ~raveling to or from an 
overseas duty station on home leave, or returning to his place of resi
dence in the United States from an overseas duty station for separation, 
is now entitled to a claim of per diem regardless of the fact that the 
travel time for the trip is less than ten hours. Members of the employee's 
immediate family traveling with the employee under these conditions are 
also entitled to a claim of per diem. The previous regulations contained 
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a ten-hour restriction with respect to the computation of per diem. It 
is desired to point out that the elimination of the ten-hour rule does not 
apply when travel is incidental to temporary duty. Each per diem claim 
under this regulation must be supported by a statement to the effect that 
additional expenses were incurred. 

TEMPORARY QUARTERS ALLOWANCES (TIJVIE) 

The revised regulation extends the period of time during which 
the employee may begin his temporary quarters. allowance. The 
temporary quarters claim must begin not later than 30 days from the 
date the employee reported for duty at the new station or if not begun 
during this period, then not later than 30 days from the date the family 
vacated the residence at the old station. Previously the 30-day rule for 
the starting time of a temporary quarters claim did not include the 
condition for the extension of time relating to the family vacating the 
residence at the old station. 

RECEIPT REQUIREMENT FOR TEMPORARY QUARTERS EXPENSES 

Receipts are required for lodging, laundry and cleaning expenses 
(except when coin-operated machines are used for laundering and/or 
cleaning of clothes). The previous regulations did not specify the 
requirement for receipts to support expenses incurred for laundry and 
cleanipg of clothes. 

REAL ESTATE TRANSACTION 
SETTLEMEN'T DATES 

The new regulations now provide for an additional condition 
wherein the period of time for the settlement dates on a real estate 
transaction may be extended. An additional period of time not in exc,ess 
of one year may be authorized or approved by the agency when it is 
determined that circumstances justifying the exception exist which 
precluded settlement within the initial one-year period of the sale and/or 
purchase contract entered into in good faith by the employee during the 
initial one-year period. All circumstances used to justify the extension 
of time must be set forth in writing. The extension of time will only be 
granted in those cases where all facts show that the employee entered 

8/26/69 
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into a saie or purchase contract which would have allowed sufncient 
time under normal conditions for the transaction to have been completed 
within the initial one-year period of time. Each employee's voucher . 
submitted for real estate transaction expenses wherein the settlement 
dates extend beyond the one-year initial time period i:nust be supported 
by a statement of information from the employee concerning the causes 
for the delay and forwarded to the Bureau with your personal recommen
dations concerning the merits involved in the case. 

REAL ESTATE TRANSACTION REIMBURSABLE EXPENSES 

Several changes have been made to clarify various types of 
expenses that are now proper for reimbursement. The cost of a title 
insurance policy and legal and related expenses for a title opinion are 
now reimbursable. The same types of expenses incurred in both the 
sale and purchase transactions are now reimbursable; whereas,' 
heretofore they were restricted to either the sale or purchase transaction 
but not both. The new regulations eliminate as reimbursable the cost 
incurred by the employee in obtaining a loan for the purchase of a 
dwelling and also prohibits reimbursement to the employee for expenses 
that are determined to be a part of the financial cost under the Truth 
~Lending Act (Public Law 90-321). 
AffU 

Appropriate manual changes will be forthcoming. 

8/26/69 
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(B) ASCERTAINING FINANCIAL ABILITY MATTERS Your attentlon 
is directed to SAC Letter 69-39 dated 7/22/69 setting the minimum 
acceptance amount in Ascertaining Financial Ability (AF A) cases at 
$1,500. At the request of the Criminal.Division of the Department an 
exception is being made concerning referrals for AFA investigations in 
connection with criminal fine and appearance bond judgments and the 
minimum in these cases is being set at $500. Request for investigation 
of criminal fines and appearance bonds involving smaller amounts may 
be accepted should a special situation exist. Of course, the $1,500 
minimum acceptance amount will remain in effect relative to all other 
requests for AFA investigations. The Department is in the process of 
issuing·advice to all U. S. Attorneys. 

Appropriate Manual and Agent Handbook changes are forthcoming. 

(Security Letter on attached page) 
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Enclosure for (A) .. 

8-26-69. 
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John Edgar Hoover 

Director 
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PERSONAL ATTENTION 
SAC LETTER 69-46 

U:\ITED STATES. DEP:\RTI\IE:\T OF JUSTICE 

FEfJEHAI. Bl"llEAU Of fi'<\"E~TIGATJ(J~ 

In Reply, Please Refer to 

File No. 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20535 

September 5, 1969 

im.r 55069 

(A) INFOIDv1ANTS - CRIMINAL, RACIAL AND SECURITY ~- Your 
attention is again directed to the urgent necessity to exercise the utmost 
care and discretion in the selection of individuals for development as 
informants. · There must be greater stress placed on this important 
phase of your informant programs. · 

Keep in mind that any doubt regarding a potential informant's 
emotional stability or veracity should be immediately resolved in the 
best interests of the Bureau. 

You should afford continuous strong supervision through all 
steps of the development and handling of informants. There is like
wise a need for tight supervision of Agent personnel engaged in the 
handling of informants to insure all actions taken are proper and above 
criticism. Under no circumstances should favors or gratuities be 
accepted from informants or any other action be taken which could 
compromise the Special Agent involved or the Bureau. 

Any deviation from these instructions will not be tolerated. 

Your efforts to obtain adequate informant coverage must be 
characterized by good judgment on the part of all Special Agents. 

These instructions in no way lessen your responsibility to 
insure your office has a continuous and well-planned program to expand 
your informant coverage~ 

Appropriate personnel should be advised with respect to 
these instructions. 

Very truly yours, 

John Edgar Hoover 

Director 
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In Reply. Please Refer to 

File !\'o. 

PERSONAL ATTENTION· 
SAC LETTER 69-51 

UNITED STATES DEPA-RTMENT OF JUSTICE 

F Jo: I> E R A L H U R E AU .0 F I N V EST I G AT I 0 N 

WASHINGTON. D.C. 20535 

September 17, 1969 

(A) 'PAYMENTS TO INFORMANTS - CRIMINAL, RACIAL, AND 
SECURITY-- There have been too many instances rec·ently where 
the field has requested exorbitant lump-sum payments to informants. 
I want immediate positive steps taken to insure that all future 
requests are more careiully scrutinized and cut down to a reason
able and proper level. As you have been instructed in the past, it 
is the responsibility of each SAC to closely examine informant 
payment requests submitted. It is apparent that scrutiny by you 
of lump-sum payment requests has not received adequate. attention. 
Unless payments to informants are maintained at reasonable levels 
there will have to be a material reduction in the number of incentive 
awards made to our own personnel. You are expected to bring this 
to the attention of all personnel handling informants, and it will be 
incumbent ·upon you to see that these instructions are closely followed 
in the future. 

Very truly yours, 

John Edgar Hoover 

Director 
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In Reply, Please Refer to 

File No. 

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20535 

September 2~, 1969 

( 

(A) CONDUCT DURING INTERVIEWS-- It is recognized that Special 
Agents often conduct interviews with persons who deliberately become 
obnoxious and may go out of their way to irritate and provoke the 
Agents. Even under such trying circumstances Agents should remain 
calm and in complete control of their speech in order to avoid the use 
of any provocative language that a reasonable person could consider 
to be offensive. 

These observations are to be brought to the attention of 
all investigative personnel. 

(Security Letter on attached pages) 
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(B) SECURITY AND RACIAL INFORMANTS -- A recent survey conducted 
by the Inspection Division of informants and sources on the campuses of 
educational institutions determined that there exists a need for tight controls 
and great selectivity in this most sensitive area. 

Accordingly, no student should be developed as a campus security 
or racial informant or source of any type in security or racial matters who 
is under the age of 21. In the event there exist highly unusual circumstances 
which would warrant an exception, you should submit such a request to the 
Bureau setting out full justification. 

Upon initial contact with a potential student informant or source, 
informant or source should be requested to execute a brief signed written 
statement for the field file to the effect that such individual has voluntarily 
furnished information to the FBI because of his concern of individuals and . 
groups acting against the interests of his government and that he understands 
that the FBI is not interested in the legitimate activities of educational 
institutions. 

r· Also, you will submit a quarterly letter regarding each student 
or teacher authorized for contact as a potential informant, informant or panel 
source in security and racial matters. This letter should contain details 
regarding productivity, citing specific information furnished by the source not 
otherwise available to your office from public source material or other avail
able sources off campus. Sufficient information must be contained in this 
letter to justify the continued utilization of the source. 

The initial quarterly letters should be submitted by each office 
by January 1, 1970, and should be transmitted to the Bureau by cover com
munication under the caption "Utilization of Informants and Sources at 
Institutions of Learning." The cover communication should set forth an over
all analysis of coverage afforded by campus sources in each division including 
the number of informants and sources active and under development at each 
educational institution where sources are being utilized. Subsequent letters 
should be submitted in a like manner on a quarterly basis . 

.. 
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Requests for payments should not be included in these quarterly 
letters. Rules governing such requests remain unchanged and will continue 
to be the subject of separate communications. 

These instructions in no way lessen your responsibility to insure 
that your office has a continuous and well-planned program to obtain neces
sary coverage at institutions of learning so that the Bureau c~n fulfill its 
obligations. · 

Appropriate manual and handbook changes are forthcoming. 

V~ry truly yours, 

John Edgar Hoover 

Director 

9/26/69 
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PERSONAL ATTENTION 
SAC LETTER 69-58 

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT O.F JUSTICE 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20535 
In Reply, Please Refer to 

FileNo. 
Qctober 7, 19 69 

(A) FIREARMS- REMINGTON MODEL 760 PUMP-ACTION RIFLES 
AND CARBINES-- Each office will soon be supplied with . 308 caliber 
Remington Model 760 pump-action rifles and carbines, some equipped 
with 4-power telescopic sights, carrying slings, and carrying cases. 
The cases may also be used for transporting shotguns and machine 
guns. The action of the Remington Model 760 rifle and carbine is 
identical with that of the Remington Model 870 shotgun which will 
simplify training with the new weapon. You will be furnished a supply 
of 150 grain, metal-cased, . 308 ammunition for service use. For 
training purposes you will receive a supply of reduced velocity 
ammunition, appropriately color-coded, which will permit training 
on your present pistol range. A training bulletin regarding this new 
weapon will be forwarded in the near future. 

Each SAC will immediately advise the Bureau, Attention: 
Training Division, the number of Remington Model 81 rifles in his 
office, listing by caliber and serial number the condition of each: 
excellent, good, or fair. Also advise the number of carrying cases 
for the Model 81 rifle and the amount of Remington . 3 0 or . 3 5 caliber 
ammunition on hand. 

(Security Letter on attached page) 
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(B) SUBVERSIVE ORGANIZATION CHARACTERIZATION - AMERICAN 
SERVICEMEN'S UNION -- Set forth below is an up-to-date characteri
zation of the American Servicemen's Union (ASU) which is believed to 
have field-wide application. 

On September 20, 1969, a source advised that the ASU, 
formed during early 1968, maintains headquarters at 156 Fifth Avenue, 
New York, New York. ASU is dominated and controlled by the 
Workers ·world Party (WWP) and is designed to advance WV.rP efforts 
to undermine United States political and military objectives abroad 
by fomenting discontent among military enlisted personnel and by 
calling for the establishment of a servtcemen's union. ASU's chief 
propaganda weapon is the publication of "The Bond - The Servicemen's 
Newspaper" which is widely circulated at military installations free 
of charge and at times unsolicited . 

. ·The source also advised that the ASU's Chairman is Andrew 
Dean Stapp, undesirably dbd1a.cgecl fram. th6 U:uited States f-umy in 
April, 1968. Stapp is a member of the WWP. ASU and "The Bond" 
are terms used interchangeably in connection with \VWP interests in 
military matters. The former has no real existence apart from the 
iatter since the publication is the primary means of generating interest 
among and communicating v.?ith servicemen interested in the formation 
of a union. The Union does not function as an organization at this 

:time. It has, however, been given much publicity in each edition of 
"The Bond." .. 

A characterization of the \VWP as set out on page 
44 of SAC Letter 69-50 dated September 19, 1969, 
will be used in conjunction \vith the above 
characterization. 

Source: DELeTE-D 

Very truly yours, 

John Edgar Hoover 

Director 

10/7/69 
SAC LETTER 69-58 - 2-
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In Reply, Please Refer to 

FUeNo. 

PERSONAL ATTENTION 
SAC LETTER 69-63 

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20535 

October 22; 19 69 

. . . 
(A) SECURITY INFORMANT AND RACIAL INFOR.t\1ANT PROGRAMS -
REDUCTION IN COST -- The value of productive live informants in the 
security and racial fields cannot be overemphasized and in this connection 
I want to stress that there are many areas where informant coverage is in
adequate or weak. However, in an effort to cope with an ever-increasing 
cost of our operations, particularly in the payments to informants for 
services and expenses, I want each Special Agent in Charge to undertake 
a detailed analysis of his individual security and racial informant programs 
in an effort to determine if there are any ways in which savings may be 
effected through retrenchment, refinement and/ or elimination of duplication 
of effort. 

In approaching this problem, each Special Agent in Charge is 
urged to be both critical and constructive. You should consider what is 
necessary to your efficient operations as opposed to what is desirable. How- . 
ever, it is expected that the productivity of each and every informant will 
"z>e taken into account, bearing in mind that in some instances the primary 
value of an informant is to provide corroboration of intelligence received 
from other informants. Vlhile a system of corroborating information provided 
by other informants is essential in determining the validity of our data and the 
integrity of newly developed informants and sources, and may be the desirable 
manner of cross-checking information, it may be that in some instances back
up informants are being continued for corroborative purposes even though 
integrity and reliability of other primary sources of the same information 
have been established. Such practice leans more to the desirable maximum 
coverage rather than the more economical necessary coverage and wherever 
possible should be eliminated or curtailed. 

This is not to suggest that justified payments to established, 
productive informants should be arbitrarily reduced in order to achieve savings; 
nor should you arbitrarily discontinue informants who may occasionally fur
nish duplicate or corroborative information but for the most part produce 
valuable first-hand intelligence. In particular you should not curtail your 
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informant program as such, although it is recognized that in order to 
accomplish a reduction in expenses it may be necessary for you to cut back 
the total number of informants being operated by your office in the security 
field. Each office should place stress on quality over quantity in evaluating 

·its informant coverage. In some instances informants being paid on a regular 
basis may have authorized amounts reduced to more realistic figures. Other 
informants might logically be reduced to the status of confidential sources, 
while still others might be dis~ontinued entirely, subject of course to being 
reinstated if the circumstances so dictate. Discontinuance of such informants 
should of course be accomplished in such a manner that should the need arise, 
they may be reactivated. 

You should also consider the possibility of redirecting efforts 
of any informant whose services, while desirable in one field, may be more 
valuable in another area where there is inadequate coverage. Such redirection 
might result in a decrease in activity with an accompanying decrease in the 
amount paid to him for services and/or expenses. 

If is recognized that of necessity there will be an abrupt decrease 
in informant statistics because of cutbacks in the overall informant strength. 
However, I feel that this will be more than.offset by projected savings which 
will be realized and this will be fully taken into account during inspections of 
your office. Cutbacks in individual situations must not result in a letdown on the 
part of each individual Agent in his continuing search for well-qualified security 
and racial informants and participation by each Special Agent in this important 
program will also continue to be examined by the inspection staff. 

Within thirty days from the date of this letter each office must 
submit to the Bureau by letter captioned "SECURITY AND RACIAL INFOR
MANT COVERAGE- REDUCTION IN COST" over.all results of its detailed 
analysis together with its recommendations for measures which will result 
in savings in informant costs in the office. Your letter should identify each 
case by title and Bureau file number, wherein savings can be effected, to
gether with the projected savings and the effect the measure will have on 
your informant program. This letter must be immediately followed by 
separate letters for individual case files of informants affected. In addition 
to recommendation for discontinuance, redirection, reduction in status, 
reduction in authorized payments or other action, each letter must specifically 
comment as to the possibility of reactivation of discontinued informants 
should the need arise and whether the informant offers any potential for re
direction in another field where informant coverage is weak or inadequate. 

10/22/69 
SAC LETTER 69-63 
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John Edgar Hoover 
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·In Reply, Plewe Refer to 

FileNo. 

PERSONAL ATTENTION 
SAC LETTER 69-67 

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20535 

Nov~mber 10, 1969 

(A) BUREAU APPLICANTS- CLERICAL RECRIDTMENT PROGRAM-
SEAT OF GOVERNMENT-- Your attention is directed to SAC Letter 69-66(B) 

·dated November 4, 1969, wherein you were advised of the critical shortage 
·of clerical employees at Seat of Government and of the necessity to establish 
intensified recruitment programs to maintain a continuous flow of clerks to 
Seat of Government, especially during the off-season months. 

A careful analysis was made of the potential and recruiting 
accomplishments of each office within the continental United States. As a 
result of this analysis, I have instructed that the quota system be realigned. 
Set forth below is the new quota system, indicating the minimum number of 
Seat of Government clerks to be recruited each month. 

Albany 4 Dallas 3 Memphis 5 Pittsburgh 24 
Albuquerque 2 Denver 9 Miami 5 Portland 2 
Alexandria 6. Detroit 5 Milwaukee 6 Richmond 8 
Atlanta 8 El Paso 2 Minneapolis 6 Sacramento 2 
Baltimore 11 Houston 3 Mobile 3 Saint Louis 4 
Birmingham 4 Indianapolis 6 Newark 4 Salt Lake City 3 
Boston 4 Jackson 6 New Haven 4 San Antonio 4 
Buffalo 4 Jacksonville 6 New Orleans 4 San Diego 2 
Butte 3 Kansas City 8 New York City 6 San Francisco 2 
Charlotte 8 Knoxville 6 Norfolk 4 Savannah 5 
Chicago 6 Las Vegas 1 Oklahoma City 5 Seattle 2 
Cincinnati 15 Little Rock 5 Omaha 7 Springfield 6 
Cleveland 6 Los Angeles 2 Philadelphia 15 Tampa 5 
Columbia 6 Louisville 12 Phoenix 2 Washington Field 4 

The above quota system will be placed into effect January 1, 1970. 
I expect each office to meet its currently assigned quota for the months of 
November and December, 1969. Your wholehearted participation will insure 
the success of the Bureau's efforts to obtain qualified applicants. 
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(B) MEDICARE - MEDICAID -·FRAUD AGAINST THE GOVERNMENT -
In recent months considerable publicity has appeared in various parts 
of the country concerning large-scale frauds and other abuses by doctors, 
dentists, hospitals and nursing homes in connection with the operation of 
Medicare and Medicaid programso These abuses relate to alleged mis
management by state authorities, charges for services not rendered, 
inflated fees, double billings, charges for unnecessary services and 
services to ineligible patients. In order to insure uniform handling by 
the field of complaints received concerning the operations of these programs, 
and to avoid duplication of investigation, the following is being set forth. 

Medicare is a Federal program enacted July 30, 1965, to provide 
hospital and medical insurance to persons over 65 years of age and is 
available all over the United States. This insurance program is financed 
by monthly pr~miums and is administered by the Social Security 
Administration. Fraudulent claims submitted under this program would 
be a violation of Title 42, U. S. Code, Section 408 (Section 208 of the 
Social Security Act), which as a general rule would take precedence over 
the general criminal fraud statutes. 

The Social Security Administration has an investigative staff and 
has primary responsibility for the administration of Social Security Act 
benefits, including the Medicare program. Recent irregularities brought 
to light concerning this program have been investigated by the Social 
Security Administration. 

In view of the foregoing, any complaints received by the field con
cerning possible frauds or other abuses in the operation of the Medicare 
program should be referred· to the nearest local office of the Social Security 
Administration without any investigation. 

Medicaid is a grant-in-aid program in which Federal and state 
(and sometimes local) governments share the costs of medical care for 
people with low income. States design _their own programs within Federal ·; · .. : 
guidelines and benefits vary from state to state. The Department of 
Health, Education, and Welfare is responsible for the administration of 
the program on the Federal level, whereas state agencies have this 
responsibility on a local level. Ally complaints received concerning alleged 
irregularities in connecti9n with this program should be submitted to the 
nearest local office of the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare 
without investigation. {. 

The foregoing should be brought to the attention of all investi
gative personnel. 

(Secl,lrity Letter on attached page) 

11/10/69 
SAC LETTER 69-67 - 2 -
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(C) INVESTIGATION OF UNAFFILIATED WHITE RACIAL EXTREMISTS -
RACIAL MATTERS -- Under existing instructions, investigation of white 
extremists is restricted to those individuals who are associated with the 
Klan or other white hate-type organizations. In view of the recent marked 
inCrease in violent acts throughout the United States on the part of indi
viduals who are not affiliated with the Klan or other white hate-type 
organizations, it is necessary to modify existing instructions to broaden 
the scope of our investigative responsibilities to include these unaffiliated 
individuals. 

Investigation has established that many of the individuals 
involved in these recent acts of violence, although not currently members 
of the Klan or other white hate-type groups, did have previous affiliation 
with such groups and still maintain their extremist tendencies. 

Hereafter, investigation must be promptly instituted on these 
unaffiliated white racial extremists and their activities closely followed. . . 

In conducting these investigations, you should be guided by instruc
tions set out in Section 122A, Volume N, Manual of Instructions, which 
apply to investigations of the Klan and white hate-type organizations and 
associated individuals. Appropriate manual and handbook revisions will 
be forthcoming. 

Very truly yours, 

John Edgar Hoover 

Director 

11/10/69 
SAC LETTER 69-67 - 3-
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In Reply, Please Refer to 

File No. 

PERSONAL ATTENTION 
SAC LETTER 69-69 

UNIT ED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUST lCE 

FE DE R A L ll U R J.: AU 0 F I N Y E S T f G AT I 0 N 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20535 

(A) NATIONAL CRIME INFORMATION CENTER (NCIC) .:. ADMINISTRATION 
OF CASES-- NCIC terminals have been installed and are operational in 
a number of offices. Plans have been formulated to install terminals in 
the remaining offices by the end of this fiscal year. Instructions for the 
administration of cases involving NCIC in offices having NCIC terminals 
will be included in a forthcoming revision of Manual of Rules and 
Regulations. 

Offices without NCIC terminals are to follow instructions 
set forth below pending installation of NCIC terminals. 

1. Property (including vehicles, license plates, guns, articles, securities, 
and boats) 
a. Inquiries to determine if record of property is on file in NCIC 

{1) Submit to Bureau by airtel marked for attention of NCICo If 
· circumstances dictate a teletype be sent, direct teletype to 
NCIC TWX 710-822-0006. Show office file number in the 
communication. 

"(2) Inquiries may be made through -a local agency's NCIC terminal 
when it is more adva.t"'1tageous or convenient. Field office identi
fier is to be used to identify inquiry as FBI originated. 

(a) Where an operational inquiry made through a local agency's 
terminal results in a valid positive response (11hitn), obtain 
and retain original of terminal-produced printout shmving 
inquiry message transmitted, and record(s) on file in NCIC 
in exhibit envelope of substantive case file or other appro
priate file. 

b. Initial entry of property records 
(1) All entries will be made at SOG for offices without an NCIC ter

minal. (Local agency NCIC terminals are not to be used for 
entering property items in NCIC.) 
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(2) Furnish information concerning property to be entered in NCIC 
to Bureau by one of following means: 
(a) Appropriate NCIC entry form FD-414, FD-415, or FD-416 

I. Complete original and one copy of appropriate entry . 
form in legible hand printing. Forward original to 
Bureau by routing slip for attention of NCIC. Serialize 
and file copy of entry form in substantive case fileo 

n. Upon receipt of entry form at Bureau, item will be 
entered in NCIC for your office using your office's NCIC 
identifier. Entry form will not be returned. 

(b) Airtel or teletype 
I. Airtel or teletype is to be directed to Bureau for atten

tion of NCIC with office file number being shown in 
communication. Teletypes are to be used only if circum
stances dictate a need for this type communicationo 
Direct teletypes to NCIC TWX 710-822-0006. (Tl1is 
teletype to NCIC does not serve to notify Bureau of 
facts and/or investigation conducted in a case. Appro
priate notification of Bureau must be in accordance with 
~nstruction set forth i.mder applicable classificationo ) 

c. Modification or cancellation of property records 

11/18/69 

All modifications or cancellations of field office property records 
on file in NCIC will be made at SOG for offices without an NCIC 
terminal. (Local agency NCIC terminals are not to be used for 
this purpose. ) 
(1) Cancellations 

(a) . When property record is determined to be invalid or there 
is no longer a need to be advised if property is recovered, 
office with record in NCIC is to immediately advise Bureau 
so that record may be canceled. 

(b) Furnish necessary information for cancellation of property 
record to Bureau by airtel for attention of NCIC. If circum
stances dictate a teletype be sent, direct it to NCIC TWX 
710-822-0006. Show office file number in communication 
and include sufficient descriptive information to positively 
identify property rec_ord to be canceled. 

SAC LETTER 69-69 - 2-
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(2) Modifications 
(a) Each office is responsible for furnishing promptly to 

Bureau for attention of NCIC data necessary to maintain 
accurate and valid records in NCIC for· its office. 

(b) Submit changes, additions, or deletions of identifying data 
to Bureau by airtel for attention of NC!Co If circumstances 
dictate a teletype be sent,. direct it to NCIC TWX 710-822-
0006. Show office file number in commm1ication and 
include sufficient descriptive information to positively 
identify property record to be modifiedo 

d. Clearance of or placing of a "locate" against property record when 
property is recovered. 
All clearing of or placing of a "locate" against field office property 
records on file in NCIC for offices without an NCIC terminal will 
be done at SOG. (Local agency NCIC terminals are not to be used 
for this purpose. ) 

(1) Report promptly recoveries of stolen property on file in NCIC 
by airtel for attention of NCIC. If circumstances dictate a 
teletype be sent,· direct it to NCIC TWX 710-822-0006. b.clude 
in commm1ications concerning recovery of property on file in 
NCIC: (1) sufficient descriptive data to positively identify 
property record to be cleared; (2) agency or office recovering 
property; (3) date of recovery; and (4} file number of recovering 
agency or office, if known. · 

e. Validation of property records 

11/18/69 

(1) A computer printout will be furnished each office listing its 
property items on file in NCIC as follows: 
(a) .Stolen/trfelony" vehicles and stolen/missing license plates 

Furnished quarterly showing records in NCIC as of first 
Monday in .January, April, July, and October. 

(b) Stolen/missing and "recoveredtt gm1s 
Furnished annually showing records in NCIC as of first 
Monday in March. 

.SAC LETTER 69-69 - 3 -
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(c) Stolen/embezzled/counterfeit/missing securities 
Furnished annually showing records in NCIC as of first 
Monday in June. 

(d) Stolen boats 
Furnished annually showing records in NCIC as of first 
Monday in January. 

(2) Each property record in the above files is to be promptly validated 
for correct content and status. Indicate any necessary corrections 
(content or status) on original copy of computer printout and 
return to Bureau by routing slip for attention of NCIC. Corrections 
will be inade at SOG. Original of computer printout will not be 
returned. 

(3) Stolen articles 
Property records on file in NCIC stolen articles file will not be 
furnished for validation of individual records. However, a 
computer printout listing all property on file as of January will 
be furnished each office for review to insure that NCIC procedures 
for entry of property are being adhered to. Do not return com
puter printout to Bureau. 

2. Fugitives 
a. Inquiries 

11/18/69 

(1) Inquiry of NCIC only 
Inquiries may be made through a local agency's NCIC terminal 
when it is more advantageous or conveniento Field office 
identifier is to be used to identify inquiry as FBI originated. 
(a). Where an operational inquiry made through a local agency's 

terminal results in a valid positive response (tthittt), obtain 
and retain original of terminal-produced printout showing 
record(s) on file in NCIC in exhibit envelope of substantive 
case file or oth~r appropriate file. 

(2) Inquiry of Bureau fugitive indices, Identification Division records, 
and NCIC 
(a) Inquiries of Bureau may be made by teletype, airtel, or 

letter, depending upon the urgency, setting forth all known 

SAC LETTER 69-69 - 4 -
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descriptive and identification data concerning the individual, 
such as social security number, military service number, 
operator's license number; date and place of birth, aliases, 
and physical description. Check at Bureau will include · · 
fugitive indices, NCIC, and Identification Division records. 
Whenever possible, inquiry should be worded, "Advise only 
if fugitive or wanted, u to avoid need for negative reply. If 
circumstances exist necessitating an answer, specifically 
indicate this by stating, "Advise whether or not fugitive or 
wanted. u Avoid ambiguous language, such as, "Advise if 
fugitive" or "Advise if wanted." Such requests will be 
interpreted to mean, "Advise only if fugitive or wanted." 
In instances in Which the field requires an answer to its 
iJ1.quiry of whether an individual is a Bureau fugitive or is 
wanted by local authorities, one additional copy of the 
airtel or letter should be submitted to Bureau for each 
office which should be advised. If there is no record a.S 
wanted, the Bureau will appropriately stamp copy of the 
incoming communication and forward same to interested 
offices by routing slip. 

b. Initial entry of fugitive records 

11/18/69 

All entries will be made at SOGo (Local agency NCIC terminals are 
not to be used for entering Bureau fugitives in NCIC.) 
(1) FUDE ···.· 

FUDE will be entered at SOG (using NCIC identifier of office of 
origin) on receipt of form DD-553 (absentee wanted by armed 
services). 

(2) PV.or CRV 
PV or CRV will be entered at SOG (using NCIC identifier of 
office of origin) on receipt of PV or CRV warrant application 
form. · · · 

(3} Fugitives in all classifications other than FUDE, PV, or CRV 
These fugitives will be entered at SOG using information set 
forth on FD-65 submitted to Bureau. Entry will be made 
using NCIC identifier of office of origin in bond default, E FP, 
and PBV matters. In all other classifications other than FUDE, 

SAC LETTER 69-69 - 5-
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PV, or CRV entry will be made using NCIC identifier of office 
in whose territory process was filed and warrant issued. 

c. Modifications or cancellations of fugitive's NCIC record 
All modifications or cancellations of Bureau fl,lgitive' s NCIC record 
will be made at SOO for offices without an NCIC terminal. Each 
office is responsible for furnishing promptly to Bureau data necessary 
to maintain accurate and valid records in NCIC for its officeo (Local 
agency NCIC terminals are not to be used for this purpose.) 
(1) Cancellations 

(a) Cancellations of fugitive's NCIC record will be made based 
on information set forth in airtel or teletype advising process 
has been dismissed. (.See MRR, Part ll, sec. 4 G, item 1, 
for procedures concerning notifying Bureau of dismissal of 
processo) 

(2) Modifications 
(a) Necessary modifications of fugitive's NCIC record to show 

applicable caution statement, aliases, and changes, additions, 
or deletions of identifying data will be made using informa
tion set forth in communications reporting such data. 

(b) 'See M. of I. , vol. II, sec. 49 B, for procedures re notifying 
Bureau and interested office re caution statementso 

(c) :See M. of I., vol. I, sec. 7 I, .re use of supplemental fugitive 
form letter (FD-65). 

(d) :See MRR, Part II, sec. 4 D, regarding aliases in title of 
case. 

d. Clearance of or placing of a "locate" against fugitive record when 
fugitive is located/apprehended. 

11/18/69 

(1) All clearance of or placing of a "locate" against located/appre
hended Bureau fugitives on file in NCIC will be done at SOG 
using data set forth .in apprehension communication. (Local 
agency NCIC terminals are not to be used for this purpose. ) 

(2) See MRR, Part II, sec. 4 G, item 1, for procedures concerning 
notifying Bureau of appr~hension/location of Bureau fugitives. 

SAC LETTER 69-69 - 6 -
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e. Validation of fugitive records 

11/18/69 

(1} Computer printed cards will be furnished each office quarterly 
showing its fugitives on file in NCIC as of first Monday in 
February, May, August, and November. Each record is to be 
promptly validated for correct status and content. Indicate 
any necessary corrections (status or content) on appropriate 
card(s) and return only these cards to Bureau by routing slip 
for attention of NCICo Corrections will be made at SOG, Cards 
will not be returned. 

SAC LETTER 69-69 

(B) IMPREST FUNDS- AUDIT AS OF DECEMBER 31, 1969 -- Treasury 
Department regulations require that at the close of the period covered by 
a surety bond on Imprest Fund Cashiers, the cash in the hands of Cashiers 
or Alternate Cashiers be verified by two disinterested persons, designated 
for this purpose by the Special Agent in Charge, and that a report of the 
same be submitted to the Chief :Oistiursing Officer of the Treasury Depart
ment. 

The surety bond presently covering our Cashiers and Alternate 
Cashiers was executed for a two-year period, which will expire at the 
close of business, December 31, 1969. Accordingly, it will be necessary 
for you to designate two disinterested employees to audit the Imprest Fund 
of your office on December 31, 1969. Form FD-301 should be executed in 
an original and two copies and signed by the individuals making the audit. 
The original and one copy should be forwarded to the Bureau, attention 
"Budget Unit. " This audit cannot be made on any other day, nor can one of 
the semiannual audits be used for the purpose.. You are not to interpret this 
as eliminating or superseding either of the semiannual audits. This is an 
audit which must be made every two years in addition to any other audits 
that are required to be made. The original of this audit report will have to be 
forwarded to a different branch of the Treasury Department than that to which 
the regular semiannual reports are sent. Also, it is desired to stress 
that both of the individuals making the audit must sign the report. 

11/18/69 
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(C) TRAINING - POLICE - ASSIGNMENT OF INSTRUCTORS -- I am 
concerned that sufficient care is not being used in the assignment of 
police instructors in field schools to insure the most effective use of 
our available manpower. Our investigative commitments have never 
been as heavy, and I want you to carefully review the manner in which 
your police instructors are assigned to avoid the use of an excessive 
number of different instructors in any police school commitment. This 
should be accomplished by assigning instructor personnel to handle 
multiple topics unless some strong reason makes this impossible, such 
as when specialized topics are involved. 

(Security Letter <:m attached page) 

·. 
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(D) SUBVERSIVE ORGANiZATION CHARACTERIZATION- TRI
CONTINENTAL I.NFOR~"rATION CENTER-- Set forth Lelow is an up
to-date characterization of the Tri-Continental Information Center 
which replaces the one in SAC Letter 69-50. 

A source advised on February 18, 1967, that it was announced 
at an Executive Board meeting of the Communist Party of Minneapolis, 
Minnesota, in 1967, that 1~ike My~rson was forming an anti-imperialist 
center. This center became knmvn as the Tri-Continental Information 
Center (TCIC) and maintained an office in Room 640, 1133 Broad\vay, 
New York City. 

A second source advised on May 11, 1967, that the TCIC was 
founded by Mike Myerson, who attended a Communist Party, USA, 
National Committee meeting in June, 1967, in New York City, as a 
Communist Party front organization supported by Communist Party 
funds. 

The TCIC was described in Volume I, Number 1, May, 1967, 
issue of the ''Tri-Continental Information Center Bulletin" as an 
organization established to raise, through education and information, an 
anti-imperialist consciousness in the United States--particularly \vithin 
the growing movements for peace, human rights and democracy. 

A third source advised on September 26, 1969, the TCIC was 
considered defunct as of that time. 

. . ... 
Sources: 

, f)f;L£T£}) 

b£L£TED 
DE.L.ETED 

11/18/69 
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John Edgar Hoover 

Director 
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In Reply, Plea3e Refer to 

File No. 

PERSONAL ATTENTION 
SAC LETTER 69-73 

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20535 

· -December 9. 1969 

{A) FbJRA MA TTEJ{- INTEROFFICE FIREARMS COMPETITION (PPC) 
1969 -- I am pleased to announce the results of the 1969 FBIRA-sponsored 
Interoffice Firearms Competition (PPC): The Dallas Division won the 
overall competition with an average score, including handicap, of 101.05 
{93.90 + 7.15). The "J. Edgar Hoover Practical Pistol Course Trophy" 
is beihg sent to Dallas where it will remain until the winner of the 1970 
Competition is determined. A plaque is also being forwarded to Dallas 
which is to be permanently retained by that Division. 

In addition to the overall winner, plaques for permanent 
retention will be presented to the second- and third-place winners, 
Anchorage - 100. 97 (98.12 + 2. 85) and Detroit - 100. 87 (94. 90 + 5. 97) 
respectively. Again this year, divisions were divided into groups 
according to the Agent participation and the office having the highest 
average, plus handicap, in each group is being cited for "honorable 
mention." Excluding the first three winners, the division in each group 
winning the citation is as follows: 

Net Gross 
Group 1 -Newark 93."89 99.14 

Group 2 - Sacramento 92.59 99.38 

Group 3 - Springfield 93.06 99.17 

Group 4 -Salt Lake City 95.26 100. 33 

The relative standing of each office, according to group, is as follows: 
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Group 1 Net Gross Group 2 Net Gross 

1. Newark 93.89 99.14 1. Sacramento 92.59 99.38 
2. Cleveland 91.22 98.60 2. Tampa 93.01 99.31 
3. Los Angeles 92.73 98.49 3. Colum,bia: 91.40 98. 93 
4. Baltimore 91.82 98.48 4. Charlotte 93.74 98. 60' 
5. Pittsburgh 92.11 98.46 5. Jackson 90.86 98.21 
6. Kansas City 92.89 98.35 6. Cincinnati 92.18 97.85 
7. Philadelphia 91.29 98.35 7. Indianapolis 92.00 97.80 
8. Atlanta 91.88 98.22 8. Seattle 91.81 97.62 
9. Chicago 93.29. 98.19 9. San Diego 90.95 97.52 

10. Boston 92.30 98.16 10. Minneapolis 92.07 97.45 
11. Washington Field 91. 02 97.89 11. San Juan 92.28 97.33 
12. Miami 90.90 97.80 12. Richmond 90.04 97.24 
13. Seat of Government 89.92 97.60 13. Jacksonville 91.28 96.37 
14. New York City 88. 62 96.79 14. Oklahoma City 88.56 96.15 
15. New Orleans 90.52 96.76 
16. San Francisco 89.90 96.18 

Group 3 Net Gross Group 4 Net Gross 

1. Springfield 93.06 99.17 1. Salt Lake City 95.26 100.33 
2. Mobile 92. 99 98.89 2. Knoxville 94. 03 99. 02 
3. Milwaukee 94.06 98.75 3. Norfolk 93.18 98.85 
4. Buffalo 93.00 98. 67 4. Portland 94.12 98.72 
5. New Haven 91.94 98.48 5. Little Rock 92.19 97.83 
6. San Antonio 90.35 98.14 6. Albuquerque 92.90 97.83 
7. Phoenix 92.04 98.10 7. Alexandria 90.26 97.56 
8. Las Vegas 95.20 97.88 8. El Paso 90.24 97.35 
9. Omaha 90.94 97.84 9. Butte 92.57 97.31 

10. Birmingham 90.05 97.52 10. Albany 89.34 97.17 
11. Memphis 90.57 97.45 11. Honolulu 88.02 95.28 
12. Louisville 90.20 97.43 12. Savannah 88.46 94.33 
13. Houston 92.09 97.26 
14. St. Louis 90.20 97.16 
15. Denver 89.90 96.02 

The increase in participation by Agent personnel and the enthusiasm 
generated in the overall competition for the "J. Edgar Hoover Practical Pistol 
Course Trophy" are indeed heartening. This year the overall average for 
Special Agents participating was 91. 33. 
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(B) VOUCHERS- INCREASED TEMPORARY QUARTERS ALLOWANCE
As a result of the per diem rate being increased to $2 5 as set forth in 
SAC Letter 69-72, dated December 2, 1969, the Bureau has approved 
the following daily rates for the employee and members of his immediate 
family while occupying temporary quarters when the employee has been 
officially transferred to a new duty station. The effective date for the 
,increased rates is December 1, 1969. 

12/9/69 

; 

For employees: $18 for the first 10 days 
$12 for the second 10 days 
$ 9 for the third 10 days 

For dependents: $12 for the first 10 days 
$ 8 for the second 10 days 
$ 6 for the third 10 days 

Manual changes will be forwarded under separate cover. 

SAC LETTER 69-73 .. 3 ':"' 
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(C) #'BI NATIONAL A(CADEMY TRAVEL AND SUBSISTENCE ALLOW- l 
ANCES -- As you were advised by SAC Letter 68-47(A), travel and 
subsistence expenses were made available under the Omnibus Crime 
Control and Safe Streets Act of 1968 for local law enforcement officers 
from the United States attending the FBI National Academy. Officers 
attending in Fiscal Year 1970 received travel and $16 per day subsistence 
allowances from the regular FBI appropri3:tions. 

Since we assist officers in obtaining housing accommodations 
and encourage them to share expenses while attending the National 
Academy, we feel that the $16 a day allowance is sufficient at the present 
time to handle their expenses while in Washington. The most recent 
National Academy class felt that $16 a day was sufficient to handle their 
expenses. We will, of course, reevaluate this matter from time to time 
and in the event there is any change, you will be advised. 

The $16 a day per diem rate will apply to any other officers 
attending FBI-sponsored schools in Washington, D. C., wherein travel 
and subsistence allowances are authorized. 

12/9/69 
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-(D) TITLE III OF THE OMNIBUS CRIME CONTROL AND SAFE STREETS 
ACT OF 1968 -- A review of the use of court-approved electronic surveil
lance pursuant to Title III of the Omnibus Crime Control and Safe Streets 
Act of 1968 Jhows that excellent results have been obtained through 
coverage of carefully selected locations. 

This legal evidence -gathering technique has been effectively 
utilized in organized crime investigations, particularly those relating to 
loan-sharking and gambling operations. 

For example, just one operation revealed those in control 
were handling $60,000,000 per year principally in lay-off action. In 
another instance, data from electronic surveillance enabled the Bureau 
to conduct 54 fruitful search-warrant raids involving an extensive 
interstate gambling operation. 

Insure Agent personnel handling investigations in connection 
with the Criminal Intelligence Program and other major criminal investiga
tions are thoroughly familiar with all aspects of Title Ill. They should be 
continually alert to the possibility of requesting use of this most effective 
investigative technique. 

As you know, it is mandatory that probable cause be established 
prior to approval of use of electronic surveillance. An analysis of affidavits 
which have been approved requesting use of electronic surveillance reveals 
that top echelon informants and other sources have made substantial contribu
tions in establishing probable cause. Keep in mind informants can be of 
material assistance in this regard. 

. In the event you h~ve a specific situation presenting a special 
problem w1th respect to use of electronic suryeillance, communicate with 
the Bureau. 

It is your responsibility to make certain that whenever special 
circumstances are existent which completely justify use of electronic . 
surveillance pursuant to Title ill, appropriate action is taken by your office. 

(Security Letters on attached pages) 
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(E) CHARACTERIZATIO'flS OF "RACIAL .AND MILITANT BLACK ORG"ANI-
·ZATIONS -.REPUBLIC OF NEW AFRICA - REVOLUTIONARY ACTION 
MJVEMENT - STUDENT NATIONAL COORDINATING COMMITTEE -- Set 
forth below are up-to-date characterizations of the Republic 
of New Africa and the Revolutionary Action Movement which 
replace those in SAC Letter 69-50 for these organizations. 
In addition, there is set out below a characterization of the 
Student National Coordinating Committee, which should be 
handled in accordance with the instructions set out in above
mentioned SAC Letter. 

. REPUBLIC OF Nm-1 AFRICA 

A source has advised that the Republic of 
New Africa (RNA) is an all-Negro organization founded 
in Detroit, Michigan, in March, 1968. Robert F. Williams, 
who was then residing in Peking, China, was named as its 
President-in-Exile. Williams fled the United States in 
1961 following issuance of a local warrant for his 
arrest on a charge of kidnapping growing out of a racial 
incident in Monroe, North Carolina. He published and 
b~oadcast hate-type material in Cuba and China prior 
to his return to the United States in September, 1969. 

A second source has advised that the purpose of the 
RNA is to establish an independent black nation within the 
United States, demanding the States of Alabama, Georgia, 
Louisiana, Mississippi, and South Carolina in addition to $10,000 
per black citizen as payment for 400 years of. ancestr~l slave 
labor. 

A third source advised on March 14, 1969, that an 
army of the RNA, kno1m as the Black Legion, dedicated to black 
freedom and committed to the concept of systematic armed 
revolution, has been established. Black Legion members are 
expected to participate in military training and engage in 
firearms practice. The RNA plans to establish an underground 
Black Legion in addition to an aboveground Black Legion in 
order to avoid detection by the police. 

12/9/69 
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According to this source, Black Legion members 
acting as bodyguards at a session of the Second National 
Convention of the RNA in Detroit, Michigan, on March 29, 1969, 
were involved in a shoot-out with members of the Detroit Police 
Department which resulted in the killing of one policeman 
and the critical wounding of another. 

Sources: 

eA 
REVOLUTIONARY .ACTION MOVEMENT 

\ 
\ . 

A sour~e in NovpmbP.r. 1964. made available a document 
which .indicated that the Revol~tiona;y Action Movement (RAM) was 
organized in 1963 by Afro-Americans who support~d the revolutionary 
objectives of Robert F. Williams and his concept of organized 
violence to achieve the liberation of Afro~American people in 
the United States. 

Williams fled the United States in 1961 following 
issuance of a local warrant for his arrest on a charge of 
k~dnapping growing out of a racial incident in Monroe, 
North Carolina. He published and broadcast hate-type 
material in Cuba and China prior to his return to the 
United States in September, 1969. 

According to this document, RAM oriented its 
program to education, .political revolution and the organization 
of a black political party with revolutionary objectives, recog
nizing the need for "black revolution" that could and would 
seize power. This source in September, 1964, advised that RAM 
is dedicated to the overthrow of the capitalistic system in the 
United States, by violence if necessary, and to its replacement 
by a socialistic system oriented towaro the Chinese Communist · 
interpretation of Marxism-Leninism. 

12/9/69 
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In September, 1969, a second source advised that RAM 
has ceased to exist in the New York City area since the arrests 
of some of its leaders and members in 1967 on a number of charges 
including the state crime of Advocacy of Criminal Anarchy. 

In October, 1969, a third source advised RAM had ceased 
to exist in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, which along with New York 
City had been .its main sphere of activity. 

Sources: 

D£L-.f;.T FD 
l)El'ETED 
{)£LE TED 

STUDENT NATIONAL COORDINATING C01'1MITTEE 

A source advised the Student National Coordinating 
Conunittee (SNCC), formerly known as the 'Student Nonviolent 
Coordinating Committee, is a nonmembership organization founded 
in 1960, during the civil rights movement in the South. 

Under the leadership of ·Stokely Carmichael, who served .. 
. as Nat-ional Chairman during the period 1966-67, SNCC evolved from 

a civil rights oriented group intd a full-blown black revolutionary 
organization. 

A publication entitled "1967 High Tide of Black 
Resistance" indicates the year 1967 was considered by ·sNCC as a 
historic milestone for the liberation of black people in the 
United 'States and the year that revolutionaries throughout the 
world began to understand more fully the impact of the black 
movement. The publication declared that "liberation will come 
only when there is final destruction of this mad octopus--the 
capitalistic system of the United States with all its life
sucking tentacles of exploitation and racism that choke the 
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people of Africa, Asia, and Latin America. The realities of 
black life, together with the recognition instilled in SNCC 
workers, forced its members to further popularize the legitimacy 
of self-defense and rebellions when oppression became too great." 

A second source advised that H. Rap Brown succeeded 
Carmichael as National Chairman of SNCC in May, 1968, and served 
in that capacity until June, 1968, at which time SNCC reorganized, 
creating ten deputy chairmen in an effort to relieve pressure by 
law enforcement. 

In April, 1969, SNCC moved its national headquarters 
from Atlanta, Georgia, to New York City, where it is presently 
located. 

H. Rap Brown announced at a press conferenc~ in 
New York City on July 22, 1969, that he had been elected 
,.., • J: ., 1 ~ :1 ..r. "'T • "1 ,., 1 • !-! • C • ' ' \.I.U.c:t:Lrman 0.1.: cne ;:J'tuaenL. .L'ionv J.OJ.e[.(c, \JUUL'u:t11a c1.ug ull!lnl:ccee. 
He ·announced the organization was dropping the word 
''Nonviolent" from its title and will be known as the 
Student National Coordinating Committee, with a Revolutionary 
Political Council functioning as its governing body. Brown, 
at that time, stated the use of force is necessary in obtaining 
;evolutionary goals~ 

Sources: 

f)t=.LET£D 

b£LE TED 
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(F) ·sTUDENTS FOR/A DEMOCRATIC sociETY- soovERSIVE 
ORGANIZATION CHARACTERIZATION-- Set forth below is a current 
characterization of Students for a Democratic Society which should be 
utilized in the future when it is necessary to characterize this 
organization in investigative reports and other types of ·communications. 

STUDENTS FOR A DEMOCRATIC SOCIETY 

A source has advised that the students for a Democratic 
Society (SDS), as presently regarded, came into being at a founding 
convention held June, 1962, at Port Huron, Michigan. From an initial 
posture of "participatory democracy" the line of the national leadership 
has revealed a grmving Marxist-Leninist adherence which currently 
calls for the building of a revolutionary youth movement. Concurrently, 
the program of SDS has evolved from civil rights $truggles to an anti
Vietnam war stance to an advocacy of a militant anti-imperialist position. 
China, Vietnam and Cuba are regarded as the leaders of worldwide 
struggles against United States imperialism whereas the Soviet Union 
is held to be revisionist and also imperialist. 

At the June, 1969, SDS National Convention, Progressive 
Labor Party (PLP) forces in the organization were expelled. As a 
result, the National Office (NO) group maintained its National Head
quarters at 1608 West Madison Street, Cr.:icago, and the PLP faction 
set up headquarters in Cambridge, Massachusetts. This headquarters 
subsequently moved to Boston. Each group elected its own national 
officers, which include three national secretaries and a National 
Interim Committee of eight. Both the NO forces and the PLP forces 
claim to be the true SDS. Both groups also print their versions of 
"New Left Notes" which sets forth the line and the program of the 
particular faction. The NO version of "New Left Notes'' was recently 
printed under the title "The Fire Next Time" to achieve a broader mass 
appeal. 

Two major factions have developed internally within the 
NO group, namely, the Weatherman or Revolutionary Youth Movement 
(RYM) I faction, and the RYM II faction. Weatherman is action-oriented 
upholding Castro's position that the duty of revolutionaries is to make 
revolution. Weatherman is regarded by RYrv1 II as an adventuristic, 
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elitist faction which denies the historical role of the working class as 
the base for revolution. RYM II maintains that revolution, although 
desired, is not possible under present conditions, hence emphasizes 
organizing and raising the political consciousness of the working class 
upon whom they feel successful revolution depends. Although disclaiming 
control and domination by the Communist Party, USA, leaders in these two 
factions have in the past proclaimed themselves to be communists and 

· to follow the precepts of a Marxist- Leninist philosophy, along pro
Chinese communist lines. 

A second source has advised that the PLP faction which 
is more commonly known as the Worker Student Alliance is dominated 
and controlled by members of the PLP, who are required to identify 
themselves with the pro-Chinese Marxist-Leninist philosophy of the 
PLPo They advocate that an alliance between workers and students 
is vital to the bringing about of a revolution in the United states. 

SDS regions and university and college chapters, although 
operating under the outlines of the SDS National Constitution, are 
autonomous in nature and free to carry out independent policy reflective 
of local conditionso· Because of this autonomy internal struggles 
reflecting the major factional interests of SDS have occurred at the 
chapter level since the beginning of the 1969-70 school year. 

A characterization of PLP is attached. 
.. -

. Sources: DEL£ TED 
bEL£TE:.b 

Very truly yours, 

John Edgar Hoover 

Director 
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PERSONAL ATTENTION 
SAC LETTER 69-76 

l.! :\' IT E 0 STAT E S DE l' -\ H T M E Yl' 0 F J t: S T l C F 

fo'Jo:HJ-:HAL BUHJ<:AU OF (:\\'EST.IG:\TIO:\ 

In Rep~y, Plro~e Refer ro 

File No. 

WASHINGTON, D. C. 20535 

December 23, _)969 
. . 

(A) TRAINING- FIREARMS AND DEFENSIVE TACTICS- CALENDAR 
YEAR 1970 -- Attached are copies of the Field Firearms and Defensive 
Tactics Training Program for the 19 70 calendar year . 

Relative to ammunition orders, you should estimate your am
munition needs as accurately as possible, taking into consideration National 
Academy associates who attend field firearms training sessions. Ammunition 
orders for the period of August 1, 19 70, to January 31, 19 71, should be 
submitted to reach the Bureau no later than May 1, 1970. Ammunition 
needed for the period February 1, 1971, to July 3·1, 1971, must be ordered 
no later than November 1, 1970. 

12/23/69 
SAC LETTER 69-76 

(B) DISCONTINUANCE OF FREEDOM SHARE NOTES -- The Treasury 
Department has advised that issuance of Freedom Share Notes is being 
discontinued and applications for such Notes will no longer be accepted. 
Freedom Share Notes issued to employees will continue to earn interest 
until maturity at the original 5% rate. It further advises that the interest 
rate for Series E Bonds, effective June 1, 1969, has been increased from 
4~ to 5%. . 

In the immediate future you will be furnished a list of all 
the employees of your office who are now purchasing Freedom Share 
Notes. These employees should be personally contacted and advised 
that with the first pay period beginning in January, 1970, no deductions 
will be made from their salary for Freedom Share Notes after full 
purchase price for a Note has been completed. Unless the employee 
cancels the authorization in writing, deductions presently authorized for 
the combined Freedom Share Note-Series E Bond will be automatically 
converted to a deduction for a Series E Bond only. ·A Series E Bond 
will then be issued in a denomination equal' to the combined face value 
of the Series E Bond and the Freedom Share Note. The amount deducted 
will be adjusted accordingly. For example, if an employee is having 
$39 withheld for one $25 Series E Bond and for one $25 Freedom Share 
Note, the amount of $3 7. 50 will be withheld for one $50 Bond. The 
inscription on the $50 Bond will be identical to that on the previous $25 
B~. . 

Employees now purchasing Freedom Share Notes who do not 
desire the automatic conversion to Series E Bonds only should forward 
a signed request to cancel their present authorization no later than 
~'lF:¥2~l95!~7Cb;,e 8.25 

-I 



(C) BRIBERY AND CRIMINAL FRAUD INVESTIGATIONS-- This/is to again 
bring to your attention the necessity of affording Bribery, Fraud Against 
the Government, Federal Housing Administration Matters and Veterans 
Administration Matters continuous, preferred and thorough investigative 
and supervisory attention. Increased federally financed programs 
dealing with poverty, housing, employment, tra~ning and education have 
placed added investigative demands on the Bureau in recent months. In 
addition, there has been a noticeable increase in large procurement type 
frauds requiring substantial investigative activity on the part of Bureau 
Agents. 

Fraud and corruption growing out of Government procurements 
and other federally sponsored programs affect the proper and efficient 
functionjng of the Federal Government, its Departments and Agencies 
and cast suspicion on the integrity of Government employees. These 
so-called "white-collar crimes" are most serious and usually generate 
intense interest by the public, the press and Congress. Other Departments. 
and Agencies have administrative responsibilities to perform when alleged 
violations relate to their personnel or the management of their contracts 
and they frequently withhold administrative action pending receipt of the 
results of the Bureau's completed investigations. Consequently, it is 
most essential that there be no delay by the Bureau in fulfilling its 

. responsibilities in these cases. 

You are reminded that the field's responsibilities are not 
ended with the completion-of investigations. There must be prompt, full 
and well-organized presentations to the United ~tates Attorneys. Cases 
warranting prosecutive consideration must be closely followed \\.rith the ... 
United States Attorneys to insure that there is no delay in prosecuting 
worthy cases. Unnecessary delays either in the investigative or 
prosecutive stages can be most embarrassing to the Government and can 
seriously jeopardize chances for successful prosecution. 

It is desired that you make an immediate, thorough analysis 
of th~ present administrative and investigative handling of these matters 
to insure that there is no delay in the initiation and completion of our 
investigations of Bribery ·and Criminal Fraud allegations. Supervisory 
and investigative personnel should be made aware of the Bureau's concern 
in this regard. The handling of these important matters will continue 
to be closely scrutinized at the Seat of Government to insure these in
structions are.fully complied with. 
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(D) BUREAU APPLICANTS- CLERICAL RECRUITMENT PROGRAM
SEAT OF GOVERN~v1ENT -- Declinations of Appointments by Clerical 
Applicants ·- A survey ha.s been completed on clerical appointments 
declined for the period 1-1-69 through 11-30-69. During this period a 
total of 4, 213 appointments were offered, 3, 106 clerks entered on duty 
and 1,107 appointments were declined. The percentage of declination 
was 26 . 3%. Reasons given are set forth below. 
REASO~S PERCENTAGE REASONS PERCENTAGE 

To accept other employment 28.3% 

To continue education 

Parents refused to allow 
appointee to come. to 
Vvashington, D. C. 

17.4% 

8.6% 

Appointee declined to EOD ~ 10. 5% 
Washington, D. C~ 

Financial reasons 6.0% 

Family problems 

Marriage 

Military 

No longer interested 

Miscellaneous (health, 
higher salary, trans
portation, personal 
reasons or would give 
no reason) 

6.6% 

6.0% 

0.6% 

6.0% 

10.0% 
100. o9'o 

This survey disclosed no significant changes in the reasons for 
declinations as compared to similar surveys conducted in the past. It 
demonslr::ttes the absolute necess1ty of insuring that before a.11 applicant 
is placed under investi~·~~.r.ion, 70u must be assured that he }s sincerely 
interested in employment by the Bureau at Washington, D.· C. 

In view of the great demands alrearly placed on our investigative 
pE:·rsonnel, it is esst>nti:1l th:1.t appointments are kept at the highest level 
of acceptance, Through 1 )~'netrative interviews people \vho have no interest 
in Bureau em1•loyment or who have not given sufficient thought to all the 
ramifications involved in seeking employment away from home \vill be 
weeded out" As you have Leen previously advised, contacting the parents 
of young applicants tu insure that they will allow the applicant to come to 
Washingtoa results in a s[l·:ing of investigative time and cuts down con
siderably on the number of dE·ciinations. You should use this technique 
in any instance where it appears that parental approval has not been given 
to the applicant. \" ---· · 
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Recruitment of 1970 Graduates - You are reminded that appointments are 
offered as. much as six months in advance of the applicant 1s availability 
date; therefore, you should as soon as possible begin the recruitment and 
investigation of those applicants who will be available following May and 
June graduation. In order to insure expedite processing of the 1970 
graduates~ the exact graduation date of the applicant as well as his 
availability date should be set forth on the Interview Report Form 
(FD-190). If exact date is not known to applicant, determine how many 
days he will need following graduation prior to reporting for employment 
at Seat of Government. During course of investigation in those instances 
where graduation date in unknmvn, determine same from appropriate 
school officials and report it in your airtel summary. 

12/23/69 
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(E) l''BI DISASTER SQUAD ACTIVITIES{, __ The FBI Disaster Squad has 
rendered identification assistance in numerous disasters .and, because of 
the large repository of fingerprints in the Identification Division, has been 
successful in identifying many victims through fingerprints. The number 
of fingerprint identifications made is governed by the availability of knmvn 
fingerprints for the victims coupled with the condition of the remains. 
Eighty per cent of the disasters in which the Disaster Squad has par-. 
ticipated involved aircraft accidents. With the advent of jet aircraft, 
the percentage of fingerprint identifications has declined because of 
severe incineration and mutilation of the remains. In some aircraft 
disasters, Special Agent personnel have interviewed friends and/ or 
relatives for detailed background information, obtained dental charts 
and medical records, and forwarded same to the disaster scene for 
the use of dentists and pathologists in identifying those victims not 
identifiable by fingerprints. This procedure l'equires a substantial 
amount of Agent time and if followed in the future could place an un
usually heavy burden on the Bureau with the introduction in early 1970 
of aircraft carrying 300 to 400 passengers. Consequently, participation 
by the FBI in future disasters will be limited to identifying as many of 
the victims by fingerprints as possible and Agent personnel will not be 
used in obtaining complete. background information c:;oncerning each 
victim unless such information is needed in a case where the Bureau 
has investigative jurisdiction. This limitation should be clearly 
explained to _represen~'ltives of the -carrier, local police or other 
requesting agency at the time request for Disaster Squad assistance 
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is received in order that the requester will be on early n9tice of 
the extent of FBI services that can be expected. Since requests 
for this service usually originate in the field, inform all investi
gative personnel of the foregoing modification. 

(Security Letters on attached pages) 
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(F(} WIRETAPPING AND EAVESDROPPING -- Five copies of a monograph 
entitled "Wiretapping and Eavesdroppingn are being sent to each office 
under separate cover. This material is to be used for instruction purposes. 
Additional copies may be obtained from the Training Division, in small 

· quantities, if needed. ' 

12/23/69 
; 
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(G) EMERGENCY DETENTIO~ PROGSAM -- The Department has ap
proved a suggestion that Security Index (SI) subjects currently designated 
as Priority III be maintained separately. For administrative purposes 
Priority III subjects will continue to be maintained as a portion of the SI 
but all decisions relating to such individuals will be made strictly within 
the Bureau. Priority I and Priority II subjects will continue to be re
viewed and approved by the Department. This decision was based on the 
Department's intention to consider only those individuals in Priority I 
and Priority II .for apprehension in the event the Emergency Detention 
Program is placed in effect. 

All SI cards pertaining to Priority III subjects should be 
immediately separated from those cards pertaining to Priority I and 
PriQ·rity II subjects and maintained in a separate section of the SI. These 
subjects will continue to be designated as Priority III and the criteria for 
including subjects in this category will remain the same. The Depart
ment will be completely divorced from any action pertaining to Priority 
III subjects. 

This administrative handling of Priority III subjects should not 
generate any reevaluation of your SI subjects since any redesignations of 
Priorities at this time will be carefully scrutinized at the Bureau. 

Residence and employment of Priority III subjects should be 
verified on an annual basis as is the current practice. In connection with 
this verification, the case file should be thoroughly reviewed for any 
necessary action to be taken including a reevaluation of the subject's 
status. This includes removal from Priority III or possible redesignation 
as a Priority I or Priority II SI subject. 

12/23/69 
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1 As investigati•ons are completed regq.rd±ng additional security 
s~bjects, the invest}gative results should be submitted to the Bureau by 
summary-type report along with your recommendations regarding in
cl~sion on Priorities I, II or III. Once an individual is approved for 
in:ciusion in Priority Ill a~y pertinent subsequent information may be 
furnished by letterhead memorandum. No investigative reports will 
bEJ required in Priority III cases subsequent to the initial ::;ummary-type 
report. - Reports ·will continue to be required in Priority I and. Priority II 
SI~ cases in accordance With Section 87D of the Manual of Instructions, 

I With the establishment of this procedure, the maintenance of 
the Reserve Index A (RI-A) will be discontinued at the Bureau. The 
Ri~A will be maintained solely by each field division in the s'ame manner 
as'· Reserve Index B is currently handled. 

l Manual changes will be forthcoming. All surveys and programs 
in ~ connection with Emergency Detention Program should be adjusted 
ac:cordingly.- Revision of necessary forms will' be forthcoming. 

\ 
~ 

I 

I 
·I 
i 
l 
I 

I 

Ertclosures for (A) 
I 
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11 R~ply, Please RPjt!r to 
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20535 

T~ No. January 9, 1968 

I . (A) LINEUPS ---SAC Letters 67-39 and 67:..61 contained'instruct'ions for 

I corppliance with the June 12, 1967, Supre~e Court decisions in U.S. v. 
: Waoe, 388 U.S. 218, Gilbert v. California, 388 U.S. 263 and Stovallv. 

Denno, 388 u.s. 293. · £/ 
' 

·'J 
f- The Department of Justice has furnished additional instruction$ 

V in thjis regard and these are summarized here for your guidance. 
... , .. 

....... / . The _Department takes the position that "If an agent is present 
and is able to testify for the government as to the circumstances of the . 
line-up, U is not necessary to have an assistant United States Attorney 
present at every line-Up. TT 

I 

I 
I 
I· 

.Recently a lineup was held in a Bureau case and no 
representative of the United States Attorney1s office was present. 
Activities of defense counsel seriously interfered with the conduct of 
the lineup. Since the lineup proceeding is now a "critical stage" of the 
cri~inal process~ it is most desirable to have a representative of the 
United States Attorney~s office present to deal with questions and objections 
raised by defense counsel •. 

You are instructed to continue to immediately notify the 
United States Attorney of the time and place as soon as a lineup has been 
scheduled and to request attendance at the lineup by a representative of 
his office. Advise the Bureau of any difficulties in this regard so that they 
may be brought to the attention of the Department. 

The Department advised that the defense counsel cannot 
require a lineup for the accused. Any request for a lineup by defense 
counsel should be referred to t~e United States Attorney. 

J 
~--------------------------------------~ 
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The Department states, "With respect to establishing 
probable cause to arrest a person at liberty, who would not be available 
for a line-up, a viewing without a line-up may be necessary. In that 
situation, it would be desirable, if at all possible, that the viewing be 
under circumstances where the witness will not have the person 
specifically pointed out to him. It is impossible to cover all factual 
variations. The aim should be to have the show-up as fair and as free 
from suggestion to the witness as possible. " 

Good judgment must be exercised to insure that any viewing 
of a suspect by a witness be as free from suggestive influence as possible, 
as the witness may later be called to make an in:.court identificationo 

The Department has suggested the following wording be 
used to secure an effective waiver of right to counsel at a lineup: 

YOUR RIGHTS (Lineup) 

Place ----------------
Date 

Time -----------------
"You have been asked to participate in a line-up. 

At the line-up, you will be obliged to stand in a line with 
other persons, to speak, to move in a certain manner, and/ 
or to put on or remove certain clothing for the purpose of 
enabling witnesses to make an identification. You are required 
to participate in the line-up, but you are entitled to have an 
attorney of your own choosing present. If you cannot afford 
an attorney but wish to have one present at the line-up, the 
line-up will be delayed until an attorney has been appointed by 
a court to represent you. Having an attorney present will help 
you in the preparation of your defenses to any identification 
which may be made at the line-upo 

"However, you may waive your right to have an attorney 
present at the line-up and consent to participate in the line-up 
in the absence of an attorney o 

1/9/68 
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Waiver and Consent · 

"I have read this statement of my rights and I under
stand what my rights are. I am willing to participate in a 
1ine-up in the absence of an attorney. I understand and know 
what I am doing. No promises or threats have bee:n made to 
me and no pressure or coercion of any kind has been used against 
me." 

Signed 

Witness: 

Witness: 

Time: 

Effective immediately utilize the above wording in securing 
waiver of right to have counsel present at a lineup. As you were advised 
in'SAC Letter 67-61, the lineup is a nontestimonial identification process 
not covered by the Ftfth Amendment privilege against self-incrimination 
and no warning of any rights under the Fifth Amendment is required. Before 
any lineup is held in the absence of counsel for the accused a waiver must be 
obtained. 

The Department stated a waiver of rights to _have coun~~l 
present at the lineup should also be obtained prior to the lineup· from a.··suspect, 
not under arrest, who consents to appea-r in a lineupo You may adapt the 
wording of the above warning and waiver to this situation by changing the 
third sentence of the warning to read, "You are not required to participateo •• " 

· Forms utilizing the warning and waiver wording may 
be prepared in the fieldo 
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(B) FIREARMS- CONFISCATION, OONATION, RETURN TO OWNER--
The following notice appeared in the United States Attorneys Bulletin 
for December 22, 1967: 

"Title 18 U.S. C. 3611 provides in substance that 
a judgment of conviction may include an order by the court 
confiscating any firearms or ammunition found at the time of 
arrest in the possession or -cnder the immediate control of a 
defendant subsequently found guilty of one of the offenses 
enumerated in the statute. Crimes which come within the 
scope ·of the statute include murder, manslaughter, rape, 
robbery, killing or assaulting a Federal officer; bank robbery 
and kidnapping. 

"Frequently revolvers, rifles and other weapons 
taken from criminals are not subject to forfeiture under other 
Federal laws, and it is obviously undesirable to have the weapons 
returned to individuals who may use them in committing crimes 
of violenceo Accordingly,. it is strongly recommended that 18 
U.S. C. 3611 be brought to the court;s attention in proper cases 
at the time of sentence for the purpose of preventing the return 
of .the weapons to convicted felons. 11 

The referenced statute covers the offense of transporting 
a stolen motor vehicle in interstate or foreign commerce: or committing 
or attempting to commit a felony in violation of any law of the United States 
which felony involves ". . • the use of threats, force, or violence' 1 or 
is ". • • perpetrated in whole or in part by the use of firearms. " The 
statute also states that "The court may direct the delivery of such firearms 
or ammunition to the 1 a w-enforcement agency which apprehended such 
person, for its use or for any other disposition in its discretion. 11 

The Bureau ha~ no objection to a court order directing 
disposal by the FBI Laboratory. 

Other Federal statutes, indexed under "Firearms" in the 
United States Code Annotated, occasionally may be useful in obtaining the 
court order. There is a variety of them, such as those providing for 
forfeiture of firearms used in violation of liquor laws, forfeiture of firearms 

1/9/68 
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used to kill or capture birds or animals unlawfully in named national parks, 
and declaring contraband any firearm with respect to which there has been 
committed any violation of any provision of the National Firearms Act or 
any regulation issued pursuant thereto. The responsibility for selecting 
the applicable statute, if any, is that of the United States Attorney o 

If the case does not fit within Title 18 UoS.Co 3611 or 
any other statute allowing c0nfiscation or forfeiture on court order, there 
are other disposal possibiltties, as follows: 

(1) If the subject owns the gun, obtain from him a signed 
waiver of ownership rights and send the gun to the FBI Laboratoryo 

(2) If the subject owns the gun, is convicted and will not 
waive ownership rights, deliver the gun to the Uo S. Marshal as part of 
the prisonerss property. See Uo S. Marshals Manual, Section 709. Olo 
Or, deliver to the subject's attorney or other designated representative. 
In either case obtain and file a receipt. 

(3) If the subject owns the gun, is acquitted, and will not 
waive ownership rights, deliver the gun to him or to his designated 
r_epresentative. Obtain and file a receipt. 

( 4) If the gun was stolen from a known and legitimate owner,· 
return the gun to himo If the gun is the property of the United States, return 
it to the nearest office of the service concerned. Obtain and file a receipt • 

.. ,_, ---- --· _,- ---- --· 

(5) If the gun was stolen and the legitimate owner is unknown, 
deliver the gun to the United States Marshal as abandoned or unclaimed 
property. See U.S. Marshals Manual, Section 322.01. Ol:>tain and file a 
receipt. 

(6) Whatever the ownership status of the gun, if this Bureau 
only borrowed it as evidence from another law ~nf~rcep:1e~t agency which 
obtained the gun upon arrest of the subject, return it to that agency. Obtain 
and file a receipt. 
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(7) If the prisoner is not prosecuted federally and is delivered 
to some other agency., as in the case of a deserter or a person arrested for 
Unlawful Flight to A void Prosecution, deliver the gun to that agency along with 
the prisoner o Obtain and file a receipt. 

(8) In any case of legitimate doubt on whether the gun should 
be held for evidence, or returned to the subject at this time, or at any time, 
or be delivered to some other claimant, hold the gun and force the claiming 
party to take his civil remedy at law for its return. The United States 
Attorney must approve this action in advance; he may be required to defend 
it. 

Under no circumstances are you to send a weapon to the 
FBI Laboratory for disposition "on the authority of the United States 
Attorney.'~ This latter official has no power by statute or otherwise to 
make such a disposition. 

Occasionally, a citizen may offer a firearm as a gift to the 
FBI for inclusion in the Reference Firearms Collection. If the firearm 
is accepted it must be accompanied by ~ release from the owner which shows 
that the weapon is being given to the FBI unconditionally with the understanding 
t}?.at if the FBI Laboratory has a similar weapon or for any other reason does· 
not desire to retain this one, the weapon hereby given to the FBI may be 
destroyedo 

Advise all investigative personnel. At this time of 
special concern over the use of firearms to commit crimes, you should 
neglect no opportunity to obtain confiscation, forfeiture or surrender of 
ownership in any appropriate case. · 
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(C) FBI NATIONAL ACADEMY ASSOCIATES RETRAINING SESSIONS 
FOR 1968 -- Advise the Bureau,- Attention: Training Division, by June 
1, 1968, the dates and places of your 1968 retraining sessions for graduates 
of the FBI National Academy. If your retraining session will be held in 
advance of that date, Bureau should be given a~ least 30 days' notice. The 
Bureau should be furnished with the detailed program to be followed, and 
your personal attention should be given to the planning of these sessions 
to make certain that the emphasis is on subject matter of value and 
interest to the graduates who will attend. 

All correspondence should be directed to the Bureau, Attention: 
Training Division, and should be submitted on an unless-advised-to-the
contrary-by- Bureau (UACB) basis. 

You are re·minded that in July, 1968, there will be a Sectional 
Retraining Session in Section II (Central States) from July 14-17 at the 
Fontainebleau Motor Hotel in New Orleans, Louisia:qa. No regularly 
scheduled chapter retraining sessions should be held in Section II during 
1968. Graduates from the Central States as well as from the rest of the 
chapters should be invited to participate, as always, in your field fire
arms training programs, police schools, and other Bureau functions. 

To assist the host ·chapter in New Orleans, each Special Agent 
in ·Charge of field offices located in states making up Section II should 
make certain that all eligible graduates in their territories are aware 
of the retraining session in. New Orleans and have notified the secretary 
of their own chapter whether they expect to attend. All SACs should be 
aware that any graduate in good standing is welcome to attend Sectional 
Retraining Sessions in any section. Any graduate expecting to attend 
the retraining session in New Orleans should be advised to make proper 
reservations through the host chapter without delay. The personal 
attention of each SAC is imperative to stimulate interest in not only the 
Sectional Retraining Session in New Orleans but also each of the other 
chapter retraining sessions. 
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(D) TRAINING - POLICE - HANDCUFFING- VISUAL AID -- You are 
being sent under separate cover a cutaway drawing of a handcuff lock, 
showing its various parts and their relationship to each other, suitable 
for use as a visual aid at police training schools where principles of 
prisoner restraint are being taught. This teaching aid should be con
sidered a supplement to Training Document #72, "Handcuffing, " 
published in May, 1967; it should be maintained with other training 
aids, and its availability should be called to the attention of all police 
instructors. 

1/9/68 
SAC LETTER 68-.4 

(E) BUREAU COVERAGE IN TURKEY AND LEBANON-- Effective 
immediately, the road trip previously made by Legat, Rome, to Turkey 
and Lebanon is being discontinued. Fuhlre leads in those areas should 
be sent to the Bureau for handling by the Department of S_tate. Manual 
changes are being prepared. 

Very truly yours, 

John Edgar Hoover 

Director 
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In Reply, Please Refer to 

File No. 

PERSONAL ATTENTION 
SAC LETTER 68-5 

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

FEDF.RAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20535 

Jan11a·rv 16, 1968 

(A) PUBLIC LAW 90-206- POSTAL REVENUE AND FEDERAL SALARY 
ACT OF 19o7- EMPLOYMENT OF RELATIVES- RESTRICTIONS
PERSONNEL MATTER -- One section of captioned Law specifies 
restrictions with respect to employment of relatives by employees 
defined as "public official. " Under the Law a public official is an 
employee in whom is vested or to whom is delegated the authority to 
appoint, employ, promote, or advance individuals, or to recommend 
individuals for appointment, employment, promotion, or advancement. 
"Relative" means an individual who is related to the public official as 
father, mother, son, daughter, brother, sister, uncle, aunt, first 
cousin, nephew, niece,_ husband, wife, father-in-law, mother-in-law, 
son-in-law, daughter-in-law, brother-in-law, sister-in-law, stepfather, 
stepmother, stepson, stepdaughter, stepbrother, stepsister, half 
brother, or half sister. 

The restrictions are as follows: (1) A public official shall 
not advocate one of his relatives for appointment, employment, promotion, 
or advancement to a position in his agency (entire Department of Justice 
in our case) or in an agency over which he exercises jurisdiction or control. 
(2) A public official shall not appoint, employ, promote, or advance to a 
position in his agency or in an agency over which he exercises jurisdiction· 
or control: (a) one of his relatives; or (b) the relative of a public official 
of his agency or of a pttblic official who exercises jurisdiction or control 
over his agency, if the public official has a{ivocated the appointment, 
employment, promotion, or advancement of his relative. Further, a 
public official who recommends a relative, or refers a relative for 
consideration by a public official standing lower in his "chain of command" 
(the line of supervisory personnel that runs from a public official to the 
head of his agency), for appointment, employment, promotion, or 
advancement is deemed to have advocated such action concerning 
the relative. It is particularly important that the Law be carefully 
adhered to because it specifies that an individual appointed, employed, 
promoted, or advanced in violation of the Law is not entitled to pay. 
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The spirit of the Law is essentially that practiced by the 
Bureau anyway. It is observed that the fact authority to recommend for 
promotion or advancement is rather broad in the Bureau increases 
considerably the number of potential public officials we have as defined 
by the Law. Whereas the Law does not prohibit relatives of public 
officials from being appointed, employed, promoted, or advanced in ·· 
the same agency as the public official, the record concerning any such 
personnel action will have to show that the public official did not advocate 
or effect the action involved concerning his relative. Insure the Law is 
adhered to in your office. If any questions arise they should be referred 
to the Bureau. The Law applies to the Executive, Legislative, and 
Judicial Branches of Government. The Law does not provide criminal 
provisions, the Bureau does not have ip.vestigative jurisdiction, and any 
complaint received of violation by someone outside the Bureau should be 
referred to the appropriate Government entity involved. A manual 
revision is being prepared. 

1-16-68 
SAC LETTER 68-5 . 
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(B) SECURITY OF FM RADIO TRANSMISSIONS You have been 
reminded repeatedly of the possibility that FBI radio transl)lissions may 
be heard by unauthorized individuals and that FM radio transmissions 
must be discreet at all times. In a previous SAC letter, you were advised· 
of the monitoring of FBI radio transmissions by the subject of a sensitive 
surveillance and the introduction in court of notes mad~ by the subj~ct . ·. 
while monitoring. Many criminals have been apprehended with radio· · 
receivers in their possession which .were or could ·be tuned .to the Bureau's 
frequencies. More and more relatively loW-priced receivers, many 
selling for under $2 5, which are capable of monitoring FBI transmissions, 
are being offered for sale by radio dealers. This, of course, greatly 
increases the possibility of the Bureau's radio transmissions being over
heard by unauthorized persons. 

It is desired that this be brought to the attention of all 
personnel. In addition, you should personally examine the manner in which 
your FM radio facilities are being utilized to insure that the operation of 
such facilities is in strict accordance with existing Bureau instructions 
as set out in Paragraph 9, Chapter 4, Part II, FBI Handbook. 
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(C) ANTI-RACKETEERING- HOBBS ACT- INTERSTATE TRANS
PORTATION OF STOLEN PROPERTY- CONSPffiACY -- Prosecution 
recently resulted in convictions of a member of La Cosa Nostra and 
four of his associates for violating the robbery-conspiracy provisions of 
the Hobbs Act (18 USC 1951) and Conspiracy {18 USC 371) to violate the 
Interstate Transportation of Stolen Property' (ITSP) statute (18 USC 
2314). This case involved an alleged scheme concocted in Buffalo, 
New York, during February, 1965, to commit two robberies in Los 
Angeles, California, and to transport the proceeds of these robberies 
from Los Angeles to Buffalo. Some interstate travel reportedly was 
performed in connection with this conspiracy, but neither of the 
robberies took place. · 

The Department has now advised it intends to consider 
asserting Federal jurisdiction under the robbery-conspiracy provisions 
of the Hobbs Act (which prohibits interference or conspiracy to interfere 
with interstate commerce by robbery or extortion by means of actual or 
threatened force, violence, or fear) when the persons involved are 
known organized crime subjects suspected of engaging in such activities. 
Accordingly, the Department desires to be furnished information received 
concerning the involvement of known organized crime subjects, suspected 
subjects, or known or suspected associates of organized crime subjects, 
with any robbery, robbery attempt, or robbery conspiracy which may in 
any way affect interstate commerce. · 

In this regard it is not desired that every robbery be fully 
investigated for the purpose of ascertaining definite organized crime 
involvement; only information received in the normal course of FBI 
operation and gathering of intelligence data which meets the above 
criteria should be furnished. 

Information in this regard should be forwarded to the Bureau 
in letterhead memorandum (LHM) form suitable for dissemination to the 
Department by cover airtel. In addition to the information concerning 
such a matter, LHM should contain detaile9 documentation regarding the 
organized crime affiliations of persons involved in such matter3. · LHM 
should conclude with a statement that the Criminal Division of the 
Department is requested to advise the Bureau whether further investigation 
by the FBI under the Hobbs Act is warranted or whether the information 
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concerning the matter. should be · referred to local authorities. You will 
be informed of the determination made by the Department. 

As regards ITSP, the Department has advised that 
conspiracies to violate this statute are violative of the Federal law, 
even where the theft of property has not actually occurre·d, and Federal 
investigation and prosecution may be appropriate in. certain instances. 
Accordingly, when information is received indicating a conspiracy to 
commit a theft or robbery of $5, 000 or more and transport the proceeds 
in interstate commerce, the Department req_uests that such information 
be furnished to the appropriate U. S . . Attorney for determination as to 
whether full-scale investigation shouid be conducted or whether the 
matter should be referred to local authorities. It is to be noted that 
this procedure applies to all ITSP conspiracies; it is not limited to 
those involving persons with organized crime affiliations. 

Therefore, in each instance where information comes to 
your attention indicating such a conspiracy, even though a theft has not 
occurred, the facts are to be discussed immediately with the U. S. 
Attorney and appropriate action should be taken in accordance with his 
decision and existing procedures. In each such case following discussion 
with the U. S. Attorney advise the Bureau of the full facts. This is to be 
brought to the attention of all Special Agents and borne in mind as a possible 
means of prosecution of active burglars, hold-up men and fences. 

Appropriate manual changes will be forwarded. 

(Security Letter on attached pages) 
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(D) RABBLE ROUSER INDEX By SAC Letter 67-70 dated 
November 28, 1967, you were advised that the Rabble Rouser Index 
is being expanded to include agitators who have attracted local 
attention as well as those who have attracted national attention. In 
view of the expansion of this Index, it is being programmed into the 
Bureau's automatic data processing equipment. 

To facilitate the submission of the necessary background 
information, organizational affiliations, and other data on the 
individuals recommended for inclusion in the Index, Form FD-397 has 
been devised. A supply of these forms will be forwarded to you in the 
near future. 

An original and one copy of Form FD-397 shall be completed 
and forwarded to the Bureau by the office of origin on each individual it 
recommends. A succinct resume of the subject's activities on which the 
recommendation is based shall be attached. Current instructions 
require submission of an up-to-date investigative report with 
recommendations for inclusion. In view of the urgency of the over-all 
racial situation which dictates cataloging of all potential racial agitators 
as soon as possible, you should submit Form FD-397 as soon as 
sufficient background for that purpose has been developed through 
investigation. In such instances, an investigative report should be 
submitted as soon as possible thereafter. 

Upon receipt of Form FD-397 at the Bureau, the case of the 
subject will be reviewed and if the recommendation is concurred in, 
Rabble Rouser Index cards will be prepared. The duplicate copy of the 
form will be retu.rned to the office of origin stamped TIRabble Rouser Index 
card approved and prepared, copy attached. " The returned copy of 
Form FD-397 shall be placed i·n the subject's main investigative case 
file in your office and the Index card filed alphabetically in a card index 
file designated "Rabble Rouser Index. " 

With regard to the individuals presently on the Rabble 
Rouser Index, you should resubmit the background and other required 
information on a Form FD-397 clearly indicating that it is a resubmission. 
Upon receipt of Form FD-397, a Rabble Rouser Index card will be 
prepared on each of these individuals at the Bureau. The duplicate copy 
of the form will ·be returned to the office of origin with a copy of the 
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Index card attached for appropriate filing by the office of origin as 
outlined above. Since the Index cards will be maintained by you in a 
card index file, it will no longer be necessary for you to maintain the 
Index in the loose-leaf binder as you are presently doing. 

Form FD-397 should also be used for the submission of 
any amendments and/or necessary updating, as well as to recommend 
the deletion of an individual from the Rabble Rouser Index. When 
recommending the addition of a new subject to the Index or the deletion 
of a subject from the Index, Form FD-397 should be accompanied by an 
abstract. No abstract is necessary when submitting amendments or 
changes only. 

. Set forth below is an explanation of the code letters 
pertaining to organizational affiliations which will appear on Form FD-397. 

ANP 
·AVN 
BNAT 
BPP 
COM 
CORE 
KLAN 
LA 
MIN · 
NOI 
NSRP 
PLP 
PRN 

RAM 
SCLC 
SD$ 
SNCC 
SWP 
WWP 
MISC 

American Nazi Party 
Anti- Vietnam 
Black Nationalist 
Black Panther Party 
Communist 
Congress of Racial Equality 
Any Ku Klux Klan group 
Latin American 
Minutemen 
Nation of Islam 
National States Rights Party 
Progressive Labor Party 
Nationalist groups advocating 

Independence for Puerto Rico 
Revolutionary Action Movement 
Southern Christian Leadership Conference 
Students for a Democratic Society 
Student Nonviolent Coordinating Committee 
Socialist Workers Party 
Workers World Party 
Mise ellaneous 

Appropriate Manual changes are being prepared. 
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Very truly yours, 

John Edgar Hoover 
Director 



· In Rf'p/_v, Pleas<• H.ejf'r tn 
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PERSONAL ATTENTION 
SAC LETTER 68-9 
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. tTariuary 31, 196R 

(A) RACIAL INFORMANTS - RACIAL MATTERS -- You have been 
previously advised that priority attention must be given to the develop
ment of penetrative coverage of militant black nationalist groups and ghetto 
areas. Token coverage of these groups and areas is not acceptable. 
Emphasis has been and will continue to be placed on the racial informant 
program until each field division is operating a diversified active cadre 
of individuals which includes members of black nationalist organizations 
and militant youth groups, close associates of militant racists, ghetto
types, and individuals from other walks of life depending upon the situation 
in a particular area. Imagination, ingenuity, and aggressiveness are 
necessary in order to successfully combat violence-prone persons and 
groups and to fulfill our internal security responsibilities. 

If such has not been previously handled, each field division 
is to immediately contact local military authorities for the purpose of 
securing the identities (names, addresses, and other available background 
data) of recently released servicemen and arrange to obtain similar 
information on a regular basis in the future. These individuals represent 
a reservoir of potential racial informants and sources who should on a 
selective basis be considered for development under captioned program. 
As pointed out in the monograph entitled "Development of Racial Informants. " 
copies of which are available in each field division, the young men recently 
discharged from military service have been trained to respond to orders 
and direction and are usually interested in making extra money. Many of 
these discharged servicemen undoubtedly reside or work in ghetto areas 
and, if experienced in demolition or riot control matters, could be of 
definite interest to and targets for recruitment by militant black nationalists. 
The above-mentioned monograph contains valuable data relating to this 
program and it is expected that Special Agent personnel working in the 
racial field are familiar with its contents. 

You. are again reminded that employees in your divisions may 
have friends, relatives, or acquaintances who could be of assistance to 
the Bureau in our racial intelligence gathering endeavors. Explore this 
possibility with your employees bearing in mind that 'many of them may 
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recall persons in their hoi:ne town areas who would be cooperative and 
who may have access to or may be able to obtain valuable information. 

In order to secure necessary coverage in the racial field, 
some offices have initiated logical programs which it is felt should be 
given appropriate consideration. by all divisions. These programs include 
interviews with individuals arrested by local authorities during prior 
periods of racial disturbances, employees and owners of various business 
establishments in ghetto areas such as taverns, liquor stores, drugstores, 
pawnshops, gun shops, and barbershops, and with j~nitors of apartment 
buildings. Successful contacts have also been made with those individuals 
who frequent ghetto areas on a regular basis, such as taxicab drivers, 
salesmen, and distributors of newspapers, food, and beverages. This 
is not intended to be an all-inclusive list of potential areas of concentration 
as there are obviously others deserving of your immediate attention. 

You were informed by SAC Letter 67-62 dated October 17, 
1967, that priority attention to racial informant matters was a necessity 
during the next six months. You no longer have six months to accomplish 
that which must be done. Continuing emphasis must be given to this 
matter in order for the Bureau to fulfill its vast obligations in ·the rac.ial 
field. Your efforts and results will continue to be followed closely at 
the Bureau and during field Inspections. 

Very truly yours, 

John Edgar Hoover 

Director 

1/31/68 
SAC LETTER 68-9 - 2-
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in Reply, Please Refer to 

File No. 

PERSONAL ATTENTION 
SAC LETTER 68-14 

U:\ITED S'TATES DEPARTME.:\T OF JUSTICE 

fo' E D E R A L H li R E AU 0 F I l'i Y EST I G AT I 0 l'i 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20535 

February 20, 1968 

(A) SECURITY OF FIELD OFFICES -- I have become increasingly 
concerned with the security of field offices during the nighttime hours, 
especially those offices which are manned by Security Patrol Clerks. 
A recent nationwide telecast indicated that a particular field office was 
staffed at night by a lone clerk. It is conceivable that criminals, 
members of racist extremist groups, revolutionaries in exile, or 
psychotic individuals might attempt to enter a field office at night if 
they should become aware that only one or two clerks are on duty in the 
office. You should impress upon employees assigned to nighttime duty 
the necessity for maintaining maximum security in your office. You 
should particularly caution Security Patrol Clerks to be most circumspect 
in their telephone conversations with outsiders and to never acknowledge 
they are alone in the office and that no Agent is present. I expect you 
to check at irregular intervals on security safeguards in your office to 
insure that ·our space remains inviolate. 

2/20/68 
SAC LETTER 68-14 

(B"). HOUSEHOLD GOODS - COMMUTATION OF EXPENSES FOR . 
TRANSPORTATION OF HOUSEHOLD GOODS AND PERSONAL EFFECTS-
The General Services Administration has prescribed changes in the 
commuted rates for transportation and storage. of household goods and 
personal effects and a copy of the changes is enclosed. The new rates 
are effective for transportation begun on and after February 9, 1968. 

All·employees of your office who have occasion to submit 
vouchers for the transportation and storage of household goods and 
personal effects should review the new rates to insure that vouchers 
are submitted correctly. 
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(C) TEN MOST WANTED FUGITIVES PROGRAM-- During the month 
of January, 1968, six :ren Most Wanted Fugitives were located which 
represents a record number during any given month in connection with 
this program. Review of the investigations which led to the six locations 
again points up the results which can be achieved when there is aggres
sive participation on the part of auxiliary offices. Present requirements: 
(FBI Handbook, Part I, page 25) provide that all continental offices 
must keep these cases pending and fully exploit investigative techniques 
which are readily available, including various record checks. 

In one instance wherein two dangerous Top Ten Fugitives 
were ultimately located together through vigorous investigative effort, 
the initial break which prompted the successful investigation stemmed 
from persistent efforts to locate registration of a motor vehicle reported 
to have been at one time in the possession of one of the fugitives. 

In another Ten Most Wanted Fugitive case an office, without 
any specific leads, effectively utilized the background data developed 
through investigation by another field division which pinpointed the cur
rent employment of the fugitive. The offiCe involved in this investigation 
conducted numerous agency checks on the basis of the aliases employed 
by the subject, including that of a relative with an entirely different 
name, whose identity he had assumed. 

Identification of another fugitive as having been deceased 
· · was triggered by information from a citizen who had observed the sub

ject's photograph on a display in a Resident Agency of an auxiliary office, 
while another Top Ten Fugitive was located in January, 1968; after his 
photograph was recognized in a magazine. 

In addition, one of the six fugitives was identified because 
of a previous alert placed with foreign police authorities along the 
Canadian border. In appropriate cases, border offices should be aware 
of the necessity for close liaison with established police sources near 
the border. 

Each office must fully share responsibility for the con
tinued success of the Ten Most Wanted Fugitives Program. As indicated, 
this requires that aggressive, independent, self-initiated investigation 
be undertaken in headquarters cities and Resident Agencies on the basis 
of current developments. All offices must also be alert to recommend 
the best possible candidates suitable for inclusion in this program. 

2/20/68 
SAC LETTER 68-14 - 2-
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Keep in mind also that the Ten Most Wanted Fugitives 
Program serves the purpose of not only locating badly wanted individuals, 
but at the same time alerting the public to our jurisdiction and to the 
benefits to be derived from cooperatiol! with law enforcement. 

2/20/68 
S.A.C.LETTER 68-14 

(D) CRllviiNAL lliFORMANT PROGRAM -- In order to establish· 
uniformity throughout the field in the handling of criminal~ security and 
~acial informant files, yoLI should be certain that all pending and closed 
symbol number informant files are maintained under lock a.nd key under 
~e personal supervision of the SAC, ASAC, Field Supervisor or 
responsible employee designated by the SAC. · 

Section 108 Hlc, Manual of Instructions, requires the 
submission of aU statistical accomplishments which can be credited to 
criminal informants or potential criminal informants be reported on 
the first monthly progress letter submitted after the accomplishment 
took place: Recently it has been noted that a large number of 
statistical accomplishments that should be credited to criminal in
formants have not been reported on the monthly progress letter as 
required. You must follow this matter closely and be certain that all 
accomplishments are being credited to informants and properly and 
promptly reported each month on the monthly progress letter. 

You are again being reminded that any outstanding ac
complishments that can be credited to your informants during the 
preceding month should be set forth in a succinct resume on a separate 
sheet of paper attached to the back of your monthly progress letter. 
Many offices are failing to comply with this regulation. Also, for the 
sake of uniformity Bureau regulations require that symbol number 
informants added or deleted after the twenty- fifth of the month be 
recorded on the following monthly progress letter. ·Your specific 
attention regarding these two requirements is directed to Section 108 H, 
Manual of Instructions. 

(Security Letters on attached pages) 

2/20/68 . 
SAC LETTER 68-14 - 3 -
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(E) SECURITY INFORMANTS - CONTROL -- The Department has 
recently submitted to the Bureau a number of requests concerning the 
availability of certain security informants for interview by Depart
mental Attorneys and possible testimony in prosecutions under the 
amended Internal Security Act of 1950. It has come to my attention 
that in many cases security informants have shown considerable 
reluctance to be interviewed or to testify, except in the event of a 
national emergency, for fear of physical harm, social and business 
reprisals, and other personal reasons. Inasmuch as the interviews 
with Departmental Attorneys will be conducted with full precautions 
to protect the security of the informants, I fully expect that all informants 
will be available for interviews. 

I wish to reiterate existing instructions that it is the 
responsibility of the Special Agents handling security informants to 
condition them to the fact that someday the knowledge they possess may 
be needed as evidence in court or at another hearing to assist our 
Government_ in combating the evils of subversion. The Bureau has 
always stressed the necessity for all Special Agents handling security 
informants to psychologically prepare the informants for the fact they 
may, at some future date, be called upon to render a most important 
contribution to their Government by testifying to the information they 
have furnished. 

. The proper indoctrination of informants in this regard is 
absolutely essential, since it is incumbent upon the Bureau to make 
informants available for interview whenever the Department initiates 
prosecution in security cases. If following an interview of an informant 
the Department feels that the testimony of the informant is absolutely 
essential to a successful prosecution. it will be permissible for you to 
make appropriate recommendations regarding the effect which the 
release of the particular informant involved would have on the security 
coverage in your territory. However, it must be borne in mind that 
the ultimate decision as to the release of an informant will be made 
by the Attorney General in the best interest of the national security. 
As a general rule, all of our security informants are considered avail
able for interview by Departmental Attorneys and for testimony if 
needed. Only a very few are furnishing information of such a highly 
sensitive and important nature as to preclude their use. 

2/20/68 
SAC LETTER 68-14 - 4 -
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(F) SECURITY lliDEX CARD TABULATIONS -- For administrative 
· purposes in handling the Security Index, the tabulation of the Security 

Index by designating organizational affiliation is being revised. In 
addition to the present abbreviations currently being used, the following 
should also be utilized: 

·./' 
' Stud.ents for a Democratic Society 

Spartacist League 
Provisional Organizing Committee for a 

. Marxist- Leninist Communist Party 
W<?rkers World Party 
Revolutionary Action Movement 
Student Nonviolent Coordinating 

Committee 

.SDS 
SPL 

POC 
WWP 
RAM 

SNC 

In those cases involving investigation of the New Left in 
which there is no designated organizational affiliation, the tabulation 
should be designated Anarchist (ANA). 

In those cases involving investigation of Racial Matters 
in which there is no designated organizational affiliation, the tabulation 
should be designated Black Nationalist (BNT). 

.. 
A supply of revised FD-122 and FD-122a forms will be 

forwarded to you in the near future. " 

Appropriate manual changes are being prepared. 

Very truly yours, 

John Edgar Hoover 

Director 

Enc. for (B) 

2/20/68 
SAC LEJ'TER 68-14 - 5-
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In Reply, Please Refer to 

File .'Vo. 

PERSONAL ATTENTION 
SAC LETTER 68-16 

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT O.F JUSTICE 

F E'I> F. R A L n U HE AU 0 F INVEST I GAT l 0 !'; 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20535 

March 12, 1968 

(A) TRAINING - POLICE - FILM ENTITLED "THE POSITIVE ll\1AGE" -
The Bureau has prepared a new training film entitled "The Positive 
Image. " This is a 16 millimeter, color sound film which was made 
for use before law enforcement groups. A permanent retention copy 

. is being forwarded to you. · 

For your information, this film is concerned with the ·sub
ject of police-community relations. Its purpose is to show the working 
police officer a variety of situations which involve "community relations, '' 
in the broadest se!).se~ and to convince him that his professional attitudes 
in his contacts with the citizen in connection with his official duties can 
change the police image for the b~tter . 

. The teaching body of "The Positive Image" contains a series 
of dramatized incidents, each dealing with a different community 
relations problem. All are confrontations of citizen and policeman 
in situations of tension. Each presents a stereotyper., negative reaction 
of the citizen to the police officer at the moment of confrontation and 
·how the officer can dispel this negative reaction by his professional 
approach. 

The point is made that the policeman, by acquiring and 
maintaining a professional attitude with all citizens, can improve the 
public's attitude toward the law enforcement profession and thus make 
his work easier and him a more effective law enforcement officer. 

It is felt that this film, as a visual aid, will have a stronger 
impact on the viewer if preceded by appropriate remarks by the Bureau 
inst~uctor presenting the program. 

.. 
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(B). EXCESSIVE USE OF AIRT.ELS -- I have noticed that unnecessary 
airtels are being received at the Bureau with increasing frequency. 
Field inspections indicate a similar increase of unnecessary airtels 
between various field offices. The airtel was devised for use on a 
restricted basis to combine the expedite handling afforded teletypes 
with the economy of airmail transmission. This system has been 
very effective but obviously vigorous steps must be taken to keep airtels 
at a minimum because this excessive use will clog our facilities for 
expedite handling and defeat the purpose for which air.tels were. intended. 

In many instances manual provisions specifically require 
the use of airtels. Some of these requirements are being eliminated 
and appropriate manual changes will be forthcoming in the near future. 
However, the principal problem appears to be that airtels are being 
used in numerous instances where they are not required by regulations 
and where they are not justified by the urgency of the situation. I have 
instructed officials at the Seat of Gove-rnment and the Inspection Sta.ff 
to be alert for such instances and to recommend disciplinary action 
where indicated. 

Where specific regulations have not been issued, good 
judgment must be used to determine the urgency and the transmittal 
.method. When deciding whether to use an airtel or a letter, keep in 
mind that processing of routine mail is necessarily slower at the Seat 
of Government and in the larger offices because of the very heavy 
volume of mail. Processing of strictly routine mail at the Seat of 
Government may take as long as two or three days. I will expect the 
cooperation of all employees to keep the. airtel a valuable communi
cation device. 

3/12/68 
SAC LETTER 68-16 - 2-
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(C) YOUNG AMERICAN MEDALS FOR BRAVERY AND SERVICE 
NOMINATIONS FOR 1967 -- Tne Attorney General has advised the 
Governors of all the states and territories, and the Commissioner of 
thel"Pistrict of Columbia, that nominations of candidates for the 1967 
aw~~ds will be received until May 31, 1968. They have been requested 
to ~end the nominations to the Young American Medals Committee, 
Room 5116, Department of Justice, Washington, D. o..- 20530, and have 
been forwarded copies of the rules and regulations governing the awards. 

The Attorney General has again emphasized the necessity 
that nominations be accompa.nied by complete documentation concerning 
the actions of the nominees for Gonsideration. 

In 1967, the Governors had until August 30th to submit their 
nominations. You sh9uld bring this program to the attention of appropriate 
local and police officials to remind them of the early deadline in effect 
this year and to encourage them to remain alert to likely candidates for 
these awards. It has been noted in -the past that the submission of 
candidates for the Service Award has not been in proportion to the many 
-young people who are performing acts which would qualify them as 
candidates for this award. It should be pointed out that all nominations 
should be made through the Governor of the individual state. 

_ Any candidate of whom you become aware should be brought 
to the attention of appropriate authorities for consideration and possible 
submission for this award. 

3/12/68 
SAC LETTER 68-16 - 3 -
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(D) EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY- FEDERAL WOMEN'S 
PROGRAM -- With respect to equal employment opportunity for women, 
the President has joined together all Federal programs for equal employ
ment opportunity in support of this country's objective of overcoming 
prejudice wherever it exists, eliminating discriminatory practices 
based on prejudice, and promoting equality of opportunity without 
regard to irrelevant considerations such as race, color, religion, 
sex, and national origin. In keeping with our goal of best possible 
utilization of personnel resources at our disposal, women have long 
played a vital role in our operations and accomplishments. You are 
instructed to continue to emphasize recruitment and utilization of 
women, which should sustain and increase opportunities for women 
in the Bureau's service. In connection with means of attracting women 
to the Bureau's service, you are referred to the Manual of Rules and 
Regulations, Part I, Section lOF, 4 under equal employment opportunity. 

3/12/68 
SAC LETTER 68-16 - 4-
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(E) FEDERAL RESERVE ACT MATTERS Public Law 90-203, . 
approved 12/15/67 ·and effective 4/1/68, prohibits National banks, 
state member banks of the Federal Reserve System, other state banks 
insured by the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation,. and savings and 
loan associations insured by the Federal Savings and Loan Insurance 
Corporation from fostering or participating in gambling activities, 
lotteries in particular. This law amends Chapter 61, Title 18, U. S. 
Code, "lotteries," by adding thereto new Section 1306. 

The law revises various Federal banking regulatory statutes 
and prohibits banks and savings and loan associations from dealing in 
lottery tickets; dealing in bets used as a means or substitute for 
participation in lottery; prohibits announcements, advertisements, or 
publicity relative to the existence of any lottery; prohibits announcements, 
advertisements or publicity relative to the existence or identity of 
any participant or winner, as such, in a lottery; prohibits the use of 
any part of the institutions' offices by any person for any purpose 
prohibited above; and prohibits direct access by the public from any 
of the institutions' offices to any premises used by any person for any 
purpose prohibited above. New Section 1306, Title 18, U. S. Code, 
provides a maximum penalty of $1, 000 fine or imprisonment of not more 
than one year, or both, for above-mentioned criminal violations. 

. Nothing contained in this law prohibits a named institution 
from accepting deposits or handling checks or other negotiable 
instruments or performing other lawful banking services for a state 
operating a lottery, or for an employee of that state charged with the 
administration of the lottery. 

,. /The Department has advised that the Bureau has investi
gative jurisdiction over alleged violations of criminal provisions of 
this new law. Since the administrative enforcement rests with various 
Federal banking regulatory agencies, such investigations will be 
handled as Federal Reserve Act matters. 

Appropriate manual changes are being prepared. 

(Security Letters on attached pages) 

3/12/68 
SAC LETTER 68-16 - 5-
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(F) COMMUNIST INFILTRATION OF THE CONGRESS OF RACIAL 
EQUALITY -- The Congress of Racial Equality under the leadership 
of floyd McKissick has steadily moved away from a legitimate civil 
rights organization in recent months and is assuming a militant black 
nationalist posture with some leaders in their public statements :' 
condoning acts of violence as a means of attaining Negro rights. It is 
moving toward the exclusion of members of the white race from its 
ranks. Communist infiltration at this point is negligible. In view of 
the above, this organization should be investigated in the future under 
the Racial Matters character rather than under the Communist 
Infiltration character. 

You should, of course, in your continuing investigation 
of the Congress of Racial Equality be alert to the participation of 
Communist Party members in the organization or communist influence 
therein. However, your investigation should be directed toward 
developing in detail intelligence information regarding the basic aims 
and objectives of the organization, its activities and programs on a 
current basis, and any information indicating that members thereof 
advocate violence as a means of attaining their objectives or 
participate in actual violence. 

3/.12/68 
SAC LETTER 68-16. 

. ~ 
(G)" SECURITY FLASH NOTICES -- As you are aware, many activists 
of the Student Nonviolent Coordinating Committee travel extensively 
throughout the United States in connection with their Student Nonviolent 
Coordinating Committee activities. Many have been arrested in the 
past on various local and/ or Federal charges and in view of their 
propensity for violence many will undoubtedly be arrested in the future. 

In an effort to provide additional information regarding 
their possible travels, a Security F1ash should be posted with the 
Identification Division in every instance in which an identification 
record exists on a Student Nonviolent Coordinating Committee activist. 
As individuals are identified as affiliates in the future~ Securtty 
Flashes should be posted by the office of origin in order that it may be 
notified should the individual be arrested or other~ise fingerprinted. 

3/12/68 . 
SAC LETTER 68-16 - 6-
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(H) RACIAL INFORMANTS - RACIAL MATTERS -- Recently there 
were held at the Seat of Government specialized conferences concerning 
militant black nationalist investigations and racial informant matters. 
These conferences were attended by representatives from key field 
offices handling the major portion of the Bureau's work in this field. 

The conferees were unanimous in their observation that 
money is the primary motivating force in developing racial informants. 
In view of this, they recommended that each Special Agent in Charge be 
given authority to expend up to $400 in the development of racial 
informants instead of the $200 the majority of Special Agents in Charge 
may now expend on their own authority. · 

I concur with this recommendation of the conferees and 
effective March 15, 1968, the· Special Agents in Charge of all field 
divisions are authorized to expend the sum of $400 in the developrp.ent 
of racial informants. In this connection, you are reminded that money 
expended for informant development must be on a c.o.d. basis and full 
value must be received in proportion to the amount of money expended. 
Appropriate Manual change will be forthcoming. 

In addition, the above-mentioned conferences strongly 
recommend t~at those field divisions in the Black Nationalist Informant 
Program (BLACPRO) should continue to have one or more Agents 
as~igned exclusively to the development of racial informants under the 
above Program. I also concur with this recommendation. Therefore, 
each Special Agent in Charge participating in BLACPRO must assign 
one or more Agents to work exclusively on informant development for 
the purpose of expeditiously infiltrating militant black nationalist 
organizations as well as being in a position to follow the activities of 
militant black nationalist individuals who may travel or instigate racial 
violence in their respective divisions. 

As you have been previously advised, I expect each field 
division to give the matter of racial informant development priority 
attention in order that 'the Bureau will be able to fulfill its responsibilities 
in the racial field. 

3/12/68 
SAC LETTER 68-16 

Very truly yours, 

John Edgar Hoover 

Director 

- 7 -
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In Reply, Please Refer to 

File No. 

PERSONAL ATTENTION 
SAC LETTER 68-18 

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

'WASHINGTON, D.C. 20535 

March 19, 1968 

(A) AGENTS ACTING IN UNDERCOVER CAPACITY The field should 
be selective in applying this technique. Careful consideration and planning 
are prerequisites to the successful utilization of an undercover operation. 
Under no circumstances should an Agent pose as an attorney or assume 
other identity so as to create a relationship which is legally privileged. 
Manual changes are· forthcoming. 

3-19-68 
SAC LETTER 68-18 

l 
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(B) HUMAN INTEREST ITEM PROGRAM- EXPANSION OF Reference 
SAC Letter 65-17. You are instructed to immediately expand your 
contributions to the "Human Interest Item" program to include information 
relating to cooperation and assistance to the FBI and o'ther enforcement 
agencies by members of various professions and occupations. In many of 
your submissions this can be achieved simply by inserting .the occupations 
of the individuals mentioned in the items. In addition! you should be alert 
for items which show that because of a person's occupation he was in 
position to be of assistance to law enforcement in that particular instance. 
Items relating to doctors, druggists, dentists, teachers, auto dealers, 
bankers, service station attendants, bus drivers, businessmen, and 

j others are examples of the types needed. Your strict compliance with 
these instructions is necessary so that the Bureau may adequately meet 
its obligations under this program. 

-I 
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(C} SELECTIVE SERVICE MATTERS The number of individuals 
charged with Selective Service violations who are awaiting trial is on 
the increase. After our investigation is completed the delay in the 
machinery of prosecution works to the advantage of the subject. It 
is quite apparent that many subjects are attempting various types of 
delaying tactics and fewer are pleading guilty and instead are asking 
for trials. 

There is evidence that in many cases when the individt,Ial 
has exhausted all legal and illegal measures to prevent his being . 
inducted, he then "volunteers" for induction. He thus has delayed his 
indue tion many months, sometimes well over a year. Some will use 
this technique right up to the time of trial, will then submit to induction 
and thereafter process is dismissed and they avoid acquiring a 
criminal record. 

It is imperative that each investigation conducted in these 
matters be penetrative and complete as possible and the results 
forwarded to the United States Attorney without delay. 

Your attention is directed to Manual of Instructions, Volume 
ill, Section 90 B-C, in which you are reminded of that portion of the 
~elective Service law which states that such cases shall be advanced 
on the docket for immediate hearing and an appeal from the decision 
or decree of an.y United States district court or United States circuit 
court of appeals shall take precedence over all other cases pending 
before the court to which the case has been referred. 

You are instructed to notify the Bureau of any undue delays 
resulting from the handling of these cases by the United States · 
Attorney's Office in order that the Bureau may bring this to the 
attention of the Department. 

·Also, it is the responsibility of each field office to insure 
delays in prosecution of these cases are closely followed insofar as 
your .responsibility for statistical accomplishments is concerned. 

(Security Letters on attached pages) 

3-19-68 
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(D) RACIAL MATTERS - GENERAL -- Instructions under "General 
Racial Matters" in Section 122 of the Manual of Instructions and 
Chapter 62 of the FBI Handbook presently require that letterheaq 
memoranda submitted to the Bureau concerning possible or actUal 
racial violence include a statement as to the time and date that local 
agencies were advised of the information and the identities of the 
individuals so advised. Henceforth, information as to the time and 

·.date local agencies were advised and the identities of the individuals 
so notified should be recorded in the field office case file and need 
not be included in the letterhead memorandum. The letterhead 
memorandum, however, must identify the pertinent local law 
enforcement agencies and interested state and Federal authorities 
which were advised. 

Instructions in the above-mentioned sections of the 
Manual of Instructions and FBI Handbook also presently require 
that where initial notice to the Bureau of a racial demonstration, 
disturbance, or situation has been by teletype or airtel rather than 
by a letterhead memorandum, a letterhead memorandum suitable 
for dissemination be prepared and submitted the same day the 
information is ·received except that where received after normal 
working hours, it may be prepared and submitted the next workday. 
Henceforth, the letterhead memorandum must be prepared and 
submitted before the close of the second workday following the date 
the information was received. 

It is incumbent upon each Special Agent in Charge to make 
certain that the above new instructions are closely adhered to in all 
instances. 

3-19-68 
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(E) RACIAL INFORMANTS - RACIAL MATTERS -- Based upon a 
recommendation made by the recently concluded racial matters 
conferences, all field divisions should institute procedures to 
furnish the Bureau and adjoining field divisions informationconcerning 
techniques utilized successfully to develop and handle racial informants 
in militant black nationalist organizations and ghetto areas. 

It has been noted that individual Special Agents devise 
successful techniques for the development and handling of racial 
info?-""mants. However, often •these techniques are not brought 
to the attention of other Agents working in this field. In view of 
this, there should be a ready exchange of informant techniques between 
field divisions. In this connection, your attention is directed to the 
monograph captioned "Development of Racial Informants" dated 
September, 1967. This monograph deals particularly with the 
development of racial informants in Klan and white hate-type 
organizations. However, upon receipt of the techniques concerning 
the development of racial informants in the militant black nationalist 
field, a revision will be made of the monograph so that these techniques 
can be incorporated therein. 

Recently an observation was made that Negro Special 
Agents who are assigned militant black nationalist investigative 
matters as well as racial informant matters were able to achieve 
entree into areas wherein white Special Agents were denied. This 
has been of great assistance in our investigations. All Special Agents 
in Charge should consider the above observation in connection with 
our utilization of the Special Agent personnel in their particular 
division. ;_, 
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(F) STOCKPILlliG OF A-RMS AND AMMUNITION -- The numerous 
reports and allegations being received regarding the acquisition of 
arms and ammunition by purchase, theft, and otherwise and the 
possible stockpiling of same by black or white racial extremists 
are of great cone ern in view of the potential for racial violence 
presently existing in the Nation. These reports and allegations 
are matters which should be closely followed, not only on an 
individual case basis but on an over-all basis as well, in order that 
information received can be studied and analyzed with regard to its 
effect on the potential for racial violence. 

Each office, therefore, will open and maintain a control 
file under the caption "Stockpiling of Arms and Ammunition" to 
which all pertinent information concerning the acquisition of weapons 
will be channelized. The information contained in the control file is 
to be reviewed at least twice monthly and pertinent information 
affecting the potential for violence should be abstracted and 
summarized in the semimonthly summary submitted by each office 
under the caption "Possible Racial Violence, Major Urban Areas. " 
The information should be set forth under the separate subheading . -
"Stockpiling of Arms and Ammunition. " This category will replace 
the present category "Thefts of Arms and Ammunition" referred to 
in SAC Letter 68-10 dated February 6, 1968. 

• 

' ) ... 
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(G) .RABBtE ROUSER INDEX --.Section 122 of the Manual of 
Instructions under the heading "Rabble Rouser Index" requires that 
an up-to-date investigative report, setting forth pertinent infor
mation concerning the subject's rabble-rousing activities, 
accompany the recommendation for including the individual on the 
Rabble Rouser Index when no report has been submitted within the 

· · past year. Henceforth, a letterhead memorandum may be submitted 
rather than an investigative report. The letterhead memorandum 
must contain pertinent background information, including arrest 
record and a good physical description, as well as a succinct . 
summary of the subject's agitational activities which prompted the 
recommendation for including him on the Rabble Rouser Index. The 
Manual of Instructions also requires an annual report concerning each 
individual whose name is included on the Rabble Rouser Index. In 
the future an annual letterhead memorandum should be submitted. 
The above instructions do not apply to rabble rousers who are also 
on the Security Index. 

jv 

It is incumbent upon each Special Agent in Charge to make 
certain that the above new instructions are closely adhered to in all 
instances. 

Very truly yours, 

John Edgar Hoover 

Director 
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In Reply, J>leuse Refer to 

File 1\'o. 

PERSONAL ATTENTION 
SAC LETTER 68-20 

V:\ITED STATES DEPARTME:\T OF JUSTICE 

FEUEH:\1. Hl'UEAU OF 11\VESTIGATIO;\ 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20535 

March 26, 1968 

(A) TRAINING- POLICE- REMOVAL OF TRAINING DOCUMENTS 
FROM NONEXPENDABLE INVENTORY -- Reference is made to SAC 
Letter 62-36 (C), dated 7/3/62, which instructed that all training 
documents are to be charged out on property receipts, using the same 
system as that followed for Bureau p1anuals. 

These instructions are being rescinded, except in connec
tion with Training Document #50, entitled "Examining Bank Records, " 
which should be maintained in compliance with SAC Letter 62-36. 

The training documents were prepared for the express 
purpose of providing field police instructors and speakers with resource 
materials to be used in police training activities and scheduled speaking · 
appearances. Accordingly, it is desired that they be made fully avail
able and easily accessible to all interested Bureau personnel. Submit 
appropriate inventory adjustments, deleting them from inventory. 

One copy of each training document should be placed in the 
.appropriate section of your field police training reference files, and 
should be temporarily charged to any employee desiring to remove it 
therefrom. 

Police instructors and speakers may reproduce any portion 
of these documents, as necessary, in connection with official activities. 
It is not desired, however, that this material be made available to out
side sources. Appropriate manual changes will be forwarded. 

' ,I ... 

.. 
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(B) BAIL REFORM ACT -- Section 3146 of Title 18, United States Code, 
enacted June 22, 1966, requires that any person arrested for a noncapital 
federal offense be released, pending trial, on his personal recognizance 
or upon the execution of an unsecured appearance bond unless the judicial 
officer (judge or commissioner) before whom he appears determines, in 
the exercise of his discretion, that such a release will.not reasonably 
assure the appearance of the person as required. In making his deter
mination " ... the judicial officer shall, on the basis of available infor
mation, take into account the nature and circumstances of the offense 
charged, the weight of the evidence against the accused, the accused's 
family ties, employment, financial resources, character and mental 
condition, the length of his residence in the community, his record of 
convictions, and his record of appearance at court proceedings or of 
flight to avoid prosecution or failure to appear at court proceedings. " 
The information used in the determination " . . . need not conform to 
the rules pertaining to the admissibility of evidence 1n a court of law.'' 

Section 3146 and subsequent sections grant to the accused 
a right of appeal. An accused alleging that he is detained without just cause, 
or is to be released only on conditions which he is unable to meet, can take 
his case to the courts. 

To implement the statute the Department of Justice has 
devised a form, Bail Reform Act Form No.. 1 (A0-201), now being circulated 
to United States Attorneys, United States Commissioners and Federal law 
enforcement agencies. To be used officially by the judicial officer (usually 
a commissioner), the form is entitled "Record Of Responses To Questions 
At Bail Reform Act Hearing." Part I is labeled "Questions For The 
Representative Of The United States. 11 Part 11 is labeled "Questions For 
The Defendant Or Other Persons Having Information.'' Part I information 
will be obtained by the judicial officer ''. . . principally from the represent
ative of the United States" and Part II information" ... principally from the 
defendant." The responses given are to be noted on the form but "Questions 
need not be limited to the ones suggested here, nor need all questions be 
asked in all cases. Neither the defendant nor the representative of the 
United States may be compelled to answer any question. " 
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Several possible problems have been pointed out to the 
Department of Justice, such as the fact that our investigations are not 
directed toward producing bail information and that some apprehensions, 
made at a place distant from the Office of Origin and on limited information, 
will result in the arresting -Agent initially appearing before the commissioner 

·without knowledge of the answers to some bail questions. The Department 
has nq!_instructed the Bureau to develop bail information, but. has stated a 
general plan of operation, as follows: 

"We suggest that the forms should be filled out in 
advance of bail hearings but in no case should they be submitted 
to a judicial officer without prior approval by an Assistant 
United States Attorney. It is contemplated that, in many cases, 
the form completed by an arresting officer will simply constitute 
a work sheet for use by the United States Attorney?s office •.. 
It is • • . incumbent on the United States Attorney and defense 
counsel to cooperate with the courts in gathering and furnishing 
the necessary information in time for the accused~s first 
appearance for a bail hearing. In order that the United States 
Attorney be as fully advised as possible, arresting officers 
should provide him promptly after an arrest or at the time of 
application for an arrest warrant or summons, with as much 
of the information as is possible which is called for in parts I 
and IT of AO- 201. Although the questions in Part II are 
directed to the defendant, accurate information concerning 
them should be furnished to the United States Attorney to 
help him verify or refute information which the defendant 
himself may supply at the hearing. Arresting officers should 
refrain, in light of Miranda v. Arizona, from interrogating 
arrested defendants in order to secure information for AO- 201. 
They should, however, be prepared to assist in reviewing any 
information which the defendant or his attorney may furnish 
directly to the judicial officer. 

"Because unexplained failure to submit information 
to the United States Attorney might be assumed to reflect t~t 
no reason exists for opposing release on personal bond, it is 
important that all available information be recorded or that 
the difficulties in securing timely information be explained. 

3/26/68 
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Whenever information in any category is unknown to the arresting 
officer, or premature disclosure in court might compromise 
effective prosecution, portions of the form may be left blank 
by the officer or may be completed and presented to the United 
States Attorney with appropriate cautions. The United States 
Attorney has the responsibility to resolve conflicts between the 
desirability of disclosing particular information for purposes · 
of the bail hearing or withholding the information to avoid 
prejudicing the prosecution. " 

When it was pointed out to the Department that some arrests 
necessarily Will be made on an emergency basis and at a point distant from 
any member of the United States Attorney's office, with the result that this 
bail information could not be submitted to the United States Attorney 
beforehand, the Department replied as follows: 

". . • our memorandum • • . should be taken as 
solely relating to the use of the form itself. We did not 
intend to direct that all bail information be cleared with 
the United States Attorney before the arresting officers 
answer any relevant questions. put to them by a judicial 
officer . . . Our point as to the form was that without 
such prior consultation we should not provide the defense, 
at this early stage, with detailed information which might 
not come up at the hearing itself. Thus in the situations 
you outline, where prior consultation is not feasible, we 
recommend that the form not be used, but that your agents 
give whatever information relevant to bail as is required . 
of them by the judicial officer. 11 

The Department obviously prefers that someone in the United 
States Attorney's office act as the representative of the United States in the 
bail bond hearing. Cooperate fully with the United States Attorney to this end. 
The Agent to whom the case is assigned should keep his bail facts available 
so that he can give them to the United States Attorney (the facts then available) 
when the warrant is authorized or thereafter, ··as desired. 
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You will note that some of the questions on the form, such as 
those relating to evidence of guilt found on the defendant, and defendant1s 
admissions of guilt, call for information which we are forbidden, by directive 
of the Attorney General, to release to the press. As to this problem, the 
Department said: 

"As the directive relates to release of information 
to the news media there should be no problem in releasing 
it at a relevant judicial hearing in response to a request from 
the presiding official. That this may also release the information 
to the press must be considered as incidental to the purposes 
to be served by its release to the judicial officer. Similarly, 
as the form is intended for use at a judicial hearing, the 
release of such information by means of the form is not a 
violation of the directive., 

All questions on bail should be answered conservatively, no 
. . matter whether the answers are given to the commissioner directly or given 

indirectly through the screening process of the United States Attorney. State 
facts _only, not conclusions. For example, Question 12 asks, "Was evidence 
of the offense found in the defendant~s possession ? 11 Answer by identifying 
the things found, if any. Some of these things may prove to be evidence and 
some may not; only the courts can decide. U.S. v. Pardo-BoHand, 229 F. 
Supp. 473 (1964). There is a similar problem in Question 13, which asks: 
nHas the defendant admitted involvement in the offense? 11 There sometimes 
is legitimate doubt on whether words used by the person arrested do or do 
not amount to an admission of guilt. U.S. v. Littlejohn, 260 F. Supp. 278, 
282 (1966). Hence your fact for bail hearing purposes is what the accused 
said, not the legal effect of his words. 

In any instance in which information is given to the United 
States Attorney or a member of his staff by filling out Bail Reform Act 
Form No. 1, place in the case file an exact copy of whatever was given to 
the United States Attorney~s office. 
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Bureau instructions presently require that an office requesting 
apprehension by another office shall include in the request those available 
facts pertinent to the bail hearing. The extent of the facts so furnished now 
·is governed by Bail Reform Act Form N<;>. 1, insofar as they are available 
to the requesting office. 

Some commissioners may elect to not use the form. The form 
is not required by the statute, and the Department of Justice has no power to 
compel a judicial officer to use it. Even so, the United States Attorney may 
want you to use the form for his purposes. 

By agreement between the Department of Justice and the 
Administrative Office of the United States Courts, all federal investigative 
agencies will obtain their supplies of this form from the Clerks of the 
District Courts. Obtain your supplies locally in this manner. 

Advise all investigative personnel. 

(Security Letters on attached pages) 
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(C) DEMONSTRATIONS PROTESTING UNITED STATES INTERVENTION 
IN VIETNAM (VIDEM) -- Current Bureau instructions require that all 
information developed regarding such demonstrations be submitted to 
the Bureau by teletype for immediate dissemination to the White House 
and other interested Government agencies, followed by a letterhead 
memorandum for routine dissemination to the intelligence community. 
In addition, certain offices submit quarterly repo.rts concerning 
demonstrations which have occurred during the previous three months. 

Continue to submit teletypes as instructed; however, ef
fective immediately, a separate letterhead memorandum regarding each 
routine demonstration should be discontinued. In the future each office 
should transmit to the Bureau by the close of business each Monday a 
letterhead memorandum reporting on demonstrations during the past 
week. 

Offices submitting quarterly reports are to discontinue 
them. In order to facilitate handling at the Seat of Government, all 
commu:qications reporting on antiwq.r demonstrations are to be fu~nished 
the Bureau under the VIDEM caption. Discontinue the use of organi
zational captions. Continue to include pertinent information concerning 
activity in demonstrations in organizational and individual reports where 
applicable. 

During your coverage of demonstrations you should be 
particularly alert to violatiops of various federal laws such as the 
Selective Service Act. All criminal violations should be reported under 
the appropria~e caption. 

The Bureau will issue separate instructions concerning the 
coverage of and the reporting on major demonstrations. 
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(D) RACIAL INFORMANTS- SECURITY INFORMANTS-- In view of the 
continuing stress we are placing on our informants, you should insure 
that all interviews conducted with informants are exacting and thorough. 
Special Agents handling informants (racial and security) must be cognizant 
of the fact that much of the information furnished by these informants is 
being disseminated promptly to key Government officials as well as local 

_authorities. In view of this, every interview conducted with a racial or 
secu.rity informant should be such that no "loose ends" are left hanging 
and that all information available to the informant is obtained at time 
of interview. 

In addition, you are reminded that Special Agents should not 
merely collect information from informants but also direct their activities 
in order that the Bureau will obtain the full benefit of the informant's 
potEntial. 
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(E)' RACIAL INFORl\.1ANTS- RACIAL MATTERS-- Based upon a 
recommendation made by the recently concluded racial matters con
ferences, the following change concerning the handling of oral infor
mation furnished by racial informants is being placed in effect. It will 
be no longer necessary to authenticate information furnished orally by 
a racial informant except in those instances where the information 
could. possibly be used in local as well as Federal prosecution. To 
avoid duplication of recording information received from an informant 
where no prosecution is involved, use may be made of one or a com
bination of teletype, letterhead memorandum, or memorandum to replace 
the informant's statement. All information received from racial in
formants must, however, be adequately recorded. 

In addition, you may now utilize the FD-209 to channelize 
observations of racial conditions in ghetto areas where the situation is 
described as calm by placing a copy of the FD-209 in the informant's 
Sub-A file and in the appropriate control file covering racial violence. 
Appropriate Manual change will be furnished. 
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Very truly yours, 

John Edgar Hoover 

Director 
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f'ile So. 

PERSONAL ATTENTION 
SAC LETTER 68-21 

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

Jo'EUEHAL BUREAU 01<' INVESTIGATION 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20535 

April 2, 1968 

- . 
(A) ARRESTS - SEARCHES AND SEIZURES In Niro v. U. S. , 
decided 2/2/68 but not yet reported, the Court of Appeals, First 
Circuit, reversed the conviction in a case in which Bureau Agents 
obtained evidence in a search of premises incidental to arrest. 
Rev~rsal was based on failure to obtain a search warrant for the 
premises. The court said, in part, as follows: 

"We think it proper to say that while the failure 
to obtain a warrant when one could readily have been had 
is not of necessity fatal to a search or seizure concomitant 
with an arrest the nature of which had been fully anticipated, 
it will be fatal unless there are at least some countervailing 
factors. We need not define such circumstances. In the case 
at bar. we find none. We hold that the government cannot rely 
upon an expected arrest to seize stolen goods, the presence 
of which it long had probable cause to know of, simply to 
avoid the inconvenience of obtaining a search warrant. " 

This decision reinstates, for the First Circuit, the rule of 
Trupiano v. U.S., 334 U.S. 699 (1948}, in which the Supreme Court held that 
the failure to obtain a search warrant, when there was full opportunity to 
do so, invalidated what would otherwise have been a search justified by the 
arrest. This rule was thought to have been discarded in U.S. v. Rabinowitz, 
339 U.S. 56 (1950), in which the Supreme Court said, in part, that: 

"' . 
"To the extent that Trupiano v. United States . . • 

requires a search warrant solely upon the basis of the 
practicability of procuring it rather than upon the reasonable
ness of the search after a lawful arrest, that case is overruled. 
The relevant test is not whether it is reasonable to procure a 
search warrant, but whether the search was reasonable. That 
criterion in turn depends upon the facts and circumstances - the 
total atmosphere of the case. '' 
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The principal effect of Niro on Bureau offices in the First 
Circuit (Boston and San Juan) is obvious. In any case in which the Agents 
have advance probabl~ cause for beiieviug'·tJ:lat instrumentalities, fruits arid 
contraband of the crime in question are located on certain premises where · 
an arrest is expected and it is practicable to obtain a warrant without 
jeopardizing the case, they must obtain a search warrant for those premises 
and thus search on the authority of the warrant rather than on that of the 
arrest to which the search otherwise would be incidental. There will be 
exceptions. 

The holding of the courf, quoted above, expressly requires a 
search warrant ". o • when one could readily have been had • • • , " therefore, 
the first exception would be justified where the facts are persuasive that the 
search warrant could not "readily have been had. Tf The elements of proof that 
might be involved here are: (1) How much time elapsed between the receipt 
of probable cause for the search and the moment of arrest in the premises? 
In the Niro case this period was described by the court as being "over twelve 
hours. n In a different case, a significantly reduced lapse of time may result 
in a First Circuit decision contrary to that in Niro. (2) Was the issuing 
magistrate available when needed? Inquiry by the Agents might show that 
even though they have collected facts they believe are sufficient to establish 
probable cause they are unable to present them for consideration by the 
magistrate because he is not readily available. Thus, the unavailability of 
the. magistrate indicates that a search warrant could not "readily have been 
had." (3) Did the probable cause to search obtained by the Agents relate to 
subject matter not covered by Rule 41 of the Federal Rules of Criminal 

. Procedure, such as items of mere evidence? If so, a search warrant could 
not "readily have been had" for those items while at the same time the 
search for those items would have been justified incidental to the arrest 
in the premises. 

Further, the courtzs holding provides that even where a 
search warrant could "readily have been had" there may be "some 
countervailing factors" which would justify exception to the announced 
rule. They d9clined to specify the nature of such factors, stating only that 
they found none in the Niro caseo This effectively leaves open an avenue 
of escape for the court in future cases if they find the rule is largely · 
unworkable in the practical world of law enforceme~.t. Therefore, if the 
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circumstances of a case are such that there appears strong reason, aside 
from mere inconvenience, for failing to obtain a search warrant when one 
could readily have been had, good judgment on the scene must control. This 
assumes consultation, if possible, with the princip:lllegal advisor and with 
the United States Attorney, prior to taking any action in this regarda 
Obviously, the facts, circumstances and needs of each investigation differ 

. and without the context it is impossible to predict, with any satisfactory 
degree of precision, what "countervailing factorsu will be acceptable to the 
court. Nevertheless, the court said such factors may be considered and 
this advantage should not be overlooked where it might be useful. 

Boston and San Juan should anticipate that in any search of 
premises incidental to arrest, Without a search warrant, in which the Agents 
find instrumentalities, etc. , which they had advance reason to believe were 
there, the courts of the First Circuit will require the government to either 
justify the failure to obtain a search warrant or forego use of the evidence 
found. 

The Niro decision raises the question of what to do when an 
arrest is to be made, possibly on premises under the control o.f the accused, 
for an offense involving things subject to search and seizure and believed to 
be on those premises, and a search warrant for the premises has been applied 
for and denied. You are instructed that if the arrest is made on the premises 
in question, you are to search those premises for the instrumentalities, fruits, 
contraband, and evidence of the offense in the usual manner of search 
incidental to arrest. Rabinowitz and the recent decision of the Supreme 
Court in Warden v. Hayden, 387 U.S. 294 (1967), are your authority for 
the position that the existence or nonexistence of a search warrant for those 
premises is not conclusive on the duty and authority of an officer to search 
premises incidental to arrest therein. You should be careful, however, to 
avoid timing the arrest in such a way that the court can legitimately draw the 
conclusion that you passed up a clear opportunity to arrest the accused outside 
the premises in question for the deliberate purpose of arresting inside the 
premises and thus using the power of incidental search to bypass the search 
warrant requirement. This does not mean that you must follow a policy of 
arresting outside the premises when you hav~ no search warrant for the 
premises. There are legitimate reasons for arresting an accused inside 
his dwelling rather than outside, one of which is the fact that when arresting 
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an accused believed to be dangerous, an arrest inside the premises offers 
less danger to the public. See Leahy v. U.S., 272 F2d 487 (1959), cert. dism. 
364 U.S. 945; Morales v. U. S:..L 344 F2d 846, 850 (1965). 

Offices other than Boston and San Juan are n()t immediately 
affected by the Niro decision. But the decision should be another warning to 
lay particular stress on the desirability of obtaining search warrants ( as· well 
as arrest warrants) whenever there is reasonable opportunity to do so. The 
Niro decision may be persuasive on courts in other circuits. For example, 
the Fifth Circuit (Alabama, Florida, Georgia, Louisiana, Mississippi, and 
Texas) has shown some leaning toward views like those expressed in Niro. 
Barnett v. U.S., 384 F2d 848 (1967); Williams v. U.S., 382 F2d 48 (1967). 

The Niro rule on premises could easily be extended to searches 
of vehicles in a non- mobile condition or even to those in a mobile condition in 
cases where the facts known to the officers were such that they could accurately 
predict the location of the vehicle at a time of planned arrest therein. See 
Clay v. U.S., 239 F2d 196 (1956); U.S. v. Kendrick, 266 F. Supp. 718 (1967). 

Advise all investigative personnel and direct your Legal 
. Instructor to follow this matter closely. 
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. N1STRATIVE HANDLING OF FORM 
(B) REPORT \¥RITING -ttaADhMdi h rewith standardized instructions concerning 
FD-302 __ There are a c e e 
the administrative handling of Form FD-302. 

As the result of consultations with Chief Cler~s,_ ~nd c~trtain 
· f" d · (J' of the Inspection DIVISIOn, 1 

Special Agents i~ Charge, and t~e a~ a:~~ute need to standardize the 
has been determined th~~ the;le IS sensus was that this procedure was 
handling of Fo:·m FD_-3 . 1e .c~n nt and it would fix responsibility for 
practical for. fi:ldf-;~:3~~~, .~~~~~= all personnel of the ins~ructions set 
proper handhnol od d'ures and place these instructions Into effect 
out in the attac 1e proce · · · 
immediately. 

Manual revisions will be forthcoming. 

(Security Letter on attached pages) 
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(C) SECURITY INVESTIGATIONS OF INDIVIDUALS -- The emergence 
of the new left movement as a subversive force dedicated to the complete 
destruction of the traditional values of our democratic society presents 
the Bureau with an unprecedented challenge in the security field. 
Although the new left has no definable ideology of its own, it does 
have strong Marxist, existentialist, nihilist and anarchist overtones. 
While mere membership in a new left group is not sufficient to establish 
that an individual is a potential threat to the internal security of the 
United States, it must be recognized that many individuals affiliated 
with the new left movement do, in fact, engage in violence or unlawful 
activities, and their potential dangerousness is clearly demonstr,ated 
by their statements, conduct and actions. 

The Bureau has recently noted that in many instances 
security investigations of these ~ndividuals are not being initiated. 
In some cases, subjects are not being recommended for inclusion on 
the Security Index merely because no membership in a basic revolutionary 
organization could be established. Since the new left is basically 
anarchist, many of the leading activists in it are not members of any 
basic revolutionary group. It should be borne in mind that even if a 
subject's membership in a subversive organization cannot be proven, 
his inclusion on the Security Index may often be justified because of 
activities which establish his anarchistic tendencies. In this regard, 
you should constantly bear in mind that the public statements, the 
writings and the leadership activities of subjects of security investi-
gations which establish them as anarchists are proper areas of 
inquiry. Such activity should be actively pursued through investigation 
with the ultimate view of including them on the Security Index. It is 
entirely possible, therefore, that a subject without any organizational 
affiliation can qualify for the Security Index by virtue of his public pronounce
ments and activities which establish his rejection of law and order and 
reveal him to be a potential threat to the security of the United States. 

It is equally important to understand that mere dissent and 
opposition to Governmental policies pursued in a legal constitutional 
manner are not sufficient to warrant inclusion in the Security Index. You 
are reminded that one of the four criteria in Section 87D, Manual of 
Instructions, must apply. Further, in those cases requiring Bureau 
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authority to initiate investigations, your requests must summarize 
information available to show the potential threat and not merely 
show anti-Vietnam or peace group· sentiments without also revealing 
advocacy of violence or unlawful action which would justify an 
investigation. 

Very truly yours, 

John Edgar Hoover 

Director 

Enclosures for (B) 
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In Repl_y, Plt•ase Refer to 

file l\'o. 

PERSONAL ATTENTION 
SAC LETTER 68-22 

U\iiTJo:D STATES DEPAHTMENT OF JUSTICE 

F E I> E H A I. B L' H E A U 0 F I i\ \ ' E ~ T I G AT I 0 l'f 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20535 

April _ 9, 1968 

(A) U. s: SAVINGS BONDS CAMPAIGN- 1968 -- The 1968 bond drive 
sponsored by the U. S. Treasury Department will commence this year 
on April 18, 1968, and will be concluded on June 14, 1968. The Treasury 
Department has set 80% employee participation as its target for this 
year. Of our 15, 556 employees, a total of 7, 446 are presently buying 
Series E bonds and U. S. Savings Notes for an employee participation 
rate of only 47. 9%. Obviously there is room for a great deal of improve
ment when comparing our rate of participation with the target. A list 
of nonparticipants will be furnished you prior to April 18, 1968, so each 
may be personally contaGted and encouraged to joi11 the program through 
good salesmanship without any pressure whatsoever. 

Nonsubscribers should be made aware that the purchase 
of savings bonds helps the Nation 1s finances and represents a solid 
personal inv~stment. The Bureau 1s payroll deductior service con
cerning the bond program facilitates such savings. As little as $3.75 
a pay period may be withheld for the purchase of Series E bonds and 
$3.90 for the combination purchase of Series E bonds and U. S. . 
Savings Notes. Series E bonds yield 4. 15% when held to their 7 ·year 
maturity and may be cashed in after 2 months if the need arises. 
U~ S. Savings Notes yield 4. 74% compotmded semiannually when held 
to maturity of only 4 1/2 years and they may be redeemed after 1 year. 
If held to maturity , Series E bonds will pay $4 for every $3 invested. 
Series E bonds are issued in face amounts of $25, $50, $75, $100, 
$200, $500, and $1,000 whereas U. S. Savings Notes are issued only 
in face amounts of $25, $50, $75, and $100. 

Make certairi. you have a sufficient supply on hand of form 
FD-308 which is the application to buy Series E bonds .as well as form 
$F 1192-A, the application to buy the combination Series E bonds and 
U. S. Savings Notes. Each nonparticipant should be furnished with 
such applications, the advantages of joinii1g personally outlined by the 
supervisor, and be followed up to secure your employeesr expressed 
interest. Completed applications should be furnished promptly to the 
Voucher-Statistical Section as received by you since a weekly report of 
our progress must be furnished to the U. · S. Treasury Department during 
the span of the drive. The official Bureau name and the correct Social 
Security number must be used on the forms. These forms shouldeither 
be typed or printed in ink. At the conclusion of the drive Voucher
Statistical Section will send you a report which will reveal any success 
attained from your efforts in spearheading tllis year 1s drive. Over eight 
million Americans are using this effortless means to save and those 
buying bonds are providing for their future. 
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(B) LINEUPS - IDENTIFICATION BY PHOTOGRAPH -- On March. 18, 
1968, the United States Supreme Court approved the pre-arrest use of 
photographs for identification. Simmons v. U.S., U.S. 
36 LW 4227 (1968). --

A savings and loan association was held up by two men 
who left the scene in a vehicle that was located and identified the same 
dayo Through this lead, group pictures, in which Simmons and others 
appeared, were obtained. On the day following the robbery, these 
photographs were exhibited by Agents to savings and loan employees 
who identified Simmons as one of the subjects. Simmons was convicted 
and appealed, contending his pretrial identification through the use of 
photographs was improper. 

The Court looked to the "totality of surrounding circumstances" 
to determine that the photographic identification, as used in this case, did 
not deny Simmons due process of law or call for reversal under the Court'is 
supervisory authority. 

The Court, in reaching its decision, considered the following: 

{1) It was a pre-arrest situation involving a serious crime 
and the identity of the subjects had not been definitely est~blished at the time 
the photographs were exhibited to the eyewitnesses. 

(2) The eyewitnesses had an opportunity during the robbery 
to observe the subjects for an appreciable period under conditions indicating 
a good possi~ility of subsequent valid identifications. 

(3) Photographs were exhibited to the witnesses the day 
following the commission of the crime "While their memories were still 
fresh." 

( 4) At least six photographs were exhibited to each witness. 
Subject~s picture appeared in several of the photographs and the Court noted 
" ••• it probably would have been preferable for the witnesses to have been 
shown more than six snapshots, for those snapshots to have pictured a 
greater number of individuals, and for there to have been proportionally 
fewer pictures of Simmons. " 
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(5) The photographs were shown to each witness individually. 
They were told nothing concerning the progress of the investigation and no 
suggestions were made indicating which person in the photographs was under 
suspicion. 

(6) The initial identifications were confirmed by all witne~ses 
in subsequent viewings of photographs and by in- court identifications which 
stood up on cross-examination. 

The Court stated that the sum of these circumstances left 
little room for doubt that the identification was proper. 

The Court pointed out that where there are multiple eyewitnes:?es 
" The reliability of the identification procedure could have been increased by.· 
allowing only one or two of the five eyewitnesses to view the pictures of 
Simmons. If thus identified, Simmons could later have been displayed to the 
other eyewitnesses in a lineup, thus permitting the photographic identification 
to be supplemented by a corporeal identification, which is normally more 
accurate. " 

In connection with another point in the case, the Court 
indicated that all photographs shown to a witness should be maintained so 
they will be available if called for by the court. These photographs, properly 
identified, are to be maintained as exhibits in the case file. / 

As to future cases involving the use of photographs for 
identification, the Court held u. • • that each case must be considered 
on its own facts, and that convictions based on eyewitness identification 
at trial following a pretrial identification by photograph will be set aside. • . . • • 
only if the photographic identification procedure was so impermissibly 
suggestive as to give rise to a very substantial likelihood of irreparable 
misidentification.'' 

"' This decision, like UoSo v. Wade, 388 U.S. 218 (1967); 
Gilbert v. California, 388 u.s. 263 (1967); and Stovall v. Denno, 218 U.S. 
293 (1967), indicates the continuing interest of the Court in the .idep.tific(ittion 
process. Safeguar.ds are established to insure the reliability of eyewitness 
identification by subjecting the use of photographs for identification to 
sc;rutiny of the courts on the issue of admissibility q 
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To insure compliance, you are instructed to use photographs 
for identification purposes only where good judgment indicates it is necessary. 

The "necessity" for use of photographs for identification 
arises where there is compelling need to identify a subject who has not been 
sufficiently identified through other investigation. · 

A serious question as to the validity of any photographic 
identification is raised if the witness did not have adequate opportunity 
to observe the subject so that it is reasonable to believe the witness could 

· .. make a valid identification. Resort to use of photographs for identification 
purposes in this situation only where no other reasonable possibility of 
identifying the subject exists. 

The procedure utilized in exhibiting photographs for 
identification is of equal importance to avoid suggestive or coercive 
influences. Display subject~s photograph to witnesses in a group of at 
least five other photographs which depict persons resembling the subject 
as nearly as possible. In the event there are multiple ey~witnesses, attempt 
to identify the subject by displaying the photographs to only a few of them. 
The remaining witnesses should view subject at a subsequent lineup, which 
shoUld result in a more reliable identification. 

The photographs must not be viewed by a witness in the 
presence of any other witness. 

Do not, in any way, indicate which photograph is that 
of the suspect. In addition, do not reveal to the witness the status of 
the investigation as this would possibly indicate to him that the suspect 
has been otherwise identified and his photograph is among those being 
shown. 

SAC Letter 67-61 (A) stated that photographic identification 
may be used in the event the accused refuses to participate in a lineup 
and no method of compelling him to do so is found. Continue to follow 
these instructions. 

Advise all investigative personnel. 
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(C) FBI NATIONAL ACADEMY - 1969 SESSIONS -- The 83rd Session 
of the FBI National Academy will be held March 10 to May 28, 1969. 
The 84th Session will be held August 18 to November 5, 1969. You will 
be advised at a later date when nominations for these sessions should be 
submitted. 

4/9/68 
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(D) ARRESTS- SEARCHES AND SEIZURES- SEARCH WARRANTS; 
ARREST WARRANTS-- The Seventh Circuit Court of Appeals has, in 
effect, instructed all United States Commissioners in illinois. Indiana and 
Wisconsin to cease drafting affidavits and, presumably, complaints. 
In U.S. v. Pascente, 387 F2d 923 (1967), the Seventh Circuit approved 
an affidavit for a search warrant which was described as 11

• • • a printed 
/ form filled in and completed in what is obviously a hasty handwritten 

scrawl, replete with abbreviations (some of them rather unconventional) 
and composed in a highly cryptic style •..• " It is noted that although the 
!rlfidavit was signed by an FBI Agent, it was prepared by a United States 
]ommissioner and this practice was condemned by the court. Rule 41 (c), 

Federal Rules of Criminal Procedure, which is controlling, contemplates 
that the affidavit will be prepared by the affiant and not by the Commissioner. 
Reversal was not ordered on this point because no prejudice to the defendant 
was shown in this case. But, the court said, ". • . nevertheless, a practice 
of having the Commissioner prepare any such affidavits should be disapproved 
in order that it will not recur in any districts of this circuit.'' The 
defendant~ s petition to the Supreme Court for a writ of certiorari in this 
case was filed February 23, 1968; however, until advised to the contrary 
offices located in the Seventh Circuit must accept the Court of Appeals 
decision as binding on this point. 

The immediate effect of this decision is that FBI Agents in 
the Chicago, Springfield, Indianapolis and Milwaukee Divisions hereafter 
must write their own affidavits an9. complaints, excepting only those situations 
in which the United States Attorney or an Assistant does the composition with 
information supplied by the Agent. In this regard, Agents writing theiF own 
affidavits and complaints will be assisted as necessary by the principal 
Legal Instructor. The statement of probable cause may be prerared on a 
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separate sheet prior to appearing before the magistrate and simply attached 
and incorporated by reference when the formal affidavit· or complaint is. 
filed. Using this method, there should be little justification for hastily 
drawn statements that would merit the criticism expressed by the Seventh 
Circuit. · 

Though they are not technically bound by it, courts and/ or 
United States Commissioners in Federal Districts outside of the 'Seventh 
Circuit may be persuaded to follow the rule announced in the Pascente case. 
Therefore, the Legal Instructor in your office should alert all investigative 
personnel to this rec'ent development in the law and re-enforce previous 
instructions that Agents are to rely on the advice and assistance of the 
United States Attorney and the United States Commissioner where possible. 
However, we must anticipate that in some districts and circuits this 
assistance may be limited or non-existent, in which case we have no choice 
but to prepare our own affidavits and complaints. Under such circumstances, 

· the assistance of the Legal Instructor may be particularly valuable. 
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(E) BUREAU APPLICANTS - CLERICAL RECRUITMENT PROGRAM -
SEAT OF GOVERNMENT-- Recently I was informed by a Special Agent 
in Charge of a plan he was utilizing to stimulate clerical recruiting on 
the part of Resident Agents. Each Resident Agency in his division was 
given a quota. When a Resident Agency did not make its quota, Agents 
from that Resident Agency were assigned on a rotating basis to do 
investigations on applicants recruited in a Resident Agency where the 
quota had been met or exceeded. This proved to be very successful 
and, where practical, you should take immediate steps to implement 
this technique in your office. 

I realize that in some offices such a technique would be 
impractical due to the distances between Resident Agencies and would 
result in the excessive expenditure of funds and manpower. Each 
Special Agent in Charge should thoroughly analyze his recruitment program 
to see if such a technique can be implemented. Other similar techniques 
have proven successful. One technique is to send a group of Agents into 
Resident Agency territories to locate, interview and test prospective appli
cants. If the applicants are found to possess the basic qualifications 
investigations are ordered and assigned to other Agent personnel not 
directly responsible for those recruited. Another technique is to send 
Agent personnel into Resident Agency territories to work the cases 
developed by the Resident Agents, particularly where the Resident Agency 
h~s ·a heavy case load. 

Although the above techniques have been utilized in connection with 
recruiting in Resident Agency territories, serious consideration should be 
given to utilizing them in Headquarters City also, to insure that each 
Agent is equitably sharing in this most vital program. This matter 
will be carefully looked into during the course of the inspection of 
your office. · 
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(F) TOP ECHELON CRIMINAL INFORMANT PROGRAM -- As you have 
previously been informed, the Bureau has heavy commitments in con
nection with the drive against organized crime. To appropriately dis
charge your responsibilities, it is mandatory that you have a skillfully 
devised and executed program to obtain adequate top-level informant 

-coverage. 
A principal objective of your Top Echelon Criminal Informant 

Program must be the penetration of La Cosa Nostra with member-informants. 
The importance of developing such sources cannot be overemphasized. An 
accurate picture with respect to the prevalence of La Cosa Nostra within 
your territory cannot be clearly established without such sources. 

Your Top Echelon Criminal Informant Program must also 
be aimed at the development of informants who will enable you to meet 
your responsibilities in connection with the antigambling statutes. 

Keep in mind that all Special Agents assigned to criminal 
intelligence matters share the responsibility for the development of 
adequate infor~1ant coverage. They must be continually alert to the 
_possibility of selecting appropriate targets for development for inclusion 
in your program. 

There is a direct relationship between the effectiveness of 
your·Criminal Intelligence Program and the quality of your top-level 
informant coverage. 

You will be held strictly accountable for having an 
imaginative and productive Top Echelon Criminal Informant Program. 
Your program will continue to be very closely analyzed with this in mind 
during future inspections and appropriate administrative action will be 
taken against both Agent and supervisory personnel for any failures 
detected. 

. The progress of your Top Echelon Criminal Informant 
Program will be closely followed. 

(Security Letters on attached pages) 
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(G) INCENDIARISM -RACIAL AND SECURITY INF0~\1ANT COVER
AGE-- On March 29 and 30, 1968, fires believed to have been 
deliberately set were discovered in four major department .stores in 
the Chicago loop district and in three large department stores in New 
York City. Tivo of t1.ese fires were started by Molotov cocktails and 
a Molotov cocktail which failed to ignite was found in a fourth New York 
department store. 

Although the Bureau has no jurisdiction in these matters 
based upon the information developed to date, there is a possibility 
of the involvement on the part of extremist elements in either the· racial 
or nationality field. In addition, past experience has shown that acts 
of this nature which receive wide publicity often serve as a catalyst 
in other areas for extremist groups and fanatic individuals. 

Accordingly, this points out the absolute necessity for 
having maximum informant penetration of these extremist groups 
(racial and nationality) as well as full coverage of the ghettos (white 
and black) by racial informants in order to obtain advance intelligence. 
It is also to be noted that in the recent past there has been a large 
number of acts of incendiarism against American-owned businesses in 
Puerto Rico in which Puerto Rican nationalists have been suspected. 

In the event such arson activity as described above occurs 
in your respective divisions, you should give specific assignments to 
informants to determine if any extremist groups or individuals are 
behind these events. In addition, you should maintain close liaison with 
the local police departments in order to be kept promptly advised of 
information which may be of interest to the Bureau. 
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(H) COMMUNIST PARTY, USA- BRIEF TO ESTABLISH ILLEGAL 
STATUS -- The Internal Security Division of the Department advised 
by letter dated March 27, 1968, that it no longer desires to continue 

. receiving reports in captioned matter. · Accordingly, each office is to 
. discontinue the submission of reports in captioned matter. It will, how
"" ever, be necessary to insure that pertinent information concerning the 

illegal status of the Communist Party, USA, is included in the appro:
priate sections of the quarterly reports on the Communist Party, USA. 

Manual changes follow. 

Very truly yours, 

John Edgar Hoover 

·nirector 
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· In "Reply, Plecue Refer to 

File No. ' 

PERSONAL ATTENTION 
SAC LETTER 68-25 

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT "OF JUSTICE 

fo' E J> f: R A L H U R E A U 0 F I N V EST IG AT I 0 N 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20535 

April ·30, 1968 
. I • 

(A) BUREAU OF NARCOTICS AND DANGEROUS DRUGS - DEPART-
MENT OF JUSTICE -- The functions of the Bureau of Narcotics, 
Department of the Treasury, and Bureau of Drug Abuse .Control, 
Department of Health~ Education, and Welfare, (except the regulation 
of the counterfeiting of those drugs which are not controlled "depressant 
or stimulant'' drugs) have been transferred to the Attorney General. 

The Attorney General has created in the Department of 
Justice a Bureau of Narcotic~ and Dangerous Drugs which will perform 
the aforementioned functions transferred to the Attorney General. 
All complaints previously referred to the Bureau of Narcotics or the 
Bureau of Drug Abuse Control concerning matters previously within 
their jurisdiction should now be referred to the Bureau of Narcotics 
and Dangerous Drugs, Department of Justice. 

(Security Letters on attached pages) 
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(B) WHITE MILITANT GROUPS - RACIAL MATTERS . 
(ORGANIZATION) -.- In view of increasing militancy in the racial 
field, neighborhood groups whose members are of the white race, 
have been springing- up throughout the United States. Some of these 
groups appear to be militant in nature and some urge the white man to 
arm himself as a means of protection against racial violence. Some of 
these groups are known to sponsor demonstrations against integration 
and against the bussing of Negro students to white schools. Others 
appear to advocate more violent methods of opposition to integration. 
The appearance of these groups is noted mostly in the white ghetto 
areas of the large cities which border on minority group living areas . 

. ·' 
In order to fulfill our responsibilities in the racial 

intelligence field we must be cognizant of the groups and their aims 
and purposes. Upon receipt of information as to the formation or 
existence of such a group, a preliminary investigation should be 
immediately initiated to determine the aims and purposes of the organ
ization, its leaders, approximate membership, as well as any pertinent 
b:1ckground data which will assist in determining the militancy of the 
group. 

From information presently available, it appears that 
many of these organizations have been founded on principles of fear 
rather than hate and as such, they cannot be classified as hate groups. 
Your investigations should, therefore, be discreet and most circumspect. 
You should limit your inquiries to a review of Bureau files, contacts with 
Bureau informants, and established sources, and the use of public 
source information. 

Upon completion of your investigations, a communication 
in form suitable for dissemination should be forwarded to the Bureau 
together with a recommendation as to whether additional investigation 
is warranted under Section 122A of the Manual of Instructions as it 
pertains to the investigation of Klan and white hate groups. 

In addition to the above, I wish to point out to you the 
possibility of reactions by the Klan, white -h?-te groups, and residents 
of white ghetto areas to the recent wave of racial disorders resulting 
from the assassination of Martin Luther King, Jr. You should remain 
alert to this possibility. Informant coverage of the Klan, white hate 
groups, and white ghetto areas must be intensified so that plans of 
retaliation or overt action are k1iown to the Bureau prior to their taking_ 
phice. 
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(C) RACIAL INFORMANTS- RACIAL MATTERS -- In order to further 
streamline the racial informant program, effective immediately it will 
no longer be necessary to advise the Bureau the identity of an individual 
being operated as a probationary racial informant (ghetto) nor will it 
be necessary to obtain prior Bureau authority to operate this individual 
except in the instances set out below. 

-· /'' 
In the event an individual is connected with an educational 

institution, a legitimate civil rights organization, employed in a 
sellsitive position or in the news media field, or is a member of the 
military, prior Bureau authority must be obtained before contacting 
this individual to develop him as an informant. If an individual is to 
be operated in an extremist organization such as a militant black 
nationalist group, Klan group, or white hate group, Bureau approval 
must be obtained to designate him as an informant. 

The criteria for developing as well as the required 
investigation for probationary racial informant (ghetto) set out in 
Section 130, Volume IV, Manual of Instructions, remains in effect, ·. 
except that now the personal authority of the Special Agent in Charge 
is required to operate an individual as a ghetto informant. 

An individual may be operated as a probationary racial 
informant (ghetto) as long as he continues to furnish information of a 
racial nature. Contact must be made with this individual on the same 
basis as other racial informants as set out in Section 130 referred to 
above. 

In the event a probationary racial informant (ghetto) is 
al;>le to infiltrate a militant black organization or a white hate or 
Iqan group, the Bureau must be advised and Bureau authority obtained 
to\delete the "ghetto" from his designation. At such time as it is 
recommended he be operated in an extremist organization, the full 
investigation required for probationary racial informants should be 
conducted. 

If a ghetto racial informant is furnishing information on 
a regular basis and it is desired to pay him on a regular basis, 
specific Bureau authorization must be obtained. The request to pay 
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this individual on a regular basis should be submitted in accordance 
with the instructions set out in Section 130G, 2, Volume IV, Manual 
of Instructions . 

.. ( There is no objection to paying a ghetto informant under 
SAC authority up to $400 as set out in SAC Letter 68-16 dated March 12, 
1968, captioned "Racial Informants, Racial Matters. " However, you 
must insure that full value is received for any payments made and that 
these payments are made on a c. o. d. basis. 

After a ghetto informant has been operated for a sufficient 
period of time to evaluate his reliability and stability and it is desired 
to remove him from probation, a recommendation should be made to 
the Bureau in accordance with the instructions set out in Section 130 
concerning the removal of racial informants from probation. 

As I previously advised, you are expected to develop 
ghetto informants at a regular rate. Your progress in this matter 
will be folloWed through the annual field Inspections as well as through 
analysis of your submission of the FD-372 captioned ffRacial Informant 
Monthly Progress Letter." Effective immediately, you should include 
in your monthly letter the specific number of ghetto informants you 
have at the beginning of the month, the number added during the month, 
the number deleted during the month, and the number of ghetto · 
informants you are operating at the end of the month. An appropriate 
change will be made of the FD-372 and you will be furnished copies 
in the near future. 

With the submission of your FD-372 for the month of 
May, advise the identities of those gehetto informants in your division 
which were previously approved by the Bureau and will now be 
operated in accordance with the above instructions. 

Very truly yours, 

John Edgar Hoover 

Director 
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In Reply, /'lf'a5r! /tf'jer to 

Fil<' So. 

U :\ lTED STATES 

n: J) E N A L U {; H E A U 0 F I 1'1 V EST I G AT r 0 1'4 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20535 

May 1, 1968 

(A) STUDENT NONVIOLENT COORDINATING COMMITTEE 
(SNCC)- RACIAL MATTERS- SNCC -- The militant black 
nationalist. Student Nonviolent Coordinating Com·mittee ·{SNCC) 
sponsored a conference of Negro college· studentS at Tougaloo 
College, Tougaloo, Mississippi, on April 13-14, 1968. An 
informant has reported that violent, Mau Mau-type tactics were 
discussed at this conference. 

At this conference it was mentioned that Negro 
college graduates should be encouraged to infiltrate all police 
schools in order to work within all law enforcement agencies. 
Also discussed was the possibility of mapping the homes of 
chiefs of police and mayors so Mau Mau-type tactics could be 
used to eliminate these officials. 

· You should be constantly alert to the possibility of 
infiltration of this Bureau in connection with applicant recruiting. 
You should also alert law enforcement officials within your 
territory to the above matters during your routine contacts with 
them. 

Very truly yours, 

John Edgar Hoover 

Director 
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In Reply, Please Refer to 

File No. 

PERSONAL ATTENTION 
SAC LETTER 68-30 

UNITED STATES DEPARTME;\T OF JUSTICE 

FEDF.RAL BUREAU OF IJ";VESTIGATION 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20535 

May 21, 1968 

(A) DIRECTOR'S TESTIM:ONY ON FEBRUARY 23, 1968, BEFORE 
THE HOUSE SUBCOMMITTEE ON APPROPRIATIONS - F1SCAL YEAR 
1969 -- Copies of my testimony before the House Subcommittee on 
Appropriations on February 23, 1968, regarding the 1969 appropriation 
request of the FBI, which has just been released by the Appropriations 
Committee, will be sent to your office in the near future. These copies 
are to be made available to the personnel of your office who desire to 
review a copy. There will be about one copy for every two employees 
in the supply furnished. 

-5/21/68 . 
SAC LETTER 68.;. 3 0 

(B) FIREARMS- SERVICE AMMUNITION-- Special Agents will not 
carry in issued or authorized personally owned revolvers cartridges 
,with hollow point projectiles or any projectiles that could be construed 
as "dum-dum" bullets. 

, ' .-

(Security Letters on attached pages j 
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(C) SECURITY INFORMANTS AND CONFIDENTIAL SOURCES -
SEMIANNUAL LETTER -- Section 107, Page 22, of the Manual of 
Instructions pertaining to captioned matter calls for listing all sub
versive organizations, together ·with their approximate membership 
and extent of Bureau coverage of each. Revi-ew of a number of 
recently submitted semiannual letters reveals that not all offices 
are complying with this instruction with regard to a detailed listing 
of organizations in the New Left area. In order to properly evaluate 
your overall security informant coverage, captioned letters should 
hereafter include specific and detailed comment on all New Left 
groups, in addition to those presently being reported. . 

5/21/68 
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(D) CHINESE NAMES-- A trend has been noted in recent months in 
a number of field offices involving the improper reporting of Chinese 
names, both in the title and body of communications. The proper 
reporting of Chinese names is essential not only for purposes of· 
thorough investigation but also to insure accurate and correct indexing. 
The Manual of Instructions, Section 105F, pages 4i, 4n and 4o, clearly 
sets forth the correct manner of reporting Chinese names, including 
the necessity for obtaining Chinese Telegraphic Code (CTC) numbers 
or Chinese characters whenever possible. You should insure that all 
Agent and clerical personnel who have occasion to handle Chinese 
investigations or to process mail in these cases are thoroughly familiar 
with the above-cited manual provisions. 

' In cases where the CTC numbers for a Chinese subject's 
name have not been secured, the office of origin should make reference 
to this fact when preparing communications setting out leads for 
auxiliary offices so that latter offices can be alert to obtain the CTC 
numbers or characters in handling their respective leads. In addition, 
the office of origin should keep the Bureau advised of specific efforts 
being made to obtain the CTC numbers or Chinese characters of a 
subject's name. 
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(E) INVESTIGATION OF THE NEW LEFT -STUDENT AGITATION ON 
COLLEGE CAMPUSES -- In recent weeks, violent student demonstrations 
have erupted on college campuses throughout the Nation. Student activists 
responsible for initiating these demonstrations are, for the most part, 
affiliated with the Students for a Democratic Society and other new left 
groups currently under investigation or campus-based black ·nationalist 
groups. The pattern of radical dissent on the campus has changed 
abruptly from the sit-ins and nonviolent demonstrations of the past to 
the recent attempts by student activists to physically seize control of 
colleges and universities through violent means. 

The most recent outbreak of violence on college campuses 
represents a direct challenge to law and order and a substantial threat 
to the stability of society in general. The Bureau has an urgent and 
pressing responsibility to keep the intelligence community informed of 
plans of new left groups and student activists to engage in acts of law
lessness on the campus. We can only fulfill this responsibility through 
the development of high quality informants who are in a position to 
report on the plans of student activists to engage in disruptive activities 
on the campus. 

In view of the increased agitational activity taking place on 
college campuses, each office is instructed to immediately expand both 
its coverage and investigation of campus-based new left groups and 
black nationalist organizations with the objective of determining in 
advance the plans of these elements to engage in violence or disruptive 

·activities on the campus. It cannot be too strongly emphasized that all 
offices are expected to develop and maintain adequate sources to enable 
the Bureau to determine in advance and promptly report agitational 
activities being planned by campus-based groups. In carrying out these 
instructions, you should, of course, be guided by existing regulations 
which require that Bureau authorization be obtained prior to the develop
ment of informants and sources on college campuses. 

Information developed relating to disruptive activities pianned 
or initiated by campus-based new left or black nationalist groups should 
be immediately furnished to the Bureau by teletype, followed by a letter
head memorandum under a caption descriptive of the activity. The 
character to be utilized will be governed by the nature of the activity. It 
is not desired that routine antiwar demonstrations which occur on the 
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campus be reported under this caption however; and offices should 
continue to comply with instructions contained in SAC Letter 68-20 (C) 
in reporting these demonstrations. 

(I 

This matter should be afforded continuous aggressive in
vestigative attention to insure that the Bureau's responsibilities in 
this field are properly discharged. · 

Very truly yours, 

John Edgar Hoover 

Director 
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In Reply, Please RPjer to 

File No. 

UNITED STATES DEI':\HTl\IE:\T OF 

FEJ>EHAI. BliBEAU OF li\VESTI<;ATIOI'i 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20535 

~une 4, 1968 

(A) SPEAKER IDENTIFICATION.·-- As you have been previously advised, 
the Laboratory has the equipment and competent personnel to analyze 
and compare known and questioned recordings of an individual's voice 
for the purpose of speaker identification. The use of visual voice patterns 
provides information which may not be perceptible to the ear and there
fore, is a valuable supplement to the ear in any analysis or comparison 
of voices and other complex sounds. Therefore, this type of examination 
will continue to be offered to provide investigative guidance in selected 
Bureau investigations. 

Although there has been considerable research effort in 
recent years, current techniques of comparing voices for speaker identi
fication are still considered experimental and not sufficiently authenti
cated to serve as a unique means of.iclentification with subsequent court 
testimony to that effect. The use of sound spectrograms or voiceprints 
for speaker identification continues to receive wide publicity. The 
comparison in the press of voiceprints to fingerprints as a means of 
identification has created some confusion and misunderstanding. Voice
prints are not analogous to fingerprints. While fingerprints do not 
change in pattern, the voice and the resulting voiceprint pattern may be 
affected by emotions or distorted by the communications channel through 
which the sound travels. For the above reasons and because of some 
technical variations and limitations associated with tape recordings, 
the comparison of voices for speaker identification and the examination 
of tape recordings are not services which are currently being offered 
to local law enforcement agencies. 

The procedures set forth in the Manual of Instructions, Section 
BQ, should be followed in obtaining and transmitting voice recordings for 
comparison. 
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(B) TELETYPES - MAILING OF TO BUREAU -- Manual of Rules and 
Regulations, Part II, Section 4, Item G4b, Pages 36 and 37, requires 
that when communication is being sent to one or more field offices 
by teletype and Bureau also is to be notified but circumstances do not 
warrant sending to Bureau by teletype, original typed blue copy of 
teletype is to be mailed to Bureau and submitting office should prepare 
additional blue copy for its file. Teletype should be addressed to 
Director and SACs of other receiving offices and word "Mail" typed 
in parentheses after Director and Bureau file number. SAC's 
approval signature must be on original being sent to Bureau. 

A number of instances have occurred recently wherein this 
regulation is not being followed and Bureau has been receiving unsigned 
copies of teletypes by mail. To facilitate handling at Seat of Government, 
these instructions should be reiterated to appropriate personnel and you 
should insure they are strictly adhered to in future. 
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(C) FEDERAL WAGERING TAX STAMPS- INTERNAL REVENUE 
SERVICE RECORDS - INTERSTATE GAMBLING ACTIVITIES -- On 
January 29, 1968, the United States Supreme Court handed down 
decisions in two Internal Revenue Service cases, namely, Grosso v. 
United States and Marchetti v. United States, in which it was ruled that 
information furnished by an individual to comply with the Federal 
wagering tax laws cannot later be used against him if he desires to 
declare the privilege against self-incrimination. 

As a result of the foregoing decisions, the Department of 
Justice has recommended the following two guidelines be adopted in 
investigating gambling offenses: (1) refrain from examining or obtaining 
by any means information in the files of the Internal Revenue Service 
concerning persons who hold wagering occupational tax stamps and who 
file or have filed wagering tax returns; (2) desist from including 
references to a person's wagering tax forms in all affidavits filed in 
support of search warrants. 

The Department of Justice points out that they are con
tinuing to research the feasibility of further pursuit of prosecution in 
those cases in which verification of a subject's compliance with the 
Federal wagering tax laws has already been made or where warrants 
have been previously issued in Internal Revenue Service cases involving 
a failure to file or register under the wagering tax laws. It is possible 
that independent sources may be relied upon and legal means can be 
implemented to avoid application of the "fruit of the poisonous tree" 
doctrine or a defendant's successful refuge under the Fifth Amendment. 

Each Special Agent in Charge should immediately apprise 
personnel of the foregoing prohibitions in the review and use of Federal 
wagering tax information. The two guidelines recommended by the 
Department should be strictly adhered to in the future investigation of 
gambling cases, and such guidelines should be borne in mind in all 
prosecutive Bureau cases. 

Furthermore, each gambling case currently pending, wherein 
Federal wagering tax data has already been secured, should be promptly 
discussed with the appropriate United States Attorney. In this connection, 
you should note the Department's continued research directed toward 
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possible alternatives in cases where Internal Revenue Service wagering 
tax data has already been secured or utilized. Close contacts should 
be maintained with the appropriate· United States Attorney's office in 
these cases to insure no unnecessary investigation is conducted or, 
where appropriate, logical investigation is undertaken to develop 
prosecutive violations which will be free from the applicability of the 
Grosso and Marchetti decisions. 

(Security Letter on attached page) 
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(D) RACIAL INFORMANTS - RACIAL MATTERS --.Our informants are 
reporting more and more i11..formation concerning violent statements made 
by members of militant black organizations, as well as individual 
extremists. Such wild statements could trigger irrational action by 
unbalanced individuals. 

Recently we have been advised by informants that militant 
black nationalist organizations, as well as independent Negro extremists 
are talking of taking such action as dynamiting the Empire State Building 
in New York City, throwing dynamite on the floor of the New York 
Stock Exchange and possibly assassinating some white political candidates 
as a means of retaliating for the killing of Martin Luther King, Jr. We. 
have also received information that militant black racial extremists 
feel that all white people should ~e killed and one has stated that he 
believes if the right contact is made with the White House staff, a plan 
might be formulated to poison 500 to 600 people attending functions at 
the White House. 

If any of the actions discussed above were carried out it could 
bring about .a national catastrophe. 

As you have been previously instructed, you must insure 
that full details are obtained from informants especially when they are 
reporting discussions concerning acts of violence or other dire activities. 
With the increased number of violent statements coming to the attention 
of the Bureau, you must be alert to promptly run out all rumors of 
violence connected with racial activity for the purpose of either proving 
or disproving these rumors. 

In addition, our experience in the past has shown that often 
when an individual is confronted concerning a violent statement he is 
alleged to have made, it will deter him from taking any such action. 
In view of this, whenever possible, interview individuals who are alleged 
to have made violent statements. These interviews must be well planned 
and conducted by two Agents in such a maru1er that the .safety of the Agents i' 
will be protected and no incidents will occur which could bring emb~rrass-: 
ment to the Bureau. Concerning these interviews you are reminded of 
Bureau policy concerning interviews of individuals connected with educational 
institutions, the news media and those employed in sensitive positions. 
Prior Bureau authority is required concerning interviews with any of the 
above-type individuals. 
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In Reply, Plea8e Refer to 

Fil~ No. 

PERSONAL ATTENTION 
SAC LETTER 68-34 

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF ll'iVESTIGATIOI'i 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20535 

,, June 11, 1968 

(A) COVERAGE OF DEMONSTRATIONS .-- It has previously been 
called to your attention that the demonstrations in the racial, student, 
and antiwar fields are becoming increasingly militant. The results 
of our coverage of these matters are given prompt and wide 
dissemination at the Seat of Government. Many of the demonstrations 
occur on weekends and holidays. You are reminded that these 
demonstrations must be covered and that the Bureau must be 
promptly advised of the results. Do not wait until the next workday 
to report pertinent information to the Bureau. 

6-11-68 . 
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(B) DISSEMINATION OF INFOR..l\1ATION REGARDING RACIAL MATTERS--
With increasing frequency, telety"})es regarding racial matters are being 
received at the Bureau which are not in strict compliance with instructions 
set forth in Part II~ Section 4, page 41, of the Manual of Rules and 
Regulations. These instructions clearly state in detail the manner in 
which teletypes should be prepared in order that they can be disseminated 
to o.ther Government agencies which are on the Bureau's teletype network. 

/ 

You should make certain that confidential sources are 
appropriately concealed in the text of the teletype and that the teletype 
is worded in the same manner as a well-prepared, concise letterhead 
memorandum. You should also insure that all administrative data is 
set out at the end of the teletype under the heading "Administrative" so 
that it may be easily excised. 

The provision relating to "Sucop" is not applicable with 
regard to racial matters since the submission of a letterhead memorandum 
.is required in each instance. A Manual change will be forthcoming in 
this regard. 
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(C) INCENDIARY DEVICES- RACIAL MATTERS-- During a recent 
inquiry concerning racial violence, an official of the United ~tates Park 
Police, Washington, D. C., received information indicating the 

· possibility of aerosol spray cans containing deodorants being utilized 
as incendiary torches. Containers of hair spray and similar products 
which are easily obtainable could be put to the same use. Although it 
is necessary to maintain an open flame in front of the spray stream, 
such as from a cigarette lighter, the effect produced is that of a 
blowtorch. 

., 

Since this information may be of interest to local law 
enforcement agencies in areas where there is a potential for mass 
racial violence, those agencies should be appropriately advised. 

6-11-68 -' 
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(D) SECURITY INFORMANTS AND SOURCES- PAYMENTS-- As you 
are aware, all security informants and sources receiving compensation 
from the Bureau are paid on the basis of the value of information 
furnished, services rendered and incurred expenses. Recently, it has 
been noted that some informants and sources have been paid consistently 
the same amount each month with no variation in payments during 
periods when the informants or sources were less productive, which 
leads to the illogical implication that information furnished or expenses 
incurred or both seldom, if ever, vary. This practice must be 
discontinued. Your informants and sources must understand they are 
independent contractors remunerated on a C. 0. D. basis, and they must 
never be led to believe they are recipients of a fixed salary. 

This matter will continue to receive careful consideration 
at the Seat of Government and you will be held accountable to insure 
that payments are for value received and no fixed patterns continue to 
develop. These instructions should be called to the attenti,on of all. 
Special Agents in your office handling security informants and · 
sources. 

•· 
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(E) VISITORS TO COMMUNIST- BLOC COUNTRIES (COMBLOC) -- SAC 
L~tter 67-65 (E), October 3~, 1967, instituted the Combloc survey to 

.. encourage field offices to more fully exploit interviews of visitors to 
satellite countries as provided in Manual of Instructions, Section 105G, 
and to include visitors to Yugoslavia among those interviewed. The 
results of this survey based on statistics submitted by the field offices 
to the Bureau have proven the value of this investigative procedure. 
Additional individuals who were· approached for recruitment by hostile 
intelligence services have been uncovered and the field increased coverage 
among nationality groups by developing additional sources. Valuable 
intelligence information was also furnished to interested United States 
Government agencies. 

Since the survey has shown successful results can also be 
obtained in the Yugoslav field, Yugoslavia should be added to the list of 
bloc visitors of. interest to the Bureau as noted in Manual of Instructions, 
Section 105G. Each field office should continue to exploit the counter
intelligence potential in this area of our work with particular emphasis on 
the satellite countries and Yugoslavia. Although the Bureau does not 
desir:e additional statistical information a,t this time, each SAC will be 
held ·responsible to insure that interviews of visitors to communist-bloc 
countries are given proper consideration. Obviously, you should be 
certain that our responsibilities are fulfilled, within manpower 
limitations available to you, so that individuals approached for recruitment 
by hostile intelligence services are uncovered. 

For your information, approximately 27 per cent of -known 
visitors were considered for interview during the six-month period of the 
survey and about 12 per cent were actually interviewed. In order that you 
will be able to afford proper administrative controls over this investigative 
procedure and so that the Bureau will be able to solicit pertinent data from 
any office in the future, you should channel certain statistical information 
to the control file in your office. The control file should reveal at any 
given time the number of individuals known to your office to have visited 
each specific country and the number actually interviewed. The file . 
should also contain the identities of individuals compromised, approached 
and/or recruited by hostile intelligence; developed as double agents or 
potential double agents by your office as a result of these interviews; 
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developed as sources or informants among nationality groups; and those 
cases wherein positive ·intelligence information was furnished for 
dissemination to other United States Government agenc~es. 

Since we have known of very few individuals traveling to 
Albania or Bulgaria and none to Mongolia, particular attention should 
be given toward interview of visitors to those countries which might 
come to the attention of your office. 

The code word Combloc used during this past survey should 
not be included in the caption of any future correspondE?nce since this 
survey as such has been completed. Manual changes will be forthcoming. 

Very truly yours, 

John Edgar Hoover 

Director 
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In Reply, Please Refer to 
File No. 

PERSONAL ATTENTION 
SAC LETTER 68-36 

U~ITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATIOI'i 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20535 

June 21, 1968 

(A) DETPRO - SECURITY INVESTIGATIONS OF INDIVIDUALS -- The 
primary purpose of the investigation of subversive individuals is to 
determine their identities, activities, and/or whether they present a 
serious threat to the internal security of the country. If investigation 
develops positive evidence indicating that an individual presents a 
threat or potential threat to the internal security, his name is included 
in the Security Index. The Security Index contains names of 
individuals who are considered for immediate apprehension and 
detention in the event of a national emergency, in order to safeguard 
the internal se.curity of the United States. The list now consists of over 
10, 000 names. Effective immediately, the following Priority 
Apprehension Program and report writing procedures will be instituted: 

1. The Priority Apprehension Program ts being divided into three 
Priority levels. 

a. Priority I. This list will consist of hard core national 
and state basic revolutionary organization leaders. and 
those leaders of other subversive orgp.nizations and 
unorganized groups and individuals who have indicated 
a propensity for violence and/or have received special 
training in sabotage, espionage, and/or guerrilla warfare. 
Individuals employed in or having access to key and/or 
defense facilities will be included on this list. Verification 
of residence and employment of each individual will be 
made every three months. A report will be submitted 
every six months. 

b. · Priority II. This list will consist of second level leadership 
of basic revolutionary organizations and other subversive 
organizations and individuals who present a significant 
threat but are in less influential p9sitions than those in 
Priority I. Verification of residence and employment of 
each individual will be made every six months. A report 
will be submitted on an annual basis. -, _. 

: I . , -
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c. Priority III. This list will consist of all other individuals 
on the Security Index. Verification of residence and · 
employment of each individual will be made every six 
months. A report will be submitted every two years. 

d. Each Priority List will be broken down into nationalistic 
tendencies and/or organizational affiliations so that 
apprehensions can be made in each category on a selected 
basis. 

e. Individuals in each Priority will be apprehended only upon 
1:Jle Attorney General's authorization that their immobUization 
is in the best interests of the national defense of the 
United States. 

2. The category "Key Figvre" is being deleted. Consideration should be 
given to placing these individuals in· Priority I. 

3. The category "Top Functionary" is being continued, and these 
individuals should be placed in Priority I. 

· 4. Each office should immediately review its Security Index and by 
letter under above caption advise by name, Bureau file number, 

· and organizational affiliation those individuals who are to be 
included in Priority I and Priority II. This should reach the 
Bureau by July 5, 1968. · The Chicago, Los Angeles, New York, and 
San· Francisco Offices may submit their letters to reach the Bureau 
by July 15, 1968. Hereafter, when recommending an individual 
for the Security Index,, the FD-122 should indicate the Priority. 

Appropriate manual changes will be forwarded. 

Very truly yours, 

John Edgar Hoover 

Director 
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In Reply, /'lease RPfer to 

File 1Vu. 

PERSONAL ATTENTION 
SAC LETTER 68-38 

U :\ f T E D S i' AT E S D E P :\ H T ,\l E \ T 0 F J liST I C E 

FEilEHr\1. lll:HEAU OF 1:\\ESTIGATIO;'\ 

.WASHINGTON, D;C. 20535 

July 2, _1968 

(A) PROTECTION OF T~E PRESIDENT AND PRESIDENTIAL 
CANDIDATES -- Secret Service has now been directed to furnish 
protection for Governor Ronald Reagan of California. Any manpower 
requests or threats involving Governor Reagan should be handled in 
accordance with previous instructions concerning other candidates. 

You should continue to be particularly alert to the public 
appearances of the President or Presidential candidates in your division. 
Insure all Agents are keenly aware of the importance of recognizing any 
situation posing a poteptial danger to them. Appropriate security, 
criminal, and racial sources should be reminded of the necessity of 
immediately reporting information of a possible threatening nature to 
your office. The importance of timely advice to Secret Service of such 
information cannot be overemphasized. 

The Bureau should be promptly advised of any significant 
developments or of any threats affecting the President or the candidates; 
however, it is not necessary to advise the Bureau of arrival, departure, 
and related information in the absence of other significant developments. 

7-2-68 
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(B) INVESTIGATIVE COVERS At a recent antidraft demonstration; 
a Bureau Agent posing as a newsman was recognized by a representative 
of a newspaper that has been traditionally hostile to the FBI. The Special 
Agent involved was attempting to identify the demonstrators and those 
who were burning their draft cards, and to record statements of various 
individuals participating in the demonstration. A distorted news item 
regarding the Agent's activities appeared in a subsequent issue of that 
paper reflecting the Bureau in an unfavorable light. 

Consequently, you should instruct your Agent personnel that, 
henceforth, no matter what the justification, they are not to pose as 
newsmen or representatives of any wire service for the purpose of 
establishing an investigative cover. 

(Security Letter on attached pages) 
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(c). MINuTEMEN -- SAC Letter 68-27 (E) instructed that all members or 
suspected members of the Minutemen organization were to be investigated 
in accordance with the provisions set forth in Section 87D of the Manual of 
Ins true tions with consideration being given to placing such individuals on the 
Security Index. 

' I ' : 

'· It will not be necessary to convert existing files from the 157 
classification to files under the other security classifications. Communications 

.:should be submitted utilizing the Security Matter - lVIinutemen character 
regarding individuals and Inte::-nal Security- Minutemen character regarding 
organizational activities. Reports should follow the outline of regular 
security reports although additional information should be included, such 
as information relating to any s·pecialized training or knowledge regarding 
the use of explosive material or various weapons. Weapons in the possession 
of the subject should be set forth as well as a description of the automobile 
being utilized. 

Each office should thoroughly review informant coverage available 
regarding the Minutemen and adequate coverage should be developed · 
expeditiously. You may consider your coverage adequate at such time as 

· you can assure the Bureau that you are aware of all Minutemen activity 
within your territory. In this regard, each office .will submit to the Bureau 
within 30 days complete information. regarding existing Minutemen informant 
coverage. Two categories should be utilized. Existing informants who 
report exclusively on Minutemen should be set forth in one category and 
existing informants who report on several organizations, such as Minutemen, 
Klan and/or racial activity, should be set forth in a separate category. 
Informants who report exclusively on Minutemen should henceforth be 
handled as security informants in accordance with provisions c.ontained in 
Section 107 of the Manual of Instructions. Appropriate review of informant 
case files should be made immediately and the Bureau expeditiously advised 
of any additional data required. 

Each office should submit a complete listing of all Minutemen 
members within its territory to reach the Bureau by July 22, 1968. Indicate 
field and Bureau file numbers along with the date of the last communication 
submitted to the Bureau in each case. Such a listing of members must 
henceforth be submitted periodically in accordance with provisions contained 
in Section 87B of the Manual of Instructions. 

7-2-68 
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Each office having Minutemen activity within its territory 
must submit investigative reports setting forth such activity. The 
report concerning the national organization to be submitted by Kansas 
City will contain a brief summary of Minutemen activity within the 
territory of each office. · 

Very truly yours, 

John Edgar Hoover 

Director 
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In Reply, Please Refer to 

File No. 

PERSONAL ATTENTION 
SAC LETTER 68-39 

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

FE!>EHAL UUHEAU OF INVESTIGATION 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20535 

July 9, 1968 

(A) "OMNIBUS CRil\1E CONTROL AND SAFE STREETS ACT OF 1968" --· 
PUBLIC LAW 90-351 -- The President signed captioned Act on 6/19/68. 
You will be provided with a copy of the Act under separate cover. Set 
forth hereafter are salient provisions of the legislation. All investigative 
personnel of your offic.e shouid be provided with a working knowledge of 
its contents, particularly as they pertain to the Bureau's responsibilities. 

Title I of the Act authorizes the Federal Government to 
assist State and local governments in strengthening and improving law 
enforcement at every level. It establishes within the Department of 
Justice, under the general authority of the Attorney General. a Law 
Enforcement A~sictance Administration. hereafter referred to a~ the 
Administration, guided by an administrator and two a!='eociate adminis
trator~. The Admini~tration will make grants to StateE' and units of 
local government to eetablish law enforcement planning agencie~ and to 
carry out programs and projects to improve and ~trengthen law enforce
ment. The Act al~o e~tablishes within the Department of Justice, under 
the general authority of the Administration. a National Inetitute of Law 
Ehforcement and Criminal Justice. · The In~titute will make grants to 
public agencies. institutions of higher education. or private organizations 
for re~earch and development to improve and strengthen law enforcement. 

Section 404, Title I~ authorizes the FBI, under the general 
authority of the Attorney General: to (1) establish and conduct training 
programs at the FBI National Academy~ ·Quantico, Virginia, to provide. 
at the request of a State or unit of local government: training for state 
and local law enforcement personnel; (2) develop new or improved ap
proaches, techniques~ assistance~ equipment and devices to improve 
and strengthen law enforcement; and (3) assist in conducting local and 
regional training progrruns for State and local law enforcement personnel, 
when requested to do so by State or units of. local government. Title I 
authorizes up to $5, 111, 000 for the implementation of Section 404 during 
Fiscal 1969. 
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The Law Enforcement Assistance Act of 1965 is repealed 
by this Act. Loans and grants can be provided to institutions of higher 
education for individual educational programs. The Administration will 
make rules, regulations and procedures as necessary; it can use the 
services, equipment, personnel and facilities of the Department of Justice~ 
other civilian and military agencies, and instrumentalities of the Federal 
Government. The Act specifically prohibits Federal control over State 
or local law enforcement agencies. It authorizes the appropriation of 
$100, 111, 000 for implementation of Act during Fiscal 1969 and $300, 000, 000 
for Fiscal 1970. Each recipient must keep prescribed records to disclose 
amount and disposition of funds to facilitate effective audit. 

You will be provided, in other communications, with 
additional details regarding the implementation of Section 404, as soon 
as funds are appropriated for that purpose. 

Title IT purports to abolish the rules laid down by the 
Supreme Court in Miranda v. Arizona, 384 U.S. 436 (1966); McNabb v. 
U.S., 318 U.S. 332 (1943); Mallory v. U.S., 354 U.S. 449 (1957); and 
lf:S:" v. Wade, 388 U.S. 218 (1967), despite the fact that the Miranda 
and Wade decisions have a constitutional basis and a statute does not 
override the Constitution. McNabb and Mallory are based on the asserted 
authority of the judiciary to supervise law enforcement. 

The statute states that a confession shall be admissible 
in Faderal court if voluntarily given. This is the pre-Escobedo, pre
Miranda standard. Yet in determining voluntariness, the court may 
take into consideration most of the criteria involved under the Miranda 
rule. No confession shall be inadmissible solely because of delay in 
bringing the arrested person before a judicial officer for a hear:ing. 
This overrules McNabb and Mallory, unless the Court later places the 
rule of those decisions on a constitutional basis. Eyewitness testimony 
shall be admissible in Federal courts. Here the statute attempts to 
override Wade, which holds that such testimony which has been infected 
by an improper l:ineup shall not be admissiqle. 

Make no changes in your interview and lineup procedures 
at this time. .. Continue to follow the requirements of Miranda on state
ments and Wade on lineups. Continue without change the present policy 

' ' 
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of getting the arrested person before a judicial officer for a hearing as 
soon as reasonably possible under the circumstances, subject only to 
delay reasonably necessary in the case, such as that fo-r transportation, 
booking and a short period for interrogation of an accused who is willing 
to make a statement. 

Title III authorizes interception of wire or oral com
munications by law enforcement officers pursuant to court order in 
specific categories of crime including, among others, violations of 
Title 18, U.S. Code, involving espionage, sabotage, treason, murder, 
kidnapping, robbery, e:x.'tortion, various gambling and racketeering 
offenses, interstate transportation of stolen property, theft from inter
state shipment, embezzlement from pension and welfare funds, narcotics, 
bribery, and extortionate credit transactions. All statutory restrictions 
are lifted, however, from 11

• • • the constitutional power of the President 
to take such measures as he deems necessary to protect the Nation 
against actual or potential attack or other hostile acts of a foreign power, 
or to obtain foreign intelligence information deemed essential to the 
security of the United States, or to protect national security ip.formation 
against foreign intelligence activities," or to protect against "overthrow 
of the Government by force or other unlawful means, or against any 
other clear and present danger to the structure or existence of Govern
ment." Communications reasonably intercepted by this special presi
dential authority may be used in evidence but not otherwise used or 
disclosed except as necessary to implement the presidential power. 

A Federal court order requires authorization of the 
Attorney General, or designated Assistant Attorney General, for filing 
an application by FBI or other Federal law enforcement agency to a 
Federal judge. The written application shall identify the officer making 
the application and the officer who authorized it, give complete statement 
of facts and circumstances relied upon by applicant, including details of 
offense which has been, is being, or is about to be committed, nature 
and location of place of interception, type of communication sought, and 
identity of person, if known, committing the offense or whose communi
cation is to be intercepted. The applicant must state whether other in
vestigative procedures have been tried and failed, period of time for 
which interception intended, the history of previous applications involving 
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same facilities, place, or individuals. Judge may additionally require 
applicant to furnish any other testimony or documentary evidence he 
believes necessary. 

On such application the judge may issue an order 
authorizing the surveillance if he finds probable cause for belief that 
a person is committing an enumerated offense, that communications 
concerning such offense will be obtained through such interception; 
that normal investigative procedures have been tried and have failed 
or reasonably appear to be unlikely to succeed if tried or to be too 
dangerous; and that the facilities where the interception is to be made 
are used, about to be used, leased to, or listed in the name of the 
person named in the application. 

Similar provisions are made for issuance of such 
orders to the Attorney General of a state or the principal attorney 
of a political sulxlivision of a state by a state judge of competent 
jurisdiction. 

An order authorizing interception of any wire or oral 
communication may be issued for no longer than 30 days, with ex
tensions, as needed, upon reapplication. Emergency siwations in
volving conspiratorial activities which 11threaten the national security 

··. 

or are characteristic of organized crime 11 enable law enforcement to 
intercept without court order if there are grounds upon which an order 
could be obtained through prescribed application. In such cases the 
application must be made within 48 hours after the emergency inter
ception has commenced. A permanent recording must be made of all 
conversations intercepted pursuant to court order. Such recordings shall 
be sealed under directions of the issuing judge. 

Within a reasonable time but not later than 90 days after 
termination of an authorized surveillance, the judge shall cause to be 
served on individuals named in the order, and on such other parties to 
intercepted communications as the judge may see fit, an inventory 
including notice of existence of the order, date of entry, period author
ized, · and fact that during the period wire or oral communications were 
intercepted. On showing of good cause, the judge may postpone the 
serving of this inventory. 
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Mter the Act became law, the Attorney General reaffirmed 
his policy that an electronic surveillance will not be authorized except in 
cases of a national security nature. 

The statute also protects privacy of wire and oral 
communications by prohibiting: 

(1) Unauthorized interception of wire or oral com-
munications; 

(2) Unauthorized use of electronic, mechanical or 
other device to intercept oral communication; 

{3) Disclosure or use of contents of wire or oral 
communication; 

(4) Unauthorized manufacture, distribution, possession 
or advertising of electronic, mechanical or other devices primarily 
useful for surreptitious interception of wire or oral communication. 

Maximum penalty for above violations is fine of not 
m·ore than $10, 000 or imprisonment for not more than five years, or 
both. In addition, confiscation of intercepting devices .used, .s0ict; or 
advertised in violation of this statute is authorized. 

This Title amends Section 605 of the Communications 
Act of 1934 (47 U.S. C. 605) by removing those provisions relating to 
interception of wire communications. Such activity is now regulated 
by the new Act. An offense can be established by simply showing wilful 
and unauthorized interception or disclosure of such communications. 

' . ' . . 
Another section allows immunity for testimony of witnesses 

or production of records or other evidence in any case involving a vio
lation of this chapter,. or in violations enumerated in the chapter as those 
in which court orders authorizing the interception of communication$ can 
be issued. Thus, an immunity grant is available in proceedings relating 
not only to violations of this Title but to any offense for which an eaves
dropping order could be authorized. This covers a broad range of 
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offenses punishable under Title 18, U.S: Code, involving murder, robbery, 
kidnapping and extortion, espionage, sabotage, etc. 

Title IV, on "Stat~· Firearms Control Assistance," which 
does not become effective until 180 days after the date of enactment on 
June 19, 1968, bases its principal provisions on the interstate commerce 
clause and prohibits the sale or transfer of any firearm, other than a 
shotgun or rifle, to any unauthorized person residing in another state. 
Further, firearms dealers are prohibited from selling handguns to any 
person less than 21 years of age and such dealers are required to keep 
records of all sales which will include the name, age and place of resi
dence of the person to whom such firearm is sold or delivered. Interstate 
transportation of stolen firearms or firearms from which the serial 
number has been removed is made unlawful. Any person who is under 
indictment or who has been convicted of a crime punishable for a term 
exceeding one year, or who is a fugitive from justice is prohibited from 
shipping, transporting or receiving any firearm or ammunition in inter
state or foreign commerce. The primary investigative jurisdiction is 
to be vested in the Treasury Department. Upon the effective date of 
Title IV, the Federal Firearms Act (Title 15, United States Code, Sectiom 
901-910) will be repealed. 

Until Title IV becomes effective, you will continue to 
handle violation of the National Firearms Act and the Federal Firearms 
Act as at present. Detailed instructions will be furnished you for com-
pliance with this Title prior to its effective date. · · 

Title V provides that any person convicted in Federal, 
State or local court of a felony pertaining to several specified types of 
conduct in riots and civil disorders shall be disqualified, for five years 
after conviction, from employment by the Federal Government or that of 
the District of Columbia. 

. I 
_ Title VI changes present law by providing that each sub-

sequent Director of the FBI shall be appointed by the President, by and 
with the advi~e and consent. of the Senate. 
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Title VIT makes it unlawful for any person who (1) has 
been convicted of a felony, or (2) has received a discharge from the 
Armed Forces under other than honorable conditions, or (3) has been 
adjudged a mental -incompetent, or (4) has renounced his U. S. citizen
ship, or (5) is an alien illegally or unlawfully in the United States, to 
receive, possess or transport in commerce or affecting commerce any 
firearm. It is also unlawful for an employee of any of the above, _with 
knowledge and in the course of his employment, to receive, possess or 
transport in commerce or affecting commerce any firearm. 

A "firearm" is any weapon (including a starter gun) 
which will or is designed to or may readily be converted to expel a 
projectile by the action of an explosive; the frame or receiver of any 
such weapon; or any firearm muffler or firearm silencer; or any 
destructive device. Any handgun, rifle or shotgun is included in the 
definition of a firearm. A "destructive device" is any explosive, 
incendiary, or poison gas bomb, grenade, mine, rocket, missile, or 
similar device; and includes any type of weapon which will or is designed 
to or may readily be converted to expel a projectile by the action of any 
explosive and having a barrel with a bore of one-half inch or more in 
diameter. 

Exempted from the above provisions are prisoners who, 
by reason of duties connected with law enforcement, have been entrusted 
with firearms by prison authorities, and persons who have received par
dons an<;:l have been expressly authorized by the official granting the 
pardon to receive, possess or transport firearms. 

Penalty is a fine of not more than $10, 000 or imprison..: 
ment for not more than two years, or both. 

' 
Investigative jurisdiction was not designated. You will 

be advised upon receipt of Department advice as to the Bureau's respon
sibilities hereunder. 

Title Vill allows the !Bderal G:>vernment to take an 
appeal from an adverse ruling on a pretrial motion to suppress evi
dence. This has not previously been possible except in narcotics 
cases. 
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Title IX provides that a search warrant m~y issue "to 
search for and seize any property that constitutes evidence of a criminal 
offense in violation of the laws of the United States." This makes a 
fourth item for which the search warrant may issue, the others being the 
instrumentalities, fruits and contraband of crime. The statute here 
follows the decision in Warden v. Hayden, 387 U.S. 294 (1967),in 
which the Supreme Court held that things purely evidentiary may be 
searched for and seized. 

Title X applies- to the District of Columbia only. It 
punishes threats or demands pertaining to kidnapping or to injuring 
the person, property or reputation of another. 

7/9/68 
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(B).-:tONDUCT AND ACTIVITIES OF EMPLOYEE~- ~ARTICIPATION OF 
FEDERAL EMPLOYEES IN RIOTS AND CIVIL DISORDERS -- Public Law 
90-1-3_5; enacted June 19, 1968, provides ·that: 

3?1) 

'• •· 

(a) An individual convicted by any Federal, State, or local 
court of competent jurisdiction of-- (1) inciting a riot or 
civil disorder; (2) organizing, promoting, encouraging, or 
participating in a riot or civil disorder; (3) aiding or abetting 
any person in committing any offense specified in clause (1) 
or (2); or (4) any offense determined by the head of the em
ploying agency to have been committed in furtherance of, or 
while participating in, a riot or civil disorder; 

shall, if the offense for which he is convicted is a felony, be 
ineligible to accept or hold any position in the United States 
Government for the five years immediately following the date 
upon which his conviction becomes final. Any such individual 
already holding a position in the United States Government on 
the date his conviction becomes final shall be removed from 
such position . 

(b) For the purposes of this section, "felony" means any 
offense for which the imprisonment is authorized for a term. 
exceeding one year. · 
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The above information should be brought to the attention of 
all employees presently on duty without delay and of all new employees 
at the time they enter on duty. 

·(Security Letter on attached p~ges) · 
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(C) FIRST LATI::T A:.ViERICAN CONG~~ESS OF JOURNALISTS-- Accord-
ing to current press reports, Fidel Castro is planning still another major 
anti- U. S. propaganda spectacle scheduled to be known as the First Latin 
American Cor:.gress of Journalists and planned for ,July 28, 1968, to 
August 1, 1968, ir- Havana. Reportedly, Latin American writers and 
newsmen will form the nucleus of the Congress but press representatives 
from Asia, Afd~a, Europe, and Nort~ America also Will be invited. Radio 
Havana, one of the Cuban Governme;.:.t 1.s chie.f propaganda outlets, has 
announced the theme of the Co:r:gress as ''Anti-imperialism," and dele~ates 
are to 'be journalists who view the Co:ngress as a powerful stimulus to the 
revolutiona~'Y struggles in their home countries. In keeping with the goals 
outlined ai the July. 1967~ Latin·American.Solidarity Organization··· 
Conference and the .January, 1968, Cultural Congress, the forthco'ming 
meeting can logically be expected to close with the adoption of resolutions 
exhorting the over~hrow of the U. S. Government through violent, armed 
revolutionary action. 

· It is anticipated that many U. S. apologists for the Gastro 
regime will attend and that some legitimate U. S. newsmen will be allowed 
to cover open sessions of the Congress. :l\-Iany will probably tra,vel with
out Department of State authority and under r>n'l"rAnt rt:~CT1lbtio'!!s will not. 
' b' .~. l t · · · t· b · L -- S -ru "--"' ne su JeCLec o pumnve c.c IOn y t;re u. ·. 1 tt!l?!> fh:~~~JCJI 

{_0,\JS!.DE/.?/1 T!OV 

.......... -rx-- _ .... __ -----. All offices be alert to any information 
showing kno'\Vn subversives or other individuals '\t..'ho can be fully documented 
as membeTs of subversive organizations are planning to tra:vel to Cuba 
for the Congress or for the celebration on the anniversary of Fidel Castro's 
1953 attack on the 1Ioncada Barracks in Santiago, Cuba, which will be held 
on July 26, 1968. Furnish the identity of any such traveler by expedite 
•:;cmmunicat~on to the Bureau and include therein a n~ry succinct resume 

1'/9168 
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of his subversive affiliations. Also prov-ide the names, descriptions, 
or symbol numbers of t.~e sources who can substantiate the documentation 
and any available information concerning the prospective visitor's travel · 
doc~ment and itinerary which wi..ll aid 
desires to take action 

Offices also be alert to our need for firsthand coverage of the 
Congress and make positive recommendations concerning advance briefing 
and/or debriefing of logical prospects for attendance at the Congress. 
If any special security factors exist, outline them in the initial communi
cation containing your recommendations. 

Very truly yours, 

Joh_ll Edgar Hoover 

Director 
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PERSONAL ATTENTION 

UNITED STATES DEPARTMEN~ASFLJtrs')lft\ 68
- 40 

SAC LETTER 68-40 

(B) ARRESTS- SEARCHES AND SEIZURES- STOP AND fRISK-- A decision 
by the U. S. Supreme Court announced in Terry v. Ohio, on June 10, 1968, 
established new precedent in the criminal law, holding that a law enforcement 
officer investigating suspicious circumstances may search the outer clothing 
of the suspect for weapons which might be used against him~ even though 
probable cause for arrest is lacking. In that case a police officer stopped . 
three men on a downtown street after their behavior led him to conclude that 
they were "casing a stick-up." He identified himself as an officer and asked 
their names. The officer was not acquainted with any of the men nor had he 
received any prior information concerning them. \Vhen the men "mumbled" 
something in response to his inquiries, the officer patted down the outside of 
Terry's clothing and felt a pistol in the left bre4st pocket of his overcoat. He 
removed the gun and ordered all three suspects to face tne wall. The officer then . 
patted down the outer clothing of the other twoinen, and discovered a second weap
on. Terry was convicted of carrying a ·concealed weapon and appealed to the 
Supreme Court. On review, the Court affirmed the conviction, holding that if a 
law enforcement officer, properly discharging a legitimate investigative function~ 
"reasonably concludes that criminal activity may be afoot and that the person with 
whom he is dealing may be armed and dangerous," and if such suspicions are not 
dispelled after he identifies himself and makes preliminary inquiries, he may 
conduct a limited search of the outer clotl1ing of such person for weapons which 
might be used against him or others in the area. The standard of legality in 
such circumstances is an objective one: would the facts available to the officer · 
at the moment of the search warrant a man of reasonable caution in the belief 
that the action taken was appropriate_? The Court made clear throughout its 
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opinion that such protective measures may be undertaken even in situations 
where there are insufficient grounds for arrest. But the officer must be able 
to point to "specific and articulable facts" from which he reasonably inferred 
that his safety was in danger. 

The Chief Justice, writing for the majority, stressed that the 
sole justification for such a search is self-protection; consequently, it must 
be confined in scope to an intrusion reasonably designed to discover weapons 
which might be used to assault the officer o Emphasis was placed on the fact 
that the investigating officer in Terry first patted down the outer clothing of 
the suspects and did not place his hands in their pockets or under the surface 
of their outer garments until after he felt weapons. The Court did not decide 
whether evidence other than weapons discovered in the course of the search 
would be admissibleo 

· In two companion cases, the Supreme Court declined to pass 
on the constitutionality of the New York "Stop and Frisk" Statute, holding that 
the occasion did not warrant that determination. In Peters v. New York, an 
off-duty policeman at home in his apartment heard strange noises at his door 
which caused him to believe that someone was attempting to force entry. He 
"collared" a suspicious-looking man tiptoeing down the corridor, frisked him 
for weapons, and discovered an opaque plastic envelope containing burglar?s 
tools. The Supreme Court affirmed Peter~s conviction without recru rse to the 
New York law, holding that when the officer "grabbed" the defendant he had 
adequate cause for arrest and, while searching incident to that arrest for weap
ons, lawfully discovered burglary tools. 

In Sibron v. New York, the defendant was accosted by a police 
officer in a restaurant,• after being observed talking to several narcotics addicts, 
and was told to come outsideo Once outside the officer said to him, "You know 
what I'm after. " At that point, Sibron "mumbled something and reached into his 
pocket. " Simultaneously, the officer reached into the same pocket and removed 
several glassine envelopes containing heroin. The Supreme Court reversed the 
conviction, stating that "the mere act of talking to several narcotics suspects 
over an eight-hour period no more gives. rise to reasonable fear of life or limb 
on the part of the officer than it justifies an arrest for committing a crime. " 
Furthermore, even assuming adequate grounds to search for weapons, the 
scope of the search in this instance was clearly unrelated to that justification. 
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The Court concluded, therefore, that the officer was acting not to protect himself 
but to look for evidence of narcotics. 

The Terry opinion did not attempt to set forth detailed guidelines 
governing the constitutional limits of an officer's authority in the "myriad 
situations" in which the police and citizen confront each other on the street. 
Chief Justice Warren stated, however, that whenever an officer "accosts an 
individual and restrains his freedom to walk away," he has "seized1

:' that person 
within the meaning of the Fourth Amendment; consequently such conduct is sub- . 
ject to constitutional regulation. The Court did not pass on the question of 
whether a police officer may properly stop or "seize" a suspicious person upon 
less than probable cause ''for purpose of detention and/or interrogation.'' The 
Chief Justice said it was unnecessary to reach that issue in Terry since it was 
assumed that no restraint of liberty had occurred prior to the initial physical 
contact for purposes of search. Thus the Court held only that, in appropriate 
circumstances, a law enforcement officer may "seize" an individual for the 
purpose of searching for weapons which might be used to assault him. The 
opinion leaves unsettled the question of whether an officer may detain a suspicious 
person momentarily for investigation -for example, while he checks the adjacent 
area for evidence of criminal conduct, such as jimmy marks or other evidence 
of tampering with a door front- or whether he can stop such person merely to 
interrogate him regarding his suspicious or unusual behavior. Nor does the 
opinion resolve whether, lacking grounds to arrest, a police officer may tempo
rarily "seize" a person who closely fits the description of a fugitive for purposes 
of ascertaining his true identity. 

Justice Harlan filed a concurring opinion in Terry to "fill in a few 
gaps " left by the majority. Harlan pointed out that "if the frisk is justified in 
order to protect the officer during an encounter with a citizen, the officer must 
first have constitutional grounds to insist on an encounter, to make a forcible 
stop." He stated, therefore, that he "would make it perfectly clear that the 
right to frisk in this case depends upon the reasonableness of a forcible stop to 
investigate a suspected crime." Accordingly, the officer~s "right to interrupt 
Terry's freedom of movement and invade his privacy arose only because circum
stances warranted forcing an encounter with Terry in an effort to prevent or 
investigate a crime. Once that forced encounter was justified, however, the 
officer's right to take suitable measures fo! his own safety followed automatically." 
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In addition, Justice White, also concurring in Terry, attempts 
to clarify the matter of interrogation during an investigative stop, stating that 
"given the proper circumstances, such as those in this case, it seems to me 
the person may be briefly detained against his will while pertinent questions 
are directed to him." "It is temporary detention," stated Justice White, 
"which chiefly justifies the protective frisk for weapons. " Consequently, if 
there are sufficient grounds for an investigative stop, "constitutional rights 
are not necessarily violated if pertinent questions are asked and the person is 
restrained briefly in the process. " 

Until we have further clarification of these issues you should be 
guided by the concurring opinions of Justices Harlan and White and of those 
lower Federal courts which explicitly endorse the authority of law enforcement 
officers to stop suspicious persons for the purposes of questioning and investi
gation of crime and to frisk such persons for dangerous weapons when they 
believe their safety so requires. This authority may be exercised in cormection 
with the investigation of known completed crimes, Arnold v. U. S., 382 F2d 

. 4 {Co A. 9, 1967); of suspicious circumstances which suggest that a crime has 
beem or is being committed, U. S. Vo Lewis, 362 F2d 759 (C. A. 2, 1966); 
U. S. v. Thomas, 250 F. Supp. 771 (S.D.N. Y., 1966); Allen v. U. S., 390 
F2d 476 (C. A. D. C., 1968); and, of persons resembling wanted fugitives when 
the purpose of such detention is to ascertain the true identity of the individual, 
Gilbert v. U. S., 366 F2d 923 (C. A. 9, 1966). See also, Wainwright v. City of 
New Orleans, Louisiana, U.S. (June 17, 1968), concurring opinion by 
Mr. Justice Fortas joined by Mr. Justice Marshall. 

! It cannot be said with any certainty, at this point, whether an 
investigative stop or "seizure" for the purpose of questioning will fall within the 
rule of Miranda v. Arizona, 384 U.S. 436 (1966), requiring that any inquiries 
concerning the guilt of a detained suspect be prefaced with a warning and waiver 
of his rights to silence and counsel. As a general rule, the state and lower ' 
Federal courts have held that a routine inquiry into suspicious circumstances 
on the street "does not produce the kind of custodial situation contemplated by 
the Miranda doctrine"; consequently, neither a warning nor a waiver of Fifth o:r 
Sixth Amendment rights is necessary. Allen v. U. S., 390 F2d 467, 479 
{C.~A.DoCo, 1968); Brown v. U. S., 365 F2d 976, 979 (CoA.D.Co, 1968); 
Wfiite v. U. S., 22~ .A. 2d 843 (1966); U. S. v. Davis, 259 F. Supp. 496 (D. Mass. 
196,7); u. s. v. Kuntz, 265 F. Supp. 543 (1965); Jones v. State, 234 A. 2d 900 
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(MdApp 1967); Morgan v. State, 234 A. 2d 762 (MdApp 1967). But the mere fact 
that questioning occurs on the streets or in some other public place is not , in 
itself, determinative of the issue. The application of Miranda safeguards will 
depend, first, on whether there is any compulsion inherent in the surroundings 
which might unfairly undermir..e the suspect's capacity to exercise his rights 
and, secondly, on the purpose of the inquiry. If, for example, the suspect is 
questioned in a coercive setting and such questioning is designed not merely to 
sort out the facts or determine whether or not to arrest, but to deliberately 
elicit a confession or admission of guilt from the suspect, a warning and waiver 
of rights will be necessary. 

The determination of whether the Agent has reason to believe that 
he is dealing with an armed and dangerous individual must be drawn from the 
total circumstances of each case. The fact that the suspect has been classified 
"armed and dangerous" in a Bureau investigative report is not, in its·elf, suf
ficient to warrant a search under the Terry rule. Such a classification, however, 
should put the Agent on notice that the person with whom he is dealing is potentially 
dangerous and that fact, together with other circumstances known to the investi
gating Agent, may be sufficient to justify a self-protective search. These "other 
circumstances" may be acquired from the investigative case file, from information 
developed by the case Agent, from the very nature of the suspected offense, or 
simply from the general demeanor of the suspect at the time of questioning. The 
timeliness of such information is of particular relevance here since the Court 
stressed that the officer must be justified in concluding that the suspect is armed 
and presently dangerous. It should be understood, however, that these limitations 
apply only to .a self- protective search of persons for whom grounds to arrest are 
lacking. The Terry case in no way restricts your right to take adequate safety 
precautions during the apprehension of known Bureau fugitives. 

Advise all investigative personnel. 

(Security Letters on attached page) 
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(C) CLANDESTINE RADIO COMMUNICATIONS- POTENTIAL 
OPERATORS- SECURITY MATTER- C -- Manual of Instructions, 
Section 105L, sets forth instructions regarding the semiannual 
(February 1 and August 1) submission of revisions and additions. 
Previous submissions have indicated that there are some misunder
standings in colll?-ection with the handling of this program. 

An original FD-332 and six legible copies (dated February 
1 or August 1 of the appropriate year) should be utilized in the sub
mission of revisions, additions, and transfers. An addition to this 
list is an individual who has not previously been on the list in any · · 
office. The notation "ADDITION' should not be made on this form 
when an individual is transferred from one office to another. 

Any revised portions of or additions to the FD-332 are to 
be underlined. r 

In those instances where an individual is on the Security 
Index, this information should appear only on the original FD-332, 
together with the designated Priority level. 

If there are no additions to or revisions of the Potential 
Operators List, the Bureau may be advised by routing slip. If there 
is a change in the Security Index status of an individual, the Bureau 

/~·~ :'} v 
'· ,; • I I 

should be advised by letter, and a revised FD-332 should not be submitted. 
' 

You are reminded that the deadlines in this matter should 
be met. Insure that in any case involving a transfer the receiving 
office has been provided appropriate information in sufficient time 
to meet the deadline. 
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(D) PLANT INFORMANTS-- SAC Letter 60-44 advised that 
Department of Defense DD Form 2 54 would be furnished to appropriate 
field offices in connection ·with the Plant Informant Program. 

These forms or their substitutes should be destroyed 
upon receipt when they do not contain information which alters the 
need for plant informant coverage in a particular facility. 
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Very .truly yours, 

John Edgar Hoover 

- 6 - Director 
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U~ITED 
SAC LETTER 68-41 

STATES DEPAHTME~T OF JUSTICE 

1-'EJ>EHAL HliHEAU CH' li'\VESTIGATIO:\' 

' WASHINGTON, .O,C, 20535 In Reply, l'lease Refer' to 

File 1\"o. 
July 23, 1968 .. 

{A) FBI SUGGESTION PROGRAM - FISCAL YEAR 1968 -- The following 
figures show the results of participation in the FBI Suggestion Program 
by each field division and Legal Attache's office during Fiscal Year 1968: 

SUB1\1ISSIONS 1967 
OFFICE SUGGESTIONS ADOPTED AGENTS CLERKS TOTAL CHANGE 

Albany 4 0 2 2 3 + 1 
Albuquerque 7 ·1 6 1 5 +2 
Anchorage 2 0 0 2 3 - 1 
Atlanta 7 1· 5 2 8 - 1 
Baltimore 7 2 6 1 11 -4 
Birmingham 7 0 6 1 8 - 1 
Boston 9 0 5 4 11 - 2 
Buffalo 5 0 4 1 .. 8 - 3 
Butte 7 2 4 3 8 - 1 
Charlotte 5 3 1 4 · 10 - 5 
Chicago 13 1 5 8 24 -11 
Cincinnati 5 0 3 2 20 -15 
Cleveland 9 1 6 3 10 - 1 
Columbia 8 0 4 4 6 +2 
Dallas 7 0 3 4 7 None 
Denver 1 0 1 0 5 - 4 
Detroit 2 0 2 0 10 - 8 
El Paso 8 1 3 5 11 · - 3 
Honolulu 7 2 1. 6 2 +5 
Houston 10 1 9 1 7 +3 
Indianapolis 5 2 1 4 4 + 1 
Jackson 5 0 3 2 11 - 6 
Jacksonville 2 1 1 1 11 - 9 
Kansas City 5 0 5 0 9 - 4 
Knoxville 7 0 5 2 5 +2 
Las Vegas 4 1 1 3 5 - 1 
Little Rock 13 0 10 3 7 + 6 
Los Angeles 3 1 3 0 8 - 5 
Louisville 11 0 8 3 17 - 6 
Memphis 4 1 0 4 8 ·.- 4 

Miami 9 2 7 2 8 + 1 
Milwaukee 5 1 2 3 5 None 
Minneapolis* 2 X 0 2 3 - 1 
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SUBMISSIONS 1967 
OFFICE SUGGESTIONS ADOPTED AGENTS CLERKS TOTAL CHANGE 

Mobile 9 2 8 1 7 +2 
Newark 14 0 9 5 20 - 6 
New Haven 9 2 6 3 4 + 5 
New Orleans 3 0 1 2 4 - 1 
New York City 31 1 24 7 31 None 
Norfolk 5 1 2 3 4 + 1 
Oklahoma City 24 1 18 6 21 + 3 
Omaha 3 0 . 2 1 3 None 
Philadelphia 12 3· 3 9 25 -13 
Phoenix 12 1 9 3 8 +4 
Pittsburgh 6 2 4 2 6 None 
Portland 7 1 5 2 9 - 2 
Richmond 9 2 3 6 9 None 
Sacramento 1 0 1 0 None + 1 
Saint Louis 14 4 4 10 ' 12 +2 
Salt Lake City 3 1 3 0 4 - 1 
San Antonio 2 1 1 1 · 13 -1~ 

San Diego 11 1 5 6 7 +4 
San Francisco 22 1 14 8 18 +4 
San Juan 14 2 12 2 17 - 3 
Savannah 14 1 9 5 9 + 5 
Seattle 22 1 18 4 18 +4 
Springfield 20 3 5 15 19 + 1 
Tampa 40 5 26 14 33 +7 
Washington Field* 10 7 9 1 15 - 5 
Bern 1 0 0 1 3 - 2 
Bonn 1 1 1 0 1 .None 
Buenos Aires 3 0 3 0 1 +2 
Hong Kong 2 1 2 0 1 + 1 
London 0 0 0 0 1 - 1 
Manila 0 0 0 0 1 - 1 
Mexico City 7 1 2 5 1 +6 
Ottawa 1 1 1 0 0 + 1 
Paris 5 2 2 3 6 - 1 
Rome 1 0 1 0 1 None 
Santo Domingo 0 0 0 0 0 None 
Tokyo 1 0 1 0 5 - 4 

TOTAL 544 73 336 208 615 -71 

7/23/68 
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An asterisk adjacent to the name of the office signifies that 
it has a suggestion awaiting final resolution. It should be noted that the 
Sacramento Office commenced operations on 9/25/67. 

The overall number of suggestions received was 912 of 
which 295 were adopted with three awaiting final action. There were nine 
additional suggestions from previous fiscal years implemented during 
Fiscal Year 1968 making the combined total of adoptions 304. Estimated 
tangible first-year benefits amounted to over $113, 000 for which $4, 005 
in incentive awards was gra!'lted. With the constant expansion of our 
workload and the ever-increasing need for economy in our operations, 
the value of good, sound ideas and suggestions for improvement cannot· 
be overemphasized. I earnestly enlist the continued cooperation and 
support of all our personnel for this program. 

7/23/68 
SAC LETTER 68-41 

(B) NATIONAL CRITviE INFORMATION CENTER (NCIC) - TELETYPE 
INQUIRIES -- An increased volume of teletype traffic from field offices 
has been misdirected to the Bureau teletype room which has been meant 
for inquiry to NCIC. 

As set forth in prior SAC Letters, the latest being SAC Letter 
67..-47(A) dated 8/4/67, urgent inquiries to NCIC from field offices may 
be made by teletype to NCIC, TWX Number 710-822-0006. You should 
insure that all future teletype inquiries to NCIC are specifically so 
designated by the dictating Agent. This will serve as a flag to the field 
office teletype operator that such teletype is to be sent to TWX Number 
710-822-0006. 

These instructions are to be immediately made available to 
all investigative personnel as well as the field office teletype operators. 

7/23/68 
SAC LETTER 68-41 ' I '-

(C"j QUALITY WITHIN-GRADE INCREASES ~ FISCAL YEAR 1968 -- You 
are advised that during the fiscal year 1968 the Bureau granted 630 quality 
within-grade increases to its employees. 

7/23/68 
SAC LETTER 68-41 - 3-
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(D) DESECRATION OF THE FLAG ---On July- 5,. 1968, Public Law 90-381, 
Desecration of the F1ag, was signed by the President. It prohibits 
contemptuous public mutilating, defacing, defiling, burning or trampling 
on the flag of the United States or certain defined representations thereof. 
This law is GOdified as Section 700 of Chapter 33, Title 18, U. S. Code. 
Violators shall be fined not more than $1, 000 or imprisoned for not more 
than one year, or both. The new classification for this violation is 
designated as number 180. Character of investigative reports will be as 
set out above. 

The Department o'f Justice advised all states have laws pro
hibiting desecration of the ±lag by acts similar to those forbidden by the 
new statute. They also advised Congress made it clear it did not intend 
the new statute to replace state laws covering desecration of the flag. 
In order to strike a proper balance between state and Federal interests 
in enforcing antiflag-burning statutes, the following procedures for in
vestigation of possible violations were suggested by the Department of 
Justice. 

1. Upon receipt of information or a complaint from a person 
or persons not known to be unreliable that a violation has occurred, a 
preliminary investigation is to be promptly conducted. The preliminary 
investigation will include a thorough interview with the complainant and 
up to five other available witnesses who have personal knowledge of the 
relevant facts concerning the violation. 

2. Where a possible violation of state or local law is indicated, 
contact is to be made with appropriate state or local authorities, who should 
be advised of the information or complaint, offering these authorities 
assistance on out-of-state leads and the full cooperation of the Laboratory 
and Identification Divisions. In addition, ascertain what state or local 
action has been taken or what action is contemplated. 

3. If state or local authorities indicate an unwillingness or 
inability to investigate and/ or prosecute violators, full facts as to the 
reasons for their inaction are to be obtained: Thereafter, this information . 
is to be furnished to the appropriate United States Attorney and his opinion 
is to be obtained as to what further investigation or other action, if any, 
should be pursued. However, the Department has indicated no further action 
shall be taken except by direction of the Criminal Division of the Depart
ment of Justice. 

7/23/68 
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The Department's suggested investigative guidelines should 
be followed; however, if it is determined local authorities are aware of 
and handling a violation and intend to prosecute, no investigation should 
be instituted. The Bureau shou.ld be advised by appropriate communi
cation, depending upon the urgency of the situation, of all complaints 
received in this classification. 

Two copies of inv2stigative reports are to be furnished to the 
Bureau so that dissemination can be made to the Department of Justice. 

This information is to be promptly brought to the attention 
of all personnel who will have an interest in this matter. Handbook and 
manual changes will .be forthcoming. 

7/23/68 
S~C. LETTER 68-41 

(E) DESERTERS -- By SAC Letter 64-38 dated July 28, 1964, you were 
instructed to rhark the appropriate block on the face of a criminal finger
print card, FD-249, when no identification record was needed in a 
particular deserter case; further, that U. S. Iv1arshals and local law 
enforcement agencies should be told to do the same. These instructions 
applied to fingerprints showing only "deserter" as the charge. The 
block in question read "check if no reply is desired." I~ has since been 
revised to provide two ballot boxes - one box to indicate that a record 
is desired and the other box to indicate no record desired. In other words 
a definite response, either yes or no, is now required. 

A spot-check of current fingerprint submissions relating to 
deserters showed very few contributors of such prints were :rp.arking the 
face of the fingerprint card that no reply was desired. Accordingly, 
foregoing instructions are being reiterated at this time. Additionally, 
if contributor does not check either ballot box on deserter arrests we 
will treat incoming print as not requiring an answer. This policy will 
apply to deserters when no other offenses are involved and replies will 
be sent jn all cases if the subject is found to be wanted as the finger
print card, Form FD-249, so states. 

7/23/68 
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(F) OMNIJ3US CRil'.1E CONTROL AND SAFE STREETS ACT OF 1968; 
IMMUN1TY PROVISIONS - CRJMINAL INTELLIGENCE PROGRAM --
A copy .of the above act has been provided your office and the salient 
provisions were outlined by SAC Letter 68-39 dat~d July 9, 1968. Title 
m of captioned law dealing with regulations for the control of electronic 

· surveillances contains an "Immunity of Witnesses'' section. The Depart
ment has furnished an interpreta1ion that the provisions for immunity are 
applicable in the ofr'enses stipulated in .this statute regardless of whether 
an electronic survE:illance order has been issued in an investigation and 
that the issuance or nonissuance of such an order ~s not a controlling 
factor in the use of tl}e immunity as prescribed by this statute. 

This section allows immunity for testimony of witnesses or 
production of records or other evidence in any offense for which an 

. electronic surveillance order could be authorized. This covers a broad 
range· of offenses punishable under Title 18, United States Code. 

The importance of making full use of immunity, particularly 
in organized c::.;ime cases involving the leadership level, has previously 
been emphasized to you in connection with the then comparatively narrow 
opportunity to apply its use in connection with provisions of Federal 
narcotics laws and the Federal Communications Act. Despite its limited 
application prior to the passage of the captioned bill, most significant 
achievements were attained through the timely use of available immunity 
grants. For example, lengthy incarceration of a midwestern La Cosa 
Nostra 'tt>oss" for contempt has completely neutralized him as an effective 
and operational La Cos a Nostra chieftain. Similar results have been 
obtained elsewhere. 

Now, under the provisions of this new statute, our opportunity 
to apply immunity grants in a wide range of Bureau violations should 
greatly enhance our ability. to take direct action against the leadership 
of organized crime. In that immunity grants are now available in all 
offenses stipulated in this bill, this approach may now be used in all 
offenses punishable under Title 18, United States Code, which involve 
murder, robbery, kidnaping, extortion, and others, in addition to Inter
state Transportation in Aid of Racketeering and its companion anti-
gambling statutes including Sports Bribery; Extortionate Credit Transactions; 
Theft

1
.From Inte~state Shipment; Interstate Transportation of Stolen 

7/23/68 
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Property; embezzlement from pension and welfare funds; bribery; and 
others. From this it can be seen that greatly increased use of this valuable 
tool in prosecutions is now possible. 

You should insure all Agents are thoroughly familiar with 
these immunity provisions and that these provisions receive full consideration 
in your investigations of organized crime, racketeering and other criminal 
violations specified in this statute. 

7/23/68 
SAC LETTER 68-41 I 

1 I 
(G) AIRCRAFT pffi.Acy - CRIME ABOARD AIRCRAFT MATTERS -
During recent weeks there has been a decided increase in commercial 
airline hijackings as well as other offenses associated with air travel. 
Usually the armed hijacker gains access to the plane cockpit by threatening 
a stewardess, crewman, or passenger. After establishing control of the 
pilot the hijacker then orders a course change for Cuba. 

In a recent instance the aircraft made a fuel stop en route 
while the hijacker, successfully holding authorities at bay while the fueling 
took place, threatened to destroy the plane and its occupants by detonating 
a .hand grenade. 

As you are aware, Section 1472, Title 49 (Crime Aboard Air
craft Statute), provides penalties for aircraft piracy and the commission 
of other offenses aboard aircraft. In addition, this statute specifically 
charges the FBI with investigative jurisdiction. Accordingly, it is 
imperative that every measure be taken to insure possible violations of 
this statute are promptly reported to our field offices and that immediate 
intensive investigative action be taken in each instance. 

·1n order to insure that your liaison with various air carriers, 
airport terminals, and local representatives of the Federal Aviation 
Administration is completely effective and to insure each is aware of FBI 
responsibilities and the necessity for prompt referral, each field division 
should adhere to the following: 

7/23/68 
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1. Those field divisions covering national headquarters 
for commercial air carriers will contact ranking officials in 
order to review FBI jurisdictional responsibilities. In addition, 
discussions should be had with these officials as to·how each 
airline can be of assistance to the FBI with respect to these 
violations. Airlines should be encouraged to initiate educational 
programs among their employees stressing the importance 
of being alert to irrational, emotionally unstable passengers, 
thereby possibly avoiding a hijacking or other offenses. Air
lines should be urged to require their employees to t:ecord 
as complete identifying data as possible with respect:fo air-
line passengers. Likewise, methods should be developed to 
establish effective communication between airline represent
atives throughout the country, their national headquarters, 
and the FBI so that emergencies can be dealt with without 
delay. · 

2. Similar contact should be. made with major airline 
terminal personnel, discussing FBI investigative responsi
bilities under the law and establishing the liaison that is 
necessary to cope with incidents such as hijackings and other 
major crimes involving aircraft with a minimum of delay 
and confusion. Insofar as possible emergency plans should 
be considered in the event such situations develop. 

3. Full and detailed discussions should be had with 
local representatives of the Federal Aviation Administration 
as well as local police authorities. 

4. Emergency plans should be established in each 
field division so that should a major offense affecting air-
lines take pl~tce adequate investigative and supervisory 
personnel are on the scene immediately. · It is imperative 
that such situations be properly controlled by the FBI and 
not allowed to get out of hand. It is necessary you recognize 
that in order to effectively handle such major offenses often
times involving distraught and emotional passengers, harassed 
air carriers, interested news media and mentally disturbed 
subjects, sufficient manpower must be utilized in the most 
effective and efficient manner. 

7/23/68 
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You are reminded of the fact that matters relating 
to air safety and operations are the responsibility of the air 
carrier and the Federal Aviation Administration- not the 
FBI. Accordingly, a decision such as the unscheduled 
grounding of an aircraft is one to be made by those authorities. 

5. Inasmuch as the vast majority of aircraft hijackings 
experienced thus far has resulted in the subject's seeking 
asylum in Cuba with the aircraft and passengers returned 
to the United States within 24 _hours, each field division 
should be alert in its interrogation of the returning passengers 
and crew to any information of an intelligence nature or 
bearing upon our national security. Specific inquiry should 
be made as.to any interrogation conducted by Cuban authorities. 
You should determine whether the passengers were searched 
or photographed. 

A booklet, "Airlines and the FBI," is being prepared -~P;r .. ·· ··. . . 
immediate distribution to the field. It outlines ·FBI jurisdic tio:t~ ~nd: spg:-::·: .. ·: · .. 
gests methods whereby air carriers and their employees can effectively·.;· ·: .. 
assist in the enforcement of Federal laws concerning offenses involving 
air travel. You should withhold liaison contacts as set forth above until 
the receipt of these pamphlets in your respective field divisions in order 
that they may be effectively utilized and distributed in connection with 
these discussions. No mention should be made at this time concerning 
the preparation of such a pamphlet. 

Each office should advise the Bureau by letter results of its 
liaison contacts no later than August 12, 1968. · 

(Security Letter on attached pages) 
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(H) INVESTIGATION OF THE-NEw LEFT_:_ .There has been a-marked .r 
increase in recent months of bombings and burnings of public buildings 
and other acts of terrorism which could logically have been perpetrated 
by extremist elements of the New Left. New Left leaders have constantly 
exhorted their followers to abandon their traditional role of "passive 
dissent" and resort to acts of violence and terrorism as a means of 
disrupting the defense effort and opposing established authority. Publi
cations of the New Left are replete with articles proposing the bombings 
of draft boards and other Government installations, and literature con
taining detailed diagrams and instructions for making incendiary devices 
has been widely disseminated among New Left groups. ..· 

,l ... 

I have been appalled by the reaction of some of our field offices 
to some of the acts of violence and terrorism which have occurred, such 
as.those which have recently taken place in certain college towns and in 
some instances on college campuses. While it is recognized that many 
of these acts do not constitute violations of law within the primary 
investigative jurisdiction of the Bureau, it is essential, where the strong 
presumption exists "~pat acts of violence have been perpetrated by New 
Leftists or other subversive elements under investigation by the Bureau, 
that every logical effort should be made to resolve through contact with 
established sources· whether these elements are in fact responsible for 
such acts. Of course, good judgment and extreme caution must be 
utilized in this connection so as not to convey the impression to the 
public or other investigative agencies that we are assuming jurisdiction 
in those instances where there are not facts which would e_stablish FBI 

. jurisdiction. 

It cannot be too strongly emphasized that positive results can 
be achieved only through the development of adequate high quality informants 
who are in a position to obtain detailed information regarding the activities 
and future plans of individuals and organizations affiliated with the New 
Left movement. 

When terroristic acts occur which by reason of the target 
of the act or by reason of the locale would appear to fit into the objectives 
of or could have been motivated by subversive elements, particularly 
New Leftists,. I expect an immediate and aggressive response from you 

7/23/68 
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in the form of alerting and directing all logical sources and informants 
into activity to determine if subversive groups could have been responsible. 

I have reminded you time and again that the militancy of the 
. New Left is escalating daily. Unless you recognize this and move in a 

more positive manner to identify subversive elements responsible so 
that appropriate prosecutive action, whether federally or locally 
initiated, can be taken, this type of activity can be expected to mount 
in intensity and to spread to college campuses across the country. This 
must not be allowed to happen and I am going to hold each Special Agent 
in Charge personally responsible to insure that the Bureau's responsi
bilities in this area are completely met and fulfilled. 

Very truly yours, 

John Edgar Hoover 

· Director 

7/23/68 
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In Reply, Please R~fer lo 

File No. 

PERSONAL ATTENTION 
SAC LETTER 68-51 

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

f.' E I> E R A L 8 U R E AU 0 F I N V I:: S T I G AT I 0 N 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20535 

September 3 , 19 68 

(A) WORK-RELATED INJURIES (FIELD) - FISCAL YEAR .1968 -
Enclosed is an injury report for fiscal year 1968. It demonstrates by 
statistical comparison with fiscal year 1967 the number of accidents 
resulting in injuries for each office, the types of accidents causing the 
injuries and the injury rate. The injury rate for the entire FBI this 
year was the same as last year (2. 8%). All offices should continue to 
make every effort to avoid accidents. Automobile accidents, handling 
materials and falls were the major contributing reasons for a good 
portion of injuries this year. Five offices reported no work-related 
injuries which is commendable and l?hould be the ultimate goal of other 
offices. Make certain you continue to emphasize safety precautions in 
respect to physical condition and maintenance of your space and equip
ment and instill a safe_ty-consc~ous -~t~itt.r~~ among your _stC;tffs .. 

,, 

9/3/68 r 

. . 

SAC LETTER 68-51 

(B) iN"TERSTA TE OBSCENE OR HARASSING TELEPHONE CALLS -
·Reference is made to my letters of May 8 , and June 27, 1968, captioned 
"'Interstate Obscene or Harassing Telephone Calls." 

You are instructed that in connection with the captioned 
statute future possible violations should be discussed with appropriate 
United States Attorneys rather than submitting the facts to the Bureau 
for referral to the Department. 

Advise the Bureau details of any case in which you are 
initiating investigation. 
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· (C) RACIAL INFORMANTS - RACIAL MATTERS -- Recently two Bureau 
fugitives, one of whom was in the process of being placed on the Ten Most 
Wanted Fugitives List, were located and apprehended by Bureau Agents 
on the basis of information furnished by raGial informants. 

In recent months, racial informants have furnished information 
which resulted in the conviction of seven subjects for conspiracy to vio
late the Federal Bank Robbery Statutes; the solution of a bank robbery 
two hours after it took place; the arrest by local authorities of two 
individuals on charges of arson; and the arrest of one and the killing of 
another Klan official while attempting to bomb a private residence. 

The above are some· of the examples which point out the 
latent potent]al our racial informants have for utilization in the solving 
of criminal cases. The very nature of the activities of some extremist 
racial organizations involves them in the commission of criminal acts 
for the purpose of obtaining funds to finance the organization in question. 
Racial informants in these organizations are often knowledgeable of 
criminal matters and are in positions to report on matters of a criminal 
nature. 

You should constantly be alert to opportunities to utilize the 
services of racial informants where they can be of assistance to your 
office in criminal matters. Where racial informants are logic.ally in 
contact with criminal elements, you should insure that Identification 
Orders, Wanted Flyers and photographs of bank robbery suspects are 
shown to these informants. 

Consideration should be given to reviewing unsolved criminal 
cases in your office with the end in mind of making contact with racial 
informants who have not been questioned_ in the past concerning the 
unsolved cases and are now in logical positions to assist you in the 
solving of tpese cases. 

9/3/68 
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Very truly yours, 

• John Edgar Hoover 

Director 

Enc. for (A) 
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In Reply. Please Refer to 

File No. 

PERSONAL ATTENTION 
SAC LETTER 68-52 

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

FEDF.RAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20535 

September 10, 1968 

(~) FBI NATIONAL ACADEMY- 83RD SESSION-- By October 1, 1968, 
you should submit to the Bureau, Attention: Training Division, the names 
of candidates from your territory whom you desire to recommend to 
attend the 83rd Session of the FBI National Academy, which convenes 
March 10, 19 69, and will graduate May 28, 19 69. A specific statement 
must be made concerning the re·view of your field office indices on the 
applicants and their law enforcement agencies in the letter listing your 

. candidates. 

Alternate candidates who were investigated for the 82nd Session 
of the National Academy and not invited to attend that session in view of 
lack of space will be c<;>nsidered· the principal candidates for the 83rd 
Session of the National Academy from the field offices covering their law 
enforcement agencies. 

All candidates nominated for the 83rd Session must have been 
interviewed by the current Special Ag-Pnt in Charge. If such has not been 
done, appropriate interview form should be submitted along with your 
recommendations. It is e::-.."'Pected that only outstanding candidates who 
have a potential in the training or administrative fields will be nominated. 

9/10/68 
.SAC LETTER 68-52 

{B) .ANNUAL sm1:NlARY OF RECORDS HOLDINGS- FEDERAL RECORDS 
ACT OF 1950 -- Re SAC Letter 68-24 (A) captioned "Biennial Report on 
Volume of Records - Federal Records Act of 1950." 

Your summary of records holdings, which has been submitted 
biennially in past, will be submitted annually in future under above caption, 
as result of change in regulations by National Archives and Records Service, 
General Services Administration. You should, accordingly, be prepared 
to supmit summary at end of current fiscal year and at end of each fiscal 
year thereafter. 

Table of equivalents for computing volume of records, set forth 
in referenced letter, has also been revised to include equivalents for 
shelf files .. Cubic foot equivalents per linear foot are 4/5 cubic foot for 
letter-size shelves and one cubic foot for legal-size shelves. 
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(C) TRAINING- POLICE- TRANSMITTAL OF FILMS-- The Bureau 
has been experiencing increasing problems in the transmittal .of police 
training films. Under the present mailing system approximately ten · 
days are required fo:t: the transmittal of films between points of origin 
and destination. 

Hereafter, all Offices, except Anchorage, Honolulu and San Juan, 
should designate films for "SPECIAL HANDLING, 1

' except those films 
requiring more expeditious transmittal. The "SPECIAL HANDLING1

' 

designation should be made on the labels presently being used (Form 
3-503) by printing or rubber stamping in red ink the words "SPECIAL 
HANDLING. " This notation should appear immediately below the postal 
indicia ''Postage and Fees Paid Federal Bureau of Investigation" and 
immediately above the name of the addressee. 

Appropriate manual changes are being made. 

·. 

(Security Letters on attached pages) 
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( ]j MINUTEMEN -- A review of communications received pursuant to 
SAC Letter 68-38 (C) indicates that there is insufficient informant cover- . 
age of captioned organization. This must be changed immediately and . 
adequate informant coverage developed in each area having any Minutemen 
organization. 

The necessity for adequate informant coverage has been demonstrated 
in the recent past by the convictions of Minutemen on charges of Ban.."!( 
Robbery - Conspiracy in the Seattle, Vlashington, area and the arrests 
of Minutemen by the Connecticut State Police as members of the Minute
men were commencing a raid on a pacifist camp. Both were based on 
information furnished by Bureau informants and demonstrate :what can be 
achieved when adequate informant coverage is available. · 

As each office is aware, Robert Bolivar DePugh, Minutemen 
leader, is in a fugitive status as a result of his indictment on Bank Robbery -
Conspiracy charges at Seattle, Washington. DePugh, in a letter dated 
June 15, 1968, urged members to continue their activity and to recruit 
new members. Individuals who have become inactive are to be contacted 
and encouraged to renew their participation. 

This recruiting drive presents a perfect opp{:irtunity for each office 
to get on the offensive in the development of informants in the Minutemen. 
A minimum of one member informant should be developed in every lmown 
~nutemen group. 

Many Special Agents in Charge have replied that there is no lmown 
Minutemen organization in their territories. Such a statement is question
able when groups have previously existed, and there is no actual coverage 
to establish the current situation beyond a reasonable doubt. No office 
should feel that it is aware of the existence of the Minutemen within its 
territory when there is no member informant or source in a position to 
know. 

No office should rely totally on outside sources for information. 
Although many police organizations on state and local levels have. d~veloped 
informant coverage in the 1viinutemen, only through the development and 
handling. of Bureau informants can we be Stlre that all pertinent information 
is being received. We must, nevertheless, insure that aH police depart
ments are keenly aware of our deep interest in this organization so that 

·. 

each department will furnish available information to supplement the . r 
information developed through Bureau informants. ~- ,. 
9/10/68 
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The coming months present an excellent opportunity for informant 
development. Adequate coverage must be developed so that the Bureau 
will be in a position to fulfill its responsibilities in the event the Minute
men plan to carry out acts of violence. We must have prior knowledge 
of all such plans so that we will be in a position to act and not merely 
react after some incident has occurred. 

Each Special Agent in Charge will be held personally accountable 
for the development of adequate informant coverage in the l'I.Iinutemen. 
Within 60 days, each office advise the. Bureau of progress made in the 
development of adequate informant coverage. A complete reevaluation 
.of Minutemen activities should be included. Plans that have been 
formulated to obtain adequate coverage where necessary should also 
be furnished the Bureau, as well as the steps being taken to carry out 
these plans. 

9/10/68 
SAC LETTER 68-52 

(E) RACIAL INFOR:MANTS- RACIAL MATTERS-- Effective immediately, 
the maximum permissible period between contacts with established ghetto
type racial informants is extended from two weeks to one month. Prior 
to the time that you consider an individual as an established ghetto-type 
informant, you must continue to make contacts 'With that individual at 
least once every two weeks. A ghetto-type racial informant .is to be 
considered established only after he has been contacted a sufficient 
number of times ( 1) to insure that good rapport exists between the con
tacting Special Agent and the individual concerned, (2) to insure that the 
individual concerned is fully aware of the nature and seriousness of the 
matters assigned to him, and (3) to establish ad~quate channels of com-
munication suitable for use at any time. To definitely fix the time at 
which a ghetto-type racial informant is considered established, the 
Special Agent handling the informant must place a memorandum in 
informant's file stating that requirements ( 1), (2), and (3), mentioned 
above, have been met. 

9/10/68 
SAC LETTER 68-52 - 4-
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(F) RACIAL INFORMANTS- SUBMISSION OF JUSTIFICATION 
LETTERS-- You were recently adVised that justification letters for 
sec'Urity informants should be submitted every six months instead of 
every four months. Effective immediately justification letters for 
racial informants should be submitted every six months as in the case 

,of security informants. Currently authorized payments for four months 
·or less will continue in effect until the expiration date thereof. 

Although the period during which letters are to be submitted 
has been extended as a streamlining measure, your responsibility to 
maintain a tight control of payments and to make certain that informants 
will make suitable progress is in no way minimized. 

Appropriate manual changes will follow. 

9/10/68 
SAC LETTER 68-52 

! . 

(G) INVESTIGATION OF THE NE\V LEFT - STUDENT AGITATION ON 
COLLEGE CP.-L-i\1PUSES -- During the past school year, violent demon
strations erupted on college campuses throughout the United States. We 
can expect an increase in such demonstrations during the coming school 
year. 

SAC Letter 68-30 dated May 21, 1H68, pointed out the necessity 
of developing adequate informant coverage of groups engaging in these 
disruptive activities on college campuses. You are reminded that it is 
your responsibility to determine in advance the plans of these groups 
to engage in demonsrrations and other disruptive activities. Follow 
the instructions set out in SAC Letter 68-30 concerning the reporting 
of such demonstrations. 

Very truly yours, 

John Edg.ar Hoover 

Director 

9/10/68 . 
SAC LETTER 68-52 - 5-
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PERSONAL ATTENTION 
SAC LETTER 68-54 

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF jUSTICE 
I 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

I 
In Reply. Pkase Refer to 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20535 

File No. 
. September 20, 19 68 

(A) CHARACTERIZATION OF SUBVERSIVE, F.ACIAL , KLAN, \VHITE 
HATE, &'\lD MILITANT BLACK ORGANIZATIONS - INTERNAL 
SECURITY - C01'1MUNIST -- I 

Set forth below are up-to-date thrnnbnail sketches 
of' organizations and publications, each oi which is of use to 
various field offices. No attempt has been made 'to include 
all sketches which have been furnished to: the Bureau for 
approval; only those sketches which are believed to have 
field-wide application are set forth. 

In the event an office needs ta characterize an 
organization not mentionec;i in ei the1· this. letter or the 
var.i.ou::> .is::;u~::; of Li..1.t:: !'Gu.i..de to Subve:L3iv.:: vl'~ai!..i..Za t.i..ui15 
and Publications" published by the House Com.-nittee on 
Un-American Activities, or one not designa'ted by the 
Attorney General :pursuant to Executive Orcl.er 10450 ~ a reques·t 
should be rr~de of the office of origin tQ; furnish the required 
characterization. In describing a _local a:ffiliate of a 
national organization, in addition to characterizing the 
·local affiliate, it will be necessary to se~ forth separately 
the characterization of the parent organization. 

~ The evaluation and identities of the sources should 
be handled in accordance with instructions set forth in Part I, 
Section 49B, 2m (1), page 65, of The FBI Handbook. 

. For the purpose of evaluation 1 all sources utilized 
in the preparation of the sketches listed below should be 
described as having furnished reliable information in the nast. 
In each sketch utilized below, the field office submitting-~he 
sketch has advised that careful considera.tion was given to each 
source concealed. 

.- . 
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tetter to All Special Agents i ·n Charge 
RE: CHARACTERIZATION OF SUBVERSIVE, RACIAL, KLAN 

WHITE HATE, AND MILITANT BLACK ORGANIZATIONS 

AEROFLar 

Aeroflot is the operational element of the 
Ministry of Civil Aviation, Union of Soviet Socialist 
Republics (USSR), and as such is an official agency of the 
Soviet Government, which provides commercial, wor~ide 
air service. 

~. 

AFTON TOURS, INCORPORATED 

Records of the Foreign Agents Registration Section 
(FARS), Department of Justice, Washington, D. C., disclose 
that - registered Package Express and 
Travel Agencyt Incorporated, Brooklyn, New York, on 
February 24, 1958, as an agent of Intourist Limited, Moscow, 
Union of Soviet Socialist Republics. The purpose of the 
business was given as transmitting parcels to citizens of 
the Soviet Union. Svenchansky named Afton Tours, Incorporatedf 
1776 Broadway, New York City, as a branch of Package Express 
and Travel Agency. 

FARS records reflect further that Afton Tours 
was registered individually as an Intourist agent from 
May 1, 1959, to December 24, 1960, when the registration 
was terminated by action of the FARS. Package Express and 
Travel Agency, as of February 24, 1967, continued to be · 
registered with the FARS. 

A source advised during April, 1968, that Afton 
~ours, Incorporated, continues to operate from 1776 Broadway, 
New York City. The source stated that the majority of tours 
arranged by Afton Tours are for individuals or groups 
traveling to the Soviet Union and other East European countries. 
The source said that some of the individuals who have traveled 
through Afton Tours are publicly recognized as Communist Party 
members. The source added that a number of the group tours 
handled by Afton Tours have been organized by groups known 
to be affiliated with communist front organizations; 

was linked with a Soviet 
espionage ring in testimony before the Senate Internal 
Security Sub-Committee on November 2, 1953, by 
confessed atomic spy~ 

- 2 -
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Letter to All Special Agents in Charge 
RE: CHARACTERIZATION OF SUBVERSIVE, RACIAL, KLA.ll, 

WHITE HATE, AND MILITANT BLACK ORGANIZATIONS 

The 1967-1968 New York Telephone Directory lists 
Afton Tours at 1776 Broadway. 1 

(The characterization of Intouris~t \should be used 
in conjunction with the characterization of Afton Tours) 

Source: I 
"AJ!ERICA'N' DIALOG, " ALSO KNOWN AS 
"AMERICA1'i DIALOGUE. tt H·DIALOOUE" 

A confidential source advised during June, .1964, that 
Joseph Felshin advised former subscribers tQ the magazine, 
"Mainstream," that ul-!ainstrerun" had ceased publication with 
its August, 1963, issue and had been replaced by a new bi
monthly publication entitled, "American Dialogue," with 

ns editor. 

The Spring, 1968, issue of "Am.eric;an Dialog," Volur.1e 
5: Wmnber ·1 7 contliins the statem~nt in its masthead~ "American 
Dialog" is published by Dialog Publications, 32 Union Square, 
Room 804, New York 10003. 

On July 2, 1966, a second source advised that 
attended the 18th National Convention 

of the Communist Party, United States of ~~erica 
(CPUSA), held in New York City, from June 22 
through June 26, 1966, as a delegate. 

A third source advised on July 27, 1966, that 
a delegate to the 18th National Convention 

of the CPUSA held in ·New York City, from June 22 
through June 26, 1966; was elected to the National 
Committee of the CPUSA on June 26, 1966. 

The Address Telephone Directory for the Borough of 
Hanhattan, New York City, as published by the New ·york Telephone 
Company, on March 2o~· 1967, lists "Dialogue Publications, Inc.:' 
as being located at 32 Union Square, New York, New York. 

The'Uuide to Subversive Organizations and Publications," 
revised and published as of December 1, 1961, prepared and released 
by the Committee on Un-American Activities, United States House of 
Representatives, Washington, D.C., contains the following concerning 
"Mainstream": 

- 3-
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Letter to All Special Agents in Charge 
RE: CHARACTERIZATION OF SUBVERSIVE, RACIAL, KLAN 

· WHITE HATE, AND MILITANT BLACK ORGANIZATIONS 

"American Dialog" 

"Mainstream* 

"1. The Communist Party ' is regularly 
putting out *** Mainstream ---- · 
monthly cultural and literary 
organ published in New York. 1 

(Committee on Un-American Activities, 
Annual Report for 1958, House Report 
187, March 9, 1959, p. 9).n 

ii 
I 
I 

*Beginning with the September, 1956, issue, the 
name of this publication was changed from 11Masses and Mainstream" 
to "Mainstream. 11 

Sources: 

AMERICAN INSTITUTE FOR MARXIST STUDIES 

A source advised on April 9, 1963, that on 
April 7, 1963, at a meeting of the District Committee of 
the Communist Party, United States of America (CPUSA), 
of New England, held in Boston, Massachusetts, Herbert Aptheker 
stated he was developing an organization called American 
;rnst";i. tute for Marxist· Studies (AIMS), which 'Hould eventually 
legalize the CP. He stated AIMS ~ould.publish literature 
on History, Science, Physics, Archeology and other subjects 
which would be put out quarterly -with various supplements. 

A second source advised on June 30, 1966, that 
was elected to the National Committee, 

CPUSA, at the 18th N~tional Convention of · the CPUSA; held 
June 22-26, 1966, in New York City. 

A third source advised on June 7, 1963, that on 
June 3, 1963, spoke at the CPUSA, New York 
District Board meeting concerning AIMS. stated 

-- 4 -
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Letter to All Special Agents in Charge 
RE: CHARACTERIZATION OF SUBVERSIVE, RACIAL, KLAN 

WHITE HATE, AND MILITANT BLACK ORGANIZATIONS 

that AIMS would unite and strengthen the CP although the CP 
would not be connected with it. He stated AIMS was being 
formed to operate within the scope of the McCarran and Smith 
Acts and would legally bring Marxist material and opinions 
to the attention of American scholars and the general public. 

A fourth source reported on August 29, 1966, 
that AIMS issues a "Newsletter" every other month. This source 
also made available the information that AIMS issues publica
tions and holds symposiums concerning Marxism. 

A fifth source advised on May 8, 1968, that as of 
that date, AIMS was located on the fifth floor west of 
20 East 30th Street, New York, New York. 

Sources: 

AMTORG TRADING CORPORATION 

Arntorg Trading Corporation, according to recm. ·ds 
of the New York County Clerk, is a New York corporation 
formed in 1924. It has acted since then as a buying and 
selling agency in the United States (US) for most of the 
foreign trade associations of the Union of Soviet Socialist 

.. Republics (USSR) • Since 1949, it has been registered with 
the U~ Department of Justice, pursuant to the provisions of 
the Foreign Agents Registration Act of 1938, as amended. 

CASA DE LAS AMERICAS 

On May 9, 1968, a source advised that the 
Casa de las Americas, an organization composed of pro-Fidel. 
Castro and pro-communist individuals, formed in April, 1964, 
has its headquarters on the fourth floor, 876 Broadway, 
New York City. Source described this organization as a 
successor to the old Casa Cuba Club (CCC) with a changed 
name to avoid overt affiliation with Cuba. The CCC had been 

- 5 -
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Letter to All Special Agents in Charge 
RE: CHARACTERIZATION 9F SUBVERSIVE, RACIAL, KLAN 

WHITE HATE, AND MILITANT BLACK ORGANIZATIONS 

I 

composed of persons belonging to the now defu'n9t 26th of 
July Movement, a revolutionary organization founded and led 
by Fidel Castro, Prime Minister of Cuba, until its dissolution 
in 1962. · I 

I 
A second source advised that the CCC, originally 

founded as a social club of New York area residents of 
Cuban extraction, was sympathetic to Castro during his 
struggle for power. Subsequent to January 1, 1959, as it 
became apparent that communism was the form of government 
in Cuba, the leaders of the 26th of July Movement assumed 
control of CCC and its membership declined. 

The first source above advised that Casa de las 
Americas is also ostensibly formed as a social club, but in 
effect it acts as a focal point for revolutionary peoples 

.. sympathetic to the Cuban Government. Although it is not 
directly controlled by the Cuban Mission to the United Nations 
(C1IDN), many Cuban personnel attend its functions and at 
least an indirect link with CMUN is present. Casa de las 
Americas has fund-raising affairs and contributes money to the 
CMUN. Casa de las Americas also gives financial support to 
other revolutionary groups representing countries other than 
Cuba. Through CMUN, various propaganda materials of a 
communist nature are found at Casa de las Americas. This 
same source also stated that some executive con~ittee members, 

· as well as general members of Casa de las Americas, are members 
of ~he Spanish Section of the Communist Party, United States 
of America (CPUSA). An indirect link does occur at Casa de 
las Americas in that it is used as a staging ground prior 
to entry into CPUSA. Further, source indicates that 
membership in Casa de las Americas serves as an excellent 
background for persons desiring to return to Cuba. 

This same source stated that, although there 
exists in Cuba, a social club called Casa de las Americas 
supported by the Cuban Government, there appears to be no 
connection between the two and no reason to believe that 
the Casa de las Americas in New York was named after the 
one in Cuba • 

Sources: 
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Letter to All Special Agents in Charge 
RE: CHARACTERIZATION OF SUBVERSIVE, RACIAL 1 KLAN, 

WHITE HATE, AND MILITANT BLACK ORGANIZATIONS 

COM11ITTEE TO FREE 

"Following the execution of atomic spies 

' 

I' 

in June, 1953, the •communist Campaign 
assumed a different emphasis. Its major effort centered 
upon ' the co-defendant. The 
National Committee to Secure Justice in the 
a communist front which had been conducting the campaign 
in the United States - was reconstituted as the National 

Committee at a conference in Chicago 
in October, 1953, and'then the National Committee to Secure 
Justice for . ••• " 

(Guide to Subversive Organizations and Publi
cations," dated December 1, 1961, issued by the House 
Committee on Un-American Activities, page 116.) 

In September, 1954, the name "National Committee 
appeared on literature to Secur.e Justice for 

issued by the Committee. 
to Secure Justice for 
literature issued by the 
name "Committee to Free 

In March, 1955, the name, "Committee 
." first appeared on 

Committee. In August, 1966, the 
first appeared on 

literature issued by the Committee. 

The Address Telephone Directory for the Borough 
of Manhattan, New York City, published by the New York 
Telephone Company on April 12, 1968, lists the above 
Committee's address as 150 Fifth Avenue, New York, New York. 

COMMUNIST PARTYs USA 
MARXIST-LENINIST (CPUSA, M-L) 

On August 24, 1965, a source advised that the West 
Coast Provisional Organizing Committee for a Marxist-Leninist 
Communist Party (WCPOC) was formed in Los Angeles, Califorpia, 
on August 23, 1965, under the leadership of Mike Lasky~ · · 
Although similar in na~e, the newly organized WCPOC had no 
connection whatsoever with the Provisional Organizin€f'Committee 
for a Marxist-Leninist Communist Party {POC) or the latter's 
West Coast POC. 

- 7 -
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RE: CHARACTERIZATION OF SUBVERSIVE, RACIAL, KLAN, 
WHIT~ HATE, AND MILITANT BLACK ORGANIZATIONS 

. . 
On September 7, 1965, the above source advised that 

a National Conference of the newly formed WCPOC was held over 
the September 4-5, 1965, weekend in Los Angeles. At that 
meeting, the name WCPOC was dropped, and the CPUSA, M-L,was 
formed under Lasky's leadership. The CP~SA, M-L,has the 
following aims and purposes: · 

1. To conduct guerrilla warfare training, 
including the use of firearms; 

j 
j 

2. To organize CPUSA, M-L,ce~ls in the South 
to exploit all "racial situations" that 
might arise there, to agitate the population, 
and create situations which would require the 
use of Federal Troops so that Americans would 
~e fighting Americans; 

·a. To establish and maintain an accelerated 
recruiting program to include acceptance 
of anyone who is an anti-imperialist. 

. . 
On May 22, 1968, a second 

CPUSA, M-L,continued to exist. 
source ~adviszd 

Sources: 

COMPASS PUBLICATIONS, INCORPORATED 

. . 
~ The above-captioned organization was incorporated 

with the New York City County Clerk's Office on August 27, 
1965, and was issued incorporation number 9830-65. At the 
time of incorporation, the avowed purposes of this corporation 
were listed as follows: 

"To edit and publish periodicals and pamphlets and 
other printed material in the English language and in foreign 
.languages." 

"To prepare and edit materials for publication and 
publishers, educational institutions, or private individuals." 

On May 17, 1968, a source advised that Compass 
Publications, Incorporated, is located at 327 East 18th 
Street, New York City, and that is listed as 
pr.esident. 

- 8 -
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Letter to All Special Agents in Charge 
RE: CHARACTERIZATION OF SUBVE..~SIVE, RACIAL, KLAN, 

WHITE HATE, AND MILITANT BLACK ORGANIZATIONS 

:I 
. I 

-On June 8, 1966, Compass Publications, Incorporated, 
filed a registration statement under the Foreign Agents 
Registration Act and on the same date 
filed a short form registration statement in support of the 
registration statement of Compass Publications, Incorporated. 
This registration statement reflected that the Novosti Press 
Agency, 2 Pusl~in Square, Moscow, Union of Soviet · Socialist 
Republics (USSR), was the "foreign principal" involved in 
this registration. 

At the present time, the above-captioned organization 
is publishing a biweekly booklet entitled, "Reprints from the 
Soviet Press," which bears the following inscription inside 
the front cover: 

."Reprints from the Soviet Press · is a · biweekly infor
mation service published by Compass Publications, Incorporated, 
Box 47, Old Chelsea Station, New York, New York. All views 
expressed are those of the authors or original .publications. 
Subscriptions: $15.00 per year; single copies, $.60. By 
~irma.il (U!lited States; Can~~da; and btexj..co) $30.00." 

Source: 

CONTACT MAILING SERVICE 

A source advised that 
of the Communist Party, United States of &~er~ca (CPUSA), 
in March, 1962, stated he wanted to set up an office in Ne~ York 
for the centralization of "our maili;ng lists" so that mailing 
lists could be furnished to -Commun·ist Party groups or Communist 
Party front groups which need~.d them. The Communist Party 
would invest money in -this business, and _ . a 
general handyman for would operate it ostensibly as 
a private enterprise. 

On May 12, 1964, a second source furnished information 
indicating that the · Mailing Service conducts a 
mailing service business in Room 636 at 799 Broadway, New York, 
New York. · 

- 9-
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Letter to All Special Agents in Charge 
RE: CHARACTERIZATION OF SUBVERSIVE, RACIAL, KLAN, 

WHITE ·HATE, AND MILITANT BLACK ORGANIZATIONS 

In March, 1966, the first source advised that 
had stated that the Communist Party had replaced the 

Mailing Service with the Contact Mailing Service which 
would serve the same purpose and function in the same manner 
as the Mailing Service. 

On May 10, 1968, the second source advised that the 
Contact Mailing Service was presently being operated by 

in Room 636 at 799 Sroadway, New York, New York. 

On November 23, 1963, Special Agents of the Federal 
enter a meeting 

New York, where, 
Bureau of Investigation observed 
hall at 61 Rivington Street, New York, 
according to a third source, a meeting 
Party members was being held. 

Sources: 

"DAILY WORLD" 

limited to Communist 

The "Daily World" is an east coast communist 
newspaper. 

DIXIE KLANS, KNIGHTS OF 
THE KU KLUX KLAN, ·INC. 

(Tennessee) 

Confidential sources reported September, 1957, a 
number of leaders and their associates of Klavern #1, u. s. 
Klans, Knights of the Ku Klux Klan (USK, KEJGC), Chattanooga, 
Tennessee, were banished in September, 1957. These individuals 
formed a new klan organization and secured a General Welfare 
Charter from the State of Tennessee, October 21, 1957, under 
the name Dixie Klans, Knights of the Ku Klux Klan, Inc. 

- 10 -
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RE: CHARACTERIZATION OF SUBVERSIVE, RACIAL, KLAN, 

WHITE HATE, AND MILITANT BLACK ORGANIZATIONS 

(DK, KKKK, Inc.), with headquarters at 2523 Glass Street, 
Chattanooga, Tennessee. Their charter lists some of the 

'purposes as freedom of speech and association, rejection 
of forced integration, preservation .of the Constitutions 
of the United States and Tennessee and preservation of· 
the sovereignty of each state. 

Current sources report this organization has 
continued to operate at the above location from 1957 to 
pres~nt. It now has only one klavern, Klavern #1. 

A confidential source advised during the Fall of 
1960 a "den" of Klavern #1, DK, KKKK, Inc.,. East Chattanooga, 
Tennessee, .consisting of ten members, including leaders of 
the klavern, and two alternates were reportedly responsible 
for five bombings of residences, Hamilton County, Tennessee, 
during July-August, 1960 •. Rank-and-file members of this 
organization are unaware of this 11-den." All "den" members 
and al te.rnates .w.er-e ,_int~:r.vtewed · duri~g another investigation •. 
They denied knowledge of the bombings, acts of violence 
or existence of the."den." Majority of those interviewed 
admitted current membership in the DK, KKKK, Inc. 

Current sources state none of the "den" members 
responsible for the bombings are now active in this organization. 

In September, 1965, a near racial riot occurred in 
East Chattanooga, Tennessee, near a housing project over an 
argument between Negroes and whites. A number of youthful 
Negro and white youths became involved in a fight which 
resulted in the shooting of one Negro. Both Negro and white 

·youths were arrested; howeve~; charges were later dismissed. 
Some of the white youths were DK, KKKK, Inc., members or 
sympathizers. 

Sources ·rep9rt in ~965 the DK, KKKK, Inc., had a 
group known as "claw" or "black card members," which was 
formed for the purpose of handling acts of violence, discipline 
of klan members, or intimidation of others when and if·needeq. 
These members were not reported to have participated in· any· 
acts of violence. Majority of the leaders and fu~~bers ~f this 
group terminated their membership in the DK, KKKK, Inc., in 
December, 1965, when a dispute arose over leadership of this 
organization. 

- 11-
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WHITE HATE, AND liiLITAN·T BLACK ORGANIZATIONS 

During the period 1962 to present, ·.all public 
facilities, public schools, restaurants, spo~ts activities, 
and places of ~~usement have been integrated ~ in Chattanooga, 
Tennessee, as well as housing projects located in the 
vicinity of East Chattanooga, where a number of klansmen 
and sympathizers reside. on several occnsions during this 
period Negroes have protested and demonstrated. On each 
occasion DK, KKKK, Inc. , leaders have instr.ucted members 
at meetings and individually not to become involved in above 
demQnstrations, not tc be in the vicinity of where such 
demonstrations were occurring, not to create any disturbances, 
commit any acts of violence, or advocate any acts of 
violence or become engaged in arguments over·such activities. 
They have .been advised the DK~ KXXK~ Inc., will not support 
them if they do become involved and the DK, KZltK, Inc., 
funds will not be used to assist them in legal fees, bonds, 
etc., over involvement in such incidents. 

Scurcas: 

., 
-

FOUR CONTilrENT BOOK GORPORATION 

According to the records- of the Foreign Agents 
Registration Section, United Stntes Department of Justice, 
Washington, D.C., Four Continent Book Corporation (FCBC), 
156 Fifth Avenue, New York, New York, is registered undsr 
the provisions of the Foreign Agents Uegistration Act of 
1938, as amended. The foreign principal listed in this 
registration is "Mezhdunarodnaya Knigan (International Book), 

. Moscow, Union of Soviet Socialist Republics '(USSR). For this 
foreign principal, F9BC ~ports books, periodicals, maps, 
records, pamphlets, post cards, and other publications from 
the USSR, and exports journals, magazines, .a~~ periodicals 
to the USSR. . 

. According to the records of the New York County 
Clerk, FCBC was incorporated under New York laws March 25, 1940. 
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FREEDOMWAYS ASSOCIATES, INCORPORATED 

The records of the New York State $ecretary of State, 
Albany, New York, show that the Certificate of Incorporation of 
Freedomways Associates, Incorporated, was filed on March 2, 1961. 

On May 24, 1961, a source advised that a report was 
given on "Freedomways" at a meeting of the·National Board, 
Communist Party, United States of Americn (CPUSA), held on 
May 24, 1961. It was stated that the central purpose of 
"Freedomways" is to develop a theory and positive criticism 
of currents in the Negro Movement, as well as to raise the 
level of understanding and discussion taking place in Negro 
life today and to project a sociali~t and pro-Soviet orientation. 

On May 25, 1961, a second source advised that 
~~Freedomways" was set up for the CPUSA by 

The:> Second Qua:rter, 1968 1 issue of "Freedomways~" 
self-described as "A Quarterly Review of the Negro Freedom 
Movement" pu-blished by Freedomways Associates, Incorporated, 
799 Broadway, New York City, lists. the following as its 
editorial staff: 

Associate Editor 
Managing Editor 
Associate Managing Editor 
Art Editor 

"The Worker," an east c.oast communist newspaper, 
which has suspended publication, June 25, 1967, page 10, contained 
an article on a memorial to held. at Town Hall, New York 
City, the previous Friday night. It said that one of the speakers 
was of "Freedomways. u 

'The Worker," May 21, 1967, page 3, contained an article 
on the death of on May 15 1 1967,_, in San Francisco, 
California. It described him as having be:en an author and 
columnist for "The Worker" for 32 years. It noted that he joined 
the CP 11shortly after it was founded and t·o which he adhered till 
the day he died." 
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A third source advised on February 16, 1968, that 
a committee from the 6th Assembly District Club, Kings County 
CP, visited _ _ a member of that club, on February 14, 
1968, to determine why she had not attended club meetings for 
more than one year. ' said she had talked with 

in their area 
level.and that 
her husband, 
a club. 

about the possibility of organizing a new club 
with members of their intellectual and cultural 
he was in favor of it. She said she believed 

and would join such 

A fourth source advised on April 16, 1968, that 
husband of is the Chairman 

of the International Affairs Department, CP, USA. 

The fourth source advised on May 1, 1967, that, as 
of April, 1967, was considered by the CP, USA, as being 
a member of its National Committee. 

Sources: 

FRUIT OF ISLAM 

On May 2, 1968, a source advised the Fruit of Islam 
(FOI) is a group within the Nation of Islam (NOI) composed of 
all male members. Its purpose is to protect officials 
and property of the NOI, to assure members comply with NOI 
teachings, and to prepare for the approaching "War of 
Armageddon." :Members are expected to participate in military 
drill andjudo and karate training. The FOI is governed by a 
military system wherein members .are controlled by General 
Orders similar to th~se issued by regular military organizations. 

Source: 
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"GUARDIAN" 
FORMERLY KNOWN AS \ 

"NATIONAL GUARDIAN 11
; 

WEEKLY GUARDIAN ASSOCIATES, INCORPORATED 
. 
( 

I 
The uGtlide to Subversive Organizations and Publications," 

revised and published as of December 1, 196~, prepared and 
released by the Committee on Un-American Activities, Uni te·d 
States House of Representatives, Washington, D. c., contains 
the following concerning the "National Guardian": 

"1 ••.• 'established by the American Labor Party 
in 1947 as- a Pprogressive11weekly •.. it has manifested itself 
from the beginning as a virtual official propaganda arm of 
Soviet Russia .ru 

The February 3, 1968, issue of the "National 
Guardian': announced that as of tha issue c:f Psb:-u2.ry :!.0, 
the :'National Guardian" would henceforth be known as the 
"Guardian." 

J O~R . ----, 

The February 10, 1968, issue of the ""Guardian" is 
self-described as an "independent radical newsweGJkly" and is 
published by Weekly Guardian Associates, Incorporated. The 
"Guardian" lists its address as 191 East 4th Street, New York, 
New York. 

... The February 12, 1968, issue of the "New York Times 11 

carried an article entitled, "Radical Editors Say Their Job 
Is In 'Movement.' " This article. stated that the first issue 
of the "Guardian'' was dedicated by the paper's staff "To 
those heroic Liberation fighters who last week began a major 
offensive against American Imperialism in South Vietnam." 

This article quoted one of the editors as saying 
that "Our job is to build e. Radical movement. To quote the 
Cuban revolutionaries, we are not only to write about it, 
but also to move along with it--we are movement people acting 
as journalists. 
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"The'Guardian' takes a strong left position, but 
it is not identified with any organized group because it 
believes that an American left ideology is still in the 
mruting. One of its purposes is to break away from the 
cliches of the left ideology of the past." 

This article concluded by stating that the ttGuardiantt 
is considered the largest radical weekly in America. 

(A characterization of the American 
Labor Party should be used in 
connection with the above 
characterization.) 

"Inner City Voice, 91 also known as 
"ICV" 

--The ''Inner City Voice" (!CV) ~2.s ~egistP.:r.~d witn 
the Wayne County Clerk's Office, Assumed Names Division, 
on August 4, 1967, by. _ under certificate 
of conducting business under an assumed name number 208945. 

A bulletin entitled "Build Black Newspaper," dated 
July, 1967, stated "A group of black revolutionaries in 
Detroit, Michigan, have begun work on the production of a 
new newspaper. It is hoped the first edition of the Inner 
City Voice will appear on the newsstand in August, 1967 .·" 
According to the bulletin, the ICV's goal is the building 
of a mass circulating revolutionary propaganda organ. The 
bulletin states the newspaper is ~o concentrate on local news, 
cultural and social events, as well as providing coverage 
of radical politics. 

. A source advised on March 12, 1968, the ICV is a 
black revolutionary.newspaper started in the Detroit area 
shortly after the Detroit riots of July, 1967. 

Source advised past editions of the ICV have 
contained highly inflammatory, slanted articles, designed to 
develop racial hatred in the ghetto areas, and articles 
instructing in the use of guerrilla warfare. One such 
article entitled "How to Make A Bomb" instructed how to make 
an explosive from a mixture of ammonia and gasoline contained 
in a plastic bottle, primarily for the purpose of sabotage. 
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Source advised the editor of the ICV is _ 
who has in the past been identified as a member 

of th~ Detroit group of the Revolutionary Action Movement 
(RAM). 

A second source advised on April 23, 1968, that 
is presently a student at Wayne State 

University, Detroit, Michigan, and resides at 544 Englewood, 
Detroit, Michigan. 

Sources: 

"INTERNATIONAL SOCIALIST REVIEW" 

The November 27, 1961, issue of "The Militant," 
a weekly newspaper of the Socialist Workers Party (SWP) 
described the "International Socialist Review" as a "magazine 
reflecting the. viewpoint of the SWP." 

The May-June, 1968, issue of the "International 
·socialist Review" identified this magazine as a bimonthly 
publication located at 873 Broadway, New York, New York • .. 

The SWP has been designa~ed pursuant to Executive 
Order 10450. 

. .. 

INTOURIST 

Intourist is the travel organization of the 
Soviet Union. The principal office is located in Moscow, 
USSR, with other offices located throughout the world. 
The Intourist office in the United States is located in 
New York City. Intourist registered with the United States 
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Department of Justice pursuant to the Foreign Agents 
Registration Act of 1938, as amended, and listed its purpose 
as: "Promoting tourism between the USSR nnd the USA. 
Maintaining contacts with travel co~panies which have 
agreements with Intourist. Publishing info~ation on 
tourism in the USSR for individuals, comp~nies, and 
organizations." 

"JEWISH CURRENTS , " FORMERLY 
KNOWli AS ''Jz:TISH LIFE" 

'~Jewish Life" for October, 1957, announced that 
after the OCtober issue, and with _the next issue to be 
published in January-, 1958, the magazine was changing its 
name to "Jewish Currents," because of the claim to the 
name "Jewish Life" by the magazine "Orthodox Jewish Life." 

The ~iay, lSGS, issua report~d t~~t "Je~ish 
Currents" is published by the Jewish Currents, Incorporated, 
Room 601, 22 East 17th Street, New York City. 

Concerning "Jewish Life." the "Guide to 
. Subversive Organizations and Publications," dated L'ecE:>n\her 1, 
1961, and prepared by the Committee on Un-P~erican Activities, 

, United States House of Representatives, stated: 

.. "1. Cited as a Col!ll!lunist-front which 'first 
appeared in zTovember, 1946, as a 
monthly published by the Morning · Freiheit 
Association, p~bllshers of the Yiddish 
Communist daily ... Horning Freiheit. 
The first issue contained this announcement 
of policy: Jewish Life dedicates itself 
to strengthening the friendship of the 
Jewish People with the Soviet Union .•. ' 
Its editor, has been identified 
as a Communist in sworn testimony. (Committee 
on Un-American Activities Report, Trial by 
Treason: The National Committee to Secure 
Justice for the Rosanbergs and Morton Sobell, 
August 25, 1956, page 93.)" 
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nLABOR TODAY" 

In January, 1962, a source advised that on 
January 13, 1962, of the 
Communist Party (CP), USA,.remarked that a Party-supported 
trade-union publication would be issued in ·the near future 
and would appear under the name "Labor ~oday." · 

On January 5, 1962, records in the Assumed Name 
Section of the County Clerk's Office, Wayne County, Detroit, 
Michigan, indicated Certificate Number 145344 issued for· 
conducting business under an assumed name, was issued to 
"Labor Today" (a bi-monthly publication) having a business 
address at 12065 Wyoming, Detroit 4, Michigan. A certificate 
was filed on January 2, 1962, and the names of the persons 
listed as owning, conducti~g, and transacting the business 
were _, Det~oit, ~ichigan, 
and Detroit, Michigan. 

A second source advised on ·December 15, 1961, that 
·was then a member of the Michigan District 

CP State Committee. This source advised on September 18, 1959, 
that was then a member of the Michigan Dis'trict 
CP State Committee. 

A third source advised on January 18, 1966, that 
as of December 31, 1965, was a member of the 
Miscellaneous Jewish Community Club, Michiga~ District CP. 

. . 

The Founding Statement contained in the first issue 
of "Labor Today" (Spring, 1962) indicated two additional 
issues would be forthcoming in 1962 1 and beginning in 1963, 
"Labor Todayu would appear regularly as a "bi-monthly journal." 

The masthead of "Labor Today, ~· Voltnne 7, ltumber 1, 
March-April, 1968, issue describes the publication as "An 
Independent Journal of Discussion." Its managing editor is 

- and business and editorial office's are 
located·at 12065 Wyoming, Suite 5, Detroit, Michigan. 

Sources: 
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"LRAPER" 

., 
i' 

"Lraper" (The Armenian Herald) is a four-page 
newspaper published twice a week. rfhree pages are composed 
of articles, many of which originated in periodicals in 
Soviet Armenia, printed in the Armenian languaga. The 
fourth page bears the title "The Anlenian Herald" and 
contains material printed in English. 

The September 29, 1967, issue of "Lraper" stated 
that it is otvned by the Armenian Progressive League of 
America (APLA) and is published at 42 East 12th Street, 
New York, New York. 

The APLA has been designated pursuant to Executive 
order 10450. 

On May 20, 1968, a source advised that "Lraper" is 
1oc~t~d on tbe 5tn floor! 42 East 12th Street, New York, 
New York. 

Source: 

"LUDOVE NOVI:N'Y" 

A source advised on May 1, 1968, that "Ludove 
Nqviny" (Peoples News) is a Slovak-language newspaper published 
weekly since 1951 at 1510 West 18th Street, Chicago, Illinois. 
Since its inception to the present tice, this newspaper has 
been communist dominated and has followed the Communist Party 
line, and has given publicity and support to Soviet Russia and 
its satellite Czechoslovakia, and to various communist front 
organizations. This newspaper also was the official orgun of 
the Slovak Workers Society (Slovak Section of the International 
Workers Order (IWO)). · 

The IWO has been designated pursuant to Executive 
order 10450. 

Source: 
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MERIT PUBLISHERS, 
formerly Pioneer Publishers 

'i 
I 

! source advised on May 20, 1968, that Merit 
Publishers, formerly Pioneer Publishers, is operated and 
controlled by the Socialist Workers Party (SWP). It 
publishes material by SWP members and distributes literature 
sympathetic to the Marxist-Leninist viewpoint. 

Merit Publishers is located at 873 Broadway, 3rd 
floor, New York, New York. 

The SWP has been- designated pursuant to Executive 
Order 10450. 

Source: 

The "Minutemen" was organized in June, 1960. Its 
present headquarters are Norborne, Missouri. 
Norborne, Missouri, has been publicly identified as the 
founder and National Coordinator of the orga~ization since 
its inception. Membership of the Hjfinutemen" is claimed by 
·DePugh to be in excess of 35,000 members; however, confidential 
sources state this figure is greatly exaggerated and that a 

' 

more true estimate would be between 500 and 1,000 members. State
~ents by and literature distributed by the organization 
indicate its purpose to be the resistance to, a~d exposure of, 
the spread of Communist influence within the United States; 
for the formation of a guerrilla or underground organization 
to combat the troops of any foreign powers which might 
eventually occupy this country; to resist passage of laws 
which would regulate private ownership of firaarms . . 

In April, 1966, stated the "Minutemen" 
organization was then dividing itself into.two bodies: one 
group to be members who have been able to maintain their 
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identity in complete secrecy from the public and government 
investigative agencies, and the other group to be made up of 
members who have been publicly identified and who will become 
active in the Patri.otic Party. National conventions of the 
Patriotic Party were held in July, 1966, at Kansas City, 
Missouri, and July, 1967, at Kansas City, Kansas. 

Members. of the "Minutemen" organization, including 
_ and his close associate, 

have been arrested in the past on charges of violation of the 
Federal Firearms Act, Bank Robbery - Conspiracy, Illegal 
Poss·ession of Firearms and Conspiracy to Commit Arson. They 
have also engaged in maneuvers utilizing guerrilla tactics 
wherein machine guns, mortars, grenades, and other firearms 
were employed. 

Sources: -. 

MOVIMIENTO PRO-INDEPENDENCIA DE PUERTO RICO 
(Puerto Rican Independence Movement) OviPIPR) 

The 1WIPR was organized in November, 1959, at 
Ponce, Puerto Rico, to work for the independence of Puerto 

~Rico. It has an estimated membership of between 1,000 and 
1,300 people with missions throughout the island of Puerto 
Rico and in New York, New York;'Chicago, Illinois; and 
Buffalo, New York. 

At the time the MPIPR was organized, it indicated 
-that it did not advocate violence but would accept members 
'who did. Juan Mari Bras, the founder and dominant leader of 
this organization, in a speech during March, 1964, threatened 
violence comparable to that in Algeria, 1964, if Puerto Rico 
became a state within the United States. A source reported 
in 1966 that a leader of the MPIPR has indicated that "the 
Revolution'' would soon begin and anoth~r source advised that 
another official of this organization has attempted to 
obtain a number of automatic pistols. 
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Articles praising Fidel Castro and t~e Cuban 
Government regularly appear in the MPIPR publications. 
In 1961, the MPIPR adopted a resolution expressing a 100 
per cent approval of and solidarity with the Cuban revolution. 
It sent a delegation to the Tri-Continental Conference of 
African, Asian, and Latin Anerican People, held in Havana, 
Cuba, during January, 1966, and it maintains a permanent 
delegate to the Secretariat located in Havariae 

The press of Puerto Rico has reported that the 
MPIPR has held numerous demonstrations protesting compulsory 
military service of Puerto Ricans and United States policy 
in Vietnam and the Dominican Republic. 

In December, 1966, the Governor of Puerto Rico 
signed into law a bill calling for a plebiscite on July 23, 
1967, to determine the future political status of Puerto 
Rico. The plebiscite, <iencunced vociferously by the MP!PR 
as ''an act of Yankee imperialism to maintain the colonial 
status of Puerto Rico," resulted in an overwhelming 
endorsement of the present Free Associated State status. 

· Resolutions adopted at the 7th MPIPR National 
Assembly held in late April, 1968, at San Juan, Puerto Rico, 
included expressions of solidarity with the National 
Liberation Front of South Vietnam and promises of material 
support in the form of medicine and money. Also included 
we~e a resolution of unconditional support for the Cuban 
Revolution, an expression of solidarity with "Black Power" 
in the United States, and an expression of solidarity with 
the"National Liberation" movements in Venezuela, Colombia, 
and Guatemala. 

Sources: 

MUSLIM GIRLS TRAINING 

~n May 2, 1968, a source advised the Muslim Girls 
Train·ing (MGT) is a group within the Nation of Islam (NOI) 
composed of all female members. Its purpose is to train 
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members in homemaking, including child guidance, in accordance 
with NOI teachings. Members are afforded the opportunity to 
receive instruction in military-type drill. The MGT is similar 
in structure to regular military organizations in that it has 
officers to whommembers are accountable. 

Source: 

NATION OF ISLAM 

.A source advised on May 3, 1968, that the Nation 
of Islam (NOI) is an all-Negro organization originating in 
Detroit Michigan, in the early 1930's. _ is 
the leader of the NOI and self-styled ''":~essenger of Allah" 
in that he claims Allah (God) selected him to lead the so
called--Negro ot.!t of slav~:ry in. the w:!.lrltr.1:'nP.RR o:f No.:r.i:h 
America by establishing an independent black nation within 
the United States. Headquarters of the NOI is located at 

Temple (or Mosque) Number 2, 5335 South Greenwood 
Avenue, Chicago, Illinois. 

teaches there is no such thing as a Negro; 
that the so-called Negroes·are slaves of the white race, 

.referred to as "devils," in the United States; and that the 
white race because of its exploitation of the so-called 
Ne,gro will be destroyed by Allah in an approaching "War of 
Armageddon," a war between God and the devil. 

Officials and members of the NOI, including _ 
have refused to comply with provisions of the Selective Service 
Act, stating that they respect laws of the United States as 
long as they do not conflict with the laws of the NOI, but do 
not believe the government should force them to participate in 
wars from Which they ·have nothing to gain. 

In the .late 195o•s, . acting on legal advice, 
tempered NOI teachings against the white man and the 
g_overnment to avoid possible prosecution; ·however; basic 
tenets remain the same. He de-emphasized.· religious teachings 
in the NO! and emphasized economic benefits derived by so-·· 
called Negroes who join the NOI. Muhammad believed this would 
create more interest in his programs and, of course, new 
followers. 

Source: 
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NATIONAL COMMITTEE TO ABOLISH 
THE HOUSE UN-AMERICAN ACTIVITIES COMMI'ITEE 

f 

The "Guide to Subversive Organizations and Publica
tions," issued December 1, 1961, by the Committee on Un
American Activities, Unite~ States House of Represent~tives, 

· page 115, contains the following citation regarding the 
National Committee to Abolish the Un-American Activities 
Committee (NCAUAC): 

"Cited as a 'new organization' set up in the summer 
of 1960 to lead and direct the Communist Party's 'Operation 
Abolition' campaign. Seven of the national leaders of this 
group have been identified as communists." 

"(Committee on Un-American Activities, House 
Report 1278 on the Truth About the Film 
'Operation Abolition; Part I, October 3, 
1061 P-:>ae 5)" .., ... , --eo "' 

A source has advised that the NCAUAC changed its 
name on March 3, 1962, to include the word "House" in its 
name, thereby becoming known as the National Committee to 
Abolish the House Un-American Activities Committee (NCAHUAC). 
A national meeting of this organization was held in Chicago, 
~llinois, on April 27 and 28, 1963. 

A second source advised·on May 1, 1968, that as of 
tpat date the NCAHUAC continued to function with headquarters 
at 555 North Western Avenue, Los Angeles, California. 

Sources: 

NATIONAL KNIGHTS OF THE KU KLUX KLAN, INC. 
(NKKKK) 

A source advised that on May 22s 1960, the 
National Grand Council of the Knights of the Ku Klux Klan 
met at Atlanta, Georgia, to discuss consolidation of the 
Klan's unity of effort and activities to establish a National 
Fund, and a National Secretary, and to design a new flag. 
The meeting was attended by representatives of the Federation 
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of Ku Klux Klan, Alabama; Association of Arkansas Klans, 
Arkansas; Florida Knights of the Ku Klux Klan, Florida; 
Southern Knights of the Ku Klux Klan, Florida; Association 
of Georgia Klans, Georgia; Knights of the Ku Klux Klan, 
North Carolina; Association of South Carolina Klans, South 
Carolina; Dixie Knights of the Ku Klux Klan 1 Tennessee; and 
Kyksos Klan, Texas. 

This source advised that at a consolidation meeting 
at Atlanta, Georgia, September 2-5, 1960, at which the North 
Carolina and Texas Klans were not represented, it was resolved 
and passed that their name be changed to National Ku Kl4x Klan • 

. A second source advised in March, 1964, that several 
meetings of Klan groups were · held during the period 1960 to 
1963 in an effort to unite the Klan groups under a single 
leadership. 

The organization was granted a charter in DeKalb 
County, Georgia, November 1, 1963, under the name :r-rational 
Knights of the Ku Klux Klan, Inc., as a "patriotic, secret, 
social, and benevolent order. " · · 

A third source advised in December, 1963, that the 
organization had issued a statement of its program which 
indicated the organization to be anti-Negro 1 anti-Jewish, 
•nti-Catholic, and anti-foreign born. 

A fourth source advised in July, 1968, that the 
organization has its headquarters in Tucker, Georgia, and the 
day-to-day operations are under the direction of James R. 
Venable, Imperial Wizard. 

Sources: 

NATIONAL SOCIALIST WHITE PEOPLE'S PARTY, 
Also Known As The American Nazi Party, 
American Nazis, The World Union Of Free 
Enterprise National Socialists, The 

Party 

On May 29, J968, a source advised that the American Nazi Party -
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World Union of Free Enterprise National Socialists 
(ANP - WUFENS) was organized by George Lincoln Rockwell 
at Arlington, Virginia 1 on February 26, 195~. It was 
based upon the concept of an international 'National 
Socialist" movement, as espoused by the Ger.man Nazi Party, 
which was headed by Adolf Hitler. The ANP - VffiFENS supports 
and follows the line of hatred against Negroes, Jews, and 
Communists, through speeches, published literature, 
demonstrations, and publicity-seeking devices for the 
purpose of seeking a legitimate dominant political party 
within the United States and in foreign countries. 

"The Richmond News Leader" issue dated April 4, 
1963, published daily at Richmond, Virginia, stated that 
this organization is chartered in the State of Virginia as 
"The . · and that the Virginia 
Assembly prohibits the use ·of "Nazi 11 or t-National Socialism" 
in a Virginia-chartered organization. As of January 1, 1967, 
the .official name of this organization was changed to 
::National Socialist White People's Party"" accc:rci::g to 

On August 25, 1967, 
-was assassinated in Arlington, Virginia, near the ANP 
Headquarters Building. The August 28, 1967, issue of the 
"Northern ·virginia Sun," a daily newspaper published at· . 

. Arlington, Virginia, stated that , 
took command of the Party after assassination •. 

{Source 

NATIONAL STATES RIGHTS PARTY (NSRP) 

On November 26, 1957, a source advised that the 
United White Party (UWP) was organized at a convention held 
in ~noxville, Tennessee, on Nov~mber 10, 1957. An article 
in the November 26, 1957, issue of th~ '~reenville Piedmont,~ 
a newspaper of Greenville, South Carolina; "reported "the 
recent formation of a new political party, to be known as 
the United White Party." According to the article, the 
party was formed at a recently held meeting in Knoxville, 
Tennessee, at which many klansmen were represented. The 
UWP was reported as being opposed to all "race mixing 
organizations and individuals." 
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The July, 1958, issue of "The Thunderbolt," self
described as the "official Racial Nationalist Organ of the 
National States Rights Party" (NSRP), reported that rank
and-file "States Righters" had merged with the UVfP under 
"the banner of the National States Rights Party," with 
national offices at Post Office Box 261, Jeffersonville, 
Indiana. 

In November, 1958, a source advised that the NSRP 
is composed of past members of Klan-type organizations and 
notorious anti-Semites. 

Issue No. 19, dated June, 1960, of "The Thunderbolt" 
announced the address of the headquarters of the NSRP bad 
been changed from Jeffersonville, Indiana, to Post Office 
Box 783, Birmingham, Alabama. 

Issue No. 69, dated July, 1965, of "The Thunderbolt'' 
~nnounced the addres~ of the new headquarters of the NSRP 
as Post Office Box 184, Augusta, Georgia. 

Issue No. 88, dated April, 1967, of "The Thunderbolt" 
announced the address of the new headquarters of the NSRP as 
Post Office Box 6263, Savannah, Georgia 31405. 

On August 4, 1965, a source advised that 
the Information Director of.the NSRP and Editor of 

"The Thunderbolt," is the individual who actually controls 
,the NSRP. 

Issue No. 100, dated April, 1968, of "The Thunderbolt," 
reflects to be National Director of the 
NSRP as well as Editor of "The Thunderbolt." 

"The Thunderbolt" continues to publish articles 
attacking Negroes ~nd persons of the Jewish faith. 

Sources: 

"NOVA DOBA" (New Era) 

A source advised on May 1, 1968, the "Nova Doba" 
was founded about 1934 in New York City and at that time 
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was called "Obrana" (Defense). He advised the paper later 
moved to Chicago, and sometime between 1936 and 1940 changed 
its name to "Nova Doba." 

"Nova Doha" is a Czech-language weekly newspaper 
· published at 1510 West 18th Street, Chicago, Illinois, which 
is communist dominated and follows the Communist Party line. 
"Nova Doba" frequently prints articles which give publicity 
and support to Czechoslovakia, Soviet Russia, and its satellites. 

Source: 

"POLITICAL AFFAIRS" 

"Political Affairs" is self-described as the 
theoretical journal of the Communist Party, United States of 
America (~PUSA). 

PRAGA PRESS 

A source advised on May 15, 1967, that Praga Pr6ss, 
Inc., 1510 West 18th Street, Chicago, Illinois, was organized 
as a printing company in January, 1943. At that time the 
company regularly printed "Nova l)oba," a Czech-language 
publication, and about 31 other publications which were, for 
the most part, union shop nevrspapers for labor unions. 

A second source advised on May 15, 1967, that 
this organization primarily concerned: itself with the pr.inting 
of "Nova Doba," "Ludove Noviny," nnd 11Narodni Glasnik," 
Czech-, Slovak-, and Croatian-language weekly newspape~s, 
respectively, which are communtst pominated and follow the 
Communist Party line. In addition, Prnga Press in the past 
printed the "Party Forum," which was the official monthly 
organ of the Communist Party, Illinois District. 

. The first source advised on :March 4, 1968, that 
the building and all-printing equip~ent of Praga Press, 1510 
West 18th Street, Chicago, Illinois, was sold to the owner of 
"El Informador," a Spanish-language weekly newspaper 
published in Chicago. He said Praga Press is np .longer in 
existence. · ·· 

Sources: 
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PRENSA LATINA 

Prensa Latina (PL) is a Cuban news agency organized 
June 16, 1959, with headquarters in Havana, Cuba, and branches 
throughout the world. Its New York office is located in 
Room 367, United Nations Secretariat Building, New York City. 
It follows an editorial policy which is anti-Urited States 
and pro-Soviet Union. 

On April 16, 1962, PL filed a statement with the 
United States Department of Justice conceding that the agency 
receives the sum of $125,000 (Cuban) monthly from Radio 
Difusora Nacional, an agency of or under the supervision of a 
ministry of the Government of the Republic of Cuba. 

On April 18, 1962, PL entered a plea of nolo 
contendere in Federal District Court, na:::ihiugton, D·. C., to 
a charge of failure to comply with the provisions of the 
Foreign Agents Registration Act of 1938, as amended, and was 
fined $2,000. 

PROGRESSIVE LABOR PARTY 

A source advised on April 20, 1965, that the 
~ogressive Labor Party (PLP), formerly known as the 
Progressive Labor Movement (PLM),, held its first national 
convention April 15-18, 1965, at New York, New York, to 
organize the PL\I into a PLP. The PLP will have as its 
ultimate objective the establishment of a militant working 
class movement based on Marxism-Leninism. 

The "New York Times" City Edition, Tuesday, 
April 20, 1965, page 27, reported that a new party of 
"revolutionary socialism" was formally founded on April 18, 
1965, under the name of the PLP. I~ officers were.identified 
as ) New York, President; New.York; 
and San Francisco, Vice Presidents. A 20-member 
National Committee was elected to direct the party untilthe 
next convention. 
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According to the article, "The Progressive Labor 
Movement was founded in 1962 by and 
after they were expelled from the Communist P~rty of the 
United States for assertedly following the Chinese·communist 
line." 

The PLP publishes "Progressive Labor,n a bimonthly 
magazine; "Challenge," a monthly New York City newspaper; 
and "World Revolution," a quarterly periodical. 

The May, 1968, issue of "Challenge," page 23, 
states that, "This paper is dedicated to fight for a new 
way of life--where the working men and women own and control 
their homes, factories, the police, courts, and the entire 
government on every level." 

A· second source advised on May 15, 1968, that the 
PLP utilizes the address of General Post Office Box 808, 

.. Brooklyn 1, New York, but also utilizes an office in Room 617, 
1 Union Square West, New York City. 

Sources: 

REPUBLIC OF NEW AFRICA (RNA) 

Source advised on May 1, 1968, that the Black 
Government Conference sponsored by the Malcolm X Society 
me"'t March 30-31, 1968, at Detroit, Michigan, to establish 
a provisional government. At this.conference, the Republic 
of New Africa (RNA) was formed for the purpose of organizing 
an independent Negro nation which was to be made up of 
several states of the United States. According to source, 

. currently in China, was elected 
President of the RNA; was elected 
First Vice President nf the RNA. 
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Regarding it should be noted that on 
August 28, 1961, a Federal warrant was issued at Charlotte, 
North Carolina, charging him with Unlawful Flight to Avoid 
Prosecution for the crime of Kidnaping. Subsequent to the 
issuance of this warrant, fled the United States 
to Cuba where he published a monthly newsletter entitled 
"The Crusader" from Havana, Cuba. As of December, 1966, 

. Williams was residing in Peking, China. 

Source advised during May, 1968, that 
·is an attorney of law from Pontiac, Michigan, 

area and is regarded as one of the leaders of the Black. 
Nationalist Movement in the Detroit, Michigan, area. 

Source: 

REVOLUTIONARY ACTION MOVEtffiNT 
' · 

On November 3, 1964, a source made available a 
document entitled, "The Revolutionary Action Movement 
Manifesto," the document .having been obtained by the source 
from an individual known to be a member of the Revolutionary 

.Action Movement (RAM). 

This document stated, in part, that RAM was 
officially organized in the Winter of 1963 by Afro-Americans 
who support the revolutionary objectives of . 
then residing in Cuba, and his concept of organized violence to 
achieve the liberation of the Afro-American people in the. 
United States. This Manifesto disclosed that RAM had oriented 
its program to one of education and political revolution and the 
organization of a "black"political party with revolutionary 
objectives, having recognized the need for a "black revolution" 
that could and would· seize power. FJill philosophy is described 
in this document as one of revolutionary nationalism; that is, 
one involving the struggles of the nonwhite races of the world 
against the exploitation and enslavement by the white capXalist 
and imperialist nations. 
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Regarding it should be noted that on 
August 28, 1961, a Federal warrant was issued at Charlotte, 
North Carolina, charging him with Unlawful Flight to Avoid 
Prosecution for the crime of Kidnaping. Subsequent to the 
issuance of this warrant, Williams fled the United States 
to Cuba, where he published a monthly newsletter entitled, 
"The Crusader, 11 from Havana. Since 1966, Williams has be~n 
residing in Peking, China. 

This source in September, 1964, advised RAM is 
dedicated to the overthrow of the capitalist system in the 
United States by violence, if necessary, and to its replace
ment by a socialistic system oriented toward the Chinese 
Communist interpretation of Marxism-Leninism. RAM is 
entirely nonwhite in membership, clandestine in nature, and 
owes its primary allegiance to the 11Bandung World11

; that is, · 
the nonwhite races of the world rather than to any national 
entity, as such. 

On November 16, 1964, a second source advised he 
learned recently from a RAM member that the organization 
began in Detroit, Michigan, largely under the impetus of 
_ described as the "Father" of RAM and referred 
to as RAM's "Black Stalin. 11 Freeman served as RAM Chairman 

-with (now of Philadelphia, Pennsylvania) 
serving as RAM Field Chairmane 

' On May 23, 1968, a third source advised that the 
RAM still remains active; however, there is no formal head
quarters, as such, for RAM. The 'source advised that 

of Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, is considered 
the leader of RAM and if a RAM headquarters ever existed, it 
would most likely be where Stanford resides. 

Sources: 
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RUSSIAN-AMERICAN CULTURAL 
EDUCATIONAL COMMITTEE (RACEC) 

I' 

I 

A source advised on July 11, 1961, that from its 
inception in June, 1955, until Amy, 1960, the RACEC operated 
as a fund-raising organization of the Russian Club of the 
Communist Party (CP) of Illinois. In Lmy, 1960, the ·Russian 
Club, CP·of Illinois, was enlarged to include Ukrainians and 
Poles, and this united club became a unit of the Nationalities 
Section, CP of Illinois. During that pariod the RACEC served 
as· a fund-raising organization for the Russian element of the 
Polish-Ukrainian-Russian Club of the Nationalities Section, 
CP of Illinois. 

· In December, 1961, it was decided that the Russians, 
Ukrainians and Poles would again be separated into individual 
clubs within the Nationalities Section, CP of Illinois. 

In March, 1966, it was decided that the Russians 
and Ukrainians would again be in a joint club. 

As of May 7, 1968, the source advised that the RACEC 
was composed of members of the Russian element of the Russian
Ukrainian Club, CP of Illinois, and was functioning as a fund
raising organization for that club. 

Meetings of the RACEC are held irregularly, as the 
occasion demands, and are held at the residences of its 
various members. In the event of a fund-raising affair open 
to the public, arrangements are made for a hall in which to 
hold th.; affair. 

Source: 

SOCIETY OF FRIENDS OF POLAND 
. . . · . formerly knovm as 

SOCIETY FOR RELATI ONS WITH POLAND 
(Towarzystwo Lacznosci z .!?olst~a) 

A source advised on June 17f 1957, that the Society 
for Relations with Poland under the sponsorship of the uGlos 
Ludowy" was organized on June 7, 1957, for the purpose of 
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starting an organization which would render aid to Poland, 
maintain contact with the Government and Polish officials .· 
in Warsaw, represent the Polonia (Polish community) before.· 

·the Polish authorities and to receive guests in the 
United States from Poland. 

The February 24, 1968, issue of the "Glos Ludowy," 
page 10, has an article captioned, "Tenth Anniversary 
Celebration of Society for Relations With Poland is a 
Success" in which announcement is made that at a business 
meet~ng held a month earlier the name of the organization was 
changed to the Society of Friends of Poland by a unanimous 
vote. 

.The "Guide to Subversive Organizations and 
Publications," revised and published December 1 , 1961, 
prepared and released by the Committee on Un-American 
Activities, United States House of Representatives, 
Washington, D. C., on page 189, cites "Glos Ludowy," 

· (People's-Voice, Polish) 2s a publi~ation, publiRh~~ in 
Detroit, Michigan, which "has never faltered in-this 
program of active cooperation with the Soviet regime. 
***Two men who have been responsible for directing the 
policy of 'Glos Ludowy' are avowed members of the Communist 
Party, USA. *** 1 Glos Ludowy' stops at nothing in its · 
frantic efforts to glorify the Soviet Union.***" 

(Committee on Un-American Activities, 
House Report, 1951, on the American 
Slav Congress, April 26, 1950, originally 
released June 26, 1949, pp. 68, 70 and 71.) 

Above source on May 13, 1968, advised that the 
Society of Friends of Poland is currently active and its 
current officers are str?ng CP sympathizers. 

Source: 
-. 

SOVFOTO AGENCY 

According to the records of the Foreign Agents 
Registration Section, United States Department of Justice, 
Washington, D. C., the Sovfoto Agency, Room 1008, 25 West 
43rd Street, New York, New York, is registered with the 

1
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Department of Justice as agent for Mezhdunarodnaja Kniga 
(International Book), Union of Soviet Socialist Republics 
(USSR) for the sale of Soviet books, articles, stories, 
and plays for publication in the United State~ and Canada. 
Sovfoto is also registered agent for Fotokhronika Tass 
(the telegraphic agency of the USSR) for the sale of 
Soviet newspapers and photographs and for eleven other 
foreign principals, including China Photo Service, Peking, 
China. Other names also used by Sovfoto Ag~ncy are Eastfoto 
Agency and Am-Rus LiterRry and Music Agency: 

SPARTACIST LEAGUE (SL) 
Formerly known as the 

Revolutionary Committee of the 
Fourth International 

A source advised on September 9, 1964, that the 
Revolutionary Committee of the Fourth International {RCFI) 
was also known as the Spartacist Committee and the Sya~ta~ist 
Group. The source described the RCFI as being composed of former 
members of the Socialist Workers Party (SWP} who were led by 

A second source advised ori March 4, 1964, that 
_ of the SWP, sent a letter to all SWP 

branches in February, 1964, in Which he advised that James 
Robertson announced on February 10, 1964, that his faction 
would publicly criticize the SWP and had followed this with a public 
orkan called "Spartacist" in which they attacked the SWP. 

A third source advised on September 7, 1966, that the 
RCFI held a Founders' Conference of the Spartacist League at 
Chicago, Illinois, from September 3-5, 1966. On September 4, 
19661 it was stated that the objective of the SL was to destroy 
the capitalist system and the capitalist ~ociety and create a 
workers' class system· and a workers• class society. 

The March-April, 1968, issue of "Spartacist" indicates 
"Published by the Central Committee of the Spartacist League." 

Sources: 

The SWP has ~e~n designated pursuant 
to Executive Order 10450. 
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STUDENT NONVIOLENT COORDINATING COMMITTEE 

The Student Nonviolent Coordinating Committee (SNCC), 
headquartered at 360-362 Nelson Str~et, s. W., Atlanta, Georgia, 
is a nonmembership organization, which was born out of the 
sit-in movement that erupted across the South beginning 
in 1960. 

Today SNCC identifies itself as an organization in 
the revolutionary vanguard. It advocates that to be successful 
it is necessary to develop a revolutionary ideology and 
rev.olutionary program. 

According to SNCC the year 1967 marked a historic 
milestone in the struggle for the liberation of black people 
in the United States and the year that revolutionaries 
throughout the world began to understand more fully the impuct 
of the black movement. SNCC declared that "liberation will 
come only when there is final destruction of this mad octopus-
the capitalistic system of the United States with all its 
life-sucking tentacles of exploitation and :i.-~ci~r.r i:.im.t chokt: 
the people of Africa, Asia, and Latim America. The realities 
of black life, together with the recognition instilled in SNCC 
workers forced its members to further popularize the legitimacy 
of self-defense and rebellions when oppression became too great." 

From May, 1966, until May, 1967, ·stokely Carmichael 
was National Chairman of SNCC. As of July, 1968, Carmichael 
resided in Washington, D. C., where he was affiliated with 
SNCC and active as temporary chairm~n of. a black coalition 
group. In May, 1967, Carmichael ~as replaced by Hubert Geroid 
Brown, commonly known as H. Rap Bfown, who served until 
Jun~, 1968. 

In June, 1968, at the Staff and Central Committee 
meeting of SNCC held in Atlanta, Georgia, it was decided to 
restructure the organization by-equalization of responsibility 
by creating ten depu~y or vice chairmanships. The primary 
purpose for this change is to take law enforcement pressure off 
any single individual. 

Source: 
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STUDENTS FOR A DEMOCRATIC SOCIETY 

The Students for a Democratic Society (SDS), as 
it is known today, came into being at a founding convention 
held at Port Huron, Michigan, in June, 1962. The SDS is an 
association of young people on the left and has a current 
program of protesting the draft, ppomoting a campaign for 
youth to develop a conscientious objector status, denouncing 
United States intervention in the war in Vietnam, and to 
"ra.dically transform" the university community, and provide·· 
for its complete control by students. Gus Hall, General 
Secretary, Communist Party, USA, when intervi?Wed by a 
representative of United Press International in San Francisco, 
California, on May 14, 1965, described the SDS as a part of tue 
"responsible left" which the Party has rrgoing for us." At 
the June, 1965, SDS National Convention, an anticommunist 
proviso was removed from the SDS constitution. In the 
October 7, 1966, issue of "New Left Notes," the official 
publication ~f SDSs an SDS spo~~$~an Rt~ta~ that there are 
some communists in SDS and they are welcome. The national 
headquarters of this organization as of July 24, 1968, was 
located in Room 206, 1608 West Madison Street, Chicago, Illinois. 

TASS NEYIS AGENCY 

Tass News Agency is the official Soviet Government 
~ws-gathering organization with headquarters in Moscow, USSR, 
and branches throughout the world. 

"THE MILITAl'IT" 

"The Militant" is a weekly newspaper of the Socialist 
Workers Party (SWP). 

The SWP has been designated pursuant 
to Executive Order 10450. 

"THE WORKER" 

"The Worker" was an east coast communist newspaper 
which has suspended publication. 
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I 
TRI-CONTINENTAL INFORMATION CENTER 

I 

A source advised on February 18, l9~7, that on 
that date, during an Executive Board meeting of the Communist 
Party (CP), Minneapolis, Minnesota, it was announced that 
Mike Myerson was forming an anti-imperialist center (Tri-
Continental Information Center). 1 

! 
I 

A second source advised on July 13, 1967, that 
Michael Myerson attended a Communist Party, United States of 
America (CPUSA), National Committee meeting on June 10-12, 1967, 
at the Hotel Roosevelt, New York City. 

A third source advised on Apri~ 18, 1968, that the 
Tri-Continental Information Center (TCIC) publishes a monthly 
publication entitled "TCIC Bulletin" (TCICB), which generally 
contains articles critical of United States foreign policy and 
accuses the United States of imperialism throughout the world 
with emphasis placed on Africa ~nd LatiD America. 

-
Volume I, Number I, May, 1967, issue of the TCICB 

contained an article entitled "Tri-Continental Information 
Center Founded,u which stated in part as follows: 

"The Tri-Continental Information Center has been 
established to raise, through education and information, an 
~nti-imperialist consciousness in the United States~-
particularly within the growing movements for peace, human 

- ri~hts, and democracy. 

"The Center has built up~contacts and exchange of 
publications with anti-imperialist organizations and movements 
throughout the world, and will publish a monthly bulletin 
on international developments. It will collect and disseminate 
historical and current data on areas suffering from U. s. 
Co~onialism and neo-colonialism. It will publish pamphlets, 
and in some cases books. 

"It will send fact-finding missions to such areas as 
Indonesia, Puerto Rico, and Thailand and will arrange u. s. 
tours for speakers from liberation movements around the world. 
It will also plan conferences to discuss these questions among 
mass audiences. And it will aid publicity for various international 
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initiatives--conferences, boycotts, petition campaigns, and 
fund drives--to combat and debilitate U. s. foreign policy." 

The second source advised on May 11, 1967, that the 
TCIC, which is located in Room 640, 1133 Broadway, New York City, 
was formed by Mike Myerson and is a CP front organization 
supported by CP funds. 

·The third source advised on April 18, 1968, that the 
TCIC is currently located at the above-mentioned address. 

Sources: 

.' 

UNITED FLORIDA KU KLUX KLAN (UF.KKK) 

A source advised oti August 20, 1955, that ~ n~ri 
organization known as Florida Ku Klux Klan (FKKK) had been 
formed at Macclenny, Florida, on August 14, 1955, by fQrmer 
members of the Association of Florida Ku Klux Klan {AFKKK). 

The objectives of this group, according to a 
second source, are to oppose integration in the schools and 
to fiaht communism. 

Regarding AFKKK, a third source advised that a 
former official of the Association of Georgia Klans (AGK) 
formed an organization on July 7, 1953, known as AFKKK. 
The "Morning Tribune," Tampa, Flor'ida, newspaper, in its 
August 11, 1955, issue, revealed AF~CK disbanded on that date. 

A fourth source advised on October 25, 1956, that 
AFKKK operated under the same principles ·and bylaws as the 
AGK. The AGK has been designated by the Attorney General 
pursuant to Executive Order 10450. 

A fifth source adviaed on February 17, 1958, that 
the FKKK is operating and maintaining the same objectives 
as set forth above. 

The sixth source advised on June 28, 1961, that at 
a meeting held in Orlando, Florida, on June 25, 1961, the 
FKKK and the United Klans, Knights of the Ku Klux Klan, 
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Incorporated, in Florida, consolidated and the new organization 
is known as the UFKKK. 

On May 28, 1968, the sixth source advised that the 
UFKKK is still in existence in Florida and ma~ntains the same 
objectives set forth above. 

Sources: 

UNITED STATES COMMITTEE TO AID THE NATIONAL 
LIBERATION FRONT OF SOUTH VIETNAM 

On October 14, 1966, a source furnished a leaflet 
entitled, "Policy Statement, 20 July 1966, U. S. Committee to 
Aid the National Liberation Front of South Vietnam" (USCANLF-SV). 

According to this .. leaflet, the USCANLF-SV is an 
Ad Hoc organization formed in. April, 1965. Its mailing address 
was Room 5, 103 MacDougal Street, New York City. The only 
officer listed is Walter D. Teague, Chairman. 

The USCANLF-SV supports the aims of the National 
Liberation Front of South Vietnam (NLF) and the right of the 
people of Vietnam to self-determination without the presence 
of United States troops. It calls for the immediate withdrawal 

- of all United States irooPs from Vietnam. It will counteract 
the United States Government's propaganda by making available 
literature of the NLF; disseminating analyses and reprints of 
the political structure and nature of the NLF; providing 
speakers for street meetii\;~, teachings, etc. ; working. with all 
groups for recognition ~f the legitimacy of the NLF; and by 
urging all people to send medical aid and money for medical aid 
to the NLF through its missions. 

On September 14, 1965, Walter D. Teague advised a 
second source that USCANLF-SV has no dues or membership. 

On October 27, ·1966, a source advised that Post Office 
Box C, Old Chelsea Station, New York, New York 10011, had recently 
been opened in the name of USCANLF~sv. 

Sources: 
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W.E.B. DuBOIS CLUBS OF AMERICA\ 

A source advised that on October 26-27, 1963, a 
conference of members of the Communist Party, USA (CPUSA), 
including national functionaries, met in ,Chicago, Illinois, 
for the purpose . of setting in motion forces for the 
establishment of a new national Marxist-oriented youth 
organization which would hunt for the most peaceful · 
transition to socialism. The de~egates were told that it 
would be reasonable to assume that the young socialists 
attracted into this new organization-would event~ally pass 
into the CP itself. 

A second source has advised that the founding 
convention for the new youth organization was held from 
June 19-21, 1964, at 150 Golden Gate Avenue, San :6'rancisco, 
California, at which time the name 11.E.B. DuBois Clubs of 
America (DCA) was adopted. Approximately 500 delegates from 
throughout the United States attended this convention. 

The second source advised in September, 1966, that 
l!ike Zagarell, CPUSA Youth Director, stated that in Negro 
communities the Party still supported the plan to build "left" ·· 

' socialist centers and to solidify the Party base through the 
DCA. This source also advised in September, lS66, that 
Daniel Rubin, CPUSA National Organizational Secretary, stated 
'the Party believes the DCA should have a working class outlook 
and be a mass organization favorable to socialism, socialist 
countries and Marxism, and in·April, 1967, Gus Hall, CPUSA 
General Secretary, indicated that the DCA primary .emphasis 
should be on developing mass resistance to the draft. 

. A third source advised in September, 1967, that 
Jarvis Tyner was elected Chairman of the DCA on September 10, 
1967, near the conclusion of.the Third National Convention of 
the DCA held in New York 1 New- York, from September 8-·10, 1967. 

A fourth source advised on July 26, 1968, that Jarvis 
Tyner continues in his position as Chairman of the DCA. 

This fourth source also advised on July 26, 1968, that 
Jarvis Tyner is a member of the National Committee of the CPUSA. 
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Letter to All Special Agents in Charge 
RE: CHARACTERIZATION OF SUBVERSIVE~ RACIAL, KLAN, 

WHITE HATE, AND MILITANT BLACK ORGANIZATIONS 

I j 

I 

This fourth source further advised on July 26, 1968, 
that the headquarters of the DCA is located at 34 West 17th 
Street, New York, New York. 

Sources: 

WHITE KNIGHTS OF THE KU KLUX KLAN OF 
BOG/A.LUSA, LOUISIA.UA (Wlill.KK) 

The source advised on May 23, 1968, that the 
White Knigbta of the Ku Klux Klan of Bogalusa, Louisiana, 
(WKIDCK), was form.ed at a meeting of the Bogaltlsa, Louisiana, 
unit of the Wnite F~ights oi the rru Klux Klan of Mississippi 
(WKKKKOM) which was helci uu A~guzt 21, 19~7; ~t Bogalusa, 
Louisiana. 

At this meeting the members of the Bogalusa, 
Louisiana, unit of the WRJG·GCO~ voted to pull away from the 
state organization effective Septenber 1, 1967, and to 
continue to ope~ate as an independent Klan group. T~e reason 
~or concluding this association ~ith the state organization 
was that members of the Bogalusa unit had become very 
unhappy in regard to sending monthly dues to the state 
organization in Mississippi and never getting anything in 
returc. As far as the Bogalusa members were concerned, 
this was a waste of money. • 

The members voted to refer to themselves and their 
unit as the Uhite Knights of the Ku Klux Klan with the aims 
~d purposes continuing to be to pro~ote and maintain white 
supremacy and the segregation of the races. 

This Klnn group is not chartered under the laws 
of the State of Louisiana and is also atteopting to b~come 
a contributing influence in the local political activities 
at Bogalusa. 

Source: 

I 

WORimRS LEAGUE, Formerly American 
Committee for the Fourth International 

On Yay 24, 1968, a source advised as follows: 
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Letter to All Special Agents in Charge . 
RE: Cr~RACTERIZATION OF Su~VERSIVE, RACIAL, KLAN, 

WHITE HATE~ AND MILITANT BLACK ORGANIZATIONS 

i 
Tim Woblforth, when a member of the Socialist Workers 

Party (SWP) National Committee, led a minori.ty group of ten 
accusing the majority group of losing revolu.t~onary perspective. 
The Wohlforth group adhered to the views of .)3ritish Trotskyists, 
with whom it secretly consorted, and with certain co-thinkers 
in the International Committee of the Fourth International (FI); 
a world Trotskyist organization. It accused the leadership of 
adopting views of those within the FI who f.avored "bureaucratic" 
revolution over the genuine "revolutionary working class.outlook" 
of Leon Trotsky. Domestically, the Wohlfarth faction opposed 
SWP orientation toward student activity, feel:tng the Party should 
place major emphasis on trade unions and participation in the 
civil rights struggle. · 

Although tolerated for some time, the Wohlfarth group 
was expelled from the SWP in July, 1964. 

Following expulsion, the Wohlforth group formed the 
.. American Committee for the Fourth International and planned to 

work with other radical and militant organizations, cuncen L.1.~a Ling 
on the· civil rights movementtwhich to them is a. basic "class" 
struggle. More recently, the group has devoted time and effort 
to its call for an American labor party, which in its view will 
e~able the working class to exert its latent. political power. 
It plans to build a political party around a publication and 
classes of instruction in Marxism. 

During November, 1966, the organization's name was 
changed to Workers League. Headquarters is 243 East lOth Street, 
New York, New York. Its publication is the. "Bulletin" (Bulletin 
of International Socialism). 

Source: 

The SWP has been designated pursuant to Executive 
Order 10450. 

.•· 
"WORKERS WORLD" 

On May 1, 1968, a confidential source advised that 
the "Workers World" is the official newspaper of the Workers 
World Party, published twice monthly, with editorial offices 
located_ at 46 West 21st Street, New York, New York. 
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Letter to All Special Agents in Charge 
RE: CHARACTERIZATION OF SUBVERSIVE, RACIAL, KLAN, 

WHITE HATE, AND MILITANT BLACK ORGANIZATIONS 

Source: 

A characterization of the Workers World Party is 
set out separately. 

WORKERS WORLD PARTY 

On April 17, 1959, a confidential source advised 
that on February 12, 1959, a Socialist Workers Party (SWP) 
minority group under the leadership of National Committee 
member Sam Ballan, split from the SWP. 

The source stated that this minority group, referred 
to as the :Marcyites, after many years of program and policy 
differences on varied issues concerning tactics and interpreta
tion of political events, split from the SWP on the grounds 
that the Party was liquidating itself by departing from the 
Marxist precepts of Leon Trotsky and retreating from the fight 
for the world socialist revolution. The final issue which 
ultimately forced the split was the minority's opposition to 
the SWP regroupment policy which involvea cooperation with 
the Communist Party (CP) periphery-individuals characterized 
by the minority as petty-bourgeois. 

The minority program, according to the source, 
advocated unconditional defense of the Soviet Union and has as its 
goal the building of a revolutionary party with a complete 
proletarian orientation for the purpose of overthrowing 
capitalism in the United States and throughout the world. 

~ On May 12, 1960, source advised that this minority 
group had chosen the name Workers~World Party. 

On May 1, 1968, a second confidential source advised 
that the Workers World Party, which maintains headquarters at 
46 West 21st Straet, New York, New York, supports the People's 
Republic of China in its ideological dispute with the Soviet 
Union. 

The SWP and the CP have been designated pursuant to 
Executive Order 10450. 

Sources: 
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RE: CHARACTERIZATION OF SUBVERSiv"E, RACIAL,KLAN, 

WHITE HATE, AND MILITANT BLACK ORGANIZATIONS 

WORLD FELLOWSHIP, INC. (WFI), aJ so known as 
' World Fellowship Center 

The records.of the Office of the Secretary of State 
of Illinois, show that World Fellowship, Inc. (WFI) submitted 
Articles of Incorporation on.October 13, 1936. The Annual 
Report of WFI, dated March 5, 1959, lists Willard Uphaus as 
Executive Director, Secretary and Acting Treasurer, 66 Edgewood 
Avenue, New Haven, Connecticut. The character of the affairs 
which the corporation is actually conducting is listed as 
"Occasional publications, summer conferences at World Fellow
ship Center in New Hampshire, Executive Director travels to 
speak and organize activities for justice and peace." 

On July 24, 1963, a source described World Fellow
ship Center, Albany, New Hampshire, as definitely procommunist 
in attitudes and objectives, based on their programs and 
speakers of known communist and communist front backgrounds 
appearing there; which progr~!ll? and, spea~~"~"l3 havf! bP.At1 c-ri.tic~1 
of the United States Government and its policies as opposed to 
praiseworthy pronouncements· of the concepts of governments in 
the Soviet Union and its allies, notably China. 

Willard Uphaus was sentenced to one year imprisonment 
for contempt of court on December 14, 1959, in Merrimack County 
Superior Court, New Hampshire, for refusal to produce records 

.identifying individuals who attended the Worid Fellowship 
Center, Conway, New Hampshire, during 1954 and 1955e The 
N~w Hampshire Attorney General said m~ny of these individuals 
were affiliated with groups ''officially· designated as communist 
infiltrated or controlled,". and r~quested their identities in 
connection with an investigation of subversive activities in 
the State of New Hampshire. Uphaus was released from .Merrimack 
County House of Correction, Boscawen, New Hampshire, on 
D~cember 11, 1960. 

A second source advised on March 28, 1960, th~t 
plans had been announced for a building program for WFI summer 
camp which would represent a monument to the sacrifice 
Willard Uphaus has made in connection with his work for WFI, 
and his struggle with the courts resulting in this imprison
ment. According to this source, contributions were being 
solicited to the· World Fellowship Building Fund for this 
purpose with a goal in Connecticut of $85,000. 
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WHITE HATE, AND MILITANT BLACK ORGANIZATIONS 

A third source, on May 10, 1968, made available 
letterhead stationery of World Fellowship, Inc., dated May 6, 
1968, which listed its address as 66 Edgewood Avenue, 
New Haven, Connecticut 06511, and listed its New Hampshire 
Center at Conway (603) 447-2280. 

This stationery listed Dr. Willard Uphaus as 
Executive Director of World Fellowship, Inc. 

A fourth source on April 3, 1964, advised that as 
of March, 1964, Willard Uphaus was listed among the founding 
sponsors of the American Institute for Marxist Studies. 

The American Institute for Marxist 
Studies is characterized separately. 

A fifth source, on December 6, 1965, identified 
"Doctor Willard Uphausu as one of the national co-chairmen 
of the American Committee for Protection of Foreign Born. 

Sources: 

·The American Committee for ~rotection 
of Foreign Born has been designated 
pursuant to Executive Order 10450. 

"YOUNG SOCIALIST" 

The "Young Socialist" is a magazine published 
~onthly, except during the summer,"by the Young Socialist 
Alliance. The October, 1964, edition, the initial edition 
utilizing the magazine format, relates that this magazine 
succe.eds the "Young Socialist" newspaper in an effort to 
provide "more facts on more general issues than a small 
newspaper can." 

The "Young Socialistu newspaper was formerly 
described as the official organ of the Young Socialist 
Alliance (YSA). 
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l 
. The "Young Socialist" maintains office space 

at the headquarters of the YSA, Room 532-536, 41 Union 
Square West, New York City, and has a mailing address 
of Post Office Box 471, Cooper Station, New York, New York 
10003. ! \ 

YOUNG SOCIALIST ALLIANCE 

The May, 1960, issue of the "Young Socialist" (YS), 
~e 1, Column 3, disclosed that during April 15-17, 1960, a 
national organization entitled "The Young Socialist Alliance" 
(YSA) wa.s established at Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. This 
issue stated that this organization was formed by the nati·onwide 
supporter clubs of the publication YS. 

The above issue, page 6, set forth the Founding 
Declaration of the YSA. This declaration stated that the 
YSA recognizes the Socialist Workers Party (SWP) as the only 

. existing political leadership on ~ class struggle principles, 
and that the supporters of the ys - ha~e come into basic pollliu~l 
solidarity with the SWP on-the principles of revolutionary 
social.ism. 

On March 10, 1967, a source advised that the YSA was 
formed during 1957, by youth of various left socialist tenden
cies, particularly members and followers of the SWP. The 
source further advised that the YSA has recently become ~ore 
·open about a~~itting that it is the youth group of the SWP 
and that an SWP representative has publicly stated that the YSA 
i~ the SWP's youth group. 

The National Headquarters of the YSA are located 
in Room 532-536, 41 Union Square West, New York City. 

On October 31, 1967, a second source advised that. 
at the 22nd National Convention of the SWP held in New York City 
from October 26, 196~ to October 29, 1967, it was stated that 
the YSA remained as the main recruiting ground for new SWP 
members. 

Sources: 

The SWP has been designated pursuant 
to Executive Order 10450. 
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YOL~ AGAINST WAR AND FASCISM (YAWF} 

A source advised on March 29, 1965, th3t the Youth 
Against War and Fascism, formerly·kno-wn ss i:hb Anti-Fascist 
Youth Committee, was established by the Workers World Party (ITWP) 
in the summer of 1962, to bring college and high school youth 
into the periphery of WWP activities and thereby gain recruits 
for the organization e 1 

I 
I 

A second source advised on October 23, 1964, that a 
flyer distributed by the YAWF describes that organization as 
a militant organization of young worke~s and worker-students 
for combating war and fascism • 

. The first source advised on May 1, 1968, that the 
YAWF maintains its headquarters at 58 West 25th Street, New 
York City and publishes a magazine called "The Partisan." 

Sources:· 

.. 

SAC"2LETTER 68-54 
9/20~68 . 

·. 

Very truly yours, 

John Edgar Hoover 

Director 
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In Reply. Please Refer to 
File No. 

·PERSONAL ATTENTION 

UNITED STATES DEPARTMEi'i'ri}fi.. ~tJitlt}l 68- 55 

1-' E D F. R A L B U R E AU 0 F I J\ \" EST I G AT I 0 J\ 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20535 

September 20, 1968 

(A) STATEMENT OF THE DIRECTOR BEFDRE THE NATIONAL 
COMMISSION ON THE CAUSES AND PREVENTION O:E' VIOLENCE -
WASHINGTON, D. C. - SEPTEMBER 18, 1968 -- On September 18, 
1968, I testified in Washi.r.~ton, D. C., before the National 
Commission on the Causes and Prevention of Violence. This 
Commission, appointed by the President, is inquiring into the 
incidence of violence in our national life, institutions, customs, 
and laws. 

Twenty-five copies of this statement are being forwarded 
to each office under separate cover. You are instructed to give a 
copy of this statement to key law enforcement officials in your division. 
Any additional copies required should be requested by routing slip to 
the Bureau.; Attention: Correspondence and Tours Section. 

9-2o-68 
SAC LETTER 68-55 

(B) DEMONSTRP...TIONS AT THE DEMOCRATIC NATIONAL 
CONVENTION - CHICAGO, ILLINOIS - AUGUST, 1968 -- The Bureau 
has prepared a monograph entitled "The· Politics of Street Revolutionists" 
which is based on an analysis of information developed to date concerning 

, efforts of various groups to disrupt the Democratic National Convention 
held in Chicago, illinois, August 26-29, 1968. 

Copies of this document are being .forwarded each office 
under separate communication. This document should be reviewed by 
Special Agent personnel of your office, however, its content$ should not 
be discussed with any individuals not employed by the FBI. 

Very truly yours, 

John Edgar Hoover 

Director 

I 
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In Reply, Please Refer to 

FileNo. 

PERSONAL ATTENTION 
SAC LETTER 68-63 

UNITED STATES DEPARTME:\T OF JUSTICE 

F E I> E R A L B U R E AU .o .F I l't V E S T I G AT I 0 l't 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20535 

Novem}?,er ~' 1968 

(A) NATIONAL CRINIE INFORMATION CENTER (NCIC)- SECURITIES 
FILE -- The NCIC computerized information system now includes 
files of stolen vehicles; felony vehicles; stolen vehicle identification 
plates, engines and transmissions; stolen license plates; stolen, missing 
and recovered guns; stolen articles; and wanted persons. 

An additional file, the Securities li'ile, will be available 
in NCIC November 4, 1968, for the entry of "securities" and for inquiry 
by all terminals in the NCIC system. To be acceptable for entry in this. 
file, a "security'' must have b.een stolen, embezzled, or colU1terfeited. 
"Securities, 11 for the present purposes of this file, are currency (eo g. 
bills, bank notes) and those documents or certificates which generally 
are considered to be evidence of debt (eo g. bonds, debentures, notes) 
or ownership of property (e. g. common stock, preferred stock), and 
documents which represent subscription rights (eo g. rights, warrants) 
and which are of those types traded in the securities exchanges in the 
United States, except for commodities futures. Also included are 
warehouse receipts, travelers checks and money orders. 

Personal notes, cashier's checks, officer's checks, 
certified checks, personal checks, company checks, and credit cards 
are not to be entered. 

Stolen currency now is being entered in the NCIC Article 
File. Currency entries which are active in the Article File will be con
verted at SOG to the Securities File format and re-entered in the latter 
file on November 4, 1968. Inquiries of and entries in the Securities File 
concerning currency should be made beginning November 4, 1968. 

A copy of NCIC Operating Manual revisions relating to 
procedures and codes for the Securities Fi.le is being furnished to each .. 
office for reference purposes under separate cover. Additional printed· 
copies will be furnished each office promptly. 

NW 55069 Docld : 32989528 Page 1 0 0 0 . 
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Minimum information necessary for a security entry is: 
(1) type of security (e. g. Uo S. Savings Bond, Federal Reserve Note, 
debenture, common stock, travelers cneck, etc.); (2) serial number; 
(3) denomination (e. g. $50, $1,000, etc.); (4) issuer; (5) owner; (o) date 
of theft; and ('I) your case or file number. Series year must be included 
when entering currency. Social security number of owner snould be in
cluded when it can be obtained. For bonds, debentures, and other evidence 
of indebtedness, the maturity date (or issue date if no specific maturity 
date exists) and the interest rate or amount are of importance in making 
positive identification and should be included in entries. 

Inquiries of tne Securities File generally are to be by 
type, serial number, denomination and issuer unless the available infor
mation is insufficient to do so. In such case inquiry may be made by type 
and owner, by owner and originating agency case number, or by social 
security number only. Inquiries relating to U.S. Treasury issues and 
to currency may be made by type, serial number and denomination (issuer 
not necessary). 

Those offices not having NCIC terminals may make requests 
to have securities indexed in the Securities File or to have a search made 
of the Securities File by submitting to the Bureau an airtel marked for the 
attention of the National Crime Information Center. Where a rapid check of 
NCIC is necessary you snould direct it to the NCIC, TWX Number 710-822-
0006. The field office file number should be in any communication addressed 
to NCIC. 

Manual and Handbook cnanges will follow. 

11-5-68 
SAC LETTER 68-63 - 2 -
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·(B) OMNIBUS CRIM:E CONTROL AND SAFE STREETS ACT OF 1968 -
PUBLIC LAW 90-351 -- The Department of Justice has recently 
advised as follows: "Agents of the FBI should continue to coordinate 
their activities as closely as possible with State and local law 
enforcement officers." The Department added that, "So long as 
information obtained by electronic surveillance by State or.local 
officers has been obtained in accord with the relevant State statute, 
with Title III of the Safe Streets Act, and with other applicable 
requirements of the Constitution, the information may legitimate~y be 
used by Federal agents in the course of their investigative activities. " 
The Department also pointed out that Agents "should take reasonable 
measures to insure that their operations are based on information 
lawfully obtained, so that Federal prosecutions will not be tainted by 
illegal evidence." In this connection, Title III of the Omnibus Crime 
Control and Safe Streets Act sets strict requirements for the use of 
electronic surveillances by state or local law enforcement officers 
acting under court order, including a requirement that the surveillance 
must be carried out under a state statute enacted in compliance with 
the specific standards set by Title III. 

Henceforth, substantive Bureau cases stemming from state 
or local investigations which include the use of a court-approved 
electronic surveillance can be investigated by the field when such court 
approval is soundly based on the provisions of Title III of captioned 
act. In this regard such cases should first be discussed with the 
appropriate United States Attorney for a determination as to the legality 
of the court approval under Title III, and the Bureau must be furnished 
an appropriate UACB communication including or immediately followed 
by a letterhead memorandum containing a summary of facts, the 
specific statutes under which the electronic device in question was 
authorized, the identity of the judge issuing the court order~ date of 
issuance, the opinion of the United States Attorney and action to be 
taken. The same procedure should be followed in instances where 
Agents are invited to participate as observers in state or local raids 
of potential mutual interest when such raids stem from preliminary 
investigation which included the use of an electronic surveillance. 

11/5/68 
SAC LETTER 68-63 - 3 -
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(C) :UNAUTHORIZED MAILINd OF MOTOR VEHICLE MASTER 
KEYS .__ Public Law 90-560 was approved by the President 
October 12, 1968. This law becomes effective 60 days after enactment 
and amends Section 2, Chapter 83 of Title 18, United States Code, 
adding Section 1716A entitled, "Nonmailable motor vehicle master 
keys." This law prohibits the mailing or causing to be maifed of any 
motor vehicle master key, any pattern, impression, or mold. It also 
prohibits the mailing of advertisements for the sale of such keys. This 
law prohibits only mailing offenses and does not pertain to otherwise 

• interstate transportation of master keys. 

The unauthorized mailing of motor vehicle master keys is 
a Postal violation. In the event a violation of this law is discovered 
during one of our investigations, the matter should be promptly referred 
to the nearest Postal Inspector's Office. 

Insure this is brought to the attention of all investigative 
personnel. 

(Security Letter on attached page) 

11/5/68 
SAC LETTER 68-63 - 4-
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( I} INVESTIGATION 0 F KLAN, WHITE HATE AND BLACK 
NATIONALIST GROUPS -- With the tense racial situation in the 
United States at this time, it becomes increasingly important that we 
are fully aware of the full text of speeches made by leaders of both 
black and white extremist groups at meetings and rallies. Many of 
the· leaders of such groups, such as the Ku Klux Klan and the Black 
Panthers, travel extensively to make these speeches and during same, 
utter highly inflammatory statements. It is imperative that the 
communications furnished the Bureau concerning these meetings and 
rallies contain a comprehensive summary of the remarks made by the 
speakers, under the appropriate caption. · 

The Bureau has a responsibility to know and be able to 
advise appropriate officials of the plans, statements and threats of 
such agitators, as well as to develop information which could lead to 
possible future Federal prosecution. 

. As you have been previously instructed and in your 
co~tinuing coverage of these assemblages, you should, where 
appropriate, utilize security and racial informants, panel sources, 
ghetto informants and other contacts. to obtain the text of these 
speeches. This is to insure that there will be individuals available 
who may be in a position to testify at a later date. 

Very truly yours, 

John Edgar Hoover 

Director 

11/5/68 
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In R~ply, Plewe Refer to 
FileNo. · 

P-ERSONAL ATTENTION 
SAC LETTER 68-68 

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20535 

N<;>Vember 29, 19 68 

(A) REPORT WRITING- CRIMINAL FRAUDS AND OTHER ACCOUNTING 
MATTERS-- The Bureau has recently noted an increased incidence of the 
inclusion in investigative reports, on Criminal Fraud Matters and in other 
accounting-type investigations, of voluminous reproductions or extensive 
typed copies of documents or other material. This practice usually 
occasions the incorporation of considerable extraneous information in 
the reports, and often results in the inclusion in reports of ~ep~oductions 
which are difficult to read. :... i 1 

rt/ 
More properly, Agents should review pertinent documents, 

extract relevant information therefrom and include same in proper report 
form. This procedure would result in more concise, meaningful and 
comprehensible reports. In the event documents are considered to be 
of value to the United States Attorney or other recipient, they may be 
forwarded as enclosures to the report. Bring this to the attention of 
supervisory and Agent personnel. 

1~/26/68 
SAC_~ETTER 68-68 

(B) TRAINING- FILIVIS- FILM FEATURETTE ON TH.E FBI LABORATORY 
"DOCUMENT EXAMINATIONS"-- The Bureau has completed the fourth 
in a series of film featurettes being prepared on the work of the FBI 
Laboratory. It is entitled r•nocument Examinations' II is approximately 
15 minutes in length, and is a 16-millimeter sound film in color. 

In addition to being sho·wn to law enforcement groups for which 
you are providipg training, this film has also been designed for use in 
connection with spealdng engagements and television appearances in which 
you have been in vi ted to participate. A permanent retention copy is being 
forwarded to each field office. 

~- .· 

(Security Letters on att_ached pages) 
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(D) CUBAN INTELLIGENCE ACTIVITIES IN THE UNITED STATES
INTERNAL SECURITY- CUBA·-- SAC Letters 60-6 (B), January 28, 
1960, and 67-8 (G), January 31, 1967, alerted you to the Cuban Govern
ment's continuing interest in penetrating FBI counterintelligence _ 
operations. An assignment given recently to one of our double agents 
by his principal , an official of the Cuban Mission to the. United Nations, 
confirmed that the FBI continues to be a major target of Cuban intel-
ligence operations in the U. S. ·· 

The double agent was instructed to develop information con
cerning personnel of the FBI and the Central Intelligence Agency. He 
was told to obtain names, home addresses, telephone numbers, physical 
descriptions, hobbies, likes and dislikes of such personnel, as well as 
complete descriptions of automobiles they operate. The double agent 
was also instructed to develop information concerning the manner in 
which the FBI recruits refugees for infiltration of Cuban organizations. 

Assure that appropriate personnel are aware of the Cuban 
Government's current interest in FBI personnel, methods, and equipment 
and that they comply with instructions in SAC Letters 60-6 (B) .and 
67-8 (G). 

SAC LETTER 68-68 
11/26/68 

55.06.9 Docld: 32989528 P.age 1.006 

Very truly yours, 

John Edgar Hoover 

Director 
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(C) CHARACTERIZATION OF SUBVERSIVE, RACIAL, KLAN, WHITE 
HATE, AND MILITANT BLACK ORGANIZATIONS- INTERNAL SECURITY
COMMUNIST-- Set forth below is an up-to-date characterization of the 
Black Panther Party which has its }leadquarters in Berkeley, California, 
and branches in a number of cities throughout the United states. 

fi. / 
According to its official newspaper, the Black Panther Party 

(BPP) was started during December, 1966, in Oakland, California, to 
organize black people so they can take control of the life, politics, and the 
destiny of the black community. It was organized by Bobby George Seale, 
BPP Chairman, and Huey P. Newton, BPP Mi;nister of Defense. Newton 
is presently serving a sentence of 2 to 15 years on a conviction of man
slaughter in cormection with the killing of an Oakland police officer. 

The official newspaper, "The Black Panther, " which further 
describes itself. as the "Black Community News Service, 11 states that the 
BPP advocates the use of guns and guerrilla tactics in its revolutionary 
program to end oppression of the black people. Residents of the black 
.community are urged to arm themselves against the police who are con
sistently referred to in the publication as "pigs" who should be killed.-

"The Black Panther 1
' issue of September. 7, 1968, contains an 

editorial by BPP :Minister of Education, George Mason Murray, which 
ends with the following·: 

"Black men. Black people, colored persons of America, 
revolt everywhere! Arm yourselves. The only culture worth keeping 
is a revolutionary culture. Change. Freedom everywhere. Dynamite! 
Black Power. Use the gun. Kill the pigs everywhere. " 

Included in the introduction to an ari;icle appearing in the 
October 5, 1968, edition of "The Black Panther" is the statement, " •. ·. 
we will not dissent from American Government. \Ve will overthrow it. " 

Issues of "The Black Panther" regularly contain quotations 
from the. writings of Chairman MAO Tse-tung of the People 1s Republic 
of China and feature 1VIA01S statement that "political power grows out of 
the barrel of a gun. 1

' 

The national headquarters of the BPP is located at 3106 Shattuck 
Avenue, Berkeley, California. Branches have been established at 
various locations throughout the United states. 
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